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1 The Insurance Contract as a Contract of Indemnity in Roman-Dutch Law 

1.1 Introduction 

In consequence of the insurer's bearing of the risk, he became liable, on the 
occurrence, notice and proof of a loss, 1 to make a payment to the insured in terms of 
the insurance contract. Such a payment was aimed, at least in the case of marine 
insurance, at compensating the insured for the loss he had suffered. Put differently, the 
insurer's payment was directed at indemnifying the insured against his loss. 

The extent of the insurer's liability to pay or compensate the insured was 
restricted by one of the following two factors, 2 the amount for which the insurer had 
insured the risk or sum insured on the one hand,3 and the amount of the insured's loss 
on the other hand. Therefore, the insurer was liable either for the sum insured or for the 
amount of the insured's loss, whichever was the smaller. 

As regards the insured's loss, the insur~~ had to quantify and prove the extent or 
amount of his loss. This involved, at least as a first step, that he had to prove the value 
of the object of risk. However, in those cases where the object was not totally lost, the 
insured's loss and the value of that object did not coincide, and in such a case of partial 
loss the extent of the depreciation in that value had to be determined as well. That was 
often done with reference to the cost of the repair of the damage in question. 4 Likewise, 
where the insured was not also the owner or the sole owner of the object of risk, the 
extent of his loss and the value of the object did not necessarily coincide, so that, 
strictly speaking, the insured had to prove the extent to which he had suffered loss as a 
result of the loss of or damage to that object. s 

In this regard the law came to recognise a number of rules by which to determine, 
in cases of total and partial loss respectively and in the absence of a permissible agree-

1 See again respectively ch XV, ch XVI § 2 and ch XVI § 3 supra. 

2 Or, in theory, both, if they happened to correspond. 

3 See § 2 infra as to the sum insured. 

4 Thus, whereas in the case of a total loss the amount of the insured owner's loss was equivalent to the 
value of the property insured, in the case of a partial loss the amount of his loss and the value of the 
property were two separate but related matters. 

s This possibility did not feature gready in the Roman-Dutch sources. See again ch II § 6 supra for an 
explanation of how interest and ownership were equated in early Dutch law. 
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ment on the matter (that is, in the case of unvalued policies), what may be termed the 
extent of the insurer's liability for the insured's loss. The rules to determine the extent of 
the insuted's loss, or the measure of his indemnity as it is also referred to, included, 
where relevant, the way in which and the ti.rtle when and the place where the r-elevant 
value of specific objects of risk for insurance purposes had. to be determined. This 
value for insurance purposes is also known as the insurable value of the object of risk. e 

However, these rules were not only not always acceptable in practice but they 
also did not relieve the insured of the often onerous burden of proving the extent of his 
loss and, in the process, the relevant insurable value of the property he had insured. A 
practice therefore arose and carne to be recognised in law of concluding valued 
policies in terms of which parties agreed, before the occurrence of any loss, on the 
value of the object at risk. 7 Such agreed value was, for purposes of that insurance· con
tract and specifically in determining the insured's measure of indemnity, the equivalent 
of the insurable value upon which that measure of indemnity was assessed. a 

1.2 Recognition of the Insurance Contract as One of Indemnity 

While there is no doubt that the principle of indemnity was fundamental to 
insurance law in general and to Roman-Dutch insurance law in particular, the recogni
tion of this fact was not as explicit in the legal sources as may have been expected. 

Thus, definitions of the insurance contract by Roman-Dutch authors9 usually 
described the insurer's performance as the taking over and bearing of the insured's 
risk. Only occasionally did they add that that in turn implied that on the occurrence of 
the event insured against or the materialisation of the risk, the insurer had to com
pensate the insured for and indemnify him against the consequences of such 
materialisation. Arid only in later definitions was it specifically mentioned that the 
insurer's obligation entailed the compensation or indemnification of the insured for loss. 
The definitions and descriptions of the insurance contract seldom stressed, let alone 
explained in much detail, the ramifications of the principle of indemnity and why the 
insured was entitled only to an indemnity and why he was not permitted to make a 
profit from the fact that he. was insured. 

On a few occasions the indemnifying nature of the insurance was alluded to by 
the authors, most often in connection with over-insurance. Thus, Van Leeuwen 10 

referred to the insurer's liability to the insured as one to make good to the latter, to the 
extent that he was insured, his lost and damaged property ('syn verloren1 en 

6 See § 3 infra for the insurable value. 

7 Note, in the case of a valued policy only the value of the object at risk was determined and not 
necessarily also the amount of the insured's loss. That was the case only where the loss in question was 
a total loss and where the insured Was the owner of that object 

8 See § 5 infra as to valued policies. 

9 For which see again ch Ill § 2 supra. 

10 Rooms-Hollands regt IV.9.10. 
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verongelukte [moet] goed doen, so ver het se~ve,was versekert'). Schorer11 explained 
that the reason why an insurer was never liable beyond the value of the insured goods 
was becau~e the insurance contract was introduced solely to indemnify the insured 
and not to enrich him. Scheltinga12 noted that the limitation of the insurer's liability by 
the value of the insured ship or goods appeared from the policy formulas appended to 
the various insurance laws, but in passing he alluded to the fact that it was the insured's 
loss ('de waare geledene schade') rather than the value of the insured property which 
the insurer had to compensate in the first instance, a position he thought accorded with 
reason and met with the requirements of merchants. 

Bynkershoek13 too drew a distinction between the sum insured and the value of 
the insured property on the one hand, and the amount of the insured's loss on the 
other hand. The insured could not recover from his insurer under the policy more than 
the latter, 14 the aim of the action on the insurance contract being to indemnify the 
insured, not to provide him with a profit ('[d}e geheele Actie van Assurantie strekt om 
bevryd te blyven van schade, en niet om winst te doen'). 1s 

Finally, in his definition of the insurance contract, Van der linden1s quoted the 
precise ('naauwkeurige') definition of Pothier17 which stressed that it was a contract by 
which one contracting party took upon himself the risk of the incidental misfortunes to 
which a certain thing was exposed and bound himself to the other contracting party to 
hold the latter harmless from or to indemnify him against ('schadeloos te houden 
tegen') any losses caused by such misfortunes . 

. Other sources, too, especially the model policies prescribed or suggested by the 
various legislative promulgations, 18 gave recognition to the indemnifying nature of the 

11 Aanteekeningen 425 (ad 111.24.6) n20. 

12 Dictata adlll.24.7 sv 'boven de waerde?'. 

13 Quaestiones juris privati IV.13, referring to a case before the Hoage Raad in 1726 (see idem 
Observationes tumultuariae obs 2242). 

14 And that was not necessarily the same as either the sum insured or as the value of the insured 
property. 

15 Kersteman Academia part XVIII (at 275), in his description of the insurance contract, referred to the 
insurer's 'expresse belofte en verband, om den Reeder, en Eygenaar van het geassureerde Schlp en 
Lading, wegens a/le schaden en nadeelen, resulteerende uit a/le de bovengemelde oorzaken, te zullen 
indemnifeeren, tot een zekere Pryze by het voorschreeve Contract van assurantie gespecificeert'. See 
also idem Woorden-boek at 28 where he referred to the insurer's promise 'te zullen indemnifeeren, kost 
en schadeloos te houden, tot zulk een zeekere somme als by de daar van gemaakte Police ... 
gestipuleert, bedongen, en uitgedrukt is'. 

16 Koopmans handboek IV.6.1. 

17 Assurance 1.1 .1.2. It was probably true, as Van Nievelt XX.XVI suggests, that the classification of t.he 
insurance contract as one of indemnity was more prominent in the works of French authors such as 
Pothier and Emerigon than it was in that of their Roman-Dutch counterparts. 

18 See generally as to the relevant stipulations in sixteenth-century Antwerp insurance policies, De Groote 
Zeeassurantie 114-116. 
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insurance contract, even if only by implication. In this regard various terms and descrip
tions were used, of which a few examples will suffice. 

In the policy form appended to s 2 of title VII of the placcaat of 1563 it was stipu
lated that the insurers underwrote and put themselves in the position of the insured so 
as to guarantee him against all loss and damage ('Ende van als verseeckeren sy ende 
stellen henlieden inde eygen plaetse vande gheasseureerden, om hem te garantieren 
van a/le verlies ende schade'); and in the case of loss of or damage to the insured 
property ('[e]nde oft den voorseyden goeden oft coopmanschepen yet anders toe
quame dan we/ (dat Godt behoede)'), the insurers undertook the obligation to pay the 
insured the sum each had underwritten or the loss the insured had suffered ('de voor
seyde Asseureurs verobligieren hen, den voorseyden gheasseureerden ... te beta/en al 
't geene dat een yegelick van henlieden onderteeckent sal hebben, ofte de schade die 
de voorseyde geasseureerde gehadt sal hebben'). 

The policy form prescribed by s 35 of the placcaat of 1571 was equally extensive; 
It noted the insurers' undertaking to insure and indemnify ('te verseeckeren ende 
indemneren') specified property for the insured, and later on referred to the fact that the 
insurers put themselves in the place of the insured so as to guarantee him against loss 
or damage ('hem stellende inde eygen plaetse vanden geasseureerden ende verseeck
erden, om den selven te garanderen van a/le schade ende verlies') as well as to the 
fact that in the case of loss of the insured goods, the insurers were obliged to pay the 
insured for all the loss he may have suffered.19 

In the Antwerp Compilatae of 150920 it was explained that the insured had two 
actions in connection with his insurance· contract, one to claim a return of the premium 
and the other action to recover in respect of a loss of or damage to the insured prop
erty, whether by way of abandonment or as a partial loss ('tot verhael, van verlies oft 
schade overt versekert goat oft schip gecomen, tsij bij abandonnement oft bij avarie'). 

Largely similar stipulations occurred in subsequent model policy forms, notably in 
the hull and cargo policies of the Amsterdam keur of 1598, 21 in those of the Amsterdam 

19 'En geschiedende oft toekomende anders dan we/ ('t we/ck Godt verhoeden moet) aende voorseyde 
goeden ofte Coopmanschappen, den voorseyden Asseureur ofte Verseeckeraer l/erobligeett hem te 
beta/en aen den voorseyden verseeckerden .•. a/le die schade die den voorseyden verseeckerden 
geha.dt sal hebben'. Thus, a distinction was drawn between the loss of the ship or goods and insured's 
loss or damage. The insurers did not undertake to pay the value of the property or the amount of the 
damage, but merely to indemnify the insured against the loss or damage he suffered as result of the loss 
of or damage to the property. 

2P In art 256 of par 8, title 11, part IV (see De LQnge vol IV at 306). 

21 '{S]tellende ons [the insurers] in alien su/cken gevallen in u plaetse, om u te guaranteren van a/le 
verlies ende schade' and 'verbinden wy ons by desen te beta/en aen u ... alle de schade die ghy suit 
geleden hebben'. 
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amending keur of 1688,22 in those of the Rotterdam-keur of 1721,23 and in those of the 
Amsterdam keur of 1744 and amending keur of 1775.24 In this respect English practice 
differed from that on the Continent. In the Lloyd's policy of 1779, the insurers' promise 
to pay the insured an indemnity and to do so in the case of a loss was implied, not 
expressed, the policy merely stipulating that the insurers 'hereby promise and bind our;. 
selves ... to the· assured ... for the true performance of the promises'. 2s 

But while its fundamental role in insurance law was not always expressly acknowl
edged, and while a comprehensive interest theory had not been formulated, there was 
nevertheless no doubt about the application of the indemnity principle in Roman-Dutch 
insurance law. The recognition of its cardinal role appears not so much from express 
statements or provisions to that effect in the sources, but rather from the application of 
the principle in particular instances, notably in the case of over-insurance. The principle 
that an insured was entitled to an indemnity and no more most clearly underpinned 
much about what the law laid down as regards over-insurance.2s However, the applica
tion of the indemnity principle was also implicit in other contexts, for example in the 
rules about the determination of insurable value;21 in connection with abandonment,2s 
the insurer's right of recourse against third parties,29 and the rules which sought to 

. ' .. · ., 

22 The hull policy provided: 'stellende ons ... in alien sulke gevalle, in u plaatse om te beta/en aan u 
Geassureerde ... a/le de schade, die gy suit geleden hebben', while the goods policy read: 'stellende 
ons ... in al/en sulke gevalle, in u plaetse, om u te guarandeeren van a/le verlies en schade, ende te 
beta/en aen u Geassureerde ... a/le de schade, die gy sultgeleden hebben'. 

23 The hull policy provided: 'stellende ons in a/le zulke gevalle in U plaatse, om te beta/en ... a.lie de 
schade die Gy zult geleden hebben' and the goods policy: 'stellende ons in a/le zulke gevalle in U 
plaatse, om U te garanderen van al/e verlies ende schade, ende te beta/en ... a//e de schade die Gy zult 
geleden hebbei1'. 

24 The hull policy read: 'stellende ons ... in a/le zulke gevallen, in uwe plaatse, om te beta/en aan u 
Geassureerde ... a/le de schade, die gy zult geleden hebben'; the goods policy provided: 'stellende ons 
in alle zu/ke gevalle in U plaatse, om U te garandeeren van a/le verlies en schade, en te beta/en ... a/le 
de schade die gy zult geleden hebben'. 

25 See Chalmers 2n3. 

26 The underlying principle was stated most clearly in s 3 of the placcaat of 1571, s 2 of the Amsterdam 
keur of 1598, s 3 of the Middelburg keur of 1600, s 19 of the Rotterdam keur of 1604, s 70 of the 
Rotterdam keur of 1721, and s 23 of the Amsterdam keur of 17 44, all of which will be considered in detail 
in ch XVIII § 4 infra in connection with over-insurance. 

27 See § 3 infra. 

28 See ch XIX § 2.3.1 infra. 

29 See ch XIX § 1 infra. 
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prevent the insured from either intentionally causing the materialisation of the risk or not 
taking the necessary care to prevent the occurrence of a loss. 30 

·In conclusion, therefore, it would appear that although the indemnity principle 
underlaid the whole Roman-Dutch law of insurance, the principle itself was not yet 
theoretically fully worked out by the jurists or, for that matter, by the legislatures. This 
was true not only of Roman-Dutch law but seemingly also of some ct.her contemporary 
systems.31 

The lack of any theoretical explanation, justification, analysis, and exposition of 
the indemnity principle .in Roman-Dutch law also had an effect on the provisions in the 
Wetboek van Koophandel. It contains no express provision to the effect that the 
insurance contract is a contract of indemnity, or at least that some types of insurance 
contract are, 32 this being at most implicit in its regulation of a number of aspects or 
situations arising from that contract. A theoretical analysis of the indemnity. principle 
was, like the interest theory ,33 a product of nineteenth-century legal science. It is not 
surprising, therefore, that possibly only by the time of the Marine Insurance Act of 1906 
its s 1 could clearly provide· that the contract of marine insurance is a contract in terms 
of which the insurer undertakes to indemnify the insured against marine losses in the 
manner and to the extent agreed. 34 

30 In the absence of the indemnity principle, it would have been possible for an insured to make a profit 
from his insurance; he would not have had any interest in protecting the insured property and in 
preventing the occurrence of a loss or damage but would rather have sought its occurrence from which 
he stood to gain financially. This would have given rise to large-scale fraud by insured upon their insurers. 
The indemnity principle was therefore in essence one of the measures the legislatures resorted to in 
curbing insurance fraud. See further Suermondt Taxatie 5-7, referring to the preamble of the placcaat of 
1571 which shows how strong the legislatures of old held to the indemnity principle and alluding to the 
fact that the principle served primarily to prevent fraud and merely secondan1y to discourage wagers. 

·-···-=-· 

31 Also in English law specific aspects and applications of the indemnity principle in the context of 
insurance came to be recognised and formulated only in the time of Lord Mansfield (see eg Holdsworth 
History vol XII at 537) but the development was still fragmentary. English texts on insurance from the 
latter part of the eighteenth century too had not yet developed anything approaching a theory of 
indemnity. See eg Weskett Digest sv 'indemnity' who merely has cross-references to abandonment, 
average, double insurance, loss, wagers, and a few other headings, and no discussion at all of the 
principle itself. The position appears to have been different in French law: see n17 supr;J.. Even by the 
mid-nineteenth century, the indemnity principle had not yet been identified as a central theme in English 

. Insurance law and there was, for example, no separate chapter on the topic in Park's System (8 ed). 

32 The suggestion by Van der Linden in his Ontwerp 111.11.1.5 to the effect that it be provided expressly 
that insurance can never provide the insured with a profit, but only an indemnity, was not taken up in the 
final version of the Wetboek. 

33 See again ch II § 6 supra. 

34 But even the use of the phrase 'measure of indemnity' in the Marine Insurance Act, especially in ss 67-
78, to indicate the measure ofthe lnsured's loss for which the insurer Is liable, has been criticised as 
un(amHiar. See Chalmers 111 n1. 
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2 The Sum Insured 

It has already noted that the extent of the insurer's liability to make a payment to 
the insured in terms of the insurance contract was limited by two factors, the sum 
insured on the one hand and the amount of the insured's loss on the other hand. A 
brief explanation of the role ofthe sum insured is called for.as 

In essence the insured could recover either the sum insured or the amount of his 
loss, whichever was the smaller. The sum insured was the amount for which the 
insurer, or the total of the amounts for which the several co-insurers, had underwritten 
the policy and subscribed to the risk. 36 It was the amount with reference to which the 
premium was calculated. 37 It was, furthermore, the maximum amount recoverable on 
the policy in question but it was not necessarily the amount actually recoverable. An 
insurer was not liable without any limitation for the insured's loss, but he fixed an upper 
limit to his liability by indicating the amount for which he insured the property in ques
tion. 

Therefore, the sum insured was the maximum amount recoverable where it was 
smaller than the amount of the insured's loss, such as in the case of under-insurance,38 
whether such under-insurance was voluntary or compulsory.39 The reason why the 
sum insured and not the greater amount of the insured's loss was the amount 
recoverable in this instance, was because the sum insured was the maximum amount 
with reference to which the insurer had fixed his premium; his assessment of the extent, 
in monetary terms, of the risk he had taken 9ve.r. . 

However, in other cases the suni i~sU't'~d was not relevant and was not the 
amount recoverable from the insurer. Thus, a smaller amount than the sum insured 
was recoverable, for example, in the case of over-insurance.40 That was so despite the 

35 See generally as to the sum insured, Elink Schuurman Brandschade 65-77; and Dorhout Mees 
Schadeverzekeringsrecht 177-178. On the technical and actuarial aspects of calculating the sum insured, 
see generally Onnen. 

36 Although a single (total) sum insured could be stated on the policy, more often than not it happened, 
where the policy had been underwritten by several underwriters, that the policy merely reflected the 
amounts each of them had underwritten and not any total sum insured. That had to be determined by 
adding up all the sums individually underwritten by the participant insurers. See as to this practice eg 
Ebel 'Remlinckrade' 141. 

37 See again ch XI § 2.1 supra as to the amount of the premium. 

38 Thus, where a ship worth f2 000 and insured for f 1 500 was totally lost, the insurer was liable for, and 
could not be liable for more than, the sum insured, ie, f 1 500. See ch XVIII § 5 infra as to under-insurance. 

39 As will be explained in ch XVIII § 5 infra, the Dutch legislatures from early on imposed limitations on the 
amounts for which certain objects of risk could be insured, ie, they limited the sums insurable on certain 
objects by stating that a certain portion of the value such objects had to remain uninsured. See also 
Dorhout Mees Schadeverzekeringsrecht 178 who mentions compulsory under-insurance in connection 
with the sum insured. 

40 As to which see ch XVIII § 4 infra. 
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fact that the loss was a total loss; whether such over-insurance occurred through an 
insurance in excess of the value of the object in question, 41 or through an insurance in 
excess of the insured's interest in that object;42 or in the case of a partial loss of the 
object of risk when only a proportion of the sum insured was recoverable. 43 The reason 
why the lesser amount of the insured's loss and not the sum insured was recoverable, 
despite the fact that the latter amount was that with reference to which the premium 
was calculated which the insured had paid, was simply because of the application and 
maintenance of the indemnity principle. The insured was not entitled, at least not in 
terms of a valid insurance contract, to recover more than his loss, despite the factthat 
the insurer was prepared to pay, and the fact that the insured had on his part actually 
paid the insurer for, a larger amount. 

In only one instance was the insured entitled to recover from the insurer on the 
policy more than the sum insured on that policy. That was where, in addition to the sum 
insured becoming payable to the insured, for example in the case of a total loss, the 
insured had also incurred an expense in attempting, unsuccessfully, to avert and mini
mise that loss. 44 In such a case the insured could in appropriate circumstances in addi
tion recover a compensation from the insurer for that expense. 

These principles concerning the sum insured are apparent from a large number of 
divergent sources of Roman-Dutch insurance law. A few of them may be referred to 
briefly .. 

In the model policy form appended to s 2 of title VII of the placcaat of 1563, for 
example, the insurers undertook, in the case of any loss of or damage to the insured 
property, to pay the insured either the sum each had underwritten or the loss the 
insured had suffered ('de voorseyde Asseureurs verobligieren hen, den voorseyden 
gheasseureerden ... te beta/en al 't geene dat. een yegelick van henlieden onderteeck
ent sal hebben, ofte de schade die de voorseyde geasseureerde gehadt sal hebben'). 
In this the Legislature probably merely followed existing practice in terms of which 
insurance policies without exception contained a mention of the sum or sums insured 
as the maximum of the insurer's liability or risk, just as the amount of the loan, plus 
interest, mentioned in the maritime-loi;in agreement, had earlier fixed the maximum 
amount of the lender's risk. In fact, the oldest insurance laws referred to the sum 
insured as an essential ingredient of the insurance contract, 45 and legislation in the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries continued to regard the sum insured as a natural 
element of the agreement. 

41 Thus, where a ship worth /2 000 and insured for /2 500 was totally lost, the insured COl11d not recover 
the sum insured (/2 500) but only f 2 000. 

42 Thus, where a ship worth f 2 000 was Insured for f 2 000 by the owner of half a share in her, such owner 
could, In the case of her total loss, not recover the sum insured (f 2 000) but only f 1 000. 

43 Thus, where a ship worth /2 000 and insured for /2 000 was damaged to extent of f 1 000, the latter 
amount and not f 2 000 was recoverable. 

44 As to the insured's duty to do so, see again ch XVI § 1 supra. 

45 See further Elink Schuurman Brandschade 66-69. 
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Van Leeuwen46 referred to the insurer's liability to the insured to compensate him 
for the loss of or damage to his property but then only to the extent that he was insured 
('syn verloren, en verongelukte goad doen, so ver hetselve was versekert'). 

From an opinion delivered in 171547 it appears that in Roman-Dutch law the pay
ment by an insurer of the full sum insured in the policy precluded any further claim by 
the insured on the policy, even if the insured voyage was not yet completed or the 
period for which he was insured had not yet expired. 48 And from an opinion delivered in 
172149 it appears that in appropriate instances the sum insured played another role. 
The currency in which the sum insured was expressed also indicated the currency in 
which the value of the insured property had to be determined as well as the currency in 
which the insurers had to pay the insured on the policy.so a principle which was no 
doubt sound in times of fluctuating and often uncertain rates of exchange. 

Bynkershoek referred to a case decided by the Hooge Raad in 172651 where the 
insured owner of goods was held liable for a general average contribution adjusted on 
his goods which were themselves not lost or damaged. The insured claimed from the 
insurers of the goods the full amount they had underwritten ('de gehee/e schade van 
assurantie'), or, alternatively, the amount of his loss or damage ('de schade van 
d'avarije'). The Raad held the insured not entitled to claim the full sum insured from the 
insurers. The insured goods themselves were not lost or even damaged and the 
insured merely suffered a general average loss. He could not claim from the insurers 
more than what he had actually lost and that was less than the sum insured. The 
insured's claim for the sum insured was therefore refused, the insurance serving only to 
indemnify and not to enrich him, and, Bynkershoek noted, the insured here would 

46 Rooms-Hollands regt IV.9.10. 

47 See Bareis Advysen vol I adv 23. 

48 Here there was an insurance on a ship and her cargo for a voyage from and back to Amsterdam. The 
ship was captured in Sweden and abandoned by the insured. He bought a new ship and goods there for 
the return voyage to Amsterdam. According to the opinion, the insurers were not liable for any loss on the 
return voyage, among other reasons because 'de schaede, op de heenreize geval/en, door middel van 
de vergoedinge (which had already been paid by the insurers] reeds ten vol/en verstaen moet warden 
gereserveerd te zyn'. Another reason was that there was no loss or damage on the return voyage and 
because the unprofitable adventure here was not a loss. The most obvious reason, although not 
pertinently mentioned in the opinion, was of course the fact that the new ship and goods were not insured 
by the policy in question. As to successive losses, see again ch XV § 4 n53 supra. 

49 See Bareis Advysen vol I adv 90. 

so It was trite in the case of insurance, the opinion noted, that in the event of a loss the value of the 
insured goods had to be paid without regard to the type of money it cost but in accordance with the sum 
insured at the place where the policy was underwritten ('conform de getekende somme ter plaetse van 
de signature'). Insurers were liable to pay according to the amounts they had underwritten, and could not 
convert the value of that amount to a foreign currency or rate of exchange ('assuradeurs zyn gehouden 
hunne signature te voldoen, en konnen het beloop van dien niet redigeeren naer eene vreemde 
Wisselcours'). 

51 Observationes tumultuariae obs 2242; idem Quaestiones juris privati IV.13. 
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certainly profit if he could claim the sym insured or the value of the goods where those 
goods were in fact not lost at all. s2 . 

Finally, according to Van der Linden, 53 the determination of the amount which the 
insurer bound himself to pay in the case of loss of or damage to the insured goods was 
an essential requirement for a valid insurance. This amount ('somma'), he explained, 
was usually determined in the policy.54 In the case of a total loss of the insured goods, 
he continued, 55 the insurer was bound to pay the sum insured ('de somme te betaalen, 
waarvoor hij op de Polis geteekena heeft'), while in the case of a partial loss of or 
damage to the insured goods merely a proportion of the sum insured was payable 
('naar evenrecligheid van elks gedaane inteekening'). The point that in the case of a 
partial loss only a proportion of the sum insured was recoverable, had already been 
made in an opinion in 1699. 56 

However, two remarks have to be made with regard to Van der Linden's exposi
tion. First, although the earliest legislation may have regarded a mention of the sum 
insured as essential for a valid insurance contract, fixing as it did the maximum of the 
insurer's liability, that would appear no longer to have been the case in later Roman
Dutch insurance law. There was no mention in any of the insurance laws that the 
parties were required to mention the sum insured in their policy and that the insurance 
contract would in some or other way be defective if this was not done. In practice, 
though, insurance policies continued, as before, to m~ntion the sum or rather the sums 
insured, if only primarily to fix the proportion in which each of the several insurers were 

52 See § 1.2 supra for Bynkershoek's views on indemnity and for the distinction between the sum insured 
(and the value of the insured property) on the one hand and the amount of the insurec:l's loss on the other 
hand. 

53 Koopmans handboek IV.6.5. 

54 He then noted that insurers could alternatively also bind themselves to the payment of the agreed 
value of the goods. However, the agreed value of the goods, like the actual or real (or insurable) value of 
the goods, should not be confused With the sum insured. The agreed value was merely an agreement on 
the value of the property in question with reference to which value (rather than to the actual value) the 
amount of the insured's loss had to be determined. The sum insured, in tum, was merely the maximum 
amount of the insurer's potential liability. The amount of the real or agreed value could or could not 
coincide with the amount insured. 

55 Koopmans handboek IV.6.9. 

56 See Bareis Advysen vol I adv 64. Here the statement appeared that inasmuch as bottomry bonds were 
for the most part a type of insurance in that they shared many features ('vee/a/ een soort van Assurantie 
zyn, en die contracten ook met den anderen veelal worde_n vergeleken'; see again ch I § 4.3 supra), 
therefore, in the case of bottomry, as in the case of insurance, damage (a partjal loss) was borne 
proportionally by the insurers ('en zulks dat gelyk in materie van Assuiantie, zo oak in cas subject, de 
schaede proportionaliter (nae evenredigheid) moet gedraegen werden'). See also Bareis Advysen vol I 
adv 67 (1706) (in the case of a partial loss, the lender was proportionally liable as was an insurer in the 
case of insurance). As to the application of the proportionality principle between co-insurers generally 
and in the case of under-insurance , see ch XVIII §§ 2.1 and 5.6 /nfta respectively. 
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liable among themselves for the insured's loss-.57 Secondly, as already explained, 
although true in most instances, the statement of Van der Linden that the sum insured 
or a proportion of it was payable in the case of a loss or damage, was not invariably 
correct. Put differently, although the sum insured was in most instances the amount 
(fully or proportionately) recoverable from the insur~d, in other instances it was merely 
the maximum amount and a smaller amount (or proportion) was in fact recoverable.ss 

Nevertheless, in the Wetboek van Koophandel the Legislature included a 
reference to the sum insured.59 In terms of art 256-2 all policies must express the 
amount or the sum which is insured. 60 

The sum insured is the maximum amount for which an insurer can be liable, 
although that general principle is only expressly stated in respect of marine insurance 
contracts in art 718. This article, apparently in conformity with the earlier position, 61 

provides that the insurer is not liable to pay anything more than the sum he had 
insured, even if.successive partial losses requiring repairs and costing more than the 
sum insured, or a partial loss followed by a total loss, had occurred on a single insured 
voyage.62 

The only exception to this general principle recognised in the Wetboek is for an 
expense the insured incurs in the prevention and limitation of a loss, such an expense 
being recoverable from the insurer on the insurance contract in addition to any 
indemnity for a loss. In consequence the insurer's liability can exceed the sum insured 
in an appropriate case.63 

In English law, the codifying Marine Insurance Act of 1906 too assumes that the 
sum insured is the maximum of the insurer's liability for a single loss. Thus, s 28, in des-

57 See further on this point Elink Schuurman Brandschade 68-70. He mentions that it was already 
accepted by Pothier Assurance LXXV and also by Emerigon Assurances 11.7 and Casaregis Dlscursus 
X.63 that the sum insured was not an essentiale the of insurance agreement. It was later generally 
accepted that the sum insured was not essential, and that if no sum insured was mentioned, the 
insurance was simply for the full value of the insured object and then the indemnity principle alone still 
limited the insurer's liability. 

58 Thus, the sum insured was not payable in the case of a total loss where, eg, there was over-insured, or 
where the insured's loss did, not eq~~e sum insured . 

. ,'!fiif" 

59 See eg Dammers 21-22. 

60 See too art 304 (in the case of life insurance the policy must contain the sum for which there is insured) 
even though, in terms of art 305, 'de begrooting van de som [ie, the sum insured] staan geheel aan de 
goedvinden der partijen'. 

61 See the opinion of 1715 discussed earlier at n47. 

62 That the maximum liability is established by the sum insured is also illustrated by the provisions of art 
618 in the case of ransom insurance (see again ch VII § 3.2 supra). Such insurance is concluded for a 
specific amount Should the amount of the ransom required to obtain the insured's release be less than 
the sum insured, the insurer need only pay the lesser amount; but should the ransom be more, the 
insurer need pay no more than the sum insured. 

63 See arts 283 (generally) and 655 (marine insurance) and again ch XVI § 1.5 supra. 
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cnbing an unvalued policy, refers to the 'limit of the surn insured'. However, unlike 
Roman-Dutch and Dutch law, the sum insured is in English law not the maximum 
amount recoverable from the insurer in terms of the policy in respect of all losses 
occurring during its duration or even on the insured voyage; it is merely the maximum 
amount recoverable on the policy for every occurrence of loss.64 Thus, s 77(1) provides 
that unless the policy provides otherwise and subject to the provisions of the Act, the 
insurer is liable for successive losses even though the total amount of such losses may 
exceed the sum insured. However, s 77(2) recognises two exceptions. The first is 
where under the same policy a partial loss which has not been repaired or oth.erwise 
been made good, is followed by a total loss, and in that case the insured can only 
recover for the total loss.ss The. second case is where the insurer incurs a sup
plementary liability in terms ofthe sue and labour clause. es 

3 Unvalued Policies and the Insurable Value 

3.1· Introduction 

In addition to the sum insured, the other main factor limiting the extent of the 
insurer's liability to compensate the insured was the extent or amount of the latter's 
loss. 

In this regard the value of the object of risk played a crucial role. It was necessary, 
in order to determine the amount of the insured's loss, to determime the value of the 

· insured property before the loss and, when appropriate, to compa_re that value to the 
value of the insured property after the loss. In the case of a total loss, the value prior to 
the loss had to be determined. If the loss was not total, it was furthermore necessary to 
determine the extent to which the value of the property had been depreciated by the 
loss, and therefore necessary also to determine the value of the object after the loss. If 
the insured's interest in the object of risk was limited, or if there was no such object, the 
amount of the insured's loss as a result of the loss of or damage to the object or as a 
result of the occurrence of the event insured against had also to be determined by 

. comparing his financial position or the 'value of his estate before and after the loss. 
In the absence of a valued policy, in terms of which the parties to the insurance 

64 See Dorhout Mees Schadeverzekeringsrecht 667 on this point, and again ch XV §§ 4 and 5 supra. 

65 Where the partial loss has been repaired and is then followed by a total loss, the insured can recover 
not only the cost of the repairs but also compensation for the total loss and he may therefore obtain more 
from the insurer than the sum insured. In terms of s 69(1), where a ship is damaged but not to~ly lost, 
aoo she has been repaired, the insured is entitled to the reasonable cost of repairs, less any customary 
deductions, but not exceeding the sum insured in respect of any single casualty. 

66 See again ch XVI § 1.6 supra. 
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contract agreed on the value of the object at risk for, purposes of their contract, 67 it was 
usually necessary to determine the value of the object of risk as a first step in determin
ing the insured's measure of indemnity. 

In this regard the law came to recognise and give effect to rules customarily fol
lowed in maritime practice in determining the insurable value of particular maritime 
objects and with reference to which the amount of loss of or damage to such objects 
could be assessed. In this sense, therefore, insurable value meant the value for which a 
particular object could have been insured; its value for purposes of insurance.68 

The value of ships sailing from one port to another over a fairly lengthy period of 
time, as also that of commercial goods being carried from one place to another, by the 
very nature of such ships or goods and the circumstances under which they could be 
lost or damaged, fluctuated not only from time to time but also from place to place. 
These fluctuations give rise to particular problems in the context of insurance where the 
value of insured property had to be determined in the event of their loss or damage in 
order to facilitate the fixing of the measure of indemnity payable to the insured. 

Theoretically several possibilities presented themselves. For example, the 
insurable value of a ship or cargo could in the first place have been taken to be 
represented by their market value, which could have been taken either as the price they 
could fetch on the market (the selling price) or their cost on the market (the buying 
price). Secondly, the insurable value could have been taken as their relative or subjec
tive value to the insured, as oppose~ to their absolute or objective market value, 
although with the exclusion of any sentimental value (pretium affectionis) which was not 
capable of precise monetary valuation. Thirdly, the insurable value could have been 
linked to their value at the time they were acquked (the cost price), or at the time when 
the insurance contract was concluded, or at the time when they were first exposed to 
the risk (such as on their departure or shipment), or at the time of their loss, or at the 
time of their actual or expected arrival at the destination. In the fourth place, the 
insurable value could have been taken as their value at their place of departure on the 
insured voyage, or at the place of loss, or at the place of their destination. 

The choice between these and other options69 was exacerbated by the theoreti
cal ideal of providing the insured with a complete indemnity and no more or no less on 

67 Dorhout Mees Schadevetzekeringsrecht 164 notes that with the exception of the Frisian Landrecht of 
1723 (art 1.28.4), there was no requirement in Roman-Dutch law that the value of the object to be insured 
had to be stated in the insurance policy. See again ch VIII § 4.2 supra. In the Wetboek van Koophandel 
the value of the object of risk is not one of the matters to be mentioned in the policy (the sum insured, 
though, is: see art 256~1), except the value of a ship in the case of marine insurance (see art 292-1) and 
the value of expected profit in an insurance on such profit (see art 615). As to valued policies, see further 
§ 5 infra. 

68 See further Dorhout Mees Schadeverzekeringsrecht 163 for the distinction between insurable value, 
insured value, and sum insured. 

69 Further, the practical effect of applying any of these options varied, depending on whether or not the 
object of risk depreciated in the course of the adventure (as eg ships usually did because of wear and 
tear), or whether it appreciated in value (as eg cargo was at least expected to do; of course, whether it 
actually appreciated or not depended largely on the market). 
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the one hand, and.the practical reality of actually being able satisfactorily and speedily 
to determine the appropriate value at the appropriate time and place on the other hand. 
And, as will become apparent, the compromise between this theoretical ideal and prac
tical reality resulted in the insurance contract not always being one of a perfect 
indemnity. 

For example, ideally an indemnity should have placed the insured in the exact 
financial position he was in immediately before the occurrence of the loss or damage 
so that the value of the ship or goods at the time and place of the loss would have been 
the most appropriate insurable value. 70 However, such loss or damage frequently 
occurred at some indeterminable time and place at sea which presented particular 
practical difficulties in ascertaining in advance or even afterwards the appropriate 
indemnity.on that basis. In short, the projection of a future value at the time of the con
clusion of the insurance contract, or the determination of a particular value at an 
unknown time and place, was impractical. Other options also existed. Thus, the insured 
could, on the one hand, be placed in the financial position he would have been in had 
the adventure never been undertaken, in which case the value at the time and place of 
the commencement of the adventure would have been relevant, or he could, on the 
other hand, be placed in the position he would have been in had the adventure been 
completed successfully, in which case the value at the time and place of the actual or 
expected completion of adventure would have been relevant. The latter option, it could 
be argued, would in fact best have reflected a true application of the indemnity principle 
in the case of an insurance of property against the risks of a particular voyage from its 
commencement until its completion.71 Commerce and practice required from insurance 
a more liberal approach than that of putting the merchant back into the position he was 
at the time he had commenced his commercial venture. Insurance had to cover more 
than merely damn um emetgens. There was a need for the merchant to be com
pensated for the unproductivity of his capital in the period after the commencement of a 
'commercial venture which later turned out to be unsuccessful by reason of the loss of 
or damage to the insured property. There had also to be an insurance against lucrum 
cessans. However, on a strictly theoretical level, an unmitigated implementation of this 
notion would in many instances have caused a breach of the indemnity principle given 
the imprecision inherent in determining the merchant's fictional future financial position. 
There was therefore an inevitable gap between practical needs and theoretical justifi
cation and, not surprisingly, a divergence between insurance practice and the theory of 
strict indemnity. 

The indemnity principle was accordingly, for reasons of practicality and prag
matism, often not strictly observed by the rules recognised in Roman-Dutch law to 
determine the insurable value of various maritime objects and also, as will be shown 
later, by the rules applied in the assessment of the measure of indemnity. There was 
nothing unique in this, for the same phenomenon was encountered also in other legal 

70 See eg Dammers 42, referring to this as the 'eigenlijke verzekerde waarde'. 

71 See further eg Faber Aanteekeningen 33; Goudsmit Kansovereenkomsten 217. 
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systems12 although it is difficult to· say whether -itwas more prominent in Roman-Dutch 
law than in modern systems. 

A further factor which should be borne in mind when considering the rules 
accepted and laid down in Roman-Dutch legislation to determine the insurable value of 
particular objects, is that these rules were not always formulated primarily to preserve 
the principle of indemnity. Rather they had an analogous aim, namely to determine the 
value of the particular object with reference to which the amount of compulsory under
insurance laid down for that object could be calculated.73 To give effect to the prohibi
tion on full-value insurance, it was necessary for legislatures to specify how such value 
had to be determined. These rules laid down, more specifically, what was included in 
the value of the particular object so that the insured could know how much of that value 
he could insure and how much he had to leave uninsured. Therefore, the basis of the 
indemnity in the case of unvalued policies earlier often appeared only indirectly from 
measures which provided which part of the insurable value of ships, goods and other 
maritime objects of risk had to remain uninsured. Further measures relevant in this 
regard are those which determined what was included and what was not included 
under the various objects of marine risk for purposes of insurance, that is, for purposes 
of determining their insurability. These measures also indirectly indicated what was to 
be included in determining the insurable value of the respective objects. 74 

Aside from these legislative measures, the main source of information on 
insurable value and the measure of indemnity in Roman-Dutch law was a number of 
decisions and opinions. The relevant sources will how be considered with reference to 
the insurable values of the main objects of marine risk, namely goods, ships and 
freight. :,. ' 

3.2 The Insurable Value of Goods 

3.2.1 Introduction 

The value of goods carried by sea fluctuated and depended on both time and 
place. A merchant usually bought specific goods, had them packed, insured and other-

72 Thus, Chalmers 23 explains that there are two possible views on the nature of an indemnity. These are 
that the insured is to be put in a financial position as if the adventure had never been undertaken, or in a 
position as if the adventure was successfully completed. English law, he notes, steers 'a halting course' 
between these two views with a tendency towards the former. See further generally Lowndes 5-6 who 
refers to the two conflicting considerations in marine insurance: on the one hand that of indemnity, 
namely putting the insured in precisely the same position, no better and no worse, than if the disaster had 
not taken place - the perfect aim of insurance - and calculating such indemnity accurately; and on the 
other hand that of paying such an indemnity promptly and certainly~ In practice the latter consideration 
came to qualify the former. Commercial practice preferred speed and certainty of settlement even if at the 
expense of theoretical accuracy. A rough approximation of the measure of indemnity was acceptable, 
and also preferred by merchants, as long as payment was not delayed and could be obtained in time to 
replace the capital lost 

73 As to under-insurance, see ch XVIII § 5.2 infra. 

74 These measures were considered in detail in ch V supra. 
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wise prepared for their shipment, paid for their carriage by sea, and hoped to sell them 
at a profit at their destination. The value of such goods therefore differed, depending on 
whether, for example, their cost price, their value upon shipment, or their value upon 
arrival at their destination was taken as the basis of calculation. Likewise, the measure 
of indemnity an insured would receive from his insurer would also differ, depending on 
which of these values was taken as the insurable value. 

From a practical point of view, it was easier in early times, 75 when the com
munication of the loss of or damage to cargo often only occurred by ship, and very 
often only by the carrying ship herself, and when the risk of a total loss in the frequent 
periods of war was great, to determine and prove the cost price of goods than their 
value at any subsequent stage or place. It was difficult, if not occasionally virtually 
impossible, to determine and prove, for example, the value which they would have had, 
in an undamaged condition, at the destination they in fact never reached and at the 
time they could have been expected to reach it had it not been for the materialisation of 
the risk. In the event of the non-arrival of insured goods at their destination, it was 
uncertain and difficult not only to determine the estimated value of the goods there but 
also the time of their estimated arrival, itself a vital factor in determining the value. A 
merchant who insured his cargo knew and could prove with certainty only the amount 
he had invested in the adventure, but what its outcome would be, was regarded as too 
uncertain to serve as the basis of his indemnity. 76 

For these reasons Roman-Dutch law from early on accepted the cost price 
('inkoopsprijs') of insured goods as the starting point in determining their insurable 
value. However, it was no doubt soon realised that by the time the goods came to be at 
the risk of the insurer, their value may since their acquisition already have fluctuated 
and also that the insured had by that time usually spent a considerable further amount 
of money on those goods, an expenditure which he lose if the goods themselves were 
lost or damaged. The insured therefore had to be indemnified in such a way that he 
could replace the insured goods at the time and place of departure, and the original 
cost price of those goods was therefore nothing more than a point of departure. 
Eventually it was further realised in Roman-Dutch law that to meet the need of practice, 
Which was for an indemnity to be paid to the insured which would enable him, in the 
case of a loss, to replace the insured goods at their destination, an insured merchants 
should in the case of the loss of his cargo be permitted to recover not only the capital 
he had invested but also the profit he expected on those goods. The insurance of 
profit, either eo nomine or as part of the insurable value of the goods, therefore came to 
be permitted, subject to certain safeguards. 

There were also other potential problems which Roman-Dutch law had to 
address. For example, not all goods insured by a merchant were necessarily bought by 
him. The goods to be insured could have been manufactured by the insured hirnself, or 
they could have been bartered. In both these cases there was no readily ascertainable 

75 See generally as to the earty and the more modem practice, Dorhout Mees Schadeverzekeringsrecht 
168-169. 

76 See again ch V § 5.2 supra as to the insurabDlty of expected profit 
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cost price. Also, insuring and qetermining the insµrable value of return cargoes gave 
rise to particular practical problems, given the lack of proper communication between 
the sedentary merchant and his factor abroad. 

3.2.2 Legislative Provisions In Roman-Dutch Law 

One of the earliest indications of the basis of the indemnity in the case of insured 
cargo appears from the prohibition on full-value insurance in s 22 of the placcaat of 
1550 .. This section compelled merchants to keep a particular portion of the value of 
their cargoes uninsured and laid down that this value had to be determined with 
reference to the cost price of the goods at their place of origin ('der weerde van sijne 
Koopmanschepe, alsoo die gekocht es geweest ten eersten koope, ter plaetse van daer 
sy komende is'). 77 

In s 11 of title VII of the placcaat of 1563, a measure likewise dealing with com
pulsory under-insurance, reference was also made to the cost price of the goods 
('ghekost hebbende t'heuren eersten innekoope' and 'ten prijse ghelijck hy die heeft 
inne ghekocht') as being the relevant value, but now it was made clear that the cost of 
freight, duties, other expenses1s and any anticipated profit on the goods had to be 
excluded from their insurable value. 19 

Therefore, the relevant value was the cost price of the goods, and any increase 
in their value or any expense incurred by the insured in respect of the goods after their 
acquisition and up to the time of their loss, or even just up to their actual shipment, was 
not included. This was no doubt not a very realistic and acceptable measure for mer
chants who, the compulsory under-insurance,?side, could not have obtained anything 
approaching a complete indemnity against any loss of or damage to their goods if the 
measure of indemnity had to be calculated exclusively on the basis of the value of those 
goods when they were first acquired. 

Earlier Italian writers on insurance law had already alluded to the fact that the 
while their value at their destination was not acceptable, neither was the cost price of · 
insured goods. Santerna, for one, thought that the value at the time of the conclusion of 
the contract was the value of the goods relevant for insurance purposes. 80 The position 

77 Section 21 of the placcaat of 1551 was identical on this point. 

7s These expenses could take on various forms. For example, beaconage ('paalgeld', earlier known as 
'bakengeld' or 'tonnengeld') was a duty or levy imposed on both ship and cargo (usually below. 0,2 per 
cent of the value) to pay for the expense of erecting and maintaining beacons ('tonnen') in and outside 
ports, the reference to a pole ('paa/') probably coming from the practice of hanging a lantern on a pole in 
the water as a beacon. To be distinguished from this form of beaconage ('paalgeld') was another form 
referred to a 'vuurge/d', a levy for the maintenance of fire beacons ('vuurbakens') on the coastal dunes 
('kustvuren'). The amounts of these different levies were fixed from time to time: see eg GPB vol VI at 
1368-1369. On beaconage generally, see Ter Gouw vol II at 345-346 and vol Vat 414; Heeres; and 
Sigmond 83-84. 

79 See eg Goudsmit Zeerecht 245. 

80 De assecurationibus 111.40-42. See too Bink Schuurman Brandschade 5-7. 
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was otherwise, he thought, where the undertaking of the person liable to the· owner of 
lost or damaged goods was not merely to compensate for the value of those goods in 

. the case. of loss or damage, but for example to deliver the goods safely and in an 
undamaged condition at their destination. In that case the undamaged value of the 
goods at that destination, upon their actual or presumed arrival there, was the relevant 
value. 81 According to Straccha, 82 too, in the case of an unvalued policy the relevant 
value of goods was their value at the time of the contract and not when they were 
originally acquired .. This was so because the contract of insurance was, in his view, but 
a contract for the purchase and sale of the risk. The value at the time of the· execution 
of the contract, that is, when the risk was transferred, was therefore relevant with any 
subsequent increase in the value of the insured object not being taken into account. A 
similar position pertained in Italy at the time of Roccus.83 The provision in the p/accaat 
of 1563 was also not in accordance with the earlier position as it was provided for in 
Spanish insurance legislation. 84 

Not surprisingly, therefore, s 3 of the placcaat of 157185 referred, also in connec
tion with the prohibition on full-value insurance, to the value of merchandise as 
determined in accordance with its cost price, including the cost of packing, duties, 
equipment, the insurance premium and all other expenses up to the loading. of the 
cargo into the ship ('der weerde vande ... Coopmanschap, nae advenant dat die 

81 Thus, a distinction was drawn between an insurance indemnity and damages, and between the liability 
of an insurer of goods and that of eg a carrier of those goods by sea. 

82 De assecurationibus VI .1-3. See too eg Scaccia De commerciis 1.1.169. 

83 See Roccus De assecurationibus note 31 where he explained that in the case of loss of goods, their 
relevant value for purposes of insurance depended on the nature of the insurers undertaking. Where the 
goods Were on the conclusion of the Insurance valued at certain price or value; then the Value so 
expressed had to be paid. Where the insurance was concluded for the safe arrival of the goods at a 
specified destination, then their value had to be taken as that which the goods could have obtained at 
that destination. But where the insurer had simply undertaken to compensate the insured in the event of 
the loss of ordamage to the goods, then their value had to be taken as that at the time of the conclusion 
of the contract and the insurer had to pay a compensation according to that value. 

84 In Barcelona (as to which see eg Reatz Geschlchte 90-96; Seffen 31), the Ordinance of 1435 for 
practical reasons took the intrinsic value of the goods at the port of departure and at the time of the 
conclusion of the contract as the basis for calculating their insurable vaiue. Subsequently there was a 
change in this approach. It was realised that if the insured was to be indemnified property, the intrinsic 
value at the port of loading alone was insufficient and that all the expense incurred to bring the cargo on 
board and to insure it, had to be included and added to the prime cost. Such a calculation had the 
practical advantage that the value and added expense could be proved by invoices, accounts, and tl'le 
like in the case of a dispute. This was provided for in the Ordinance of 1436 and was retained hi the 
subsequent measures of 1458 and 1484. In the Burgos Ordinance of 1538 (as to which see Reatz 
Geschlchte 212-213 and 254) the insurable value of goods was in some cases taken as the pri.me cost, 
and in otl'lers as the value of the goods at the destination; depending on the circumstances. Thus, in the 
case of longer voyages, the cost price was the relevant value in the event of a loss occurring in the first 
half of the voyage, and the value at the destination was the relevant value in the case of a loss in the 
second half of the voyage. 

85 As to which see eg Kiesselbach 11 a 
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ghekost roach hebben, soo we/ if.I koope, packi11ge, Tolrechten, slet oft toerustinge, gelt 
van verseeckeringe, als a/le ander onkosten lotter' ladinge van dien inden schepe, 
inc/usivelicken'). These expenses were therefore now included in the insurable value of 
the goods. 

It may be noted that since the insurance on goods covered both the consignor 
and the consignee,86 it did not matter that the expense included in the value of the 
goods was not incurred and paid for by the insured consignor or seller but by the con
signee or buyer.81 

In the Antwerp compilation of customary law, the Compilatae of 1609, where 
provision was also made for the compulsory under-insurance of cargo,88 art 389 
determined that the value of insured goods included what they had cost in packaging, 
freight, duties, the fee of a factor, the insurance premium on the goods and also on the 
premium itself, and all other expenses incurred or to be incurred in respect of the 
goods until they were loaded.90 However, this price and value of the goods had to be 
taken, in terms of art 5, as the common or overall price ('gemeijnen loon ende prijs') of 
the consigned goods as a whole at the time and place of loading, as could be proved 
by the parties, and not as the price or value of the individual portions of the consign
ment as they were loaded.91 It was therefore recognised in practice that the value of 
goods upon their loading was more relevant and realistic than the price the insured 

86 See again ch X § 2 supra for insurance for another in Ft,oman-Dutch law. 

s7 In the sixteenth century, the price of goods sold internationally either included all the expense incurred 
until delivery, such being paid by the seller ('franco-vertoldprijs'); or it included all the expense until the 
goods were placed on board, such being borne by the seller ('vrij aen tschipsboort', 'costeloos blnnen 
sceepboort'); or it included some a.nd excluded other expenses (in the case of 'scipvracht, cost ende 
scaden', eg, freight, additional expense and insurance Were for the account of the seller while import 
duties and landing costs were paid by the buyer). See generally Asaert 202. 

ss 1n art 2 of par 1, title 11, part IV (see De Longe vol IV at 198-200). 

89 Of par 1, title 11, part IV (see De Longe vol IV at 200). See further on the insurable value of goods in 
Antwerp, Muliens 88. 

90 '['T]gene de selve gecost hebben in packinge, vrachten, tolrechten, provisie oft loon van den facteur, 
prijs oft loon van de veraekering, mitsgaders tgene men heett betaelt ofte soude moeten betaelen om 
den selven loon te versekeren, dwelck men in desen heet asseurancie, ende a/le andere oncosten die 
men doocht oft gedoocht heeft, tot dat die t'schepe sijn gegaen'. In art 280 of par 9, title 11, part IV (see 
De Longe vol IV at 316), the insurable value of goods was referred to as 'de weerde van de goeden, 
ge/1/ck die bij den eersten incoop in contanten gelde, mitsgaders in packen, vrachten ende anderssints 
hebben gecost, volgende tcargasoen oft factuere'. 

91 '[M]oet niet gestalt oft genomen warden naer dat die op dach, oft allenskens stucxgewijse ingebrocht 
sijn, maer gelijck die naer den gemeijnen loon ende prijs souden hebben mogen gelden ter plaetse 
ende tijt van de laedinge, volgens t'bewijs d'welck daeraff ter weder sijden soude mogen warden 
gedaen'. It appears that Klesselbach 118 is incorrect in suggesting that art 5 differed from the provision in 
the placcaat of 1571 in that it regarded the value of the goods at the place of discharge as their insurable 
value. He is no doubt correct, though, in stating that already then the value of goods was usually fixed by 
a pre-shipment valuation. 
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may have paid for them when he had originally bought them. Q2 Nevertheless, in terms 
of art 6, until the contrary appeared and was proved, that is, in the absence of proof of 
their value at the time and place of loading, the·true value ('oprechten prijs') of the 
goods would taken as being their cost price ('tgene de goeden ten eersten incoop heb
ben gecocht [gecost}'), whether they had been bought for cash or On credit.93 This was 
therefore a measure introduced to facilitate the proof of the insurable value of goods. 
Lastly, art 9 of the Compilatae, in a legislative regulation in this context of the maxim de 
minimis non curat lex, provided that a minor difference between the cost price and the 
value ofthe goods upon shipment would be ignored.94 

Section 2 of the Amsterdam keur of 159895 referred. to the. value of the goods, of 
which a portion had to remain uninsured,.,'.as ha~h:1g to be determined according to their 
cost price ('naer advenant dat die ghekost mach hebben'), with the cost of packing, 
duties, equipment, the insurance premium, as well as all other expenses up to the load
ing of the goods into a ship, being included. 

The Rotterdam keur of 1604 did not lay down any prohibition on the full-value 
insurance of goods but merely provided in s 2 that consignors could insure everything 
they loaded into ships, including the cost incurred in respect of such goods which 
included the insurance premium on those goods, 96 but excluding any profit expected 
on those goods. Otherwise than in the Amsterdam keur, no clear indication was given 
of how the value of the goods had to be determined. It was probable, though, that the 

92 Bsewhere it was further stressed that the relevant value was that at the time of shipment and not that at 
the time or at the place of the arrival of the insured goods. Thus, art 187 {of par 6, title 11, part IV: see De 
Longe vol IV at 278) provided that the value of insured goods had to be determined 'naer advenant vant 
gene tselve hadde mogen gelden ter plaetse ende ti/de van de ladinge' and not 'gelljck het goet soude 
mogen gelden ter plaetse van de ontlaedinge, al ist dat tselve int verdeijlen van de schade tusschen de 
cooplleden ende schippers, in cas van avarie'. 

93 If bought on credit, interest could be deducted from the price at the rate of ten per cent per annum 
('t'sij met gereede penningen, oft affslaen<:Je den interest tegens thien ten hondert op tjaer, indien die op 
dach sijn gecochf). 

94 It provided that it was not usual in the determination of the value or price ('de prlseringe') to take note 
of minor discrepancies or fluctuations ('een cleijn verschir) which could occur due to an incre.ase or 
decrease ih such value or price. For such a fluctuation to be taJ<en account of and to influence the· 
calculation of the measure of indemnity as regards goods, it was necessary that it should amount to at 
least six or seven per cent ('dat tselve verschil ten minsten sij van ses off seven ten honderden, ende 
meerder'), in which case it was taken into account fully ('wort d&arop int geheele geleth'). 

95 Section 3 of the Micldelburg keur of 1600 was identical. 

96 '[A]lle 't geene sy in eenige Schepen laden met de kosten opte selve goederen valiende totte ladinge 
toe inclusive, waer inne oock begrepen wort de premie die sy over hunne ghedaene verseeckeringe 
betaelt offe belooft hebben'. 
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. ' . 
relevant value was the cost price together with all expenses incurred on the goods up 
to their loading. 91 

The position in Amsterdam9s was again regulated in 1614 by an amending keur 
of 9 May of that year.99 It was passed as a result of an enquiry and request for guidance 
by the Commissioners of the Insurance Chamber on the appropriate value which had 
to be given to goods which were imported from the island of St Michael ('St Michie/ en 
andere Vlaemsche eylanden') 100 and which were not bought there (so that, 
presumably, their cost price could not be used as a basis) but which were bartered or 
exchanged ('vermangeld'). Until then, it was noted, the value of such goods were 
determined with reference to the (cost) price of the goods given in exchange. 101 But the 
Commissioners regarded this merely as a guideline because they noticed that the price 
of one of the imports in question, a dyestuff ('pastel'; 'kleurstof), fluctuated by almost 
50 per cent ('by na de voile helfte in de prijs is differerende'), depending on whether 
such goods were exchanged or, which occurred less frequently, were bought with 
money. In the case of the dye the problem was solved arbitrarily ('eigendunkelijk') by a 
legislative determination of the value, for the time being, of a certain quantity of such 
dye, 102 subject to the right of the interested party of proving, within eight months, that 
he had bought the dye at a lower or higher price, free on board. As far as the value of 
other goods, including sugar, imported from those islands was concerned, the Legisla
ture determined that such value had to be ascertained by the Commissioners as they 
thought equitable in each instance. 

97 Thus, Van Zurek Codex Batavus sv 'Assurantie' par 14 n1, referring to s 2 of the Rotterdam keur (and 
to s 3 of the Middelburg keur), explained that where an insurer successfully attacked an over-valuation 
(see § 5.2 infra; and the same would be the case where it was an over-insurance under an unvalued 
policy), profit or loss (and presumably any appreciation or depreciation in the value of the goods after the 
conclusion of the insurance policy) did not concern the insurer, 'maer die heeft slegts te zien op de 
koop-kosten, en de onkosten tot aen board toe'. 

98 As to which see generally Goudsmit Zeerecht 319-320. 

99 It should be noted that there were two Amsterdam amending insurance keuren on that date. The other 
one concerned the term 'goods' and amended s 17 of the keur of 1598. See again ch V § 4.3 supra. 

100 Possibly this referred to what later became known as the Netherlands Antilles. 

101 The matter was addressed somewhat differently in the Antwerp Compilatae of 1609 in arts 21~-216 of 
par 6, title 11, part. IV (see De Longe vol IV at 288). There it was provided that if insured goods were 
conveyed to a place where no sale but merely an exchange against other goods occurred, and the 
insurance was made 'op gaen ende wederkeeren, oft op wederom commen alleen', in so far as a loss 
occurred on the return voyage one had to calculate the value of the bartered goods at twenty per cent 
above that of the goods sent out ('soo rekent men den prijs vant gemangelt goet twintich ten honderden 
meer dan d'eerste cargasoen was vant gene derrewaerts ginck, daerop de mangelinge is geschiet'); 
but where loss occurred on the outward-bound voyage ('int gaen') to the named place, the value of the 
goods was not taken or calculated otherwise than according· to the invoice value of the goods insured 
and sent there ('derrewaerts'), in the same way as with goods generally ('gelijck hiervoore geseght is dat 
a/le andere versekeringe van coopmanschappen geschiet'). 

102 A quintal ('quintaal'), or approximately 100 kg, of dyestuff was taken to be wortb.800 'rear (Spanish 
or Portuguese rear?). 
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A question concerning the value of bartered insured goods was the subject of 
an opinion delivered in 1721. 103 It was stated in the opinion that it was trite in the case of 
insurance that the value of insured goods was always taken as their ordinary value, 
namely their cost price plus all expenses up to their loadihg ('dat de waerdye der ver
zekerde goederen altyd genomen word volgens de gemeene waerdye, en zo als 
dezelve goederen in koop gekost hebben met bygevoegde onkosten van pachtinge, tol
rechten, sleet of toerustinge van dien'). But while the value at the t_ime and place of 
loading was relevant, in the case of loss the value of the insured goods had to be paid 
without regard to the type of money (or currency) it cost but in accordance with the 
sum insured at the place of conclusion of the contract ('conform de getekende somme 
ter plaetse van de signature') 104 and thus irrespective of the fact that the cost price was 
paid in a-different currency at a time when a different rate of exchange applied ('zonder 
reguard of relatie tot het geld by den iilkoop geemployeerd'), 105 The opinion mentioned 
further that it was equally trite that when the insured came by his goods by way of 
barter ('by troque of ruilinge') and had them insured, their value had to be determined 
with reference to their market value at the place where the exchange had occurred ('de 
waerde der goederen geschied zynde na courante pryse van de plaetse, alwaer de tro
que gedaen, of ruilinge is voorgevallen'). 1os 

In s 25 of the Rotterdam keur of 1721 it was provided, now for the first time no 
longer in connection with compulsory under-insurance, that one could insure and have 
insured all types of goods, and include in such insurance alJ expense up to and includ
ing the loading of those goods ('de onkosten tot de Ladinge toe inclusief) as well as 
the insurance premium. Again, as in 1604, there was no indication as to how the value 
of the goods themselves had to be determined. 

Finally, in· terms of s 22 of the Amsterdam keur of 1744, one could insure all 
goods fully, includJng all expense incurred in respect of them up to their loading, as well 
as the insurance premium ('met a/le onkosten tot aan boord met de Premie van 
Assurantie inclusive'). Furthermore, if the cost price or real value ('den reelen inkoop of 
waarde') of the goods could be established by other documentation, a valuation of the 
goods in the policy was not permitted. 101 

103 See BarelsAdvysen vol I adv 90. 

104 See again § 2 supra where the opinion was also mentioned In connection with the sum insured. 

105 Insurers. were therefore not justified in calculating the amount of their compensation with reference to 
the currency employed at the time when the goods were acquired or loaded {'hunne voldoeninge te 
reguleeren met de cours van Wisse/geld ... betrekkelyk tot de tijd dat de koop of laeding der 
geassureerde goederen is geschied') and could not convert the amount of their liability into a foreign 
currency ('assuradeurs zyn gehouden hutrne signature te voldoen, en konnen het beloop van dien niet 
redigeeren naer eene vreemde Wisselcours'). 

106 Reference was made in this regard to the keur of 1614, although, clearly, this is not precisely what 
was provided there. 

101 See also Enschede 119; Goudsmit Zeerecht 338. As to the prohibition on valued policies on goods in 
certain circumstances, and as to when a valuation of goods was required in terms of s 22, namely when 
the goods were of the insured's own manufacture or when they were bartered goods, see further § 5.4 
infra. 
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3.2.3 The Insurable Value of Goods in the Wetboek van Koophandel 

In terms of art 273 of the Dutch Wetboek van Koophandel, if the value of the 
insured object has not been expressed by the parties in the policy, it has to be 
determined by all methods of proof. No detailed rules are laid down in this regard, 
however.108 

The Wetboek permits goods to be insured in different ways. 109 

·Firstly, and as a point of departure, goods may in terms of art612 be insured for 
the full value that they have at the time and place of their consignment, with all the 
expense incurred in respect of them until they have been placed on board, including 
the insurance premium, but without a separate amount being recoverable in respect of 
separate or separable parts of the object insured. ' 

Secondly, in terms of art 613, the true value of insured goods (that is, their value 
on board) may be increased with the freight, import duties and other expenses which 
necessarily have to be paid upon their safe arrival ('met de vracht, inkomende regten en 
ander onkosten, welke bij de behoudene aankomst noodzakelijk moeten warden 
betaald'), as long as such expenses are specified in the policy. The iAsured must prove 
the value of these different elements and the fact that such freight and expenses were 
in fact paid. 110 Therefore, building on the historical foundation of Roman-Dutch law, the 
basis of compensation is recognised in the Wetboek as the value of the cargo at the 
commencement of the risk. An indemnity on that basis aims at putting the insured in 
the position he would have been had the adventure never been undertaken and at 
compensating him for the loss of the capital. he had invested in that adventure. This 
means, of course, that in the case of a loss the insured will profit from a falling market 
and will under such circumstances have an interest in the loss of his goods, while, con
trariwise, he will be under-compensated in the case of a rise in the price of the insured 
goods between the time and place of departure and that of arrival at their destination. 

Thirdly, practical reality and the need of commerce for insurance of the value of 
goods at their destination are also acknowledged. A more modern approach is also 
possible so that the insured can be placed in the position in which he would have been 
had the loss or damage not occurred and had the adventure been completed success
fully. As already in Roman-Dutch law, insurance is not limited to damnum emergens, 

108 As is the case, eg, in the English Marine Insurance Act: see § 3.2.4 infra. 

109 See generally Dorhout Mees Schadeverzekeringsrecht 165; Star Busmann 14-15; Suermondt Taxatie 
43-48; and Van Veen 36-58. 

110 In the case of non-arrival, some of these expenses may not be payable and art 614-1 provides that the 
increase in terms of art 613 is not binding if the insured goods do not arrive at their destination and in so 
far as the payment of freight and any other expenses are as a result no longer payable at all or fully. In· 
respect of advance freight, art 614-2 provides that the insurance remains valid despite the non-arrival of 
the insured goods, as long as the insured is able to prove the actual prepayment of the freight. Article 613 
is derived from s 35 of the Amsterdam keur of 1744 but an equivalent of art 614-2 did not appear in that 
keur. 
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but it is permissible to insure against lucrum cessans as well. This is provided for in art 
246 ('gemis van vetwacht voordeel') and art 615 ('verwacht wordende winst') which 
allow the profit to be made on consigned goods to be insured by insuring the goods for 
their value at the time and place of their arrival at the destination, that is, for their value 
on board, plus freight and expenses incurred until their safe arrival, plus the profit 
expected to be made on them. However, the requirements laid down in this regard 
detract somewhat from this extension of the indemnity principle.111 Thus, only the profit 
on the goods expected at the conclusion of the insurance at the time of the commence
ment of the voyage may be insured and that is not necessarily the same as the 
Oncreased) value of the insured goods in an undamaged condition at the destination at 
the time of their arrival. Further, the insured is required to prove the expected profit and 
that is in conflict with the requirements of commerce and practice where cargo 
insurance is usually concluded by a policy in which the value of the goods at the 
destination is estimated in a lump sum which includes the cost of their transportation 
and the profit expected on them, a practice which is therefore, strictly speaking, not 
lawful. 

The Wetboek also provides for the case where goods to be insured are obtained· 
by barter. In terms of art 620, if an insurance is made for a return voyage from a place 
where trade is conducted only by way of barter ('ruiling'), the value of the insured 
goods is to be calculated on the basis of the cost price, plus the cost of transport 
('transportkosten'), of the goods given in exchange for them.112 

3.2.4 The Insurable Value of Goods in English Law 

In the case of an unvalued or open policy, which is one which does not 
expressly specify the value of the subject-matter insured,113 the insurable value of such 
a subject-matter must in terms of s 28 of the English Marine Insurance Act of 1906 be 
ascertained subsequently in the manner specified in s 16. 

111 See again ch V § 5.2 supra as to the insurance of profit in the Wetboek van Koophandel. 

t 12 This was the position in Amsterdam prior to the keur of 1614. However, as Enschede 117-118 
remarks, this is not an acceptable method because when one buys, one gets much less than when one 
barters. Goudsmit Zeerecht 338 notes that the earlier provision in Amstei'dam that the value of goods of 
own manufacture had to be estimated at the price for which such goods could be sold at the place of 
loading, was not taken over because it is contrary to the principle of Indemnity. 

113 In modem practice, unvalued marine policies are rare, occurring only seldom in respect of goods and 
In respect of freight payable on arrival (see Chalmers 23 and 44). However, a floating policy will in certain 
circumstances be treated as an unvalued policy. A floating policy is one which describes the insurance in 

. . . general terms and which leaves the name of the ship or ships and certain other particulars, such as the 
value of consignments, to be defined by subsequent declaration (see s 29(1) of the Marine Insurance 
Act), Where one of the ~rticulars left to be subsequently defined is the value of the consignment and 
unless it is otherwise provided (as it usually is), it will be treated as an unvalued policy as regards that 
consignment in the case where the declarc:1.tion of value is not made until after the insured has given 
notice of the loss or of the arrival of the consignment to the insurer (sees 29(4)). 
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As far as goods are concerned, s 16(3) provides that their insurable value is the 
prime cost of the goods insured plus the expenses of and incidental to their shipping 
and the charges of insurance upon the whole.11 4 

This principle, despite it being a deviation from the principle of indemnity, has 
been adopted for the sake of the convenience of a speedy and certain settlement of 
cargo claims, 115 a fact already tecognised in the eighteenth century. Weskett, 116 for 
example, explained that when a valuation is not inserted in the policy, it is the prime 
cost of those goods with all the charges on them, together with the insurance premium 
and such other charges and deductions as must unavoidably be paid and allowed by 
the insured (such as brokerage and commission), which make up the amount or value 
of what is called the interest. 

In principle, therefore, as in Dutch law, 117 and also as in Hamburg in the eight
eenth century, 118 the basis of the indemnity is the value of the cargo at the commence
ment of the voyage. The intention is to place the insured in the position in which he 

· would have been had the adventure not been commenced rather than in the position in 
which he would have been had the loss not occurred but the adventure been com
pleted successfully. In practice, though, cargo is invariably insured by valued policies in 
which their insurable value is largely irrelevant and in which the insured value agreed 
upon has as its foundation the value of the cargo upon the termination of the adventure 
at the destination and not its value at the commencement of the risk. 119 

114 Chalmers 23n6 explains that while the invoice price is prima facie evidence of the prime cost, the 
insurable value of goods is their value at the commencement of the risk. Therefore, if the value of the 
goods has altered since the insured has acquired them, the prime cost to the insured, as it is evidenced 
by the invoice price, does not necessarily represent their insurable value. The Court must then determine 
their value at the commencement of the risk, ie, their value on board at the place of loading. 

115 On this point, see further Lowndes 7-8 who notes that the rule is that the insured must be indemnified 
on the basis of what his goods had cost him at the place of their shipment, and not of what he may 
reasonably expect to sen them for at their intended market. He points out that although uncertainty 
initially existed among merchants as to which of these two methods of indemnification should be 
adopted, this uncertainty and the surrounding debate were terminated in Europe more than a century 
before the issue came before an English court for the first time. The less perfect mode of compensation 
was preferred to the other, presumably because of Its superiority as regards certainty and dispatch. 

116 Digest 300 sv 'interest' par 1. See too idem at 300-309 pars 2-9 for various examples illustrating this 
point. 

111 See Buys 29 for a comparison. 

118 Thus, in terms of art Xll-4 of the Hamburg Assecuranz-Ordnung of 1731, when a valuation was not 
inserted in the policy, the assessment of any loss had to be made on the basis of the cost price of the 
goods (as it appeared from the invoice), with the addition of all charges on them until they were loaded 
on board and aiso the insurance premium. No regard was paid to the market value of the goods or to the 
imaginary profit expected on them. See further Dreyer 160-162 and 193-194; and Magens Essay vol I at 
37-38. 

119 As to valued policies in English law, see § 5.6 infra. 
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3.3 The Insurable Value of Ships 

3.3.1 Introduction 

The value of ships employed on voyages at sea fluctuated greatly from place to· 
place and even more from time to time. On the one hand a ship's value could increase 
if the cost of shipbuilding increased significantly over a relatively short period of time. 
More probably, though, being a wooden ship, her value would decrease fairly rapidly 
on even a single voyage on which she was engaged. And, of course, the longer the 
voyage and the greater the number Of voyages she had performed, the greater the pro
gressive deterioration in her condition and the depreciation in her value by wear and 
tear.120 

On the other hand, however, as her condition deteriorated after successive 
voyages, so the expenditure required to fit her out for a next voyage, and outlay which 
was not always included in her insurable value, as will appear shortly, increased.121 ·In 
fact, even after an uneventful and successful voyage, most ships in earlier times would 
often have required fairly extensive repairs before they could set sail on yet another 
voyage. 122 Obviously, the cost of outfitting ships may also have increased in the 
meantime. 

There was therefore invariably a considerable difference between the value of a 
ship on her departure on an insured voyage and her presumed undamaged value after 
completing the voyage. Practically speaking, it was in earlier times more realistic to 
expect of the insured to prove the value of his ship at the time of her departure when 
the insurance was concluded than at any subsequent time, and that was the case 
despite the fact that her subsequent value, more particulatly at the time (and place) of 
her loss, would have provided a more acceptable basis on which to determine· the 
extent of the insured's loss and the amount of his indemnity. 

For this reason, then, Roman-Dutch law accepted the value of a ship upon the 
commencement of the voyage as her insurable value, 123 although in some narrowly 
prescribed circumstances exceptions were recognised. 

120 Thus, in 1636 an East lndiam.an of 350 tons was assessed by the directors of the East India Company 
at /29 000 on her departure and on her return her vahJe was found to have decreased by /7 380 because 
of wear and tear. In 1730 a ship destined for China was valued at /83 000 and on her return she was 
estimated to be worth no more than /60 196. See Bruijn, Gaastra & Schaffer Dutch-A$iatic Shipping 27. 

121 ·See Spooner 156 who gives following example. A ship valued.at /33 ooo on her first voyage in 1764, 
depreciated after each voyage by /3 000. Her book value at the beginning of her eighth voyage in 1 ng 
came to /12 000. By contrast, the costs of fitting her out rose from /15120 in 1764 to /22 260 in 1779 .. 

122 Of course, the cost of such repairs could not ordinarily be recovered from the insurer. See ch VI § 3.3 
supra as to inherent vice. 

123 In this It followed the example of earUer Spanish legislation where the insurable value of a ship was 
also based on her value at the time of the conclusion of the insurance, including t.he cost of equipping 
arid insuring her, rather than eg on her building cost. A provision to this effect was contained in the 
Barcelona ordinances of 1435, 1458, and 1484. See generally Reatz Geschichte90-96; Seffen 31 • 
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Nevertheless, it must ;be stressed that unvalued policies on ships were 
seemingly rare in practice. 124 It would be a matter of some conjecture, though, to 
determine whether that was the result or the cause of the rather unsatisfactory basis for 
the determination of a ship's insurable value in the case of an unvalued policy. 

3.3.2 Legislative Provisions in Roman-Dutch Law 

Roman-Dutch legislative provisions are singularly unhelpful on the question how 
the insurable value of a ship had to be determined. This must probably be seen against 
the background of the widespread if not compulsory valuation of ships to be insured 
prior to the conclusion of an insurance contract on them. The first indication of how the 
insurable value of a ship had to be determined in the absence of such a valuation, is 
only encountered in Amsterdam legislation dating from the mid-eighteenth century. 

A very early measure dealing with the prohibition on full-value insurance, s 20 of 
the placcaat of 1550, limited the extent to which a ship could be insured in certain 
cases, while in other instances it permitted the full-value insurance of her hull ('bodem, 
kiel of't ho/'), including her guns, gunpowder and cannon balls, but not of her tackle or 
rigging, or equipment.125 It was not stated how such value had to be determined. 

The prohibition on full-value insurance of ships was retained in title VII of the 
placcaa.t of 1563, the owner himself or the co-owners not being permitted by s 8 to 
insure in excess of a specified portion of the value of the ship, including her equipment 
and tackle in certain instances, while in other instances her owner or master could fully 
insure her hull ('den bodem Kiel, otte ho/') and also her guns, gunpowder and the shot 
on board, but not her rigging or equipment. Again there was no indication of the time 
and place with reference to which the relevant value of the ship had to be determined. 
However, in terms of s 10, the prior expert valuation of the ship was compulsory and 
there was therefore no need for the Legislature to lay down any specific rules with 
regard to the insurable value of a ship. 126 

In s 20 of the placcaat of 1571 it was provided that in the case of ships, guns, 
munitions or victuals, or similar things, no insurance was permissible except below a 
stated portion of the real value ('oprechte waerde') of such ships and without it being 
possible to insure the rigging and equipment of such ships at all. Although it was now 
stated that it was the ship's real value which was at issue, it is not clear from the provi
sion with reference to which time and place that real value had to be determined. 

The matter was not clarified ins 10 of the Amsterdam keur of 1598 which12r pro
vided that no insurance could be concluded on ships, their guns or munitions of war 

124 See Kiesselbach 118 who observes that in the case of hull insurance, pre-taxation was the rule. 

125 Likewise s 19 of the replacing placcaat of 1551. 

126 It seems that unvalued hull policies were not permitted or at least not employed in practice, and for 
that reason there was no clear indication in the placcaat (and also not eg in Van der Keessel 
Praelectiones 1453 (ad 111.24.6)) on how the insurable value of a ship (as opposed to that of goods) had 
to be determined. 

127 Likes 4 of the Middelburg keur of 1600. 
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except below a specified portion of their real value ('oprechte waerde'), without it being 
permissible to insure the freight to be earned by or the equipment of such ships, or 
their gunpowder, cannon balls or victuals or any similar consumptibles. 

The Rotterdam Legislature also introduced compulsory under-insurance in its 
keur of 1604 but it likewise gave no assistance on the determination of the relevant 
insurable value. In s 4 the master and owners of any ship could not insure more than a 
stated portion of her real value ('rechte weerde'), in which value could not be included 
the salary of her crew or victuals, gunpowder, gunshot and other goods to be con
sumed on the voyage. 

In Antwerp, art 2a512s of the Compilatae of 1609 laid down that the insured 
always had to bear the risk for a- specific portion of the value of the ship and her equip
ment. In terms of art 288, though, the valuation by experts of the ship with her equip
ment and guns prior to her departure, and not by the insured himself, was made com
pulsory. 

In Amsterdam the position was addressed by an amending keur of 9 May 1614, 
which also concerned the insurable value of certain goods, 129 and which was passed 
as a result of a request by the Commissioners of the local Chamber of Insurance for 
guidance on the appropriate value which had to be given to ships in particular 
instances.130 From the keur it may be deduced that the insurable value of a ship was 
her value at the time of her departure but that such value was not considered 
appropriate in all instances. The keur explained that it had been observed in the Cham
ber, in the first place, that when the hull ('Caske ofte Corpu$') of a ship bound for the 
West Indies, Guinea, Cape Verde, the Strait or any other further location was insured 
for both an outward-bound and a home-bound voyage, the ship often in full or in part 
completed her trade successfully and profitably131 but then consigned a part of her 
return cargo with another ship or ships, to the great advantage of the insured owner 
since she remained there and continued trading ('voort negotierende').132 In con
sequence, with the passage of time ('door langdurigheyt van den tijt'), that same ship 
became unnavigable or was otherwise lost ('wort innavigabel ofte andersints komt te 
pericliteren'). The insured then sought to claim on his policy on the basis of her value at 
the time of the commencement of the voyage, despite the tact that her condition had 
deteriorated considerably after her departure and prior to her loss. The keur explained 
further that it had been observed in the Chamber, in the second place, that ships were 
often loaded monthly ('by de.Maent bevracht sijnde')133 and were later lost through 

128 Of par 9, title 11. part IV (see De Longe vol IV at 318). See too Mullens 4445 and 88. 

129See again § 3.2.2 at n99 supra. 

130 See Goudsmit Zeerecht 319-320. 

131 That is, presumably, she sold her cargo and obtained a new return cargo. 

132 The owner no doubt hoped to acquire another more profitable return cargo. 

133 Presumably this must be taken to be a reference to the insurance of ships by a time policy. See again 
ch XII § 1.4 supra. 
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wear and tear or in storms (after their freight or profit had already been earned), their 
insurers being condemned to pay for what the ship was worth at the time of her depar
ture ('het uyt de Lande 't seyl is gegaen'). Despite the fact that had she completed her 
voyage, she would not have been worth or would at a sale not have realised more than 
a third or a half the amount paid and made good by insurers. It is clear from these two 
examples, therefore, that the nature and the duration of insurances on hull in particular 
instances made her value at the time of her departure an unrealistic basis for the 
determination of the insured owner's indemnity. 

The keur of 1614 accordingly provided that as regards ships which deteriorated 
in condition or were rendered unnavigable as a result of prolonged voyages ('die deur 
de Jangdutige voyagien verslijten, opgegeten ende innavigabel worden'), the Com
missioners were authorised to treat and decide the matter as they saw fit and proper in 
the exercise of their discretion ('om daer inne te mogen doen ende disponeren, soo 
syluyden na hare discretie sullen bevinden te behooren'). Therefore, in these cases, 
the Chamber could take account of the depreciation in the value of the ship. Although it 
was not spelt out in so many words, one may assume that the Chamber was author
ised to ignore the value1a4 of the ship at the time of her departure and to assess her 
value and therefore the insured's loss on a different basis in cases where the duration 
of the voyage and the change in her condition were such as to render that value 
inappropriate and disadvantageous to the insurers. This was a less radical solution 
than that implemented some years before in the case of ships also employed to trade 
within, and not solely to carrY cargo to and froni, the East lhdies when the insurer's 
liability for the loss of such a ship was simply excluded. 1as 

Therefore, while the wording of the keur.of 1614 tends to indicate that the princi
ple was retained that the hull insurer compensated for the value of the ship at the com
mencement of her voyage, it created an exception to that principle in those cases 
where, as a result of that principle, the insured would profit too much from the loss of 
his ship. The Legislature was guided more by equitable notions here than by a proper 
understanding of the relevant insurance principles. The reason given for the reduction 
in the indemnity, in addition to the depreciation in the value of the ship, was that the 
insured had already earned his freight or had already made his profit from the employ
ment of his ship. That factor, however, could not have had an influence on the measure 
of indemnity payable by a hull insurer, only on that due from an insurer on freight 136 

Although it is arguable that the depreciation in the value of the ship on her voyage was 
compensated by the freight she earned on that voyage, this ignores the fact that hull 
insurance did not cover any depreciation in the value of the ship through wear and tear. 

134 Presumably either her insurable or her agreed value. 

135 The earlier Amsterdam amending keur of 20 June 1606 provided that the unnavigability of ships 
sailing to the East Indies ('Oost-lndien') on outward or return voyages would be for the account of the 
insurers ('d' innavigabiliteit der voorsz Oost-lndische Schepen op de uytwaert ofte Wederkomste 
overkomende staen sal tot laste van de Asseuradeurs'), unless the ship was employed to trade from one 
place to another in the East Indies itself. 

136 See § 3.4 infra. 
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· · Section 1 of the Amsterdam amending keur of 1693 amended s .1 O of the keur of 
1598 in that it decreased the portion of the real value of a ship which had to remain 
uninsured. The prohibition on the insurance of freight, powder, lead, victuals or similar 
consumables was retained. No precise indication was given of how the real value of a 
ship had to be determined. 

Although the Middelburg Legislature in 1719 abolished the prohibition on full
value insurance, s 2 of the amending keur of that year simply provided that the insured 
could have themselves fully insured, including for the insurance premium 
('Geassureerdens hun ten vol/en sullen moogen laaten verseekeren tot de praemie van 
Assurant/a incluys'). There was no indication as to how the relevant value of an insured 
ship had to be determined. 

In Rotterdam the prohibition on full-value insurance was retained. Section 25 of 
the keur of 1721 provided that one could insure and have insured all kinds of ships, 
goods, wares and merchandise, nothing excluded, and also the expenses up to and 
including loading as well as the insurance premiums. In s 31 it was laid down that ships 
could not be insured in excess of a specified portion of their real value. 

Finally, the Amsterdam keur of 1744, in which compulsory under-insurance was 
abolished, provided in s 7 that the hull of a ship and all its appendages and equipment, 
nothing excluded, could be fully insured for (but not for more than) their value on pro
·ceeding to sea ('zal ten vol/en, en soo a/s het waarlyk tot in Zee kost, verseekerd mogen 
warden'). Therefore, the relevant value of the hull and equipment of a ship was that 
which pertained on her departure to sea. It must be assumed, therefore, that her value 
at any earlier time (for example, when she was built or acquired, or at the time of the 
conclusion of the insurance) or at any later time (for example, at the time of her loss) 

·was simply not relevant in this regard. Presumably her value at the place of departure 
on her voyage was deemed the appropriate value. 

This meant, of course, that in those instances where, as was usually the case, 
the ship depreciated in value after her departl.Jre on the voyage and prior to her loss at 
sea, an indemnity calculated on the ba$iS of her insurable value being her value at the 
commencement of the voyage, would have benefitted the insured to a greater or lesser 
degree. That was practically unavoidable, however, given the enormous difficulties, in 
the case of an unvalued policy, of determining her value at the time and place of her 
loss, .both of which may have been unknown. 

Again the Amsterdam Legislature realised that the value of a ship at the com
mencement of her voyage was not appropriate in all instances and-that it resulted in the 
insured in certain cases being able to claim more than an indemnity on his policy. Sec
tion 33 of the keur of 1744 therefore simply repeated the relevant provisions of the ear
lier keur of 1614.137 

137 See further Van der Keessel Praelectiones 1471 (ad 111.24.13) (referring to s 33 as imposing a 
limitation on the ordinary rule applicable in the case of the loss of a ship); Coninck Uefsting 420-422; 
Doi'hout Mees Schadeverzekeringsrecht 65; Goudsmit Zeerecht 337; and Suermondt Taxa.tie 19 and 69-
72. 
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3.3.3 The Insurable Value of Ships in the Wetboek van Koophandel and in English 
·Law 

In the Wetboek van Koophandel art 602 provides that an insurance on the hull 
and keel ('casco en kiel') of a ship may be concluded for the full value of the ship, in 
addition to all her appurtenances and all the expenses incurred until her departure for 
sea ('nevens al deszelfs toebehoren, en a/le onkosten, tot in zee toe'). In the absence of 
a valued policy, therefore, it would appear138 that in the case of hull insurance the value 
of the ship at the time of her exposure to the risk at the commencement of the voyage 
is the basis of the measure of indemnity. Any subsequent increase, or, for that matter, 
any subsequent decrease, in her value prior to her loss is irrelevant, even if this means 
that the value of the ship at the time of her loss is no longer that which it was at the time 
of the conclusion of the insurance. Therefore, it would seem, the hull policy is often not 
one of strict indemnity.139 A breach of the indemnity principle is probable in the case of 
a subsequent depreciation in the ship's value in that the insured may then receive a 
profit in the case of a loss because of the way in which the insurable value of a ship is 
determined, in the same way, in fact, as he may receive a profit in the case of a valued 
policy if the value agreed upon is that pertaining at the conclusion of the insurance con
tract.140 · 

For that reason, no doubt, art 619, much like the Amsterdam keur of 1614 and s 
33 of the Amsterdam keur of 17 44 from which the notion underlying it was derived, 
recognises exceptions where the Court may reduce the relevant (insurable and also the . 
agreed) value141 of a ship because of the fact.that the ship and her equipment neces
sarily depreciate in value due to wear and tear. 142 Again, the reason why the ship's 

138 Even if this is not expressly so provided in art 602, this appears at least to be the accepted pos~ion. 

139 Only in the case of a partial loss is the value at the time of loss relevant in that the cost of repairs and 
not the insurable value is then taken into account in calculating the measure of indemnity: see § 7.3 infra. 

140 See generally Star Busmann 11-12; Suerrnondt Taxatle 41-42. 

141 Article 619 is especially aimed at valued policies (see§ 5.5 infra), although it is possible to apply it 
also in the case of an unvalued policy. 

142 Article 619 lays down that the Court may more precisely fix or reduce the (insurable or agreed) value 
of the hull or keel of a fully insured ship, firstly, if the ship is valued in the policy according to her cost 
price or building cost while she was already worth much less (the insurer has to prove this) because of 
her age or the performance of many voyages. This apparently refers not to a depreciation after the 
conclusion of the insurance, but merely to an initially excessive valuation. This provision is thus designed 
to find application in the situation where the ship is valued in the policy according to her purchase price 
or building cost although at the time of the conclusion of the insurance she is already worth less. 
Secondly, the Court may more precisely fDC or reduce the relevant value if the ship is fully insured for 
several voyages and if, after the completion of one or more of them on which freight has already been 
earned, she is subsequently lost on one of the insured voyages. Remarkably the only really important 
reason for such judicial interference, namely a depreciation in the value of the ship, is not even mentioned 
here. What was in the Amsterdam keuren merely an example to show which cases of depreciation during 
the voyage the Commissioners had to bear in mind, here became a rigid exception. As far as the amount 
of any such reduction is concerned, It must generally be equivalent to the amount to which the value of 
the ship had depreciated through wear and tear. In the first instance the reduction is calculated with 
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value at the time of the loss is not taken as the insurable value in the case of hull 
insurance is because it is as a rule practically impossible to establish that value, at least 
historically so, given the earlier lack of the proper and efficient·communication neces
sary for the insured to ascertain the value of his ship at the time of the loss in a far-off 
place. However, as has been pointed out, 143 art 619 is an exception and the fiction of 
the immutable value of a ship which applies as a rule is an historical anomaly which 
results in the insured being put in the position where he was before the commence
ment of the adventure. 

In terms of the English law of marine insurance, in the rare case of an unvalued 
policy144 on a ship, s 16(1) of the Marine Insurance Act of 1906 provides that the 
insurable value of a ship is her value at the commencement of the risk, including her 
outfit, provisions and stores for the officers and crew, the money advanced for 
seamen's wages, and other disbursements, if any, incurred to make the ship fit for the 
voyage contemplated by the policy, plus the charges of insurance upon the whole. The 
insurable value in the case of a steamship includes also her machinery, boilers, and 
coals and engine stores if' owned by the insured, and, in the case of a ship engaged in 
a special trade, the ordinary fittings required for that trade. Again, therefore, as in Dutch 
law, the ship's value at the commencement of her voyage is, in the absence of an 
agreement to the contrary such as occ~rs with a valued policy, her insurable value.14s 

3.4 The Insurable Value of Freight 

Freight was only admitted to be insurable in the course of the eighteenth century 
and at a fairly late stage of the development of Roman-Dutch insurance law. 146 That will 
account for the lack of any substantial evidence as to what may have been considered 
the insurable value of freight in the case of an unvalued policy. 

When the insurance of freight was permitted, it was not required that it be 
insured by a valued policy, as was the condition on which the insurance·of expected 
profit was permitted. But such valuation was not prohibited and it appears to have been 
common practice to insure freight by way of valued policies. Hence, even after the 

reference to ttie reduced real value of the ship at time of the loss, and this reduetion will dfffer according 
to the circumstances. but in the second case the amount at which the shipowner must fix his freight for 
the reduction in value is calculated with reference to the average amount of wear and tear. 

143 See Star Busmann 11-14. See further as to art 619, Coninck Liefsting; Suermondt Taxatie 19, 41-42 
and 68-76; and Van Veen 65. 

144 That is, a policy which does not specify the value of the subject-matter Insured but which, subject to 
ttie limit of the sum insured, leaves the insurable value to be subsequently ascertained in the manner as 
specified Ins 16 (sees 28 of the Marine Insurance Act). 

145 See as to the Dutch and English positions, Buys 29, who notes that in both systems as a rule practice 
and agreements between the parties alter this basic position considerably·and that the sum insured on a 
ship seems to be the result of a compromise between the insured and the insurers in terms of which 
valuation factors are taken into accountwhich differ from those mentioned in the applicable legislation. 

146 See again ch V § 5.4 supra. 
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insurance of freight was allowed, evidence as to its insurable value in Roman-Dutch law 
is rather inconclusive. 

In terms of s 26 of the Rotterdam keur of 1721 and the later s 15 of the Amster
dam keur of 1744, 147 freight ('vragtpenningen') to be earned by the carrier of goods 
could be insured. Section 15 specifically provided that freight could be insured to the 
extent that it could reasonably be established, whether by the charterparty, manifest or 
bill of lading, that it could be earned or lost on the insured voyage ('voor so verre men 
na billikheyt bevind, dat op de reyse verdiend of verlooren kan worden, 't zy by Cherte 
party, Manifest of volgens de Cognossement te doceeren'). 148 And in terms of s 35 of 
the Amsterdam keur of 1744, as amended in 1756, the owner (whether the consignor 
or the consignee) of goods could separately insure the freight he had to pay for their 
carriage upon the arrival, even if in a damaged condition, of those goods. One of the 
conditions for such insurance was that the insurer was liable to compensate the 
insured only to the same extent as the extent of damage to the goods themselves. 149 

However, it was not stated how the amount of the freight had to be determined if it 
could not be ascertained from the relevant shipping documents. 

In the Wetboek van Koophandel the position as it appeared in Roman-Dutch law, 
with its absence of any clear indication as to how the insurable value of freight had to 
be determined, was largely taken over. In terms of art 623-1 the amount of freight 
('vrachtpenningen') is proved by the charterparty or the bill of lading, and if such docu
ments are absent or if the goods belong to the shipowners themselves, the amount of 
the freight is in terms of art 623-2 to be estimated by experts. There is no indication how 
the experts are to do this and which guidelines they are to follow. 

In English law, the rules of practice found their way into the legislation. Section 
16(2) of the Marine Insurance Act of 1906 provides that in the case of an unvalued 
policy on freight, which is somewhat more common than such policies on cargo and 
hull, whether the freight is paid in advance or otherwise, its insurable value is the gross 
amount of the freight at the risk of the insured, plus the charges of insurance. The 
amount of freight at risk is usually easily ascertainable and provable by reference to the 
contract of carriage, which explains the reduced need for a valued policies in freight 
insurances. 1so 

3.5 The Insurable Value of Other Objects of Marine Risk and of the Objects of 
Risk in Fire Insurances 

Neither Roman-Dutch nor modern Dutch law makes any provision for the way in 
which the insurable value of objects of risk in marine insurance, other than those 
already mentioned, had or has to be determined. In the English Marine Insurance Act 

147 See generally eg Van der Keessel Praelectiones 1435(ad111.24.4). 

148 In the case where the ship was carrying cargo for the account of her owners ('in gevallen een Schip 
voor eyge Meesters reekening Goederen geladen heeft') and the freight was to be insured, this had to 
occur in a valued policy ('zullen dezelve in de police moeten getaxeert werden'). See § 5.4 infra. 

149 See further§ 7.2.2.3 infra as to the measure of indemnity in the case of a loss of freight 

lSO See on this point, Lowndes 12. 
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of 1906, though, the principle underlying the matter, also in Roman-Dutch law, is specif
ically provided for. In terms of s 16(4) the insurable value on any other subject-matter is 
the amount at risk of the insured when the policy attaches, plus the charges of 
insurance. 

As to the insurable value of the object of risk in fire insurance; Roman;.Dutch law 
was a little more helpful. The fact that objects of risk in the case of fire insurances, such 
as houses and other buildings and their contents, were located and remained in one 
place, had an important influence on the basis employed to determine their insurable 
value. It was practically feasible to adopt a basis more consistent with providing the 
insured with a proper indemnity, namely the value of the insured property at the time 
and at the place of the loss, rather than at the time of the conclusion of the contract or 
when the insurer came on risk. 

However, with the late recognition of fire insurance in Roman-Dutch insurance 
legislation, and also because of the fact that early fire policies were valued policies, 
there is no indication in the sources of the relevant insurable value of property insured 
against fire. By the time of codification, though, what had no doubt been practice 
before, came to be recognised in the Wetboek van Koophandel. Article 295-2 lays down 
that in the case of a fire policy, the damage has to be calculated according to the value 
of the property (that is, movable goods and merchandise in a house or warehouse) at 
the time of the fire. However, this value at the time of the loss applies only in the 
absence of an agreement, such as a valued policy, between the parties to the con
trary.1s1 

In English law, too, it would appear, early fire policies were as rule valued 
policies with the valuations being based on the replacement value (that is, the cost of 
replacement or of clearing and rebuilding, less the value of salvageable materials) 
rather than on the historic cost or even the current value of the insured property. The 
underlying assumption was that the goods or building would be replaced or repaired in 
the event of a fire. 1s2 Market value was only adopted in the mid-nineteenth century as 
the basis for the settlement Of fire losses. 153 

4 Proof of the Insurable Value of the Object of Risk and the Amount of the 
lnsured's Loss 

4.1 Introduction 

In addition to providing proof of the occurrence of the loss or damage by reason 
of a peril insured against, 154 the insured also had to prove the extent of that loss or 

1s1 See further Elink Schuunilan Brandschade 5-7 and 25 (referring to the 'ruilwaarde' of the insured 
object immediately before the fire). 

152 See eg Cockerell & Green 29; Jenkins 28-~. 

153 See ILL HR 15 51. 

154 See again ch XVI§ 3 supra. 
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damage and so had to quantify his claim agaihstithe insurer. This involved, as a first 
step, producing proof of the insurable value of the object of risk. This requirement was 
part of the earliest insurance law. Furthermore, although this was only required at a 
later stage when the interest theory began emerging, the insured also had to prove that 
he had suffered loss, and to what extent, by reason of the loss of or damage to the 
object of risk, that is, he had to prove the existence and also the extent and therefore 
the value of his interest in the object in question.155 

The parties to the insurance contract tried to circumvent both these require
ments and to relieve the insured of the attendant burdens of proof. This was done by 
inserting appropriate clauses into insurance policies. On the one hand, a valuation 
clause was included in which the parties attempted to fix the value of the object in ques
tion conclusively. On the other hand, they inserted a so-called policy-proof-of-interest 
clause in which they agreed that the production of the policy would suffice as proof of 
the existence of the insured's interest and that, accordingly, on proof of the occurrence 
of the loss and on the production of the policy, the agreed value would be paid out. In 
practice, because of their close relationship and application in similar circumstances 
and with related aims, valuation and policy-proof-of-interest clauses were often com
bined. Many valuation clauses were at the same time also policy-proof-of-interest 
clauses. 

In this section the insured's burden of proof will be considered briefly, while the 
valuation and policy-proof-of-interest clauses will be treated separately later on.156 

4.2 Statutory and Customary Recognition of the lnsured's Burden of Proof in 
the Seventeenth Century 

It is evident that it was accepted from early on that the insured was the party to 
the insurance contract who had to provide the necessary proof to enable the insurer's 
obligation to compensate him to be quantified. That was so not only in the early 
Spanish measures but it also appears from early insurance practices in the Low 
Countries.157 

155 It Was only realised at a relatively late stage that an insured did not necessarily have to be the full 
owner of the object at risk and that the extent of the loss of or damage to the object was not necessanly 
also the extent of the loss or damage to his estate, ie, that the value of that object was not necessarily the 
same as the value of the insured's interest in that object. According to the indemnity principle, the smaller 
value of the two had to be used as the basis for any compensation. An insured may only have had a 
limited interest in an object, so that the extent of the loss to the insured was the relevant factor and not 
necessarily the extent of the loss to the object itself. Thus, it was only realised late on in Roman-Dutch law 
that proof of the value of the object of risk was not yet proof of the value of the insured's interest, if any, in 
that object. The insured also had to prove that, and to what extent, he had suffered loss by the loss of or 
damage to that object. As to the interest theory in Roman-Dutch law, see again ch II § 6.2 supra. 

156 See respectively§§ 5 and 6 infra. 

157 Thus, from a decision of the Bruges Schepenen Court in 1469 it appears that the insured had to prove 
that he had suffered loss or damage, and also what the amount of that damage and the value of the 
object of risk were. See De Groote Zeeassurantie 15. 
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In s 18 of title VII of the placcaat of 1563 it was specifically provided that the 
insurer would not be liable for any payment under the policy unless the insured's notice 
of loss1ss was accompanied by proper documentary evidence or testimony 
('deuchdelijcke certificatie ofte ghetuygenisse') as to the occurrence of the loss159 as 
well as of the nature of the lost or damaged goods and their value ('mitsgaders de 
specificatie vande gepericliteerde goederen ende Waren van dien'). No indication was 
given of how this value1so had to be proved, or what would be regarded as satisfactory 
proof. Obviously, though, given that proof of such value was required in many other 
fields of maritime law unconnected with the insurance contract, it was not regarded as 
necessary to give any further indication in that regard in insurance law. 

After no further or similar provision was taken up in either the placcaat of 1571 
or in the first round of municipal keuren at the end of the sixteenth and the beginning of 
the- seventeenth centuries, an amendment of the Amsterdam insurance keur of 1598 
did do so in 1606. 

The amending keur _of 20 June of that year laid down that to enable a proper 
adjustment of the average ('om d'Avarien we/ te mogen maken'), merchants had to pro
vide proof of or establish the real value of the goods they had shipped ('de recnte 
waerde van hare ingescheepte goederen behooren aen te geven'), and that to achieve 
this, the goods would be placed by the Commissioners of the Insurance Chamber at 
the disposal of ('in handen gestelt') the parties concerned1s1 to inspect them and to dis
prove the value relied upon ('om daer tegens te mag seggen').162 

Despite the lack of any further information in the various insurance laws, there 
was no doubt a large body of mercantile usage determining how an insured had to go 
about satisfactorily proving the value of the insured property. Evidence of this appears 
from numerous provisions in the Antwerp compilation of customary law, the Compilatae 
of 1609.163 

Thus, in providing for the insurable value of goods, which was the cost price of 
the goods together with the cost of packing, freight and other expenses, it was added 
that the latter had to be proven by the loading receipt or invoic;:es ('dijehVolgende moet 
het cargasoen oft factuere gestalt ende overgegeven worden').164 The value of the 
insured consignment of goods at the time of such consignment was determined with 

158 See again ch XVI § 2.2 supra. 

159 See again ch XVI § 3.2 supra. 

160 That is, in terms of s 11, the cost price plus expense incurred in respect of the goods up to their 
shipment. 

161 Probably the Chamber permitted the insurers access to the goods. 

162 See further Enschede 117; Goudsmit Zeerecht 319-320. 

163 See generally Mullens 94 and 96. 

164 See art 6 of par 1, title 11, part IV (see De Longe vol IV at 200). 
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reference to the relevant loading receipt ('op den voet vant cargasoen').165 More specifi
cally, art 260166 laid down that in order to claim or1 any insurance, it was necessary for 
the insured to produce the policy ('dat men overgeve de police oft brieff van ver
sekeringe'), presumably as proof of the conclusion and terms of the insurance; and 
also the relevant bill of lading ('cognossement van den schipper'), as proof of the load
ing; also the loading receipt or invoice of the shipment of the goods or a lawful valua
tion of those goods ('t'cargasoen oft facture van de goeden, gelijck die geladen sijn, oft 
wettige priseringe van dijen'), as proof of their insurable value; as well as a charterparty 
('charte-partije'), if the goods were loaded in terms of one and it was requested by the 
insurers. Of these the loading receipt or 'cargasoen' relating to the insured goods 
appears to have been the most important in practice1s7 as it reflected the insurable 
value of the shipped goods and the expenses incurred in respect of them up to the time 
of their shipment.1sa As far as the details of insured goods were concerned which were 
required to be mentioned in insurance policies, 169 both the receipt and the bifl of lading 
had to correspond with the policy as well as with one another, and in the case of an 
inexplicable difference or contradiction, the insured had no action on his policy.170 

If the insured claimed on his policy, he had, in terms of art 266, to have the 
invoice or valuation ('cargasoen oft priseringe') authenticated under oath before a 
notary, swearing too that the goods indicated by the policy and the invoice were in fact 
shipped, and that he had borne such risk on them ('ende dat hij tperijckel van 
alsulcken dee/ daerinne heeft gedraegen, als hij gehouden is geweest te loopen') as 

165 Article 187 of par 6, title 11, part IV (see De Longe vol IV at 278). 

166 Of par 8, title 11, part IV (see De Longe vol IV at 308). 

167 See De Groote 'Zeeverzekering' 212. 

168 Article 262 defined 'cargasoen' as 'de factuere oft specificatie van de gelaeden goeden'. The receipt 
set out the quantity and/or quality of the merchandise; the name of the consignor and of the ship or ships 
on which it was loaded; the symbols and numbers with which it was marked in so far as it was customary 
to identify the relevant goods in that way; the name of the person to whom the goods had to be delivered; 
as well as (and this was important) the cost price of the goods and the expense incurred in respect of 
them ('prijs dat die gecost hebben, soo van incoop als van die te packen, laeden ende versekeren, 
daerinne begrepen de thollen, provisie van .de coopers van de goeden ende van de gene dije de 
versekeringe [doet] ende [den] prijs der selver hebben voldaen'). Article 261 defined a 'charte-partije' as 
'het contract van bevrachtinge vant geheel schip'; and a 'cognossement' as the acknowledgement or 
receipt ('de bekentenisse oft beschreef), given by the master under his signature, of the goods received 
on board his ship as well as of the species, type, weight and measure of such goods. 

169 See again ch VIII § 4.2 supra as to content of insurance policies. 

170 See art 263. Likewise, in terms of art 264, if the policy contained any other matters which were 
customarily mentioned in policies of insurance, those same matters had also be mentioned in the receipt 
or the bill of lading and the details again had to correspond, or otherwise there was no action on the 
policy. However, i.n terms of art 265, if the receipt or bill evidenced a larger quantity of goods than was 
mentioned in the policy, the latter was not for that reason invalid, as long as the documentation otherwise 
corresponded ('behoudelijck dat die anderssints in de principaelste ende noote/icxste puncten metten 
cognossemente ende factuere accordeert ende overeen compt, sander verschil'). The reverse was 
obviously not true. 
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had been insured.171 However, despite these notarial affidavits, it remained open to the 
insurers in terms of art 268 to disprove any of these matters. And if it appeared that any 
impropriety had occurred in the bill of lading, receipt or valuation ('int cognossement, 
cargasoen or priseringe'), the insured was not only deprived of his action botwas also 
punished as the circumstances required. 

4.3 The Position in the Eighteenth Century 

It is clear from a number of judicial decisions in the first half of the eighteenth 
century, that the insured bore the burden of satisfactorily proving not only the occur
rence of the loss but also the amount of that loss and of his interest in the object lost or 
damaged. A few examples may be referred to briefly. 

In a decision of the Hooge Raad in 1123112 the insurer refused to pay the insured 
who had insured goods for f 5 000. He argued that the insured had not proved either 
that a loss had occurred173 or that the goods belonging to him ('de goederen hem 
toekomende') were in fact worth f 5 000 and that he had an interest in them to that 
extent ('dat 'er voor 5000 gulden in belang had'). Unfortunately the Raad decided the 
matter on other point and did not comment on this defence. 

Likewise, in a decision in 1725, 174 the insurer had contended in the Court a quo 
that there was insufficient evidence of the loss the insured had suffered for it had not 
been shown which and how much goods or money the insured had on board. 
Although the question was raised before the Hooge Raad whether the insured had 
proved that he had loaded so much goods or c.ash on board that their value amounted 
to or exceeded the sum insured, 175 the decision again turned on another point. 

In yet another decision in 1725,176 the Hooge Raad refused a claim on a policy 
and held for the insurers. Bynkershoek remarked that there was also a further reason 
for the Raad's holding thus than the one formally provided, namely that the insured had 
not proved if and how much goods and what type of goods he had on board the lost 
ship, and that that lack of evidence alone would have been sufficient to refuse his claim 
('en dit alleen zou genoeg geweest zyn, om hem aftewysen'). 

171 It should be borne in mind that the term 'risk' was initially used in the same connection as the term 
'interest' in later times. See ag~in ch II § 6.1 supra. The insured was also required to declare under oath 
that no further or additional insurance had been concluded either at the place of the insurance or 
elsewhere, and that he was also not aware of any such other insurance. See ch XVIII §§ 3 and 4 infra as 
to double and over-insurance. · 

112 See Bynkershoek Observationes tumultuariae obs 1916; idem Quaestiones juris privati IV.12. 

173 See again ch XVI § 3.2 supra where this aspect of the case was considered. 

174 See Bynkershoek Observationes tumultuariae obs 2124; idem Quaestiont:Js juris privati IV.12. 

175 Bynkershoek remarked that there was a great lack of evidence in this case. 

176 See Bynkershoek Observationes tumultuariae obs 2493; idem Quaestiones juris privati IV.12. 
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Finally, a decision of the Hooge Raad ii) t73,91n is referred to as authority for the 
principle that the burden of proving the amount of the real value of the thing insured 
rests on the insured, and that in the absence of any documentary evidence, such as 
invoices, to establish that value, a mere assertion of such value by the insured, even if 
confirmed by oath, would not suffice. 118 While no doubt correct in the sense that i_n the 
case of an unvalued policy the insured actually had to prove the value of the property 
insured, and that more was required from him than a mere declaration under oath of 
such value, the decision itself concerned a valued policy and its authority is therefore 
somewhat suspect. 119 

As far as legislative measures were concerned, the most pertinent provision was 
that ins 1 of the Middelburg amending keur of 1719. It stated that insured were 1 at all 
times obliged to show and prove the existence and the extent of the risk or interest they 
had run in the insured ships or goods ('aan te toonen ende bewysen, wat en hoeveel 
interest zy in de Scheepen en Goederen hebben geloopen'). In this process, therefore, 
the insured would also have had to prove the insurable value of the ships or goods. 

It is clear from this provision that the Middelburg Legislature realised that proof 
of the value of the object at risk was not necessarily all that was required. The insured 
also1ao had to prove that he had an interest in that object and what the extent of that 
interest was, for if he had but a limited interest, the amount of his loss would not have 
been the same as the amount of loss of or damage to the object itself. 

The Hamburg Assecuranz-Ordnung of 1731 also contained measures con
cerned with the proof by the insured of his interest. 181 In the case of a loss, the claimant 
on the policy had to prove that he had suffered damage. 182 He was bound to prove not 
only the occurrence of the loss but also that he truly had an interest in the object of 
risk. 183 

1n See Bynkershoek Observationes tumultuariae obs 3148; idem Quaestiones juris privati IV.17. See too 
Enschede 11 s. 

178 See Scharer A;J.nteekeningen 425 (ad 111.24.6) n20. 

179 See § 5.4 infra for a further discussion of this important decision. 

180 Although there was no requirement in the provision that the insured had to prove both the existence 
and amount of his interest in, and also the value of the object at risk, that must be assumed to have been 
the case. 

181 See Dreyer 162-165; Hammacher 90-91. 

182 Article Xlll-1. 

183 Article Xlll-2. This was proved by his bill of lading or, if none was available, in another way, unless it 
was expressly agreed or stipulated in the policy that no bill of lading had to be shown (thus, the policy 
could dispense with proof by way of the blll of lading), in which case the insured nevertheless had to 
present such proofs and documents as were available. In terms of art Xlll-3, if the master or any member 
of the crew carried any goods for his own account and had them insured without there being any biJI of 
lading, then he had in the case of damage to confirm his ownership of the goods under oath and also the 
fact that the goods were actually on board and also how much of the goods were lost and how much of 
them had been salvaged. 
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Equally wide-ranging was the amendment in 1775 of s 18 of the Amsterdam keur 
of 1744. Section 18 and the first part of its amendment in 1775 concerned fire insurance 
and provided for the objects which could be insured against fire. The second part of the 
amendment then contained a further provision in general terms on what could be 
insured. It stated that one could insure anything in which one had a teal interest, as 
long as the object in which there was such an interest was identified in the policy ('men 
zal ook mogen laten verzekeren op al het gene; waar in iemand belang is hebbende, 
mits bestaande in een Reee/ interest, en dat het ze/ve, mitsgaders welke daar op 
gelopen ta/ worden, in het Contract van Assurantie bepaald of uitgedrukt worde').184 
Further, the amendment continued, in the case of a loss the interest specified by the 
insurance contract had to be proved as well as the amount of loss suffered in respect 
of it ('in cas van schade het by Contract bepaalde Interest moeten wotden bewezen, a/s 
mede de hoe-grootheid der daar op gevalle schade'), failing which no claim on the 
policy would be justiciable while the premium would also be forfeited ('op poene, dat 
anderzins daar op geen regt zal mogen warden gedaan; en zullen des niet 
tegenstaande de Assuradeurs de praemie behouden'). 1as Thus, the insured had to 
prove-the· existence of his interest in the object of risk as well as the extent by which it 
was damaged. 

Section 19 of the Amsterdam keur of 1744, which concerned insurances on bot
tomry, provided that in the case of a loss of the insured ship ('in cas van Schaade, 't zy 
verongelukken, neemen, aanhouden van Vrienden of Vyanden, en het vermissen van 't 
Schip'), the insured lender had to prove nothing more than the occurrence of the loss 
and, as for his interest, simply the existence or conclusion of the bottomry bond ('geen 
ander bewys behoeven aantetoonen, a/s a//eei1 't ongeluk aan 't se/ve Schip over
gekomen; en nopende zyn Interest enkelyk zyn Bodemarybrief). 

The only Roman-Dutch author In the eighteenth century to make a general state
ment concerning the insured's burden of proof, was Van der Linden. He remarked186 

that the insured was bound to prove by proper evidence both the value of the shipped 
and insured goods as well as the extent of the damage they had sustained. Else
where 1s1 he described over-insurance not with reference to the value of the object at 
risk but with reference to the value of the insured's interest in that object.188 

As will appear shortly when the insured's measure of indemnity is considered, 
proving the extent of damage to insured goods involved proving their value not only 
upon shipment (that is, their insurable value), but also, in appropriate cases, their value 
iri a sound as well as in a damaged condition at their destination. That the insured had 
to do so by bringing proof of the value of a consignment of such goods at that destina-

184 See again on this aspect, ch II § 6.2.2 supra. 

185 See Van der Keessel Praelectiones 1434(ad111.24.4). 

186 Koopmans handboek IV.6.8, with reference to Pothier. 

187 /bid IV.6.10. 

188 See further ch XVIII § 4.5 infra. 
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tion or, more specifically, proof.of what the sale,.of the cargo in question in a sound 
condition would have realised at a public sale there. He then also had to establish what 
a sale of the cargo ih its damaged condition had or would have1s9 realised at such a 
sale there. For this purpose the insured would have had to produce the actual bills of 
sale and/or price lists ('prijscouranten') reflecting the market price of goods such as 
those in question at the relevant time and place. As far as the insurance of hull was 
concerned, something Van der Linden did not touch on, proof of the ship's value at the 
commencement of her voyage had to be provided in the case of her total loss while in 
the case of a partial loss the cost of repairing her had to be proved. Also, in the case of 
the insurance of freight, the amount of the freight involved was most readily proved by a 
production of the relevant bills of lading or charterparties. 

It is not surprising that the insured in many instances found it expensive and 
troublesome if not impossible to obtain such proof. Furthermore, it was not acceptable 
to merchants that such procedural difficulties and the many disputes to which they 
could give rise, should delay if not totally frustrate the protection the insurance was 
intended to provide. From early on, therefore, the parties to insurance contracts sought 
to alleviate the insured's burden of proof by an appropriate agreements in their policies. 
These will be considered shortly.100 

4.4· The lnsured's Burden of Proof of Value and Interest in the Wetboek van 
Koophandel and in English Law 

The Wetboek van Koophandel does not specifically address the insured's bur
den of proof and the way in which it may be discharged. The matter is governed by 
general principles. Nevertheless, there are a few provisions relevant to the topic. 191 

In art 273, in the case of an unvalued policy where the value of the insured 
object is not expressed by the parties in their policy, such value may be established by 
all possible methods of proof ('kan ... door a/le bewijsmiddelen worden gestaafd').192 
Article 295-1 retains an evidentiary option known to and employed in Roman-Dutch law. 
It provides in respect of fire insurance that where proof of the value mentioned in art 
273 is absent or insufficient ('bij gebreke of onvolledigheid van de bewijsmiddelen'), the 
Court may impose an oath upon the insured ('den eed aan den verzekerde opleg
gen').193 

189 Depending pn whetherthe damaged goods were in fact sold there or not. 

190 See §§ 5 and 6 infra. 

191 See generally Mees De assecuratione 8-18 as to the insured's burden of proving interest and 
damage. 

192 See Elink Schuurman Brandschade 49 and SL 

193 /dem at 63. 
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In English law, while some authors in the eighteenth century did comment on the 
question of proof, 194 the Marine Insurance Act of 1906 does not contain any provisions 

· on the topic, it being governed by the general principles, such as they are, pertaining to 
evidence and the incidence of the burden of proof. 

5 Valued Policies 

5.1 Introduction 

It is not surprising that valued policies were the rule in marine insurance practice 
and that they were even made compulsory from time to time. 195 In the first place, practi
cal realities necessitated, in the case of unvalued marine insurance policies, the adop
-tion of insurable values which resulted in detractions from the pure indemnity principle. 
Furthermore, the option of having to establish such insurable values after the occur
rence of a loss when the interests of the parties involved no longer coincided, 196 was 
clearly not preferable. Also, the burden on the insured of proving the value of the object 
lost or damaged was attimes difficult if not impossible to meet. The interest and con
venience of merchants were important and obvious factors in ensuring the prevalence 
of a prior valuation in marine insurance practice from early on. 

A valued policy may be described as one in which the parties, prior to the con
clusion of the insurance contract, or at least prior to the occurrence of a loss, agreed 
between themselves as to the value of the object at risk. Such an agreed value was 
then, for all practical purposes, the basis upon which the measure of indemnity 
between the parties was calculated. A valued policy, therefore, remained an indemnity 
policy, but the indemnity was one on the basis agreed upon by the parties. It must be 
emphasised that a valued policy was not one in terms of which the parties agreed 
beforehand on the amount payable by the insurer on the occurrence of a specified 
event irrespective of the amount of loss, if any, suffered by the insured. There was a 
fundamental difference, therefore, between a valued policy and a wager policy.197 The 
fact that in the case of a total loss the agreed value may also have been the amount 

194 Thus, Magens Essay vol I at 87-89 explained what proof insurers could require from the insured and 
noted that bills of sale and custom-house registers were often employed to establish ownership in the 
case of hull insurance, while bills of lading signed by the master proved an interest in goods. 

195 As to valued policies, see in particular Elink Schuurman Brandschade n-100 and Suermondt Taxatie 
10-29 for a detailed historical exposition with particular emphasis on Roman-Dutch law. 

196 It was in the insured's interest that that value be determined as high as possible, and In the insurer's 
lntereSt that it be determined as low as possible. 

191 See further on this point eg Molengraaff 'Verzekering' 469 who distinguishes in this conneetion 
between the valuation clause and policy-proof-of-intereSt clause. He also notes that a valuation is not an 
Indication that the parties intend to wager. rcrther, the fact that they chose a valued policy shows an 
Intention to conclude a contraet of indemnity for had they wanted to wager, a valuation would have been 
totally unnecessary as a mere statement of the amount due in the case of an occurrence of the uncertain 
event would have been sufficient. As to policy-proof-of-intereSt clauses, see further § 6 infra. As to 
wagering insurance, see again ch II § 6.3 supra. 
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payable by the insurer on the policy, should not lead to an equation of valued policies 
and wager policies, the incorrectness of which becomes immediately apparent whe~ 
the position in the case of a partial loss in terms of a valued policy is considered. 198 

But not all valued policies were instances of agreed valuations being voluntarily 
inserted into policies by the parties themselves. The authorities realised from early on 
that the valued policy was one way in which legislative provisions imposing prohibitions 
on full-value insurance and over-insurance, and on the insurance of profit and of 
freight, 199 could be circumvented. The valuation could be used to conceal the 
insurance of that which it was not permissible to insure. They realised too that they 
could prevent this abuse of the valued policy200 if they could control the valuation itself. 
For that reason the valuation of the object of risk by a third party, often an official of 
some description, supposedly expert in the valuation of maritime property, was some
times made compulsory. In this way the authorities hoped to counter fraud and other 
practices, regarded as undesirable at the time, in yet another way. 

However, even if valuations were initially made compulsory with the aim of 
ensuring compliance with, for example, the prohibition on full-value insurance, and 
were of no binding effect between parties themselves in determining the measure of 
indemnity,201 there is no doubt that it was also realised from early on that a con
sensually founded valuation could be employed to overcome at least some of the diffi
culties inherent in applying the strict indemnity principle in the context of marine 
insurance. Convenience, if nothing more, ensured that valued policies would become 
and remain the norm in marine insurance practice. 

Nevertheless, the crucial issues in Roman-Dutch law, as in other systems,·were. 
to what extent an agreement between the parti.es as to the value of the insured property 
was conclusive between them, and whether, and if so under what circumstances, a 
valuation could either be reopened or attacked by one of the parties themselves or by a 
court. A related issue was how the valuation affected the burden of proof. These ques
tions also arose as to compulsory expert valuations which remained, even if 
decreasingly so, a feature of Roman-Dutch law up to the end of the eighteenth century. 

Essentially a valuation voluntarily agreed upon between the parties was 
regarded as binding in Roman-Dutch law. Under-valuation was to the detriment of the 
insured but of no concern to the legislatures and the parties were consequently bound 
by their valuation. Over-valuation was to the detriment of the insurer but it was of con
cern to the legislatures because of the breach of the indemnity principle it involved and 
the incentive to fraud it created. As a result the insurer, despite his agreement to the 

198 See ch XVIII§ 7.2.2 infra. 

199 See ch XVIII§ 4 infra for the meaning of over-insurance and h XVIII § 5.2 infra for the prohibition on 
full-value insurance; and see ch V §§ 5.2 and 5.4 supra for the insurabillty of profit and freight respectively. 

200 That is, over-insurance both in the sense of an insurance in excess of the real value and in the sense 
of an insurance in excess of the permitted portion of the value, as well as the inclusion of expected profit 
or freight in the valuation on cargo and hull respectively. 

201 See on this point Molengraaff 'Verzekering' 434. 

---------------
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valuation, was allowed subsequently to dispute the valuation as excessive and· to have 
it reduced to the real value, something which the insurer now had to prove though. 

5.2 Early Views on Valued Policies. and the Position in Antwerp 

Because, as will appear from the discussion which follows, the available informa
tion on valued policies in Aoman-Dutch law up to the end of the seventeenth century is 
scant, it is necessary, to put the issue- in its proper context, to consider briefly the views 
of the earlier Italian authors on insurance law and also the position in the customary law 
of Antwerp. 

The technique of a valuation for insurance purposes was known from relatively 
early on in insurance practice. It is possible that such valuations were introduced by 
way of an addition to the insurance agreement in an attemptto avoid disputes over the 
amount of indemnification the insurer had to pay the insured and, more specifically, 
because the ordinary measure of indemnity based on the cost price of goods gave rise 
to an insufficient compensation in respect of bartered goods. Whether or not that was 
the true origin of the valued policy, there is no doubt that insurance valuations were 
resorted to for those purposes. 

Valuation in the insurance context was already regulated in some detail in the 
insurance legislation promulgated in Barcelona in the fifteenth century202 and by the 
end of the sixteenth century valued policies occurred in the case of cargo insurance 
and were the rule in the case of hull insurances in the Low Countries.203 

As far as the early Italian authors were concerned, 204 Santerna regarded a policy 
in which the value of the goods insured had been assessed by the owner, as providing 
binding proof of their real or insurable value, subject to the ·insurer's right to bring con
trary proof that the real value was in fact lower than the agreed value, in which case the 

202 After the Barcelona Insurance Ordinance of 1458 had provided for an official prior valuation by 
maritime consuls of the goods to be insured (apparently in an attempt to ensure compliance with the 
prohibition on full-value insurance), that system was later, with an increase in trade, abolished for 
practical reasons. In the case of hull insurance (as in the case of bottomry loans) though, the inclusion of 
a prior expert valuation in insurance policies was and remained compulsory in the ordinances of 1435 to 
1484. Thus, in s 1 of the Ordinance of 1484 It was laid down that before undertaking to obtain cover for a 
ship, the broker should have the vessel assessed by a reliable consul or arbitrator and on the basis of this 
estimate, which had to be inserted into the policy, the compulsory under-insurance had to be calculated. 
In both cargo and hull insurances party valuations were not binding at all and even slightly excessive 
valuations were declared null and void, as was any specific agreement in the policy on the ·incontestabHlty 
of such a consensual valuation. See Reatz Geschichte 90-96 and 105; and see generally eg Elink 
Schuurman Brandschade 45 and 46 (noting that compulsory expert valuation was also known elsewhere, 
eg in the Florentine Ordinance of 1538, and that the official approval and validation of prior party 
valuations were required in the Seville Ordinance of 1556); Enschede 115; Molengraaff 'Verzekering' 434; 
and Suermondt Taxatie 13. 

203 See Kiesselbach 118. See generally on the history of insurance valuation, Argus 9-10; BuchWalter 79-
80. 

204 See generally Gartner 340-341; Van Houdt 21; and Molengraaff 'Verzekering' 431-432 and 436. 
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valuation and thus also the insurer's liability was reduced accordingly.205 Even if there 
was fraud on the part of the insured, Santerna thought that the insurer remained liable 
to pay the real value of actually existing goods.206 Accordingly, if the parties had agreed 
that the insurer would compensate the loss of goods and their value was agreed on at 
1 000, then, in the case of a total loss, that amount had to be paid. But only the 
insured's actual loss had to be compensated, so that if the insurer could prove thatthe 
goods were actually worth only 500, the latter amount and no more was payable.207 

The reason why, despite the applicability of the indemnity principle and the dangers it 
involved, such a valuation was thought permissible and accorded binding effect by 
Santerna and the other early authors, was one of practicality. It relieved the insured of 
an onerous burden of proof. The insurer's right to overturn the valuation was again jus
tified as the way in which to prevent abuses being perpetrated under the guise of free
dom of contract. 

While the Ancona policy which he analysed in his work was an unvalued one, 
Straccha noted as praiseworthy, because of the fact that they reduced disputes and liti
gation, insurances in Antwerp and Spain where a valuation of the insured goods in the 
policy relieved the insured of the burden of having to prove their value and left him 
merely to prove their loss. 208 Considering the effect of an express valuation should one 
be included in the Ancona policy, Straccha thought that it would relieve the insured of 
the burden of having to prove the value of the insured goods. The insurer would be 
permitted, though, to prove an over-valuation. Therefore, if the goods insured were 
stated to be worth 2 000, then that amount had to be paid (presumably in the case of a 
total loss), unless the insurer could prove that the valuation was incorrect, in which 
case he would be liable only for the real value of the goods.209 

205 De assecurationibus 111.43-46. 

206 fdem 111.14-18 and 111.44-45. 

207 Contrariwise, if the parties had agreed that in the case of a loss of the property the insurer would pay 
the merchant 1 000, and the value of the goods was left undetermined, that contract had to be performed 
strictly and that amount was payable even if it turned out that the goods were only worth 500. The 
insurer's obligation here was to pay without questioning the amount of the insured's loss or, by the same 
token, the value of the object in question. There was a difference, Santerna therefore recognised, 
between an agreement on the value of the object at risk and an agreement on the amount payable on the 
occurrence of a loss (see too§ 5.1 at n 197 supra tor the difference between a valuation clause and a 
policy-proof-of-interest clause). It has to be borne in mind that the latter type of agreement, which was 
nothing more than a wager, was regarded as perfectly valid by the early authors even if In their system it 
was not insurance. 

208 De assecurationibus gloss Vl.1. 

209 Idem Vl.4. Straccha too drew a distinction between a valuation and the case where the insurers 
agreed that in the case of a loss, a specific amount would be paid to the insurer. The latter type of 
undertaking was binding irrespective of the fact that the value of the object was lower than the amount 
agreed upon. See too Scaccia De commerciis 1.1.69; Casaregis Discursus Vll.11. 
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A very similar approach to valued policies appears from the exposition of the 
later Italian author Roccus. First of a11210 he distinguished between unvalued policies 
and the case where, at the time of the conclusion of the insurance ('tempore contractus 
assecurationis'), the goods were valued at a specific price or value. Then he explained 
that in the latter case there was no doubt that the value so expressed in the policy had 
to be paid, presumably in the case of a total loss. 211 However, if the goods were valued 
at a specific amount and it subsequently appeared that they were in fact worth less, the 
question whether, in the case of a loss, the insurer was liable to pay the sta:ted value 
('assecurator teneatur ad pretium estimatum'), depended on the nature of the insurer's 
undertaking. If he had promised to pay the value or price of the insured goods and it 
was added to the policy that they were worth 1 000, he was not liable to pay that 
amount if there appeared to have been an over-valuation on the part of the insured. By 
contrast, if the insurer undertook to pay 1 000 should the goods be lost, he would have 
to pay that amount irrespective of the fact that the goods were worth less. 212 

Roccus also recounted a decision on the effect of a valued policy delivered by a 
court in the city of Messina in 1628.213 There the Court held that the insurer was liable to 
pay the agreed value even if the goods actually loaded and lost were of a lesser 
quantity. A cargo of grain, valued in the policy at 8 000 ducats and insured for that 
amount, was lost when the ship carrying it was captured by the French en route to 
Naples. One of the points raised by the insurers to justify their refusal to pay the sum 
insured, was that a lesser amount of grain had been loaded than had been insured and 

· that it was worth less than 8 000 ducats. The insured in turn argued that when an 
insured himself valued his goods at a specified amount and insured them for that 
amount and paid a premium to the insurers in proportion to the sum insured, then, 
although a smaller quantity may have been at risk, the insurers were liable to pay the 
value mentioned in the policy.214 The Court held in favour of the insured, presumably 
because the insurer could not prove any short-shipment and an over-valuation. 

The first regulation of valued policies in the compilations of Antwerp customary 
law only appeared in the Compilatae of 1609.215 

210 See De assecurationibus note 32. 

2 11 As to binding nature of a valuation, see too idem notes 31 and 53 (if the value was flxeQ at the 
conclusion of the contract, then that value must be paid). 

212 See further also idem note 1 O. 

213 See Roccus/Feitama Decisien decis VIII (Vincentio de Medici v Assuradeurs van Messina). 

214 It was further pointed out by the insured that the value of the grain actually loaded, had it arrived at 
Naples, would have exceeded the stated value and the sum insured. To the insurers' argument that the 
value at the place of departure was relevant for purposes of determining the indemnity, the insured 
responded that the valuation he had inserted in the policy took account of the profit he could make on the 
grain had it arrived at the destination, as well as of the expenses he had incurred on it. 

215 See generally Mullens 45 and 88. 
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In dealing with the measures concerning .. compulsory under-insurance, art 721s 
provided that it was not permissible to insure on a valuation ('op priseringe ofte 
begrootinge') provided by the insured himself, even if that was customary in Antwerp 
and elsewhere, especially when use was made of an express valuation clause ('al heeft 
men tselve somtijts alhier oft elders wil/en gebruijken, besonder als su/cx met 
vuijtgedruckte woorden was besproken, d'welck de cooplieden heeten pact 
express').211 A consensual or party valuation, therefore, was not permitted.21a 

However, in terms of art 8, if the insured had the goods valued for purposes of 
the insurance (this was voluntary and not compulsory) at the place of packing or load
ing by a sworn valuer or someone lawfully authorised to do so ('bij gesworen schatters, 
oft andere hun des verstaende, die daertoe wettelijck waeren beredicht {beedicht]'), 
such insurance was valid to the extent of such valuation ('totten selven prijse van 
weerde'). Although the insurer was liable on that basis, it remained open to him 
nevertheless to prove the real value of the goods ('blijvende desniettemin de ver
sekeraers op hun geheel om 't contrarie van dijen te bewijsen'). In the case of a profes
sional valuation, therefore, the valued policy was prima facie binding, the burden being 
on the insurer to prove an over-valuation by establishing a lower real value~ In the case 
of hull insurances, an expert valuation was made compulsory, as had already been the 
case in terms of s 1 O of the placcaat of 1563. Thus, in terms of art 288, 219 it was specifi
cally provided that ships to be insured could not be valued according to an estimation 
provided by the insured, but that anyone who wished to insure a ship with her equip
ment and guns had to have her valued before her departure by an expert who had to 
draw up a lawful notarial valuation to serve as proof of her value ('die moet a1lent selve 
voor sijn vertreck doen priseren oft begrooten, bij lieden hun des verstaende, ende 
daervan wettich oft notariael instrument doen maecken, om te dienen tot bewijs van de 
weerde'). The insurer was nevertheless free in the event of a loss to prove a smaller 
value ('de minder weerde te mogen bethoonen'). 

A practical matter was addressed in art 9, namely the situation where there was 
a minimal difference between the real and the agreed value. It was provided that no 
notice would be taken of a small difference ('een cleijn verschil') which could occur due 
to an increase over or a decrease below the agreed value ('den gestelden prijs'). But if 
the difference amounted to at least six or seven per cent or more ('tselve verschil ten 
minsten sij van ses oft seven ten honderden, ende meerder'), it would not be dis
regarded but would be taken into account fully ('wort daerop int geheele ge/eth') in the 
calculation of the indemnity. 

216 Of par 1, title 11, part IV (see De Longe vol IV at 200). 

211 That is, even with the express agreement of the insurer. 

21s See Wyffels 97 who refers to an Antwerp marine policy of 1557 on a cargo of 2 048 bales of dye 
('balen paster) where in the policy the value or price per bale was expressly fixed 'par pact expres~. 

219 Of par 9, title 11, part IV (see De Longe vol IV at 318). 
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5.3 The Position Up to the Beginning of the Eighteenth Century 

The earliest legislative reference to a pre-contractual valuation of an object of 
risk in the Low Countries occurred ins 10 of title VII of the placcaat of 1563. This sec
tion provided that anyone wishing to insure the hull of a ship, or also the guns, gunpow
der and shot on board her, was obliged to have such sh_ip or items valued ('te doen 
estimeren') by experts ('by Lieden henlieden dies verstaende') before her departure. 
Importantly, the section then provided that this valuation ('estimatie') would in the event 
of the occurrence of a loss ('periclitatie') nevertheless not prejudice the insurers in so · 
far as they could show that the valuation was higher than it should have been ('dan 't 
behoort') as the result of some favouritism, simulation, collusion, or undesirable prac
tice ('favaur, simulatie, collusie oft andere quade practijcke'). 

Section 1 O therefore introduced a compulsory expert valuation in the case of hull 
insurance, apparently with a view to ensuring that the parties did not by over-valuation 
circumvent the prohibition on full-value insurance or even that on over-insurance 
generally. Furthermore, although this valuation also governed the assessment of the 
measure of indemnity between the parties, it was not absolutely conclusive between 
them but could be attacked by the insurer if he could show that it was excessive as a 
·result of some sharp practice.220 In effect, therefore, the valuation merely shifted the 
burden of proof from the insured to the insurer. Instead of the insured having to prove 
the value of the ship, that value was objectively determined by an expert and the insurer 
had to prove a lower value and fraud of some sort if he wanted to attack the valuation 
as excessive . 

. In section 12 of title VII of the placcaat of 1563 it was provided that nobody could 
value ('tauxeren') his insured goods or merchandise in excess of their real value ('over 
de ghemeyne weerde ende valeur vanden selven'), whether under the guise of their 
invoice ('onder 't decksel van eenigen inne-koop')221 or otherwise. This prohibition on 
over-valuation was aimed at preventing the insured from circumventing the provisions 
on insurable value and on compulsory under-ihsurance222 in the case of voluntarily 
agreed, consensual valuations. It probably meant no more, though, than that the 
insurer could attack any over-valuation, presumably even if no fraud could be estab
lished, and could have the measure of indemnity calculated with reference not to the 
agreed value but to the real insurable value. Over-valuation of goods, therefore, did not 
by itself entitle the insurer to attack the policy and to avoid liability but merely to have 
his liability established with reference to the insurable value rather than· the excessive 

220 Presumably the mere over-valuation of the ship was Insufficient. The insurer also had to establish that 
It occurred otherwise than by reason of an oversight or negligence on the part of the valuer (and/or the 
insured?). See eg Enschede 30 who is of the opinion that the prior expert valuation was also binding on 
the insurers unless they could prove fraud. See further Van der Keessel Praelectiones 1453 (ad 111.24.6); 
Dorhout Mees Schadeverzekeringsrecht 17; Jolles 63; and Kracht 18-19. 

221 That is, by way of an false and inflated invoice price. 

222 Section 11 concerned compulsory undet-lnSurance. 
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agreed value.223 At any rate, the valuation of_ cargo was voluntary and not com
pulsory224 as it had been earlier in Barcelona, for example, the provisions of which as to 
valued policies generally set the clear example followed by the Legislature in 1563.225 

After these initial provisions on valuation, Dutch legislatures ignored this techni
que for a very long time. The placcaat of 1571, although it contained even more strict 
provisions on compulsory under-insurance than that of 1563, no longer made any men
tion of valued policies. Possibly the compulsory prior expert valuation of ships was con
sidered too onerous in practice, while it is further possible that the Legislature thought 
that it could prevent excessive party valuation by a general provision in s 2 that every 
agreement in contravention of the placcaat would be null and void.226 

Both the placcaat of 1563 and that of 1571 remained in force in the Northern 
Netherlands, the former in so far as it was not repealed by the latter. As regards valued 
policies, therefore, the relevant provisions of the placcaat of 1563 remained important 
in the seventeenth century and were often referred to, especially since there was no 
municipal regulation of the topic during that period.221 . 

Despite the fact that valued policies were certainly not unknown in Dutch 
insurance practice in the seventeenth century22s there is little on the topic in other legal 
sources of that time. A few references may be mentioned briefly. 

223 Thus, Grotius ln/eidinge 111.24.6 observed that even if goods were over-valued in the policy, the 
insurer was not liable beyond the true value of those goods. See too Groenewegen Aanteekeningen n20 
(ad llL24.6) (referring in this regard to s 10 of the placcaat of 1563 although that must probably be~ 12); 
Van Leeuwen Rooms-Hollands regt IV.9.4 ('versekerde goed [moet] na syn opregte waarde werden 
aangebragf; he also referred incorrectly to s 10); and further Jolles 65. 

224 See eg Goudsmit Zeerecht 245-246. However, Van Zurek Codex Batavus sv 'Assurantle' par 14 
referred to ss 1 o and 12, without any distinction, for the proposition that a person who wanted to insure 
goods 'moet die op zyn regte waerde laten schatten by den verzeker-brief without any fraud. Th.is does 
not seem justified for there was no compulsory valuation of goods, only of ships, He also referred in this 
regard to s 20 of the placcaat of 1571 which, however, was not concerned with valued policies at all but 
with the compulsory under-insurance of hull. See ch XVIII § 5.2 infra. 

225 As to the position in Barcelona, see again § 5.2 n202 supra. 

226 See Suermondt Taxatie 14. However, a similar provision was already included in the placcaat of 1563. 

227 Although providing for compulsory under-insurance and over-insurance in detail, the keuten of 1598 
(Amsterdam), 1600 (Middelburg) and 1604 (Rotterdam) contained nothing on valued policies. 

228 Two examples of valued policies in the seventeenth century may be referred to. Both were 
Amsterdam fishing policies and both expressly insured the full value of the fishing vessels, their 
equipment and their cargoes or catches (see further Den Dooren de Jong 'Practijk' 8-9, 12 and 14). 

The handwritten valuation clause in the first policy, from 1636, contained an unspecified, very 
crude and rather dangerous valuation of the ship and all the goods on board. It stipulated as follows: 'Bij 
pacto expres en naer ·be Ii even van ons Asseuradeurs getaxeert op ses duysent achthondert car. 
guldens met we/eke taxatie wy asseuradeurs we/ te vreden seyn en be/oven ons daer mede 't al/en tyde 
te vreden te houden al waert dat naderhand het voorsz schip met als voren meerder ofte minder 
waerdigh te wesen bevonden werden. Ende be/oven oock volcomen gelove te geven de bewysen die 
geass.den als van schade ofte verlies sal exhiberen, sander daerjegens te exciperen in eeniger 
maniere'. 

In the other policy, from 1672. on a vessel called the 'Witte Haes', the printed clause provided: 
'By pacto expres en met believen van ons asseuradeurs getaxeert, en gepriseert, met we/ke taxatle en 
prisatie wy ons volkomen vemoeght en te vreden houden, 't zy of 't selve minder of meerder waerdigh 
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Avalued policy did arise for consideration in an opinion delivered in 1602.229 It 
concerned a Rotterdam hull and cargo policy of 1598, underwritten by various insurers 
resident in Middelburg, Amsterdam, and elsewhere. The question arising here was 
whether the insurers were free themselves to prove that the cargo, as well as the ship 
with her equipment, which were insured by them, were in fact not worth as much at the 
time of the conclusion of the contract as they were valued ('begroot ofte geestimeerr) 
in the policy. 

In a somewhat obscure and unsatisfactory opinion, the view was expressed that 
the insurers were in fact permitted to prove such an over-valuation.230 The reason why 
this was so, it was thought, was because in this way all frauds which might be com
mitted by the insured in the insurance could be uncovered and eliminated. If the 
insurers were not permitted to prove a lesser value, the valuation in the policy would 
result in the commission and concealment of many and large frauds. 231 It followed, the 
opinion continued, that although the policy provided (or presumably, because of the 
valuation, implied) that the insured was not obliged to prove the value of the property in 
question,232 and, by implication, although the insurer could prove that the valuation was 
excessive, the insurance was still valid so that the insured was still in appropriate 
instances required to give a cession of his action against third parties to the insurer.233 

soude mogen wesen of gekost hebben ... [ende] sal de geassureerde zlch-ten vol/en en tot den lesten 
stuyver toe van deze taxatie en prisatie vermogen te doen versekeren'. See Appendix 24 Infra where this 
policy is reproduced. 

229 See Hollandse consultatien vol I cons 187. 

230 Referring to the prohibitions in the placcaat of 1563 on over-valuation, Van Zurek Codex Batavus sv 
'Assurantie' par 14 n1 remarked that those express provisions could not be renunciated. He referred to 
the opinion of 1602 as authority for this statement · 

231 And if there was fraud or if the ship or goods were over-valued ('te hoog zQn geestimeerf), it was 
pointed out, the Insurance would be void atthe option of the insurer ('indien 't de Verseketaars gelieft') if 
it amounted to an insurance in excess of the permitted portion of the value of the object The correctness 
of this proposition is doubtful (see ch XVlil § 5.2 infra as to the consequences of a breach of the 
prohibition on full-value insurance). Alternatively, the opinion continued, if there was over-valuation, the 
insurers' liability would be limited to the reaj insurable value. This was not precisely so formulated in the 
opinion, though; there it was rather confusingly stated that where it was not a question of over-insurance 
In excess of the permitted proportion, the insurers Were liable for no more than the amount they had 
underwritten ('niet hooger ... dan na advenant V$1J de somme van penningen, daar op syluyden vetsekett 
hebbenl This, however, was atways the position, not only In the case of an over-valuation (see § 2 supra 
as to the sum insured). These two possibilities were alluded to by La Leck Index sv 'insurance' (see also 
idem Register sv 'assurantie'), namely that the insurer who proves an over-valuation can regard the 
insurance as null or he can diminish the amount insljred. by the over-estimate. 

232 That is, he was not obliged to provide or produce 'specificatie, rekeninge, cargason, 
cognosscement, ofte nader bewijs'. 

233 As to the insurer's right of recourse, see ch XIX § 1 infra. 
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An opinion in 1681234 was concerned with,a ship which became unnavigable and 
thus totally lost and which was sold by her master abroad. It appears that she had been 
insured under a valued policy. The opinion pointed out that the insurers could not rely 
on the price the ship could have obtained on her arrival at Dordrecht after her voyage 
from France because in terms of the usual insurance policy the valuation of the ship 
was left to the insured himself ('de prijs ook gedetereert word aan de Geassureerde 
zelfs'). The insured's valuation, the opinion pointed out, was binding upon the insurers, 
presumably because they had agreed to its insertion in the policy, irrespective of what 
was included in it, just as long as it was made in good faith ('de Gesssureerde moet op 
zijn taxatien en prijseringe geloott werden, zoodanig als hy dat zelfe in goede gemoede 
komt te taxeren'). 

In a decision of the Hooge Raad in 1708235 the question of the burden of proof in 
the case of a valued policy came up for discussion. In this instance it was argued that 
the ship, insured for f 24 000, was in fact worth less than that amount, that is, that she 
was over-insured. However, apart from the fact that the insured proved that the ship's 
real value exceeded the sum insured by far, he also relied on the fact that the policy 
included a valuation clause in which the ship was, with the consent of the insurers, 
valued at f36 000, irrespective of her real value ('dat by pacto express, en met believen 
van de Assuradeurs, het schip was getauxeert op 36000 guldens, 't zy minder of meer 
waardig'), the implication being that such valuation rendered the real value irrelevant.236 
Bynkershoek observed that although the insurer could overturn the valuation by proof 
of a lower real value, ('dat die taxatie door een tegenstrydig bewys kan weerlegt war
den') as was provided for bys 10 of the placcaat of 1563, the insurers had adduced no 
such proof ('geen bewys ter contrarie') in this ·instance. 

5.4 The Position in the Eighteenth Century 

The first legislative provision dealing with valued policies in the eighteenth 
century appeared ins 1 of the Middelburg amending keur of 1719. After stating that the 
insured was required to show and prove the nature and the extent of the risk or interest 
he had in the ship or goods, 237 the section provided that because disputes could at 
times arise concerning the value of the hull of the ship and the like, the insured was 
permitted to agree on such a value ('soo sa/ den Geassureerde over het .selve 
vermoogen te pacteren'), as well as on the value of the goods which had no cost price 
('waar van geen prys van den inkoop is gedaan of geregu/eert'). This remarkable provi-

234 See Nederlands advysboek vol II adv 202. 

235 See Bynkershoek Observationes tumultuariae obs 380; idem Quaestiones juris privati IV.3. 

236 In effect, therefore, the ship, being insured for /24 000 with her agreed value being /36 000, was not 
over-insured but in fact under-insured. For the difference between over- and under-insurance, see ch 
XVIII § 1 infra. 

237 See § 4.3 supra. 
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sion was apparently the result of a compromise.238 On the one hand insured merchants 
and their insurers wished for as great a freedom as possible, also in respect of valua
tions in insurance policies, while on the other hand the authorities still sought to control 
the practice of insurance. Hence the dualistic approach. As a general rule no effect was 
accorded to a valuation in the policy and the insured still had to prove the value of the 
object insured. This general rule was infused by the fear that an over-valuation could 
lead to over-insurance. However, in cases where proof of the relevant value after the 
loss was too burdensome for the insured, namely in the case of hull insurance and in 
the case of insurances on goods without a fixed or ascertainable market value or 
invoice price, an express consensual valuation was accorded binding effect on the 
parties themselves. The section did not mention whether and, if at all, under what cir
cumstances, the insurer could in those cases attack the valuation. 

The Rotterdam keur of 1721, somewhat surprisingly, made no mention of the 
legal validity and consequences of valued policies, despite the fact that such policies 
were in use there at the time.239 

In 1739 a case which concerned a valued policy came before the Hooge 
Raad,240 This decision, and Bynkershoek's approving version of it, were unfortunately 
accorded a place of importance in later Roman-Dutch sources completely dis
proportionate either to the true significance of the decision or, and this is more sig
nificant, to the correctness with which it reflected the position existing at the time. It 
must be considered in some detan.241 

Rotterdam insurers had fully insured two parcels of trading stock ('kramery
goederen') which had to be conveyed in the Baltic from one port to another and the 
va_lue of which was fixed ('getaxeeert') in the policy on /6 OQO. When the loss of the ship 
carrying the parcels was lost and a .claim instituted against the insurers, the latter 
argued that there was no proof of the nature of the goods in the parcels or of their 
value. The Rotterdam Chamber made· an interlocutory order to the effect that the 
insured had to provide further information ('nader opening') of-the goods contained in 
the parcels and of their value. In complying with this order, the insured, who it appears 
had no invoices, bills of lading or otl')er documentation, drew up a list of the goods 
involved from memory as best he could. He also indicated in this list the specific prices 

238 At least according to Suermondt Taxatie 15-16 from which the following was taken. See further 
Goudsmlt Zeerecht 453-454. 

239 That appears from a decision of the Hooge Raad in 1712 (see Bynkershoek Observationes 
tumultuariae obs 909; idem Quaestiones juris privati IV~5) which concerned a Rotterdam policy insuring 
goods valued in the policy at /2 000. The insurers argued that the valuation included expected profit while 
such profit was not insurable in_ terms of the ·Rotterdam keur of 1604. The decision concerned the 
prohibition on the insurance of profit: and whether It could be renounced (see again ch V § 5.2 and ch VIII 
§ 5.2.3 supra respectively) and not_hing of c()nsequence appears from Bynkershoek's accourd: of the 
decision as far as valued policies were concerned. 

240 See Bynkershoek Observationes tumultutJ,riae obs 3148; idem Quaestiones juris privati IV.17. See 
also Lybrechts Koopmans handboek V.94. 

241 See further Suermondt Taxatie 22-26. 
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of the various items of goods, again according to his own valuation ('zyne eigen 
taxatie') and without any further proof. He presented the insurers with this list, also 
undertaking to swear an oath that it had been drawn up in good faith. Because the total 
value stated in the list exceeded f6 000, the Chamber gave judgment for the insured, 
on condition that he swore the oath he had undertaken. The Hof van Holland confirmed 
this judgment. 

On appeal to the Hooge Raad, however, the judgment a quo was overturned. 
The Raad pointed out that in terms of existing legislation242 the insured could not claim 
compensation for his loss unless there was certainty or agreement about the real value 
of the insured goods ('ten zy men het eens is omtrent de rechte waarde van de geas
sureerde goederen'). With the list drawn up from memory, the Raad, including Bynker
shoek, held that the insured had not complied with the order of the Rotterdam Cham
ber. Furthermore, according to the Raad, the value of the goods was not proved by the 
insured's own valuation and oath of good faith. Accordingly, the insured's proof was 
rejected. 

Nevertheless, because it appeared that the packages in question were valued 
('gewaardeert') in the Sound, for purposes of the toll payable to the king of Denmark, at 
1 200 Danish rixdollars ('Deensche Ryksdaalders'}, and because there was nothing 
else available with reference to which their value could be determined, the Raad, in 
reversing the judgment a quo, valued the damage suffered by the loss of the packages 
at the same amount, and COr)demned the insurers to pay it to the insured. 

The striking point about this judgment was that despite the fact that the parties 
had concluded a valued policy, all the courts irwolved acceded to the insurer's request 
that the insured be ordered to prove the value of the insured goods. In so doing they 
appeared to decide that no agreed value was acceptable and that valued policies were 
without any practical effect. In so doing they further ignored the fact that the validity of 
valued policies had never yet been questioned, as well as the underlying reason why 
valued policies were concluded, namely to relieve the insured of the burden of proving 
the value of insured goods and merely to place a burden on the insurer of establishing 
an excessive valuation if he so wished. Instead, it appeared from the approach of the 
Hooge Raad, an insurer merely had to dispute the valuation to which he had agreed not 
so long ago,243 and request proof from the insured of the value, to emasculate the 
valuation completely. And even if the Hooge Raad's view may be explained by the par
ticular circumstances of the case,244 this view was unfortunately elevated to a general 
principle by subsequent authors, despite the fact that the Amsterdam legislation in 17 44 

242 It referred toss 10. 12 and 18 of title VII of the placcaat of 1563, s 19 of the Rotterdam keur of 1604, 
and s 70 of the keur of 1721. 

243 And wit_h reference to which, incidentaily, his premium had been calculated, at least if the goods were 
fully insured to that value, 

244 No doubt the fact that the insured could produce no documentation at all as to the nature and the 
value of the goods in question, created a great deal of suspicion. 
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and practice and legislation elsewhere in the southern part of the Netherlands245 and in 
· Hamburg246 showed that it was an incorrect view of the effect of a valued policy. · 

·1he Amsterdam keur of 17 44- contained numerous provisions on the topic of 
valued policies, no doubt because the Legislature realised that valued insurance 
policies were the rule in practice247 and had to be regulated in greater detail.248 

24s In terms of the policy form of the Antwerp Insurance Company of 1754, a valuation by the Insured 
was, after the English example, taken as 'onbetwisbare basis voor de vergoeding'. See Couvreur 
'Zeeverzekeringspractijk' 193. 

246 The Hamburg Assecuranz-Ordnu.ng of 1731 in art V-1 recognised a party valuation as binding on the 
Insured Whlle the insurer remained free to prove the real value if he could. A party valuation therefore 
resulted in a reversal of the burden of proving the real value of the insured property. Further, the model 
policy forms on hull (policy I) and cargo (policy II) appended to the Ordinance both included a valuation 
clause. This suggests that party or consensual valuations, although not compulsory (as in the case of hull 
Insurance in s 1 o of the placcaat of 1563), were very common, so much so that the case of a hull 
Insurance where the value was not fixed, was not even foreseen in the Ordinance, no provision being 
made for the Insurable value of a ship. 

In Hett/ins v Diverse Assecuradeure (1753) the insured ship, valued at 16 000 marks in the policy 
on her; was lost. The insurer argued that the ship was 50 per cent over-valued but the Hamburg Admiralty 
Court, on an interpretat_ion of the Ordinance, held him liable for the agreed value. It appears that the 
approach of the Court was to permit a reopening of a consensual valuation inserted into a policy ( eg 'mit 
unserem, der Assecuradeurs, Consens ... taxiret auf ... Mk') only in exceptional cases. The presumption 
was that there was no over-valuation and an insurer had to prove it if he alleged it. See generally as to the 
position in Hamburg, Dreyer 117; Frentz Hamburgische Admiralitatsgericht 148-151. 

247 Thus, Lybrechts Koopmans handboek V.75, in his definition of insurance, mentioned that the object 
agalnstthe loss of or damage to which an Insurance was taken out, or rather its value, was commonly 
expressed in the policy ('deze zaak, dat is de 'llaarheid [ie, the value] van dien, in 't Contract, of Police 
gemeen/yk uitgedrukf). 

There are numerous examples of valuation clauses in policies from the latter part of the 
eighteenth century .. A few may be referred to. 

A 1765 Rotterdam insurance policy on goods, including slaves to be taken on board during a 
slave-trading voyage to the coast of Africa and thence to America (see Mees Gedenkschrift appendix 22; 
Kracht 72), contained the following clause on the slaves: 'lngevall van opstand of ander onheifl onder de 
Slaven Yder Stulo< Slaef Zo manlijk als vrouwelifk Jong of oud groot of kleijn getaxeerd & aengenomen 
voor /250.- schoon bij inkoop ruyling of verhandeling meerder of minder mogte gekost hebben of 
waerdig sijn'. Later on in the policy it was added that this valuation was in all respects to be reg(ll'ded as 
sufficient proof of the real value of the property ('a/le welke taxatien ten alien tijden & in a/le gei/alle voor 
voldoende sulle aanneernen & dese polis voor dat al/es als reete waerde Eijgendom & taxatie;). See too 
Mees Gedenkschrift appendix 23 for a Rotterdam transport insurance on slaves dating from the end of 
the eighteenth century which included the following clause: '[E]n word met ons volkomen goedvinden 
ieder Slaaf of Slavin 't zy jong of oud getaxeerd met de premie incluis op f 400.- '. 

In a 1 no Amsterdam fire policy on a plantation, buildings and slaves in Suriname (see Mees 
Gedenkschrift appendix 21) t.he valuation clause provided as follows: 'Mits deesen getaxeerd warden op 
een Somma van ... , welke Taxatie voor de opregte waarde, en dit Contract alleen tot voldoende bewijs 
van Interest & Eijgendom zal valideeren'. The valuation clause and policy-proof-of-interest clause was 
therefore combined: see § 5.1 at n197 supra and § 6.1 infra. 

The valuation clause in a Rotterdarn fire policy of 1799 on grain (see Mees Gedenkschrift 
appendix 19 and Appendix 51 infra) stipulated as follows: '[W]ordende de voorsz: graanen by dee~e met 
wederzyts goedvinden getauxeert op een sornrna als voor ydere party afzonderlyk is gestelt [in a 
schedule added to the policy by hand]. Waar mede wy genoegen neemen; en zal in cas van ongeval, 
niets anders mogen worden geeischt dan alleen deze Police, nevens eene tauxatie der schade van twee 
nelittaale Persoonen, te committeeren bij den Rechter, ter plaatse daar het verzekerde is gelegen, 't 
geen voor voldoende zal wordeh geho!Jc/en, •.. '. 

In an Amsterdam insurance on a one-eighth share in the hull and equipment of a whaler 
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In terms of s 7 of the Amsterdam keur.of·t744, in the case of hull insurance, the 
owner or insured was free249 to value the ship with all her equipment fully250 or for his 
share only in the policy, as long as such valuation did not exceed her real value ('za/ het 
aanden Eygenaar of Geassureerden vry staan, het Schip met al zyn toebehoren voor 
het geheel, of voor zyn portie,. in de Police te taxeeren, dog niet boven de regte 
waarde'), presumably as such excess could subsequently be proved by the insurer. 
Where no such valuation was taken up in the policy and where the parties could in the 
event of loss or damage not agree on the appropriate value ('ingevalle geen taxatie in 
de Police is gesteld, en partyen in cas van schade ofte avarye, het over de waarde niet 
eens konden worden'), as also where there was over-valuation ('a/s mede, wanneer 
boven de geregte waarde mogte getaxeert zyn'), her proper value would have to be 
determined by the Commissioners, or her valuation, if such appeared in the policy, 
would stand, with the insurers being permitted to lead evidence in this regard to protect 
their interests ('za/ de taxatie staan, aan 't ondersoek en ter decisie van Com
missarissen, en de Assuradeurs haar belangen mogen inbrengen').251 

Thus, the valuation of a ship was no longer compulsory as was the position 
under s 1 O of the placcaat of 1563 but was now pertinently left to the agreement of the 
parties. But while providing (and relieving the insured of the burden of providing) evi
dence of the value of the ship for purposes of the assessment of the insured's loss and 
the determination of the measure of indemnity, a valuation could be attacked by the 
insurer on the grounds of it being excessive. AltholJgh it seems that s 7 suggested that 
in the absence of a valued policy the insured did not have to prove the real value but 
that the Court would do so, that would n9t, ap,pear to be correct. Further, seeing that . 

... ·.-·:. .;-";"·,.-..t;'.· 

the Court had to determine the real vali:Ji.:falso in the case of an over-valuation, the 
insurer in attacking the valuation presumably did not have to prove what the real value 
was but merely had to present prima facie proof of such over-valuation.· Therefore, the 
burden of proving the value shifted from the insured, who otherwise had to prove that 
value conclusively, to the insurer, who now had to create a presumption of it being 
lower than the agreed value. The real or insurable value which the Court had to estab-

concluded in 1779 (see Den Dooren de Jong & Lootsma 'Walvischvangst' 62-64) the handwritten 
valuation clause read 'dat in cas van Schade of Avarij, bij de Geassureerds getaxeert en geprieseert 
werd, bij pacto expres, en met believen van ons Assuradeurs op f ... : 't welk ons tot Reglement zal 
dienen, of schoon 't.zelve meerder of minder mochte waardig weezen of te hebbe gekost, zonder dat de 
Geassu.reerdens eenig ander of nader bewijs van waarde lntrest of Eigendom zullen behoeven te toonen 
als alleen deese polis, die voor genoegsaam bewijs van waarde, lntrest en Eigendom za/ dienen'. Again, 
therefore, a combined valuation and policy-proof-of-interest clause. 

248 As to the position in Amsterdam, see generally Suermondt Taxatie 17-19; and also Weskett Digest 568 
sv 'valuation' par7. 

249 But not compelled. 

250 Thus, compulsory under-insurance was abolished. See further ch XVIII § 5.5 infra. 

251 See further Van der Keessel Praelectiones 1440 (ad 111.24.4); Enschede 36; Goudsmit Zeerecht 337. 
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lish was,· in terms of s 7, the value of the ship and her equipment on proceeding to 
sea.252 

In terms of s 33 of the keur of 1744,.in the case of an insurance on a ship in 
cases where the value of the ship depreciated on a long voyage, the Court was 
permitted to ignore her insurable value and also the agreed value, in the case where it 
was a valued policy. 253 

Valued cargo policies were addressed ins 22 of the Amsterdam keur of 1744. It 
appears to have provided that in the case of goods and effects of which the real cost 
price or value could be proved, no valuation was permitted.254 ihe section itself was not 
that explicit, though. It stated that in such cases no valuation shall take place· in the 
policy ('en sal geen taxatie in de Police plaats hebben'),255 presumably because the 
relevant value was as a rule easily proved by the necessary documentation in the form 
of invoices ('facturen') and published price lists ('prijscouranten'). However, goods of 
the insured owner's own production or manufacture, or goods obtained by barter or in 
other circumstances above or below the market price as reflected in the price lists and 
of which no proper invoices could therefore be produced to justify their value,256 had to 
be valued in the policy together with all the expense incurred in respect of such goods 
until loaded, including the insurance premium paid on thern ('deselve tullen in de 
Police met a/le onkosten tot aan board, met de Premie van Assurantie inclusive 
getaxeert mogen werden'). Otherwise than earlier, therefore, valued cargo policies 
were no longer permitted, the prohibition possibly being imposed because of the 
potential of fraud upon insurers. Valued cargo policies were now permitted and made 
·compulsory only in those special cases where the absence of proper proof of the 
insurable value of the goods created a potential opportunity for the insurer to be 
defrauded.251 If this is correct, the prohibition was rather ironic, given that in other 
instances valued policies were in fact made compulsory in an attempt to prevent fraud 
upon insurers. In the case of a failure so to value the cargo, the value would have to be 
determined by the Court with the insurers being permitted to lead evidence in this 

252 See again § 3.3.2 supra as to the insurable value of ships. 

253 See again§ 3.3.2 supra wheres 33 and its predecessor, the keur of 1614, were discussed in detaU. 

254 At least it Is the general view that as a rule valued cargo policies were prohibited: see eg Dorhout 
Mees Schadeverzekeringsrecht 169 (noting, though, that the prohibition In s 22 applied only to goods the 
value of which could afterwards be proved indisputably); Suerrnondt Taxatie 17. 

255 However, the contrast between this provision and s 7 which explicitly permitted the insured to 
conclude a valued hull policy, probably supports the view that valued hull policies were in fact as rule 
prohibited and were not merely not compuls()ry or necessary. 

256 'Goederen van eyge Producten en Fabriquen, of die by mangelingen en andere omstandigheeden, 
onder, ofte boven de Courantprys zyn verkreegen, of aangenomen, en waar van aldus geen behoor/yke 
factuur met Justificatie van Interest zal kunnen werden geproduceerd'. 

'l57 For the very same reason a valuation was also compelled in the case of an insurance of freight and 
expected profit 
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regard ('en by versuym van •t:zelve, zal de taxatie·aan 't onderzoek enter Decisie van 
Commissarissen staan, en de Assuradeurs haar belangen mogen inbrengen').258 

As far as the freight payable for carriage ('vragtpenningen') was concerned, s 15 
of the Amsterdam keur of 17 44 permitted its insurance by the carrier or shipowner and 
no valuation was required259 but the insured could prove the relevant value afterwards 
by the production of the appropriate bill of lading or charterparty. An exception was 
recognised in the case where the shipowner carried his own goods and when a prior 
valuation was required ('en in gevallen een Schip voor eyge Meesters reekening 
Goederen geladen heeft, waar van mende Vragten wil laten verseekeren, zullen dezelve 
in de police moeten getaxeert werden'),260 since the appropriate documentation to 
determine the amount of freight involved did not exist in that case. In the event of a fail
ure in such a case to insure the freight in a valued policy, the Court again had to assess 
the insurable value of such freight as it had to do in appropriate cases of insurance of 
hull and cargo in terms of ss 7 and 22. 251 

Likewise, the insurance of expected profit was permitted by s 17 of the Amster
dam keur of 1744 on condition that the expectation ('spes') was valued in the policy at a 
fixed amount and with a description of the goods from which it was expected.262 The 
absence of such a valuation probably also resulted in the Court fixing the appropriate 
value as in terms of ss 7, 15 and 22 of the keur. 

Finally, as far as fire insurance was concerned,263 the model fire policy 
appended to the Amsterdam keur of 1744 was in the form of a valued policy~ The 
agreed value of the building and/or contents or of other goods was stated to apply 
irrespective of any higher or lower value or cost price. The policy also stipulated that in 
the case of a loss, the insured did not have-to present any further proof of the values in 
question, such production of proof not being practicable, and that the production ofthe 
(valued) policy itself would be sufficient proof of that value.264 Similar stipulations 

258 See generally as to s 22, Enschede 119; Goudsmit Zeerecht 338; and Magens vol II a:t 136. 

259 Again Suermondt T_axatie 17 is of the view that no valuation was permitted. 

260 Suermondt Taxatie 17 states that the insured was in such a case free (as opposed, apparently, to 
compelled) to conclude a valued policy. This is clearly wrong as appears from the wording ('moeten') of s 
15. 

2s1 See further generally eg Van der Keessel Praelectiones 1435 (ad 111.24.4); and also Goudsmit 
(Zeerecht) 339. In terms of s 26 of the Rotterdam keur of 1721 'de te verdienen Scheeps-vragten' was 
also insurable but there was no requirement of valuation. See again ch V § 5.4.2 supra. 

262 See eg Van der Keessel Praelectiones 1438 (ad llL24.4), Goudsmit Zeerecht 340; and see again ch V 
§ 5.2supra. 

263 See Goudsmit Zeerecht 346. 

264 The fire policy in terms of the keur of 1744 provided: 'Taxeerende we/ Expresselyk en met ons 
believen, de voorsz. Opstal, Timmeragie, Huisinge &c. met a/le desselfs Gereedschappen en Meubilen 
op een Somma van f ... en de goederen, waaren en Koopmanschappen op een Somma van f ... en dus 
te saamen op eenen Somma van f ... zullende niet prejudiceeren of dit al/es meerder ofte minder mogte 
waardig wesen, ofte gekost hebben; ... en sat de Geassureerde of die het anders soude mogen 
aangaan, in cas van schade of ongemak geen bewys nogte rekening van de waarde behoeven te doen, 
a/soo ons bewust is zulks niet doendelyk te zyn, maar kunnen volstaan met deeze Police te 
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appeared in the fire policy in the amending keur of 1775, 2es except that it was now 
made readily apparent that the policy itself served only as proof of the value of the rele
vant object of risk and not also of the amount of the damage or of the insured's loss as 
result of the loss of or damage to thatobject by fire.266 The parcel policy in the Amster
dam keuren of 1744 and 1775 likewise contained a valuation clause.2iI7 

In their treatment of valued policies, van der Keesse12ss and Van der Linden269 
referred simply to the decision of 1739 for the view that in the case of a loss, the valua
tion of the goods inserted in the policy still had to be proved not only by the oath of the 
insured210 but also by other evidence. They ignored, for example, the earlier decision of 
1708 which assigned a much different and more practical consequence to valued 
policies, and they also did not attempt to reconcile the unique view in the decision of 
1739 with the clearly different and more traditional approach manifested i_n the keur of 
1744; Even where Van der Keessel did discuss the provisions on valued policies in the 
placcaat of 1563 in detai1211 and where he noted that it was customary for a valuation to 
be inserted in insurance policies, he explained that proper proof of the· value was 

produceeren'. Thus, the valued policy was by agreement between the parties to be regarded as providing 
sufficient proof of the value of the insured property, not of the amount of the loss or damage; this was 
~heretore not also a policy-proof-of-interest clause. 

2$5 The fire policy in the keur of 1 ns provided: 'Wordende de Opstal getaxeerd op een Somma van f ... 
de Gereedschappen op de Somma van f ... de lnboedel op de Somma van f ... en de Goederen, 
Waaren en Koopmanschappen op de Somm11, van f ... waar meede wy genoegen neemen .... En zal in 
cas van Schaade niet ander mogeh warden geeischt, dan alleen deze Police nevens [apart from) een 
bewys van de schaade aan 't verzekerde door de Stand, en de gevolgen van die.n (hler voor 
beschreven) veroorzaakt'. Then followed detailed provisions as to how the extent of the loss or damage 
had to be proved, ie, of what would be regarded as 'voldoend bewys'. 

266 See further Van der Keessel Praelectiones 1434 (ad Ill .24.4) for this difference. 

2iI7 The parcel policy provided: '[E]n zal de geassureerde geen nader ofte ander bewys van Eigendom 
ofte waarde behoeven te vertoonen, dan alleen deze blote Police, waar mede wy in cas van avaty ofte 
schaade volkomen genoegen zu_llen neemen, al waar het, dat de verzeekerde Waaren minder ofte 
meerder mogten waardig zyn ofte gekost hebben, als zynde het zelve de Pacto en Expresse/expresselyk 
met wederzyds genoegen getaxeerd en gepriseerd op een somma van f ... welke by a/le voorvallen tot 
reglement zal dienen'. Here, it appears, the clal!se was also one providing for the policy to serve as proof 
of interest or ownership. See Goudsmit Zeerecht 347. 

268 Theses selectae th 738(ad111.24.6). 

269 Koopmans handboek IV.6.8. 

270 Of course, in the 1739 decision the oath was not offered to prove the value but merely to affirtn the 
insured's goods faith in drawing up the list of the goods involved and their values. 

271 See Praelectiones 1453 (ad 111.24.6). 
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nevertheless required, and that a mere assertlon,,.even under the insured's oath, was 
not sufficient proof.212 

Unfortunately the fact that both authors concentrated on the one instance where 
an aberrant view on the effect of the valued policy in Roman-Dutch law held sway, and 
ignored the overwhelming evidence of the eminently more practical provisions of, for 
example, the Amsterdam keur of 1744, had an influence on the process and final out-
come of the codification of this part of Dutch insurance law. ' 

5.5 Valued Policies in the Wetboek van Koophandel 

The provisions on valued policies in the Dutch Wetboek van Koophandel clearly 
display their Roman-Dutch ancestry, more particularly the Hooge Raad decision of 
1739 and its subsequent interpretation by Roman-Dutch authors.273 The position in 
Dutch law also differs from those systems of insurance law, such as the French, where 
a party valuation conclusively establishes the value of the object at risk subject only to 
the actual proof of a different real value by the insurer. 

The Wetboek distinguishes between two types of valuation, namely by the 
parties themselves and by an expert. 

As far as a party valuation is concerned, art 27 4-1 provides that if the value of the 
insured object has been expressed in the policy,274 the Court nevertheless has the 
power to order the insured to provide further proof of the value expressed there ('aan 
de verzekerde de nadere regtvaardiging der uitgedrukte waarde op te leggen'), in so 
far as the reasons advanced by the insurer give rise to a valid ground for suspecting an 
excessive valuation ('het bovenmatige der.opgave'). Therefore, the insured is not 
necessarily finally relieved of the burden of proving the value by the fact that had con
cluded a valued policy,21s an approach seemingly inspired by the Hooge Raad decision 
of 1739 and the subsequent views of authors such as Van der Keessel and Van der 

272 Van der Unden Koopmans handboek IV.6.5 noted that insurers could bind themselves to the payment 
of the value which the goods may be found to have according to an evaluation that still had to be 
performed ('eene te doene begrooting'), but It is not clear whether he was referring to valued policies 
here. 

273 See generally Dorhout Mees Schadeverzekeringsrecht 169; Elink Schuurman Brandschade 100-105; 
Faber Aanteekeningen 55-56; Goudsmit Kansovereenkomsten 231-238; Star Busmann 16-22; and 
Suermondt Taxatie 30-76. 

274 Presumably by agreement between the parties and not eg unilaterally by one of them, but irrespective 
of whether the insurer had inspected the property or had simply accepted the value suggested by the 
insured. 

275 However, when the insurer has created a presumption of over-valuation, necessitating proof by the 
insured of the true value, the latter's burden of proof to the contrary is much lighter. This is so because 
the prima facie evidence of the insurer of an over-valuation would show how it may be dislodged, and 
also because that which is not attacked by the insurer, remains valid. On this point, see Noyon 47. 
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Linden.216 It is thus not clear why the parties to an insurance contract would go to the 
trouble of concluding a valued policy if the insurer can, in terms of art 274•1, merely 
·create a presumption (that is, establish a prima facie case) of over-insurance and so 
oblige the insured to provide conclusive proof of the correctness of the valuation. 
Obviously the insured's position in this case is less favourable than it was in Roman
Dutch law. An insurer can have a valuation to which he had agreed earlier and on the 
basis of which he had calculated and received the premium, reopened by merely estab
lishing a prima facie case of over-valuation and without having to show any fraud on 
the part of the insured. 

Nevertheless, art 27 4-2 provides for a second way in which an insurer can attack 
a valuation. It legislates that in an cases277 the insurer has the power to prove21s the 
excess of the expressed valuat_ion. In this the Wetboek is in accordance with the posi
tion held in earlier Roman-Dutch law too, for example in s 1 O of title VII of the placcaat 
of 1563, namely that a valuation was only binding in the absence of any proof of fraud. 

Any renunciation of art 274, for example by a stipulation to the effect that the 
valuation will be binding on the parties except in the case of fr(lud or bad faith,279 is 
regarded as invalid. This is so despite the obvious need in practice for incontestable 
valuations not generally open to attack by insurers. In effect, therefore, parties are not 
permitted in Dutch law to insure on the basis_ of an indemnity as agreed upon between 
themselves. Presumably the reason for this strict approach is the fear of allowing a 
breach of the principle of indemnity under the guise of valued policies. on the other 
hand, the burden on the insurer of establishing merely a prima facie case of over
valuation, even if it is easier to meet than the burden of proving fraud, cannot be that 
easily met in practice given that the insurer is not as intimately involved with the insured 
property as is the insured. Further, the de minimis non curat lex rule will apply to small 
over-valuations. Finally, it must be remembered that in the case where an over
valuation is proved or a presumed over-valuation not disproved, there is simply a 
reduction of the insured's claim to one corresponding to the real value in question and 
with a proportional return of the premium. There is no avoidance of the Whole insurance 
contract; except in the case of fraudulent over-valuation when the premium is also for-
feited. . 

276 One of Van der Linden's views on valued policies, viz that despite the valuation the Insured 
nevertheless always still had to prove the value of the insured property, remained in drafts of the Wetboek 
until 1830. The reason why this view, based on an incorrect interpretation of the Roman-Dutch sources, 
continued to be supported, was the fear that a party valuation would lead to over-valuation. Ear1y drafts of 

- the Wetboek removed all differences between valued and unvalued policies: all policies had to contain a 
Valuation (so that on appearance they were valued policies) which was of no binding effect (so that all 
policies were in effect unvalued policies). 

277 That Is, presumably, in all cases of party vallJCltion. 

278 Presumably conclusively. 

279 That is, as will become clear shortly, an agreement that the party valuation is to have the same effect 
as an expert valuation. 
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The Wetboek van Koophander also recognises another type of valuation, namely 
an expert valuation, a uniquely Dutch creation although it had antecedents in early 
Roman-Dutch insurance legislation, including s 1 O of title VII of the placcaat of 1563. As 
far as this form of valuation is concerned, art 275 contains a different approach than 
that to a party valuation. Where the insured object is valued beforehand2so by a third
party expert appointed by the parties to the agreement and he is judicially confirmed in 
his appointment ('des gevorderd, door den regter beeedigd'), the insurer may not 
object to his valuation, except in the case of fraud. Therefore, since the possibility of 
over-valuation is sufficiently eliminated in the case of an expert valuation, the Legisla
ture saw fit to render such valuation incontestable by the insurer. A mere suspicion or 
even, presumably, conclusive proof of an over-valuation is not sufficient for the insurer 
to attack the valuation if he cannot also prove fraud on the part of the insured and/or 
the expert. The possibility of a binding expert valuation was therefore a solution midway 
between not permitting valued policies at all and requiring proof of the value from the 
insured in all cases on the one hand, and allowing the parties themselves to conclude a 
binding and unimpeachable valuation without any restriction whatsoever on the other 
hand. However, the expert valuation has turned out to have little practical impact. It is 
too expensive and time-consuming for marine practice and is little used outside the field 
of fire insurance where its application is also limited to the insurance of particular 
objects such as factories and works of art. 

Thus, while a valuation in principle relieves the insured of the burden of proving 
the real value of insured property, whether he is in fact so relieved depends on the type 
of valuation involved. A party valuation is proof of the value as long as the insurer can . 
advance no grounds substantiating a sound presumption that the valuation is 
excessive (in which case the insured is to prove the real value), or until the insurer him
self actually provides evidence to the contrary. An expert valuation, by contrast, is only 
disputable by the insurer in the case of fraud. The position of an insured in the case of a 
va.lued policy is therefore more favourable than it is in the case of an unvalued policy 
with its attendant problems of proof, although not as favourable as in the case of an 
expert valuation. 

Article 619 applies to marine hull insurances and recognises exceptions where 
the Court may reduce the relevant insurable value or, if it be a valued policy, the agreed 
value of the ship because of the fact that a ship and her equipment nece~sarily 
depreciates in value due to use.281 Article 619 is applicable to both party and expert 
valuations and provides another instance in which the insurer can attack the agreed 
value of a ship. 

A valuation is not compulsory in terms of the Wetboek, the only two apparent 
exceptions being marine hull and fire policies which both have to contain an expression 
of value in the policy. In respect of marine policies, art 592-7 provides that such a policy 

280 That is, before the conclusion of the insurance contract. A distinction must therefore be drawn 
between a prior expert valuation (which may or may not be included in the policy) an ex post facto 
valuation after a loss or damage, eg by an assessor. 

281 See§ 3.3.3 supra where this provision was treated in more detail in connection with the insurable 
value of ships. 
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must contain the value of the insured ship.282 For fire policies, art 287-4 requires that 
the value of insured goods must be expressed in a fire·policy.283 Apparently fire policies 
in the first part of the nineteenth century, like those in the latter part of the eighteenth 
century, still contained valuation clauses, although these were no longer completed so 
that the object of risk remained unvalued. 284 Should the parties fail to conclude a valued 
fire policy, proof of the relevant value is required from the insured. In terms of art 295-1, 
in the case of a fire insurance on movable goods and merchandise in a house, 
warehouse or other place of safekeeping, the Court may in the case of an unvalued 
policy where there is insufficient proof of the relevant value, require an oath from the 
insured as to that value ('den eed aan den verzekerde1 opleggen'). However, there is 
also the view285 that marine hull and fire insurances need not be concluded by way of 
valued policies. What is required for them by the relevant articles in the Wetboek, and 
then for no readily apparent reason,2sa is simply an expression of the value and not an 
agreement between the parties on such value which would have been necessary for · 
the policy to qualify as a valued policy. This interpretation is strengthened by the fact 
that in practice fire policies are generally not concluded by way of valued policies and 
that no sanction is laid down in the Wetboek for the conclusion of unvalued fire, or for 
that matter marine hull, policies. 

What then of practice? Clearly the legal position regarding valued policies as 
regulated in the Wetboek van Koophandel is unsatisfactory, much more so than would 
have been the case had the true principles of Roman-Dutch law been taken over as the 

282 Apparently cargo and other marine policies need not contain such an expression of value. 
· In the case of marine hull insurance; the relevant real value Is the value of the ship at the 

commencement of the voyage, so that any subsequent change in her value is irrelevant. Therefore, only if 
a valuation is initially excessive can the insurer attack it, and not where it becomes excessive due to a 
depreciation In the value of the insured ship after the commencement of the voyage. In the case of 
marine cargo insurance, whether or not there is ovet~valuatlon depends on the basis on which the cargo 
Is Insured. Thus, where the goods are insured for their value at the commencement of the voyage plus 
cost until on board, the insurer may attack the valuation only by establishing that it was initially excessive, 
any subsequent depreciation (which occurs in any case seldorn in the case of value on board) being 
irrelevant. At the other extreme, goods m.ay be insured for their value attheir destination (ie, for their value 
on board plus freight plus expenses plus expected· profit), in which case there Is over-valuation if the 
agreed value is higher than the value of the goods upon their arrival at the destination, or higher, in the 
case of their non-arrival, than their value there less freight and expenses Which no longer have to be paid. 

283 In the case of fire insurance, the relevant r$1 insurable value is that at th~ time of the loss or damage. 
Thus, in the case of a valued fire policy, there is over-valuation where the value agreed upon at the time of 
the conclusion of the contract exceeds the value immediately before the loss or damage, even if it Is the 
same as the value at the time of the conclusion of the cont_ract. A valuation correct at the time of 
conclusion may accordingly become excessive at the time of the loss (eg, in the case of a depreciation In 
the value of the property concerned) and become open to attack by the Insurer on that ground. 

284 89' Elink Schuurrnan Brandschade 49 who notes that a Valuation clause ('wordende ... getaxeerd op 
f ... '), if Included in a fire policy, is seldom completed. 

285 See Suermondt Taxatie 34-36. 

286 Except possibly as part of the obligation on the insured to disclose the relevant value to the insurer in 
the policy. 
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basis of the codification. Not surprisingly, therefore;··Dutch marine insurers act as if arts 
27 4 and 615287 had not been promulgated. They make no use of their right to produce 
proof to the contrary or to compel the insured to bring such proof, and often express 
their undertaking in this regard in a renunciatory clause which is in .practice adhered to, 
despite the fact that it is strictly speaking invalid.288 

5.6 Valued Policies in English Law 

As far as valued policies are concerned, there are, at least in theory, some fun
damental differences between Dutch law and English law. First of all, English law recog
nises only a party valuation and not also an expert valuation. Secondly, generally 
speaking it accords the same effect to a party valuation as does Dutch law to an expert 
valuation.289 

Valued policies were known in English law from an early stage. The Chancery 
decision in Le Pypre & Al v Farr in 1716290 concerned an insurance of goods valued by 
agreement at £600, and stipulating that the insured was not obliged to prove any inter
est,291 and shows that the valuation was regarded as binding. The Court ordered the 
value of the goods saved to be determined and that value to be deducted 'out of the 
value or sum of £600 at which the goods were valued by the agreement'. 

In 17 48, when an attempt was made to codify the law of marine insurance, the 
House of Commons appointed a Committee to consider the better regulation of 
insurances on ships and goods. The Committee produced a Report containing ten 
resolutions, two of which referred ~o valued pol!cies. In Resolution 1 it was provided that 
under a policy in which the intere·st of th€Hnsured ih goods or freight was globally 
valued 'at a sum certain' or at the sum insured (that is, by way of a valued policy), or in 
which no particular value was set on the interest (that is, in an unvalued policy), the 
insured should recover only the actual amount of his loss.292 Thus, the indemnity princi
ple was to apply in both cases, at least as a rule. By way of proviso it was permissible, 
however, for a particular value to be specified upon the weight, measure or 'tale' (that 
is, the number), or cask, bale, parcel or package of the cargo, according to usage, and 
in the case of a loss such a specified value was then to be the basis of any settlement. 

287 In terms of art 615-1 an insurance on expected profit must, on the penalty of nullity, be valued 
separately in the policy with an indication of the goods on which it is expected. 

288 See further Suermondt Taxatie 96-111. 

289 For the differences between Dutch and English law, see eg Buys 17 and 47-51; Dorhout Mees 
Schadeverzekeringsrecht 177 and 667; Goudsmit Kansovereenkomsten 198; Suermondt Taxatie 76-86; 
and Ulrich 218. 

290 {1716) 2 Vern 716, 23 ER 1070. See too Holdsworth History vol VIII at 293 who appears to have 
misread the report. 

291 Thus, a combined valuation and a policy-proof-of-interest clause. 

292 That is, the insurable or true value of the goods (their value at the place and time of shipment) 
together with the premium for such an insurance. 
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in terms of Resolution 2, in a policy on a ship, the insured had to specify, amongst 
other matters, the value of the ship. Marine hull policies, it would appear, therefore had 
to be valued policies, but, in spite of the value inserted in the policy, the insurer 
remained entitled in the case of a loss to call the value in question and the insured 
could recover only the true value up to the limit of the sum insured by the policy. 

Clearly these resolutions had in respect of valued policies borrowed much from 
the position in other contemporary systems on the Continent, although they may 
equally well also have reflected the position in English insurance practice at the time. 293 

Nevertheless, the position as set· out in the Report did not prevail when valued policies 
came before the Courts in the latter half of the eighteenth century, and· may therefore in 
fact not have accorded with established practice at the time. 

In George Fitz-Ger~ld v Chat/es Po/e294 a privateering ship was valued at (and 
insured in a time policy for) £1 000 'without further account to be given by the assured 
for the same'. 2.95 The reported decision sheds no light on the effect of the valuation, but 
in the course of the reported argument of the insured's counsel,296 a brief account was 
given of-the origin and development of insurance in England. 297 It was explained that in 
the course of time numerous variations were made to the earlier unvalued or 'open' 
policy forms. One of these was the addition of a valuation clause by which, at a higher· 
premium, the insurer agreed to estimate the insured's interest at a specified sum, 'it 
being troublesome to the trader to prove the value of his interest, and ascertain the 
amount of the loss'. To recover upon such a type of policy, the argument continued, 
'the insured need only prove that he had an interest, without shewing the value'.298 

In his treatment of insurance law in 1755, Magens299 explained that when the 
goods insured are valued in the policy, no accounts are required, and that the insured 

293 See further Magens Essay vol I at 36; Raynes (1 ed) 166, (2 ed) 161; and Wright & Fayle Lloyd's 162-
i~. . 

294 (1754) 4 Brown 439, 2 ER 297, a decision confirming the Court of Exchequer Chamber's reversal of an 
earlier judgment of the King's Bench. The House of lords too subsequently confirmed the judgment of 
reversal: see Magens Essay vol I. at 533-562 for an appendix containing the House of Lords' decision in 
George Fitz-Gerald v Charles Pole (1754) on t!ie difference between insuring a ship at 'interest or no 
Interest' and insuring a ship at a certain sum without any account to be given of that value. As to this 
difference, see too eg Argyroudi 46-47 and 49. · 

295 At 440, 298. 

296 Among whom was included one 'W Murray', in all probability William Murray (1705-1793), soon to be 
elevated to the King's Bench as lord Mansfield. 

297 See at 444, 301. 

298 Counsel then distinguished another type of policy, where the insurer dispensed with any proof of the 
insured having any interest and where he insured 'interest or no Interest'. It was noted, further, that s 1 of 
the Marine Insurance Act of 1746 (19 Geo II c 37), which prohibited and declared null and void insurances 
made 'Interest or no Interest, or without further Proof of Interest than the Policy, or by way of gaming and 
wagering, or without benefit of Salvage to the Assurer', in s 2 excepted from this prohibition insurances 
on privateering vessels. 

299 Essay vol I at 35-37. 
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need then prove only that the good_s so valued we.re in fact put on board. He noted fur-
.. ·, .-.t. 

ther that while some laws forbid the valuation of ships and goods above their real 
value, 300 insurers commonly abide by the valuation provided by the insured, and that it 
was only reasonable that they should be so bound by that valuation seeing that they 
receive a commensurate premium. However, when the insurer offers any evidence of 
the insured himself having damaged insured goods, a court, he further suggested, 
ought to insist upon the real value being proved, great over-valuation tending to cor
roborate testimony of such willful damage. Magens then gave some indication of the 
advantages of valued policies in practice. 301 Firstly it was absolutely necessary for the 
insured to conclude a valued policy in the case of goods with a rising value. 302 A policy 
on goods valued in the local currency was also advantageous in the case of an 
insurance on goods coming from a place where no rate of exchange was current and 
where there was no readily establishable market price for those goods, or where fluc
tuations in the value of the local currency at that place were possible. In the case of an 
insurance on hull, Magens advised further, the value of the interests or shares in that 
hull ought to be valued precisely in the policy in a case where the insurance was not for 
the ship's first voyage, since it might be difficult to prove that value in the case of a sub
sequent voyage or to prove what part of the reduction in her original value was really 
due to wear and tear. 303 Lastly, Magens304 referred to the practice at Amsterdam of 
admitting in fire policies a fixed valuation for what was insured against fire. He though 
that that practice 'may be of very bad consequence', that it ought not to be permitted 
by law, and that the unvalued London fire policies were altogether a better proposition. 

The leading English decision on valued policies in the eighteenth century was no 
doubt that of Lord Mansfield in Lewis v Rucker,305 It concerned an insurance policy on 

300 He referred in this regard to ss 1 o and 12 of title VII of the placcaat of 1563, s 3 of the Middelburg keur 
of 1600, ss 7 and 22 of the Amsterdam keur of 1744, and the relevant provisions of the French Ordinance 
de la marine of 1681. 

301 Valued policies also had other advantages which made them preferable to unvalued policies in that 
they facilitated and ensured a speedy settlement; not only did they alleviate the insured's burden of 
proving the value by a production of documentation, but they enabled the insured to remedy the 
defectiVeness of the old rule of indemnity which limited his compensation to one based on the cost price 
of the insured goods; the insured could include in the valuation the profit he reasonably expected to 
make on the insured goods at their destination over and above what they had cost him. A more complete 
indemnity could therefore be achieved with ease by making use of a valued policy. See further on this 
point Lowndes 8-9. 

302 That is, in the case of an· insurance of goods the value or price of which would or was expected to rise 
from the time when they were bought and shipped or insured, because in the absence of a valuation, the 
cost price of those goods formed the basis for their indemnity. See also Magens Essay vol I at 40-41 
(explaining the difference between goods coming to a losing market valued and unvalued) and at 38-40 
(the difference between goods coming to a gaining market valued and unvalued). 

303 Magens also warned that despite the valued policy, under-insurance had to be avoided if the insured 
did not wish to bear a part of any ioss or damage himself. 

304 Idem vol II a:t 153. 

305 (1761) 2 Burr 1167, 97 ER 769. 
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goods, the goods being valued at so many pounds per hogshead, 306 and also the cal
culation of the measure of indemnity in the case of a partial loss of the goods in ques
tion. ao7 One of the objections raised in this connection was that a valued policy such as 
that before the Court here was, like a policy interest or no interest, a wager policy and 
thus avoided by the Marine Insurance Act of 1746. 

On this point Lord Mansfield answered308 that a valued policy was in fact not a 
wager policy or like a policy 'interest or no interest'. The only effect of the valuation was 
conclusively to fix the amount of the prime cost (that is, the insurable value) of the 
goods just as if the parties had admitted it at the time of the litigation. By concluding a 
valued policy, the insurer admitted the valuation stated in it and thus relieved. the 
insured of the burden of proving that value as he had to do in the case of an unvalued 
or open poiicy. A valued policy was therefore perfectly valid and not void under the 
Marine Insurance Act of 17 46, as long_as the insured had to prove some interest. 

However, his Lordship continued, despite the many conveniences of valued 
policies, it must be taken for all purposes that the valuation was fixed in such a manner 
that the insured meant to have no more than an indertmity. Accordingly, in the event of 
an excessive over-valuation (which the insurer had to prove), the valuation could not be 
allowed to stand for then it had to be accepted that the valuation was employed merely 
to conceal a wager in contravention of the Act of 17 46 or even a fraudulent loss. 309 

In the Lloyd's policy, as it was settled in 1779, the valuation clause made it clear 
that the agreed valuation concerned the parties to the contract only. 310 

In his reference to the decision in Lewis v Rucker, Weskett311 expressed the view 
in 1781 that any (and not only a large) over-valuation of an actual interest was an eva
sion of the Act of 1746 and was unquestionably speculating or wagering, more 

___ dangerous to an insurer than a mere wager where there was no interest: in the former 
case the insured was interested and involved in the voyage to some extent and thus 
able to practice and perpetrate a fraud with greater ease. He bemoaned the fact that 
while by general maritime law and continental insurance laws all insurances beyond the 
real value of an interest and by which the insured obtained a profit, have always been 
considered to be in breach of the indemnity principle, this was, after Lewis v Rucker, no 

306 A hogshead was a liquid or dry meas1,1re of about 50 imperial gallons, 1 {imperial) gallon being the 
equivalent of 4546cc. It was so called after casks known as 'hogsheads'. 

307 On this aspect, see § 7.4 infra. 

308At1111, n1-n2. 

309 See further eg Dover 37; Holdsworth History vol XII at 539. 

310 'The said Ship, &c., Goods and merchandises, &c., for so much as concerns the Assured by 
Agreement between the Assured and Assurers in this Policy, are and shall be valued at .. .'. See also 
Hopkins 131-134. 

311 Digest 585-587 sv 'wager' par 6. 
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longer the case in English law.·,;No policy, Wes~e~ 9pined, ought to be supported by a 
court beyond the true value of the interest actually at risk.312 

Elsewhere Weskett explained the legal position as regards valued policies. He 
noted that in the case of a valued policy the insured need no longer prove the value of 
the thing insured in the process of claiming for its loss, but merely that the goods 
valued were in fact shipped. 313 The insured need prove only some interest to take the 
policy out of the scope of the prohibition in the Act of 17 46, but if it is proved that the 
valuation was merely a cover for a wager, or in the case of an excessive over-valuation, 
it would be considered an evasion of that Act. 314 In English law there was no settled rule 
as to the degree of over-valuation315 but over-valuation was more easily discovered on 
goods than on a ship, the current price of goods being more generally known. 316 Finally 
Weskett, like Magens before him, disapproved of the Amsterdam practice of valued fire 
policies, noting that the London fire policies which merely stated the maximum amount 
for which the insurer would be liable to make good any loss or damage by fire (that is, 
the sum insured), were preferable.311 

The earlier principles on valued policies were recognised and in essence 
retained in the Marine Insurance Act of 1906. A policy may, in terms of s 27(1), be either 
valued or unvalued. A valued policy, bys 27(2), is a policy which specifies the agreed 
value of the subject-matter insured. 

In terms of s 27(3), the value fixed by a valued policy is, in the absence of 
fraud, 318 conclusive evidence as between the insurer and the insured of the insurable 
value of the subject intended to be insured, whether the loss be total or partial. 319 Thus, 
a party valuation is in principle binding on the parties and relieves the insured of the 
need to prove the real or insurable value ofJhe property in question. The insurer may· 

312 Irrespective, by implication, of whether or not any fraud was involved. 

313 Idem 564 sv 'valuation' par 1. See too at 227-228 for the distinction between an over-valuation of 
poiicies (ie, an over-insurance) and an over-valuation of ships in policies (ie, an over-valuation). 

31 4 Idem 568 par 5. 

315 In French law, eg, there was over-valuation where the agreed value exceeded the true value by half. 

316 Jdem 571 par 1 o. 

317 Jdem at 218-219 sv 'fire' par 7-9. 

318 And subject to the provisions ofthe Act, eg, s 29(4) (in terms of which a floating policy under which a 
declaration of value is not made until after the notice of loss or arrival, must, unless otherwise provided, 
be regarded as an unvalued policy as regards the subject-matter of that declaration); ands 75(2) (despite 
a valuation, an insurer may still prove double insurance, or a short or absence of interest, or the fact that 
the whole or a part of the subject-matter insured was not at risk). 

319 In terms of s 27(4), unless the policy otherwise provides, as it usually does in practice, the value fixed 
by the policy is not conclusive for purposes of determining whether there has been a constructive total 
loss. Further, the agreed value is not conclusive of the amount payable under policy, except in the case 
of total loss. In the case of a partial loss, evidence of the real value must still be given in order to fix the 
percentage of damage suffered by the subject-matter (see § 7.4 infra as to the measure of indemnity). 
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attack a valuation only on the grounds of fraud, and a mere over-valuation, even if 
proved by the insurer, is not a ground upon which either the valuation or the policy itself 
can be attacked. 320 

Therefore, in the absence of fraud, which the insurer will have to establish, a 
party valuation is conclusive and incontestable in English law and the insurer held 
bound to pay the loss according to the valuation he had accepted and with reference to 
which the sum insured and thus also the premium had been determined. This degree 
of untouchability of the valuation is the position in Dutch law only in the case of an 
expert valuation and English law therefore displays a far more liberal approach, more 
tolerant of even fairly significant breaches Qf.Jh,~ principle of a strict or perfect 
indemnity. bnglish law recognises the Insurance' contract as one of an indemnity as 
agreed upon by the parties.321 By contrast, in the case of Dutch law, fraud in respect of 
the (expert) valuation results in the valuation falling away or in it being reduced to the 
real value as proved by the insured, while in English law an insu·rer can attack the valua
tion, whether on the basis of fraud or non-disclosure, only by attacking the whole 
policy, a reopening of the valuation· alone being impossible. 

Despite the considerable theoretical differences between English law and Outch 
law, therefore, there is, as has been pointed out, much less of a difference in practice 
given that in the Netherlands too party valuations are regarded as binding by the 
parties themselves. 

6 Policy-proof-of-interest Clauses 

6.1 Introduction 

Just as parties to an insurance contract sought to relieve the insured of his bur
den of proving the value of the insured ship or goods by the conclusion of a policy con
taining a valuation clause, so too they sought to obviate the need for the insured having 
to prove the existence and value of his interest in that property. To this end they con
cluded a policy which contained an appropriate clause stating that the production of 
the policy itself would suffice as proof of the insured's (unlimited) interest which would 
be taken to be equivalent in value to the value of the object itself. Such a clause, con
veniently known in English law as a 'ppi' or 'policy-proof-of-interest' clause, was often 
combined with a valuation clause, stating that the policy itself would provide sufficient 

320 However, such an over-valuation, even if made in good faith, may be a ground for anacking the policy 
on the grounds of non-disclosure. And a gross over-valuation (gross being taken very broadly in practice 
and having to be enormously excessive) may be evidence of fraud (an over-valuation in bad faith) on the 
part of the insured upon the insurer. Also, an excessive valuation may indicate that no tl'l!e insurance was 
Intended but simply a wager, and that may be so even where the insurer knew of the over-valuation ~n 
the flrSt two cases, the insurer's ignorance of the over-valuation is required). See further Chalmers 43. See 
too ch XVIII § 4. 7 infra and Chalmers 48 for the fact that the English rule that the subject'-matter may be 
differently valued in different policies while sucl:l valua.tion is conctusiVe for purposes of each policy, gives 
rise to curious anomalies in the working out of t_he rules of double insurance under a valued policy in 
terms of s 32(2)(b) of the Marine Insurance Act 

321 See again § 1.2 supra. 
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proof of the insured's interest in and/or ownership of, as well as of the value of the 
object in question. 322 . 

Initially the aim of the policy-proof-of-interest clause was merely to relieve the 
insured of his usual burden of proof, while retaining the right for the insurer himself to 
prove the absence of any or of a sufficient interest. There is no doubt that for the 
insured the clause was a welcome addition to the insurance contract in that it 
prevented insurers from relying on technical objections to the insured's proof of the risk 
or interest he had in the insured property and of the loss he had suffered by the occur
rence of the event insured against. By its insertion, the parties could genuinely have 
had no intention other than to conclude a legally valid insurance. The only intended 
effect of the clause was to shift the insured's burden of proving the presence of an 
interest to the insurer who bore the burden of having to show the absence of an inter
est. 

However, the clause soon gave rise to abuses. Thus, the parties additionally 
agreed that the insurer would not be permitted to prove the absence of an interest .• and 
thus made wagering under the guise of insurance possible in that it facilitated the 
insurance of a ship by a non-owner of the ship who did not have to prove the existence 
or extent of any interest he may have had in that ship; he merely had to prove the non
arrival of the ship as a result of a total loss but did not have to prove that he suffered 
any loss by reason of such non-arrival of the insured vessel. It was then that the prac
tice of insuring in this way attracted the attention of legislatures. 

6.2 Examples of Policy-proof-of-interesfC-1auses in Roman-Dutch Law 

Policy-proof-of-interest clauses are of an ancient origin and appeared from early 
on in insurance policies. 323 Also from early on legislative provisions appeared which 
sought to counter the abuses perpetrated in connection with these clauses. 324 

In Dutch insurance practice the clause was also not unknown and many exam
ples of it exist. Policy-proof-of-interest clauses, that is, clauses in terms of which the 
production of the policy was regarded as sufficient proof of the existence and value of 
the insured's interest in the object at risk and thus of the amount of loss he had suf
fered in the case of a total loss of that object, appear to have been combined often in 
Dutch insurance practice, at least in the latter part of the eighteenth century, with valua-

322 As to policy-proof-of-interest policies, see generally Dorhout Mees Schadeverzekeringsrecht 112; 
Mees De assecuratione 51-53. 

323 See eg Asser Review 483-484. In Venetian policies in the fifteenth century, clauses such as 'habeat vel 
non habeat', partecipit vel non partecipit', 'lnteresse vel non interesse' and 'fondo o non fondo' 
eliminated the interest requirement or reversed the burden of proof as to the existence of an interest (the 
insurer had to show that the insured had no interest). By contrast the clause 'valendo o non valendo 
merely provided an insured with the advantage of a partial relief of the burden of proof: he did not have to 
present exact but only global proof of the value of the insured goods. See further Nehlsen-Von Stryk 
Seeversicherung 136-150. 

324 See eg Hammacher 90-91, referring to the relevant provisions in the various Barcelona ordinances in 
the fifteenth century. 
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tion clauses. The policy which could be produced as proof Of the ihterest was therefore 
almost invariably a valued policy. A few such clauses may be referred to by way of 
example. 

The first example is unusual. It was a contractual arrangement between the 
parties concerning the insured's burden of proof, short, at least in theory, of shifting the 
burden on to insurer as was done by way of valuation clauses in valued policies. In an 
Amsterdam policy on· a fishing boat concluded in 16S7, the insurers undertook to 
acceptthe proofs offered by the insured of the loss or damage and not to object to it in 
any way {'eilde be/oven oock volcomen ge/ove te geven de bewysen, die de geass.den 
als van schade ofte verlies sal exhiberen, sonder daerjegens te exciperen in eeniger 
manieren').325 A number of matters are unclear. For example, did proof of the loss or 
damage refer to the occurrence, or to the extent of such loss or damage, or to both? 
Further, did this mean that the insured could present even totally inadequate proof of 
the loss or damage and that the insurer could not object, so that the insured had to 
prove practically nothihg at all, except possibly the conclusion of contract? 

In 1672 in an Amsterdam hull policy on the 'Witte Haes•32e there was a more 
usual policy-proof-of •interest clause which supplemented a valuation clause. The 
insurers undertook to pay the full sum insured promptly and to do so eveh merely on 
the strength of an informal and honest declaration by the insured, and to accept the 
policy valuation and the policy itself as sufficient proof, without requiring any further 
proof {'en op dat des selfs simpele en sincere verklaringe, alsoo de voorsz taxatie voor 
reeckeningh, en dese Police voor vol bewys aennemen, sonder op eenigh a_nder of 
nader bewys te exciperen'), presumably of the value and the loss of the ship and of the 
insured's interest in her. . 

In an opinion delivered in the same year,321 the goods policy in question con
tained an undertaking by the insurers to pay the insured in the case of a loss without 
objecting to any accounts or documents, which, presumably, the latter could employ to 
substantiate his claim, but by accepting his informal declarations in good faith 
('belovende, in cas van schade1 sonder kosten te beta/en, sonder op enige Rekeninge 
of Documenten te excipieren, maar sullen sijn simpele Verklaringe gelobf geven, en dat 
al/ester goeder trouwe1- In the opinion there was mention of the fact that in the case of 
a loss, the insured's declarations had to be accepted in terms of the policy ('aan wiens 
simpele Verklaringe, in cas van schade, galoot werd gedefereert in de Po/icen'). The 
policy therefore provided that in the case of the occurrence of loss or damage (which 
the insured presumably still had to prove), a mere declatationby the insured would suf
fice and that the insurers would not require any further proof, presumably of the value 
~he goods or of the extent of the insured's interest in, and the loss he suffered in 
respect of, those goods. 

3Z5 See Den Dooren de Jong 'Practijk' 19. 

326 See Den Dooren de Jong 'Practijk' 21. See also Appendix 24 infra for a reproduction. 

3ZT See Nederlands advysboek vol I adv 288 (1672). 
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In an abbreviated informal ~otterdam cargo policy from 17 46328 the policy-proof-
. • ' ~ ' ' "- ' ' .. ·~ t ' ··~· l, 

of-interest clause and the valuation were rolled.into one. It provided that insured's inter-
est was valued at a specified amount and that no further proof of the value or of the 
interest would be required in the case of loss ('taxeerende des geassureerds intrest op 
/360.- waarvan in cas van schade geen reek: factuur cognosst brief van ordre nog 
eenig 't minste bewijs van de waarde of vant interest sullen vordre'). In a Rotterdarry 
policy of 1765 on slaves329 it was stipulated that the sum insured would be payable 
without any proof of the insured's interest other than the policy itself, which would be 
taken as sufficient 

Finally, to an Amsterdam policy from 1779 on an eighth share in the hull and 
equipment of a whaler330 was added a handwritten clause containing a valuation, which 
was declared binding although the hull and the equipment may be worth or have cost 
more or less, and also providing that the insured would not have to provide any further 
proof of his interest in or of his ownership of the objects than the policy itself, which was 
declared to provide sufficient proof of the value, interest and ownership ('zonder dat de 
Geassureerdens eenig ander of nader bewijs van waarde /ntrest of Eigendom zullen 
behoeven te toonen als alleen deese polis, die voor genoegsaam bewijs van waarde, 
lntrest en Eigendom zal dienen').331 

However, otherwise than may be assumed from these examples, policy-proof
of-interest clauses did not only appear in exceptional policies. Even model policy forms 
appended to legislation contained such clauses. 

The fire policy in terms of the Amsterdam keur of 17 44 was a valued policy332 
and it stipulated that in the case of loss the insured did not have to present any closer 
proof of the relevant values, such production:·Of proof not being practicable, and the 
production of the policy itself being sufficient proof of that value. Similar_ stipulations 
appeared in the fire policy in the amending keur of 1775, except that it was now made 
clear that the policy itself served only as proof of the value of the relevant object of risk 
and not also of the amount of the damage or of the insured's loss (that is, the extent of 

_328 See Mees Gedenkschrift appendix 18. 

329 See Kracht 72. 

330 See Den Dooren de Jong & Lootsma 'Walvischvangst' 62-64. 

331 Interestingly, the following further handwritten policy-proof-of-interest clause concerning total-loss
only cover was added at the end of the policy: 'De Geassureerdens doen haar nog verzeekeren, op 't 
behoude vaaten, van de kiel van 't voorsz Schip daarom sullen de Geassureerdens, in cas van Schade 't 
Voom: Schip, op Een of andere wijze of maniere kwam te verongelukken of weg te Raaken, geen ander 
bewijs van lntrest hoe ook genaamt behoeven te toonen, als alleen deese Polis, die voor genoegsaam 
bewijs zal dienen, daarom deeze Assurantie ook met wederzijts genoegen zonder Restorno geschied, 
En neemen wij ondergesz. aan in a/le gevallen in Cas van Schade Prompt en zonder eenige Exceptie te 
zullen voldoen en betaalen zander eenige andere Papieren of documenten te zullen vorderen, 
Renuntieerende van a/le wetten en ordonnantien die den lnhoud deeses zoude mogen Contrarieeren of 
we/ verbieden'. 

332 See again § 5.4 supra. 
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h_is interest) as a result of the loss of or damage to that object by fire. 333 By contrast, the 
parcel policy in the Amsterdam keuren of 17 44 and 1775 likewise contained a valuation 
clause but one in conjunction with a policy-proof-of-interest clause. The clause pro
vided that the insured. would not have to present any further proof of ownership (that is, 
of his interest) or of the value apart from the policy itself.334 

The validity and effect of the policy-proof-of-interest clause in Roman-Dutch law 
were never pertinently at issue. The clause was, it would seem, valid, except in so far as 
it may have amounted to a contravention of a legislative requirement. That was only 
possible in respect of the Middelburg keur of 1719 and the Amsterdam keur of 1744 
where proof of the existence and the extent of the insured's interest was specifically 
mentioned.aas But then, one of the policy forms in terms of latter keur contained a 
policy-proof-of-interest clause so that even that possibility is not clearly established. 

By contrast, the Hamburg Assecuranz-Ordnung of 1731 had already pertinently 
curtailed the practice of inserting policy-proof-of-interest clauses in insurance 
policies. 336 In art Xlll-2 it required that the insured prove not only the occurrence of the 
loss, but also his interest in the object at risk. And, the article continued, even where the 
parties had expressly agreed that the policy would be sufficient proof of that interest, 
the insured was not relieved of the proof required by the measure should the insurer 
require such proof. By this provision the abuses of insurance without interest per
petrated by way of policy-proof-of-interest clauses were prohibited while such clauses 
themselves were not prohibited and could still be employed to shift the incidence of the 
burden of proof onto the insurer. 

Decisions of the Hamburg Admiralty Court earlier in the eighteenth century had 
already required proof of the existence and extent of his interest by the person who 
claimed payment on a policy. It held that themere presentation of the policy did not suf
fice in this regard, probably because policies did not always indicate or identify the per
son for whose benefit they had been concluded. 337 

333 See further Van der Keessel Praelectiones 1434 (ad 111.24.4) for this difference; and also Goudsmit 
Zeerecht 346. 

334 The clause read: '[E]n zal de geassureerde geen nader ofte ander belN}IS ~ Eigendom ofte waarde 
behoeven te vertoonen, dan alleen deze blote Police, waar mede wy in cas van· aval}' ofte schaade 
volkomen genoegen zullen neemen, al waar het, dat de verzeekerde Waaren minder ofte meerder 
mogten waardlg zyn ofte gekost hebben, ais tynde het zelve de Pacto en Expresse/expresse/yk met 
wedertyds genoegen getaxeerd en gepriseerd op een somma van f ... welke by a/le voorvallen tot 
reg/ement zal dienen'. See also Dorhout Mees Verzekering 17; Goudsmit Zeerecht 347. 

335 See again ch II § 6.2 supra for the requirement qf an interest in Roman-Dutch law. 

336 See eg Dreyer 162-165; Hammacher 90-91. 

337 Thus, in Peinhorst v Meckhauser (1723) the prohibition in the policy 'in cas van Schade ... enlg ander 
Bewys ofte Document dann alleenigh dese Police te produceeren' was not understood as a permissible 
contractual release of the insured from his obligation to proVe ttis interest. In Schack v Halsey (1726) the 
Court W&s faced with a clause intending to relieve the insured of the need to prove his interest In terms of 
the clause it was agreed that in the case of loss 'geen Reekning of Connossement' need to be shown. 
The ship carrying the insured goods was lost and a claim instituted on the policy. The crew gave 
evidence that goods to the value claimed had been loaded but the Admiralty Court nevertheless required 
formal proof of the insured's interest. ie, of the insured's loss. See further Frantz Hainburgische 
Admiralitatsgericht 195-200. ·· 
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In Roman-Dutch law policy-proof-of-interest clauses had apparently not yet 
given rise to problems of such consequence that the municipal legislatures saw fit to 
interfere to prevent an abuse of such provisions. The absence of a fully worked out 
interest theory at the time may also have contributed to the absence of any legislative 
response to and interest in this practice. 

6.3 Policy-proof-of-interest Clauses in the Wetboek van Koophandel 

In Dutch lawssa a policy-proof-of-interest clause in terms of which the insured is 
relieved of the burden of proving the existence of his interest and by which the insurer 
bears the burden of proving the absence of that interest or the presence of a smaller 
interest than that insured, 339 is perfectly valid according to the Dutch courts. P~t dif
ferently, where the intention with the clause is not to waive the requirement of an inter
est but merely to facilitate the proof of the interest, and by contractual arrangement to 
shift the burden of such proof, it is not objectionable. 340 

However, the position is different if the clause goes further and additionally 
declares that the insurer is not permitted to prove the absence of the interest, or that he 
waives any reliance on the absence of an interest,341 and where it therefore appears 
that the parties intended that no interest would in fact be required.342 The presence of 

:<: •• ; 

338 As to the policy-proof-of-interest clause in Dutch law, see eg Dorhout Mees Schadeverzekeringsrecht 
546-547; Van Leeuwen Behouden-varen 1-3, 10, 23, 45 and 55; and Mees Verzekering 51-53 and 60-61. 

339 For example, a clause providing as follows: '[Z]ullende tot bewijs van interest, waarde of eigendom 
verstrekken deze polis, en hetgeen men verder te goeder trouw zal kunnen produceeren', or 'zonder 
verder bewijs van interest dan deze polis' (see Mees Verzekering 51 ). 

The policy-proof-of-interest clause must be distinguished from the clause in terms of which the 
Insurer undertakes to pay whomever may be concerned, or the bearer of the policy (see ch X § 6 supra). 
Such an unnamed insured too must prove his interest in the object before he is able to recover on the 
policy, ie, he must_ be able to prove that the insured property in fact concerns him because he has an 
interest in it. The clause insuring 'for whom it may concern' or the bearer clause does not, like the policy
proof-of-interest clause, result in a reversal of the burden of proof as regards the existenc~ or the 
absence of an interest. See further on this point Dorhout Mees Schadeverzekeringsrecht 157-158. 

340 The argument appears to be that such a policy-proof-of-interest clause does not mean that no interest 
is requited, merely that the presentation of the policy by the insured will be sufficient proof of such 
interest in the absence of proofto the contrary by the insurer. 

341 Such as where it is provided as follows: '{R]enuncierende we/ voorbedachtelijk van al hetgeen in cas 
van schade mogt teret komen of geborgen warden, waarvan wij nimmer zul/en profiteeren, maar dat 
uitdrukkelijk komen zal ten voordeele van den geassureerde alleen'. See Mees Verzekering 52. 

342 An insurance on such terms is known as 'behouden varen verzekering', ie, insurance in terms of 
which the insurer undertakes against payment of a premium to pay the sum insured to the insured should 
a particular ship as a result of a total loss not arrive at a specified destination without the insured having 
to prove, nor insurer being permitted to disprove, any interest or ownership otherwise than by 
presentation ofthe policy. 
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such a renunciation is nun and void343 in terms of the general principle laid down as 
regards renunciations in art 254, 344 given that the existence of an interest is required by 
art 250.345 It is therefore a question of an interpretation of the relevant clause and, 
ultimately, of the intention of the parties in every instance; The actual presence or 
absence of an interest will no doubt play a role in this regard. 

6.4 Policy-proof-of-Interest Clauses in English Law 

English law adopted a completely different and much stricter approach to policy
prqof•of-interest clauses than did Dutch law.346 Jn essence, the mere presence of such 
a clause in a policy is fatal, irrespective of the intention of the parties; irrespective of 
whether or not it is merely intended to effect a shift in the burden of proof as regards 
the interest from insured to insurer; and irrespective of whether or not an interest in fact 
exists. And it is fatal not only in the sense that the clause itself is void but in the sense 
that the whole insurance is nullified. The reason for this difference becomes clear when 
the history of the clause in English insurance law is considered. 

Originally in England, as elsewhere, policy-proof-of-interest clauses were 
inserted into insurance contracts in an honest attempt to overcome, for the insured, the 
problems attendant upon proving the existence and the extent of his interest in a ship 
or goods. Later, however, the aim with the clause changed. Although wagers were valid 
and enforceable at common law if the intention of the parties to wager was clear, the 
common-law courts regarded wagers in the form of insurance contracts differently. 
They thought the form belied any intention of wagering and thus declared such con
tracts invalid if there was no actual interest present to enable the insured to recover.347 
To counter this, parties to insurance contracts inserted policy•proof-of-interest clauses 
·in their policies to make it clear that the.ir:-itention was to wager, that is, to pay irrespec
tive of interest (that is, as another version of the clause provided, 'interest or no inter
est') and of any loss by the insured or.of the extent of such loss, and that the intention 
was not to insure, that is, not to indemnify against an actual loss.348 

343 That is, the clause itself but not contract of insurance as a whole is null and void. 

344 Article 254 provides that all renunciations of what is required by law as essential for the insurance 
contra~ or of what is expressly prohibited, are invalid. See again ch vm ·§ 5.2.4 supra. 

345 See again ch II § 6.2.3 supra. 

346 See generally Oorhout Mees Schadeverzekeringsrecht 666. 

347 See again ch II §§ 5.2.5, 6.4.2 and 6.4.4 suptrl as to the English law of wagering. 

348 Thus, in The Sadlers' Company v Badcock (1743) 2 Atk 554, 26 ER 733, where the background to the 
policy-proof-of-interest clause was described; it was stated (at 556, 734) that '[in] insurance of ships ... 
Interest or no interest is almost constantly inserted, and if not inserted, you cannot recover unless you 
prove a property .... The common law leant strongly against these [policy-proof-of-interest] policies for 
some time, but being found beneficial to merchants, they winked at it. New laws have been enacted, 
which make it a felony to destroy ships, and the temptation to it has arisen from interest and no interest 
inserted In policies~ (the italics appear in the report). In the report of this case in (1743) 1 Wils KB 10, 95 
ER 463 It was stated that '[ij nterest or no interest must be inserted in policies of insurance of ships, or the 
insured must prove he had interest on board'. 
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It was against such valid wagering insuraqces, the occurrence of which had 
become widespread in practice, not only among incidental part-time underwriters but 
even among insurance companies, 349 that the English Legislature acted in the middle of 
the eighteenth century. 

The legislative response to policy-proof:.of-interest clauses came in 17 46. The 
Marine Insurance Act of that year350 introduced a rather heavy-handed response. It did 
not simply declare invalid insurances concluded without an interest, but all insurances 
concluded irrespective of interest ('interest or no interest'), even if there was in fact an 
interest present sufficient to support the insurance. In short, it prohibited policies which 
bore on the face of them the indicia of wagering, whether they were in fact wagering 
policies or not. So seriously did it consider the abuses arising from the use of policy
proof-of-interest and similar clauses, that the Legislature ignored the fact that a policy
proof-of-interest policy was not necessarily a wager policy if the insured in fact had an 
interest. 

Section 1 of the Act of 1746 prohibited and declared null and void 'Assurances 
... on any [British] Ship or Ships ... or on any Goods, Merchandizes or Effects laden or 
to be laden on board of any such Ship or Ships, Interest or no Interest, or without any 
further Proof of Interest than the Policy, or by way of gaming or wagering, or without 
benefit of Salvage to the Assurer'. This it did because of the various abuses that flowed 
from the practice of inserting such terms in insurance policies. The aim with this prohibi
tion was, according to the preamble of the Act, to prevent such abuses for the benefit 
of the maritime trade and the insurance business. 35t 

That the Act was exclusively concerned with the welfare of trade and the 
insurance business and with safetY at sea ancMhat the discouragement of and opposi
tion to wagers as such (which, it must be remembered, were still valid and not per se 
unlawful or immoral) generally played no role at all, appears convincingly from the 
exceptions in terms of ss 2 and 3 of the Act in terms of whi~h wagering insurances were 
still permitted in certain instances. 352 It appears also from the fact that the Act did not 

349 Thus, the London Assurance Corporation for many years accepted risks of a speculative nature, 
'interest or no interest, and, in case of loss, without further proof of interest than the policy and without 
the benefit of salvage to the Assurer'. See Drew 42. 

350 19 Geo II c 37. It has already been discussed in more detail in ch II§ 6.4.4 supra. 

351 Namely, to paraphrase the preamble, to prevent the further fraudulent loss and destruction of ships 
with their cargoes insured and encouraged by such wagering policies and the many prohibited and 
clandestine trades which were concealed and insured by means of such insurances, and also the 
'mischievous kind of gaming or wagering, under the Pretence of assuring the Risque on Ship' which had 
perverted the institution and laudable aims of insurance. 

352 Namely on foreign ships, because the Government had no interest in their preservation or in 
preventing frauds in respect of them; on goods to or from any Spanish or Portuguese ports in Europe or 
America, because the Government wanted to encourage smuggling to those ports; and on British 
privateering vessels, the activities of which the Government sought to encourage by allowing the 
conclusion of ~gering insurances on them. 
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attempt to curb all forms of wagering insurance but only wagering marine insurances; 
wagering insurances on lives and other forms of property and events remained valid. 353 

The scope of the Marine Insurance Act of 17 46 was further restricted by judicial 
interpretation. Thus, in Lewis v Ruckera54 it was held that a valued policy was not a 
wager policy within the Act. The former alleviated the insured's burden of proof in that 
he no longer had to prove the value or amount of his interest in the insured property 
but still had to show some interest, while a wager policy dispensed with all proof of the 
existence of an interest. 355 

The Marine Insurance Act of 1906 largely but not precisely reenacted the effect 
of the Act of 17 46, which it repealed in s 92. Although slightly differently and probably 
less confusingly worded, s 4(1) declares void all contracts of marine insurance by way 
of gaming or wagering. A contract of marine insurance is deemed, bys 4(2), to be a 
gaming or wagering contract, firstly where the insured has no insurable interest as 
defined by the Act and the contract is entered into with no expectation of acquiring 
such an interest, or, secondly,356 where the policy is made 'interest or no interest' or 
'without further proof of interest than the policy itself' or subject to any other similar 
term. 

Section 4 therefore voids marine insurance policies which contain a policy-proof
of-interest or similar clause, such clause being taken to indicate wagering, whet.her or 
not the policy in question is in fact an actual wager policy. The clause renders the con
tract void, irrespective of whether, at the time when the policy is issued, the insured in 
fact has an interest or an expectation of acquiring an interest. 357 

Unlike the Act of 17 46, the Act of 1906 merely declares such contracts void but 
does not prohibit and therefore does not render them illegal. Section 4 was therefore 
supplemented by s 1 of the Marine Insurance (Gambling Policies) Act of 1909358 which 
renders the conclusion of wagering pa,licies of marine insurance an offence if it is done 
without any interest.359 Thus, policy~proof-of-interest policies where there is in fact an 
interest remain merely void and are not also illegal. 

353 They were prohibited only by the Life Assurance Act of 1774 and the Gaming Act of 1845. 

354 (1761) 2 Burr 1167, 97 ER 769. 

355 See again § 5.6 supra. 

356 Even where there is such an interest. 

357 See further eg Argyroudi 87-90; Chalmers 9. Other relevant provisions on the topic of wagering 
insurances in the Act are s 75(2) (notJiing in the provisions on the measure of indemnity wm prohibit the 
insurer from disproving interest wholly or in part) and s 84(3)(c) (the premium Is returnable where the 
Insured has no insurable interest throughout the currency of the risk, provided that this rule does not 
apply to policies effected by way of gaming or wagering). 

358 g Edw c 12. 

359 In terms of s 1, if (a) any person effects a contract of marine insurance without having any bona fide 
interest, directly or indirectly, either in the safe ~rrival of the ship on which the contract was made or in the 
safety or preservation of the subject-matter insured, or a bona fide expectation of acquiring such an 
interest; or (b) if any person in the employment of the owner of a ship (not being a part owner) effects a 
contract of marine insurance on a ship and the contract is made 'Interest or no interest' or 'without further 
proof of interest than the policy itself or subject to any other similar term, such a contract will be deemed 
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7 the Measure of Indemnity: . ' ........ . 

7 .1 Introduction 

Once the insured has proved the occurrence of the event insured against, the 
fact that he has suffered a loss as a result (that is, that he has an interest), and the 
insurable value of the object at risk if that value has not been agreed, it is possible to 
calculate the amount of compensation the insurer is liable to pay and the insured is 
entitled to claim under the policy. This amount is nowadays commonly and con
veniently referred to as the measure of indemnity although the phrase was not in use in 
earlier times. 

The extent of the insurer's liability or the measure of indemnity depended on and 
was limited by two factors, the sum insured360 and the amount of the insured's loss. 
The latter factor, in turn, was determined with reference to the value of the object at risk 
(and then either its insurable value or its agreed value361), the type of loss,362 and the 
extent of the insured's loss by the loss of or damage to that object. 363 

Depending on whether the policy was an unvalued or a valued policy, the 
insurable or agreed value was therefore an important element in the calculation of the 
measure of indemnity. The insured's loss was directly or indirectly calculated with 
reference to that value. 

Furthermore, the measure of indemnity depended, among other matters, on the 
nature of the loss. Different measures were applied, depending on whether the loss 
was a total or a partial loss. In practice, too, different measures emerged in certain 
instances depending on the nature of the object at risk. 

The calculation of the measure of indemnity and the settlement of losses fell, of 
course, in the realm of expertise of a specialist professional, the adjuster, and lawyers 
have over the centuries rightly expressed some trepidation if not reluctance to express 
any opinion on, let alone to become involved in, this highly intricate branch of marine 
insurance practice where much in any case depended on the usages and customs of 
the professionals involved. After perusing the numerous cases mentioned by Magens, 
and the. calculations shown on how one arrived at the adjustment and settlement of 
general average and particular average losses, one can only agree with his following 
remark: 

to be a contract by way of gambling on a loss by maritime perils, and the person effecting it will be guilty 
of an offence. If proceedings are taken and the contract was made subject to such a term, it is deemed to 
be one by way of gambling unless the contrary is proved. 

360 See again § 2 supra. 

361 See again §§ 3 and 5 supra. 

362 See ch XV supra. 

363 That is, the extent to which the insured's interest in the object had been impaired by that loss or 
damage. 
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'And we are thoroughly persuaded that the lawyers of most Eminence will allow, that such Mat
ters as are contained in the foregoing Cases, may t:>e much better deci~ed by experienced Mer• 
chants, and good Accomptants, than by Persons who have studied the law only. '364 

What follows is therefore no more than a brief outline of the salient points as they 
appear from the relevant sources. 

7.2 The Measure of Indemnity In Roman•Dutch Law 

It appears that in general the earlier Dutch insurance legislation saw fit to leave 
the calculation and assessment of loss and indemnity to the insurance practice. Only in 
the latter part of the eighteenth century did the Amsterdam Legislature provide a 
rudimentary regulation by a statement of the applicable principles. Needless to say the 
topic attracted little attention from legal writers. 365 

7.2.1 Total Loss 

In the case of a total loss of an insured ship, goods, or freight, or for that matter 
any other object of risk, the insured was in prineiple entitled to the agreed value of that 
property in the case of a valued policy, or to the insurable value of that property in the 
case of an unvalued policy. This was recognised in Antwerp customary law at the 
beginning of the seventeenth century366 and also by Van der Keessel at the end of the 
eighteenth century. 3fr1 

However, that was only true in so far as the sum insured for was not smaller than 
the insurable or agreed value of the insured object. It is more correct to state, therefore, 
that in the case of a total loss the insurable or agreed value, or the sum insured was 
payable; whichever was the smaller. Qnly a part of the insurable or agreed value was 

364 Essay vol I at 428. 

365 As to the settlement of losses ('schaderegeling'), see generally Mullens 89-93. 

366 Thus, art 280 of par 9, title 11, part IV of the Antwerp Compilatae of 1609 (see De Longe vol IV at 316) 
stated that the payment by the insurer always occurred with reference to the insurable value, unless there 
had been a prior valu~tion ('de hantvullinge wort altijts genomen naer advenant van de weerde van de 
goeden, gelijck die bij den eersttm incoop in contanten gelde, mitsgaders in packen, vrachten ende 
anderssints hebben gecost, volgende tcargasoen oft factuere, ten waere de versekerde die van te voren 
hadde doen priseren'). 

367 Van der Keessel made a number of cryptic comments in this regard. He not~. eg, that in the case of 
a total loss of goods, the insurable value was recoverable (Theses selectae th 739 (ad 111.24.6)); that the 
insurer must make good the entire loss - this, 'of course, was not unqualifiedly correct: eg it Is patently 
wrong In the case of an under-insurance; a franchise, or a limited interest - and that in the case of a total 
loss the full sum insured was payable (Theses se/ectae th 757 (ad 111.24.13)); and that in the case of a 
total loss the insurer had to pay the full amount he had underwritten and promised in the insurance 
contract, and in the case of a total loss of a ship the full estimated value of the ship had to be paid 
(Praelectiones 1471 (ad 111.24.13)). 
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recoverable in the case of a smaller sum insured therefore. 368 Furthermore, other provi
sions of the policy369 too could impose a further limitation on the insurer's liability, as 
could the fact that the insured's 1.oss by reason of the loss of the object at risk was 
smaller than the relevant value of tha:t object, that is, that the insured had a limited inter
est in that object. The most obvious example of a limitation on the insurer's liabili:ty to 
pay the insurable or agreed value, though, occurred in the case of a partial loss. 

7 .2.2 Partial Loss 

In the case of a partial loss, a particular proportion of the insurable or agreed 
value was recoverable. The problem was to determine that proportion. As a rule it 
involved a comparison of the value of the object at risk at different times, the one some 
time before or at least assuming the absence of the loss, the other some time after or 
assuming the occurrence of the loss. This comparison showed the extent to which the 
object had depreciated in value or the extent to which it had been damaged. That 
extent was then applied to the insurable or agreed value to determine the measure of 
indemnity. However, this method was not adopted in all cases, as will be shown shortly. 

7.2.2.1 Partial Loss of Goods 

As far as goods or merchandise were concerned, s 35 of the Amsterdam keur of 
1744 provided that in the case of a partial loss ('Avary of Schaaden') befalling the 
insured goods during a voyage by an external fortuity, the indemnity had to be appor-. 
tioned over the gross value of the goods ir'faii:undamaged condition at their destination 
('sa/ gerepartieert310 warden over het Bruto Capitaal, dat de Goederen gezond zijnde, 
ter plaatse hunner destinatje souden bedragen'), and by implication that a proportion of 
the agreed or insurable value was recoverable from the insurer. 

Section 35 was clarified by the Amsterdam amending keur of 1756. It now pro
vided that in the case of a partial loss to the goods occurring during the voyage by an 
external fortuity, and in the case of such goods having arrived at their destination ('a/s 
deze/ve ter plaatse hunner destinatie zyn gearriveert'), the value of the undamaged 
goods (their sound value) at the destination had to be apportioned over their actual 
gross value ('zal gerepartieert warden over het Bruto Capitaal, dat de Goederen, 
gezond zynde, ter plaatse hunner destinatie zouden bedraagen'). 371 

The only Roman-Dutch authors to expand on the measure of indemnity in the 
case of a partial loss of goods were Van der Keessel and, in less detail, Van der Linden. 

368 As to the sum insured, see § 2 supra. 

369 For example, those concerning franchise. See again ch XV § 7 supra. 

370 The word 'repartieren' means to dMde ('verdelen') or apportion ('na verhouding omslaan'). 

371 As to s 35, see also Goudsmit Zeerecht 338-339. 
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Van der Keessel372 distinguished between three instances of partial loss, the one 
where a part only of the goods were lost and did not arrive at the destination, the other 
where all the goods arrived at the destination but in a damaged condition (this situation 
was the one provided for in s 35), and the third a combination of the first two. 

The first case may be termed a total loss of a part of_ the goods. It occurred 
where a part of the insured goods did· not arrive at the destination while the other part 
did arrive in an undamaged condition. In this case, Van der Keessel explained, the 
indemnity had to be calculated with reference to the cost price of-the goods plus all the 
expense incurred in respect of them up to loading, that is, with reference to the 
insurable va_lue of the goods. 373 

Although not explained in such detail by Van der Keessel, the assumption was 
that the insurable value of the part lost was recoverable in the case of an unvalued 
policy, or, in the case of a valued policy, such proportion of the agreed value as the 
insurable value of the j:iart lost bore to the insurable value of the whole. 374 

By contrast, in the second case, where the insured goods arrived at their 
destination but in damaged condition and thus with a depreciated value,375 a different 
and, incidentally, a more acceptable basis for the calculation of the measure of 
indemnity could be and was applied. The amount payable by the insurer was calculated 
with reference to the price at which the goods in question could have been sold at that 
destination had they arrived in a sound condition, with freight and other expenses not 
being taken into account. Thus, the net sound value of the goods at their destination 
was employed in this instance. 376 

Although again not explained by Van der Keessel in such detail, the underlying 
assumption was that with this form of partial loss, such proportion of the insurable 

372 Theses se/ectae th 739(ad111.24.6); Praelectiones 1453-1454(ad111.24.6). 

373 See again § 3.2 supra. 

374 This was suggested, albeit not conclusively or clearly, by Bynkershoek's account of a case before the 
Hooge Raad in 1711 (see Observationes tu_multuariae obs 779, Quaestiones juris prillati IV.4) which 
concerned a claim for compensation of the damage suffered when a part of the goods was lost when the 
ship conveying them sank. It appears that the goods Were Insured for f 5 ooo. the cargo having cost the 
insured f 4 776, to which amount she (this ~s the case of the female Insured: see again ch IX § 1.1 n1 
supra) added the Insurance premium, and from which she then deducted the value of the goods salvaged 
from the wreck. Accordingly the insured estimated her loss at 81 * per cent, which she claimed from the 
insurers (she therefore claimed 81 ~ per cent of /5 000 from them). Unfortunately the parties reached a 
settlement on the 'begrooting der schade' and this aspect was not considered further by t_he Raad. 

375 In this case, it must be stressed, there was no total loss of any part of the insured goods. 

376 It is important to note that while in the case of a total loss of insured goods or a total loss of a part of 
-insured goods, the Insurable value of goods (which was their value at the time and place of departure) 
played a role, in the case of a partial loss in the form of a safe but damaged arrival, their value at the time 
and place of that arnw.t (and not their insurable value) was relevant. This was most clearly brought out by 
Van der Linden Koopmans handboek IV.6.8 who noted that In the case of a (total) loss the value of goods 
was assessed ('begroot') in accordance with t.heir invoice price ('inkoopsprijs'), and in the case of goods 
which arrived at their destination in a damaged condition, their value was assessed in accordance with 
the price they would have fetched there had they arrived in an undamaged condition. 
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value of the damaged goods in' the· case of an unvalued policy, or such proportion of 
their agreed value in the case of a valued policy, was recoverable as the difference 
between their damaged and their sound values at the place of arrival bore to their 
sound value there. Put differently, the proportion of depreciation on the gross sound 
value at the destination was determined and that proportion of the insurable or agreed 
value was recoverable. Put in yet another way, the real value of the damaged goods at 
the destination and their undamaged value there3n were determined, the difference 
between both values was expressed as a percentage of their sound value, and that 
percentage represented the partial damage so that the insurer had to pay that percent;. 
age of the insurable or agreed value of the goods concerned. 37a 

This approach was confirmed by an opinion delivered in Amsterdam in 1792379 
to which Van der Keessel did not refer. In this opinion the point was made that the 
appreciation or depreciation in the value of insured goods in the course of their voyage 
was of no concern to the insurers ('Ryzing of daaling van verzekerde Goederen, welke 
geduurende de Reize plaats heett; gaat de Assuradeurs in het minst niet aan'). They 
were liable to compensate only the damage caused to insured goods by external acci
dents ('uitwendig fortuin'). The opinion also gave an indication of how the measure of 
indemnity in the case of a partial loss of goods was assessed in Amsterdam in accord
ance with custom and in conformity with s 35 of its keur of 17 44. 380 

The third instance· to which Van der Keessel referred381 was the case where the 
all insured goods arrived at their destination, partly undamaged and partly damaged. 

3n That is, it had to be assumed that they did in fact arrived without any damage. That undamaged value 
was the market value of similar goods at the destination in question. 

378 Thus, in the case of goods valued at and insured for f 1 200 and arriving damaged at their destination 
where their value in that condition amounted to f 400 while their value there in an undamaged condition 
would have amounted to /1 000, 6/10ths Oe. 1 000 - 400 = 600; 600:1000 = 6/10ths) of /1 200 (= /720) 
would have been recoverable. -

Another two examples. In the case of goods valued at (and insured for) f 1 000 and arriving with a 
damaged value of /400 while their undamaged value would have been /800, the percentage of damage 
was 4:8 = ~or 50 per cent, and 50 per cent of /1 000 = /500 would have been recoverable. In the case 
of goods valued at (and insured for) f 1 000 and arriving with a damaged value of /600 while their 
undamaged value would have been /800, the percentage of damage was 6:8 = 3/4 or 75 per cent, and 
per cent off 1 000 = /750 would have been recoverable. 

See further Dorhout Mees Schadeverzekeringsrecht 351-352. 

379 See Casus positien vol II cas 38. The opinion was delivered on 31 October 1792 by Amsterdam 
merchants, insurers, brokers and agents ('commissionairs') in insurance, as well as by legal practitioners 
'postuleerende voor de kamer van Assurantie en Avaryen deezer Stede'. 

380 It was explained that the assessment of the damage to 98 vats of sugar would be as follows. If the 98 
vats had arrived undamaged they would have realised f8 3169:4:0. On being sold in their damaged state, 
they realised only /4 3173:5:3, so that the damage amounted to /3 9995:18:9, which, with the addition of 
the additional expense caused by the damage, had to be assessed against the gross value of /8 3169:4:0 
(thus, the difference between the gross sound and the gross damaged value was assessed over the 
gross sound value), so that the insurers had to pay 48 per cent of the amounts they had each 
underwritten. As a result, the insured bore with them the fall in the value of his insured goods. 

381 Theses selectae th 740 (ad Ul.24.6). See also Van der Unden Koopmans handboek IV.6.8. 
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He stated that in the calculation of the measure of indemnity not only the spoilt goods 
but the sound portion of the goods too had to be taken into account The indemnity 
was assessed at the proportion by w,hich all the goods, taken together, had been 
diminished in value. Put differently, the percentage of depreciation or damage had to be 
calculated over the whole consignment, both its damaged and undamaged parts, and 
not merely over the damaged part. The·profit on the sound goods were therefore set off 
against the damage or depreciation on the spoilt portion of the goods. Accordingly, the 
proportion or percentage of the insurable or agreed value of the insured goods 
recoverable had to be determined by calculating the proportion between the damage 
{that is, the undamaged value less the damaged value) and the sound value, and, more 
specifically, the sound (and damaged) value of the whole consignment of insured 
goods and not only of the darnaged portion of it 382 

This statement Van der Keessel was derived from an opinion delivered by way of 
turbe delivered by Amsterdam merchants in the last decade of the eighteenth 
century.383 The view was expressed there, correctly according to Van der Keessel, that 
by virtue of s 35 of the Amsterdam keur of 17 44 undamaged goods could not be sepa
rated from the damaged goods which were diminished in value as the undamaged 
goods (which may in fact have· increased in value) would then extend to the·ihsured's 
profit while the damage to the spoilt goods had to be borne by the insurer. R~ther, the 
undamaged or saved goods had to be taken together with the damaged goods so that 
the profit on the undamaged goods could be set off against the loss on the damaged 
goods, and the obligation of the insurer thus be alleviated.384 In their opinion3ss the 

382 Put simply, if out of a consignment of ten identical items valued at (and insured for) f 200 each and 
f 2 000 In total, two are equ;;\lly damaged, the amount of damaged Is calculated by ascertaining the 
difference between what the consignment would have fetched in Its undamaged and In its damaged 
condition respectively (say /2 000 - f 1 800 = /200), and then proportioning that over the sound value of 
the whole consignment Oe, 200:2 000 = 10 pet cent) and not only over the sound value of the damaged 
part (le, 200:400 = 50 per cent). In this instance, therefore, /200 (10 per cent) and riot /1 000 (50 per 
cent) of the agreed value and the sum insured would be recoverable. · 

383 See Casus positien vol I cas 5. The opinion is undated. 

384 'De schade op een gedeelte van een party verzekerde Goederen moet, uit krachte van de 
Ordonnantie der Assurantie-Kamer te Amsterdam, geslagen en gedragen worden over en door de 
waarde van het bruto Capitaal der geheele Party verzeketde en ter plaatze hunner destlnatle 
gearriveerde Goederen, die dezelve, ingevolge behoorlyke taxatie, gesond zyhde, ter zelver plaatze, ten 
tyde van het arrivemen~ waardig zouden geweest zyn'. The word 'party' means a 'consignment'. 

38$ The opinion concerned a Genoese lnsull!nce: policy dated 1782 which insured 231 bales (containJng 
7352 reams) of writing paper for (and apparently valuing it at) 30 000 lire. (For purposes of this summary, 
the actual figures Involved have been rounded off.) Provision was made in the policy for a deductible of 5 
per cent Part of the consignment (944 reams) arrived at their destination (Lisbon) damaged by seawater, 
the rest (6 408 reams) arrived undamaged. A dispute arose between the Insured and the insurers as to 
how the indemnity had to be determined. It appears that they were in agreement that the undamaged 
value of the consignment at the destination was 8 087 Portuguese real gross (roughly t.1 real a ream) 
and that the value of the consignment as it in fact arrived was 7 652 real (or 435 teal less). 

The insured and insurers suggested different ways in which the amount payable by the latter had 
to be determined, the insurers' method not surprisingly leading to a smaller sum than that of the insured. 
For present purposes it is not necessary or possible to investigate these methoc:ls ancj their application in 
this case in any detail. Much of what appears from the opinion In this regard is of a highly technical and 
mathematical nature, and probably not meant to be comprehensible at ail to innumerate lawyers. Matters 
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Amsterdam merchants, insurers,· and consignors: ('cargadoors') thought that it was 
clear, according to custom, law and reason, that the insured had to be indemnified but 
that he was not allowed to make a profit ('dat de Geassureerde door zyn Assuradeurs 
we/ schadeloos moet gehouden worden, maar dat hy, door de ramp niet moet prot
iteeren'). In this case, although all the insured goods arrived at their destination, a part 
of the consignment was damaged by sea water, and the insurer had to compensate the 
insured for what, because of the damage, he received (or would receive) less for the 
whole consignment than he would have received for it had it arrived in an undamaged 
condition. 

The practice that the insurable value (that is, the value at the commencement of 
the voyage) was relevant in the case of a total loss or a partial loss in the form of a total 
loss of a part, while the value at the destination was relevant in the case of the 
damaged but safe arrival of insured goods, may conceivably have had its origin in anal
ogous practices customarily followed from antiquity in the adjustment of general 
average losses.386 In calculating the contributory values of cargo in the case of a gen
eral average loss, different values were adopted depending on where the loss had 
occurred. If it occurred in the first half of the voyage, the goods were taken at their 
value upon the commencement of the voyage, while their value at their destination was 
relevant in the case of the loss occurring after the voyage had been more than half 
completed. 

The same distinction was drawn and this method was also employed when 
determining the value of goods consigned by sea for purposes of determining and 
quantifying delictual damages. Thus, in an opinion in 1688387 the point was made that 
the valuation of damaged goods had to be~m'.~de with reference to their value at their 
destination (that is, at the price for which they could have been sold there had they 
arrived undamaged) in the case where the carrying ship had completed more than half 
of her voyage ('begrootinge en aestimatie der verongelukte goederen, moet gedaan 
werden naar de waardering van de plaatse, daar na toe de goederen gevoert wierden, 
by aldien het Schip meerder als de halve Voyagie had gedaan').3aa Interestingly 

are complicated and rendered even more obscure by the fact that the calculations are interchangeably in 
two different currencies, Genoese lire and Portuguese real. 

Briefly, the opinion agreed with the insurers' argument that the lesser amount of 435 real which 
the consignment would have realised in its damaged condition had to be assessed over the undamaged 
value of the cargo of B 087 real and that that proportion, less 5 per cent, of the amount of 30 ooo lire was 
recoverable, ie, an amount of about 115 lire. 

386 See again ch I § 4.6.5 supra. 

387 See Nederlands advysboek vol I adv 243. 

388 In this case the goods on board the carrying ship were lost when the ship was involved in a collision 
with another ship. The contributorily liable owners of the latter vessel were condemned to pay the 
consignor of the damaged goods half of his damage. The question on which the opinion was requested 
was whether, in estimating the damages, the loaded and saved goods had to be valued 'soo als de selve 
den Bevragter alhier te Lande komen te staan', or whether 'de selve moeten getaxeert worden tot 
soodanigen prijs en somma, als de selve tot Lixboa [which was their destination] verkogt zi/n, ofter 
verkogt soude hebben kunnen werden?'. The answer was that the saved and damaged goods had to be 
valued and compensated 'tot soodanige somma. als de selve tot Uxboa verkogt zijn, ofte verkogt hadde 
kunnen werden, afgetrokken de vragten ende andere ongelden'. The reason was that the ship had 
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enough, the authorities referred to for this view included some which set out the analo
gous position in the case· of the adjustment of general average losses~ 389 This would 
strengthen the assumption that the determination of value and the extent of damage 
was identical, whether for purposes of delictual damages, a general average contribu
tion, or a claim on an insurance policy. 

Along similar lines was an opinion delivered in 167 4390 where a cargo was 
damaged· in a collision between the carrying ship and another vessel. at a stage when 
the voyage from Bordeaux to Amsterdam around the British Isles had already been 
completed between two-thirds and three-quarters. The question arose whether the 
value of the goods for purposes of assessing delictual damages had to be calculated 

. with reference to their purchase price ('inkoop') plus the expense incurred in respect of 
them at their place of loading, or with reference to the price for which the goods could 
have been sold at in Amsterdam at the time the other ships in the same convoy had 
arrived there, with a deduction of the freight and the other expenses which no longer 
had to be paid. The view was expressed that the net value at the destination was 
appropriate in this instance. The reason was that the carrying ship had already pro
ceeded beyond halfway on her voyage and was thus closer to the destination, Amster
dam, than to the place of departure, and with most of the perils of the voyage thus 
having been withstood, the closest place had to prevail. This method was founded on 
equity and fairness and was also that customarily applied in the case of average and 
shipping collisions, there being no distinction at all. The same considerations, it was 
pointed out, applied in making the estimation, 'het zy ten opsigte van Havery, door wer
pen, of door overseylen'. There are several further authorities to the same effect.391 

completed more than half of her voyage; and in Sl1Ch cases there existed a long-standing custom ('longo 
usu gerecipieert') and it was also In various cases held by the Hoage Raad that 'de taxatie van de 
verongelukte goederen gedaan moeten we;den, ten prljse als de selve gegolden souc!e hebben, ter 
plaatse daar de selve gedestineert ende gemunt waren'. 

389 See eg Neostadius Decisiones decis 48; Coren Observationes obs 41 ; Vinnius' note on Peckius Ad 
rem nautlcam (ad 11.4); and s 6 title IV of the p~accaat of 1563. 

390 See Nederlands advysboek vol I adv 244. 

391 A few may be referred to briefly. 
· In an opinion delivered in 1674 (see Neqerlands advysboek vol Ill adv 251) the point was made 

that marine damage, whether or not borne by way of average; 'a/tid sodl!U1ig werd voldaan, dat men het 
gene weg is, goed doed, naar de prijse die de goederen solide hebben gegolden, ter plaatse daa,r die 
gedestineert, en waar henen dat alrede tot over de he/ft van de refs gevaaren waren, mits afgetrokke.n 
werdende de vragten, tollen ende andere a/le vordere onkosten, die op de goederen hadde moeten 
/open, en die gedragen nadde moeten werden, al eer dat tot sodanige prijse ter gedes~neerde plaatse 
stonde verkogt warden, .... derhalven ook van de prijs van de selve goederen moet afgetrokken werden, 
en ordinaris prijs van de Assurantie, die betaalt werd voor de versekeringe van de plaatse at, daar de 
goederen sijn geladen, tot de plaatse daar de salve sijn gedestineert geweest, [/] dewijle dat de se/ve 
premie mede is onkosten, sander dewelke datde? goederen niet seketlijk kunnen gebra'1f, enter prijse 
als op de gedestlneerde plaatse gelden, verkogt warden, [/] het sy dat men de risico daar van selfs wil 
/open,. of dat men sig ook door anderen wif laten versekeren'. Thus, the cost of an insurance premium 
had to be deducted as well in determining the gross value, and that was so whether the owner in fact 
concluded an insurance or chose to bear the risk himself, in Which case a value had to be placed on the 
risk he thus bore himself. 

In another opinion. (see Bareis Advysen vol I adv 34 (undated)), which was a note by the Well
known Amsterdam advocate Van der Ende on the apportionment of loss in the case of shipping collisions 
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Support for the analogy between collision and general average cases on the one 
hand and insurance cases on the other hand appears further from a subsequent and 
unpublished decision of the Hooge Raad in 1675. 392 The question which arose here 
was whether the insured cargo of salt and wine, damaged in a collision between two 
ships, had to be valued according to its value at the place of loading or its price at the 
destination, Amsterdam. The Raad noted that in the case of both general average and 
shipping collisions this depended on whether or not the voyage in question had at the 
time of the damage been half completed. If more than half of the voyage still remained 
to be performed, it was unreasonable to calculate the value at the full price which the 
cargo would have realised at the place of discharge, less all expenses including the 
insurance premium, for, so the Raad reportedly thought, the insured goods should not 
be valued at more.9r less than the insured's interest. 

7.2.2.2 Partial Loss of a Ship 

It has already been explained that the insurable value of a ship was in principle 
taken to be her real value at the commencement of the insurance, subject to the excep
tions created by the Amsterdam keur of 1614 ands 33 of its keur of 1744.393 However, 
no direct Roman-Dutch authority could be traced on the way in which the measure of 
indemnity was calculated in the case of a partial loss of the insured ship. It is therefore 
uncertain whether, and if so, in what way, the ship's depreciation in her insurable value 
was employed in this regard or whether some other basis, such as the cost of her 
repairs, was used to determine what proportion of the insurable or agreed value was. 
recoverable from the insurer. 394 ·, ; . ? 

and in the case of general average ('memorie of aentekenihg uit de Schriften van A van den Ende: hoe 
de verdeelinge van schaede word gedaen, in geval van overzeilinge, en In geval van avetye grosse'), a 
twofold distinction was drawn. On the one hand there was the case where the goods were lost 
('verloorene goederen). In both a collision and a general average loss the goods were in such a case 
estimated at the value they would have had at the destination if loss or jettisoning had occurred after the 
voyage had already been more than half completed, or, if the voyage had not yet advanced that far, at 
their cost price. On the other hand there was the case where the goods were merely damaged 
('behoudene goederen'). In both a collision and a general average loss the goods were estimated 
according to their cost price if the voyage had not been more than half completed when the damage 
occurred, but if it had been more than halt completed, the goods were estimated at the value they would 
have had at their destination. 

Bynkershoek Quaestiones juris priVati IV.21 also remarked that there was no difference whether 
the goods were damaged in a collision between ships or by jettison, so that in the case where goods 
were damaged in a collision regard was had to the value of the goods lost and that of the goods 
undamaged, 'a/s of het een ommeslag van Werping betrof. 

392 See Ockers Decisien part II, decis kk, at 328-329. 

393 See again § 3.3.2 supra. 

394 Possibly an analogy could again be drawn between insurance cases on the one hand and collision 
cases (of which there are many in the published sources) on the other hand. 
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7.2.2.3 Partial Loss of Freight 

While in the case of a partial loss of cargo in the form of its damaged arrival 
where the relevant value of the cargo was the cargo's value at the place of arrival 
without the inclusion of freight and other expenses, 395 the owners of the cargo, whether 
they were consignors or consignees, were permitted by s 35 of the Amsterdam keur of 
1744, as amended in 1756, to insure separately the freight which they had to pay on the 
safe arrival of the cargo ('de vragten dier Goederen, die by behoudens Reys moeten 
betalen')396 and which were not reduced or discounted even if such cargo arrived in a 
damaged condition. 391 

However, s 35 continued, the freight insurer was liable to pay no more com
pensation than in proportion to the extent of the partial loss to the goods in question. 
The loss was taken to have occurred to the freight in the same measure as to the 
goods themselves, and had to be made good in the same proportion as that which was 
applicable to those goods.398 Presumably the proportion recoverable was either of the 
insurable value of the· freight as it appeared from the relevant shipping documentation 
or of its agreed value as it appeared from the relevant insurance policy, depending 
upon whether the policy in question was an unvalued or a valued policy. 

In the case of a total loss of the goods, when freight was no longer payable and 
the insurance of the freight became nun and void, a return of the premium for the freight 
insurance was possible ('eneen Totale Schade voorvallende, sal van die op de Vragten 
verseekert heett, restorno kt.mnen gevordert worden'). The amending keur of 1756 cor
rectly added to this that in the case of a total loss of a part of the goods where some of 
the goods did not arrive at their destination ('ingevalle geen totaale schaade mogt voor
vallen, en maar een gedeelte der ingeladene goederen werd uitgelost'), and where· 
freight was therefore payable only propqrtjonally, the insurance of a similar proportion 

395 See again § 7.2.2.1 supra. As to the deduction of freight, see also the third question considered in the 
opinion of 1674 (see Nederlands advysboek vol Ill adv 251) which was referred to in n391 supra. 

396 The words 'behouden aankomst' in s 35 referred to the fact of the arrival itself and not to the arrival in 
an undamaged condition. 

397 As to the insurability of freight, see again ch V § 5.4 supra. In short, because of the possibility that 
freight remained payable despite the fact that the goods on which the freight had to be paid arrived in a 
damaged condition, such freight could be insured, le, the merchant could insure the wasted freight 
payable on damaged goods. A claim arose on a freight policy only if and to extent that the freight 
remained due despite the loss of or damage to the relevant goods. 

398 '[O]nder Conditie nogtans, dat de Assuradeurs daar op [ie, on the freight] verseekert hebbende, 
al/een en niet verder sullen gehouden zijn te voldoen, als de begrooting der Avary op de Goederen 
gevallen'. In the Amsterdam amending keur of 1756 this was changed to read as follows: 'zoodanig dat 
de Assuracleurs, daar op verzeekerd hebbende, gehouden zullen zyn te voldoen gelyke percemoos van 
hunne getekende sommen, als over de schaade of avatye, op de Goederen zelve gevallen, moet 
WDiden betaald'. 
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of the freight also became null and void and a proportional return of the premium was 
similarly possible. 399 

As far as the insurance of freight by the shipowner or carrier was concerned, 
that was insurable, 400 to the extent that it could reasonably be established, whether by 
the charterparty, manifest or bill of lading, that it could be earned or lost on the insured 
voyage. The appropriate measure of indemnity, therefore, was the amount of such 
freight as it appeared from those documents or the amount agreed upon in the policy, 
or a proportionate part of it in the case of a partial loss. 401 

7 .2.3 The Measure of Indemnity in Other Instances 

The model fire policy in the Amsterdam keur of 17 44 gave some indication of the 
measure of indemnity in fire insurances. It distinguished between the case where there 
was a total loss or merely a partial loss by fire of the object insured ('in 't geheel, of ten 
deele quamen te verbranden otte uyt hoofde van dien schade te lyden'). In the former 
case the insurers promised payment of the full sum insured by each of them ('ieder 
zyne geteekende Somma in 't geheel') while in the latter case they promised payment in 
proportion to the damage ('pro rato der Geleedene Schaade'). 402 

This calls for some comment. In the case of a total loss the sum insured was 
only payable in full, of course, in so far as it was not an instance of over-insurance. 
What the policy probably meant to say was that the full agreed value (or the full 
insurable value, in the case of a unvalued policy) would be payable in the case of a total 
loss. In the case of partial loss, only a proportion of the agreed (or the insurable) value 
was payable, although the policy did not elaborate on how that proportion had to be 
arrived at. In all likelihood, the same proportion of the agreed (or the insurable) value 
would have been payable as the proportion in which the damaged value stood to 
undamaged insurable value, that is, the value at the time and the place of the loss. 403 

7.3 The Measure of Indemnity in the Wetboek van Koophandel 

There appears to be no direct and express indication in the Dutch Wetboek van 
Koophandel what the measure of indemnity is in the case of a total loss. There are 

399 See Van der Keessel Theses selectae th 739 (ad 111.24.6); idem Praelectiones 1453-1454 (ad 111.24.6); 
and Goudsmit Zeerecht 338-339. 

400 First in terms of s 26 of the Rotterdam keur of 1721 and later in terms of s 15 of the Amsterdam keur of 
1744. 

401 See Goudsmit Zeerecht 339. 

402 In the fire policy in the keur of 1 ns the insurers undertook that 'a/le ..• schade door ons, ieder pro 
rato onzer Signature, ... zal warden voldaan, nevens a/le de kosten op de bereddering gevallende'. 

403 Thus, if a house valued at f 1 000 and insured for that amount was totally lost, f 1 000 would have been 
payable; had there only been a partial loss, so that the house, which would have been worth /1 200 had 
she not been damaged, was worth only /600 after her loss (thus, a 50 per cent damage or depreeiation), 
only f 500 would have been recoverable. 
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some indirect indications, though, 404 which would tend to suggest that in the case of a 
total loss the insurer is liable to pay the sum insured to the insured. That can only be 
correct, as said before, if there-is no over., or under.,insurance. In reality, the measure of 
indemnity in the case of a total loss is the insurable or agreed value of the object at risk, 
subject to any smaller sum insured. 

The measure of indemnity in the case of a partial loss of insured goods is pro
vided for in art 709. Again the distinction already encountered in Roman-Dutch law is 
drawn. 

First, where a part of the insured cargo is lost, robbed or sold en route (that is, 
where there is a total loss of a part of the goods which does not arrive at the destina
tion), the assessment occurs ('wordt begroor) according to the invoice value or, if that 
is lacking, according to the insurable value of those goods. 405 

Secondly, in the case of the damaged arrival of the insured goods (that is, where 
all the goods arrive, some or an of them in a damaged condition), an expert assess
ment determines what the value of the goods would have been had they arrived in an 
undamaged condition ('hoe veel de goederen, indien dezelve gezond waten 
aangebragt, zouden zijn waard geweest') and also what their value. is in their damaged 
condition ('en voorts hoe vee/ zij nu waard zijn').406 The insurer then pays the propor· 
tion of the sum insured (or, rather, of the insurable or agreed value) which is equivalent 
to the difference between those sound and damaged values ('zoodanig aandeel van de 
geteekende som als in evenredigheid. staat met hat verschil tusschen de beide waar
den'), excluding the cost of such assessment ('benevens de kosten op hat doen van de 
begrooting der schade gevallen'). 407 This method of assessing the measure of 
indemnity in the case of the insured goods arriving in a damaged condition is clearly 
derived from the provisions of s 35 of the Amsterdam keur of 17 44. 408 

The Wetboek deals extensively With the measure of indemnity in the case of a 
partial loss of a ship. The basis upon which the measure is determined, is the cost of 
repairing her damage. This cost of repair is either that actually incurred when the 

404 Such as in art 717 (see infra as to the partial loss of a ship). 

405 See art 709-2 ('volgens de faktuurs-waarde of, deze ontbrekende, naar de waarde, waaNOor de 
goederen, overeenkomstig de voorschriften van ·de wet [ie art 613], verzekerd zijn'). 

406 Article 712 provides when this expert assessment is to take place. In terms of art 712-1, if the insured 
goods arrive damaged and the damage or depreciation is externally visible, then the inspection of the 
goods and the assessment of the damage mµst be performed by experts before the goods have come 
under the control of the insured; in terms of art 712-2. if the damage or depreciation is not visible on 
discharge, then the inspection may take place after the goods have come under the insured's control, on 
condition that it is performed within 3 times 24 hours (ie, 3 days) after such discharge. 

407 See art 709-3. 

408 See too Dorhout Mees SchadeverzekeringSrecht 351-352 who refers to It as the usual method. 
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repairs were effected,409 or, where.ship has nqt (lc;:tµally been repaired yet,410 that cost 
which would have had to be incurred had the damage been repaired.411 

The general principle is laid down in art 713. In the case of damage to an insured 
ship, the insurer bears only two-thirds of the cost needed for her repair, irrespective of 
whether or not such repair has been effected, and this he does further in proportion of 
the insured part of the ship to· the uninsured part ('naar everedigheid van het ver~ 
zekerde tot het onverzekerde gedee/te'). One-third of the cost of repairs remains for the 
account of the insured by reason of the presumed improvement resulting from the new 
parts replacing old parts in the process of such repair ('wegens veronderstelde ver
betering van oud tot nieuw'). Put differently, and assuming full-value insurance, the 
insurer bears the actual or estimated cost of repairs less a deduction of a one-third bet
terment new for old, that is, he bears two-thirds of that cost. Accordingly, in the case of 
a partial loss of a ship, her insurable value or agreed value is irrelevant and the 
measure adopted more closely approximates a pure indemnity than in the case of a 
total loss of that ship. 412 

If it is established, if necessary after the hearing of experts, that by reason of the 
repairs ('de gedane reparatie') the value of the insured ship has been increased by 
more than a third, then the insurer pays, in the same proportion as laid down in art 713, 
the full amount of the cost actually incurred, less the increase in the ship's value occa
sioned by the repair ('naar evenredigheid als bij 713 vermeld, het voile beloop der 
gemaakte kosten, onder aftrek der door verbetering vermeerderde waarde).413 
However, if the insured proves that the repair of the ship did not result in any improve
ment or increase in her value at all, and specifically if a new ship is damaged on her first 
voyage or if new sails or equipment are damaged, there is to be no deduction of one
third new for old ('heeft de aftrek van 1/3 geen plaats'), and the insurer is liable to com
pensate the full cost of the repairs ('het geheele beloop der reparatiekosten'), in the 
proportion of the insured to the uninsured parts as is mentioned in art 713.414 

409 In which case the amount of the cost is proved by accounts and all other methods of proof and, if 
necessary, by the estimation of experts (see art 714-1). 

410 The repair of a damaged insured ship is not compulsory. Further, although repair is usual in the case 
of marine insurance and the cost of repair is also relevant as regards the calculation of the measure of 
indemnity, an agreement by the insurer to pay a third party for the repair as an alternative to payment of 
the insured in cash is unusual. 

411 In which case the amount of the cost is to be estimated by experts (see art 714-2). 

412 See further Suermondt Taxatie 41-42; and generally Dammers 53-56; Star Busmann 11-14. The latter 
explains that because the cost of repairs reflects the depreciated value of the ship, the insured in the case 
of a partial loss receiVes compensation calculated with reference to the value of the ship at the time of the 
loss, so that any appreciation in her value is for the benefit of the insurer. This is therefore the opposite of 
what occurs in the case of a total loss where the insurable value is the value at the time of the conclusion 
of the contract In the case of a partial loss of a ship, therefore, the same system applies than in the case 
of fire insurance where the value at the time of the loss is the relevant value. 

413 See art 715. 

414 See art 716. 
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Finally, in terms of art 717, if the cost of repairs will amount to more than three
quarters of the value of the insured ship,415 then the ship must, as tar as the insurer is 
concerned, be regarded as written off or irreparable ('moet schip, ten aanzien van den 
verzekeraar, gehouden warden als afgekeurd'). In such a case her repair is no longer 
regarded as worthwhile and the loss is regarded as a total loss in law. Then the insurer 
is liable to pay the agreed or the insurable value of the ship to the insured if she· was 
fully insured, less a deduction for the value of the· damaged ship or wreck, if any 
remained and was not abandoned to the insurer.41s 

In the case of the fire insurance of immovable property, art 288-1 permits the 
damage to be made good by a monetary payment or by the reinstatement or rebuild
ing, up to the amount of the sum insured, of the damaged building. 

Wheh the damage has to be compensated monetarily, the measure of indemnity 
is determined by comparing the value of the object insured immediately before the loss 
and the value of object or what remains of it· immediately after the loss. That is provided 
for by art 288-2.417 This amount of damage is the amount recoverable from the insurer 
in the case of a partial loss, a relatively simple calculation compared to that employed in 
partial marine losses.418 In the case of a valued fire policy, though, the amount of 
damage, expressed as a proportion of the value at the time of the loss, provides the 
proportion of the agreed value recoverable from the insurer. 

The Wetboek van Koophandel also provides for the measure of indemnity in the 
case where, by agreement between the parties, fire damage has to be compensated by 
a reinstatement of the damaged insured property.419 This is an innovation and was not 
recognised in the earlier regulation of fire insurance in Amsterdam. 

7 .4 The Measure of Indemnity in English Law· 

It is not totally surprising that much in English law on the topic of the measure of 
indemnity corresponds to that in Roman-Dutch and Dutch law. The later codification in 

415 Presumably the relevant value for this purpose is her value after she has been repaired and not eg her 
value upon the conclusion of the contract or at the time of the loss. See Star Busmann 12, however, who 
suggests that here too the relevant value of t_he ship Is her value at the time of the conclusion of the 
insurance so that a breach of the indemnity principle is again possible. 

416 See further ch XIX§ 2.2 infra for the background to and the difference between the insured's right of 
abandonment and the insurer's right to salvage~ 

417 See further Eilnk Schuurman Brandschade 5-7. 

418 The simplicity arises from the fact that it is not necessary to determine the proportion of the insurable 
value ~e. the value at the time of loss) recoverable from the insurer, given that the extent of damage is 
calculated with reference to that very value. · · 

419 In terms of art 288-3, the insured can in that case be compelled to reinstate or rebuild and the insurer 
can insist that any payment in terms of the policy be expended for that purpose within a specified time. In 
terms of art 289-3, though, the amount paid out by the insurer may never exceed three-quarters of the 
cost of reinstatement, a statutory provision for a deduction new for old. The insurance of the cost of 
reinstatement or insurance on the basis of reinstatement value is not recognised in the Wetboek. See 
further Elink Schuurman Brandschade 34-35. 
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the Marine Insurance Act of 1906 has the advantage, though, that a number of aspects 
not yet clarified or identified by the end of the eighteenth century or when the Wetboek 
van Koophandel came to be drafted, could be regulated. However, there are also some 
pertinent differences between these systems. 

The measure of indemnity generally is described in the title of s 67 of the Marine 
Insurance Act as the extent of the insurer's liability for a loss and more fully ins 67(1) as 
the sum which an insured can recover in respect of a loss on a policy by which he is 
insured, in the case of an unvalued policy, to the full extent of the insurable value, or, in 
the case of a valued policy, to the full extent of the value fixed by the policy. 

The measure of indemnity in. the event of a total loss of whatever subject-matter 
is insured, is set out in s 68. Subject to the provisions of the Act, 420 and subject to any 
express provision in the policy itself, this measure is, in the event of a valued policy, the 
sum fixed by the policy,421 and in the case of an unvalued policy, the insurable value of 
the subject-matter insured. 

The measure of indemnity in the case of a partial loss of goods is treated and 
regulated in s 71, although the provision applies subject to any express provision in the 
policy to the contrary. Here too a distinction is drawn between the case where a part of 
the insured goods is totally lost, and the case where the whole or any part of the 
insured goods is damaged but nevertheless arrives at the destination. 

In the case of the total loss of a part, the amount recoverable from the insurer is 
such proportion of the insurable value in the case of an unvalued policy, or of the 
agreed value in the case of a valued policy, as the insurable value of the part lost bears 
to the insurable value of the whole consignment. 422 

In the case of a damaged arrival, the measure of indemnity is such proportion of 
the insurable value in the case of an unvalued policy, or of the agreed value in the case 
of a valued policy, as the difference between the gross sound value and the gross 
damaged value of the goods at the place of arrival bears to their gross sound value. 423 

The provisions of s 71 were in essence already established by Lord Mansfield in 
1761 in the decision in Lewis v Rucker.424 In this case goods, insured in terms of a 
valued policy,42s arrived damaged at their destination where they had to be sold. The 
question arose as to the correct method by which to ascertain the measure of 
indemnity in such a case. His Lordship426 agreed with the insurer that the measure of 

420 As regards, eg, successive losses and the sum insured. 

421 That is, the agreed value, not the sum insured which is usually also foced by the policy. 

422 See s 71 (1) and (2). 

423 See s 71 (3). In terms of s 71 (4), 'gross value' means the wholesale price or, if there is no such price, 
the estimated value, with in either case freight, landing charges and duty having been paid beforehand. 

424 (1761) 2 Burr 1167, 97 ER 769. 

425 See again § 5.6 supra. 

426 Having 'thought a good deal of the point, and [having) endeavoured to get what assistance I could by 
conversing With some gentlemen of experience in adjustments' (at 1172. 772). 
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indemnity was such proportion of the agreed value (ahd also the sum insured by the 
policy in this instance) as the difference between the price the consignment obtained at 
its destination in its damaged condition and the price it would have obtained there had 
it arrived and been sold undamaged, bore to the latter price. Stated differently, the 
insurer had to pay 'such proportion or aliquot part of the prime cost [that is, the 
insurable value] or value in the policy [that is, the agreed value], as corresponds with 
the proportion, or aliquot part of the diminution in value occasioned by the damage'. 427 

Of necessity, in order to determine the proportion of depreciation, the value at the port 
of destination and not for example the prime cost had to be employed. 428 But, once 
determined, that proportion had to be applied to the value. agreed upon in the policy at 
the time of the conclusion of the contract or to the insurable value. Just as in the case 
of a total loss of goods where the insurer paid the insurable value (prime cost) or the 
agreed value, he, in the case of a partial loss, therefore 'has nothing to do with the 
market; he has no concern with any profit or loss which may arise to the merchant from 
the goods'. 429 

In s 71, as in art 709 of the Dutch Wetboek, the so-called market risk is therefore 
eliminated as much as possible in determining the measure of indemnity. 430 

In the case of a partial loss of an insured ship, s 69 of the Marine lhsurance Act 
provides how, unless there is an express provision in the policy on the matter, the 
measure of indemnity must be calculated. Unlike the Wetboek van Koophandel, where 
the measure of indemnity in all cases of a partial loss of an insured ship is calculated 
with reference to the cost of repairs, s 69 distinguishes between various situations, for 
each of which a different measure is to be applied. 

Wher& the ship has been repaired completely, the insured is entitled to the 
reasonable cost of repairs, less any 'customary deductions', but not exceeding the 
sum insured in respect of any one casualty. Where the ship has not been repaired at all 

421 At 173, n2. The Court rejected the insured's contention that he was entitled to claim the difference 
between the agreed value and the damaged valu~ at the destination from the insurer. 

428 Lord Mansfield explained this as follows (at 1170, n1): '[N]o measure can be taken from the prime 
· cost to ascertain the quantity of such damage: but if you can fix Whether it be a 3d, 4th, or 5th worse, the 

damage is fixed to a mathematical certainty. How is this to be found out? not by any price at the outset 
port: but it muSt be at the port of delivery, where the voyage is completed, and the whole damage known. 
Whether the price there be high or low, in eithe.ricase it equally shews whether the damaged goods are a 
third, a fourth or a fifth worse than if they had come sound; consequently, whether the injury sustained by 
a third. fourth or fifth of the value of the thing: and as the insurer pays the whole prime cost, if the thing be 
wholly lost: so, if it be only a 3d, 4th or 5th worse, he pays a 3d, 4th or 5th of the value of the goods so 
damaged.' 

429 At 1170, n1. For further expla.nations of these matters, see eg Weskett Digest 27 sv 'Average' who 
remarked that the insurer was not to be prejudiced or benefrtted by any loss or gain of markets; a 
proportion had to be taken of the invoice price or the agreed value, not of the price at the destination: the 
latter was employed only to determine the proportion. See further Holdsworth History vol XII at 538; 
MacKinnon 43. · 

430 See further Buys 121 (a comparison of the gross undamaged value with the gross damaged value 
must yield the same result as a proportion of damage whether the market value itself appreciated or 
depreciated). 
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and has not been sold in her damaged state during ,the risk, the insured is entitled to be 
indemnified for the reasonable depreciation arising from the unrepaired damage, but 
not exceeding the reasonable cost of repairing such damage. Where the ship has only 
been repaired partially, the insured is also entitled to the reasonable cost of such 
repairs less any 'customary deductions', as well as to be indemnified for the reasonable 
depreciation, if any, arising from the unrepaired damage, provided that the aggregate 
amount must not exceed the cost which would have been incurred had the whole 
damage been repaired. 

Thus, otherwise than in Dutch law, the anticipated cost of repairs is not 
employed in English law in the case of an unrepaired or a partially repaired ship. 
Instead reference is made to the reasonable depreciation resulting from the unrepaired 
damage. In English law only the actual cost of repairs is recognised in the case of par
tially lost ships. Further, in English law, the cost of repairs employed is the reasonable 
cost of repairs while no such qualification is expressed in the Wetboek. 

In English law, the amount of the deduction from the cost of repairs to account 
for any improvements brought about by such repairs and so to allow for the theoretical 
betterment of the insured ship brought about by new material and parts replacing old 
material and parts, is wisely not specified or statutorily fixed. Provision is merely made 
for such deduction of new for old 'as is customary'. In earlier times the arbitrary deduc
tion of new for old customarily made in the case of wooden ships was one-third, except 
if the damage occurred on the ship's first voyage, in which case no deduction was 
made at an. 431 , 

In the case of a partial loss of freight, the measure of indemnity, subject to any 
express provision in the policy, is determ_iri~o by s 70 to be such proportion of the 
agreed value in the case of a valued policy, or of the insurable value in the case of an 
unvalued policy, as the proportion of freight lost by the insured bears to the whole 
freight at his risk under the policy. 

The Marine Insurance Act also contains further provisions relevant to the 
determination of the measure of indemnity which are not expressly provided for in the 
Dutch Wetboek. Section 73 concerns the measure of indemnity in the case of general 
average contributions432 and salvage charges. Section 74 deals with the measure of 
indemnity in the case of a liability to third parties, the measure being, quite simply, the 
amount payable by the insured to such third party in respect of such liability. Finally, in 
terms of s 75(1), in the case of a loss occurring to any subject-matter not expressly pro
vided for elsewhere, the measure of indemnity is to be ascertained as nearly as pos-

431 See further eg Magens Essay vol I at 52-55; Weskett Digest 30 sv 'average' (in the case of damage 
and repairs to ships, the general custom in England is for insurers to pay two-thirds thereof and for one
third to be borne by the insured, in consideration of new work and materials in the place of the old); idem 
459 sv 'repair' par 1 (noting that the one-third rule is an arbitrary rule of convenience: one-third is too 
much if the ship is new, too little if the ship is old when the damage occurs); and ILL HR 3 65-67 (the 
customary deduction of one-third new for old was well established by the beginning of the nineteenth 
century). 

432 The measure is the full amount of such· contnbution if the subject-matter liable to contnbute is insured 
for its full contributory value, or such proportional part of it if it is under-insured. 
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sible in accordance with the earlier provisions, in . so far as they may be applicable to 
the particular case. 
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1 General Terminological Introduction and Distinction 

Closely related and interacting but nevertheless distinguishable concepts of 
insurance law and practice will be discussed in this chapter. It is necessary to distin
guish these concepts very carefully and for that reason an introductory description of 
co-insurance, double insurance, over-insurance, under-insurance, over-valuation and 
under-valuation is required. 1 

1 A more complete description, with reference to the necessary sources, will be attempted when each of 
these notions is considered in more detail below. 

1299 
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Co-insurance refers to the situation where several insurers or individual 
underwriters are liable on the same policy. The insurers or underwriters liable on the 
same policy are known as co-insurers and they constitute a single set of underwriters. 2 

Double insurance occurs where several different insurers - or in t_he case of· co
insurance, several sets of co-insurers - are liable on two or more different or successive 
policies effected by or on behalf of the same insured on·the same property and against 
the same or overlapping risks.a There is also double insurance, it should be noted, 
where more than two policies are involved in this way4 and the term 'double' insurance 
should not be taken literally as referring only to two and no more separate policies. 5 

A distinction must therefore be drawn between, on the one hand, the liability as 
against the insured and among themselves of different underwriters on the same 
policy, that is, the liability of the different underwriters in a set, and, oh the other hand, 
the liability as against the insured and among themselves of different underwriters or 
sets of underwriters on different policies. 

There is over-insurance where the property in question is insured for an amount 
greater thanthe value of that property. fhis may be either the real or insurable value or 
the agreed value of the property, depending on whether the policy in question is an 
unvalued or a valued policy.a Over-insurance can but does not have to occur through 
double insurance, that is, a person may be insured excessively in terms of a single 
policy or in terms of several different policies taken together.7 Even though he ma:y be 
over-insured, it has always been a fundamental principle Of insurance law that an 
insured can recover no more than a compensation for his actual loss. This principle 
affects and has a bearing on the liability (both towards the insured and among them
selves) of the underwriters or, in the case of double insurance; the sets of underwriters 
involved in the over-insurance. 

2 Thus, there is co-insurance where a ship is insured for /2 000 in terms of a policy underwritten, eg, by 
ten underwriters who each subscribe /200, or by 'tour underwriters who subscribe /800, /600, /400 and 
/200 respectively. 

3 Thus, there is double insurance where a ship Js insured for f 1 000 in terms of policy A (underwritten by 
ten underwriters who each write f 100) and for f 1 000 in terms of policy B (underwritten by three 
underwriters, two of whom write /300 and one of whom writes /400 of the risk); or where a ship is insured 
for /1 500 in terms of policy A and for /500 in terms of policy B. 

4 Thus, the ship may be insured for f 1 000 in terms of policy A. for /500 in terms of policy 8, and for /500 
in terms of policy C. 

5 'Multiple' insurance would probably be a more correct phrase although the use of the term 'double' 
insurance in this context is inveterate. ·· 

6 Thus, there Is over-Insurance where a ship, a~ly worth f 2 500, is insured for /3 000; or where a ship, 
which thQ parties agreed to be worth f 2 000, is insur~ for f 2 500. 

7 Thus, a ship worth /2 500 which is insured for /2 000 ih terms of policy A and for a further/ 1 000 in 
terms of policy B is over-insured, just as much as where she is insured for /3 000 in terms of single 
policy. 
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Under-insurance occurs where1the property.Jn question is insured for an amount 
smaller than its insurable or agreed value. s 

Over-insurance and under-insurance should in turn respectively be distinguished 
from over-valuation and under-valuation, which is possible in the case of a valued 
policy.9 This distinction becomes clear if it is realised that the same object of risk may at 
the same time, for example, be over-valued and under-insured, or under-valued and 
over-insured.10 

2 Co-insurance 

2.1 Introduction 

In Roman-Dutch law co-insurance occurred where several insurers or individual 
underwriters were liable on the same policy and where there was therefore a single set 
of underwriters. Co-insurance may be contrasted with what may be termed 'individual 
insurance' where the risk in terms of the single policy was borne by a single individual 
underwriter or, more likely in later times, a single insurance company.11 

Co-insurance offered many advantages, not only to individual underwriters but 
also to the insured. As a method of underwriting risks, it allowed each individual 
underwriter to take over only so much of the risk as he was willing and financially able 
to do, thereby reducing his exposure on a single risk and increasing his capacity to 
underwrite other risks. In this way the individual underwriter was himself enabled to 
spread the risks he took over from insur~d. The practice of co-insuring on single. 
policies furthermore assisted inexperienc~d part-time underwriters in that they could 

s Thus, there is under-insurance where a ship actually worth /2 500 is insured for /2 000; or where a ship 
which has been agreed between the parties to the insurance contract to be worth f 2 ooo, is insured for 
/1 500. 

9 See again ch XVII § 5 supra. 

10 Thus, if a ship actually worth /2 ooo is valued (ie, agreed to be worth) in the policy at f1 500, she is 
under-valued, but she will only also be under-insured if she is insured for less then her agreed value. eg, 
for f 1 200. Likewise. if a ship actually worth f 2 000 is valued in the policy at /2 500, she is over-valued, 
but she will only also be over-insured if she is insured for more than /2 500, eg, for /3 ooo. A ship with a 
real value of /2 000 which is agreed to be worth /2 500 but which is insured for /2 000 is therefore over
valued but under-insured, while, conversely, a ship actually worth /2 000 with an agreed value of f 1 500 
which is insured for /2 000 is therefore under-valued but over-insured. See further in this regard eg 
Weskett Digest 227-228 for distinction between what he terms the over-valuation of policies (ie, over
insurance) and the over-valuation of ships in policies (ie, over'"valuation of the object of risk in the policy). 

11 The term co-insurance could conceivably also have been and still be applied (but will not be used in 
that sense here) to the case where several insured were or are entitled to compensation in terms of the 
same policy. One example of co-insurance involving co-insured occurred in a case before the Hooge 
Raad in 1725 (see Bynkershoek Observationes tumultuarlae obs 2191 ; idem Quaestiones juris privati 
IV.13). Two French merchants had insured their goods in Amsterdam by a single policy. The Hooge Raad 
rejected the insurers' argument concerning the proportion of their respective interests in the goods, 
namely that it had not been proved 'dat ieder Franschman daar voor [ie, for the goods] de he/ft eigenaar 
van was gewees~ gelyk 'er voor de helft aan ieder geassureert was'. 
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co-underwrite policies with and follow the lead of more experienced associates on their 
local market. 12 For insured co-insurance was advantageous in that it eliminated the risk 
of their not being able to recover anything at all in the case of underwriter insolvency .13 

In antecedent contracts and possibly also in the earliest insurance contracts, 
separate but probably identical contracts were drafted for each person who, like or as 
an insurer, had agreed to take over and underwrite a share of the risk. fhere existed an 
individual contract between each co-bearer or co-insurer of t_he risk and the person 
whose risk he took over. No doubt the practice of drafting ~eparate contracts soon 
proved cumbersome and expensive; It was further a potentially problematic practice 
because of the possibility of the various contracts not containing identical stipulations, if 
not also a dangerous one because of the possibility of over-insurance being less detec
table where separate policies were employed to insure the same risk. 14 For these 
reasons, and despite the fact that notaries or brokers involved in insurance underwrit
ing themselves probably stood to lose financially if underwriting practices were to be 
simplified too much, they came to draft only a single document or policy which they 
took around on the market and to which participating underwtiters added their names 
and the amount for which they underwrote the risk in question; Apart from the reduced 
costs, the greatest advantage of this single-policy form of co-insurance was that the 
incidence of liability, as opposed to the extent of the liability, towards the insured of 
each of the underwriters involved was identical. Not surprisingly, in the earliest practice 
of insurance proper in Italy, risks were insured by several underwriters in a single policy 
and not by several underwriters each on his own policy.1s 

Single-policy co-insurance was the norm also in Dutch insurance practice 
throughoutthe period under consideration in cases where individual underwriters were 

12 See again ch IX §§ 2.3 and 2.4 supra for the role of co-insurance as a way in which the indjvidual 
underwriter restricted his exposure to, and increased his capacity to take over, risk. See also ch IX § 2. 7 
supra for underwriting partnerships. These were, in a sense, an extension of the notion of co-insurance, 
The fact that insurers joined together in insu~nce partnerships meant that the underlying idea of risk
spreading among insurers appeared in a different form, namely, no longer among several insurers who 
underwrote the same contract and who were thus Incidentally joined together as co-contractors in an 
insurance contract, but also among several insurers who were joined together, if not on a more 
permanent basis (some partnerships, it must be remembered, were concluded for purpose of an 
indMdual Insurance), then at least also outsidethe insurance contract itself by a partnership agreement 

1~ See generally eg Hammacher n; Messner 35-4i (who makes the point that co-insurance played a 
primary role and reinsurance a sec0ndary role in the distribution of risk during the early period of 
insurance, and that in view of its advantages, it was not surprising that co-insurance developed more 
rapidly than reinsurance); and Seffen 34. 

14 See Reatz Geschichte 127-128 and further§ 4.1 infra for the need to avoid the simDar danger of over
Insurance through double insurance. 

15 see further eg De Roover 'Early E;xamples' 187-188. 
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involved.16 What happened in practiqe was that ~~y~ral different individual underwriters 
signed their names beneath the policy (they therefore actually 'underwrote' it), adding 
alongside the amount for which they insured the risk, 17 often also adding the date of the 
subscription1s and occasionally also the rate of premium for which they insured in so far 
as that differed from the rate, if any, noted in body of the policy itself.19 Even when 
insurance companies were established in the eighteenth century and began underwrit;. 
ing risks on Dutch insurance markets, they usually co-insured with individuai 
underwriters or other companies, at least as far as marine risks were concerned. 

It is also known from Dutch insurance practice that co-insurers agreed with and 
authorised one or more of them to settle the claims arising from a particular insurance 
policy on behalf of the others involved in thatpolicy.20 

Co-insurance gave rise to number of questions. The first was the extent to which 
each co-insurer was liable on the policy to the insured on the occurrence of a loss,21 
and whether and, if so, to what extent co-insurers incurred or could incur liability 
among themselves in this regard. The second issue was whether it made any dif
ference that the underwriters had signed the policy in question at different times or at 
different premium rates. A third question was whether co-insurers were between them
selves entitled to premiums or to recovered insurance payments in the same way as 
they were liable to make such insurance payments.on the policy or to return premiums. 

16 Thus, the well-known Van der Meulen policy concluded in Amsterdam in 1592 (see Appendix 19 infra 
for a reproduction) was signed by three underwriter~. The one, Isaac le Maire (a well-known merchant 
and co-founder of the East India Company) sutiseriboo ·the risk for Flemish £200, £150 being for himself 
and £50 on behalf of a mandatary identified only as FvP. The other underwriters involved were Reyilier de 
Loecker & Compagnie for £150, and Emert Pellicrne for £100. See further IJzerman & Den Dooren de 
Jong 226. In the 1790's, in Amsterdam, insurers underwrote policies for sums between /400-/2 000, and 
an average of seven underwriters participated in a single risk. See Gales & Gerwen 50-51. 

17 That is, the amount for which they participated in the total sum insured by the policy. Like their 
counterparts elsewhere, Dutch- individual underwriters each subscribed only a calculated or 
predetermined portion of the total risk, thus restricting their exposure on an individual contract. and 
spreading the risk presented by the policy among a number of themselves. 

18 For the potential relevance of this, see§ 2.4 infra. 

19 As to the rate, as opposed to the amount, of the premium, see again ch XI § 2.1 supra. 

20 One such example appears from a document in the Archief van de Assurantiemeesteren (.Archief 5061 
(RA)) which is housed in the Gemeente-Archief in Amsterdam. The document in question (contained in 
the first of several volumes entitled Authorisatien van Assuradeuren (inv 2925~3050) which cover the 
period 1701-1810) was an authorisation, dated 12 February 1701, by the insurers on a policy of two of 
their co-insurers to settle a claim on that policy. The insurers authorised 'onse mede Asseutadeurs omme 
wegensdese/ve Schaade met de Geasseureerde in der minne te accordeeren ende at te·maecken 
soodanigh als Sij oordelen Sullen te behooren. Beloovenwij ondergesz: als eerlijcke Lieden na te 
comen, en in gereede gelden te beta/en a/le het geene bij deselve ... Geauthoriseerdens wegens de 
Voorsz schaeden sal werden geaccordeert'. It was therefore a separate agreement between the co
underwriters involved 'to follow as may be settled'. 

21 A distinction must be drawn between the amount to which the insured was in total entitled on his policy 
(ie, the total liability of all co-insurera on that policy), and the liability of each insurer towards the insured 
in respect of thattotal amount. 
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And fourthly, the substitution or release of one or more of _the underwriters involved 
gave rise to some nice legal questions, as did the effect of underwriter insolvency on 
co-insurer liability. These and other related matters will now be investigated. 

2.2 The Legislative Recognition and Regulation of Co-insurance 

The generally accepted rule in Roman-Dutch insurance law was that those who 
had underwritten a single policy were all liable to compensate the insured for the loss, 
but that they were liable only in proportion to their subscriptions. A single co-insurer 
was liable neither for the total amount insured by the policy nor even for the sum he 
had underwritten if his proportional share of the loss came to a smaller amount. This 

_ may be referred to a the proportionality principle.22 The fact that a particular insurer had 
underwritten the policy in question later than the others, did not result in his being able, 
in appropriate circumstances such as in the case of a partial loss, to escape liability for 
that loss. The principle of priority therefore did not apply in the ordinary instarice23 of 
co-insurance. 24 

In effect, therefore, even if not in reality and in law, there were several insurance 
contracts between the insured on the cine hand and.each of the underwriters in turn on 
the other hand, these several insurance contracts being embodied, for the sake of con
venience, in a single insurance policy~ Co-insurers on a single policy were therefore, 
strictly speaking, not co-debtors but at most co-contractors. In short, the co-insurers 
on a single policy were each severally liable to the insured only for his proportionate 
share of the latter's loss or damage, that is, for the sum he had underwritten in the case 
of a total loss, or for a proportionate part of it in the case of partial loss. 

Not being jointly and severally liable, so that an insured could not claim from any 
one of the co~insurers more than his proportionate share, no question of any contribu,. 
tion between the co-insurers themselves arose. Furthermore, the co-insurers not being 

~ Thus, where a ship, insured for f 2 000 hi terms of a policy underwritten by ten underwriters who each 
subscribed f 200, was totally lost, each of the underwriters had to pay the insured f 200. The insured 
could not claim fro111 any one of them the full sum insured or even just more than the amount that that 
underwriter had subscribed. Likewise, where In this case the ship was damaged to extent of f 1 000, each 
underwriter had to pay the insured only /100 and not only could the Insured not claim the full /1 000 from 
any one of them but he could also not, eg,. claim f 200 each from any five of them. 

23 As to whether it applied to the instance where the co-i_nsurance amounted to an over-insurance, see § 
4 infra. 

24 Thus, where a ship, insured for f 2 ooo in terms of policy underwritten by ten underwriters who each 
subscribed /200, was damaged to the extent off 1 000, each of the underwriters had to pay the insured 
/100. The five who had underwritten the policy last could not argue that the eartier five were alone liable 
to pay their subscriptions in full, because the lia_bility of co-insurers was proportional. Likewise; when a 
ship was insured for f 2 000 in terms of a policy underwritten by three underwriters for /600, /600 and 
f800 respectively, and she suffered damage to the extent of /5Q_O only, the insurers concerned were each 
liable for /150, /150 and /200 respectively, and the insured could not claim the full /500 from the first 
insurer, arguing that that insurer had underwritten the policy for more than that amount and that that 
insurer could seek recourse from the other co-insurers for the amount he had paid more than his 
proportionate share of the loss. 

----- . ''.l:.::.:t ~1 
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jointly liable, the insured could'iibt ahd did not have to claim the full amount from all of 
them jointly, the co-insurers not being in the same position in this regard as partners 
who were jointly liable. 25 

These basic principles appear from both the model policy forms appended to 
Dutch insurance laws from the fifteenth century onwards, as well as from specific provi
sions in those laws. The principle of the several, proportionate liability of co-insurers on 
the same policy, irrespective of when each had underwritten that policy, was already 
provided for in earlier Spanish legislation26 and was also recognised on the Antwerp 
insurance market. ZT 

In the model policy form appended to s 2 of title VII of the placcaat of 1563 it was 
agreed that all the insurers, the first as well as the last, would participate in the 
insurance ('is besproken dat in dese verseeckeringe sa/ participeren, soo we/ den 
/esten a/s den eersten Asseureur'), that is, that the underwriters would all contribute to 
the insured's loss, in proportion to their respective subscriptions ('een yeghelyck naer 
advenant van zynder obligatie'). 

In s 13 of the placcaat of 1571 it was specifically provided that the insurer who 
had underwritten the policy last would participate or share in the insurance as much28 
as the first insurer, whether in loss (that is, in respect of any payment due on the policy) 
or in profit (that is, in respect of any premium received in terms of the policy) ('[d]at den 
/esten Asseureur oft Verseeckeraer inde versekeringe ende asseurantie, soo veel 
participeren sat a/s den eersten, 't zy verlies oft ghewin, soo men seyt').29 The policy 

'' 1· :·. <• :.'::'·:·:, ,· 

25 For the position of co-Oebtors in Roman-Dutch law generally, see eg Lee Introduction 289-292. 

26 Thus, s 34 of the Burgos Insurance Ordinance of 1538 provided that all insurers who had insured one 
and the same object in the same common policy, even if they had done so at different times, were iiable 
for the insured's loss in proportion to the sums underwritten by each of them, just as if they had signed 
the policy simultaneously, on the same day and at the same hour. See further Enschede 13; and Reatz 
Geschichte 256-257 who notes that a different principle may have been followed in practice (presumably 
as a result of an agreement to that effect), namely that of priority in time, so that an insurer who had 
signed first was liable in full for his subscription first, and then second insurer, and so on until full amount 
of the loss was recovered, after which further insurers who had underwritten sums on the policy were not 
liable at all. 

27 See eg De Groote Zeeassurantie 114-118; idem 'Zeeverzekering' 212; and Mullens 80 and 89. 

28 Note, not for as much. All insurers were equally or principally (as opposed to sequentially) liable, but all 
were not Hable for equal amounts unless, incidentally, they happened to have underwritten the risk forthe 
same amounts. 

29 As to s 13, see eg Van Zurek Codex Batavus sv 'Assurantie' par 23; Scheltinga Dictata ad 111.24.17; and 
Van der Keessel Praelectiones 1474a-c (ad 111.24.17) who made the point that it appeared from the 
provisions in ss 14 and 15 of the placcaat of 1563 - which concerned over-insurance by double insurance 
- thats 13 of the placcaat of 1571 had to be understood as referring to the case where there was no over
insurance. For the position when there was over-insurance, see § 4.2 infra. See further also Goudsmit 
Zeerecht 265 (noting the correspondence of this provision with the stipulation in the policy formula in the 
placcaat of 1563); De Groote Zeeassurantie 40 (s 15 of the provisional placcaat of 1570 was identical 
terms to s 13); Jolles 66-67 (who is incorrect and confused in stating that ins 13 the principle of priority 
among several insurers of ss 14 and 15 of the placcaat of 1563 was not followed; the latter sections were 
specifically concerned with double insurance amounting to over-insurance, not with co-insurance); and 
Kracht27. 
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form prescribed by s 35 of this p/accaat added to this by stipulating that the insurer was 
liable to pay the insured all his loss in proportion to his subscription ('na advenant van 't 
gene dat hy ondertekent sal hebben'). 

In the Amsterdam keur of 1598, s 23 likewise provided for the equal participation 
ih the loss and profit of the insurance contract by all the underwriters who had sub
scribed the policy ('De leste-Verseeckeraer sa/ inde Asseurantie soo vele participeren 
a/s de eerste, 't zy verlies ofte gewin').30 The model hull and cargo policy forms 
appended to the keur of 1598 accordingly stipulated that the insurers each bound 
themselves for the sums they had underwritten ('Wy ondergeschreven belooven ende 
verbinden ons te verseeckeren . . . elck aen voor de somme by hem hi er onder 
geteykent'), each and every one of them undertaking to compensate the insured for his 
loss iri accordance with their subscriptions ('e/ck naer advenant vande somme die hy 
onderteyckent hebben sal, soo we/ de eerste als de laetste Verseeckeraer'). 31 This was 
in accordance with the practice at the time in Antwerp. 32 The earlier policy provisions 
were repeated in the hull and cargo policies proposed by the Amsterdam amending 
keur of 1688. 33 

The position as it was provided for in the Rotterdam keur of 1604 was largely 
similar. In s 15, for example, in dealing with the insured's entitlement to and the 
insurers' obligation to pay compensation, it was noted that the former could claim from 
each of the insurets the amounts they had respectively underwritten on the insured 
goods ('sullen sy van yeder der salver [ie, the insurers] mogen eysschen 't geene sy
lieden respective opte ... goeden •.. verseeckert ofte geteeckent hebben'). Anc:J ins 19, 
which dealt with over-insurance and which IJmited the insurers' liability to the insured's 
actual loss or damage, 34 it was provided that the insurers would be proportionally liable 
in accordance with their subscriptions for such loss and no more ('in we/eke schade de 

30 Section.25 of the Middelburg keur of 1600 was identical. 

31 See also Goudsmit Zeerecht 325; and Magens Essay vol I at 13 who described the proportional liability 
of insurers who had signed a single policy in terms of s 25 of the Middelburg keur as a liability to 
'contribute share and share alike' to the insured's loss. 

32 The proportional liability of co-insurers was provided for in art 149 of par 4, title 11, part IV of the 
Antwerp Compilatae of 1609 (see De Longe vol IV at 262) which provided that if one insured with different 
persons (apparently in the same policy) and for no more than the amount of the goods loaded (thus, no 
over-insurance), it was irrelevant who had contracted or signed the policy first ('wie dat eerst heeft 
gecontracteert oft geteeckent'). The last insurer stood with the first on the same line ('in eenen graet') to 
bear the loss in proportion to and in accorda.nce with the sum for which he had underwritten it ('naer 
adveneant ende bij concutrentie van de somme daervore sif geteeckent hebben'). 

33 In both policies the insurers stipulated that '[w]y ondergeschreven vef'Seketen aan u ... [the name of 
the insured], te weten, elk een voor de somme by ons hier onder getekent, van ... [the amount insured]', 
and undertaking all of them to pay the compensation 'e/ck een naer advenant van de somme die hy 
ondergetekent sa/ hebben, soo we/ de eerste als de leste Versekeraer'. The ransom policy in the 
amending keut of 1693 simply provided that '[w]y ondergeschrevert versekeren aan U ... te weten, elk 
een voor de Somme, by ons hie; onder getekent, van ... •• 

34 See further § 4.4 infra. 
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... Verseeckeraers proportionelijcken nae hu,nn~ geteeckende somme sullen gelden, 
ende vorder nier). 35 · 

The relevant principles applicable to co-insurers were most clearly spelt out in s 
59 of the Rotterdam keur of 1721. This section provided that the insurers who had 
signed the same policy, even though at different times, would all of them, the first as 
well as the last, have the same right to the premium, without any distinction. They were 
further all equally ('egalijk') liable to compensate the loss or damage, as well as for any 
return of premium in the instances where such compensation or return had to take 
place. This equal liability, however, did not mean that each of the insurers was liable in 
the same equal amount, but merely that a several liability was imposed on all of them 
equally, each for his own proportionate share of the loss only.as The position was fur
ther made clear by the hull and cargo policies appended to the keur of 1721, both of 
which stipulated the insurers' individual liability in the amounts they had underwritten 
('elk een, voor de somme by ons hier onder geteykent'), each to pay in accordance with 
his subscription, the first as well as the last ('elk een na advenant van de somme die hy 
ondergeteykent zal hebben, zoo wet de eerste als de laatste Verzekeraar'). 

Finally the Amsterdam keur of 17 44 repeated these measures without any altera
tion in principle. Section 24 provided that in the return of the premium as well as in the 
payment of compensation for a loss or damage, 37 all the insurers who had subscribed 
a single policy, 38 even if they had done so on different dates, would participate equally 
('sullen de Assuradeurs, al was 't met onderscheyd van datums, die op een en deselve 
Police geteekend hebben, egaal participeeren').39 Again the hull and cargo policies in 
terms of both the keur of 17 44 and also that of 1775 stipulated that the insurers' liability 
would be for and in proportion to the sum-each had underwritten.40 This proportional 
liability of co-insurers was extended by s 26 to their supplemental liability for the expen
ses incurred by the insured in averting or minimising a loss, or for transshipment. Such 
expenses had to be borne by the several insurers in proportion to their signed sub-

35 See Goudsmit Zeerecht 401. 

36 See Goudsmit Zeerecht 401. 

37 But, significantly, no longer also in the equal sharing in the premium received. See § 2.3 infra where the 
comments of Voet and Van der Keessel on the equal sharing of the premium by co-insurers will be 
referred to. 

38 Section 24 also dealt with over-insurance on several policies. See § 4.5 infra. 

39 See also Enschede 119; Goudsmit Zeerecht 351. 

40 ·~ ondergeschreevene versekeren ... te weten elk voor de somma by ons hier ondergetekent, van 
.. .',and later on the insurers undertook to pay 'elk naar advenant van de somme, die hy ondergetekent 
zal hebben, zo we/ de eerste als de laatste Versekeraer'. The ransom policy in terms of the keuren of 
1744 and 1 ns provided: ·~ ondergeschreevenen verzeekeren ... , te weeten, elk voor de Somma by ons 
hier ondergetekent van ... ', and further on: 'be/oven wy elk onze voile getekende Somma ... te beta/en'. 
Finally, the fire policy in the keur of 1744 read: ·~ ondergeschrevene verzeekeren ... te weeten, elk voor 
de Somma by ons hier ondergetekent .. .', and further on the insurers undertook to pay 'ieder zyne 
geteekende Somma' (this read 'ieder pro rato onzer Signatuure' in the fire policy in the keur of 1 ns). 
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scription on the policy ('sullen komen tot fasten van de Assuradeurs, na rato van haare 
Signature'). 41 

2.3 The Views of the Authors on Co•lnsurance 

Those Roman-Dutch authors who commented on the liability of co-insurers ini
tially provided little explanation of the general principles set out in the legislation. 

Grotius42 merely noted that subsequent insurers shared in the profit and the loss 
from an i_nsurance as much as did those who had underwritten the same policy ear
lier.43 

The first author to set out the. legal position in more detail was Voet44 who sought 
to explain what was meant by the statement that all insurers shared equally in the profit 
and the loss. Firstly, he noted, the occurrence of any loss insured against resulted in all 
the insurers who had underwritten the policy incurring liability on it and in their being 
burdened in proportion to the respective amounts they had underwritten; There was no 
ranking of insurers with those underwriting earlier or later in time being liable only after 
those subscribing later or earlier had paid their subscriptions in full.45 Secondly, Voet 
commented on the sharing by co-insurers of the· premium, noting that they did not 
necessarily share so equally seeing that different rates could be agreed upon by dif
ferent insurers. 46 

. Scheltinga,41 who noted that it was trite that 'indien veele op een en dezelve 
police hebben geteekend de winst en verlies a/leen gemeen is', stressed that this prin
ciple of the communality of loss and profit applied only in the case where several 
insurers had at different times underwritten the same insurance policy covering the 

41 As to these expenses and the Insurer's liability to compensate the insured for them in addition to 
payi11g him a compensation for his loss, see ch XVI § 1 supra, and as to transshipment, see ch XIII § 1.3 
supra. 

42 fnleldinge 111.24.17. 

43 See too Groenewegen Aanteekeningen n35 ad 111.24.17, referring to s 23 of the Amsterdam keur of 
1598 and s 25 of the Mlddelburg keur of 1600. 

44 Observationes n35(ad111.24.17). 

45 Voet gave the following example. If cargo is insured for 1 o 000 by several Insurers who each take over 
but a part of the risk (Voet - correctly - thought it irrelevant whether this occurred In terms of the same or 
different policies: see further § 3 infra as to double insurance), and arrives damaged to the extent of 
4 000, the first insurer cannot say that he, being prlortempore, Is not llable while 6 000 of the cargo stili 
remained, for in truth the damage burdened all the insurers equally pro rata. 

46 And. ti)so - what he did not mention - seeing that even if they had subscribed the policy at the same 
rate, that rate was calculated on different amounts or portions of the risk subscribed by each of the 
insurers involved so that, unless the insl.lrers h~O und~rwritten the same amounts at the same rate, they 
never shared equally On the sense of 'in equal amounts') in the premium paid by the insured. See again 
ch XI § 2.1 supra as to the rate and the amount of the premium. 

47 Dictat8 ad 111.24.17. 
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same ship or cargo ('wanneer verscheide verzekeraers op verscheide tyden op een en 
dezelve police van asse. hebben geteekend ter verzekering van een en 't zelve schip of 
goed'). Only then was it true that each of them participated proportionally in the profit or 
the loss ('dat een yder na proportie van het dee/ waar voor hy verzeekerd in winst of 
ver/ies zal participeeren'). The position was different where several insurers had at dif.:: 
ferent times underwritten different policies, even if covering the same ship or goods. 48 

The several but proportional liability of co-insurers on the same policy also 
appears from a number of decisions and opinions. Thus, in an opinion delivered in 
1666, 49 where a ship was insured by an Antwerp merchant together with six other local 
merchants, and where she was lost in a storm, the advice was that the insurers in ques
tion were liable to pay the insured the sums they had respectively underwritten ('op te 
leggen ende te beta/en hare respective geteykende somme'), the insured's loss having 
to be compensated by them in proportion to their respective subscriptions ('pro rata 
van hare ondertekeninge'). The same remark was made by Bynkershoek in respect of 
several decisions of the Hooge Raad.so 

Van der Keessel likewise devoted considerable attention to the question of the 
liability of co-insurers. He noted, first of all,51 that where different insurers had 
underwritten the same policy, albeit at different times, they were all equally held liable52 
to make good the loss and also to repay the premium where that had to be done. ,They 
were, therefore, in the same position as regards the loss and profit from that insurance. 
Such a loss had to be divided among the insurers in proportion to the sum each had 
underwritten on signing the policy and thus in what he termed 'a geometric propor
tion'. 53 

The reason for this rule, contained in s 13 of the placcaat of 1571 and then taken 
over in s 23 of the Amsterdam keur of 1598 and s 19 of the Rotterdam keur of 1604, 
Van der Keessel continued, 54 was to place all the insurers on an equal footing from the 
moment of the conclusion of the insurance contract and thus to render each of them 

4s See§ 3 infra where the apparently opposing views of Voet and·Scheltinga are considered agaim in the 
context of double insurance. 

49 See Nederlands advysboek vol I adv 135. 

50 See eg the Hoage Raad decision in 1708 (Bynkershoek Observationes tumultuariae obs 380; idem 
Quaestiones juris privati IV.3) where in the case of a total loss all the insurers on the policy in question 
were condemned 'om de som te beta/en, waar voor ieder getekent had)'; and its decision i.n 1739 
(Bynkershoek Observationes tumultuariae obs 3148; idem Quaestiones juris privati IV.137) where the 
insurers involved were held liable to pay the sum insured 'naar gelang hunner tekening' and 'na rato van 
hare signature'. 

51 Theses selectae th 763(ad111.24.17); idem Praelectiones 1474a-c (ad 111.24.17). 

52 Not, it must be stressed again; 'all held equally liable': see again n28 supra. 

53 He gave the following example. If insurer5 A and B had in a policy insuring a ship for /12 000 each 
underwritten f 6 000, and she was damaged to the extent off 5 000, each insurer was liable for f 2 500. 

54 Theses selectae th 764 (ad 111.24.17); idem Praelectiones 147 4c-O (ad 111.24.17). 
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liable only in proportion to the sum for which he had engaged himself. It followed from 
this that the different insurers were not co-debtors ('non esse correos debendi'). Any 
one of them was not liable for the whole of-the·insured's lossss as there was, ordinarily 
and without anything more, sa no joint and several obligation on any one of them; 

Thirdly, though, Van der Keessel also pointed out57 that the community of rights 
(as opposed to liabilities) among several insurers applied in the usual instance where all 
of them had underwritten the same policy at the same·rate of.premium, as was usually 
the case.ss However, the principle under discussion did not prevent those who may 
have signed the same policy at different times from fixing different rates of premium. 
Although in such a case the various underwriters were all held proportionally Hable on 
an equal footing for any loss or damage, their position was not the same when it came 
to a diVision of the insurance premium. Each would receive the premium he had stipu
lated for himself. Because there were, in effect, ju$t as many insurance contracts as 
there were different insurers, 59 the legal equality introduced between them by law was 
specifically aimed at the compensation of loss or damage. The various legislative 

55 Thus, to use Van der Keessel's example In n53 supra, insurer A was not liable for more than his 
proportion of the loss (ie, 50 per cent of it). And that was so not only where the loss in total amounted to 
more than the /6 000 he had underwritten on the policy but even if it amounted to less than that amount 

56 Such joint and several liability arose only in two instances, Van der Keessel explained. The first was 
where that was what had been intended by the debtors in question. However, between two (or more) 
Insurers who had signed the same policy on different occasions, where the first of them did not even 
know that a second or a third would sign, this could obviously not be intended. Accordingly, in the 
ordinary case there was no intention on the part of co-insurers to be jointly and severaJly liable co
debtors~ (Note, however, that Sljch a possibHlty was not completely excluded and could conceivably arise 
eg where the co-insurers had signed the sar:ne'policy on the same occasion in each other's presence or 
(possibly?) with the knowledge of each other. It also seems possible to argue that an insurer who 
underwrote only a portion of the risk may be taken to have been aware of the involvement or possi.ble 
Involvement of other insurers and of a Joint ~nd several liability arising between them.) The second 
Instance mentioned by Van der Keessel where joint and several liabHlty could arise was where the law so 
provided. However, In the case of insurance there was no such legal prescription, as appeared from what 
was laid down in respect of over-insurance on a single policy, namely that the liability of the co-insurers 
(as opposed to double insurers) had to be reduced In proportion to what each had underwritten (see 
further § 4.5 infra for over-insurance), a position Vtlhich was, so Va:n der Keessel argued, quite contrary to 
the nature of joint and several liability. · · 

57 Theses selectae th 765(ad111.24.17); idem Praelectiones 1476-14n (ad 111.24.17). 

58 Usually insurers merely underwrote by signing their name and adding the amount for which they 
Insured, a singie common premiu"i'n rate being stated only in the body of the policy itself. 

59 Van der Keessel therefore regarded a co-insured insurance policy not as an instance of joint liability Oe. 
a single obligation with several divisible performances) but as one of several liability (ie, several 
obligations). Put differently, where co-insurers had signed the same policy, that policy was not regarded 
as containing a single insurance contract between one insured on the one hand and several (jointly liable) 
co-ln5urers on the other hand, but as containing several independent insurance contracts between the 
insured on the one hand in each case and .each ofthe co-insurers in tum on the other hand. That meant 
the co-insurers on the policy were severally liatlle. And that. in tum, meant that the insured was neither 
obliged nor entitled to claim the full amount of his loss ftom the different underwriters jointly, nor did he 
haVe the option of claiming it from one of them only. 
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measures mentioned profit in.this regard merely because it was usually the same 
premium which was promised to all the insurers and because there was then also a 
geometrical relationship between them. But those laws did not prohibit different rates of 
premium being stipulated for different insurers, just as the amounts for which they 
insured could differ. In fact, Van der Keessel surmised, s 24 of the Amsterdam keur of 
17 44eo may have had this in mind when it provided that all insurers were in the sam~, 
position as regards any loss for which they might be liable but no longer mentioned 
anything about their thus sharing in the profit. 

Finally, some further clarification is provided by Van der Linden. He observed61 

that a single insurance policy ('eene polis') could be signed or underwritten by different 
insurers, even at different times, and that all of them were equally ('even zeer') liable to 
compensate the insured's loss or damage in proportion to the sum which each had 
subscribed. They were not joint (or joint and several) debtors ('mede-schuldigen').62 
From this it followed, as Van der Linden explained elsewhere,63 that if the insured 
goods were totally lost, each of the insurers was bound to pay the sum he had 
underwritten on the policy ('om de somme te betaalen, waar voor hij op de Polis 
geteekend heeft), while if the insured goods were not totally lost but merely damaged, 
the insurers were bound to compensate the damage in proportion to their respective 
subscriptions ('naar evenredigheid van elks gedaane inteekening'). 

2.4 The Effect of a Release or the Insolvency of a Co-insurer on the Liability of 
the Other Co-insurers 

Although there therefore appears·finally,to have been little doubt in Roman-Dutch 
law that insurers who had underwritten the s~me policy were each severally liable to 
compensate the insured for his loss or damage in proportion to the sums they had 
respectively underwritten on the policy in question, there was a related question which 
gave rise to considerable debate and difference of opinion over a period of almost two 
centuries. It was a question which showed up the fact that the nature of co-insurers' 
liability was not unanimously accepted as involving a several liability. The question con
cerned the effect on the liability of such co-insurers towards the insured if one of them 
did not, did not have to, or could not pay his share of the insured's loss. The two 
instances of this which arose most frequently for consideration in practice, were where 
one of the co-insurers had been released by the insured, or where one of them had 
gone insolvent. 

The problem first arose soon after the promulgation of the Amsterdam keur of 
1598. At issue was the effect on the validity of the insurance contract where any one or 

60 See again § 2.2 supra. 

61 Koopmans handboek IV.6.3. 

62 See too idem IV.6.5 where he noted that the liability of insurers (on the same policy) was in proportion 
to the sum each had subscribed ('naar evenredigheid van ieders inteekening'). 

63 Idem IV.6.9, with reference to Pothier. 
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more of the names of those who had underwritten a policy as insurers were deleted or 
altered. In essence it turned on the nature of the liability of co-insurers: several or joint 
and several? 

In an Amsterdam merchants' turbe of 21 October 159964 evidence was presented 
to the Amsterdam Schepenen Court concerning this practice ('re het gebruyck ende 
costume vande roveringe of veranderinge van eenigen name oft namen als 
Asseuradoors onder eenige Police van asseurantie- geteyckent staende'). The mer
chants testified that it was customary that as soon as one-third or moress of the policy 
had been underwritten by insurers, the names of those who had subscribed that third 
or more could no longer be altered, even With the consent of the underwriter or 
underwriters whose name was or names were to be altered and of the insured, unless 
the prior consent was obtained of all the others who had underwritten the policy. 66 The 
merchants argued that those who had signed the policy were all partners ("t samen 
Compagnions zijnde'), jointly liable for or entitled to any resulting loss or profit in 
proportion to their subscriptions ('verbonden zijnde d' opcomende schade of bate t' 
samen (nae rate hunder onderteeckeninge) te dragen oft genieten'). Accordingly, 
nobody's name could be altered without the prior consent of all the subscribing 
insurers ('niemants name mach werden geroveert, sonder voorgaande consent van a/le 
de geonderteyckende ende Compagnie').67 

The several liability of individual co-insurers had already been accepted in 
Antwerp in the beginning of the seventeenth century,68 but there arts 151-15269 of the 
Compi/atae of 1609 had made it clear precisely what one had to understand by the 
practice which was the subject of the turbe of 1599. This was rather remarkable, for the 
uncertainty to which the interpretation of the practice in the turbe had given rise was not 
completely clarified in the formal Roman-Dutch law until the latter part of the eighteenth 
century. These articles of the Compilatae laid down that the insured could not, 
presumably for whatever reason, including underwriter insolvency, delete the name of 
one or more of the insurers who had underwritten a policy7o to (and this was crucial) 
the detriment of the other underwriters who would, despite such release, and 
presumably in the absenc.e of their consent, nevertheless remain liable ('in den graet 
ende staer) as before but for no more. Thus, such a release, even if unauthorised by 

64 See Amsterdam Handvesten vol II at 541-542. 

65 Probably of the total sum to be insured on t~t policy. 

66 This could also be read to refer to the consent of prior underwriters. As will become apparent shortly, 
'.prior consent' appears correct, not 'prior underwriters'. 

67 See further eg Rooseboom Recueil cap XXX at 140. 

68 See § 2.2 n32 supra. 

69 Of par 4, title 11, part IV (see De Longe vol IV. at 262-464). 

70 That is, the insured could not relieve such an underwriter from his obligation either to pay his share of 
the indemnity or to return the premium. 
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the other underwriters, was notprohibited but it could not increase the liability towards 
the insured of the remaining (and non-consenting) underwriters. Only if it could not be 
established which insurer the insured had released71 did all the underwriters on the 
policy escape liability and was there was no action or recourse against them on the 
policy any longer. 12 An exception was where the insured could show that such deletion 
had occurred without his knowledge or could prove from his books or otherwise who 
and what the deleted names and amounts were. 73 

Voet, 74 without any further comment, explained the position as follows. An 
underwriter who had subscribed to a policy could not7s delete his name or resile 
('recedere') from the insurance contract, even with the consent of the insured unless 
he had obtained the consent of the first (that is, the prior) underwriters, 76 or unless the 
insured himself or some other third party took over the obligation of the removed 
underwriter and in effect substituted himself in the place of that underwriter.77 

This view was maintained in an opinion delivered in 17067Bwhere it was stressed 
that after an agreement had been reached between the parties, the contract was bind
ing and that no alteration could be made to it, so much so that the insured himself 
could not relieve any of the underwriters from his liability.79 The reason for this, the 
opinion explained with reference to both s 23 of the Amsterdam keur of 1598 and the 
turbe of 1599, was that each underwriter had to be understood to be liable not only with 
the others against the insured but also as against such other underwriters in a form of 
partnership. 80 

~1 ~ • t 

71 Such as when the deletion could not be deciph~red. · 

72 That is, the policy became void. 

73 See generally Mullens 89. 

14 Observationes n42(ad111.24.22). 

7s It seems that Voet meant the underwriter 'was prohibited'. 

76 Voet here clear1y referred to the consent of the prior underwriters, not to the prior consent of all the 
underwriters. 

77 See too eg Decker Aanteekeningen ad IV.9.4 n(3)/(c) who referred to 'een oude gewoonte' that the 
names of subsequent insurers 'op een en dezelve Police' could not, without the consent of prior Insurers 
on that policy, be deleted unless the insured himself or someone else was willing to stand in for the 
deleted insurer; Boey Woorden-tolk sv 'Reassurantle'. See also further Enschede 97; and Goudsr'nit 
Zeerecht 325 who notes that a deletion was permitted according to the merchants' turbe of 1599 only 
either when the insured or a third party put himself in the position of the insurer whose name was to be 
deleted, or when the remaining insurers gave their permission. 

78 See Bareis Advysen vol I adv 12. 

79 Again, it seems that it was regarded that the insured was in fact prohibited from doing so. 

80 '[O]overmits de Tekenaer [ie, the underwriter) zich niet alleen ten behoeven van den Geassureerden, 
maer ook ten voordeele van zyne mede Tekenaers, verstaen word ingelaeten te hebben in een 
gemeenschap, zo door middel van het voorschreeve Instrument, hoewel bLiiten handen van den voorige 
Tekenaers, en buiten hun toedoen omgedraegen zynde, egter geintroduceerd is geworden.' 
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The next author to comment on this issue was Bynkershoek. 81 His explanation of 
the legal position as set out in particular in the turbe of 1599, proceeded from the 
premiss, though, that co-insurers were, by way of exception to the general rule, jointly 
(or jointly and severally) liable towards the insured~82 But, as will appear shortly, he was 
himself not fully convinced of the correctness of this view83 arid his explanation was, not 
surprisingly, subsequently rejected by Van der Keessel. 

Bynkershoek explained that on general principles the liability of co-insurers 
should be several so that the insured should have had a choice from whom he wanted 
to claim· his proportionate share (but ho more) and from whom not, each being 
(severally) liable for or up to the amount he had subscribed. However, for purposes of 
maritime commerce it was better that the insured's loss be spread over and be borne 

. .· . 

Qointly) by many insurers and fat this reason the merchants' turbe of 1599 had put forth 
that a later insurer could not be discharged without the consent of the earlier or prior 
insurers, all the insurers being jointly liable as partners in proportion to their subscrip
tion. The position in the case of co-insurance was therefore an exception and co
insurers were notsimply severally liable but in fact jointly and ~everally liable.84 

However, Bynkershoek did question the validity of the reason advanced for this 
position, namely that co-insurers were to be regarded as co-debtors by reason of their 
being partners ('dat de gemeenschap van schade· ult hoofde van Societeit haar oor
sprong heeft'). There was no contract of partnership ('Contract van Compagnyschap') 
concluded between co-insurers and such a contract could also not be based on any 

81 Quaestiones Jun's privati IV.2. See too Enschede 97. 

82 Bynkershoek also appears to have disregarded the crucial fact that in practice those who underwrote 
insurance policies, did so as a rule for a particular amoul'.11. They did not simply sign as insurers of the full 
loss of insured but specifically limited their liability to a particular sum or a proportionate pc!rt of a sum. 
This fact, more than any other, indicates the several liabUity of co-insurer:s on a single policy. This several 
liability further appeared from the undertaking in th~ policy to that effect, as welt as from various 
procedural Indications, such as that the insured gave a notice of loss to and claimed from each of the 
respective insurers individualiy the payment of the arnQunts they had respectively underwritten on the 
policy. 

83 It seems that unlike those after him, Bynkershoek accepted the c.orrectness of the turbe of 1599 and 
mereiy sought to explain it against what he regarded as the applicable general principles. 

. . 

84 According to general legal principles, Bynkershoe~ explained further, ~ depended on the insured which 
of his de.btors (ie, insurers) would have to pay their share and which would, as against him, be relieved of 
liability. But to ameliorate the application of this principle in the case of Insurance, the custom, attested to 
in 1599, arose that a prior insurer could not be relieved of ,liability by the insured unless all the subsequent 
underwriters had consented to it, for such release worsened their position. However, subsequent Insurers 
could always be relieved without the consent of any of the earlier underwriters, for none of them had 
known of or bargained on them but had signed, each for his own sum, for the whole toss. Thus, if 
BynkershoE!k's c:irgument has been interpreted correctly; the first insurer A may not be released against 

. the wishes of the second insurer B since on the conclusion of the contract B took account of the fact that 
A had subscribed (but apparently not of the possibility that A could be released?), but B may be released 
against the wishes of A (so thatA, who underwrote only a part of the risk, apparently did not similarly take 
account of the fact that another would subscribe the balance of the risk). All in all, Bynkershoek's 
arguments are not completely convincing. 

.. -- -·~-~-·-·~-------------------.......... 
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tacit consent ('een stilswygende toestemming') between the contracting parties, at least 
not by prior underwriters as regards subsequent ones. 85 

Generally, Bynkershoek thought the turbe rather unsatisfactory, and it appeared 
to him to have been a case of the merchants in question not so much attesting to a 
custom but rather to what they wished the position to be or thought it might be. 

Then Bynkershoek considered ttle position where one of the co-insurers went 
insolvent. He thought the same distinction could probably also be applied in such a 
case as well. Accordingly, the insolvency of a subsequent underwriter disadvantaged a 
prior underwriter but a subsequent one could not be disadvantaged by the insolvency 
of a prior one.as Nevertheless, he admitted that from a practical point of view this dis
tinction was subtle and casuistic, and that for co-insuring merchants (who were, it must 
be remembered, jointly liable in his view) the insolvency of one of them affected the 
others of them detrimentally; irrespective of whether the insolvent had underwritten the 
policy earlier or later. 

The most comprehensive treatment of the problem of co-insurer release or 
insolvency was that of Van der Keessel who explained the position and the principles 
against which the testimony ('praejudicium') of the Amsterdam merchants in 1599 had 
to be understood or, rather, had to be interpreted and amended.87 

First, Van der Keessel remarked,88 because co-insurers on the same policy were 

.. : ", . 
.. ~ -~· : . 

85 But why specifically not in this case? An underwriter who had subscribed only a part of the risk must 
surely have known that others would be sought and, if found, would subsequently subscribe the balance 
of the risk. 

86 The subsequent underwriter, he argued, had subscribed the risk on the supposition that the prior 
underwriter too would have to bear a part of the risk for which he had bound himself by his earlier 
subscription, but the same could not be said of a prior underwriter. 

See too Scheltinga Dlctafa ad 111.24.17 for an explanation of the position in the event of the 
insolvency of one of the co-insurers who had underwritten a particular policy ('indien verscheide 
assuradeurs op een en dezelve police van asse. geteekend hebbende, [en] een van hun insolvent 
geworden is'). He thought that whether the insured would be able to recover the loss (ie, the portion of 
the loss otherwise recoverable from the insolvent co-insurer) from the other insurers, or whether he would 
have to bear that loss himself, depended firstly upon local custom, and in the absence of any such 
custom, upon which insurer had gone i.nsolvent. If the insolvent insurer had signed prior to the others, 
they did not have to bear the loss but only the insured had to; but if the insolvent insurer was a 
subsequent one, the prior insurers had to bear his loss. Scheltinga thus distinguish between two cases, 
namely where the insurer who became insolvent signed before and where he signed after the other 
insurers. If he signed before, the insured had to bear that loss himself and could not shift it onto the other 
insurers. The reason, he explained, was that he who had signed first 'geoordeeld wordt niet gezien te 
hebben op dat dee/ van de schaade 't we/ke andere na hem teekende zoude draagen, om dat het toen 
nog onverzeekerd [it seems this should rather read: 'onzeeker'] was of er meerdere zoude teekenen, en 
dus zich voor de geheele schaade verbonden te hebben'. But if he signed after, the whole loss had to be 
borne (proportionally) by the other insurers. 

87 See generally Scheepers 94-95. 

88 Theses selectae th 764 (ad 111.24.17); idem Praelectiones 1474d-1475a (ad 111.24.16). See too Van der 
Linden Koopmans handboek IV.6.3, considering the effect of the 'onvermogen' of one 'mede-assuradeur' 
on the liability of the others. 
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not to be considered as co-debtors,89 in the case of the insolvency of one of them his 
liability (for the proportion of t_he loss Which he had underwritten) did not fall upon and 
increase the liability of the other co-insurerseo but had to be borne by the insured. 91 · 
Accordingly, he argued; Bynkershoek was wrong in thinking that the insolvency of a 
subsequent insurer was to the detriment of a prior insurer. 92 

secondly, 93 it followed from the same principle that an insured could in fact freely 
release or discharge any of the insurers he chose, whether they had signed before or 
after the others, and that he could do so without the consent and even against the 
wishes of the other insurers involved. The liability of those remaining as against the 
insured was, however, not thereby increased beyond th.at for whiqh they were originally 
liable and remained as if none of the co-insurers had been released. The insured him
self, though, was bound by such discharge a_nd dissolution of his contract with the 
released co-insurer. He lost any right of action against him, and had to bear that 
insurer's portion of the loss h_imself, just as if that insurer's risk had been transferred to 
himself.94 And again-he rejected Bynkershoek's view in this regard, based as it was on 
the premiss that the liability of co-insurers was joint and several,95 as unacceptable96 

.. 
89 And were thus not considered as jointly or jointly and severally liable. 

90 The position of a co-insurer, being liable only for a proportionate part of the insured's loss, was 
therefore different from that of co-sureties whose liability for the whole amount of the secured debt 
remained unreduced until the surety who had been summoned, raised the defence of beneficium 
divislonis against the creditor. 

91 It was for that very reason that the leglslatL1res had come to the insured's aid and permitted in various 
ways (see again ch VII § 4.1 supra) the conclusion of a new or further Insurance in such cases. It was 
abundantly clear from these measures, Vail der Keessel took pains to point out, that the loss feared from 
the insolvency of one of the insurers fell upon the insu_red himself _and not on any of the other insurers. 

92 Or more generally, it may be added, that the insplv~ncy of any one of them could Increase the liability 
of the others. 

93 See Van der Keessel Theses selectae th 764 (ad 111.24.17); idem Praelectiones 1475a-1475e (ad 
111.24.16). . 

94 See too Van der Linden Koopmans handboek IV.6.3 whO ot>served that because co-insurers were not 
co-debtors, the insured had the power to release some of them while holding others liable, although in 
respect of the released part Oe. for the sum(s) underwritten by the released co-insurer(s)) he then bore 
the risk himself. · 

95 According to Van der Keessel, Bynkershoek.iilcorrectly regarded the separate co-insurers as sureties 
for indemnification who each bound themselves for the whole ('assecuratores singulos habere pro 
fideiussoribus ihdemnitatis, in solidum obligat_ls'). 

96 Van cter Keessel provided the following example to Illustrate the difference. If it were correc;t that co- . 
insurers were jointly and severally liable, the following position would pertain. If goods worth /10 000 
were insured for f 5 000 by A and by B for the balance of /5 000, and the goods were then damaged to 
the extent of f 5 000, and B was released by the insured, then the latter could claim the full amount of his 
loss of f 5 000 from insurer A. However, if it were accepted that co-insurers were severally liable, A and B 
would each be liable only for /2 500 of the insL1red's loss and no more, ilo matter that one of thern rnay 
have been released. Therefore, although Bynkershoek was correct in that the insured could release any 
of the co-insurer he wished, whether a prior or subsequeot one, and that he could do so even against the 
wishes of others, he was incorrect in his view that such a release occurred to the detriment of the 
remaining co-insurers. Any suc;h release could only be to the detriment of the insured himself as the 
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and in direct conflict with legislative· provisionsr:orl;t~e matter such as that in s 13 of the 
p/accaat of 1571 and subsequent measures which required all insurers to be treated 
equally as regards any loss and for them to be liable for any loss or damage only in 
proportion to the amounts they had respectively underwritten. 

Therefore, Van der Keessel concluded, the evidence of merchants in 1599 to the 
effect that a later insurer could not be released against the wishes of the earlie~ 
insurers, unless the insured himself or another took over his risk, 97 was not acceptable •. 
not least because, as Bynkershoek had already pointed out, their underlying assump
tion had incorrectly been that co-insurers were jointly and severally liable. The liability of 
co-insurers was several98 and it was on that basis that the effect of any release of the 
insolvency of any one of them upon the liability of the others had to be determined. 

2.5 Co-insurance in the Wetboek van Koophandel and in English Law 

Co-insurance and the principle of the several liability of co-insurers were also 
recognised and regulated in the Wetboek van Koophandel, albeit only incidentally in 
connection with the case of over-insurance. 

In terms of art 278-1, where one and the same policy has been underwritten by 
different insurers, even though on separate days, and more than the value is i_nsured,99 
they are all liable, in proportion to the amount each had underwritten ('te zamen naar 
evenredigheid van de som voor welke zij geteekend hebben'), for no more than the true 
insured value. Therefore, there is a proportional liability of all the underwriters who had 
signed a single policy even if, as was bound t() happen in practice, they had signed that 
policy at different times and even err diffefent days. 100 But co-insurers are each 
severally liable only for their own portion, not also for that of others. The insolvency of 
one does therefore not increase the liability of the others. 101 

remaining co-insurers were still only liable for their own proportion of the insured's loss. 

97 Thus, Van der Keessel added, although the merchants in 1599 were correct that the insured had to 
take the risk of a released insurer upon himself, that occurred ex lege and not only after an agreement 
with those insurers who had not been released. 

98 There was no common intention between co-insurers to conclude a partnership between themselves, 
Van der Keessel added. Co-insurers not only did not share the insurance premium (ie, the profit) Which 
could in fact be different for each of them, but each insurer concluded his own contract with the insured. 

99 A case, therefore, of over-insurance by a single insurance. Art 277 deals with over-insurance through 
double insurance where the several policies are underwritten on different dates, while art 278-2 deals with 
over-insurance in the case of double insurance where those policies are underwritten on the same date. 
See further § 4.6 infra. 

100 And as a result of which some could be at risk earlier than others on the same policy. 

101 See generally Dorhout Mees Schadeverzekeringsrecht 43-44, noting that the principle that the last 
insurer participates equally or together with first is derived from s 13 of the.p/accaat of 1571. 
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The practice of the co-insurance of a single risk was also known from early on on 
the London insurance market, 102 it being accepted that co-insurers were each liable for 
the insured's loss in proportion to the sum each had underwritten on the policy in ques
tion. 103 

The several liability of co-insurers on a single policy was also reflected in the 
Lloyd's policy which stated, firstly, that the insurers involved bound themselves to the 
insured 'each one for his own part' (and. not for that of the others) for the performance 
of their undertaking, and secondly, that in the event of the insured incurring any. expen
ses to avert or minimise loss, they would contribute to such expenses 'each one 
according to the rate and quantity of his sum herein insured'. 

One of the problems with the severally liable co-insurers and a disadvantage to 
the insured, was that at common law the insured had to sue each of the co~insurers 
separately, which was a costly inconvenience. It was one of the problems the Legisla
ture sought to address in 1601 104 with the creation of the Court of Assurance before 
which the insured could join co-insurers in a single action. 10s With the demise of the 
Court, though, the problem of suing severally liable underwriters in the Common-law 
courts returned and was only overcome in the time of Lord Mansfield. It then became 
practice for underwriters themselves to apply to the King;s Bench to stay proceedings 
in all actions but one against the co-insurers involved, upon an undertaking to pay the 
amount for which each of them might be held liable with costs should that case go 
against the underwriter concerned.106 

Co-insurance is also recognised in the Marine Insurance Act of 1906 in s 24(2) 
which provides that where a policy is subscribed by or on behalf of two or more 
insurers, each subscription, unless the contrary be expressed, constitutes a distinct 

102 Thus, Molloy De jure maritimo 11.7.6 observed in 1676 that few if any underwriters insured a whqle ship 
but that they subscribed for certain sums, eg £50 or £500. See too Clayton 31 woo explains that co
insurance was customary in the sixteenth century; just as It was the custom of shipowners then not to 
own a single ship but rather shares in different ships, so too it was the custom of merchants to underwrite 
not one large risk but rattier small parts of differ~nt risks. 

103 See eg Malynes Consuetudo 1.24; and Magen$ Essay vol I at 91-92 who noted that in London, all who 
had Insured a particular risk, whether in orie or more policies (as to the case of double Insurance, see § 
4.7 /nfra), and whether they had underwritten ear1iet or later, had to co:ntribute equally to any loss, or to 
the return of any premium In the case of an over-insurance. 

104 The Act of 1601 (An Act concerning Matters of Assurance amongst Merchants (43 Eliz c 12)) noted 
the reluctance of insurers to arbitrate and the fact that they 'have sought to draw the Parties assured to 
seek their Monies of every several Assurer, by Suits commenced in her Majesty's Courts, to their great 
Charges and Delays'. 

105 See Molloy De jure maritimo 11.7.19 (noting that the Court could decree again:st 20 insurers at one 
time); Barbour 'Marine Risks' 582·; and see again ch IV§ 1.7 supra as to London Court of Assurance. 

1os See Raynes (1 eel) 163, (2 eel) 158-159, noting that despite the obvious advantages involved, insured 
did not always consent to such applicationi; and that in such cases the King's Bench did not feel 
disposed to make the rule without such consent. Lord Mansfield pointed out the advantages of 
proceeding on a single action and a general rule (the Consolidation Rule) arose in the course of time. See 
too Hopkins 139-142. · 

'·. 
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contract with the insured.1011n'English law, therefore, each underwriter is liable only for 
the sum he had subscribed in the case of a total loss, or for a proportionate part of it in 
the case of a partial loss. This is made apparent bys 67(2) which provides that in the 
case of a loss recoverable underthe policy, the insurer, or each insurer if there is more 
than one, is liable for such proportion of the measure of indemnity as the amount of his 
subscription bears to the agreed value in the case of a valued policy, or to the insurable 
value in the case of an unvalued policy. 

3 Double Insurance 

Distinguishable from the case of co-insurance which occurred where several 
insurers underwrote, whether at the same or at different times, a single policy, was the 
instance of double or multiple insurance, which occurred where two or more insurers, 
or two or more sets of co-insurers, underwrote separate policies covering the same 
insured1oa against loss arising in respect of the same object of risk by the same perils. 
Such policies may have been concluded at the same time or, more likely, at different 
times and thus have been successive policies. 

Apart from the case of over-insurance, which will be considered shortly, there 
would appear to have been no difference in principle in Roman-Dutch law between co
insurance and double insurance. All the insurers or sets of insurers involved were 
simply severally liable for the insured loss in proportion to the amounts they had each 
underwritten on their respective policies.109 · 

Put differently, in the case of double insurance the insurers or sets of co-insurers. 
involved in terms of the respective policies ~ere liable severally and proportionally, as 
they were liable in the case of co-insurance, and not successively according to the 
priority principle, as they were where the double insurance amounted to over
insurance. 110 

101 See Buys 43; Chalmers 39. 

108 By which double insurance was distinguished from reinsurance proper (as to which see again ch VII § 
4.2 supra). For the avoidance of double insurance In the case of solvency reinsurance, see ch VII § 4.1 
supra. 

109 This several proportional liability may be illustrated by the following example (cf too the example 
referred to under co-insurance in § 2.1 in n22 and n 24 supra). Where a ship worth /2 000 was insured for 
/1 000 in terms of policy A (underwritten by ten underwriters who each wrote /100) and for /1 000 in 
terms of policy B (underwritten by two underwriters for /500 each), the insured could in the case of a total 
loss recover /1 000 on policy A (/100 from each of the underwriters) and /1 000 on policy B (/500 from 
each of the underwriters). In the case of a partial loss of say f 1 000, the insured could have recovered 
f 500 on policy A (/50 from each underwriter) and /500 on policy B (f 250 from each underwriter). 

110 This paragraph, It must be stressed again, is concerned with double insurance which did not also 
amount to over-insurance as double insurance was in practice more often than not bound to do. If It did, 
completely different principles applied: see § 4 infra. 

That double Insurance need not have involved over-insurance is most graphically illustrated by 
the fact that under-insurance too could have occurred through double insurance. That would have been 
the case, eg, had the ship in the example referred to in 'the previous footnote, been insured for f 1 000 in 
terms of policy A and for /500 In terms of policy 8. 
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Little detail emerges from the Roman-Dutch sources on double insurance as 
such. Double insurance arose for consideration only in cases where, as was more 
often than not the case, such double insurance at the same time also amounted to 
over-insurance. 111 Further, the close connection between and the almost invariable 
simultaneous involvement of double insurance and over-insurance are reflected in the 
fact that the sources often refer simply to double insurance when speaking specifically 
of double insurance involving over-insurance~ It was not always realised that double 
insurance which did not amount to over-insurance, although seldom occurring in prac
tice, was· aJso a theoretical possibility and one which involved different principles. A last 
reason why the liability of insurers in the case of what may be termed double insurance 
simpliciter may have attracted little attention, was because it would in the case of total 
loss not usually have made any difference whether such liability was based on 
proportionality or on the priority principle. 112 

However, some indication of the position in the case of double insurance 
simpliciter, that is, without the additional complication of over-insurance, does appear 
from the sources. 

The earliest and a rather inconclusive indication113 of the position in the case of 
double insurance appears from some comments made in passing in a decision of the 
Hooge Raad in 1729. 114 In this case· the insurers against whom a claim had been 
instituted on a policy, argued that they were not liable because overlapping cover on 
another policy existed at the time of the loss.11s They were not liable, they argued, 
because it was unheard of for one insured to be able to claim from several (sets of) 
insurers on separate policies for the same loss ('om dat het eene ongehoorde zaak is, 

111 Thus, the statement by Gartner 339 that the prohibition on double insurance was on occasion traced 
back to the principles of the law of sale (see eg Casaregis Dlscursus 1.89-90: the insurer buys the risk 
from the Insured and the same object cannot at the same time be sold to different persons) can only 
apply to the instance where the double insurance amounted to over""insurance and where that analogy 
could be drawn. See further § 4.2 at n185 infra. 

112 Thus, where a ship worth /2 000 was insured for f 1 000 by policy A and for f 1 000 by policy B, it was 
irrelevant in the case of a total loss whether the insurers under policy A and those under policy B were all 
'equally' liable for their own proportion of the loss, or whether the insurers on policy A were first liable and 
then those on policy B. It could Only have made a difference had one or more of the insurers involved eg 
become insolvent. 
However, it would h~ve made a difference in the case of a partial loss. Assuming that the ship, worth 
/2 000 and insured for f 1 000 by policy A and for /1 000 by policy B, was only damaged to the extent of 
/1 200, it was crucial whether the insurers on policy A and those on policy B were all 'equally' liable for 
their own proportion Qe, each set of insurers for /600), or whether the insurers on policy A were first liable 
(for the full f 1 ooo they had subscribed) and then those on policy B (for the balance of /200). This 
difference will be investigated further in § 4 infra in connection witt'I over-insurance. 

113 It was in fact a missed opportunity, if anything. 

114 See Bynkershoek Observationes tumultuatiae obs 2554; idem Quaestiones juris privati IV.15. 

115 The cover In terms of th.eir policy commenced on the arrival of the ship In port while and that on the 
other policy only terminated on her discharge or after fourteen days after her arrival there, whichever 
occurred.first. The loss in question occurred one day after her arrival. 

_,: 
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dat een geassureerde verscheiCte ASsuradeurs.ovat eene en dezelfde schade ieder in 
solidum kan in Rechten betrekken'). However, the Hooge Raad held that there was no· 
overlapping double insurance in this case11s and that even if there was, so that several 
sets of insurers were in fact involved and· locked in a dispute over who of them were 
liable, the insured could merely await the outcome of that dispute and then claim from 
the liable insurers ('en verscheide Assuradeurs met elkander over die schade 
geprocedeert haddden, had de geassureerde den uitslag van dat proces kunnen 
atwachten, en dan den genen, die het verloreri had, aanspreken'). It seems that the 
possibility was not foreseen that both sets of insurers could indeed have been liable for 
the same loss and the Raad therefore did not explain what the procedural position of 
the insured would have been in such a case. 111 

From an opinion dating from 1733118 there appears to be some indirect support 
for the view that in terms of s 23 of the Amsterdam keur of 1598, s 25 of the Middelburg 
keur of 1600 as well as s 59 of the Rotterdam keur of 1721, insurers were, at least in the 
case of a total loss, liable proportionately in the case of both co-insurance and double 
insurance.119 

Of the Roman-Dutch writers who treated the insurance contract, Van der Kees
sel discussed the notion of double insurance in the most detail. 120 He noted the com
mon or equal but (geometrically) proportionate liability of the different insurers who had 
underwritten the same policy (that is, of co-insurers), and pointed out that the reason 
for the rule was to place all insurers on an equal footing from the moment of the conclu
sion of the insurance contract, irrespective of the time when or the order in which they 

11e The earlier policy did not cover the ship up to her arrival in the port in question, and if it did the risk 
terminated immediately upon her arrival there because she Was in ballast (ie, had no cargo on board) so 
that any period allowed for her discharge - such as the period in this case, which was limited to fourteen 
days - did not apply. 

117 That is, more specifically, whether the sets of insurers were liable proportionally or in succession, that 
is, whether the insured could claim a rateable proportion from each set of insurers or whether he first had 
to claim the full sum insured from the first set and only the balance, if any, from the other set. 

11e See Nieuw Nederlands advysboek vol II adv 46. 

119 As the facts on which the opinion was requested, constituted a double insurance amount_ing to over
insurance, in which case different considerations apply, the opinion Is more appropriately considered in 
detail in § 4.3 infra. 

120 Theses selectae th 763(ad111.24.17); idem Praelectiones 1474a-c (ad 111.24.17). 
Earlier Voet ObsetVationes ad 111.24.17 (n35) had expressed the view that the proportional liability 

of insurers applied Irrespective of whether there was a single or several policies, and from the example he 
used (see § 2.3 n45 supra) it is clear that had the instance in mind where there was no over-insurance 
and where the loss was partial. 

Scheltinga Dictata ad 111.24.17 noted that the principle of the communality of proportional sharing 
in loss and profit applied only in cases where several insurers had at different times underwritten the 
same insurance policy covering the same ship or cargo (ie, co-insurance) but that the position was 
different (he did not explain further) where several Insurers had at different times underwritten different 
policies, even if covering the same ship or goods. It is not clear from this whether Scheltinga had in mind 
double insurance simpliciter or, which is the more likely, double insurance amounting to over-insurance 
where the position was indeed different. 
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had underwritten it, and thus to render each insurer liable only in proportion to the sum 
for which he had engaged himself. 121 This very reason made it equally applicable to the 
case where different insurers had signed different policies (that is, to double 
insurance)122 and for that reason, he pointed out, the old legislative provisions123 did in 
fact not distinguish between the case where the different insurers had insured the same 
property in a single policy or in separate policies. 124 There was therefore, according to 
Van der Keessel, no difference between the liability of insurers in the case of co
insurance and in the case of double insurance. 

However, he continued, in the case of double insurance amounting to over ... 
insurance, an exception to the rule applicable to co-insurance and to double insurance 
simpliciter was recognised. In that ca.se there was a prior chronological liability of the 
insurers involved rather than an equal proportional liability.125 

Elsewhere126 Van der Keessel argued that it appeared from the provisions of ss 
· 14 and 15 of the placcaat of 1563 (which dealt with over-insurance by· double 
insurance) thats 13 of the placcaat of 1571 (which treated co-insurance) had to be 
understood as referring to the case where all the insurances, also if concluded in dif
ferent documents~ represented the value of the insured object, that is, where there was 
no over-insurance. According to the general wording of these provisions, the position 
of all insurers· was in this case therefore always geometrically equal, whether the 
insurance was embodied in the same or in different written documents. Likewise, Van 
der Keessel continued, s 23 of the Amsterdam keur of 1598, which merely stated that 
all insurers, Whether earlier or later, ought to be in the same position as regards profit 
and loss, also had to be read against the background· of the placcaaten of 1563 and 
1571 and had to be understood as being applicable irrespective of whether the same or 
different documents had been underwritten.121 It was clear also, Van der Keessel con-

121 See Van der Keessel Theses selectae th 764 (ad 111.24.17) and again §.2.3 supra. 

122 Thus, also in the case of double insurance, the Insurers or sets of insurers Involved on the respective 
p61icies were proportionally liable. 

123 Namely ss 13 of the placcaat of 1571, 23 of the Amsterdam keur of 1598, 25 of the Middelburg.keur of 
1600, and 19 of the Rotterdam keur of 1604. 

124 Van Zurek Codex Batavus sv 'Assurantie' par 23 referred to those legislative provisions (s 13 of the 
placcaat of 1571, and ss 23 of the Amsterdam and 25 of the Middelburg keu_ren) as concerning insurance 
'in diverse plaetsen gedaen zynde', ie, as concerning double insurance and not, or at least not merely, 
co-insurance. · ' 

125 See further § 4.5 infra. 

126 Praelectiones 1474a-C (ad 111.24.17). 

127 He used the following example to illustrate the point If goods worth /10 000 were insured by A for 
f5 000 and then by B also for f5 000, It apparently made no difference whether B had signed the same or 
a different policy. If the goods were totally lost. the insured could claim f5 000 from A and /5 000 from B 
also because the insurance by B in this case (where it did not amount to over-insurance) was perfectly 
valid. And if this was true in the case of a total loss, it was also true in the case of a partial loS$. So; if half 
of the value of the goods had been lost. each insurer would have to pay /2 500. 
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eluded, that the rule applicat5i~~'.fr1 'the case~·cwcb-insurance and double insurance 
simpliciter was everywhere recognised by custom and accepted as certain and 
indisputable. 

Finally, Van der Linden12a confirmed this exposition by indicating that several 
policies could be underwritten for one and the same insurance (that is, that double 
insurance was permissible) and that legal problems only arose in this regard where 
such double insurance amounted to over-insurance. 

4 Over-insurance 

4.1 Introduction 

Over-insurance occurred, most simply, where property was insured for more 
than the value of that property. Put differently, there was over-insurance where the sum 
insured exceeded the insurable or the agreed value of the property in question. 

Even if the sum or sums insured on particular property did not exceed the value> 
of that property, such insurance or, in the case of double insurance, such insurances 
could still amount to over-insurance, though. One example of that was where the prop
erty in question did not belong or did not belong fully to the insured.129 Thus, in an 
opinion1ao delivered in 1622 on the correctness of a judgment of the Rotterdam Cham
ber of Insurance, the view was expressed that it was correct that where the insured had 
sold his share in a ship prior to the insurance of that share in the ship, he did not in the 
case of the loss of the ship have any claim ag~inst the insurer, and that the same would 
be the case if someone insured goods ori a ~Hip where he in fact did not have anything 
on that ship. 131 The same appears from a further opinion from 1669132 to the effect that 
an insurance for a larger amount than the value of the insured's interest or, as it was 
also put, for more than the extent to which he was at risk, was133 automatically invalid to 

128 Koopmans handboek IV.6.7. 

129 Put differently (but in a way in which, because of the under-developed interest theory, it was not 
generally put at the time in the Roman-Dutch sources), where the sum or sums insured exceeded the 
value of the insured's interest in that property. 

130 See Hollandse consultatien vol I cons 234. 

131 See further as to the opinion eg Van Zurek Codex Batavus sv 'Assurantie' par 23 n1; La Leck Register 
sv 'assurantie' (insurance concluded for more than the insured has an interest is invalid as to the excess). 

132 See Nederlands advysboek vol II adv 120. The opinion has already been considered in detail in 
connection with insurance for another (see ch X § 2.4.3 supra) and will be mentioned again in § 4.3 at 
n191 infra. 

133 By reason of such over-insurance, although that was not e>Cpressly so stated. 
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the extent of such excess. 134 Bynkershoek135 therefore declared with reference to this 
opinion that an insured could not insure for more than his interest ('verder ... dan voor 
zo verre hy interest in 't schip heeft'). 

Before considering the liability of insurers in the case of over-insurance in more 
detail, a number of ancillary matters, which are nevertheless germane to the topic, may 
be noted very briefly . 

Over-insurance was one of the practices occurring in connection with insurance 
contracts which involved, more than virtually any other, a great potential for fraud on 
the part of the insured. ltwas a better proposition for the insured if the ship or goods he 
had insured in excess of the amount he stood to lose should they be lost, were in fact 
lost rather than that they should arrive safely at their destination. Frauds perpetrated by 
insured because they were over-insured on different policies concluded in different 
places or even in the same place were not uncommon in the sixteenth century.136 Not 
surprisingly, over-insurance was from early on frowned upon by the courts137 and it 
was one of the factors relied upon by Ferufini in support of his proposals i_n the 1550's 
for the compulsory registration of insu.rance policies. 138 It was also one of the matters 
which the various legislatures sought to regulate from early on, to the extent not merely 
of prohibiting over-insurance but in fact prohibiting full-value insurance and even on 
one occasion prohibiting the conclusion of any insurance at all. 139 

Furthermore, although not an instance of over-insurance in the true sense of the 
word, 140 the case where property was, in breach of the prohibition on. full-value 
insurance, insured for more than the permitted proportion of its value, 141 was, for as 

134 '[A]sseurantie tot meerder zomme gedaan, als de Geasseureerde daar by interest heeft, is nopende 
het meerder invalide', Also: '[D]at niemand zig verder kan doen verzekeren, als hy risqueert, en dat dlen 
volgende de verdere verzekering nu/ is, en van zelven komt te vervallen, behoudens restomo van de 
premie, volgens de ordonnantie en het ordinaris gebruik in materle van Assi.frantle'. 

135 Quaestiones juris prlvati IV.1. 

136 See De Groote 'ZeeverzekerJng' 215 for an example of an insurance fraud in Antwerp In the sixteenth 
century which involved a merchant instructing four or five different brokers to have the same risk 
underwritten by merchants of the various nations (guilds) present in the city. 

137 Already in 1470 the Bruges Schepenen Court in M Jeroneme Vento v Pierre de Perandre & Roliatrd 
van der Vlamincpoorte (see GHHodts-van. Sev~ren Cartulaire vol II lit 203-204) rulE:!(f against an insured 
who had, as the insurers alleged, insured goods for more than they were worth. See also De Groote 
Zeeassurantie 16; De Roever 'Early Examples' 199. 

138 See again ch IV § 1.3.2 supra and ch VIII § 3.3 supra. 

139 See further§ 5.2 infra as to the prohibition on full-value Insurance. 

140 As will become apparent, a fundamental distinction existecl between the prohibition on full-value 
Insurance and the prohibition on over~insurance. 

141 That Is, in excess of the permissible amount of compulsory under-insurance, even if not in excess of 
either the value of the property or of the value of the insurecl's Interest 1.n that property. 
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long as that prohibition existea: ln · Roman-Dutch· insurance legislation, treated in the 
Roman-Dutch sources as being on a par with the case of over-insurance proper.142 

The time when it had to be determined whether an insured was in fact over
insured was not the time when the insurance was or any of the insurances were con
cluded, but rather the time when the loss occurred. This was a crucial factor, given that 
the value of ships and goods fluctuated over time, as could the value of the insured's. 
interest in such ships or goods. 143 

Over-insurance could occur in several forms. It could occur, as has already 
been stressed, on a single policy underwritten by one insurer or, more likely, by several 
co-insurers; or it could occur through double insurance, that is, on two or more policies 
each in turn underwritten by one or more insurers. 144 

In either of these forms, over-insurance could further occur innocently and in 
good faith or intentionally and in bad faith, 145 and different consequences resulted 
depending on which of these forms of over-insurance was present 146 Bona fide over
insurance on a single policy occurred, for example, where the insured expected a con
signment of a particular quantity of goods from abroad which he insured for the value 
of that quantity of goods, and where it then turned out that a lesser quantity of goods 
had been consigned to him. Ma/a fide over-insurance on a single policy occurred 
where the insured, knowing the value of his property at risk, intentionally insured' such 
property in excess of that value. Likewise, bona fide over-insurance through double 
insurance most frequently (but not only) occurred in practice where a merchant, 
expecting goods from abroad, himself insured the consignment locally while, 
unbeknown to him, the consignor of the goods or his factor or partner abroad had also 
insured that consignment on his behalf. ·Mala fide over-insurance through double 
insurance occurred where a merchant insured his property knowing full well that it had 
already been insured against the same perils in terms of another policy, either by him
self147 or by someone else on his behalf. 

142 See § 5.1 infra for more detail on this point. 

· 143 This appears from Bynkershoek's explanation (Quaestiones juris privati IV.1) of the opinion of 1669 
(Nederlands advysboek vol II adv 120) as well as from a decision of the Hoage Raad in 1707 (see 
Bynkershoek Observationes tumultuariae obs 296; idem Quaestiones juris privati IV.3), both of which will 
be considered in more particulars in § 4.3 infra. 

144 For the difference, see generally eg Hammacher 95-98; Reatz Geschichte 129-132. 

145 The distinction was not always clearly drawn between, most properly, non-fraudulent (which includes 
negligent) and fraudulent over-insurance. More usually innocent and fraudulent over-insurance were 
simply juxtaposed as if they covered all the possible types of over-insurance. 

146 Intentional over-insurance was generally regarded as fraud, so that all the civil and criminal 
consequences of fraud (see again ch XIV supra) followed, including the nullity of the insurance contract. 
By contrast, in the case of non-fraudulent over-insurance, the insurance was void only in so far as the 
permissible limit had been exceeded. See further generally Hammacher 96-97. 

147 In which case his knowledge of the existence of the other insurance was easily established. 
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The underlying principle applicable in the case of over-insurance, and the one 
which, according to Van der Keessel, went to the root of insurance, 148 and which was 
generally recognised, 149 was that an insured was not to be permitted to obtain more 
than a mere indemnity of his loss by reason of any form of over-insurance or, as Van 
der Keessel put it, by reason of an insurance in excess of the insured's interest, 
whether that be by way of one or more policies. F=urther, because an insured could not, 
in the case of over-insurance, recover the amount or amounts on the policy or policies 
in question in full, but only so much as provided him with an indemnity, the amount or 
amounts insured on the policy or policies ih question had to be reduced and with it the 
liability of insurers for those amounts. The crucial question was how the insurers' 
liability had to be reduced. 1so .· 

Various possibilities presented themselves in this regard. Thus, the liability of all 
the insurers involved could simply be extinguished in the case of over-insurance; or 
their liability could be reduced proportionally;1s1 or the liability of only one or some of 
the insurers involved could be reduced or, if necessary, extinguished. If the latter option 
had to apply, the further question was who of the insurers would have their liabilities 
reduced or extinguished and who not. In this regard the most obvious possibility in 
eliminating the over-insurance was to reduce or if necessary to extinguish the liability of 
the last insurer or set of insurers first, and that of the first insurer or set of insurers 
last 152 

As wiU .be explained in more .detail shortly, as regards the reduction of insurer 
liability in the case of over-insurance, Roman-l;>utch law drew a fundamental distinction 
betvv'een over-insurance occurring on a single policy and over-insurance occurring 
through double insurance. It drew a further equally crucial distinction between innocent 

148 See Van der Keessel Praelectiones 1437(ad111.24.4) explaining why, in the case of insurance anew in 
terms of s 25 of the Amsterdam keur of 1744 (see again ch VII § 4.1 supra as to solvency reinsurance), 
the first insurer had to be notified of the conclusion of the second insurance and why the ~ction against 
the first Insurer had to be ceded to the second Insurer. 

149 Albeit not always explici:tly by all the commentators or in all legislative measures. Hammacher 96 
notes that the prohibition on over-insurance was a consequence of the prohibition in insurance law on the 
enrichment of the insured and that although the latter operated from the commencement of insurance in 

. Its modern form, It was prior to the nineteenth century only once expressly formulated in insurance 
leglslatlon, namely in the Prussian Allgemeines Landrecht of 1794. 

1so Thus, whereas in the case of co-insurance and double insurance simpliciter the question was slrnply 
how the insurers were to be liable for the. loss,: the question in the a1se of over-insurance was not only 
how the Insurers were to be liable for the insured's loss but at the same time also how their liabOity had to 
be reduced to ensure that the insured did not obta.ined more than only a compensation for his loss. 

1s1 That is, the reduction of liability could occur on the same basis as the imposition of liability in the case 
of co-Insurance and double insurance simpliciter, namely, according to the proportionality principle, in 
the same proportion as their respective subscriptions. 

152 Put differently, the priority principle had to be applied so that the first insurer or insurers were liable to 
the extent that there was no over-insurance. and the last insurer or insurers were to be relieved of liability 
to the extent of any over-insurance. lnsuranc~ concluded earlier in time remained in existence while 
subsequent contracts were avoided flrSt to the ex.tent of any over-insurance. 
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or accidental (or non-fraudulent): over-insurarice·and intentional over-insurance in bad 
faith. In the process it offered three solutions for three different cases of over-insurance, 
namely bona fide over-insurance on a single policy; bona fide over-insurance through 
double insurance; and ma/a fide over-insurance, whether on a single policy or on 
several policies. 

The solutions adopted by the formal Roman-Dutch law with regard to the dif~ 
ferent instances of over-insurance were, very briefly and by way of introduction, as fol
lows. 

First, in the case of bona fide over-insurance on a single policy, the policy in 
question remained valid to the extent of the insured's loss and the liability of the co- · 
insurers involved, 1s3 all being severally and proportionally liable, were likewise all 
proportionally reduced. It did not matter ih which order the insurers had signed the 
policy. Their liability being several, it was not possible for the insured to recover more 
from any one insurer than his proportionate part. Therefore, no question of contribution 
between co-insurers arose in Roman-Dutch law in the case of over-insurance since 
none arose between them where there was no over-insurance. 

Secondly, in the case of bona fide over-insurance through double insurance, the 
proportionality rule was not recognised (that is, there was no proportional deduction of 
the liability of all the insurers or sets of insurers involved) but the priority principle 
governed. Accordingly, the first insurers or set of insurers were liable first while the last 
insurers or set of insurers were relieved of their liability first in so far as it was necessary 
to ensure that there was no over-compensation of the insured's loss. Thus, insurers on 
the policy earlier in time were liabl.e in priority ~o those on a later policy or policies while 
the latter insurers were in turn relieved of tH~if liability first to the extent that the earlier 
insurances sufficed to indemnify the insured. 

As regards (non-fraudulent) over-insurance a distinction was therefore drawn in 
Roman-Dutch law1s4 between the principle applicable as a rule in the case of co
insurance and double insurance simpliciter, and over-insurance on a single policy, 
namely that of equal proportioriate liability, and the principle applicable, as an exception 
to the rule, in the case of bona fide over-insurance through double insurance, namely 
that of priority. 155 At the risk of overstatement, the following summary may be offered of 
the position. In the case of co-insurance and double insurance simpliciter, the insurers 

153 In the case ofa single insurer, of course, none of the problems mentioned here ever arose. 

154 This distinction most clearly appeared from the exposition by Van der Keessel Theses selectae th 763 
and 764(ad111.24.17); idem Praelectiones 14748-c (ad 111.24.17). 

155 Two examples may be used by way of illustration of the distinction between the first and second 
cases. (i) If a ship worth f 2 400 was insured for /3 000 in terms of a single policy underwritten by a single 
insurer for f 3 000, his liability was reduced to f 2 400; if the single policy was underwritten by four insurers 
for /1 000, /1 000, /500 and /500 each, their liabilities were reduced to /800, /800, /400 and /400 
respectively. (iij If a ship worth /2 400 was insured for /2 000 in terms of policy A (by two insurers for 
f 1 ooo each) and for a further f 1 000 in terms of policy B (by two insurers for /500 each), the liability of 
the insurers on policy A was not reduced at all (the two insurers therefore being liable for /1 000 each) 
while the liability of the insurers in terms of policy B was reduced to /400, and that of two insurers 
involved respectively to /200 each. 
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were all liable proportionately. Likewise, in the first case of over-insurance, namely of 
over-insurance on a single policy, there was a proportional reduction of the Uability of all 
the co-insurers. By contrast; in the second case of over-insurance, namely of over
insurance through double insurance, there was no proportional reduction of the liability 
of all the insurers involved but rather a chronological reduction. with later policies being 
in a preferred position. 1se 

In the second case of over-insurance the dates of the policies involved157 were 
crucially relevant. But again, as liability on the different policies arose sequentially, and 
as the liability for the insurers on each of these policies was a proportional and several 
liability, the insured could never recover from any one insurer or on any one policy 
more than was due by that insurer or in terms of that policy. Accordingly in the case of 
over.;.insurance through double insurance no question ever arqse in Roman-Dutch law 
of any right of contribution between the insurers involved. 

The third case was that of fraudulent over-insurance. In whatever form, 1ss all 
insurances involved were declared void and all the insurers involved on the respective 
policies were relieved of their liability. While in the case of a bona fide over-insurance 
the main concern was to maintain the. indemnity principle and to ensure that there was 
no recovery in excess of the amount of the insured's loss, different considerations were 
applicable in the case of ma/a fide over-insurance. There the elimination of fraud was 
the guiding concern and this resulted in the adoption of the most drastic of all the solu
tions, namely the vitiation of all the policies, irrespective of the order in which they were 
concluded. The insured did not simply have the total amount of his claims reduced in 
accordance with the extent of his loss but in fact lost all those claims and had none at 
all .. 

In a succinct but deceptively simple summary of the application of the above 
principles to the insured's claim, Van der Linden159 merely explained that the insurer 
has a legal defence against the claim of the insured in the case of over-insurance, in 
consequence of which the sum or sums insured had to be reduced to the real value of 
the insured's interest. He did not begin to explain how this reduction influenced the 
liability of the insurers involved in the different possible instances, although he did state 
that the insured's action was lost if he had over-insured fraudulently. 

The position in Roman-Dutch law of the insured and of the various insurers 
involved in the case of over-insurance may now be investigated in more detail with 
reference to the relevant sources. 

156 Thus, the earlier policies bore the loss first while the reduction of liability commenced from the last 
policies. The policies were successively avoided to the extent of the over-insurance, beginning With the 
policy concluded last in time. 

157 As distinct from the dates on which the individual insurers had l!nderwritten each of those policies. If 
the policy was not dated, as it usually was, it is uncertain which date was taken as the appropriate date in 
Roman-Dutch law, the date on which the first in$urer subscribed to the policy, or the date on which the 
last one did, or even some other date. 

158 That is, whether on a single policy or by way of double insurance. 

159 Koopmans handboek IV.6.10: 
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4.2 The Early Legislative Regulation 

The legal position of the parties to the insurance contract in the case of an over
insurance was first treated in ss 14 and 15 of title VII of the placcaat 1563 and then in 
surprising particularity. The sections dealt, respectively, with intentional or_ fraudulent 
and with accidental or non-fraudulent over-insurance.160 · 

Section 14 concerned two situations. The first was where goods were or a ship 
was insured in different places (that is, double-insurance) without any notice of that fact 
having been given to the later insurer but where it was intentionally concealed ('willens 
ende wetens verswijgende') in order to claim more than once for a loss and to obtain 
more than the value of the insured goods or ship. Thus, this was the case of fraudulent 
over-insurance through double insurance. The second situation was where goods or a 
ship were insured for more than was permitted by the placcaat. This was therefore the 
case of over-insurance, 1s1 presumably on a single policy1s2 and presumably also fraud
ulently coricluded. 163 In these two situations, s 14 provided, the insured had no claim in 
respect of his loss on his insurances from any of the insurers involved ('dat die selve ter 
saken van sijnder asseurantien, vanden Asseureerders, oft eenige van dien niet en sal 
inogen eysschen'), nor any claim for the recovery of the premium of such insurances, 
which was forfeited to the authorities with a bona fide insurer being entitled to retain the 
customary half per cent. 164 _ 

Therefore, in the case of fraudulent over-insurance, the policy or policies in 
question were avoided and all the insurers involved were relieved of liability. In addition 
the insured was not permitted to recover any ~f_ the premiums he had paid in respect of 
those insurances.165 Section 14 was passed not only to prevent the insured obtaining 

160 Section 12 provided that no one could value ('tauxeren') his insured goods or merchandise in excess 
of their real value ('over de ghemeyne weerde ende va/eur vanden selven'). This, it would appear, dealt 
not with over-insurance but with over-valuation (see again ch XVII § 5.2 supra) or possibly even, given the 
mention here of the valuation of 'insured' goods, with an excessive claim (see ch XVII § 4.2 supra as to 
proof of the amount of the loss). 

1s1 In the form, specifically, of insurance in excess of the permitted portion of the value and not merely 
(although that would no doubt also have been included) insurance in excess of the value of the ship or 
goods. 

162 This was presumably so because of the contrast with the first situation where insurances were 
concluded in different places. 

163 This was presumably so given that s 15 was specifically concerned with over-insurance where there 
was no fraud. 

164 As to the recovery and forfeiture of premiums in the case of over-insurance, see again ch XI§§ 6.2.2 
and 6.3.1 supra respectively. 

165 As to s 14, see eg Van Zurek Codex Batavus sv 'Assurantie' par 23; Van der Keessel Praelectiones 
1474a-c (ad 111.24.17) (ins 14 it was provided that no over-insurance by different policies was permitted); 
Goudsmit Zeerecht 247-248; Jolles 66-67; Kracht 20; and Oelofse 289 (who seemingly did not realise that 
s 14 was concerned with ma/a fide over-insurance and that the position was differently regulated - by s 15 
- in the case of bona fide over-insurance). 
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more than an indemnity because of his intentional over-insurance, but also to prevent 
the growing abuses in connection with the return of premiums. Especially in times of 
war, different premium rates could be obtained in different places, and insured 
shopped around for cheaper rates, hoping_ to cancel more expensive insurances con
cluded earlier and to claim a return of the premium paid on them when a cheaper 
insurance had been found. Section 14, it may be thought, was passed also if not 
primarily to prevent this evil. 166 

Section 15 concerned the situation where goods167 were found to be insured in 
different places without any fraud on the part of the insured ('sonder eenige fraude 
vanden geasseureerden'), that is, with bona fide over-insurance- through double 
insurance. In such cases, the section provided, the first insurat1ce alone -was liable if 
that insurance was sufficient to cover all the goods in so far as it was permitted to 
insure them, and if not the balance ('reste') was borne by the next insurance which 
remained valid to that extent ('naest volgende ... blyven staen'), such further insurance, 
however, becoming null and void ('dood ende te niete') in so far as it exceeded that 
balance. And where the next policy was so avoided, the premium had to be returned, 
the insurer1sa being entitled, however, to retain a half per cent of the premium as was 
the custom. 159 

-Therefore, in the case of bona fide over-insurance through double insurance, the 
insurance concluded first remained valid and the insurer or insurers who had 
-underwritten it remained liable to the extent that, taken alone, it did not amount to an 
over-insurance. To the extent that the first policy did not in fact amount to a full-value 
insurance, the second policy remained valid to the extent that it, taken with the first 
policy, did not amount to an over-insurance. The same applied to any further policies 
which may have been concluded on the same property.170 

166 See Dreyer 142-143 for this point. 

167 But seemingly not, or at least not expressly, a ship. 

168 Presumably only if he was innocent, though. It was at least theoretically possible for the insured to 
_ have been l)ona fide (which was necessary for the over-insurance to have been a bona fide over
insurance) but for the insurer or one of them to have been aware of the fact of the over-insurance and 
therefore ma/a fide. -

169 As to s 15, see Van der Keessel Theses selectae th 763(ad111.24.17); idem Praelectiones 14748-c (ad 
111.24.17) who explained as follows what happened to the two policies in the case of over-insurance 
through double insura,nce. The policy prior in tim~ alone remained valid up to the sum insured. The later 
policy (or policies, although Van der Keessel did not foresee-such a possibHity) was void at least to the 
extentto which the earlier policy had left nothing which might still be insured and the later insurance was 
thus only valid for the balance, if any, up to the amount still short of the value of the insured property, but 
null and void for any amount In excess of that See also Goudsmit Zeerecht 247-248 and the other 
references in n165 supra. 

170 Various possibilities therefore existed. (i) If a ship worth /2 ooo was insured for f 1 500 by policy A and 
for /1 000 by policy B, the insured could in the case of a total loss recover in full f 1 500 on policy A and 
only up to f 5oo on policy B. (iij If a ship worth /2 000 was insured for /2 000 by policy A and for /1 000 
by policy B, the insured could in the case of a total loss recover in ftill f 2 000 on_ pallcy A and nothing at 
all on policy B. ~iij If a ship worth f2 000 was insured for /2 500 by policy A and for f 1 000 by policy B, 
the Insured could in the case of a totalloss recover only /2 000 on polJcy A and nothing at all on policy B. 
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Section 15 therefore established a hierarchy: of policies and applied the priority 
principle to establish the order in which liability was imposed upon (or, seen from the 
other side, the order in which the liability was reduced of) the insurers or sets of 
insurers involved in the case of an over-insurance by successive policies. In the case of 
a bona fide over-insurance the different insurers or sets of co-insurers in terms of the 
separate policies were therefore not treated as co-insurers which were all 'equally~ 
liable, each for his own proportion. This point was stressed by the Roman-Dutch 
authors who referred to s 15 of the placcaat of 1563 and who specifically compared it 
to and contrasted it with the- provisions on co-insurance contained in s 13 of the plac
caat of 1571. 171 

While s 15 dealt in express terms with bona fide over-insurance through double 
insurance, it made no pertinent mention of the position where such over-insurance 
occurred on a single policy. However, the legal position in that case was implicit in its 
provisions and the solution analogous. Just as the first policy in the case of double 
insurance remained valid only up to amount of the insured's loss or the extent of the 
permitted insurance, so too the single policy. To the extent that it provided an over
insurance, it was void and a proportionate return of the premium was required, subject 
to the customary deduction of a half per cent In effect, therefore, s 15 also embodied 
the underlying principle governing instances of over-insurance, namely the mainte
nance of the indemnity principle. 112 _ 

The placcaat of 1571 was less expansive on the topic of over-insurance.173_ It 
merely stated the general principle in s 3, namely that no insurance could be con
cluded, whether with one or several insurers, in respect of imports or exports, except _ 
below the real value of the goods concerned ('Cian onder de oprechte ende ghemeene 

171 As to s 13, see again § 2.2 supra. See eg Van Zurek Codex Batavus sv 'Assurantie' par 23 who 
contrasted ma/a fide insurance in excess of what was permissible and (over-) insurance fraudulently 
concluded in-different places (in terms of s 14 of the placcaat of 1563) not with bona fide over-insurance 
(in terms of s 15 of the placcaat of 1563) but rather with co-insurance in terms of s 13 of the placcaat of 
1571. This may have lead Jolles 66-67 to state, quite incorrectly, that the principle (ins 15) that dnly·the 
first insurance remained valid was not followed in s 13 of the placcaat of 1571, which provided that the 
last insurer was to participate in the loss or profit in the same way as the first insurer. These two sections 
were in fact concerned with distinguishable situations, namely with over-insurance through double 
insurance and with co-insurance respectively. Scheltinga Dictata ad 111.24.17 first explained the position in 
the case of co-insurance and then noted that In terms of s 15 the position was otherwise when 
'verscheide assuradeurs op verscheide tyden verscheide policen van asse. geteekend hebben'. 

172 Thus, as already appeared from the earlier examples, if a ship worth f2 000 was insured for f2 500 on 
a single policy, the insured could in the case of a total loss recover only f2 000 on that policy and no 
more. And, remember, the co-insurers on that policy were liable proportionally for that amount and not 
successively in the order in which they had underwritten it. 

173 It treated co-insurance in more detai ins 13. See again§ 2.2 supra. 
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weerde van dien').174 However, it gave no indication of the consequences of any over
insurance. 

In the Amsterdam keur of 1598 this general principle was again stated in s 2, 115 

namely that no insurance could be made, whether with one or with more· insurers, for 
imports or exports, otherwise that below the real value of the goods ('dan onder de 
oprechte encie gemeene weerde van dien)'.17a Interestingly enough, ss 31 and 32 of 
the Middelburg keur of 1600, both of which had no counterparts in the otherwise 
virtually identical Amsterdam keur of 1598, repeated the provisions of ss 14 and 15 of 
title VII of the placcaat 1563 almost to the letter.177 Obviously the Middelburg Legisla
ture had realised that the omission of any regulation of over-insurance was serious 
enough to warrant a departure from its Amsterdam model. The Middelburg keur of 
1600 was therefore the first Roman-Dutch insurance legislation to deal with both co~ 
insurance On s 25) and over-insurance (in ss 31 and 32). 

Van der Keesse111s commented on ss 31 and 32.179 He noted the fundamental 
principle contained in s 31, namely that an insured could not obtain a profit by being 
over-insured. In fact, in the case of a intentional contravention of this principle, the 
insurers were not liable at all, and the premium was forfeited, subject to an ignorant 
'insurer•1so retaining a half per cent of it. However, in terms of s 32, in the case of dif
ferent insurances being concluded bona fide in different places on the same goods, the 
first insurance was valid if it was appropriate;1s1 if not, the second insurance too was 
effective for the balance but no further .. In this case, though, presumably because of the 
absence of any fraud, the (part_ial) invalidity of the first and/or the second insurance 

174 Likewise, in terms of s 29, the insurance of imports or exports over land or internal waters could not 
exceed the value of such insured goods and also had to remain uninsured to a further extent And in 
terms of s 30, the insurance of goods being imported by sea. internal waters or over land from foreign 
countries and regions had to be below the value of such goods ('welverstaende altijts dat de voorz 
verseeckeringe sat wesen onder de waerde vande voorz, Koopmanschappen') and a specified part 
therefore had to remain uninsured. As to this compulsory under-insurance, see § 5.2 infra, 

175 As It was also in s 3 of the Middelburg keur of 1600. 

17e 1n terms of s 15 of the Amsterdam keur ands 27 of the Middelburg keur this principle was restated in 
respect of goods carried over land or by internal Waters. 

177 See Enschede 32; Goudsmlt Zeerecht 4Q3; and Weskett Digest 187-188 sv 'double-insurance' par 2. 

178 Praelectiones 1437 (ad 111.24.4) and 1474a-c (ad 111.24.17). 

179 And therefore also indirectly on ss 14 and 15 of theplaccaat of 1563. 

180 And not an ignorant insured ('g6llsseureerde') as is stated in the version of s 31 in GPB vol I at 872. 
. Section 14 of the placcaat of 1563 had spoken of 'Asseureerder. An insured could hardly be unaware of 

an over-i.nsurance he had himself intentionally concluded. See also n168 supra. 

1s1 By which Van der Keessel probably meant if it was sufficient in amount and not in itself already 
amounted to ari over-insurance, 
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occurred with a proportionate returh of the premium or premiums in question, subject 
again to the insurers retaining the customary half per cent. 1a2 

It appears clearly from the earlier writers on insurance that the application of the 
priority principle to over-insurance through double insurance and the invalidity of all 
policies in the case of ma/a fide over-insurance were not new principles. Straccha, 1aa 
for one, considered the position of a person who had insured himself in different places 
(that is, had over-insured himself) in some detail. He distinguished three possibilities. 
First, if such insurances were ma/a fide, for example with a view to making a profit on 
an old ship by scuttling her and then claiming on the different policies, the insured was 
punishable for fraud. But there was no presumption of such fraud, for no one was 
presumed to have destroyed his own property even if it had been over-insured by 
several policies. Secondly, where such insurances in different places were concluded 
without bad faith but with a view to protect himself and without exceeding the value of 
the goods, they were not improper. This occurred daily, Straccha noted, because of 
the fact that insurance cover for the full value was not always available in one place. 
Thirdly, where different insurances were concluded in different places without any fraud 
but in good faith but each for the full value of the goods in question (thus, double 
insurance and over-insurance), such as where both the consignee and the consignor 
or the master insured a consignment of goods, the question arose which insurance 
was valid? Straccha stressed that the insured could not claim the sum insured1s4 on 
both policies because he could not be enriched, and further because this was also not 
a case of a novation of the first insurance by the second insurance. That being the 
case, did each of the different insurers (or s.e!s of insurers) have to pay half or did one 
of them have to pay the full sum ·insured? The solution, Straccha explained, was that 
the first insurance was valid and not the second. 185 

In Antwerp customary law, 186 where the proportional liability of all co-insurers on 
a single policy in the case where there was no over-insurance, irrespective of the order 
in which they had signed the policy, was provided for, 1s7 a different position pertained, 
though, where the single policy in question insured more than had been loaded, that is, 

182 The liability of the insurers inter se on the first policy as of those on the second policy remained 
proportional in terms of s 25, of course (see again§ 2.2 supra as to co-insurance). See eg Magens Essay 
vol I at 13 who explained With reference to s 25 that all the insurers who had signed upon the first policy 
bore the loss proportionally, those on the second policy contributing nothing to it. 

183 De assecurationibus 11.3. See too eg Casaregis Discursus 1.89-90. 

184 Rather. the amount of his loss. 

185 Again he used the analogy of the contract of sale to justify the application of the priority principle in 
this instance. The position was just as in the case of sale of the same object to two persons, when the 
general rule also was that the first sale was valid but not the second one. As to insurance and sale, see 
again ch I § 4.1 supra. 

186 As to which see generally Mullens 86-87. 

187 In art 149 of the Compilatae of 1609. See again§ 2.2 n32 supra. 
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where there was over-insuran·ce. In that case, art 150188 of the Compilatae of 1609 pro
vided for the chronological or priority principle to be applied. The loss was to be borne 
by those who had underwritten the policy in questton first ('alsdan wort de schade 
gedragen bij de gene die eerst geteeckent hebben'), subject to the· fact that those who 
had signed on the same day were liable proportionally ('staen in eenen graet') as if they 
had signed together and simultaneously. Therefore, in the case of over-insurance on a 
single policy the rule was that in principle only the first insurers were liable; unless they 
had signed on the same day, in which case the proportionality principle applied as it did 
in the case of co-insurance not amounting to over-insurance. It was therefore not 
assumed and accepted in Antwerp practice, as it was in the case Of the formal placcaat 
of 1571 and in the subsequent municipal keuren, thatall co-insurers on a single. policy 
had signed on the same day and that the liability of co-insurers in the case of over
insurancewas accordingly invariably reduced proportionally. The fact that it may have 

·been difficult to determine the order in which underwriters had subscribed a policy, 
given that they may not have dated their subscriptions, may be the explanation for the 
different position pertaining in the formal sources. 

Equally, by art 153 of the Compilatae, in the case of over-insurance through 
double insurance Onsurance 'in verscheijde policen oft [op] verscheijden p/aetsen'), 189 

only the first insurance was effective in so far as it was sufficient to the extent for which 
one could insure. If it did not cover the whole permissible insurable amount, it was sup
plemented by the second insurance ('soo blijft de reste staen op de navolgende ver
sekeringe') which was itself void to the extent that that amount was exceeded ('meer 
dan de resterende versekerde goeden'). 

Article 154 qualified this by making it clear that this was so when such 
insurances were concluded in good faith in different places or on different days. If 
someone had purposely ('willens ende wetens') concluded such second or further 
insurance without having warned the earlier insurers in an attempt to make a profit ('om 

188 Of pa.r 4, title 11, part IV (see De Longe vol IV at 262). 

189 On the conclusion of an insurance contract, the insured had in terms of art 44 (of par 2, title 11, part 
IV: see De Longe vol IV at 218) to ,give the insurer notice of (le, he had .to mention in the policy) the 
existence (and the date of and sum insured by) any other insurance on the same ship or goods, or of the 
fact that the conclusion elsewhere of such other insurance had been Instructed. And if such other 
insu~nce was subsequently instructed or concluded, the insurer also had to be notified immediately. 
When the insured wished to claim a compensation or a return of premium, he had to present all the 
policies to the insurers so that the reduction of their liabilities could be worked out ('moet de policen 
bijeen brengen om geconfereert ende d'een tegens d'ander gesien te warden; ten einde hiervoore 
[hieronder} verhaelt'), In terms of art 86 (of par 3, title 11, part IV: see De Longe vol IV at 236), the 
premium Was not due or was recoverable in ihe case of over-insurance. However, if the insured had 
known of the other insurance but had not notified the insurer, then, In terms of art 90, there was no return 
but the premium had to be p~id in full as if the Insurers had run the risk ('a/ oft de versekeraers metter 
daet fperijckel geloopen hadden'). · 

In the event of a claim on t.he policy, the insured had to notify the insurer of the fact that no 
further or additional Insurance had been concluded eit.her at the place of Insurance or elsewhere and that 
he was unaware of any such insurance (see art 266). Despite this declanition, it remained open (in terms 
of art 268) to the insurers to prove the contrary and if it were found that any impropriety h~d occurred and 
that the insured had also insured elsewhere in bad faith, he was not only deprived of his action but also 
punished accordingly. · 
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' 
bij dijen middele twee oft drijma'els0 oft meerderen prijs oft weerden van sijn versekerde 
goeden oft schepen te genieten'), then not only would the insured have no action at all 
but he would also forfeit all the premiums.190 

Although they differed as regards the position in the case of over-insurance·on a 
single policy, in the case of over-insurance through double insurance customary law 
and formal law therefore agreed on which principle had to be applied, namely the 
priority principle. · 

4.3 Decisions and Opinions on Over-insurance 

The first opinion to deal with the consequences of over-insurance, and more 
specifically with over-insurance in the form of insurance in an amount exceeding the 
value of the insured's interest, was delivered in 1669. 191 The owner of a one-sixth part in 
a ship had insured himself in Amsterdam for a one-third share of the ship in the amount 
off 20 000. He also insured his goods on the ship by the same policy for f 1 200. Sub
sequently he took out another insurance on the goods loaded for his account on the 
ship in the amount of/600. When he claimed this latter amount on the second policy, 
the insurer refused payment on the ground that at the time the insured had concluded 
this insurance, he was already insured by his first policy for more than the value of his 
share in the ship and his goods ('alrede meerder verzekert was, als zijn gedeelte in dat 
Schip en goederen quam te bedragen'). 

The advocate delivering the opinion thought that the second insurer was nQt 
liable. He noted that an insured was not perm,itted to insure for more than his actual 
interest ('gerequireert dat de Geassureerde:tig niet verder of meerder laat verzekeren 
als hy in der daad in de vojagie, daar op de Assurantie geschied, geinteresseert is') 
and that it was trite that where he insured in excess of his interest, the insurance was 
invalid to that extent ('zoo is a/om en genoegzaam eendragtelijk gerecipieert, dat 
iemand zig verder latende verzekeren als hy geinteresseert is, de Assurantie als dan 
niet gehouden is'). 192 Because here the insured was already over-insured by his first 
policy, the second insurance was automatically invalid and of no effect ('zonder effect 
en invalide'). 193 It may be noted that the assumption was that the second insurance 

190 In terms of art 155, where the insured had acted in contravention of this and had succe9ded in 
recovering a 'double' compensation, he risked having to give it all back together with twelve per cent 
interest ('den selve wederomme te geven, metten interest van dijen tegens twee/ff ten honderden') and 
being punished corporally. 

191 See Nederlands advysboek vol II adv 120. 

192 In this regard reference was made to s 2 of the Amsterdam keur of 1598; s 3 of the Middelburg keur of 
1600; s 2 of the Rotterdam keur of 1604; Roccus De assecurationibus note; Straccha De 
assecurationibus X; Santema De assecurationibus 111.12; and s 11 of the placcaat of 1571. Interestingly 
enough, there was no reference toss 14 and 15 of the placcaat of 1563 which directly governed over
insurance. 

193 As to the insured's further argument that the second insurer was liable because at the time of the 
conclusion of the second insurance he had already transferred half of the first insurance to his partner 
f medestander') in the ship and goods, see again ch X § 5 supra. 
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was not totally invalid but only invalid to the extent that it and any earlier insurance put 
together amounted to an over-insurance ('nopende h~t meerder').194 

This was the position, the opinion continued, even if the· over-insurance 
occurred without the intervention of the insured and without his knowledge (tha~ is, 
where the over-insurance was bona fide), such as when a merchant gave instructions 
at various places for the insurance of his goods and those instructions were all per
formed so that the situation arose where he was over-insured ('datter meerder ver
zekert werd, as de Gea.ssureerde risico hadde'). The premium, though, had to be 
returned to the extent that the second insurance was invalid .. 195 

From a decision of the Hooge Raad delivered in 1707196 it appears that the rele
vant time to determine whether or not a person was over-insured through double 
insurance - and, it may be thought, to what extent he was over-insured - was at the time 
of the loss. Overlapping successive insurances did not necessarily amount to over
insurance through double insurance in the technical sense197 if there was no overlap at 
the time of the loss. 198 

Here Hamburg merchants had insured their goods, which were worth /14 000 
and which had to be carried from Genoa to Hamburg; at Genoa for a period of three 
months for an amount of /13 000. Later, fearing that the period of three months could 
expire before the arrival of the goods at Hamburg, they gave instructions for the 
insurance anew of the goods at Amsterdam in the amount off 12 000 and for their car
riage from Alicante in Spain to Hamburg. At the time of the departure of the ship carry
ing the goods from Alicante, the insurance concluded in Genoa had not yet expired, but 
after the period of three months had expired, the ship was captured by pirates in the 

194 This mu~h appeared also from the view Ot another advocate expressed in the same opinion. He 
confirmed 'dat niernand zig verder kan doeil verzekeren, als Hy risqueert, en dat dien volgende de 
vetdere verzekering nu/ is, en van zelven komr-te vervallen, behoudeils restorno van de premie, volgens 
de ordonnantie en het ordinaris gebf'lJik in inaterie van Assurantie'. 

195 The position was otherwise if the over~insurance was ma/a fide. In this regard the view expressed in 
an ear1ier opinion in Hollandse consultatien vol I cons 234 (c1622) wast.hat in the case of over-insurance 
not only was the insurer not liable to the insured but the latter was In fact legally liable to pay the Insurer 
the promised premium. That was only the case. if there was fraud on the part of the Insured for only in that 
case were all the insurances totally avoided· a,nd the premiums forfeited or a return of any of the 
premiums excluded. · 

196 See Bynkershoek Observationes tumultuariae obs 296; idem Quaestiones juris privati IV.3. 

197 See further as to decision of 1707, Dorhout Mees Schadeverzekeringsrech.t 184-185 who explains 
successive insurances as the conclusion. during the currency of a first insurance, of a second insurance 
for a period which was to commence after the termination of the first insurance, or for a period coinciding 
with but continuing after that of the first insurance.: 

198 This much appears also from Bynkershoek's explanation (Quaestiones juris privati IV.1) of the opinion 
of 1669 (see Nederlands advysboek vol II adv 120). It is clear from Bynkershoek that whether or not over
Insurance existed, had to be determined not at the time of the conclusion of the contract or at some other 
time before or after the loss, but only atthe time pf the loss. Therefore, a person who had insured for 1 oo 
although his risk (ie, his interest) in the ship was but 50 but whose interest had thereafter increased with 
50 ·prior to the loss, could validly claim 1 oo. 
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English channel. The Amsterdam insurers denie9 liability because of the fact that 
goods could not be insured in excess of their value199 while here both insurances 
together had by far exceeded the value of the insured goods. 

In 1702 the Amsterdam Chamber of Insurance and later the Schepenen Court 
had held for the Amsterdam insurers in deciding that the Amsterdam insurance was not 
valid further than to the extent that the value of the goods had exceeded the first 
insurance concluded in Genoa, that is, in effect, that it was valid only to the extent of 
f 1 000. The insured was considered over-insured in this case because at the time of 
the conclusion of the second insurance in Amsterdam, the first Genoese insurance had 
still been in force and because the sums insured by both insurance, put together, had 
exceeded the value of the goods. In consequence the second insurance was invalid to 
the extent of the over-insurance. However, in 1706 the Hof van Holland overturned the 
decisions a quo and held that the Amsterdam insurers were in fact liable in full and, by 
implication, not only for f 1 000. At the time of the loss the first insurance had already 
expired so that there was then no longer any over-insurance.200 There was therefore no 
question of revMng the invalid Amsterdam policy, as had been argued. The Amsterdam 
policy had in this instance never been invalid201 but had been valid throughout ('zy heeft 
altyd stand gegrepen ten opzicht van de risico die de geassureerden konden 
loopen').202 It would only have been invalid had the loss occurred prior to the termina
tion of the first insurance, and that was not what had happened here. The Amsterdam 
policy was therefore valid during the period of overlap, and after the expiry of the three 
month period there was no longer any possibility of over-insurance and of the Amster-
dam policy becoming invalid on the occurrence of a loss. 2oa . . 

The Hooge Raad in 1707 by a large ·majority rejected the appeal, confirmed the 
decision of the Hof van Holland, and held the Amsterdam insurers liable. 

199 They referred to ss 14 and 15 of the placcaat of 1563. 

200 Thus, the decisions a quo would only have been correct had the loss occurred after the conclusion of 
the Amsterdam insurance and at a time when the first Genoese insurance was still in force. 

201 That is, at least, it was never invalid to the extent that, when added to the first policy, it amounted to 
an over-insurance. 

202 The Hof alluded to the fact that the Amsterdam policy would have been invalid in terms of s 14 of the 
placcaat of 1563 had the insured acted ma/a fide, though, but that that was not the position here. The 
Hamburg insured in fact gave an instruction to their representative in Amsterdam that their Amsterdam 
insurance policy had to provide that it was only to commence on the expiry of the Genoese policy. 
However, s 3 of the Amsterdam keur of 1598 required a mention In the policy of the place from where the 
insurance was to commence (see again ch VIII § 4.2.3 supra), something it was not possible to determine 
in this instance since it was not known where the ship would be at the end of the three month period 
(thus, an overlap was unavoidable). As a result the representative in this case insured the goods from 
Alicante. 

203 After the expiry of the Genoese policy, the Amsterdam policy was fully valid ('gold zy in 't geheel). 
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lnan opinion in 1717204 the view was expressed in passingthat the conclusion of 
a new and further insurance on the same ship against the same risk totally nullified the 
first insurance ('door die nieuwe en nadere Assurantie op de voijagie na de Oostzee de 
eerste Assurantie geheel en al is gesteld geworden buiten alien effecte') because good 
faith did not permit a double recovery ('goade trouw niet duld dat men een zaek 
tweemael vordert') and because it was trite that a later insurance nullified a former 
insurance. No authority was referred to for this view and it appears not to be supported 
by any. It is in fact in conflict with the decision of 1707 and the position was therefore 
not as irrefutable as was made out in the opinion itself,205 and the view was in any case 
not applicable to the facts of the present case. 206 

A decision of the Hoage Raad iii 1122201 showed that although there was 
uncertainty on the point, the prevailing view in Amsterdam was that in the case of bona 
fide over-insurance on a single policy, the excess only of such insurance was invalid 
and not the whole insurance.208 

The scope of application of s 15 of the placcaat of 1563 and s 13 of the placcaat 
of 1571 came up for consideration in a decision of the Hooge Raad in 1725.209 
Unfortunately the decision itself is rather complex and not in all respects clear. 

Two French merchants had insured their goods in Amsterdam by four succes
sive policies for /5 000, /1 000, /5 000, and /2 000 respectively. The total amount 
insured on the goods was therefore /13 000. When the ship carrying their goods was 
lost and claims were instituted on the policies, all the underwriters ihVOlved paid out the 

204 .See .Bareis AcJvlfsen vol I adv 24. The opinion has already been considered In ch XII § 1.3.1 supra in 
connection with the duration of the risk in terms· of a voyage policy. 

~ It would appear that in this instance the ti~ Insurance was terminated not by the mere conclusion of 
the second Insurance, but because of the termination of the risk Oe, the arrival at the destination) and/or 
a change of voyage (ie, the decision to proceed further on and to insure for such furthervoyage) prior to 
the arrival at the destination. 

206 The view was In any event obiter because in this case ~he-second insurance had in tact not yet been 
concluded. Furthermore, it would not appear to have been a case of double insurance (the first policy 
covered the ship on her voyage from A to B and second covered her from B to C). And even if there was 
double insurance, that was in itself not prohibited as appeared earlier (see§ 3 supra). Also, the mere 
conclusion of a double insurance amounting at the time to over-insurance Was similarly not prohibited: 
only double recovery was prohibited, ie, over•lnsun:mce at the time of the loss. 

2!1T See Bynkershoek Observationes tumultuarlae obs 1873; idem Quaestiones Juris privati IV.11. 

208 In this case there was an Insurance at Amsterdam on freight (see again ch V § 5.4 supra). It appeared 
that the insured were not the owners of the goods on Which the freight was expected to the extent of the 
amount of freight Insured. Although three or four members of the Raad thought that the Whole i_nsurance 
was void (being a contravention of the Amsterdam keur), and only one member expressed himself in 
favour of its invalidity only as to the excess, the majority of the members held the insurer not liable on the 
pollcy on another ground not relevant for present purposes. Bynkershoek himself would void only the 
excess for only that was prohibited and becayse s 1 of the keur of 1598 avoided only that which was 

. contrary to the law. 

209 See Bynkershoek Observationes tumultuariae obs 2191; idem Quaestiones juris privati IV.13. See 
also Enschede 32n1. 
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sums they had underwritten oh their respective .. ~dlicies, except for the two who had 
subscribed the last policy for f 2 000. Although the insured established that their goods 
were worth at least f 13 757, 210 it appeared that the insured had insured in excess of the 
amount permitted in terms of ss 2 and 15 of the Amsterdam keur of 1598 which 
required ten per cent of the value of goods to remain uninsured.211 It was accepted ill 
the judicial proceedings that f1 200 had to remain at the risk of the two insured in this,. 
cas0212 so that the insured could not have insured for and recovered in total more than 
/12 557213 and that since they were in fact insured for f13 000, they were over-insured 
by f 443 more than was permitted by the Amsterdam keur. 

While the two insurers were condemned to pay by the Chamber of Insurance, 
the Amsterdam Schepenen Court, the Hot van Holland, and eventually by the Hooge 
Raad, the crucial question which arose was to which insurers did the surplus of f 443 
belong in this instance. Properly formulated, the question was, given the over
insurance, from the which set of insurers' liability the excess of f 443 had to be 
deducted. The case therefore concerned the liability of the insurers involved and their 
relationship inter se. There were two possibilities. Either the /443 belonged to the two 
insurers who had underwritten the final policy - as they contended - so that their liability 
had to be reduced by that amount while that of the earlier sets of insurers remained 
unchanged with the result that they were all liable in full. 214 Alternatively, the f443 
belonged to all the insurers involved on the various policies proportionally so that the 
liability of all of them had to be reduced by the total amount of f 443 in the proportion of 
5: 1 :5:2 and that of the insurers on the last policy therefore by only f 68, 15.215 

The Hooge Raad thought that while ~UJh~ insurers were liable proportionally, the 
liability of all the insurers should in the case'of over-insurance therefore be reduced 
proportionally by the sum of /443 in total. They accordingly held the two insurers liable 

210 There was therefore no over-insurance in the sense of an insurance for an amount in excess of the 
value of the goods. 

211 See § 5 infra as to compulsory under-insurance. 

212 How that figure was arrived at, is not clear, unless it was accepted that the goods were worth f 12 000. 
However, that is contradicted by the fact that the value of the goods was in fact specifically stated as 
/13 757. 

213 That is, /13 757 - /1 200. 

214 So that, the insured having already recovered /11 000 of the permitted /12 557 on the other three 
policies, the last two insurers were liable only for /1 557 (ie, /2 ooo -f 443 = /1 557). 

215 The four sets of underwriters were respectively therefore liable for /170,38, /34,07, f 170,38, and 
f 68, 15 less than the amounts they had respectively insured, with the result that the two underwriters on 
the last policy were liable in total for /2 000 - /68, 15 = /1 931,85. 
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'met de voorschreven correctie van f68'.21s 
Bynkershoek, the sole dissenting voice in the Raad, disagreed though. He 

thought that the last set of two insurers alone was entitled to the benefit of the surplus. 
This, he pointed out, was provided for in s 15 of the placcaat of 1563 and s 32 of the 
Middelburg keur of 1600, namely that in the case of several insurances being con
cluded bona fide, they were successively valid to the extent of the proper or legal value 
of the goods ('verscheide Assurantien ... {grypen] stand tot de wettige waarde der 
zaken toe;). But to the extent that that value was exceeded, as was the case here, the 
earlier insurances were liable in priority to the later ones until the full value had been 
reached, with the later insurances in turn being void in priority as far as such exce$S 
was concerned. 

The view of the majority as to the proportional liability of an the insurers, Bynker
shoek pointed out, was based on and deduced from s 13 of the placcaat 1571 which 
provided that the last as well as the first insurers were to share proportionally in all loss 
and profit. However, Bynkershoek stressed, this was only the case where less was 
insured than was permitted (that is~ where there was no over-insurance), for otherwise 
s 13 was in direct contradiction of s 15 of the placcaat of 1563, unless one argued that 
s 13 of the measure of 1571 had repealed s 15 of that of 1563. This appears not to have 
been the case seeing that both s 13 and s 15 were respectively repeated in ss 25 and 
32 of the Middelburg keur of 1600.217 

4.4 The Position in Rotterdam 

The Rotterdam Legislature approached the question of over-insurance, as those 
of co-insurance and double insurance, in: a rather lackadaisical fashion. 

21s This version is the one that as it appears from Bynkershoek Observationes tumultuariae obs 2191. 
However, it appears (although this is not absolutely clear) that this may have referred not to the insurer's 
liability to the insured but to their ultimate liability.and that the Hoage Raad may 1.n fact have held the two 
Insurers In question liable as against the insured for the sum they had insured less f 443. In Bynkershoek 
Quaestiones Juris privatl IV.13 it was noted, namely, that the two insurers were held liable 'a//een met de 
aftrek van 't geen meer geassureert was dan 't ... geoorlooft wa$' (ie, f 443), so that it Was left to them to 
recover contributions from the other sets of Insurers involved. . 

It Is therefore uncertain how exactly the proportional liability (or the proportional reduction of 
liabDlty In the case of over-insurance) was worked out in practice. Did this proportionality operate only 
inter se (so that each insured had to pay what was claimed, and then had to recover any excess by way 
ofa contribution from the other insurers), or could it be raised against the insured too? 

217 Also, it may be added, s 13 was on face of it only concerned with co-insurance, not with double 
insurance (several policies), even if it would have made no difference (in the case where there was no 
over-lnsljrance) because both the proportional S.nd the chronological methods wou.ld have lead to the 
same result in both cases. 

Another reason for the majority's view, Bynkershoek thought, was because the Hoage Raad 
regarded s 15 as concerning 'insurances concluded in different places' which was not the case here. 

· However, as Bynkershoek pointed out, that w~~ no more than a short-hand for 'several insurances' 
because in practice nobody was likely to have the same property insured twice in one and the same 
place. There could be no difference whether several insurances were concluded in one or in different 
places and for that reason also ss 13 of the placcaat Of 1571 ands 25 of the keur of 1600 did not draw 
any distinction at all betWeen lnsurances·concluded in the same or in different places. 
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Section 19 of the Rotterdam keur of 1604 was concerned with the case where 
the same goods were insured in one or several places, 218 for more than the shipped 
goods were worth, and with or without the knowledge of the insured.219 In that case, 
the section provided, all the insurers involved were not liable for more than the value of 
the goods or of the insured's loss ('en sullen a/le Verseeckeraers in cas van verlies oft 
schade aende Verse·eckerde niet meer ghehouden zijn goet te doen als de rechte .. · 
weerde vande gescheepte ende ver/ooren goederen, oft van de schade daer aen 
gheleden'). Furthermore, the insurers would then be proportionally liable in accordance 
with their subscriptions for such loss and no more ('in we/eke schade de ... Verseeck
eraers proportionelijcken nae hunne geteeckende somme sullen gelden, ende vorder 
niet'). 

Therefore, s 19 first stated the underlying principle, namely that in the case of an 
over-insurance, whether by a single or by several policies, an insured could not recover 
more than an indemnity and that, in consequence, the liability of the insurers involved 
had to be reduced in the case of such over-insurance. In providing for a proportional 
reduction in the liability of the insurers, though, s 19 did not draw any distinction 
between over-insurance on a single and by several policies. It did not specifically pro
vide a rule for over-insurance through double insurance which was different from the 
rule applicable in the case of co-insurance. It is therefore uncertain whether (although 
likely that) the proportionality principle also applied in Rotterdam to over-insurance 
through double insurance. Further, the Rotterdam Legislature drew no distinction 
between bona fide and ma/a fide over-insurance.220 

In providing for the proportionate liability of insurers and for the proportionate 
reduction in their liability in the case bf oVer::irt§urance, the Rotterdam Legislature con
firmed the accepted principle in the case where such over-insurance occurred on a 
single policy, but221 it deviated from the principle of successive or chronological li~bility 
laid down in the earlier statutory measures in the case where the over-insurance 
occurred through double insurance. 

This approach was retained in the Rotterdam insurance keur of 1721 more than 
a century later. In terms of s 70, if it were found that the insured had insured for more 
than what the value of goods amounted to, the insurers would nevertheless not be 

218 Presumably this referred to insurance by a single policy or by several policies. 

219 That is, bona fide and ma/a fide over-insurance. 

220 As to s 19, see eg Van der Keessel Praelectiones 1474a-c (ad 111.24.17) who nevertheless thought that 
the position in s 19 of the Rotterdam keur of 1604 (although set out in fewer words) appeared to be the 
same as that in Middelburg, apart from the fact that in Rotterdam it was not expressly indicated that later 
insurers who had signed a second insurance contract elsewhere were held liable only for the balance (of 
the value). (On the contrary, the indications from s 19 are that the position in Rotterdam was different. 
Section 19 in effect combined the solution of s 13 of the placcaat of 1571 with the situations covered by 
both that section ands 15 of the placcaat of 1571.) See also Goudsmit Zeerecht 399; Jolles 66-67 (noting 
that the principle in s 15 of the placcaat of 1563 that only the first insurance remained valid, was not 
followed in s 19). 

221 At least in so far as it intended to cover and did also cover the case of over-insurance through double 
insurance. 
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liable to compensate for the real value of the shipped, perished or lost goods, or for the 
damage suffered in respect of it, further than in proportion to the amount each insurer 
had subscribed on the policy he had underwritten.222 

All in all, therefore, there was no great measure of clarity in Rotterdam on the 
position of insurers in the case of over-insurance. Although there was an opinion from 
1733 on the case of over .. insurance through double insurance which considered the 
position in the city,223 it, if anything, confounded the issue even more; 

A merchant had taken out two policies in different places and at different times 
on the goods, worth f 20 000, which he was expecting from abroad. The first policy was 
taken out in Amsterdam and was for f 1 O 000, and the second one was for a further 
f 5 000 and was subscribed at Rotterdam. After the total loss of the carrying ship and 
her cargo, including the insured's goods, it appeared that the goods which had been 
consigned to him on the ship were worth no more than f 8 000 and that he was there
fore over-insured. the question which arose was whether the loss had to be borne only 
by the Amsterdam insurers (the sum they had insured being more than the amount of 
the loss.in question, with the Rotterdam insurers therefore being relieved of all liability), 
or whether the loss had to be borne proportionally ('ponds-ponds-gelyke') by the 
Amsterdam and the Rotterdam insurers. 224 · 

According to the opinion, the latter option was correct and in conformity with all 
the relevant provisions in Amsterdam, Rotterdam and Middelburg. 

Ins 23 of the Amsterdam keur of 159a,22s the opinion noted, it was specifically 
provided that all insurers had to participate equally in the loss and the profit. No distinc
tion was drawn there between whether a single or several policies were involved (that 
is, between co-insurance and double insurance). It was further true, the opinion con
tinued, that s 59 of the Rotterdam keur of 1721 was concerned with the position inter se 
of insurers who had underwritten the sal'fl&policy (that is, co-insurance) in providing for 
the application of the proportionality principle. Nevertheless, it did not follow, according 
to the opinion, that that principle was not also applicable where the insurers concerned 
had not bound themselves in the same policy but in successive policies. It could not be 
assumed that the Rotterdam Legislature had any intention of deviating in this regard 
·from the other cities where the position was that the last insurer participated in the 

222 See Van der Linden Koopmans handboek IV.6.5 explaining with reference to s 70 that in the case af 
over-insurance, insurers were not liable, in proportion to the sum each subscribed ('nacu evenredigheid 
van ieders inteekening'), further than was necessary to compensate for the real value of lost goods or the 
amount of the insured's damage. See also Goudsmit Zeerecht 402. 

223 See Nieuw Nederlands advysboek vol II adv 46. 

224 La Leck Index sv 'insurc1.nce' (and also La Leck Register sv 'verzek¢ng') thought that 'ponds-ponds
ge/yk' here meant 'equally' and that the two sets of insurers here each had to bear half or /4 ooo of the 
insured's loss. But that does not seem right. They had to bear the loss in proportion to t.heir subscriptions, 
as the applicable legislative provisions made clear (at least in the case of co-insurance), and thus had to 
bear the loss of /8 ooo in the proportion of 2:1 (le, /10 000:/5 000) and not equally. Thus, the Amsterdam 
insurers had to pay /5 334 and the Rotterdam insurer$ f 2 666. 

225 Like in s 25 of the Middelburg keur of 1600. 
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insurance as much as the first~ ~wtiether in los~, qr/profit, without any distinction as to 
whether it was a case of co-insurance or one of double insurance. While all this was no 
doubt true, though, it missed a .crucial point. Sections 23 of the Amsterdam keur, 25 of 
the Middelburg keur, and s 59 of the Rotterdam keur were in fact not concerned with 
the case where the insurance in question amounted to an over-insurance and with a 
reduction of liability as was the case here.22s , 

However, the opinion then considered s 70 of the Rotterdam keur of 1721. If 
pointed out that in that section too no distinction was drawn between whether a single 
policy or several policies were underwritten in the case where more was insured than 
the value of the goods (that is, in the case of an over-insurance) and where the insurers 
involved were not liable to compensate the insured's loss to an extent in excess of the 
proportion of the signature of each. Hence, also in the case of double insurance 
amounting to over-insurance, the opinion thought, the insurers (or sets of insurers) 
were liable proportionately. Despite the fact that the advocate delivering the opinion 
was at pains to point out that the position in Rotterdam was in this regard the same as 
elsewhere,221 his view that the proportionality principle was applicable in Rotterdam in 
the case of an over-insurance through double insurance in fact rendered the position 
there different. This would have been readily apparent to him had he in the first instance 
realised that the case here was one of over-insurance, and secondly, that various other 
provisions (such as s 15 of the placcaat of 1563 and s 32 of the Middelburg keur of 
1600) in fact applied the priority principle and not the proportionality principle to such a 
case. 

4.5 Amsterdam Legislation on Over•in$ur~nce in the Eighteenth Century 

The Amsterdam Legislature made detailed provision in its insurance keur of 
17 44 for the topic it had so glaringly ignored in the keur of 1598 and for a century-and
a-half thereafter. It did not follow the Rotterdam approach. 

First there was a statement of the general principle involved. In terms of s 23 of 
the keur of 17 44, if, in the case of loss or damage, it was established by the production 
of evidence or otherwise that the sum insured exceeded the value of the insured goods 
('bevonden wierd, dat de verseek_erde Somme meerder als de waarde van de 
Goederen quam te beloopen'), the insurers would not be liable to compensate the 
insured further or for more than to the extent of the real value of the shipped goods 
('sullen de Assuradeurs niet gehouden zyn verder ofte meerder te vergoeden, dan de 

226 Thus far, therefore, the opinion provides at most indirect support for the view that in the case of both 
co-insurance and double insurance the insurers or sets of insurers were, at least in the case' of a total 
loss, all proportionally liable. As to co-insurance, see again § 2.2 supra and as to double insurance 
simpliciter, see again § 3 supra. 

227 He stressed that in terms of s 10 of the Rotterdam keur of 1721 the Rotterdam Commissioners were 
under an oath to decide cases not specifically regulated in the keur in accordance with 'de Placaten van 
den Landen, regten en Costumen' which they found to be applicable to the case. Therefore, because the 
keur of 1721 did not specifically regulate the issue, it had to be decided in accordance with the position 
elsewhere. 
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regte waarde van de gescheepte Goederen. In the case of a valuation, the agreed 
value had to be applied ('za/ de getaxeerde waarde gevo/gt ... werden'). Any excess he 
may have received, would have to be returned by the insured.228 

Then s 24 dealt with the effect of the· application of this principle to the liability of 
the insurers involved. This section, after setting out the equal proportional liability of 
insurers on the same policy,229 addressed the position in the case of over-insura.nce on 
more than one policy, that is, over-insurance through double insurance. It provided that 
if more than one policy was issued and signed on the same property, the policy signed 
first would be applied, alone and without taking any subsequent policies ihto account, 
and to the extent of the sum insured by it, 230 to compensate the insured up to the value 
of the property in question, anc;I any later policies would be reduced or even 
extinguished accordingly ('zoo zal de eerste Police in datum, waar mede de Assurantie, 
die op Goederen begonnen is, sonder reguard op de volgende Police te neemen, voot 
het montant van de verseekerde Somme standhouden voor de waarde van de gemelde 
Goederen of Effecten, en de reductie val/en op de Police in laater datum begonnen'). 
There was therefore no equal proportional liability of all the insurers involved but a suc
cessive or chronological liability. And this applied, s 24 continued, not only to the com
pensation of a loss but also to any return of the premium.231 

Van der Keessel232 gave a detailed explanation to puts 24 (and its predeces
sors) in proper perspective. He explained that while the rule of equal proportional 
liability was applicable without exception in all cases where the insurers had signed a 
single policy,233 that was not so in the case of different policies amounting to over-

2aa See eg Van der Linden Koopmans handboek IV.6.5 (in the case of over-insurance, insurers (co
insurers on the same policy) were not liable, in proportion to the sum each subscribed ('naar 
evenredlgheid van iedei'S iriteekening'), further than to compensate the real value of the goods lost or 
the amount of the damage); Goudsrnit Zeerecht 355 .. 

229 See again § 2.2 supra as to co-insurance. 

~ Of coul'Se, if it alone already provided an over-insurt.',nce, s 23 would apply to it. 

231 As to. s 24, see eg Lybrechts Koopmans handboek V.84; Van der Keessel Theses selectae th 763 (ad 
111.24.17) (those who have signed an earlier policy remain liable for the whole amount of their insurance -
unless, of course, that already constituted an over-insurance - while the others were discharged from 
making good the loss only to the extent of the excess; s 24, he noted, was not Very different from s 15 of 
the placcaat of 1563 which, It will be remembered, was specifically concerned with bona fide over
insurance); Van der Linden Koopmans handboek IV.6. 7 (double insurance is permissible, but if taken 
together the sums underwritten on the several polices exceed the value of the thing insured, the oldest 
policy or policy prior in time remains valid and the liability to return the premium falls on the later policy). 
And see also Enschede 119; Goudsmit Zeerecht 351. 

232Praeiectiones 14748-c (ad 111.24.17). 

233 Thus, even if there was over-insurance. The example he used here was the following. If goods worth 
J10 000 were insured in a single policy by A and B for /6 000 each, the liability of each was reduced by 
the •aw itself to an equivalent amount and each would thus incur liability for f5 ooo. 
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insurance.234 That much, he observed, appeared from s 15 of the placcaat of 1563. 
Although s 19 of the Rotterdam keur of 1721 did not expressly take this rule over, it also 
did not repeal it. Section 24 of the Amsterdam keur of 1744, though, did approve it 
expressly. Accordingly, in the case of over-insurance through double insurance, the· 
position of all the insurers involved was therefore not the same. But that fact did not 
prevent that as far as the amount was concerned for which each of them was liable235 
in respect of the compensation, a geometrical proportion still had be taken into account 
in the case of a partial loss.2as However, between those who had signed the same 
policy the proportionality rule was always and absolutely applicable, even in the case of 
over-insurance, and then the liabilities of the individual co-insurers were proportionally 
reduced, as s 70 of the Rotterdam keur of 1721 expressly provided. 237 · 

Put differently and, hopefully, more simply, in terms of s 24 of the Amsterdam 
keur of 1744 all insurers who underwrote the same policy, even if on different dates, 
shared equally and proportionally in any loss and profit. But if different policies were 
underwritten and thus different insurances concluded on the same property, the policy 
first signed was applied first to compensate the insured's loss while the later policy only 
remained valid in so far as the sum insured by the first policy was insufficient to cover 
the loss. It was not made certain ins 24, however, whether this applied only to over
insurance through double insurance concluded bona fide, although it was probable 
that that was indeed the case. 

,.! .,,., -' 

4.6 Double Insurance and Over-insurance in the Wetboek van Koophandel 

The general application of the indemnity principle in the case of over-insurance 
is repeated in the Wetboek van Koophandel. Article 253-1 provides that insurance which 
exceeds the value of or the actual interest ('wezenlijk belang') in the property insured, 
will be valid only up to the extent of such value or interest. 238 Similarly, the basic posi
tion in the case of bona fide double insurance amounting to over-insurance as it 
applied in Roman-Dutch law, or at least in Amsterdam and Middelburg, has been 
retained in the Wetboek. ·--

Article 252 prohibits over-insurance through double insurance by laying down 
that no second or subsequent insurance may be made, for the same period and 

234 The example he used was the following. If goods worth /10 ooo were insured by A for /6 ooo and in 
another policy by B also for f 6 000, the law declared the insurance by B invalid for the amount of /2 000 
which exceeded the value of the goods but held it valid up to f 4 000, so that A would be liable for /6 000 
and B for f 4 ooo. 

235 That is, in his example, A for /6 000 and B for f 4 000. 

236 So that if the damage was eg /5 000, A would have to pay /3 000 and Bf 2 000. 

237 Thus, if A and B had on separate occasions signed the same policy for f 6 000 each and the damage 
amount to f5 000, each was liable for f 2 500 only. 

238 See generally as to double insurance and over-insurance, Asser NBW 102-103; Caarten 124-125; 
Dorhout Mees Schadeverz.ekeringsrecht 43-44, 179-180 and 667-668; Faber Aanteekeningen 32 and 58-
59; GoudsmitKansovereenkomsten 210-214; and Voorduin vol IX at 160 and 242-243. 
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against the same risk, on objects already insured for their full value. Such second or 
further insurance is null and void.239 This is expanded upon in art 211-1240 which 
provides that if different insurances (that is, separate policies) are concluded in good 
faith on the same object, and its full value is insured by the first insurance, that 
insurance alone remains valid, and the insurers on subsequent policies are relieved of · 
their liability. If the full value is not insured by the first insurance, then, in terms of art 
277-2, subsequent insurers are liable for the excess value ('meerclere waarde') accord-

. ing to the chronological sequence in which such subsequent insurances were con
cluded. 241 

The priority or chronological principle (ancienniteitsbeginsel) is therefore the 
governing principle. However, it should be stressed, this principle applies only to 
instances of over-insurance through double insurance, that is, where there are two or 
more (several) policies, and further only where those policies were concluded on dif
ferent days. A different principle is applicable in the case of over-insurance on a single 
insurance policy or in the case of several insurance policies concluded on the same 
day.242 

As far as over-insurance on a single policy is concerned, art 278-1 provides that 
where more than the value of an object is insured on one and the same policy by dif
ferent insurers, even though on separate days,243 those insurers are all collectively 
liable in proportion to the sum each had insured ('te zamen naar evenredigheid van de 
som voor welke zij geteekend hebben'), but for no more than the true insured value of 

239 It is possible to determine the sequence in which the insurances were concluded because in terms of 
art 256-1 policies must mention the day on which they were concluded. 

240 Article 277 is derived from Roman-Dutch keuren as well as from arts 358 and 359 of the French Code 
de commerce. 

241 Although the principle they ~pply is identical, art 277-1 Is not a mere repetition of art 252. The two 
articles concern over-insurance though double insurance arising in different factual circumstances. Article 
252 has In mind the further insurance of an object already insured whHe art 217 is directed at the situation 
where an instruction Is given to different brokers or correspondents to insure a then Uninsured property 
and such different Insurances In different policies are concluded on different days (see Faber 
Aanteekeningen 32). 

To be distinguished from double insurance In terms of arts 252 and 277-279, are instances of 
reinsurance proper, replacing insurance or solvency reinsurance, and insurance against insurer solvency 
which are regulated In arts 271, 272 and 280 respectively. See again ch Vil § 4 supra. 

242 In the case of double insurance not amounting to over-Insurance, the proportionality principle applies 
as well, although there will be no different result if the chronological principle is applied since none of the 
inst1rances need to be avoided to preserve the indemnity principle. See Dorhout Mees 
Schadeverzekeringsrecht 179 who explains that if the same interest is covered for the same time and 
against the same risk bY more than one Insurance, and there is no over-insurance, the loss Is shared 
proportionally to the amounts for which the insurances are concluded. 

243 That is, whether the single policy is subscribed by the insurers involved on the same or on different 
days. That may be difficult to establish though, given that the policy is required to be ctated, not the 
individual subscriptions on it. 
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the object Thus, later insurers,,are not relieved qt~heir liability to the extent that their 
subscription of the risk amounts to an over-insurance.244 

The proportionality principle which applies in the case of over-insurance on a 
single policy is also made applicable by art 278-2 to over-insurance by double 
insurance where such several insurances were concluded on the same day, a situation 
not specifically foreseen in the Roman-Dutch regulation of the topic.245 Because the 
application of the chronological principle in that case could be problematical, the 
several policies concluded on the same day are treated as a single policy. They all 
remain valid and the different insurers or sets of insurers are liable in proportion to the 
sums underwritten by each policy. 

·Article 279-1 makes it clear that in the case of both art 277 and art 278 the 
insured cannot nullify an earlier insurance (for example, release earlier insurers) and so 
bind the later insurers. Should the insured relieve the first insurer or insurers, he is him
self regarded, in terms of art 279-2, as being placed in his or their place as an insurer 
for the same sum and in the same order. Thus, in the case of over-insurance through 
double insurance, the insured cannot by his own conduct exclude the application of the 
chronological principle and cause an insurer otherwise not liable to become liable or to 
incur an increased liability. Because they are not sureties for one another nor liable in 
full, the insured cannot claim from later insurers what he could only have recovered 
from an earlier insurer. 

However, it is possible for the parties to agree in the insurance contract that the 
proportionality principle will apply and that insurers will not be relieved on the ground of 
the chronological principle should the insurance turn out to be a further insurance 
resulting in over-insurance.246 · , . j 

The application of the chronological principle to cases of over-insurance through 
double insurance is not exclusive to Roman-Dutch247 and Dutch insurance law and it is 

244 See Dorhout Mees Schadeverzekeringsrecht 43-44, explaining that the proportionality principle, 
applicable in the case of co-insurance, also applies where such co-insurance amounts to over-insurance. 
All co-insurers are treated equally so that each is liable for the same proportion of the loss as the 
proportion of the sum he had underwritten to the total sum insured. There is no question of the first 
insurer being liable in full and of later ones being relieved of liability, as is the general rule in terms of art 
2n in the case of over-insurance on several separate policies. 

245 See Goudsmit Zeerecht 351. 

246 See Voorduin vol IX at 243 who notes that it may be agreed that the loss will be assessed 'alsdan 
lopende verzekeringen, zonder onderscheid van vroeger of later kontrakf. 

247 It applied also in Hamburg in the eighteenth century. In terms of art Vl-3 of the Hamburg Assecuranz
Ordnung of 1731, in connection with the return of premiums, the priority principle was followed in the 
case of over-insurance through double insurance (different policies in different places). In consequence, 
the insured was not free to decide which premiums he wanted to have returned. The oldest policy 
according to the date when the first insurer signed (irrespective of whether for a higher or a lower 
premium rate) remained valid. and the liability of the insurers on the later policy was reduced wh.ile they 
had to return the premium accordingly. This measure was derived from s 15 of the placcaat of 1563 and s 
32 of the Middelburg keur of 1600. In this regard the Koniglich Preussisches Seerecht of 1727 was an 
exception in that in the case of double insurance it did not follow the priority principle and declared the 
youngest insurance invalid in so far as the insurable value was exceeded, but provided that all the 
contracts remained valid and that the liabDity of all the insurers involved was reduced proportionally. By 
contrast, in the case of over-insurance on one and the same policy underwritten by different underwriters 
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found in one form or another in most other continental systems too. 248 

4.7 Double Insurance and Over•insurance in English Law 

In stark contrast to the position on the Continent stands English law where a 
totally different system is followed. Although the indemnity principle is also applied in 
the case of over-insurance so that an insured is not entitled to more than an indemnity, 
the effect of its application on the liability of the insurers involved among themselves is 
radically different. In English law, iri all cases of over-insurance, whether through dou
ble insurance (even if the policies in question were concluded on different dates), or in 
an instance of co-insurance,249 all the different insurers are jointly liable in proportion to 
the amounts they had underwritten. However, a provision in an individual policy may 
provide otherwise. 

It would appear that in the seventeenth century the Continental priority principle 
· was also followed in English law in the case of over-insurance, even in the case where 

this had occurred on a single policy. Interestingly enough, that was the position at the 
time in Antwerp too.2so Malynes, writing in 1s29,2s1 noted that in the case of over
insurance the observed custom was that. those insurers were liable who first 
underwrote, and 'that those Assurers that have last subscribed to the Policie of 
Assurance, beare not any adventure at all' and had to make a restitution of the 
premiums received by them, deducting the usual half per cent for their subscription.252 
This custom was followed, he noted, in preference to the civil law253 which provided for 

(even if at different times), there was proportional J~bRity on the policy and for the return of any premium. 
See generally Dreyer 142-143; Hammacher 98. · 

248 Weskett. Digest 189 sv 'double-in!)urance' par 6 observed that the doctrine established by the laws he 
referred to (le, those of Middelburg, aHbao, Stockholm, and France) was that of the cMlians in general, 
and In this regard he referred to eg Straccha De 4ssecurationibus 111.3 and Vl.9. 

249 See again § 2.5 supra. 

250 See again § 4.2 supra. 

251 Consuetudo vol I at 25, and speaking of the case where a merchant insured his goods for more than 
they were worth or Insured a larger amount of goods than had in fact been consigned to him. 

252 See too Malynes Consuetudo vol I at 28, eXplalning that in the case of over-insurance the insurers 
who had subscribed the policy last would enjoy the benefit of It, '[f]or by the Custome of Assurances It is 
intended, that to avoid cavillations, every Assurer s~I be bound ipso facto to the said assurance'. 

253 '[A) Law not observed [being] inferior to a Custoine well observed', he remarked (Consuetudo vol I at 
25). 
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the proportional liability of co~lrisurers in such a ·case.2s4 Molloy255 also alluded to the 
possibility of two different approaches. He explained that 'by the Law Marine'256 where 
an insured over-insured, all the insurers were liable proportionally in the case of loss. 
But, he noted, there was some support for the priority principle.257 

By the latter part of the eighteenth century, though, a change had occurred and 
it had come to be the accepted practice in London that all insurers who had insured the 
same goods, whether on one or more policies. and irrespective of the date on which 
they had subscribed, had to contribute equally to any loss or to the return of any 
premiums in the case of over-insurance.2ss Magens259 explained that the position _in the 
laws of France, Holland and Hamburg was in this respect 'less subject to contrariety' in 
that they provided that only the persons who underwrote one and the same policy 
would stand on an equal footing and that the first-signed policy would first stand good. 
However, he remarked, even that approach was not without its problems and pecu
liarities. 260 

254 He explained the cMl-law position as follows (Consuetudo vol I at 28). All the insurers are liable pro 
rata in the case of loss as they have insured according to the part of the goods laden, and the premium is 
returnable in part. He observed also that in this regard '[t]he Civillians therefore have noted, That in 
Assurances the customes of the sea-lawes and use among merchants is chiefly regarded and observed'. 

255 De jure maritimo 11.7.12. 

256 In the margin there appears an obscure refereope to 'Grotius lntrod 212.23', and the statement that· 
this position was indeed more the customs of merchants than the law. Interestingly enough, whereas 
Malynes regarded the priority principle as customary, Molloy considered the proportionality principle as 
the customary one. 

257 By the opinion of some, he noted, those insurers who had underwritten first for so much as the real 
adventure amounted to, were liable, and the rest were, on returning their premiums, to be relieved from 
their liability. 

258 See Magens Essay vol I at 91-92 according to whom, as far as the return of premiums was concerned, 
this was not considered equitable though, where the later insurers underwrote the policy only after the 
goods had already been at risk and they therefore bore a lesser risk. See too Weskett Digest 409-412 sv 
'prior insurance', referring to the priority principle as the 'duly observed custom' in the case of over
insurance (409 par 1) but then explaining (410 par 2) that in London it was commonly insisted that all 
those who had insured the goods, whether in one or more policies, had to be liable proportionally. 

259 Essay vol I at 25. 

260 In order to illustrate the position in civil law, he gave the following example of insurers who had signed 
later in time on a first policy and who were liable before insurers who signed earlier in time on a second 
policy. A intended to insure his goods for 200 and instructed brokers B and C each to obtain insurance 
for 100. B opened his policy and obtained subscriptions of 40 on 1 January, 30 on 6 January and 30 on 7 
January. C obtained subscriptions on his policy of 50 on 2 January, 20 on 3 January and 30 on 4 
January. Although there were two policies and B's policy was opened first, the insurers on both ought to 
be liable (not according to the opening date of the policy on which they happened to sign) but according 
to the dates on which they signed. Thus, if on 3 January goods worth 120 had been shipped and the 
carrying ship was lost that night, only 40 on B's policy and 70 on C's policy should be recoverable in 
respect of the loss. See too Magens Essay vol I at 92-93 for an exposition on how to determine Which 
policy was first and which last, especially when one was made locally and the other on instructions 
abroad. 
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The judicial explanation of the proportionate liability of double insurers in the 
case of over-insurance came from Lord Mansfield and it appeared that they were only 
proportionally liable inter se, but jointly and severally liable to the insured.~1 

In Godin & Others v London Exchange Assurance Co,262 Lord Mansfield justified 
the proportional liability of insurers, for which there was no judicial precedent in English 
law, as follows. 'If the insured is to receive but one satisfaction, natural justice says that 
the several insurers shall· all of them contribute pro rata, to satisfy that loss against 
which they have all insured';263 and as between the insurers themselves, 'if the whole 
should be recovered from one, he ought to stand in the place of the insured, to receive 
contribution from the others, who were equally liable to pay the whole' .264 -

In Newby v Reed265 Lord Mansfield held pertinently that the proper course of 
practice, which had been implicit in the earlier decision in Godin v London ExchaI?ge 

· Assurance, was that although in the case of double insurance an insured could not 
recover more than his loss, he could by his first action recover the full amount of his 
loss. He could recover the whole sum insured against any of the insurers involved, they 
being fike sureties jointly and severally liable, and leave it to that insurer to recover a 
rateable satisfaction or contribution from the others involved. 

In the case of fire insurance, the notion of ~he insured being fully covered and 
not bearing a part of the risk was not commonplace. Early English fire offices as a rule 
insured only up to a certain sum on a single property and did therefore not cover the 
full value of such property.266 That practice and a fear of possible over-insurance 
resulted in policies initially prohJbiting double insurance. Fire policies were stated to be 

261 See generally eg Holdsworth History vol.XII 8t 537; Walford Cyclopaedia Vol II at 394-398 sv 'double 
Insurance'. The latter observes that while the. practice In various countries differed considerably, the 
principle remained the same in all Continental countries but that the practice in England was different 
from that In civil law. He refers to the relevant provisions in the Middelburg keur of 1600 and ins 24 of the 
Amsterdam keur of 1744 as 'curious'. Early in the nineteenth century, VaLicher 100 explained that the 
priority of the dates in policies was not recognisect by London insurers as regards the return of premiums 
as It was by those on the Continent. Go(Jdsmit Kansovereenkomsten 210-214 explains that in English law 
the system as regards double insurance for a long time followed was the same- as that in French law 
(articles 358 and 359 of the Code de commerce were also slmDar to and the example for provisions In the 
Dutch WetlJoek: see again § 4.6 n240 supra), but that Lord Mansfield supported a different doctrine better 
suited -to the insured and that his view was taken over in English law. That view was that solidarity existed 
in a certain sense between different insurers, al'.'ld that the insured could claim proportionally from each or 
the whole from one, in which case that insurer had a recourse against the other insurers involved. In 
English law, Goudsmit noted, all the insurers involved came to be regarded as one another's sureties. 

262 (1758) 1 Burr 489, 97 ER 419. fhe remarks referred to here do not appear in any of the other reports 
of this case. 

263 At 492, 420. 

?64 At 492, 421. 

265 (1763) 1 Black W 416, 96 ER 237. 

266 thus, the Sun Fire Office had a limit of £500 on common household risks in 171 o (and similar limits on 
other types of risks). This ~d increasecl to £3 000 in 1727, and to £10 000 in 1808. See_ Cockerell & Green 
28. As to under-insurance on English fire policies, see further§ 5.7 infra . 

• . ' ,.,, lo ~· 
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avoided by the mere existenc~ ·or a'r'1other insuranbe on the same property. 267 By the 
early eighteenth century double insurance was permitted, especially with regard to 
larger commercial fire risks which the offices realised had to be shared or spread 
amongst different offices in view of their practice of limiting the sums for which they 
insured on individual policies.268 The existence of another insurance had to be noted on 
the policy, though, and if it was discovered that this had not been done, the insurer was 
entitled to avoid liability. It was provided in policies that in the case of double insurance 
the insurer would be liable only for a rateable proportion of the insured's loss.269 

It has already been explained that in English law a co-insurer is liable only for the 
sum he had subscribed in the case of total loss, or for a proportionate part of it in the 
case of a partial loss.210 It has been suggested that the same proportionality applies in 
the case of double insurance, that is, where there are several policies and sets of 
insurers.211 Where the double insurance amounts to over-insurance, though, the posi
tion is different. 

The Marine Insurance Act of 1906 provides ins 32(1) that an insured is over
insured by double insurance where two or more policies have been effected by or on 
behalf of that insured on the same adventure and interest or any part of it212 and the 
sums insured exceed the indemnity allowed by the Act. 

267 Thus, the relevant rule in the regulations of the Hand-in-Hand Fire Office (established in 1696) 
provided that 'if any house or houses, chambers or roomes secured or insured ... shall appeare or 
happen at the same time to be secured or insured in any other Office or Society then the insurance ... in 
this Contributorship shall be null and void'. See Cato Gaiter 15-16. 

268 A further factor encouraging the conclusion of several policies may have been the fact that the duty 
imposed on fire policies was raised by an Act (17 Geo Ill c 50) in 1 m in the case of a town policy, if over 
£1 000, from 3s 8d to as 2d. See Walford Cyclopaedia vol Ill at 484 sv 'history of fire insurance'. 

269 In London in the eighteenth century, fire risks in respect of larger properties were often shared jointly 
between insurers and joint insurances between the three major London companies, the Sun, the Royal 
Exchange, and the Phoenix, were common. See further eg Chapman 15; Cockerell & Green 20; Dickson 
383-384; Jenkins 30; Ryan 'Fire Insurance' 62; and Schwarz & Jones 368. 

270 See § 2.5 supra where s 67(2) of the Marine Insurance Act was referred to. 

211 According to Chalmers 111 n1 the word 'policy' is employed in s 67(2) to denote not merely a single 
instrument, but also an entire insurance on the same subject-matter even though it is contained in two or 
more policies, ie, not only in the case of co-insurance but also in the case of double insurance. 

272 See generally Chalmers 48-49, explaining that there is no double insurance where the insurances are 
not for the same insured but for different persons with the same interest. The notion of double insurance 
was already explained in this way by Lord Mansfield in Godin & Others v London Exchange Assurance 
Co ((1758) 1BlackW103, 96 ER 58; 2 Keny 254, 96 ER 1173; 1Burr489,97 ER 419). A factor, who had a 
lien on the goods of his principal and therefore an interest of his own in them, had in this case insured the 
goods for his own account. There was no double insurance, but simply two insurances of different 
interests in the same property, where the principal had them insured as well. Double insurance was 
described in various passages i nthe report in the following terms: 'a double insurance is, where a full 
value of interest is insured on different policies, by the same man' (at 104, 58); 'by a double insurance, 
must be meant, two insurances by the same person, each for the whole value of the thing insured', ie, 
double insurance amounting to over-insurance (at 259, 1175); there is double insurance if both 
insurances are for the account of one man, even if both are not in his name (see at 492, 421); 'though 
here be two insurances, yet it is not a double insurance' (at 495, 422); 'a double Insurance is where the 
same man is to receive two sums instead of one, or the same sum twice over, for the same loss, by 
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As far as the liability of the insurers as against the insured is concerned in that 
case, s 32(2)(a) provides thatthe insured may, unless the policy provides otherwise, 
claim payment from the insurers in such order as he thinks flt, m provided that he is not 
entitled to receive any sum in excess of the indemnity permitted by the Act.274 On claim
ing from an insurer, the insured must give that insurer credit as against the valuation, in 
the case of valued policy (and without regard to tne actual value of the subject-matter 
insured) or as against thefull insurable value, in the case of an unvalued policy, for any· 
sums he had received under any other policy .21s 

As far as the return of premiums in the case of over-insurance is concerned, the 
position is provided for bys 84(3) of the Act.276 In terms of s 84(3)(e) a proportionate 
part of the premium is returnable where the insured has over-insured under an 
unvalued policy.277 And where he has over-insured by double insurance, s 84(3)(f) 
provides that a proportionate part of the several premiums is returnable; There are two 
provisos though, both of which show a correspondence with and a possible ancestry in 
the Continental system. First, if the policies were effected at different times and any ear-

. lier policy has at any time borne the entire risk, or if a claim ·has been paid in terms of 
the policy in respect of the full sum· insured by it, no premium is returnable as regards 
that policy but, by implication, only as reg~rds any later policy. Secondly, when double 
insurance is effected knowingly by insured, no premium is returnable.21s 

reason of his having made two insurances upon the same goods or the same ship' (at 455, 422). 

273 He may also claim only from those insurers he thinks fit, and may, therefore claim the full amount 
Insured by the policy from any one of them bec~u.,1se of the fact that the insurers are liable jointly and 
severally. · · · 

274 In terms of s 32(2)(d), where the insu.red receives any sum in excess of the permissible indemnity, he 
is deemed to hold. such sum in trust for the iostirers, according to their right of contribution among 
themselves. · 

275 Section 32(2)(b) and (c). This provision, curiously, may result In the insured being able to recover 
more or less, depending on the order in which he claims on his policies. consider the following e)(Clmple 
provided by BOy's 60. A ship is insured in terms of policy A for 1 O (in which policy she is valued at 20) and 
in terms of policy B for 1 o (in which she is valued at 15). On the total loss of the ship, if the insured cla:itns 
first on policy A, he can recover 10, whiie the liability on policy Bis 5 fie, 15 -10 = 5; the insured has to 
give credit as against the valuation in policy B for the amount received on policy A), and in total he 
therefore receives 15. If t_he insured claims first on policy B, he can recover 1 o, while the liability on policy 
A Is 1 O (20- 1 O = 1 O), all in total he therefore receives 20. 

276 Rerriember, there Is no return of premium In terms of s 84{1) if there is fraud or illegality on the part of 
the insured or his agents. See again ch XI § 6. 7 supra. · 

277 It seems that while s 84(3)(f) deals with over-insurance by double insurance, s 84{3)(e) deals with 
over-insurance without such double insurance. It is not clearwhat the position is in the case of an over
insurance under a valued policy. 

278 Both provisos are q~ifications on the rule as to the return of the premium and a.re in fact dedl,lctions 
from s 84(3)(a). See Chalmers 135-136, who notes that it has been suggested that to avoid this problem 
and to discourage over-insurance, the premium should in the case of double insurance not be returnable 
at all. Section 84(3)(t), though, stops somewhat sl:K>rt of this. Further, there is in English law no avoidance 
of all the insurances in the case of a ma/a fide oVer-il"ISUrance, 
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The position of insurers inter se in the case of over-insurance by double 
insurance is provided for ins 80. In terms of s 80(1), where the insured is over-insured 
by double insurance, each insurer is bound, as between himself and the other 
insurers,279 to contribute rateably to the loss in proportion to the amount for which he is 
liable under his contract. In terms of s 80(2), if any insurer pays more than his propor
tion of the loss, he is entitled to maintain an action for contribution against the other 
insurers, and is entitled to the same remedies as a surety who has paid more than his 
proportion of the debt. 

Therefore, in the case of over-insurance through double insurance in English 
law, all the policies remain valid and the insured has a choice on which policy he wants 
to recover an indemnity and from which insurers he wants to recover a proportional 
return of the premium. He cannot recover more than an indemnity although he is 
entitled to recover more from an insurer than that insurer's proportional liability for the 
loss. Among themselves, though, insurers are liable only proportionally, both for the 
loss and for any return of premium, so that where one insurer or one set of insurers has 
paid the insured more than his proportional share of the indemnity, that insurer has the 
right of contribution against the others. Thus, insurers, having settled with the insured, 
must then proceed to re-adjust the entire claim among themselves so that each insurer 
ultimately bears his proportionate part of the loss and of any return of the premium. 

English law therefore differs in numerous cardinal respects from Dutch law and 
other European systems as far as the positieh in the case of over-insurance is con
cerned. A number of the differences may briefly be mentioned by way of a concluding 
summary. 280 

First, there is no general distinction in English law between over-insurance 
through a single policy and over-insurance through double insurance,281 nor between 
policies concluded on the same or on different dates,282 nor between bona fide and 
ma/a fide over-insurance.283 

Secondly, the liability of the insurers involved in an over-insurance as against the 
insured is not simply proportional nor subject to the principle of priority so that later 
insurances are void to the extent of the over-insurance.284 Each insurer (or set of 
insurers) is liable jointly and severally, in full and subject only to the sum for which each 

279 But not as against the insured, given that his liability is joint and several. 

280 See generally Buys 59-61 (where he makes the point that there is no mention in either English law or 
Dutch law of the position where there is double insurance by policies governed by different legal systems) 
and 137; Dorhout Mees Schadeverzekeringsrecht 181 and 667-668; ldelson 357-358; and Ulrich 218-219. 

281 More specifically, no provision is made for the former case; possibly the ordinary proportionality 
principle will be applicable as it is in the case of co-insurance. 

282 Except in terms of s 84(3)(f) for purposes of repayment of the premium. 

283 Except, again, in terms of s 84(3)(f). 

284 However, an insurance may in English law conceivably be avoided through the non-disdosure, at the 
time of the conduslon of that insurance, of the existence of another insurance on the same property. 
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had insured, for the insured's loss, irrespective of the fact that another insurer or other 
insurers may also be liable in respect of that same loss~ The insured has a choice as to 
which insurer or insurers he wants to claim from and in which order. The insurers are 
liable in any order to the insured according to his choice, as long as he does not 
receive more than an indemnity. This is ensured because the insured must give credit -
against an insurer for the sums he has already received from another insurer or other 
insurers. 

Thirdly, while the liability of insurers as against the insured is not proportional, 
their liability inter se is. The result of this is that a right of recourse based on the princi
ple of contribution is required to adjust t_he settlement of the insured's claim among 
themselves and to ensure that all the insurers involved ultimately bear the loss and any 
return of premium (that is, any reduction of liability) equitably and proportionally among 
themselves. Thus, the proportionality principle does not apply as between the insurers 
and the insured but only as between insurers themselves. 

Further, although the English system in the case of over-insurance through dou
ble insurance may in practice result in a less speedy final settlement and conclusion of 
the claims arising from and in respect of an insurance contract, it is at least 
advantageous for the insured. Firstly, the insured does not have to claim from each of 
the severally liable insurers. Secondly, it is the co-insurers or double insurers and not 
the insured himself who bear the risk of one or more of the insurers involved not being 
able to pay the insured.2ss This arrangement of the position in the case of over
insurance through double insurance results in a great advantage for the English 
insured in the case of the insolvency of one of the insurers concerned compared to the 
position of his Dutch counterpart. 286 

However, despite these differences, it may be noted that the position- in English 
law, as in Dutch law, may be altered by an agreement to the contrary between the 
parties in their relevant contracts, so that ultimately the difference may be negligible in 
practice. 

5 Under-Insurance 

5.1 Introduction 

Any historical treatment of the topic of under-insurance must, as far as occur
rence but not effect is concerned, draw a fundamental distinction between voluntary 
under-insurance and compulsory under-insurance. 

285 On this point, see Goudsmit Kansovereenkomsten 214. 

286 As a result of the English system in terms of which the insurers involved _in effect guarantee each 
other's liability, there is little need for solvency reinsurance or solvency insurance (see Goudsmit 
Kansovereenkomsten 216-217). · 

Also, the choice conferred upon the insured by English law and the order in which he as a result 
claims on the policies and from the insurers involved, may, as has been pointed out earlier, in appropriate 
circumstances make a difference to the amount he ultimately recovers. See again n275 supra. 
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One of earliest methqds by which legislatures in the Low Countries sought to · 
prevent the abuses which occurred in connection with insurance, and one which con
tinued to be applied for many centuries, was that of compulsory under-insurance. Less 
drastic than the absolute prohibition on any insurance, which was nevertheless once 
resorted to in 1569,2II7 the prohibition on full-value insurance2sa was a way in which, by 
way of a limitation of their freedom of contract, the complete reliance of merchants 
upon insurance cover could be prevented, and the negative consequences which were 
perceived to flow from this, could be countered. 

If an insured merchant could only less than completely rely on the insurance. 
contract he had concluded to protect himself against loss or damage, so the argument 
ran, he would be more inclined to take care of the property insured and to take the 
necessary steps to a~oid the occurrence of loss or damage or at least to limit the extent 
of such damage.289 Put differently, the ability to insure without any limitation whatsoever 
was considered to have been the major cause of the carelessness of merchants and 
shipowners in taking precautions against maritime losses. 

Further, such compulsory under-insurance would at the same time prevent over
insurance and the many frauds in turn associated with that phenomenon, not the least 
of which was the causation of loss by the insured himself or by someone on his 
behalf.290 

As will appear shortly, different legislatures at various stages imposed different 
levels of compulsory under-insurance291 for hull, cargo, and non-marine insurances 
and the treatment of the topic will have ~o:~ake account of that. Furthermore, the 
prohibition on full-value insurance was usually accompanied by further prohibitions on. 
what could be insured in hull and cargo insurance policies. These matters have already 
been considered elsewhere in connection with the objects of risk in marine 
insurances292 and will not be commented on again specifically. Also, the prohibition on 

2B7 The placcaat of 31 March 1569 (1568 os) temporarily prohibited the conclusion of insurances in large 
parts of the Low Countries until a proper regulation of the practice could be passed. The prohibition 
lasted for almost nineteen months, from 1 April 1569 to 27 October 1570, when it was repealed. The 
prohibition was applicable to, amongst other regions, Holland, Zeeland, Friesland, Overijssel, Groningen, 
Flanders and Brabant. For the reasons for the prohibition, see further eg Goudsmit Zeerecht 251-254 and 
also ch XIII § 2.2 supra on the regulation of the seaworthiness of ships. See too § 5.2 infra where the 
placcaat of 1569 is again referred to. 

288 The prohibition on full-value insurance resulted in compulsory under-insurance. 

289 See eg Dorhout Mees Schadeverzekeringsrecht 178; Hammacher 92. 

290 See again § 4.1 supra. 

291 Thus, Decker Aanteekeningen ad IV.9.4 n(3)/(c) noted that '[i]n hoe verre wyders de verzekering 
mag gaan is by de Schryvers even a/s by afzonderlyke wetten onderscheidelyk bepaald'. See too eg 
Scheltinga Dictata ad 111.24.4 sv 'onder twee derde-deelen, etc' and Bynkershoek Quaestiones juris 
privati IV.6, both referring to the widely different positions in different Dutch cities. 

292 See again ch V supra. 
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full-value insurance of necessity contained various indications as to how such value 
had to be calculated, a matter again already consideredJn a differentcontext.293 

In the course of time the realisation gradually came to the authorities that com
pulsory under-insurance wa:s not the most practical method to ensure the exercise of 
care on the part of an insured for the safety of his insured ship or cargo, or to prevent 
the perpetration of other frauds upon insurers. This realisation was no doubt enhanced 
by the fact that the prohibition on full-value insurance was widely ignored in practice. At 
first the legislatures merely decreased the amount or proportion of compelled under
insurance but later the prohibition on full-value insurance was abolished completely. 

However, under-insurance did not in consequence disappear from insurance 
practice. Under-insurance, being an insurance in an amount less than the real or 
agreed value, at the time of the loss or damage, of the property at risk, was in practice 
difficult to avoid in the case of property with an increasing value. Such property would 
in most cases be insured, at the time of the conclusion of the contract, for an amount 
which would turn out to be, at the time of the loss or damage, less than the insurable 
value. Only very seldom, and then probably only by accident, would these amounts 
correspond. To some extent, though, the practice of agreeing on the value of the prop
erty insured in a valued policy294 reduced this problem. 

Apart from such unintended· under-insurance, merchants had from early on 
·realised that they could save on premiums by insuring for less than the full-value of their 
prop~rty at risk and so applying the insurance technique in a. subsidiary role as part of 
a scheme of self-insurance.29s This section will therefore first deal with compulsory 
under-insurance and then briefly consider some aspects of voluntary under-insurance. 

In Roman-Dutch law under-insurance had a close relationship with double 
insurance and co-insurance296 and in this regard a few comments are called for. Under
insurance occurred where property was insured for an amount less than its real or 
agreed value. 297 It included the case where property was insured for less than the 
proportion of its value in excess of which that property could not be insured, that is, 
where the amount of the under-insurance exceeded the amount of the compulsory 
under-insurance for that property.298 LJ.nder-ihsurance occurred most commonly on a 

293 See ch XVII § 3 supra as to the insurable value of different objectS of risk. 

294 See again ch XVII § 5 supra. 

295 As to self-insurance, see again ch IX § 2.2 supra. 

296 See again § 1 supra Where the various concepts were defined and distinguished. 

297 Thus, there was under-insurance where a ship actually worth f 2 500 was insured for /2 000, or where 
a ship which had been agreed between the parties to the insurance contract to be worth f 2 000, was 
insured for /1 500. 

298 Thus, there was also under-insurance where te(l per cent of a ship (worth f 2 500) had to remain 
uninsured, and she was in fact Insured fot less than /2 500 - /250 = f2 250. 
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single policy but could theoretically ·also occur in the case of double insurance. 299 

Because of its effect, under-insurance also had a close relationship with co
insurance. If under-insured, an insured was regarded as his own insurer to the extent of 
such under-insurance and he was therefore a co-insurer of the risk in question. 

Two final points of clarification. Firstly, Roman-Dutch legislative provisions com
monly stated that a particular object of risk (a ship or cargo) could only be insured up 
to a certain part or percentage of its value. This meant that the insured actually had to 
retain and bear the risk as regards the balance himself and that he could not insure that 
balance with another insurer under a different contract. To have allowed that, would 
have defeated the purpose of such compulsory under-insurance, which was to ensure 
that owners were not by insurance completely relieved of all loss or damage but 
retained some interest in the welfare and safety of their insured property. Compulsory 
under-insurance therefore meant that insured had to be under-insured or partly un
insured generally and not only as regards a particular insurance contract. 300 Secondly, 
compulsory under-insurance meant that the liability of the insurer or insurers involved 
was in consequence restricted to a certain portion or percentage of the value of the 
property insured. 301 But the liability of an insurer could also be restricted in other ways, 
for example with reference to a particular portion or percentage of the insured's loss.302 

5.2 The Prohibition of Full-value Insurance and Provisions on Under-insurance 
in the Sixteenth Century 

Following earlier measures if! Spai~, specifically in Barcelona303 and Burgos,304 
and in ltaly30s where compulsory under-insurance was a recurring and central theme in 

299 For example, where a ship worth /2 500 was insured for f 1 000 in terms of policy A and for f 1 200 in 
terms of policy B. This shows, therefore, that double insurance was not synonymous with over-insurance. 
See again § 3 supra. 

300 See eg Jolles 61-62 for a simHar explanation. 

301 Note, though, that in the case of insurance in excess of the permitted portion or percentage, the 
insurance was not wholly null and void (unless it amounted to a ma/a fide over-insurance) but only to the 
extent of such excess. See again § 4.2 supra. 

302 In terms of Amsterdam amending keur of 1733 ands 8 of its keur of 1744, eg, the liability of insurers 
was limited to 50 per cent of the loss of fir-wood ships. Also, a different method to ensure that the insured 
did not obtain a full indemnity was to provide legislatively or stipulate contractually that the insurer was 
not to be liable for the first portion or percentage of any loss (see again ch XV § 7 supra for the 
description of risk with reference to loss). The close relationship, as methods by which to limit the 
insurer's liability, of compulsory under-insurance and franchise, is illustrated by the fact that these topics 
were treated together by eg Van der Keessel Theses selectae th 720 (ad 111.24.4); idem Praelectiones 
1440(ad111.24.4). 

303 In s 1 of the Barcelona Ordinance of 1484, following earlier similar measures there, a distinction was 
drawn as far as compulsory under-insurance was concerned between the insurable property of local 
subjects, insurable up to seven-eighths of its value, and that of foreigners, insurable only up to three
quarters of its value. ~n 1435 these proportions were respectively three-quarters and a half, so that the 
amount of compulsory under-insurance was reduced in the course of time.) This meant that the local 
insured had to bear one-eighth and the foreign insured one-quarter of his own risk. In terms of s 6 of the 
Ordinance of 1484, any insurance in excess of the permitted proportion was void to the extent of such 
excess. However, in terms of s 18, certain perishable foodstuffs destined for Barcelona could be insured 
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the regulation of the insurance contract, the first legislative measure in the Low 
Countries to prohibit the insurance of the full value of a ship and the cargo was the 
provisional placcaat on shipping of Charles V of 29 January 1550 (os 1549).306 The 
reasons for its provisions and forthe prohibition of what appears to have been custom
ary on the Antwerp Bourse at the time, 307 were set out in detail in the preamble to the 
placcaat. They included the losses suffered by the action of Scottish privateers or 
pirates as the Dutch considered them; the unseaworthiness of ships because of their 
negligent equipping and manning; the reliance. by merchants on full protection from 
their insurance and bottomry contracts; and frauds such as the over-insurance of 
unseaworthy ships which were captured by the enemy and then later bought back from 
them. The relevant measures prohibiting full-value insurance were accompanied by 
measures to improve the seaworthiness of ships; and by a prohibition on the insurance 
. of wages and expected profit. 

Section 20 of the placcaat of 1550 placed a prohibition on the insurance, against 
Scottish or other pirates, of any ship, with her equipment and rigging, in excess of half 
of her value when she sailed on an outward-bound or a homeward-bound voyage in 
ballast308 or when she was loaded at less than half her capacity. When she was loaded 
to more than half her capacity, there was no such limit and full .. value insurance was 
permitted of her hull ('bodem, kiel on ho/'), including her guns, gunpowder and cannon 
balls, but not of her rigging or equipment. Presumably the reason why there was no 
compulsory under-insurance in the latter case was because the involvement of cargo 

there for the full amount of their value, a classic example of self-interest overruling public interest See 
further Elink Schuurman Taxatie 45; Ehschede 27-28 (commenting oh the fact that these laws favoured 
local merchants, carriers and trade over foreign competition); Goudsmit Zeerecht 246n1 and 264; 
Hammacher 93; Seffen 30-31; and Reatz Geschichte s1.;.90 and 104-105. 

304 Where by eg s 2 of its Ordinance of 1538 a ship and her cargo could be insured only up to nine-tenths 
of the value. See Enschede 28-29; ReatZ Geschichte 213-215. 

305 See eg Bensa Assicurazione 159-160; Sanborn 258. 

306 See generally Oathout Mees Schadeverzekeringsrecht 16; Enschede 28-29 (suggesting that the 
placcaat of 1550 in all probability merely followed the example of tt)e Burgos Ordin~nce of 1538); 
Goudsmit Zeerecht 212-213; Hammacher 42-43; Kracht 12, 14 and 15; and Mullens 23-24 (noting that 
compulsory under-insurance was used in conjunction with other methods in the placcaaten of 1550 and 
1551). 

307 See eg Sneller 106-107. 

308 Ballast was any heavy material, other than cargo carried for reward, which w~s placed in a ship to 
ensure her stability. Sh_lps of necessity often had to saU between ports or on particular legs of a voyage 
without any or at least with an insufficient cargo. It was often a considerable problem for masters to find 
materials to be used as ballast Ships of the East India Com~ny, eg, often took along more coal and 
stones as ballast than were required in Batavia They also uSed old unserviceable guns for this purpose, 
or bags of sand. iron or lead balls, or they carried more drinking water than the Company's regulations 
required, or their masters were instructed to fill empty water containel'S with seawater during the voyage. 
All these were ways of ballasting ships; ie, of lowering their centrifugal point to a safe depth for the 
voyage. See further Bruijn, Gaastra & SchOffer DutcJ>;.AsJatic Shipping 33. 
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owners on the voyage was perceived to have made the scuttling of the ship or other 
similar frauds upon the hull insurer a little more difficult. In the equivalents 19 of the 
replacing placcaat of Charles V of 19 July 1551, precisely the same measure was taken 
up, except that now the prohibition on full-value insurance was against pirates generally 
('Zee-roovers, oft andere de navigatie en coopvaerdye van herwaerds overe willen ver
hinderen'). 

As far as cargo insurance was concerned, s 22 of the placcaat of 1550 obliged 
merchants to keep uninsured, against the capture by Scottish or other pirates, one
tenth of the value of their merchandise, which value was to be calculated with reference 
to the prime cost at their place of origin. This prohibition was stated to be in force until 
such time as was otherwise provided for in an insurance placcaat ('tot der tijd toe dat 
wy op't stick van der Asseurancien ende verseeckerijnge anders sullen geordonnert 
hebben'). Section 21 of the placcaat of 1551 was identical, except that the prohibition 
was now merely against pirates generally. 

The prohibition on full-value insurance was retained in title VII of the placcaat of 
1563.309 Section 8 prohibited the insurance of ships against the perils of water, fire, 
enemy, piracy or other perils, none excluded, by the owner himself or his co-owners 
('mede-Reeders'), in excess of half the value of the ship, including her equipment and 
rigging, in the case of a ship sailing in ballast or loaded below half her capacity. When 
she had a load of more than half her capacity, though, her master could fully insure the 
hull of the ship, and also the guns, gunpowder and shot on board, but not her rigging 
or equipment. There was therefore no change from 1551 as to the proportion to be 
kept uninsured, except that the prohibition now extended to insurance against an risks 
and not merely to war-risks insurarice.310 · · ,: :; ·.· · 

In respect of cargo insurance, there was a break with the earlier provisions. Sec
tion 11 of title VII of the placcaat of 1563 laid down that for goods or merchandise 
originally costing less than Flemish £1 000 ('niet ghekost hebbende t'heuren eersten 
innekoope duysent ponden Vlaems'), the insured had to leave one-tenth part of such 
goods uninsured, without including in that value the cost of duties, freight, or any other 
expense, or the anticipated profit. Goods costing more than Flemish £1 000 pounds 
could be insured for their full value at their cost price ('den geheelen prijs ... ten prijse 
ghelijck hy die heeft inne ghekocht'), the insured having to leave uninsured and having 
to bear himself the risk and peril of only £100 pounds, and also the cost of duties, 
freight and other expense. Thus, s 11 provided for a ten per cent under-insurance with 
a maximum of £100 and thus ameliorated the insured's position somewhat, even 

309 See generally Goudsmit Zeerecht 245; Kracht 18. 

310 See Jolles 61-62 noting that compulsory under-insurance in the placcaat of 1550 was only against 
Scottish and other pirates, in the placcaat of 1551 against pirates and others who wanted to deter 
navigation and trade from the Netherlands, and in the placcaat of 1563 against all perils. As to s 8, see 
Groenewegen Aanteekeningen n7 (ad 111.24.4); Van Leeuwen Rooms-Hollands regt IV.9.4; and Van Zurek 
Codex Batavus sv 'Assurantie' par 6 n1 (who was not very clear in this regard). 
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though providing that the various expenses incurred on the goods could not be 
included in their value in this regard.311 

When these measures proved ineffective in preventing the abuses which the 
Legislature perceived to be occurring in connection with shipping and navigation 
because of the availability of insurance cover, it completely prohibited the conclusion of 
insurance contracts in the Low Countries in March 1569.312 After a period of almost 
nineteen months, the prohibition was repealed and insurance regulated anew, first in a 
provisional placcaat of 27 October 1570 and shortly afterwards in the placcaat of 20 
January 1571 (1570 os). Both these measures again contained provisions on com
pulsory under-insurance.313 

Section 20 of the placcaat of 1571 provided that in the case of ships, guns, 
munitions, victuals or similar things, no insurance was permissible, and no money 
could be taken or given on bottomry loans on the voyages of such ships, as was done 
before, except for below half of the real value of such ships, and without it being pos
sible to insure the rigging or equipment of such ships at all. 314 If an insurance was con
cluded in excess of half of her value, s 20 continued, it would be null and void and of no 
value by reason bf this current prohibition, and further the money advanced, paid out or · 
promised in respect of it would be forfeited. 315 Section 21 of the- provisional placcaat of 
1570 had been in identical terms. 

In respect of cargo insurance, s 3 of the placcaat of 1571 determined that in the 
case of goods, incoming or outgoing (that is, imports or exports), at least ten per cent 

311 As to s 11, see Groenewegen Aantekeningen n8 ad 111.24.4; Van Leeuwen Rooms-Hollands regt 
IV.9.4. . 

312 See generally Van Nlekerk Sources 43-45 for further background and also § 5.1 supra. See too Kracht 
21-24 who points out (at 23) that the placcaat of 1569, which prohibited the conclusion of any insurance, 
took the notion underlying compulsory under-insurance (le, that by increasing the interest of owners in 
their insured property, such owners would be less careless as a re~mlt of the existence of the insurance 
cover) to its absolute extremity. See too Klesselbacti 111 who mentions the prohibition on insurance in 
1569 in the same breath and almost as an extension of the provisions requiring compulsory under
iilsurance. 

313 See generally Enschede 30-31; Kracht 2e .. 

314 Thus, whereas the plac<:;aat of 1563 had permitted the full-value insurance of ship laden more than 
half, the placcaat of 1571 permitted no .more than an insurance of haH of her value. See Goudsmit 
Zeerecht 269. 

315 It seems that to the extent that this $8rlction was ~pplicable to a breach· of the prohibition of full-value 
insurance, the insurance was wholly null and void and not only to the extent to which it insured in excess 
of what was permissible. However, in an opinion delivered in 1602 (see Hollandse consultatien vol I cons 
187), which is admittedly not too clear on this point as no ready distinction was dra'Nn there between 
over•valuation and 'over-insurance~ (in the sense of an insurance in excess of the permitted proportion), it 
was noted that if it were found that the insured did not leave so much uninsured as was provided for by 
the placcaat (this may have referred to the placcaat of 1563), then the whole insurance was only null and 
void if the Insurers so wished ('inc!ien 't de Versekeraars gelieft'). The correctness of this is doubtful and 
the position appears to have been different In the case of cargo insurance, as will be shown shortly. 

As to s 20, see eg Scheltinga Dictata ad 111.24.4 sv 'onder twee derde-deelen, etc'; Goudsmit 
Zeerecht 263-264. 
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of their value had to remain ~t the risk and peril of the insured ('tot resicq, perijckel 
ende avontuere vanden genen die hem sal doen verseeckeren'), such value being the 
cost price, including the cost of packing, duties, equipment, the insurance premium 
and all other expenses up to the loading of the goods into ships.316 There was a 
proviso, though. Where one person had loaded into a single ship goods to the value of 
more than £2 000, that part of its value which exceeded that amount could be fully 
insured ('gheheelicken mogen verseeckeren'), .leaving uninsured only £200 (that is, 
one-tenth of £2 000). In effect, therefore, s 3 provided for the insured to bear ten per 
cent of the risk himself with a maximum of £200. It is uncertain what was the con
sequence of a transgression of this prohibition, but, as will be shown shortly, it appears 
not to have been the same as in the case of a breach of the prohibition imposed by s 
20 in respect of hull insurance. 317 Scheltinga31a pointed out that, in requiring a tenth part 
of the goods loaded into a ship to remain uninsured for the account of the owner, s 3 
(and all the later provisions of the same nature) had to be understood as referring to 
the goods on board which the owner had insured, not necessarily to all his goods on 
board, some of which may not have been insured. Accordingly, a tenth of the value of 
his goods on board and which were insured, and not necessarily a tenth of the value of 
all his goods on board, had to remain uninsured. By the same token, though, only the 
value of the insured goods could be taken into account to determine whether their 
value exceeded £2 000 and whether the amount of under-insurance was thus 
capped.319. 

The equivalent s 3 of the provisional placcaat of 1570 had imposed a fifteen per 
cent compulsory under-insurance on cargo and it had also not imposed any maximum. 
amount which an insured had to bear himself. It had instead determined that any 
breach of the prohibition would result in the nullity of the whole contract and in the for
feiture of the amounts in question. 320 Presumably the limit of fifteen per cent was too 
high and the consequences of a breach of the prohibition too severe for merchants 
who no doubt complained about it to authorities. As a result there was an amelioration 

316 These expenses were now Included, having been excluded in terms of the placcaat of 1563. 

317 See Wassenaer Practyk notariael Vlll.3 (where he was apparently concerned withs 3 although that 
was not expressly stated); Van Zurek Codex Batavus sv 'Assurantie' par 7. 

318 Dictata ad 111.24.4 sv ;het thiende dee/, etc twee duizent ponden, etc'. 

319 Scheltinga referred to the following example. If a merchant loaded a consignment of cloth and 
consignment of other goods on the same ship but insured only the cloth, then only a tenth part of the 
value of the cloth had to remain uninsured. It could not be argued that his other goods on board were not 
insured and that he had therefore complied with the compulsory under-insurance requirement. Likewise, 
only when the value of the cloth by itself exceeded £2 000, did the merchant have to bear no more than 
£200 of the risk on that cloth himself. 

320 '[E]nde dat op pene van nulliteyt ende onweerde vanden selven contracte, ende verlies vande 
penningen die men sal gegeven hebben, oft beloeft te geven, voir de selve versekeringe oft 
asseurancie, deen he/ft tonsen proffyte, ende dander he/ft vanden ghenen die de selve ontfangen sal 
hebben'. 
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of these measures in the placcaat of 1571, 321 the percentage having to be kept 
uninsured being reduced and, itwould appear, a breach now merely resulting in the 
excess being null and void, not the insurance as a whole. 

Another innovation introduced by the placcaat of 1571 was that the prohibition 
on full-value insurance was also extended to non-marine insurances. Section 29 pro
vided that carriers ('Voerlieden') could not insure their wagons, carts or horses 

· ('Wagenen, Karten oft Paerden') otherwise than for below half their value. It further pro
vided that the insurance of imports. or exports being conveyed by internal waters or 
over land could not exceed the value Of such goods but that a tenth had to remain at 
the risk of the merchant who had loaded it ('maer sa/ een tienste blyven tot perijckel van 
den Koopman, die geladen sal hebben'). Section 30 determined thatthe insurance of 
foreign imported goods being carried by sea, internal waters or over land ('Waren ende 
Koopmanschappen, komende tar Zee, over soete Wateren; oft te Landeuyt vremde 
Landen ende contreyen, inde Landen van herwaerts overe, oft in andere Coninckrijken 
ende Landen), could not exceed the value of such goods but that a tenth had to remain 
at the risk of the merchant who had loaded it ('blyvende 't voorsz tienste dee/ tot resiqc, 
perijckel ende avonture van den Koopman die ladende is'), subject to the maximum of 
£200 as in the case of cargo generally ('mette moderatie vande·voorsz twee duysent 
ponden grooten als vooren').322 

.5.3 Under-insurance in Antwerp Customary Law 

Although compulsory under-insurance was no doubt opposed and ignored in 
practice by the local merchants,a23 the Antwerp compilations of customary insurance 
law at first recognised and later contained several measures on compulsory under
insurance of hull, cargo, land-transport vehicles and ransom. 324 

The first mention of the topic occurred in the lmpressae of 1582 which, however, 
merely referred in art 6325 to the applicable legislation (t_hat is, to the placcaat of 1571) 
for details on what and for how much one could insure. By the time of the Compilatae 
of 1609, though, the topic was treated in detail in the compilation itself. 

In terms of art 2326 of the Compilatae, in the ease of an insurance on goods or 
merchandise, the insur~d had to retain and bear a part of the risk himself ('moet ... 
daervan een dee/ tsijnen laste endeperijckel houden'), namely a tenth part of the value 

321 See further as to s 3 of ttle provisional placcaat of 1570, De Groote Zeeassurantie 38; and also 
Golidsmit Zeerecht 263-264. 

322 See Van Zurek Codex Batavus sv 'Assurantie' par 3 (referring to 'wage-voer~vragt/uiden'); and also 
Golidsmit Zeerecht 268. 

·323 See De Groote Zeeassurantie 12on1. 

324 See generally Couvreur iZeeverzekeringspractljk' 192-193. 

325 Of title UV (see De Longe vol II at 402). 

326 Of par 1, title 11, part IV (see De Longe vo.l IV at 198-200). 
. . ' ' 
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of such goods, without the possibility of any agreement to the contrary ('sonder dat ter 
contrarien van dijen oft vuijtsluitinge eenich bespreeck, voorwaerde, renontiatie ofte 
vertijdenisse wordt toegelaeten').327 This provision was apparently frequently ignored in 
Antwerp.328 Article4 placed an upper limit on the amount of under-insurance by provid
ing that if the value of the insured goods with their expenses amounted to more than 
/12 000, one could then insure such excess value in full ('de meerdere weerde van de 
gelaeden goeden int geheel'), as long as the insured bore the risk of a tenth part of 
such /12 000 and without that part being insured at all in whatever way ('sonder dat 
men tselve thienste dee/ int besonder of anderssints mach doen verseeckeren, in wat 
maniere dattet waere'). 

In terms of art 266, in the case of a claim on his policy, the insured had to prove 
not only that the goods insured had in fact been shipped and what their value was, but 
also that he had borne such part of the risk as he was required to do ('dat hij tperijckel 
van alsulcken dee/ daerinne heeft gedraegen, als hij gehouden is geweest te loopen'), 
as well as that no further or additional insurance had been concluded either at the place 
of his insurance or elsewhere, and that he was unaware of any such insurance. 

As far as the insurance on hull was concerned, art 286329 laid down that the 
insured always had to bear a third330 of the value of the ship and her equipment. 331 

In the case of the insurance of wagons, carts and horses, art 313332 provided 
that the insured had to retain for his own account the risk of half of their real value 
without insuring that part elsewhere ('sonder dat men ... dijen anderssints doen ver
sekeren'). Finally, art 318333 contained a provision for compulsory under-insurance in 
the case of ransom policies, requiring the insured to bear a third part of the amount of 

:·.''t' {.i· }:.:· 
,':· .-:·,· 

327 In terms of art 3, the value of goods included their cost price, and also the cost of their packaging, 
freight, duties, the cost of a factor and the insurance premium paid or yet to be paid on them ('prijs oft 
loon van de versekering, mitsgaders tgene men heeft betaelt ofte soude moeten betaelen om den 
selven loon te versekeren, dwelckmen in desen heet asseurancie') and all other expense incurred on 
the goods until they were loaded. 

328 In practice the provision for a tenth part compulsory under-insurance in the case of goods Was in the 
seventeenth century no longer always observed, as appears from the 1621 Antwerp case of JA Balbi v 
Goyvaertszoon vanden Graeff. Already in the sixteenth century Antwerp policies regularly had the 
following handwritten clause added to the printed text: 'sander dat den bovenscr geassureerden 
ghehouden sat sijn te loopen de tien ten hondert'. See further Couvreur 'Zeeverzekeringspractijk' 192-
193; and also Mullens 47-48. 

329 Of par 9, title 11, part Iv (see De Longe vol IV at 318). See too Mullens 44-45. 

330 Less, therefore, than the half in terms of the placcaat of 1571. 

331 Article 289 limited voluntary bottomry loans on hull to two-thirds of the value of the ship, art 302 
limited the insurance of a bottomry loan by the lender to four-fifths of the amount of the loan, while art 308 
required confirmation under oath from the insured lender who claimed on his policy that he had borne a 
fifth of the risk and that he had not insured his share of the risk elsewhere. 

332 Of par 9, title 11, part IV (see De Longe vol IV at 328-330). 

333 Of par 9, title, 11 part IV (see De Longe vol IV at 330-332). 
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the ransom ('een oprecht derden dee/') so as to ensure his care in not being taken 
captive and in being ransomed as cheaply as possible ('opdat hij oorsaecke hebbe on 
voor hem te sien ten eijnde hij niet gevangen en worde, ende, gevangen sijn, hem ten 
minsten coste daervan vrij maecken'). 

5.4 . The, Gradual Relaxation of the Prohibition of FuU-val1.1e Insurance in the 
Seventeenth Century 

The provisions in the municipal insurance keuren of the seventeenth century 
introduced a gradual relaxation of the requirements of compulsory under-insurance, 
reflected in the decreasing portion ofthe value of the insured ship or goods which had 
to remain uninsured. 

For hull insurance, s 1 O of the Amsterdam keur of 1598 provided that no 
insurance could be concluded on ships, and their guns and munitions of war, except 
for below a two-thirds part of their real value, Without it being permissible to insure the 
freight or equipment of such ships, nor gunpowder, cannon balls, victuals or any similar 
thihgs cohslimed in any way on her. 334 Section 4 of the Middelburg keur of 1600 was in 
similar terms, except that it still provided for a greater portion of the value to remain 
uninsured, namely a half rather than a third. 335 

Section 2 of the keur of 1598 dealt with cargo insurance and provided that in the 
case of the insurance Of merchandise, whether imports or exports, at least ten per cent 
of their value had to remain at the risk ('tot .risicq, perijkel ende avonture') of the 
insured, such value being the cost price of the goods together with expenses incurred 
in respect of them prior to loading on board. The proviso was that in so far as one per
son had in one single ship goods to the value of more than £2 000, he could be fully 
insured for the excess of that value, only a tenth part of that sum of £2 000 having to 
remain at the risk of the insured. Thus, there was a ten per cent under-insurance on 
goods with a maximum of £200.336· 

Section 3 of the Middelburg keur of 1600 was in identical terms. However, in s 5 
. of its keur, the Middelburg Legislature did introduce one of th~ few innovations not 

. . . 

334 See Grotius lnleidinge 111.24.4; Groenewegen Aanteekenlngen n7 (ad 111.24.4); Van Leeuwen Rooms
Hollands regt IV.9,4 (noting the i.ncrease by the keuren - not the 'customs' as translated by Kotte 74 ... 
from the limit of half the value in the placcaat of 1563); Van Zurek Cod& Batavus sv 'Assurantie' par 5; 
and Lybreghts Koopmans handboek V.83 (also noting the increase in the portion of the value which 
could now be insured). 

335 See Groenewegen Aanteekeningen n7(ad111.24.4); Van Zurek Codex Batavu.s sv 'Assu.rantie par 6; 
Scheltinga Dictata ad 111.24.4 sv 'onder twee derde-deelen, etc'; Boey Woorden-tolk, sv 'Assuramie'; and 
also Ensched.e 32; Goudsmit Zeerecht 320-321 and 452. · 

336 See further Grotius lnleidinge 111.24.4 (also repeated in 111.24.6) (a tenth part of the value of goods had 
to remain uninsured 'tot taste van den eighenaer'); Groenewegen Aanteekeningen n8 (ad 111.24.4); Van 
Leeuwen Rooms-Hollands regt IV.9.4: Van Zu.rck Codex Batavus sv 'Assurant/a' par 7 and par 7 n(d}; 
Scheltlnga Dlctata ad 111.24.4 sv 'het thiende, dee/, etc twee dµizent ponden, etc'; and Scharer 
Aanteekeningen 419(ad111.24.4) n8. See also Enschede 31-32 (noting thats 2 of the keur of 1598 differed 
from s 3 of the placcaat of 1571 in the calculation of the tenth of the value of the goods); Goudsmit 

. . 
Zeerecht 319-320. 
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found in the Amsterdam keur of 1'598 which had· served as its model. In the interest of 
trade on the East Indies, it created an exception on the under-insurance on goods. 
When a person who had insured (that is, presumably, up to 90 per cent of) his a cargo 
on an outward-bound voyage ('op de uyt-reyse'), received reliable and correct informa
tion ('seeckere ende waerachtige tydinge') of the arrival of the carrying ship at her 
destination and the return shipment of his goods from there, he was permitted to insure 
on the return cargo ('op de wederkomste derselver') twice the amount which he could 
ordinarily have insured on the outward-bound voyage. Accordingly, the section 
explained somewhat superfluously, a person who could on ah outward-bound voyage 
have insured for Flemish £100, was permitted, if the necessary- news had been received 
('soodanige goede waerachtige tydinge onttangen hebbende'), to insure himself on the 
return voyage for £200. Presumably this was irrespective of whether or not an 
insurance for that amount would still have amounted to an insurance of only 90 per 
cent of the value of the return cargo. 

Section 15 of the Amsterdam keur of 1598337 provided firstly, that carriers could 
not insure their wagons, carts, or horses otherwise than for below half their value, and 
secondly, that goods carried over land or on internal waters could not be insured other'
wise than for below their value (as calculated in terms of s 2) with a tenth part of such 
value having to remain at the risk of the merchant who had loaded it. 338 

The Rotterdam Legislature also introduced compulsory under-insurance in its 
keur of 1604 which contained some further innovations. In terms of s 4, the masters 
and owners of any ship could not insure for more than a two-thirds part of her real 
value, in which value could not be includeq the,.salary of her crew, victuals, gunpowder, 
gunshot and other goods to be consumed ori tler voyage. This was the case where the 
ship in question remained this side of the equinoctial line ('de Linie Equinoctiael'), that 
is, the terrestrial Equator. But on ships going past or trading below (that is, south of) 
this line, one could not insure more than for half of such value.339 Presumably the 
longer the voyage, the greater the need for the insured to exercise care and hence the 
larger the portion of compulsory under-insurance. As far as cargo insurance was con
cerned, the Rotterdam keur apparently abolished compulsory-under-insurance. Section 

337 Section 27 of the Mlddelburg keur of 1600 was in identical terms. 

338 See Grotius lnleldinge 111.24.3 (wagons) and 111.24.4 (repeated in 111.24.6) (cargo; in the Lund edition 
there is an additional reference to all other goods 'te lande, op de zoete wateren ende op de zee'); 
Groenewegen Aanteekeningen n4 (ad 111.24.3); Voet Observationes ad 111.24.3 (n4) (noting that the 
reason for this prohibition was so that carriers would not collude with robbers and share the loot and 
thereafter claim the value of their wagons from the insurers): Van Zurek Codex Batavus sv 'Assurantie' 
par 3; and Van der Keessel Praelectiones 1432-1433(ad111.24.3) (noting that the aim with the prohibition 
Ins 15 apparently was so that carriers would, because of the risk of at least some damage falling on 
themselves, act with greater diligence and defend their cargoes or passengers against robbers with 
greater fortitude). See also Goudsmit Zeerecht 329. 

339 See Groenewegen Asnteekeningen n7 (ad 111.24.4); Van ZUrck Codex Batavus sv 'Assurantie' par 6; 
Scheltlnga Dictata. ad 111.24.4 sv 'onder twee derde-deelen, etc'; Boey Woorden-tolk sv 'Assurantie'. 

• 
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2 simply provided that all goods shipped on board, including all the expense incurred in 
respect of them up to their shipment, could be insured. 340 

5.5 The Abolition of the Prohibition on Full-value Insurance In the Eighteenth 
Century 

It was already clear by the end of the seventeenth century that the Dutch legisla
tures had to a greater extent come to realise not Only that the prohibition on full-value 
insurance was irksome to trade and commerce, but also that it was widely ignored in 
insurance practice.341 It should be pointed out that compulsory under-insurance was 
not only unacceptable to t_he insured who wanted full protection against-loss or 
damage, but also to insurers who earned a reduced premium income when a less than 
full-value insurance was concluded. The fact that both parties to the insurance contract 
were in principle opposed to the prohibition, goes some way towards explaining its 
widespread transgression in practice. 

Many examples exist of insurances for full value in contravention of existing 
prohibitions, the parties often employing a valuation clause.and an over-valuation to cir
cumvent the relevant provisions and/or contracting out of the applicable legislation. 
Often they also made the laws or customs of other places, such as London, where no 
compulsory under-insurance measures were in force at the time, applicable to the 
policy in question. 342 

34o See Groenewegen Aanteekeningen n8 (ad 111.24.4) (who thought that whRe there was compulsory 
under-Insurance on goods in Amsterdam and Middelburg, at Rotterdam the merchant or consignor could 
insure the goods In full); Scheltlnga Dictata ad llL24.4 sv 'het t/Jiende dee/, etc twee duizent ponden, etc' 
(the position In Rotterdam differed 'toto caelo' from that In Amsterdam & Middelburg). -Kracht 32 Is 
Incorrect in stating that in terms of the Rotterdam keur of 1604 the full value of a ship could be insured; 
that was apparently true only for cargo, as he points out later at 37; See further as to the position In 
Rotterdam, Goudsmit Zeerecht 397-398. · 

341 The ear1iest recognition, of course, was that in the Rotterdam keur of 1604; an example emulated in 
the French Ordinance de la marine of 1681. In terms of its provisions (art 111.6.8), an insured always had 
to bear the risk of a tenth part of the goods laden, except if there was an express clause in his policy 
declaring that he intended insuring the full value. Contracting out was therefore permitted. In another 
provision (art 111.6.9), though, the Ordinance determined that If the insured was himself on board the ship 
or if he was the owners of the carrying ship too, such contracting out was prohibited. See further eg 
Hammacher 94; Lowndes 102 (who is Incorrect, though, In his statement that the French took the lead in 
relaxing the severity of compylsory under-insurance In the Ordinance); and Magens Essay vol I at 5 
(referring to this as a judicious distinction between persons with and those without any control over the 
way in which the voyage was conducted, but noting that even so, the prohibition in the case of hull 
insurance was commonly renounced In Insurance policies, even though such renunciatio.n would 
probably not be valid). · 

342 A few examples will suffice. 
(I) The valuation clause in an Antwerp policy of 1566 (see Den Dooren de Jong 'Lombard Street' 16 

whe_re It is quoted)- was in direct c0mravemion of s 11 of the ~accaat 1563, and probably for this reason 
there was a rete~nce in the policy to and an incorporation of the customs of London. 
~Q In an Amsterdam fishing policy of 1636 the valuation clause, added by hand (see Den Dooren de 

Jong 'Practljk' 8-9) proVlded that the insurers were bound to the valuation and that 'U [insurers] oock 
consenteerende dat ghy opt voolSZ schlp metals voren suit mogen doen versekeren soo veel als 't LJ _ 
verselcert al waert de voile waerde van dien'. · 
(iii) An Amsterdam policy of 1.672 on the 'Witte Ha es' (see Den Dooren ·de Jong 'Practijk' 8-9 and 
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Ins 1 of the Amsterdam'Eimending keur·df.·1693, s 10 of the earlier keur of 1598 
was amended after requests from various prominent merchants in the city. It was now 
provided that insurances on the hull of ships could in future be made to the extent of a 
seven-eights part of the real value of such ship, but that one could still not insure 
freight, gunpowder, lead, victuals or similar consumptibles. The condition remained tha~ 
the insured himself had to bear the risk ('selve sal hebben te resiqueren') of the other 
one-eight part (that is, he could not insure that part with another insurer), and that was 
so whether the ship was worth above or below Flemish £2 000. It was therefore made 
clear that otherwise than in the case of cargo insurance, no maximum amount of 
under-insurance applied in the case of hull insurance.343 

The Middelburg Legislature appears to have taken a conscious decision in 1719 
to break away from its adherence to the position in Amsterdam when it abolished the 
prohibition on full-value insurance. Section 2 of the keur of that year provided that 
insured could have themselves fully insured, including the premium of insurance 
('Geassureerdens hun ten vol/en sullen moogen laaten verseekeren tot de praemie van 
Assurantie incluys'). This apparently repealed the prohibitions in the keur of 1600 on 
full-value insurance in both hull and cargo insurance. 344 

Despite the fact that its insurance keur of 1721 was generally advanced for its 
time and took full account of the needs of practice, the Rotterdam Legislature retained 
the prohibition on full-value hull insurance - it was in fact the last of the municipal keuren 

. 1 . ~.~- ~ ' 
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Appendix 24 infra for a reproduction) expressly insured the full value of the ship and her cargo. It also 
contained a (printed) valuation clause which provided that the insurers were bound to the valuation and 
'sal de geassureerde zich ten vol/en en tot den lesten stuyver toe van deze taxatie en pristatie vermogen 
te doen versekeren, sander gehouden te zyn een derde, thlende of andersins in 't minst yets selfs te 
resiqueren, renuntierende totdien eynde d'ordre van de Asseurantie-Kamer deser stede'. 
(iv) In an Amsterdam goods policy of 1687 (see Gehlen 144-149 and Appendix 26 infra for a 

reproduction) cargo was insured for its full value, and the insured declared himself not bound to bear any 
part of the risk of the value and the insurers on their part renounced the 'ordre van de assurantie-kamer' 
at Amsterdam and all other laws. Thus, according to Gehlen 151, the policy in this case expressly 
stipulated that the insurance took place 'ten vol/en en tot den testen stuyver'. 
(v) An Amsterdam policy of 1 O August 1712 (see Vergouwen 39-40) contained a hand-written clause by 

which the insured was permitted to insure the goods, including the premium, Without keeping a tenth part 
of It uninsured as was required by the Amsterdam keur of 1598, 'want deze assurantie geschiet 
wederzyts zonder Restorno; also wij daervan volkoomen renuntieren, alsmeede van de Carner van 
Asseurantie en a/le Wetten, Placaten en Ordinantie deze contrarie'. Interestingly enough, this policy was 
sanctioned by the signature of the Secretary of the Insurance Chamber. 

343 See generally Goudsmit Zeerecht ~21. 

344 See eg Scharer Aanteekeningen 427 (ad 111.24.8) n22 (who incorrectly stated that at Middelburg only 
half of the value of a ship could be insured in terms of s 4 of the Middelburg keur of 1719); Van Zurek 
Codex Batavus sv 'Assurantie' par 7 n(e); Decker Aanteekeningen ad IV.9.4 n(3)/(c) (who remarked that 
It was clear that the compulsory under-insurance of merchandise mentioned in the Amsterdam keur of 
1589 could 'hedendaagsch op veelen Plaatsen warden verzekerf, among other places in Middelburg, 
where 'hebbende contrarie costume de anterieure Wetten geabrogeert of eene renunciatie daar van 
ingevoerf); Van der Keessel Theses selectae th 719 and 720 (ad 111.24.4); idem Praelectiones 1440 (ad 
111.24.4). See also Goudsmit Zeerecht 453. 
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still to contain the prohibition - although it did relax the earlier limits somewhat. 345 In s 
31 of the Rotterdam keur of 1721 it was laid down that ships, which could be insured in 
terms of s 25, could not be insured for in excess of a seven-eights part of their real 
value, without any distinction as to the length of their voyage . ('zonder onderscheid of 
de voorgenomene Aeyse is aan deze zyde of voor-by de Linie'). This was a, less restric
tive measure than in s 4 of the earlier keur of 1604, in terms of which a ship could not 
be insured in excess of two-thirds her value, and it applied to all voyages, even the 
longer ones in respect of which the even stricter limitation of a half no longer applied. 346 

In s 25 of the keur of 1721, it was provided that one could insure and have insured all 
kinds of ships, goods, wares and merchandise, nothing excluded,-· and -also the expen-

· --ses up to and including loading, as wen as the insurance premiums. As was already the· 
position-in the·keur of 1604; therefore, no compulsory under-insurance was expressly 
provided for as regards the insurance of cargo. The fact that full-value cargo insurance 
was permitted by implication, may be deduced from the absence of any express 
prohibition as in the case of hull insurance. 341 

The changing attitudes as regards the prohibition on full-value insurance were 
also reflected in a split decision of the Hooge Raad in 1716. 348 The· decision also shed 
some light on the effect of a breach of this prohibition. In this case there was an almost 
complete loss of a ship and her cargo when she collided in a storm with another ship. 
The defences of the Amsterdam insurers of the ship were rejected by the Raad but 
another matter required its attention, namely the extent to which insurance on ships 
was permissible. In this case the ship was Insured for an amount exceeding two-thirds 
of her value, a breach, therefore, of s 10 of the Amsterdam keur of 1598. 

Several ('verscheide') of the members of the Hoage Raad, apparently the major
ity, were of the view that the excess of the amount insured was null and void in terms of 
s 10, read with s 1 of the keur of 1598. The insured's claim against the insurers was 
therefore allowed up to two-thirds of the real value of the insured ship, with a 

345 See generally Goudsmit Zeerecht 397-398; Kracht 37. 

346 See Scheltinga Dlctata ad lll.24.4 sv 'onder twee derde-Oeelen, etc' (noting that the earlier distinction 
between voyages to the one or the other side of the Equator appeared to have been abrogated as not 
was not repeated ins 25); Scharer Aanteekeningen 427 (ad 111.24.8) n22; Van der Keessel Theses 
selectae the 719 (ad llL24.4); idem Praelectiones 1440 (ad 111.24.4); and Van der Unden Koopmans 
handooek 1v.s.2. See also Enschede 35. · 

347 That was the point made by Van der Keessel Praelectiones 1440 (ad 111.24.4) {full-value insurance is 
the rule ands 31 created a special exception In the ease of hull Insurance). See also idem Theses 

-se/ectae th 720 (ad 111.24.4) (merchandise may also now be insured for Its full value at Rotterdam). It 
appears that S.chorer Aanteekenlngen 415(ad111.24.3) n4 was incorrect in stating·(although only in the 
Dutch translation by Austin) that although one could insure holJses against fire in Rotterdam, one could in 
terms of s 4 of the Rotterdam keul' of 1721 net do so for more than three-quarters of the value of the 

· · building. Section 4 concerned the jurisdiction of the local Chamber of Maritime Affairs and not fire 
·insurance which was In fact not mentioned in that keur at all. . 

348 See Bynkershoek Observationes tumultuariae obs 1290; idem Quaestiones juris privati IV.6. See also 
eg Suerrnondt Taxatie 22 (who regards the case as an example of over-Insurance through over
valuation); and Uchtenauer Geschledenis 154. 
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proportionate return of the premium being ordered as regards the balance. 349 The 
minority of the members argued that the custom received among merchants had 
abolished s 10, and that proof of this was to be found in the fact that policies sold 
everywhere contained a clause in terms of which the parties renounced the contrary 
provisions of the insurance keuren, and also in the fact that even the Commissioners of 
Insurance at Amsterdam in their judgment a quo had ignored the provisions thus 
renounced by the parties. 

Bynkershoek, speaking for the majority of which he was one, noted the various 
legislative provisions on under-insurance on hull350 and the fact that the rationale for 
such compulsory under-insurance was readily· apparent if the insured shipowner him
self commanded or equipped the ship. However, if the shipowner was not in command 
of her navigation or in control of her equipment, there appeared to. him to be no reason 
why he should not be able to insure his ship fully.351 Maybe for this reason, Bynker~ 
shoek speculated, s 4 of the Rotterdam keur of 1604, where it mentioned the extent to 
which one could insure a ship, referred specifically to masters and owners ('spreeken 
als van Schippers en Reeders').352 But because ships were commanded mostly by their 
masters who were in those days seldom also the owners of the ships, the prohibition 
on full-value insurance was widely ignored ('word 'er nu weinig acht op diergelyk ver
bod ges/age') and it was for that reason, Bynkershoek thought, that s 25 of the keur of 
1721 simply permitted the full-value insurance of ships.353 However, according to 

' Bynkershoek the minority was not correct in their argument. The prohibition in question 
was a lex perfecta ('een volstrekte Wet') so that any agreement in contravention of it 
was null and void354 and the proof of the customary conclusion of such agreements . 
was therefore irrelevant. 

However, the decision of the majority of the Hooge Raad and Bynkershoek's jus
tification of it were clearly out of feeling with the position in and the requirements of 
practice. The Raad's decision was also in stark contrast with its approach earlier in 

349 Thus, an insurance in excess of the permitted proportion was not (or, rather, no longer) in fact 
regarded as totally null and void but only to the extent of the excess. See also Dorhout Mees 
Schadeverzekeringsrecht 178. 

350 That is, ss 8 Of the placcaat of 1563; 20 of the placcaat of 1571 : 1 o of the Amsterdam keur of 1598; 4 
of the Middelburg keur of 1600; and 4 of the Rotterdam keur of 1604. 

351 That is, If the insured is not in control of the Insured ship, under~insurance would not ensure his care 
and attention in her navigation. Of course, what Bynkershoek did not consider, even then such under
insurance would still have ensured that the shipowner chose a competent master to command his 
(under-insured) ship. 

352 See also Dorhout Mees Schadeverzekeringsrecht 178. 

353 In this, of course, Bynkershoek was wrong. Section 25 dealt with ships, cargo and merchandise 
generally and pennitted their insurance In principle, buts 31 still limited the extent of insurances of ships 
and retained a compulsory under-insurance on hull. 

354 See again ch VIII § 5.2 supra as to the renunciation of Insurance laws in Roman-Dutch law. 
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1712 as regards the prohibition on the insurance of expected profit.355 That much 
appears, for example, from Feitama's comments and argument on the topic356 as well 
as from the views of LybreghtS357 who noted that While the compulsory under
insurance of goods was earlier required by the insurance keuren, one was now 
permitted to deviate from and contract out of the prohibition on full-value insurance 
'daar het Gemenebest geen nadeel door bekomt'. There was no reason to prohibit 
such contracting out, he thought, because the prohibition was not a Jex perfecta ('want 
wat voordeel kan het den Assuradeur doen, dat den geassuteerden mede risico voot 
een tiende loopt, integendee/ zo is hem naqeelig doordien zyf'I premie daar door 
kleinder is'). Compulsory under-insurance was against the underlying notion of 
insurance, detrimental to trade,35a and capable ,of ruining a merchant who traded 
heavily and suffered misfortune a:t sea. For this reason, Lybreghts noted, the Hamburg 

355 See again ch V § 5.2 supra and generally Dorhout Mees Schadeverzekeringsrecht 22. Interestingly 
enough, in 1643, in a case before the Supreme Court of Naples in Odoatdus & Gulielmus Micco 
[Englishmen] v Emanuel Vaez (see Aoccus/Felt,ama Declsien decis Vl.14), one of the defences raised by 
the Insurers was that the insurance was null because the insured had not participated for one-eight part 
as was statutorily required, and that it was Irrelevant that In the policy that prohibition on full-value 
insurance had been renounced because such renunciation was in terms of that same statute not 
permissible and valid. The Supreme Court held that the decision of the Maritime Court a quo had to be 
suspended and postponed and that the insurers had to be given time to provide further proof of their 
allegations. 

356 Aoccus De assecurationibus note 81 remarked that the compulsory participation by an insured in a 
part of the risk was usually renounced In contemporary insurance policies and that insurers, ignoring the 
participation, bound themselves fuUy in favour of the insured. In 1737 Feitartla remarked in this regard that 
it was a daHy occurrence also in the Nether1ancts that insurers insured fully, even Including the insurance 
premium, with a renunciation of the statutory provisions to the effect that the insured had to bear a 
specified part of the risk. He thought It better that insured be permitted to insure fully without having to 
retain a specified share, for there appeared to be little advantage to be gained from such small 
compulsory under-Insurance and because it was In fact detrimental for the insurer himself because he in 
consequence received a smaller premium. Further, Feitama suggested, the purpose of insurance was the 
advaricei'nent of trade alid to ensure that merchants suffered no loss in the process. Compelled under
Insurance was clearly not compatible with this aim. It was arguable that it was for the benefit of trade, the 
Insured and also the insurer if full-value ln~urance were permitted, as was the position in Hamburg (see 
n359 lnfra). 

357 Koopmans handboek V. n n 1. See too Uctitenauer Geschledenis 103 on the difference in this regard 
between the formal law (where the prohibition on full~value insurance was stated not to be renouncable) 
and practice (where property was as rule insurecl for its full value); Weskett Digest 291-292 sv 'insurance' 
~ 9 (compulsory under-insurance is nOWhere observed and everywhere evaded). Magens Essay vol I at 
5 commented that although all ancient and some modem laws explicitly required the insured to run some · 
part of the risk, such injunctions were commonly evaded and seldom complied with for long. Contrary 
customs had' evolved, he noted, and unless fraud was involved, the courts could not do otherwise In the 

. case of disputes than to oblige the merchatlts to adhere to their contracts and not to rely on technicalities 
and abrogated laws. 

358 In the sense, no doubt, that insurance business would not be placed in the Nether1ands but elsewhere 
where full-value Insurance was permitted. 

. ' :·, '• 
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Assecuranz-Ordnung of 1731 permitted insurance in full.359 
By the time Amsterdam revised its insurance legislation in 1744, it too brought 

the position there in line with the obvious demands of practice. This it did by abolishing 
the crude device of compulsory under-insurance as a method to control insurance 
frauds and the conduct of insured.360 In terms of s 7 of the Amsterdam keur of 1744, 
the hull of a ship and all her appendages and equipment, nothing excluded, could be 
fully insured for (but not be insured for more than) their value on proceeding to sea ('zal 
ten vol/en, en soo als het waarlyk tot in Zee kost, verseekerd mogen werden').361 And in 
terms of s 22, all goods, wares and merchandise, none excluded, as well as valuables, 
could be fully insured with all expenses incurred in respect of them until their loading, 
as well as the insurance premium paid on them ('sullen ... ten vol/en verzekerd mogen 
warden met a/le onkosten tot aan boord met de Premie van Assurantie inclusive').362 

Therefore, the gradual relaxation and eventual abolition of the prohibition on full
value insurance was a significant development in the way in which the law and the 
legislatures regarded the role of insurance. Insurance was no longer merely an aid to 
assist a merchant to overcome the consequences of loss or damage, but it came to be 
acknowledged that insurance could and should in fact be permitted to eliminate those 
consequences completely, even if they were caused by the insured's own (non
intentional) conduct. Insurance had in practice evolved from being a mere aid to busi
ness to being an indispensable part of it, and this evolution had at last come to be fully 
understood and recognised by the formal Roman-Dutch law as well. 

5.6 The Effect of Under-insurance on the Insurer's Liability 
. . ' . ~ :- . : • : . ' >: .. ~::,. 

After the abolition of the prohibition on the insurance of the full value of property, 
merchants no doubt continued, as they had done before, to under-insure voluntarily. 

359 Article 111.3 of the Hamburg measure expressly stated that the insured did not have to bear any part of 
the risk and it therefore permitted 'Vollversicherung'. See further Dreyer 122-123; Goudsmit Zeerecht 
359n1; and Hammacher94. 

360 See generally Enschede 35; Goudsmit Zeerecht 337-338. 

361 See Lybreghts Koopmans handboek V.83 n1; Van der Keessel Theses selectae th 719(ad111.24.4); 
idem Praelectiones 1440 (ad 111.24.4); (noting that that was the position also at Dordrecht); and Van der 
Linden Koopmans handboek IV.6.2. 

As far as the insurance by land-carriers of their carts, wagons and horses was concerned, the 
prohibition contained in s 15 of the Amsterdam keur of 1598 may still have been effective. As Van der 
Keessel Praelectibnes 1432-1433 (ad 111.24.3) observed, there was no provision on this matter in s 9 of the 
keur of 1744 (which was otherwise the equivalent of s 15 of the keur of 1598), and further at the end of s 
9, masters (who sailed on internal waters, for s 9 - as s 15 before - was concerned with them too) were 
expressly permitted to have their ships insured, because in their case there was less danger that they 
would be less diligent in protectjng their ships, seeing that they themselves were also in danger, being on 
board the ship. 

362 See Decker Aanteekeningen ad IV.9.4 n(3)/(c) who remarked that it was clear that the tenth part of 
the value of merchandise mentioned by the Amsterdam keur of 1589 could 'hedendaagsch op veelen 
Plaatsen warden verzekerf, also in Amsterdam itself where 'hebbende corrtrarie costume de anterieure 
Wetten geabrogeert of eene renunciatie daar van ingevoert'); Van der Keessel Theses selectae. th 720 
(ad 111.24.4); and idem Praelectiones 1440(ad111.24.4). 
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In fact, in the early stages of the evolution of insurance, under-insurance was the 
rule rather than the exception, merchants using insurance merely as a supplementary 
measure to protect themselves partially against loss or damage. Initially many mer
chants either did not insure at all363 or qid not insure their ship or goods fully, Insurance 
was a way of mitigating rather than avoiding the consequences of loss or damage~ But 
while this may have been true of the seventeenth century and before, 364 that was 
increasingly no longer the case thereafter. The legislative use of under-insurance as a 
method to control insurance- frauds and the conduct of insured was an increasing 
hindrance not only to practice, where merchants now recognised the worth of 
insurance and required such cover to the full extent of their exposure, but also to the 
expansion of the notion of insurance itself.365 

Nevertheless, in later times too under;.insurance continued to occur in practice, 
even after the· abolition of the prohibition on merchants' obtaining full insurance cover; 
Now, however, it was no longer made compulsory by legislative prescript. It occurred, 
as it had done before, either on a voluntary basis in order for the insured to save on 
premiums, or because, given the unavailability of insurance cover, they had no other 
option. 366 Alternatively, it may still have occurred because insurers themselves, rather 
than the legislatures, retainedJt in the form of a contractual stipulation367 as a measure 
to ensure that the insured looked after the insured property. 

The question arises what the effect was of under-insurance, whether in a com
pulsory or voluntary form, on the liability of the insurer or insurers368 involved. 

There is little direct authority on this matter in Roman .. outch law but it appears 
ttiat in the case of under-insurance the insured was regarded as a co-insurer with the 

363 See again ch IX § 2"2 supra as to self-insurance. 

364 See eg Barbour 'Marine Risks' 590; aayton 26; and Postan, Rich & Miller 99 who suggest that si.m::e 
medieval times merchants were used to assuming risks and that shipments were rarely insured for more 
than half their value or even sometimes less. That voluntary under-insurance Was by no means an 
uncommon practice, appears from a description of Amsterdam by Pontanus Beschrljvinge in 1614 (UL4, 
at 298-299), where he commented on the Insurance Ghamber and on the practice of merchants of often 
not insuring the-whole ship or the Whole consignment but only a part, retaining the balanc~ for their own 
risk.· 

365 See eg Faber 'Studien I' 93 and 95. 

366 For example, the well-known Van der Meulen policies conclUc:led in Amsterdam in 1592 (see Sneller 
118 ai1d Appendic infra) insured tl'le cargo on three ships for only about one-sixth of their value. This was 
therefore not simply an example of a case where the compulsory under-insurance provisions were 
complied with (cargo could at the time be Insured for 90 per cent of Its value) but it rt\$Y have been that 
for the risk in question, cover could not be obtained in Amsterdam for the greater part of the value of the 
cargo. At least IJzerman & Den Dooren de Jong 226 are wrong Where they state that the insurance here 
was for the full value of the cargo and iii contravention of the governing provisions on compulsory under-
Insurance. · · 

367 Such as in the torm of a clause ~ng 'x per cent to remain un-insured'. No clause of this nature was 
encountered in any of the publiShed sources of Roman-Dutch law. 

368. Or even the sets of insurers, in the case of double msurance. 
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other insurer or insurers involved,·and that as·between the insured and the other co
insurers, the general principle of several proportional liability between co-insurers3s9 
also applied.370 Should the insured have been under-insured although there were 
several policies on the ship (that is, under-insurance through double insurance), the 
same principle would have applied with the insured being regarded as a co-insurer on 
each of the policies in question. 311 

The most important source of information on the practice regarding under;. 
insurance in the Low Countries was the compilation of Antwerp customary law, the 
Compilatae of 1609. The applicable rule in the case of (then compulsory) under
insurance was that any loss was borne proportionally by the insurer or insurers and the 
insured, with the latter himself being regarded as an insurer as regards the uninsured 
part.372 Thus, art 219373 provided that the loss was shared between the insurers and the 
insured equally in accordance with the amount of risk subscribed or borne by each 
('soo wort tverlies gelijckelijck verdeijlt tusschen den versekerde ende {de] ver
sekeraers, naer advenant dat elck van hun onderteeckent oft tsijnen taste genomenjlast 
gehouden heeft').374 In terms of art 209,375 the same applied where only a part of a con
signment was insured, that is, in the case of voluntary Under-insurance. The insured 
could not then argue, as against the insurers, that the part of the consignment which 
had been lost was the insured part while the uninsured part had been saved and that 

369 See again § 2 supra. 

370 Thus, where a ship worth f 2 500 was insured for f 2 000 in terms of a policy underwritten by four 
insurers for f 1 000, /500, /300 and /200 each, each of the insurers and also the insured himself, as if he 
had underwritten the ship for /500 (the amount under-insured), would be liable to bear her loss in 
proportion to the sums each of the insurers had underwritten on the one hand and the insured had left 
un-inslired on the other hand. If the ship was totally lost, therefore, the insured would have to bear f 500 
of that loss. The application of the proportionality principle was most vividly illustrated, though, in the 
case of a partial loss. If the ship was damaged to the extent of /1 250 (ie, 50 per cent), the insured had to 
bear 50 per cent of his share of the risk (ie, /250) and the insurers each 50 per cent of sums they had 
underwritten (le /500, /250, /150 & /100) so that the insured could only recover /1 000 on his policy for 
the loss of /1 250. The insured could not have argued that his insurers should in tenns of a principle of 
priority, bear the full loss of f 1 250 first and that he was in fact able to recover all (partial) losses up to 
f 2 000. Noi', of course, could he have argued that only the first (fully) and the second (up to f 250) 
insurers should bear that partial loss alone. 

371 See again § 3 supra for the application of the proportionality principle in the case of double insurance 
simpliciter (ie, double insurance not amounting to over-insurance). 

372 See generally Mullens 87. 

373 Of par 6, title 11, part IV (see De Longe vol IV at 292). 

374 The example provided in this regard was that if the value of goods was /13 036-16 and the loss was 
/1 303-13*, the insured had to bear ten per cent of the loss (the compulsory under-insurance being ten 
per cent at the time). 

375 Of par 6, title 11, part IV (see De Long6 vol IV at 286). 
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the insurers were in consequence alone liable for the loss. ats The proportionality princi
ple was applicable also where, in the case of under-insured property, an abandonment 
had to take place or the insurer had to be given credit for salvage or the reduction of 
the loss. m Lastly, it applied also to the moneys to be advanced or paid to the insured 
in connection with the avoidance or minirn,i$ation of a loss. 378 

· An opinion in 1715 confirmed that the proportionality principle applicable in the 
case of under-insurance extended not only to the liability of the insured and his insurers 
for the loss, but also to the way in which they shared in any reduction of that loss, for 
example by way of an indemnification aliunde or a recovery of salvage or abandon
ment. 379 Accordingly, in the case of under-insurance, there was a proportional 
abandonment, a- proportional right to salvage and a proportional entitlement to any 
other diminution of the insured's loss received from an extraneous source. 380 

The only Roman•DUtch author to comment on the effect of under-insurance and 
to explain that the insured himself had to be regarded as a co-insurer, was Van der 
Keessel. 381 He noted that it followed from the rule set out in s 13 of theplaccaat of 1571 
as to the proportiona_l liability of co-insurers who had insured property in question to its 
full value, 382 that a single insurer383 who had signed for a smaller amount than the value
of the property could not be held liable for more that he would have been liable for had 

376 'A/s de coopmanschappe maer voor een dee/ en is versekert, ende datter verlies oft beschadicheijt 
valt ter saecken van compositie, lossinge, bederfenisse van de goeden of anderssints, soo moet de 
schade over a/le de verseke_rde coopmanschappen verdeijlt warden [bij] ponts ende schellincx gewijse, 

_ sander dat men de verseketaers daermede aUeen mach be_Ja:sten.' 

· 377 Thus, art 248 of par 7, title 11, part IV of the Compilata.e (see De Longe vol IV at 302) provided that if 
after their abandonment as lost, a ship or gooos nevertheless appeared ('te voorschijn qu(ime)', 'soo 
soude tselve, ende t'gewin dwelck daerop solide mogen val/en, sijn tot behoeve van de versekeraers, 
sander dat de versekerde daertoe voorder soude mogen pretenderen, dan alleen voor sijn thienste oft 
andere gedeelte, d'welck niet versekert en is'. · 

378 In terms of art 252, insurers were obliged to ad"'.Clnce to the insured the cost to be incurrect, or to pay 
him the cost already Incurred, in this regard, less that part of it which the insured was compelled to bear 
himself. As to these costs; see again ch XVI § 1 supra. 

379 See Bareis Advysen vol I adv 16 where it was noted in passing and without any further explanation 
that whDe in the case of full-value· tnsurance and a total loss, the insl!red had to account to the insurer for 
the insured ship and the amount realised at the sale of the goods, that was· not the case where there was 
under-insurance, le, where the insurance 'niet in 't geheel of ten vol/en mogte zyn gedaen, of ook niet in 't 

. geheel en ten vol/en, of zodanig ge<J11en had mogen warden na de wetten of costumen van de plaetse'. 
In such a case the Insured only had to give the benefit of such recov~ry or indemnification to insurers 
proportionally ('de Geassureerde de voorsz a/stand en verantwoordinge alleen proportionelyk na maete 
van de gedaene of geperrnitteerde Assurantie zaJ hebben of behoeven te doen geschieden'). 

380 Abandonment, and the insurer's right to salvage and to an indemnification 8/iunde are treated in ch 
XIX infra . 

. 381Praelectiones 1475b-c (ad 111.24.17). 

. 382 See again § 2.2 supra where s 13 was considered in detaD. 
'· . 

383_Qr, for that matter, several co-insurers. 

', : ". ~· 
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another insurer or other insurers .also bound himself or themselves up to the full value 
of the property. Logically, he pointed out, the position of such (first) insurer, taken 
alone, could not improve or deteriorate as result of the insured adding or not adding 
other insurers. 384 . 

Van der Keessel used the following example to illustrate this point. If goods 
worth f10 000 were insured for f1 000 by A but the insured could find no other insurers 
willing to underwrite the balance of f9 000, and if then a partial loss occurred of ten per 
cent (that is, damage amounting to f1 000), equity did not permit that insurer A to be 
liable for the full amount of that damage. Although he had signed for the amount of 
f 1 000, A would have been liable only for one-tenth of that amount of damage had the 
other f9 000 also been insured. It was also ridiculous to say that A should be liable for 
the same amount {f 1 000) whether the loss was a total loss or a partial loss of ten per 
cent. 385 Therefore, Van der Keessel continued; it was more correct to say that insurer A 
in this case insured not a specific sum but a part of the damage in proportion to a 
specific sum, that is, that he had insured up to f1 000386 and that the other f9 000 thus 
remained for the risk of insured himself or, presumably, such other insurers as he could 
find. In this instance, therefore, A was not liable for more than f10Q.387 

Further, the fact that the insured had to be regarded as a co-insurer of the risk, 
Van der Keessel pointed out, also appeared from the older laws in terms of which 
under-insurance was made compulsory and where the intention was that the insured 
himself had to bear a part of the risk and therefore a proportionate part of every loss. 388 

In conclusion, Van der Keessel summarised the position in the case of under
insurance as follows. An insurer who underwrote a policy for a smaller amount than the . 
value of the property in question, was liable only for a proportional part ('tantum pro 
rata'), whether he was the sole insurer and the risk was therefore shared between him
self and the insured, or whether there were several other insurers and the risk was 
therefore shared between the co-insurers. And this rule, he noted, was recognised by 
usage and custom not only in Dutch law but also elsewhere, namely in England.389 

384 Or, for that matter, releasing them. See again § 2.4 supra for the effect of a release of a co-insurer on 
the llabUity of the other co-insurers. 

385 If this was the case, Van der Keessel noted, no insurer would have been prepared to underwrite a 
policy first, given that in the case of partial losses, which were much more common than total losses, he 
would always be liable fully, irrespective of whether other insurers had signed the policy or whether the 
insured had been unable or unwilling to obtain other insurers. 

386 See again ch XVII § 2 supra tor the point that the sum he had insured represented the maximum 
amount payable by an insurer, not in all cases the amou~ he necessarily actually had to pay out. 

387 See Van der Keessel Praelectiones 1475e (ad 111.24.17) for further examples of the liability of Insurers 
in the case of under-insurance, including the case where such under-insurance was the result of a release 
of one of the co-insurers by the insured. 

388 And, by implication, not only of total losses. 

389 In this regard Van der Keessel referred to Park System {1800) ch 6. 
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5.7 Under-insurance In the Wetboekvan Koophandel and In English Law 

In the Wetboek van Koophandel a number of provisions make it clear that com
pulsory under-insurance no longer exists· and that full-value insurance is permissible.390 

If property is not insured for its full value, though, art 253-2,391 which applies to 
insurance generally and not only to marine insurance; despite the lack of Roman-Dutch 
authority on the point, in essence follows the solution suggested earlier by Van der 
Keessel and which was also followed elsewhere. It lays down that in the case of loss or 
damage the insurer is liable only in proportion· ('in everedigheid') of the insured to the 
uninsured part.392 In terms of art 253,,3 parties are free to agree expressly that, despite 
the larger value of the insured object (that is, despite the under-insurance), the damage 
that does occur will be compensated to the full extent of the sum insured and, there
fore, that the insured wiU not be regarded as a co-insurer and will not have to bear a 
proportionate part of that damage himself. 393 . 

the effect of under-insurance and the proportionality principle upon an 
abandonment is regulated in art 677-2394 and upon the insurer's liability for general 
average in art 72Q.39s 

As already noted by Van der Keessel; the proportionality principle was applica
ble in the case of under-insurance not only in terms of Dutch law but also in terms of 
other systems, including English law. 

390 See eg art 289-1 (fire lm~urance may be made for the full value of the insured goods); art 594 (marine 
Insurance ma:y be made on the whole or a part of the object of risk); art 602 (hull insurance may be made 
for the full value of the ship); and art 612 (goods may be Insured for their full value). However, in one case 
of fire insurance something of the earlier notion remains in art 289-3 which provides that in the case of a 
reinstatement clause ('beding van weder-opbouwing', in terms of which the insurer undertakes to pay the 
cost of the reinstatement of the building destroyed by fire). the insurance may not exceed three-quarters 
of such costs ('nimmer drle vieren dler kosten mogen te boven gaan'). While the aim with this provision Is 
to reduce the temptation of causing the loss for the insured, most modem policies contract ollt of this 
measure. See further eg Oammera 27-41; Heemskerk 103. 

391 Article253-1 concerns over-insurance and it too Omplicitly) permttted full-value insurance by declaring 
itiWlid only an Insurance In excess of the value. 

392 Mathematically this is an incorrect statement and It should have read: In proportion of the insured part 
to the full value of the object. See generally Dammers 19-20 and 23; Voorduin vol IX at 170-171 and 175-
1 ~. . 

393 Such an exclusion of the proportionality principle may be necessary and desirable in the case where 
an accidental Linder-insurance is possible, eg where a consignment of an unknown quantity of goods is 
. Insured. See Asser NBW 104. 

394 If ships or goods are not insured for their full value, and the insured therefore bears a part of the risk 
himself, abandonment extends no further than 'tot het beloop van de vettekerde voorwerp, in 
evenredigheid van het niet verzekerde gedeelte'. See further c:h XIX§ 2.3 intra as to abandonment. 

395 The insurer is liable for any general average loss of or general average contribUtion in respect of 
t.mder-insured property 'in evenredigheid ~ het verz.el<erde tot het niet verzekerde gedeelte'. 
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In the late sixteenth centUry, the London insurance market too was familiar with 
the notion of compulsory under-insurance, at least as regards goods of which ten per 
cent had to remain uninsured with a maximum of £200,396 a position corresponding 
with that applicable at the time in Antwerp.397 No doubt local merchants found this as 
bothersome as their Dutch counterparts and it would not surprise if the practice in this 
regard was changed and if full-value insurance became available and was permitted in 
London as was also eventually the case in the Netherlands. 

The effect of under-insurance on the liability of the insurer in English law was 
also understood as it was in Dutch law. In the case of under-insurance the insured, it 
was accepted, had to be regarded as an insurer and he had.to share equally in any 
loss in the proportion which the amount left uninsured bore to the full value of the prop
erty. Malynes explained in 1629 that in the case of loss, the insured 'shall come in as an 
assurer, for so much as shall appeare that he hath himselfe borne adventure of'. 39s 

That remained the position and in the mid-eighteenth century Magens399 warned that 
merchants had to insure to the full value of their goods and pay the premiums on the 
sum insured (and not under-insure in an attempt to save on premiums) if they wished 
not to bear a part of the loss themselves, for if they insured only a part of the value they 
would be regarded as their own insurer for the uninsured balance. 

It appears that there was at first some uncertainty as to whether the 
proportionality principle would apply also to fire insurances. A clause was inserted into 
company fire policies from early in the eighteenth century by which the proportionality 
or average principle400 was made applicable to them too. Despite the limited scope of 

396 See Kepler 'London Marine Insurance' 49, referring to evidence from the draft Booke of Orders as to 
the degree of insurance protection available in London in the 1570's. It appears that 90 per cent of goods 
up to the value of £1 000 could be insured, and 100 per cent of anything valued above that, with the 
insured having to bear an additional £100 of any loss. The hull and the armaments of a ship could be 
insured for their full value, and a ship's freight could be insured for its full value unless it exceeded £4 per 
ton, in which case only 75 per cent of it was insurable. 

397 See again § 5.3 supra and Kepler 'London Marine Insurance' 52. Note, though, that in Antwerp a 
compulsory under-insurance of 50 per cent existed on shipstoo, so that the position in London was less 
restrictive. Kepler suggests (at 55n37) that the liberal attitude of the London market towards insuring 
ships developed concurrently with an increase in the growth of the English shipping industry from 1571-
1576. 

398 Consuetudo vol I at 28. He noted that the proportionality principle applied to abandonment too and 
that the merchant relinquishing the goods to the insurer, 'reserveth always his part therein which Ile hath 
notassured, which he detains in the nature of an insurer'. See too Molloy De jure maritimo 11.7.15 (the 
insured 'comes in himself in the nature of an Ensurer, for so much as shall appear he hath born the 
Adventure of beyond the value Ensured'). 

399 Essay vol I at 36-37. 

400 Given the numerous other meanings of the term 'average', it was indeed unfortunate that the 
proportionality principle and the clause employed to introduce It in fire insurance policies came to be 
known in English law as the 'average principle' and the 'average clause' or the 'pro rata. condition of 
average'. 
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the application of this clause initially,401 and even its withdrawal at times, the use of an 
average clause rendering the proportionality principle applicable to the policy in ques
tion had by the end of the eighteenth century become rather more common in fire 
policies402 as also iii floating warehous~poticies on goods. 403 Even then it was not 
invariably inserted in fire policies by the mid-nineteenth century, some fire offices in fact 
permitting under-insurance to reduce the premiums of their insured and make their own 
rates more competitive than those of the other companies~ 

The clause in question sought to ensure- that if the sum insured by the policy 
was less than the value of the property insured, any payment of a claim would be 
reduced proportionally.404 The assumption was· that in·the absence-of this clause, the 
insured himself would not have to bear any part of his loss Until the insurer or insurers 
had paid out the sums he· or they had underwritten. 405 The reason why the inclusion of 
the clause in fire policies was regarded as advantageous by insurers, was that it dis
couraged any deliberate under-insurance by the insured in an attempt to save on 
premiums in the hope that only a more common partial loss and not a total loss would 
occur. 

Under-insurance is also recognised in the Marine Insurance Act of 1906 and· 
although it is not compulsory at all, 40s its effect is provided for in the case of marine 
policies. In terms of s 81 under .. insurance is described as insurance for an amount less 
than the insurable or agreed value of the subject-matter in question. In the case of 

,,., 1•··· ·i.', 

401 Until the end of the eighteenth century some fire offices in fact insisted on under-insurance in an 
attempt to ensure that the insured bore a part of the risk himself and took proper care of his property to 
protect it against fire. There was no fixed percentage of under-insurance required by such clauses, the 
amount varying depending on indMdual cases. See further eg Trebilcock 367-368, 370 and 379. 

402 The first recorded reference to the use of an average clause in English fire policies was in January 
1723 when the Royal Exchange Assurance Corporation decided to add the following note to all fire 
policies for £500 or more: 'If in case.of loss or damage it appears that there was a greater value than the 
sum hereby insured and part thereof saved, then this loss or damage shall be taken and borne in 
average'. For ten year:s the Corpo!'8.tion debated the note, converted it into a permanent clause in its fire 
policies Which had to be deleted when required, and regularty changed it views on its application, 
obviously uncertain how the use of the clause in its policies would affect its standing in the market In 
1737 It decided to omit the clause from all Its policies and in 1750 Its use was again ordered for foreign 
risks. See generally Blackstock 81; ILL HR 15 15 and 3~8; Jenkins 30-33; and Supple 83-84. 

403 See eg Diekson 79-80. 

404 See eg Walford Cyclopaedia vol I ~t 224 sv 'average clause' (in terms of the average clause the 
. principle of an average contribution is introduced into fire insurance policies) and vol Ill at 595 sv 'salvage 

.... in fire insurance' (where he explains the application of the proportionalify principle to salvage). 

·405 See Walford Cyclopaedia vol-I at 232-235 sv 'average policies (fire)' (noting that the provision of 
average or pro rata was also common on the Continent). 

406 An Insurer, however, could insist on under4nsurance, eg by the insertion of an 'express warranty' in 
the policy to the effect that the Insured remain uninsured for a certain percentage. See Chalmers 53. 
Furthermore, the notion undei1ying compulsory under-insurance survives even today on a broader scale 
in practice, eg. in that collision damage Is as a rule not insured fully but only to the extent of three-
quarters. · · 
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under-insurance, the insured is deemed to be his own insurer in respect of the 
uninsured balance. Accordingly, the liability of the insurers in the case of under
insurance is determined as if the object is fully insured, with the insured himself being 
regarded as a co-insurer of a part of the value. 401 This also appears from other provi
sions in the Act. 408 

407 See Chalmers 132-133 who notes that the measure of indemnity rests on the hypothesis that the 
subject-matter insured is to be regarded as fully insured. Buys 137 too notes thats 81 is based 'op een 
100 percents verzekeringsstandpunf. 

408 For example in s 67 (the co-insurer's proportional liability for loss: see Chalmers 110-111 and § 2.5); s 
73(1) (the insurer's liability for a general average contribution payable by the insured is reduced 
proportionally in the case of under-insurance - ie, in the case of insurance for less than the contributory 
value - of the interest of object liable to pay the contribution: see Chalmers 118). Although in terms of s 78 
the average rule applicable in the case of under-insurance also applies to the liability of an insurer to pay 
sue and labour expenses (see Chalmers 124n4), and although in terms of s 79, in the case of under
Insurance, average affects also the insurer's right of subrogation (see Chalmers 128-129), that is not the 
case with the liabDity of a liability insurer in terms of s 74. Chalmers 118 explains that Insurance against 
third-party liabUity is said to be a quasi-exception in that no average applies. Whatever the extent of the 
insurance on goods, the insurer is liable in full for the amount of the insured's liability to a third party 
arising in connection With those goods. 
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1 · Claims Against Third Parties and the Insurer's Right of Recourse 

.1.1 · 1rrtroductlon 

It has already been explained1 that in Roman-Dutch law the insurer was in princi
ple liable to the insured on an insurance contract for loss or damage caused by the 

1 See ch VI § 4.2 supra. 

1380· 
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conduct of a third party. One important exception occurred where the insured was 
legally responsible for the actions of the third party involved, such as where the third 
party had acted on the instructions or with the authority c;>f the insured himself. 

As regards the insurer's liability it did not matter whether or not the third party in 
the process also incurred liability towards the insured for the loss or damage his con~ 
duct had caused.2 Put differently, the fact that a third party was liable or was not liable 
towards the insured for the loss or damage in question, did not burden the insurer with 
or relieve him of liability in terms of the insurance contract for that same loss or 
damage. The insurer was primarily liable to the insured on the insurance contract and 
could not compel the latter to claim first from the third party before he claimed on his 
policy. The insured had a choice in this regard. It should be noted, though, that the 
insured's choice of whether to claim first from the third party or from the insurer was 
apparently not always recognised and that the Antwerp Compilatae of 1609, for exam
ple, made provision for some instances where the insured first had to proceed against 
the third party concerned before he could turn to the insurer for compensation. 3 

2 That may be deduced from a decision of the Hooge Raad in 1716 (see Bynkershoek Observationes 
tumultuariae obs 1290; idem Quaestiones juris privati IV.6) Which was considered in detail in ch VI § 4.2 
n158 supra. The Raad rejected the insurer's argument that because the third party who had caused the 
loss was not legaliy liable to the insured, he too inc:urred no liability towards the insured in terms of the 
insurance contract In this case the third party was absolved from liability by a court at Cadiz for the 
serious damage caused by a collision in a storm between the insured ship and his own vessel. It may · 
have been that the insured first attempted to claim from the third party and that he then, having been 
unsuccessful, claimed from the insurer on the policy. But other possibilities also exist, eg that the claim 
against the third party in Cadiz was instituted after proceedings against the insurer had commenced in 
the Court a quo and that the insurer's defence was only added later on. However, if the latter possibility Is 
correct, the claim against the third party was probably instituted not long after the claim against the 
insurer, given that It took almost 30 years for the proceedings to reach the Hooge Raad (the policy was 
concluded in 1687, the claim on the policy came before the Amsterdam Insurance Chamber in 1689, 
before the Schepenen Court in 1692, before the Hof van Holland in 1702, and reached the Hooge Raad 
only In 1716!). 

3 Thus according to arts 178-179 (of par 6, title 11, part IV (see De Longe vol IV at 274)) of the 
Compilatae, an insured cargo owner was not entitled to claim from his insurer without first claiming from 
the third party. He first of all had to claim compensation for any accidental loss of, or damage to, or an 
expense incurred in respect of his cargo (also known as 'averie simpele') from the master of the ship in 
question ('ende hem tot dijen eijnde in rechte betrecken, om te weten oft de schade door sijn toedoen, 
versuijmenisse oft gebreck van den schepe is gecommeni and recover from him if possible. Only if the 
master was not liable or if an action against him was not possible (eg because he was a fugitive, 
'voortvluchtich'), could the insured proceed against the insurer. See Mullens 84. A similar position was 
also recognised in other specific instances, namely In the case where the insurer was liable for loss or 
damage caused by the barratry of the master and crew, in which case the insured was not permitted to 
claim immediately ('terstont') from the insurer but first of all ('eerst ende voor a/') had to have recourse 
against the master or saner in question (see art 112 of par 4, title 11, part IV (see De Longe vol IV at 246). 
However, in terms of art 114, where It was not possible for the insured to proceed against the master (eg 
where the latter had joined the enemy or a band of pirates), the insured could claim from his insurer 
immediately as long as he transferred or ceded the relevant action against the master to that Insurer 
fmidts hun overgevende oft cederende sijne actie'). See further Mullens 69. Likewise, in the case where 
damaged insured goods were sold en route and where the buyer had not yet paid the purchase price, the 
insured could not proceed against the insurers before he himself had claimed payment from the third• 
party buyer (see art 185). 
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Although the insurer was primarily liable to compensate the insured for the loss or 
damage caused by a third party, it was clear, both from the explanations of the earlier 
authors, to which reference will be made shortly, as well as from the many examples of 
what happened when the insured received compensation for his loss from a source 
other than the insurer (that is, when he received what may be termed indemnification 
aliunde), that the fact that such a third party had already compensated the insured for 
that loss or damage, relieved the insurer of his liability towards the insured. The liability 
of that third party towards the insured was not affected by the existence of insurance 
cover but, and this is where the third party and the insurer differed as regards their 
respective liabilities towards the insured, the third party remained- liable even if the 
insurer had already compensated the insured for the loss or damage ih question, 
Whereas the insurer was relieved of liability if the third party had paid the insured, the 
reverse was not true. As against the insurer, therefore, the third party who had caused 
or was otherwise liable to the insured for the loss or damage in question, was the one 
ultimately liable for the insured's loss or damage 

Indemnification aliunde took the form not only of a payment by the liable third 
party, but there were in fact many other wa.ys in which, as far as the insurer was con
cerned, the extent of the insured's loss or damage could be reduced and with it also his 
liability on the· insurance contract to compensate the insured for it. The clearest exam
ple of an indemnification aliunde was in fact not one where a third party had paid com
pensation to the insured for an insured loss or damage. Thus, the sale by the owner of 
pieces of equipment from an insured ship after her shipwreck, was taken into account 
by the Hooge Raad in 1728 in determining the extent of the insurer's liability.4 In an ear
lier opinions the point had already been made that while in the case of a full-value 
insurance and a total loss, the insured had to account to his insurer in full for the value 
of the remains of the insured ship and' the amount realised at the sale of the insured 
goods, this occurred only proportionally in the case qf under-insurance and a partial 
loss.& 

But if the third party concerned had not or not yet compensated the insured, the 
insurer remained liable and had to pay. In that case the insurer, having paid the insured 
in terms of the insurance contract, had a right of recourse against the third party 

4 See Bynkershoek Observationes tumultuariae obs 2449; idem Qua,estiones juris privati IV.14 6. In this 
case the Insured claimed the sum Insured (f 1 300) from the Insurer and the Raad allowed his clairn In the 
amount off 1 040, after deducting, from the sum insured due by the insurer, the amount the insured had 
obtained by the sale of the equipment in question, 

5 See Bareis Advysen vol I adv 16 (1715). 

6 In so far as·the insurance 'niet in 't geheel of ten vol/en mogte zyn gedaen, of ook niet in 't geheel ~n 
ten vol/en, of zodanig gedaen had mogen warden na de wetten of cosrumen [le, In the case of under
insurance), de Geassureerde de voorsz afstand en verantwoordiflge alleen propcltione/yk na maete van 
de gedaene of gepemiitteerde Assurantie za/. hebben of behoeven te doen geschieden'. As to the 
application of the proportionality principle, see ilQaln ch XVIII § 5.6 supra. As to the Insurer's right to 
salvage, see § 2. 1 Infra. 
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involved.7 Although subsequently referred to in Dutch law, as in other legal systems, as 
the insurer's right of subrogation, that term was never in Roman-Dutch law applied to 
the insurer's right of recourse. 

As far as this right of recourse was concerned, Roman-Dutch insurance law 
pertinently recognised the right of an insurer to exercise a recourse against a liable 
third party only in narrowly circumscribed cases. More specifically such recourse was 
provided for in three instances, namely in the case of an insurance of a bottomry loan; 
in the case of the insolvency of the insurer; and where a change of voyage or course 
had occurred through the fault of the master and without ~is being instructed by the 
insured. These factual situations in which a right of recourse-arose for the insurer have 
already been considered in detail elsewhere.a It remains now to consider the nature of 
the insurer's right of recourse in each of them in more detail. · 

It must also be considered whether a liable insurer who had paid the insured a 
compensation for loss or damage in the case where a third party was liable for the 
same loss or damage, was entitled to exercise a right of recourse only in the three 
situations pertinently recognised and provided for in the Roman-Dutch sources, or 
whether such right was generally accorded to insurers in appropriate circumstances 
where a third party was so liable. 

However, before turning to these specific aspects of the insurer's right of 
recourse in Roman-Dutch law, it should be mentioned that the principles just set out9 
were already elucidated with surprising particularity by some of the Italian authors who 
described the principles involved in much more detail than any Roman-Dutch author 
ever did. For that reason their views deserve to be referred to in some detail. 

Santerna,10 in particular, and after him Roccus, 11 explained, for example, thatthe 
insured could claim compensation from a third party who had caused and was 

7 It is clear, therefore, that the existence of the insurer's right of recourse was founded upon a number of 
related assumptions. These were, eg, that when both the insurer and the third party were liable to the 
insured in respect of the same loss, the insured had a choice whether he wanted to claim from the one or 
the other; that if he claimed from and was fully compensated by the third party, he no longer had any 
claim against the insurer (and which case, therefore, no right of recourse against the third party arose for 
the insurer); that the insurer's right of recourse only arose once he had compensated the insured, le, if he 
had already paid the insured the compensation he sought to recover from the third party; and that the 
third party remained liable to the insured despite the fact that the latter had already received 
compensation from the insurer. 

s See again ch V § 5.5 supra for the insurance of a bottomry loan; ch VII § 4.1 supra for solvency 
reinsurance; and ch XIII § 1.2 supra for the change of the voyage or of the course of the voyage. 

9 Notably the primary liability of the insurer towards the insured but the subsidiarity of that liability as 
against the third party's liability to the insured; the effect of an indemnification aliunde on the insurer's 
liability; and the insurer's right of recourse against the third party. 

10 De.assecurationibus IV.18-19 where he explained that while the insurer was not liable if the loss or 
dam.age was caused by the fault of the insured himself, he was liable for the fault of a third person which 
was one of risJ<s he took over on an insurance contract; the insurer should bring an action agal_nst the 
·third party who was liable for the loss for which the insurer has had to compensate the insured because it 
was he (the insurer) who suffered the damage in question. Santema also noted (idem IV.20) that the 
insurer was not relieved of his liabDity if the third party could not pay, because that then did not result In 
any profit for the Insured owner; furthermore, since the owner had paid a premium to the insurer, the. 
insurer was not. like a surety, liable only when the third party could not pay. He noted further (idem IV.22) 
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responsible for his loss or damage, but that if the insured did not want to claim from the 
third party (but, presumably, rather from the insurer), 12 the insurer could act against the 
third party as the latter ultimately had to bear the loss or damage. If the insured did 
claim from the third party, though, he would not have prejudiced his claim against the 
insurer should it appear that the third party was not able (or, presumably, not liable) to 
pay. The insured would still be able to claim payment from the insurer. The underlying 
assumption here was that if the third party could and did pay, the insured had, to the 
extent of such payment, no further claim against the insurer. Therefore, the insurer was 
not merely secondarily liable to t~e insured, that is, liable only when compensation 
could not be recovered from the third party. In fact,· because-the· insured had paid the 
insurer a premium to bear the risk of loss or damage, and because the insurer had not 
undertaken that liability gratuitously, the insurer's liability towards the insured on the· 
insurance contract was not a subsidiary liability (in subsidium) but a principal liability 
(principaliter)~ 

· 1.2 The Insurer's Right of Recourse in Roman-Dutch law" 

The first instance where a right of recourse against a third party arose for the 
insurer in Roman-Dutch law, was in the case of an insurance on- a bottomry loan. 
Where the lender or creditor on bottomry insured the bottomry loan, the insurer 
undertook to compensate that lender - who bore the maritime risk in terms of the bot
tomry loan - in the case of a loss of the secured property, because then the loan was 
no longer repayable with interest 13 

The topic was most extensively regulated in ss 19 to 21 of the Amsterdam keµr Of 
17 44. 14 Section 19 specifically stated that there was an obligation on the insured lender 
to transfer his action on the bottornry deed against the borrower to the insurer upon 
receiving payment from the latter in terms of the policy ('mits de gessureerde neffens 
de betaling [that is, on receiving payment on the policy] aan den Assuradeur overgeeft 
Cassie van Actie ten laste van de Opneemer [the borrower] met extraditie van den 

that in the majority of such cases the loss or damage was caused by third· parties - seamen or pilots - who 
could not pay, so that if the insurer was then not liable, Insurance contracts would be much less valuable 
and would only be effective where loss or damage had been caused fortuitously and without any hum@.n 
Intervention. Finally he remarked (idem IV.23) that the Insured owner did not gain any profit a:t all from the 
conduct of the third party, which conduct harmed only the insurer who was liable for the loss or dalilage; 
but the position was otherwise If the Insured had connived with the third party or was a party to the 
latter's fa:ult. See further Van Houdt 24-25. 

11 De assecu.rationibus note 27 who referred to.Santema's exposition. See further Weskett Digest 161 sv 
'damage' par 7. 

12 Feitama in his note on Roccus stressed in this regard that t.he Insured could, but was not compelled to, 
Claim from the third party. He could claim direCtly from the Insurer who had to compensate the loss or 
damage, presumably despite th.a third party's liability, because he had bound himself to do so. 

13 See again ch V § 5.5 supra. 

14 See again ch V § 5.5.3 supra. 
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verscheyde daar toe behoorende').15 The insurer was therefore entitled, as cessionary 
of the insured lender's claim, to have a recourse on the bottomry loan against the bor
rower, should anything in fact turn out to be recoverable from the latter.16 

The second instance where an insurer had a right of recourse against a third 
party in Roman-Dutch law, arose in the case of the actual or imminent insolvency of an 
insurer.11 In such a case the insured was at first permitted, in terms of the Amsterdam 
keur of 1726, to cancel his insurance with such an insurer and to conclude another 
insurance with a second insurer. This solution was retained ins 25 of the Amsterdam 
keur of 1744. In the amendment of s 25 in 1756, a new system was adopted. t'n the 
case of the actual or suspected insolvency of an insurer, the insured was free to insure 
anew. However, the first insurance was no longer cancelled but the insured now had to 
cede any right of action he may have had against the first insurer in the case of loss of 
damage, to the second insurer after the latter had paid him. 1a Not only could the 
insured not claim against both insurers, but the first insurer, being primarily liable to the 
insured, was also not relieved of his liability against the second insurer who had, in 
effect, taken over his liability against the insured. The reason why the insured had to 
cede his action against the first insurer to the second insurer, was because it was not 
lawful and permitted for him to make a profit from his own insurances. 19 

The third and by far the most completely worked out instance where Roman
Dutch insurance law provided for an insurer to exercise a right of recourse against a 
third party, was the case where that right arose against the master of the insured ship, 
or of the ship carrying the insured goods, who had changed the voyage or the course 
of the voyage as a result of which the insured suffered a loss or damage which the 

15 As to this aspect of s 19, see Dorhout Mees Schadeverzekeringsrecht 392-393; Enschede 38-40 
(noting that the insured lender could obtain compensation from the insurer 'tegen afstand van actie die 
hij tegen ·den geldnemer heeft'): and Goudsmit Zeerecht341. 

16 Another type of cession provided for in this context was that mentioned in s 21 of the keur of 17 44. This 
provided that where an insurance had been concluded on goods on which a bottomry loan was 
subsequently taken up, the insured borrower was obliged to transfer or cede his right under that policy of 
insurance to the holder of the bottomry bond, ie, to the lender. If he failed to do so, he not only lost his 
claim against the insurer but he also lost all entitlement to the premiums already paid. This, of course, 
was not a cession in the instance under consideration here, namely one by the insured to the insurer of 
an action against a third party. Section 21 was subsequemty abolished and such an insurance was simply 
declared invalid. See further Goudsmit Zeerecht 342-343 and 343-344. 

11 As to which see in detan ch VII § 4.1 supra. 

18 See eg Den Dooren de Jong 'Reassurantie' 95; Goudsmit Zeerecht 351-352. Van Asch van Wijck 52 
refers to s 25 as an example of the recognition in Roman-Dutch law of subrogation ex /ege. 

19 See eg Van der Keessel Theses selectae th 717 (ad 111.24.4) ('ex assecurationibus sibi factis lucrum 
captare non licef); also idem Praelectiones 1437(ad111.24.4) and 1474d-1475a (ad 111.24.16). 
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insurer had to compensate. 2o 

The right in question was at first merely referred to as the right of a recourse 
against the third party or master which the insurer had after having paid the insured. 
Thus, the applicable legislation simply referred to the insurer's recourse· against the· 
master ('den Verseeckeraer sijn verhael op den [aenden) Schippet').21 The references 
which occurred in the numerous opinions and decisions on the topic of a change of 
voyage or course,22 were similarly merely to the insurer's right of recourse, although it 
was made clear, for example, that only an insurer who was liable to the insured on the 
policy could (but did not necessarily have to) exercise a right of recourse against the 
master.23 

It was, however, not always made clear whether the insurer exercised his own 
right against the third party, 24 and if so, what the basis and nature of that right was, or 
whether he merely enforced the insured's right against such third party25 and if so, in 
what capacity. 

Only in one instance, namely in s 52 of the Rotterdam insurance keur of 1721, was 
it later specifically and expressly stated that the insured, having been compensated by 

20 See further ch XIII § 1.2 supra where this matter was considered In detail. Briefly, the master Incurred 
liability for such a change if It were performed otherwise than In necessity and without the instruction of 
the insured. If the change by the master was authorised by the insured, the insurer was relieved of 
liability; if It were unauthorised by the insured, the hull insurer was relieved of liability (it was not a case 
where he was liable to the insured but then had a recourse upon the master, for ttiat would have resulted 
In a circuitry of actions), but the cargo insurer remained liable to the insured and had a right of recourse 
upon the master. The master was also not liable - and there was therefore no possibility of any recourse -
if he was not at fault, although the insurer of course remained liable to the lns~red (ie, the insurer's liability 
to the insured did not depend on the liability of the master and on the possibility of any recourse against 
him). 

21 See ss 7 of the Amsterdam keur of 1598; 14 ·of tt)e Mlddelburg keur of 1600; 11 of the Rotterdam keur 
of 1604; and 6 of the Amsterdam keur of 1744. See also art 12 title UV of the Antwerp /mpressae of 1582 
(see De Longe vol II at 404) and art 129 of par 4, title 11, part IV of the Compilatae of 1609. 

22 See again ch XIII§ 1.2.4.4 supra and eg Nederlands advysboek vol I adv 130 (1667). 

23 Put differently, the possibility of a recourse against the 1TU1Ster Oe, the liability of the master) was not 
required for llabllity to be imposed. upon the insurer, but the liat:>Hity of the insurer was required before he 
could exercise a recourse upon the master. This appears most clearly from Bynkershoek's discussion of 
a case before the Hooge Raad in 1719 (see Observationes tumultuariae obs 1542; Ouaestiones juris 
privati IV.9) and from the provision for the Insurer's recourse In s 7 of the Amsterdam keur of 1598. 

24· A view held earlier by Santema De assecuratlonibus IV.18-19, who appears to have been of the 
opinion that the insurer had a direct action against the third party in that he could bring an action against 
the thili:l: party who was liable for the loss which he (the insurer) ·had h~d to compensate the insured 
because, in so doing, it was he (the insurer) who had suffered the loss or damage in question. 

25 The insured's right against the master would have been based on breach of contract or on delict, 
depending upon the context in which the third· party Incurred llal:>ilify. Thus, the third-party master could. 
have been liable to the Insured owner of his ship on the grounds of a contract of empioyment,. or against 
the Insured owner of cargo on board his ship on the grounds of a contract of carriage, or against the 
owner of another ship with which his ship had ~lided, or of the owner of cargo on board that ship, on 
the ground of delict The latter possibDity was of course not included In the third Instance where a right of 
recourse was recognised In Roman-Outcgh law which is currently being considered. 
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the insurer for a loss ('werderide ·by de Asseuradetirs voldaan van de schade') caused 
by the change of course of the master, was obliged to cede to the latter all his rights 
against that third-party master in respect of the loss in question ('zullen gehouden zijn 
daar benevens aan de Asseuradeurs te cederen a/le het Regt het welke zy uyt dien 
hoofde op de Schippers zullen hebben gehad'), Only there was it made apparent that 
the insurer claimed from the third party as a cessionary. The insurer who had paid the 
insured was therefore entitled to institute the insured's action against the third party by 
way of a compulsory cession by the insured. The insurer was entitled as against the 
insured to, and the insured was obliged as against the insurer for, a cession of his 
action againstthe third party. . 

Whether that was what in effect happened in Amsterdam and elsewhere was not 
made clear in subsequent legislation. 26 

In their discussion of the insurer's right of recourse in the case of an unauthorised 
change of voyage by the master, the Roman-Dutch authors too added little by way of 
explanation on the nature of the insurer's right of recourse,27 or, where they did recog
nise it, of his right to obtain a cession from the insured.2s It may have been that the 
authors understood that the insurer exercised his right of recourse against the third 
party by being entitled as against the insured to a compulsory cession of the insured's 
action against that third party even where such cession was not expressly prescribed, 
as it was in Rotterdam. 29 

The notion of a compelled cession also came to the fore at an early stage in con
nection with abandonment in Amsterdam. Thus, in an opinion delivered there in 160230 
the point was made that in the case of an a_bandonment of the insured property to the . 
insurer, there was an obligation on.the irisurea to give the insurer a cession of action 
('actionem cessam') against third parties from whom any recovery was possible ('van 

26 In s 6 of the Amsterdam keur of 1744 the Legislature still simply referred to the insurer's right of 
recourse ('den Verseekeraar zyn verhaal op den Schipper') without giving any further particulars. 

27 See eg Grotius lnleidinge 111.24.11 (noting that the insurer who is liable to and has paid the insured, 
'hebben sijn verhael op de schipper'); Groenewegen Aanteekenlngen n26 (ad 111.24.11); Scheltinga 
Dictata ad 111.24.11 sv 'maer dede den, etc'; and Van der Keessel Praelectiones 1464 (ad 111.24.11) (the 
liable insurer has a recourse ('regressus') against the master). 

28 See eg Van der Keessel Theses se/ectae 750 (ad 111.24.11) (the right against the master must be ceded 
('c'edenda esf) to the liable insurer); Van der Linden Koopmans handboek IV.6.10 (the cargo insurer is 
not relieved of liability, and the master always remains liable, but the insurer, having paid, is entitled to 
obtain a cession of the action against the master from the insured ('kan cessie van actie tegen denzelven 
votderen1). 

29 See eg Van der Keessel Praelectiones 1464-1465 (ad 111.24.11) where he referred in the same breath to 
the insured cargo owner's obligation to cede his right ('ex- contractu locationis') against the master to the 
insurer ~e. the insurer's right to obtain a cession), and to the insurer's right of recourse against the 
master. 

30 See Hollandse consultatien vol I cons 187~ 
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wie eenig recouvre soude te verwachten zijn') at law.31 What was clear, further, was at 
least that both the insurer's right to a cession from the insured or his direct right of 
recourse against a third party, if that was the nature of his right, could arise only after 
he had compensated the insured. 

There are further indications, though, that Grotius thought that the insurer's right 
of action against the master arose automatically and by operation of law.32 This was 
subsequently explained by Van der Keessel to mean that the insurer's right of recourse 
against the master, and the latter's legal liability to the insured, arose automatically and 
by operation of law because there was no legal bond between the insurer and the 
master. 33 But even this explanation did not clarify the matter completely. 34 

On the one hand it was possible that Grotius' statement that the insurer's right of 
action against the master arose automatically and by operation of law was intended· to 
mean that the master's liability to the insurer and the latter's right against the master 
arose ex /ege, without the need for any cession to the insurer of the insured' right 
against the master, and without any obligation existing between the master and the 
insurer, that is, that a new obligation was by law imposed upon the master towards the 
insurer and that the latter's entitlement was not derived in any way from the·insured by 
way of, for instance, a cession. However, apart from the fact that the basis of the 
master's liability would in that case have been uncertain, and apart from the fact that in 
this construction it would have to be assumed that the original obligation between the 
insured and the master was in some way extinguished, 35 this possibility would appear 
to have ignored the requirement and effect of a cession of the insured's action in such 
instances. In the case of a cession, the insurer did not enforce his own right of action 
against the master but, .as cessionary, that of the insured. This interpretation in terms of 

31 See further § 2.3. 7 at n287 infra for a further discussion of this opinion in connection with 
abandonment. 

32 See eg Grotius lnleidinge 111.29.18 who, speaking in the context here of rights and obligations arising 
by the operation of law, such as in the case of general average, referred to a further example, namely 
where the insu·rer had by the operation or force of law a right of action against the master ('[e}en 
verseeckeraer heeft oock door wetduiditighe recht /egens den schipper'). See alsc;> L.ybreghts 
Koopmans handboek V.97 n 1 f den Assuradeur heeft in zulk een geval, door Wetdulding, recht op den 
Schipper'). See also Fischer 608. 

33 See Van der Keessel Praelectiones 1540 (ad 111.29.18) (the Insurer has a right of recourse ('regressus') 
against the master and the latter's.legal obligation arises by legal dispensation ('obligatio ex legis 
dispositions oritur'), because there is in reality no legal trans_action concluctt:!d between the master and 
the insurer ('inter magistrum at assecuratorem nullem negotium gestum sit'). Thus, Van der Keessel tried 
to explain the basis for the action by the insurer against the master (or, rather, the basis of the latter's 

· llabiiity) in the absence of any agreement ordeallngs between them. 

34 It remained uncertain to what the 'ex lege dispositione' referred, to the master's liabHity towards die 
insurer, or to the 1$J:ter's entitlement against the master. or even to the Insurer's entitlement· (eg to a 
cessiOn) as against the insured, 

35 Seeing that the insured, having received payment from the insurer, was no longer entitled also to claim 
from the master. However, as noted earlier~ Santema already thought the insured retained his action 
against the third party despite the fact that the Insurer gained his awn direct action. 
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which the insurer had by operation of law his own direct action against the third party, 
an action not in any way derived from the insured, must therefore be considered of 
doubtful validity, especially as regards Rotterdam. where the Legislature had pertinently 
rendered such cession compulsory, but also in respect of the position elsewhere where 
legislation did not make the nature and basis of the right of recourse that clear. 36 

On the other hand it is possible and at least a more attractive construction that 
Grotius could have meant that the cession or transfer by which the insurer obtained a 
right of action against the master, arose automatically and ex lege, that is, that there 
was no need for any agreement between the insured and the insurer in this regard 
before the latter could proceed against the master; In consequence of such an 
automatic and ex lege transfer of right, the insurer enforced against the master the right 
earlier belonging to and therefore derived from the insured, and not any new and inde
pendent right against the master to which he became entitled by operation of law. Seen 
from the master's point of view, his liability (whether delictual or contractual) remained 
one towards the insured, or to those obtaining their entitlement from him. The master 
did not, in terms of this construction, by the operation of law incur a fresh and separate 
liability against the insurer. 

Put simply, whereas in Rotterdam provision was made for a duty upon the insured 
to cede his right of action against the master to the insurer, it could well more generally 
have been understood by Grotius and Van der Keessel that such a transfer of the 
insured's right to the insurer took place automatically and without the need for the 
cooperation by the insured in the form of anac;:tual agreement for, and an act of, ces
sion. At least such an automatic and ex lege transfer of rights, or substitution of one 
person for another as a creditor and his subrogation to the creditor's rights, was not 
unknown in Roman-Dutch law. It occurred, for example and interestingly enough, in 
connection with the bottomry loan.37 

36 There is at least very little to support the view of Ledeboer 46 who refers to s 14 of the Middelburg keur 
of 1600 (which was identical to s 7 of the Amsterdam keur of 1598) as an example of the right of the 
insurer against a third party which was not derived from the insured but which was an independent action 
granted ex lege to the insurer against the master. 

37 The debts incurred for the preservation of a ship already earlier burdened with a bottomry loan (such 
as the expense of salvaging the cargo in the case of shipwreck, crew's wages, and general average) were 
preferred to that loan itself because they were incurred for the benefit of the bottomry lenders. The 
creditors involved therefore had a preference on the ship over the bottomry lender (see eg Verwer 
Bodernerye pars 22 and 23) and where the shipowner or master had paid such debts, he could sue the 
lender for them even without a cession from those creditors (see eg Van der Keessel Theses selectae 
565 (ad 111.11.2); idem Praelectiones 1191 (ad 111.11.2) who explained that if such debts were more 
preferent than the loan, the owner could obtain a preference over the bottomry lender and succeed in his 
place if he paid those debts, even if the action was not ceded to that owner ('si talia sint credita adhuc 
magis privlligatia, potest domini creditori qui boderneriarn habet, praeferri et in eius locum succedere, si 
ipsa debita so/vat, fleet forte actio domino non fuerlt cessa'). 
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At any rate, the reason why the third-party master rather than the insurer 
ultimately had to bear the insured's loss was simply one of equity.38 

One final point concerns the insured's capacity to release the third party who was 
liable-for the loss or damage in question. This was one of the issues considered in an 
opinion in 1707. 39 The opinion also strengthened the possibility that the insurer's right 
of recourse was based on a cession of the insured's action againstthe third party. 

In the opinion it was thought that the insurer was not liable on the policy because_ 
the loss in this case had occurred through the master's fault.4o However, the opinion 
continued, even if the insurer was liable, the insured could even then not, as he did in 
this case, effect any change in the liability of the third party (the master) or absolve him 
from liability ('de Geassureerde dan nogthans niet zoude hebben vermogen eenige 
veranderinge in den schuld met den Schipper te maeken; of aen denzelven eenige 
remisie van dezelve schuld te doen'), namely by settling ('accordeeren') with him for a -
noticeably smaller amount than that for which he was in fact liable. The implication, 
therefore, was that in this instance the insured had settled -with the liable third party to 
the detriment of the insurer. Should the latter have been liable on the policy, he would 
have been entitled to a recourse against such third party.41 But now, because of this 
settlement, that recourse was excluded or reduced and for that reason, it would 
appear, the insurer's liability on the policy was similarly excluded or reduced. 

The insured's incapacity ('onbevoegdheid') to release the third party, the opinion 
explained, arose from the general principle of law that one could not without the knowl
edge and consent of the person who .was concerned with a particular situation, effect 
any change in his rights in respect of that situation and even less release his. debtor 
('daer van kwyt.scheldinge doen'). In_ particular this incapacity arose, in the case of 

38 See Scheltinga Dlctata ad 111.29.18 who noted that It was more equitable that the master, who had 
acted without authority and not in an emergency, should bear the loss caused by his actions than that It 
should be borne by the insurer. Generally, therefore, It was felt that the master, liable because of his 
breach of contract (and the same would be the case where the third party was dellctually liable), should 
not receive preferent treatment over the insurer, whose liability arose not out of a breach of contract, even 
if the latter did receive a premium in return for the risk of having to meet that liability. There is not 
surprisingly no evidence of the fact that insurers at the time took account of recoveries upon third parties 
In determining their premiums. 

39 See Bareis Advysen vol I adv 20. 

40 The insurance here was of a bottomry loan a_nd was concluded by the lender. The loss occurred (ie, 
the ship did not arrive at her destination) because her master had refused to enter the port The insurers 
of the loan were not liable. They were not sureties but guaranteed only that no external casualty would 
prevent an action to recover the money lent on the bottomry loan from exJsting; they did not stand in for 
any unwillingness or incapability on the part of those with whom tt)e holders of the bottomry bond had 
transacted. The insured could not argue that in terms of his policy, barratry and other conduct of the 
master Were included in the cover, and that the unwillingness of the master in this case to proceed into 
port was also covered. The master in this case was not the insured lender's master, but that of a third 
party. 

41 More generally, it would appear-from this opinion that insurers may have had a recourse-against 
masters not only in the well-known case of an unauthorised change of voyage or of cour8e, but also in 
the ~ of other actions by the master which had ca•ased-th& risk to materiallsa 
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insurance, from the fact that the/insured, if he wanted to claim on the policy, had to 
abandon the property insured42 and also transfer his right of action against third parties 
to the insurer ('dat men gehouden is al/es aen de assuradeurs na rato van hunne signa
ture te abandonneeren en af te staen'). The insured's position was the same, the 
opinion thought, as that of a secured creditor who was bound, before he could obtain 
payment from his surety, to effect a cession of action in the latter's favour ('cessie van 
actie ten behoeven van de Borgen heeft te doen'), such action having to be enforceable 
and undiminished ('met volkoomen effect, en we/ zodanig dat al/es word bevonden 
ongepraejudicieerd, en in zyn geheel'). The position of the insurer was therefore com
pared to that of a surety who was entitled to the benefit. of. a cession of actions 
(beneficium cedendarum actionum) and who could raise the fact that those actions 
had been extinguished or diminished by the conduct of the creditor as a defence 
against a claim by the creditor.43 

The opinion also made one final and important point, namely that the insured's 
inability to release the third party was not changed by the clause in the policy permitting 
him to take t.he necessary steps to preserve the insured property and to avert or mini
mise any loss.44 This clause did not authorise the insured to release a liable third party. 
It related, it was thought, only to the insured property itself and not to any incorporeal 
action relating to it. Further, the settlement of claims in respect of that property could 
not be taken as a preservation or salvaging ('een salveringe of berginge') but as a 
release of a right against the third party which was otherwise indisputable ('maer voor 
een kwytscheldinge; van een regt het welk anderzins incontestabel was'). 

1.3 The Possible Deduction of a Generai Principle 

It is clear from the preceding exposition that Roman-Dutch law recognised the 
insurer's right of recourse against a third party who had caused or who was otherwise, 
compared to the insurer, ultimately liable for the loss or damage of the insured which 
he, the insurer, has had to compensate in terms of the insurance contract. However, it 
was regulated rather casuistically. The question arises whether such a right of recourse 
also arose generally, that is, in all those instances where the insurer had compensated 
the insured and where such a liable third party was involved. 

There were a few other instances where the insurer's right of recourse was 
alluded to apart from the three instances just discussed. This would tend to indicate at 
least that the exercise of such a right of recourse was not prohibited outside those 
instances, even if it did not occur so frequently as to have resulted in some form of 
statutory regulation and to have given rise to the recognition and formulation of a gen
eral principle by the Roman-Dutch authors. 

42 See further § 2 infra. 

43 For the position of the surety in Roman-Dutch law as regards the cession of the creditor's actions to 
him, see further eg Grotius lnleidinge 111.3.31, Van Leeuwen Rooms-Hollands regt IV.4.13, Van der Linden 
Koopmans handboek 1.14.1 O; and Caney 127-141. 

44 As to this preservation clause, see ch XVI § 1.4 supra. 
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One pertinent example from an opinion delivered in 167 445 serves to illustrate this 
point. The opinion considered the valuation of a ship and her cargo where they had 
been damaged in a collision at sea Which had been caused by a third party, the owner 
of the other ship involved in the collision. More specifically at issue was whether the 
insurance premium had to be deducted from such value. The view expressed was that 
the premium had in fact to be deducted from the value. The advocate delivering the 
opinion proffered an explanation in support of this in the course of which he suggested 
that in order to be covered by insurance, an insured of necessity had to pay a 
premium, and that in exchange for the compensation by the insurer of loss suffered by 
the insured, the insurer was in turn entitled to recover the loss from any third party 
responsible and liable for it. This, he noted, was possible by way of a cession of 
action. 46 What is significant for present purposes is that the notion of a cession of 
action was mentioned here in connection with the insurer'~ right of recourse even 
though the situation in question was not covered by legislation and such cession was . 
therefore not prescribed as was sometimes the case where such legislation did exist. 47 

Further, the Antwerp compilation of customary law, the Compilatae of 1609, 
recognised.the insurer's rightof recourse also in other circumstances, such as where 
he was liable to. the insured for the loss or damage caused by someone acting on the 
strength of a letter of mart,48 recourse being against those, including the master, whose 
actions had given rise to such a letter being granted ('die t'onrechte oorsake mogen 
gegeven hebben tot verleeninge van alsulcke brieven').49 There was also a recourse for 
the insurer against the master for the loss or damage caused to insured cargo by 
reason of his bad stowage or other actions, so and detailed provision was made for a. 
recourse against the buyer of insured goods which had been detained in the course of 
a voyage, where such buyer had not paid the purchase price to the insured seller. s1 

45 See Nederlands advysboek vol Ill adv.251~ 

46 '[W]ant so men sig door andere doet veT$ekeren, so moet noodwendig dese premie werqen betaalt, 
.•. en cJewifle cJat men cJaar tegens cJan ook van cJen Assuradeur gen/et, tot a/le vergoedinge van de 
gelede schaden, en sulks den Assuradeur by cessie van actie de .•. schade wederom kan eisschen'. 

47 Notably, in the case of s 52 of the Rotterd~m keur of 1721. 

48 The Insurer, If he had also covered war risks, was liable unless the insured himself was the cause of the 
lss~e of such a letter. See again ch VI § 5.2.2 supra where the role of such letters in the practice of 
privateering was considered in more detail. · 

49 See art 104 of par 4, title 11, part IV of the Compilatae (see De Longe vol IV at 244). 

so See art 148 of par 4, title 11, part IV (see De ~onge vol IV at 262) ('verhael tegens de schippers indijen 
·· · tSelve door quade stouwinge oft dat andersints door henne versuijmenisse waere toegecommen'). 

· 51 fri the case of the detention of the carrying ship in the course of her voyage, the insured cargo-owner 
~ obliged in terms of art 143 (of par 4, title 11, part IV of the Compilatae (see De Longe vol IV at 260) ), 

·•··. ~e tha.~ was possible, to sell them for their value. He did not have a claim under his policy where that 
.. couJd be done, except if the purchase price was not paid by the buyer of th<>Se goods. If the detained 

goods could be sold only for less than they were worth, the insurera were, In terms of art 144, liable for 
the difference and the insured was not entitled to abandon or relinquish the goads in such case. In the 
case where the purchase price had.not been ~the Insured had In terms of art 145 to wait sbc months, 

... dutjng ·which time he had to seek payment, before he could claim the amount or shortfall from the 
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However, these examples are isolated and,no general picture emerges from 
them. There could be many reasons for the underdeveloped state of Roman-Dutch 
insurance law on the topic of the insurer's right of recourse. 52 

Thus, it appears from the sources of both marine insurance law and maritime law 
more generally that, prior to the nineteenth century, such third-party liability as did·arise 
was based in the main on contract or its breach. The possibility and financial potential 
of delictual actions against third parties who had caused loss or damage were not yet 
fully realised by the owners of maritime property nor, if they were insured, by their 
insurers. Nor, it may be added, did the earlier law of collisions at sea, for example, 
result in claims for delictual damages being a matter of great- practical import. 53 As a 
result, the owners of maritime property did not as a rule claim damages from, and their 
insurers did not as a matter of course seek to exercise any rights of recourse against 
such third parties. The· great era of maritime litigation specifically, and in fact of litigation 
in respect of insured loss generally, was only to come in the nineteenth century. Only 
then was the insurer's right of recourse more fully developed and regulated. 

insurers, on condition that he then ceded his claim for the purchase price to them ('mits hun doende 
cessie van de selve schulden'). In terms of art 146, the insurers were entitled to the full amount 
recovered by the enforcement of this ceded action, even, if it were more than the sum insured (ie, the 
insurers 'ter contrarien ... blijven ... genietende den geheelen prijs, tsij dat van de vercochte goeden soo 
vele meer oft min is gemaeckt als de weerde bedraecht'. 

52 See generally Oorhout Mees Schadeverzekeringsr~6Ht381. 

53 As to the rules applicable in determining liability for collision damage in Roman-Dutch law, the 
following brief summary will suffice to show under what circumstances the owner of a ship could recover 
damages from the owner of another ship where the two ships had been in a collision at sea. The 
exposition will Ulustrate, furthermore, that the law at the time was not conducive to third-party actions. 

In essence, all accidental collision damage (ie, to both ships) was borne half-half by each of the 
ships involved. The owner of each ship paid half of the other ship's damage, but this liability was capped 
by the value of his own ship. (This limitation of the shipowner's liability is touched on again in § 2. 1,3 infra 
in connection with abandonment.) Thus, the liability for half of the other ship's damage extended no 
further than the (undamaged) value of the liable owner's own ship. Accordingly, as explained by Magens 
Essay vol I at 78-81, 'if half the damage done to one of them should exceed the value of what the other 
can make good, no claim shall extend further than the produce of the whole, so that owners, giving up 
what was theirs, are treed from any further liability'. 

In the case of cotiision damage caused by the fault of both parties, each owner had to bear his 
own loss. And in the case of an intentionally caused collision, the owner of the guilty ship was liable in full 
for the damage to the innocent ship and her cargo (again, though, only up to the value of his own ship), 
and in addition he had to bear his own damage alone. 

Variations on these rules applied in the case of collisions between vessels where one or both of 
them were at anchor at the time of the collision. The same principles essentially also applied· to the 
compensation of any damage to cargo on board the ships involved, as well as to any loss of freight. 

See further eg ss 46-49 of the placcaat of 1551, ss 1-5 of title V of the placcaat of 1563; ss 255-
268 of the Rotterdam keur of 1721; Grotius lnleidinge 111.37.7-8 and 111.38.15-18; idem De jure bell/ ac 
pacis 11.17.21; Neostadius Decisiones decis 48 and 49; Bynkershoek Quaestiones juris privati IV.18-23 
(who preferred a dMsion of damages according to the value of the ships Involved (ie, in geometrical 
proportions) rather than one in two equal shares (ie, in arithmetical proportions)); Van der Keessel 
Theses selectae th 804-806 (ad 111.37.7-8) and th 812-821 (ad 111.38.15-18). See too Kohler 594-595; 
Uchtenauer Geschiedenis 192-193; and Weskett Digest 419-486 sv 'running foul' whose-exposition is 
based largely on Bynkershoek and the Dutch legislative provisions. 
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Another possible reason was that in Roman-Dutch law the doctrine of abandon
ment and its correlative principles had been developed in detail. Concomitant with 
abandonment was the insurer's right :to whatever remained of the insured property. 
This right to salvage and the insurer's right of recourse (or his right to subrogation as it 
was to become known later) both concerned the same legal relationship, arose in 
largely similar circumstances, and were in any case not yet clearly distinguished. In par
ticular it was not realised or conceptualised that the insurer's right of recourse or sub
rogation concerned a personal right of the insured, while his abandonment-derived or 
abandonrnent-related right to salvage concerned a real right of the insured. 54 It was 
also not perceived that the latter right only arose in the case of payment for a total loss, 
while the former operated after a payment for a total loss or a partial loss. As far as 
Roman-Dutch law was concerned, in those cases where the insurer exercised his rights 
to abandoned property against a third party, that included an exercise not only of the 
insured's rights to the property (that is, his real rights) but also of the insured's rights in 
respect of that property (that is, his relevant personal rights). Largely the same result 
was achieved by the insurer in that way as by the exercise simply of his right of 
recourse, which involved only an enforcement of the insured's rights against the third' 
party in respect of the property (that is, his personal rights). Consequently, in most 
instances the insurer's right to the abandoned insured property alone was relied upon 
and was regarded as sufficient to achieve what was in later and more sophisticated 
times achieved by way of abandonment and his right of salvage on the one hand and 
his right of subrogation on the other hand. 55 These matters will be touched on again 
when the insurer's rights to abandoned property are considered in more detail below. 

1.4 The Insurer's Right of Recourse In the Wetboek van Koophande/ 

In modern Dutch law, as in Roman-Dutch law, the fact that a third party is lia.ble for 
the loss or damage does not relieve the insurer of his liability in terms of the insurance 
contract to compensate the insured for that loss or damage. The notion of indemnifica
tion aliunde and its effect upon insurer liability are also implicit in the reguh:1tion of 
insurance in the Dutch Wetboek van Koophandel. 56 

54 It was also not yet clearly recognised that abandonment was the right of the insured which, if 
exercised, entitled the insured to payment in full on his policy and that such payment, i.n turn, gave rise to 
the insurer's right to salvage. See eg Gualth.erie van Weezel 1-2 and further § 2.3.1 infra. 

55 See eg the opinion in Nederlands advysboek vol Ill adv 248 (1674) where it was remarked a$ regards 
the position of the insurer Where the insured goods had been captured by the enemy and abandoned to 
the insurer by the insured, that after such abandonment 'de Assuradeurs in de plaatse van de bevragtef'S 
komen, endesy sodanige regt tegens den Schipper hebben, als ·den bevragter bultfm doen van 
abandorinement soude gehad nebben'. In short, the transfer of the oWriel'Ship in the· insured property to 
the insurer by reason of the abandonment was regarded as also enabling the insurer, as the new owner, 
to proceed against third parties in respect of any loss or damage to that property. 

56 Thus, art 617 provides that if the insured ship perishes or strands, the amount payable in terms of the 
insurance is reduced to the extent that the master or owner of the ship will have to pay less by way of 
expenses than they would have had to pay had the ship arrived safely at her destination ('wordt de 
verzekering ingekort voor zoo veel het beloop b,etreft van hetgeen de schipper of de eigenaar van het 
schip door dat ongeval voor onkosten van de reis minder heeft te beta/en dan bi/ behouden aankomst 
het geval zou zijn geweesf). 
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The insurer;s right of recourse is recognised' ahd regulated in art 284. This article 
provides that the insurer, having paid for the loss of or damage to an insured object, 
succeeds in all the rights which the insured may have against third parties in respect of 
that toss or damage ('treed in a/le de regten welke de verzekerde, ter zake van die 
schade, tegen derden mogt hebben'). At the same time the insured is liable for every 
action which may detrimentally affect the insurer'.s right against the third party. In 1992 •. 
art 284 was amended to read that if the insured has, otherwise than in terms of an 
insurance, a claim against a third party for damages in respect of a loss he has suf
fered, that claim passes to the insurer by way of subrogation to the extent that the 
insurer has compensated him for that loss ('[i}ndien de verzekerde ter zake van door 
hem geleden schade vorderingen tot schadevergoeding op derden heeft, anders dan 
uit verzekering, gaan die vorderingen bij wijze van subrogatie over op de verzekeraar 
voor zover daze die schade vergoedt'). This amendment made clear, among other mat
ters, that only the insured's rights against third parties to claim damages are transferred 
in this way and not also, for example, any real rights. 

Article 284 is no more than an application in the insurance context of the principle 
of subrogation which was generally recognised in Dutch codified law in art 1438-3 of its 
Burgerlijk Wetboek of 1838. 57 Such subrogation by operation of law (subrogatie uit 
kracht der wet) involves that the rights of a creditor against a primarily liable debtor in 
connection with and for the reduction of a debt, are automatically transferred by opera
tion of law to a third party on and to the extent of th.e latter's payment of that debt.SS 

Much has been written about the origin of the notion of an automatic transfer of a 
legal right by way of subrogation.59 This notion was unknown to Roman law, adhering 

57 Another example of such subrogation in the insurance context, although not involving the tranSfer of 
the insured's right against a third Party to the insurer but rather that of the insured's right against the 
insurer to a third party, is recognised by art 61 o of the Wetboek van Koophandel in the case of a bottomry 
loan on insured goods. Th_is was also recognised earlier in Roman-Dutch law ins 21 of the Amsterdam 
keur of 1744 (see § 1.2 n15 supra). But whereas in terms of s 21 the insured borrower on bottomry had to 
cede his rights in terms of the earlier policy to the bottomry lender, in terms of art 61 o (which was 
repealed in 1924) the money lender was subrogated to the rights of the borrower against the insurer 
('treed de ge/dschieter in de rechten die de geldopnemer jegens den verzekeraar zoude hebben 
gehad'). 

58 care must be exercised in this regard because the term 'third party' is frequently· used in a different 
sense in the general context of subrogation, where the focus is on the relationship between the debtor 
and the creditor, than it is in the insurance context, where the focus is on the relationship between the 
insurer and the insured amd not that between the insured as creditor and the third party as debtor .. In the 
general context the third party is, on payment of the debt, subrogated to the rights of the creditor against 
the debtor, whereas in the insurance context the insurer is, on payment· of the debt, subrogated to the 
insured's rights against the third party; in the latter instance the insurer is the 'third party' (in the general 
context) who pays the debt of the debtor (the 'third party' in the insurance context) and who is 
subrogated to position of the insured (creditor) as against that debtor. 

59 See eg Van Asch van Wijck passim; Marasinghe; and Pierson 5-12. No authority is provided and none 
was encountered for the statement of Dover 22 that in the development of the customary law of Bruges 
by the mid-fifteenth century, the earliest reference may be found to the principle of subrogation. 
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as it did to the concept of the strict personal character of obligations. 60 However, a 
number of other institutions did exist by which the strict law could be circumvented and 
by which the desired result could be achieved, that is, by which a third person who had 
paid the debt of ahother, could be placed in the position of the creditor as against that 
debtor. These included, for example, the procuratio in rem suam,a1 the beneficium 
actionum cedendarum, 62 and successio in locum creditoris. 63 

Subrogation as provided for in the Wetboek van Koophandel is derived from 
medieval French law where the concept had evolved earlier through a fusion of the 
beneficium actionum cedendarum and the successio. in locum. This fusion occurred 
when the Roman-law notion of the strict personal nature of. obligations came to be 
watered down and eventually abandoned and when the transfer of rights from an 
obligation was openly permitted. The term 'subrogation' only became common in the 
sixteenth century and was possibly derived from canon law.64 Various forms of sub
rogation were recognised in French law, including legal subrogation which involved the 
automatic transfer of rights. 65 These came to be provided for in arts 1249-1252 of the 

60 One consequence of this personal relationship between the parties to an obligation and of the fact that 
an obligation was seen as being able to exist only between the original contracting parties, Was that if one 
of the parties was replaced by someo!'le else, the obligation was terminated. Novation, which, of course, 
also terminated the original obligation, was a possibility but it required a 9ircuitous process and the 
consent and concurrence of the debtor. 

61 By which the creditor authorised the third party, by way of a contract of mandate, to enforce his (the 
creditor's) rights and to institute a legal claim against the debtor. The third party enforced the -creditor's 
claim against the debtor in the creditor's name bUt became dominus litis after litis contestatio. 

-- . 62 Through this beneticiutn the third party who was compelled to and who had paid the creditor that 
which was OWed to him by another debtor, became entitled, on such payment, to claim a cession of the 
creditor's actions against the debtor. Examples of instances where a payer was entitled to such a cession 
included jointly liable co-debtors and sure~ies. Such a transfer of actions (cessio actionum) was regarded 
in Roman law as a sale, and not as the automatic ex lege result of payment as is the case in modem 
Dutch law. 

63 This was the substitution ex lege, in specific limited cases, of a third party to the hypothecary rank or 
position (but not in any other rights attached to the debt he had paid) of the creditor whose claim he had 
.paid. 

64 It appears that in old French law 'subrogation' had a wide meaning; and included all the instances 
where one person stepped Into the place of another and substituted in his rights and claims. and !'lot on_ly 
where he had paid another's debt anc:t for that r~son stepped Into the latter's place as regards a third 
party. It even occurred outside the law of obligations where one thing (res) was substituted in the place of 
another thing. See Van Asch van Wijck 1. · -

65 There were, in essence, four types of subrogation: legal subrogation (wettelljke subrogatie), the 
equivalent of art 1438-1 of the Burgelijk Wetboek); subrogation on request (requisitoriale subrogatie) as 
opposed to automatic subrogation, which Included the cases of the beneficium actionum ced_endarum of 
Roman law; conventional subrogat_ion which occurred through the cooperation of the creditor (the 
equivalent of a cession, which involved an agreement between the creditor and the·third party who_ paid 
the debt); and subrogation through the cooperation of the debtor and without the consent of the creditor 
(the equivalent of a novatlon and which Involved an agreement between the debtor and the third party 
who paid his debt for him). 10ese types of subrogation were described by Pothier Coutume d'Orleans 
(XX.5. 70 et seq), as referred to In the Quebec Rre Assurance case-(to which. reference wDI be made in § 
1.5 n72 infra) at 303, 898. 
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French Code civil and arts 1436'-1439 of the· Dutch Burgerlijk Wetboek were in turn 
mere translations of the French provisions. 

It is clear, nevertheless, that the earlier ex lege cession in Roman-Dutch law came 
to be replaced in the Wetboek van Koophandel by a more sophisticated but principally 
identical notion of subrogation. In essence, though, Roman-Dutch law already recog .. 
nised the notion of an ex lege transfer, later labelled as occurring by way of subroga
tion, of the insured's action against a third party primarily and ultimately liable for his 
loss or damage to the insurer who had compensated that loss or damage. Develop
ments in Roman-Dutch law had clearly presaged the recognition of legal subrogation in 
the Wetboek. 66 

1.5 The Insurer's Right of Subrogation· in English Law 

There are probably very few other areas of insurance law where English law dif
fers so much from civilian systems as in respect of the doctrine of subrogation. In 
essence the difference lies in the fact that whereas the Continental notion of subroga
tion implies an automatic or ex lege transfer of the insured's right against a third .party 
to the insurer, no transfer of any right at all occurs in the case of the English doctrine. It, 
rather, involves at most an ex lege entitlement on the part of the insurer to the fruits of 
the insured's action against the third party, a succession to or a right to obtain the 
eventual benefit of the insured's right against a. third party, coupled with an entitlement 
to the procedural control of the enforcement of that action. 

The reason for this stark difference is,. ~Jmply, because the English doctrine of 
subrogation was developed independently'of iihy antecedent Roman-law concept.and 
of the adaptation of those concepts in French law. It was developed by the English 
courts of equity in the course of the eighteenth century as an indigenous doctrine in 
cases involving contributions and tripartite relationships of indemnity, such as 
insurance and suretyship.67 By the late eighteenth century, the Common-law courts too 

66 It is interesting, as Ledeboer 50 points out, that the notion embodied in the concept of subrogation, 
namely the transfer of rights and more particularly the consequence of such transfer, which was the 
putting of one person in the place of another, were already recognised from ear1y on in another context in 
Roman-Dutch insurance law. The idea of substitution or replacement ('plaatswisseling') was used in the 
model policy forms prescribed by the placcaat of 1563 and again in those prescribed by the placcaat of 
1571 to express the consequence of the conclusion of a contract of insurance, namely that the insurer 
was placed in the position of the insured as far as the loss or damage was concerned ('[e]nde van als 
verseekeren sy ende stellen henlieden inde eygen plaetse van de gheasseureerden, om hem te 
gararitieren van a/le verlies ende schade'). However, this replacement of the insured by the insurer 
occurred figuratively not as regards a third party specifically but as regards the insured's loss generally. It 
was, as appears from the phrase in the policies, simply another way of expressing the fact that the insurer 
stood in for and undertook to indemnify the insured against loss. 

~ Whereas in French law subrogation evolved first in the general law of contract and was then introduced 
into and applied to insurance and indemnity law, in English law by contrast subrogation first arose in the 
context of Insurance and Indemnity law and only subsequently became recognised as a part of the 
general Common Law. See· Khoury 8-9; 
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had come to recognise the doctrine and its equitable foundation, and used it as if it had 
always been pa.rt of the Common Law. 

In Mason v Sainsbury & Another6a the principle was recognised that where 
insurers had paid the amount of the insured's loss caused by third parties,69 they could 
maintain an action in the name of the insured - a unique feature of English subrogation 
and closely tied up with the fact that it did not involve any transfer ofthe·insured's rights 
to the insurer - against those third parties for their own benefit. The third parties, being 
primarily liable,10 could not claim the benefit of the insurance and raise the fact that the 
insured, in whose name they were being sued, had been indemnified by his insurer, as 
a defence. It is apparent from the judgment that this was -not an unfamiliar situation. It 
also appeared, though, that the principle involved had at that time not yet clearly come 
to be distinguished from the comparable doctrine of abandonment. 71 

The further development of the doctrine of subrogation in English law occurred in 
the nineteenth century, mainly in the Common-law courts but with the assistance of the 
·courts of equity which had jurisdiction to compel the insured to consent to the use of 
his name in an action by the insurer aga_inst a third party. This development included 
the greater but not yet complete separation of the doctrine of subrogation from that of 
abandonment. 

However, until the mid~nineteenth century; the principles involved were not yet 
identified as those of subrogation. The term 'subrogation' was first used in English 

· insurance law in The Quebec Fire Assurance Company v Augustin St Louis & John Mol
son, 12 a Privy Council appeal from the Court of Appeals for the Province of Lower 

68 (1782) 3 Dougl 61, 99 ER 538. 

69 In this case the Hand-in-Hand Fire Office had paid the insured out after his house had been 
demolished by a mob. ·· 

10 l'tle acquisition of the right of subrogation by the insurer did not result from any express agreement 
with the Insured and was, as in the case of Continental subrogation, acquired when t>ayment was made 
toa person to whom the debtor was principally and prlman1y liable. 

71 Thus Lord Mansfield stated (at 64, 540): 'Every day the Insurer Is put in the place of the insured. In 
every abandonment it is so. The insurer uses the name of the insured .... [l]t is to be considered as if the 
insurers had not paid a farthing'. Ashurst J too stated (at 64, 540) that 'I agree ... that it is lik~ t.he case of 
an abandonment'. · · 

The principle involved (and also Its confl.tsion with abandonment) dates from much earlier. Thus 
In eg Randal v Cockran (1748) 1 Ves Sen 98, 21·ER 916 it was regarded as 'the plainest equity' that after 
payment of the insured, the insurers stood In the place of the insured as to the property insured, any 
salvage. of them, or any compensation paid for them, the insured then being no more than a 
(constructlVe) trustee for the insurers. See too eg Blaauwpot v Da Costa (1758) 1 Eden 129, 28 ER 633 
where the following was remarked (at 131, 634): '.(U]pon the J)olicy, and the peril happening, and the 
payment of the money by the underwriters, the Whole of the rights of the assured vested in them'. 

72 (1851) 7 Moore 286, 13 ER 891. 
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Canada on a point of French~ insurance law]~ Thereafter the term was erroneously 
applied to the comparable but nevertheless fundamentally different English doctrine. 74 

By the time the English law of marine insurance came to be codified in the Marine 
Insurance Act of 1906, the doctrine of subrogation had been worked out in some detail. 
However, the lihk with abandonment had not been severed completely. The insurer is 
not only subrogated to the personal rights of the insured against third parties concern
ing the property insured, but he is also 'subrogated' to his real rights over that property 
insured or whatever may remain of it. There is accordingly no clear distinction between 
the insurer's right of subrogation and the insurer's right to salvage, which latter right is, 
in appropriate cases, but a consequence of an abandonment by the insured. 

In terms of s 79(1) of the Marine Insurance Act, where the insurer pays for a total 
loss of the subject-matter insured, he becomes entitled to take over the interest of the 
insured in whatever may remain of the subject-matter so paid for, and he is thereby 
subrogated to all the rights and the remedies of the insured in and in respect of that 
subject-matter as from the

1
time of the casualty causing the loss. Bys 79(2), where the 

insurer pays for a partial loss, he acquires no title to the subject-matter insured or such 
part of it as may remain, but he is upon such payment subrogated to all the rights and 
the remedies of the insured in and in respect of subject-matter insured as from the time 
of the casualty causing the loss, in so far as the insured has been indemnified in 
accordance with the Act by such payment for his loss. 

Clearly this right of subrogation, including as it does the right to salvage, is much 
wider than the Dutch equivalent in art 284 of the Wetboek. The latter is restricted to the 
insured's rights against third parties in respect of the loss or damage compensated by . 
the insurer, as opposed to his rights in and iri respect of the property insured itself:75 

The Dutch art 284 does not differentiate between the consequences of payment for a 
total loss and for a partial loss, and also makes it clear that subrogation involves a 
transfer of rights to the insurer.7s 

73 Here the insured, after being in part compensated by his insurers in terms of an insurance policy for 
. the loss they had suffered, by notarial deed transferred to those insurers the right to sue and claim the 

amount they had paid out, from the third parties who had caused the loss. The Council held that this 
constituted a valid subrogation (ie, a subrogation by request: see again § 1.4 n65 supra) of the debt to the 
insurers according to the French law prevailing in that part of Canada. Insurers, it was pointed out, had a 
right to require a subrogation by the insured at tile time of their payment of the loss (on this point the 
Council referred, among others, to Pothier and Emerigon). As is apparent, the insurers here claimed in 
their own name against the third parties, and they enforced a proportional part of the right of the insured 
which had been transferred to them by the subrogation. 

74 Marasinghe 288 quite correctly observes that '[t]he contemporary [English] doctrine of subrogation 
appears, therefore, to have had its birth in equity, to have been nurtured by both equity and the common 
law, and to have been named after a French doctrine'. 

75 See Dorhout Mees Schadeverzekeringsrecht 670, noting that that is the reason why there is in English 
law no express abandonment In the case of an actual total loss. See further on this point § 2.5.3 infra. 

76 See generally as to the differences between subrogation in art284 and in s 79, Buys 1 ~135. 
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2 The Doctrine of Abandonment 

2.1 Introduction: Abandonment In Context 

One of the most complicated aspects of Roman-Dutch insurance law was the 
doctrine of abandonment. 

The term 'abandonment', as also the notion it conveys, was already known to 
Roman law and is therefore not peculiar to insurance law. The term is older than 
insurance itself although it was adopted in the context of insurance from early on. 
Abandonment was in the first instance encountered in-the law of things. Secondly, .it 
was also familiar to maritime law generally and in the law relating to the carriage of 
goods and the limitation of shipowner liability more particularly. 77 But the term 
'abandonment' meant different things in different branches of the law, at different times, 
and in different legal systems. 
- It is necessary, therefore, in order to put the role of abandonment in the context 
of the insurance contract in its proper perspective, very briefly to sketch the application 
of the doctrine outside the realm bf insurance. 

2.1.1 Abandonment In the Law of Things -

Abandonment is intimately connected to the loss and acquisition of ownership. It 
may be stressed at the outset that the loss o.f ownership in a thing by one person 
could, but did not have to, coincide with the acquisition of ownership in that thing by 
another person. 

In the Roma_n-Dutch law of things, which was directly descended from Roman 
law, ownership could be lost in various. ways. 78 Some of them involved the consent or 
will of the owner;79 others occurred without his consent so Abandonment or dereliction 
was a way in which the owner of a corporeal thing could divest himself of his ownership 
in that thing. It was, furthermore, a unilatera_I way of doing so. 

Whether or riot an abandonment had taken place, depended upon the intention 
of the owner. In the case of an abandonment the owner clearly intended no longer to 
be owner of the thing abandoned. s1 An abandonment could be made expressly or 
tacitly- and the owner's intention to abandon ownership had to be deduced from the 

77 See generally Uchtenauer Geschledenis 183~184 as to the legal sources regarding abandonment. 

ta For what follows, see generally Lee Introduction 137-140 and 153; Maasdorp Things 36, 40-41 and 61; 
Van der Merwe Sakereg 29, 215, 217, 223, 224-227 and 374-377. 

_ 79 Such as tradition or delivery; abandonment. 

so Such as prescription; expropriation; accession. 

81 See eg Grotius lnleldinge 11.1.52 (referring to 'verlaten oft verworpe goederen {res pro derellcto 
habitae] 't we/ck zulcks werd verworpen dat de elghenaer 't selve niet meer onder 't sijne en wil 
reeckenen;) and 11.32-.3 (where 'verlatinge' was described as 'wanneeriemand niet en wit dat let tan_gher 
zy onder sijne goederen'); Voet Commentarlus XU.1.10; Van der Linden Koopmans handboek: I. 7A 
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surrounding circumstances,s2 one of which was the fact that the owner had given up 
(or, confusingly, 'abandoned') physical possession of the property in question. The 
more valuable the goods, the less likely that it would be assumed that the owner had 
intended to abandon them, even to extent that it may possibly never have been 
presumed that an owner would have intended abandoning a particularly valuable thing. 

In this regard, a careful but invariably fine distinction was drawn between 
abandoned property (res derelicta) and lost property (res deperdita). In the case of lost 
property there was no intention on the part of the owner to divest himself of his owner
ship in the thing in question. The same was true of jettisoned goods, at least where 
such goods had been thrown overboard in an emergency in order to lighten the !ship, 
or of a ship 'abandoned' at sea in an emergency. Such goods or such a ship were at 
most merely lost, and not abandoned in the technical sense in which the term is used 
here, by the owner without any intention of returning to it (sine animo revertend1) or 
without any hope of recovering it (sine spe recuperand1). The owner retained his 
ownership in such lost property (the jettisoned goods or the 'abandoned' ship) even if 
he did not know where the goods or the ship were and even if another had in the 
meantime taken possession of that property.83 

Naturally the intention of the owner of lost or jettisoned property could have 
changed in the course of time and he could be taken later to have given up any hope 
and desire of ever re-acquiring his property again and thus to have abandoned it. Lost 
or jettisoned property could accordingly become abandoned property by a lapse of 
time. However, even in earlier times when the chances of a successful salvage of 
sunken vessels or recovery of lost cargo were1 much smaller, that was the case only in 
exceptional circumstances. The mere fact ttiai the owner had given up actively looking 
for· lost or jettisoned property of which the whereabouts was unknown, or that he had 
for a period of time not actively attempted to retrieve captured or arrested property 
from a known capturer or arresting authority, or to salvage sunken property, was 
generally insufficient proof of his intention to abandon the property in question. 

In Roman-Dutch law Ol/Vnership could be acquired in only a limited number of 
ways, the most important of which were occupation, tradition, accession, and prescrip-

·82 See eg Grotius lnleidinge 11.1.52, noting that the intention 'uit waerschijnelicke teeckenen afghenomen 
moet werden'. 

83 See eg the opinion taken up in the Rechtsgeleerde observatien obs 23 (ad 11.1.52) where the view was 
expressed that goods jettisoned in an emergency were not to be regarded as 'verlaten' or as 'res 
derelictae'. That would only be the case if the owner no longer wanted to be owner of those goods ('de 
eigenaar dezelve niet meer onder de zyne en wil rekenen'). Whether that was so had to be deduced from 
the surrounding circumstances. In the case, therefore, where a ship was caught in the ice and left behind 
by her master and crew for the duration of the winter, it appeared that the mere fact that the crew had left 
her behind ('abandoned' her in the non-technical sense) did not mean that the owner had relinquished 
and lost his ownership in her ('die Ueden door zoodanig eene derelictie van hunne Schepen, we/ke niet 
is geschied animo abjiciendi, der zelver eigendom niet verloren hebben'). See too La Leck Index sv 
'abandoned property' who referred further to the case of the East lndlaman 'De Witte Haes' (amazingly, it 
would seem, the same ship which was insured in 1672 by the policy reproduced in Appendix 24 infra) 
where a treasure from the ship, which was wrecked in 167 4, was held in 171 O not to have been a res 
derelictae and to have been recoverable by the owner. Therefore, if another took possession of' it, that 
could have amounted to theft. 
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tion.84 Occupation (occupatio) was an original way of acquiring owoershipas and was 
the unilateral occupation of a thing not belonging to anybody, a res nullius. 

An abandoned thing (res detelicta) could have been or have become an owner
less or vacant thing (res nuJ/ius), which was the case where the abandonment in ques
tion was a divesting abandonment, ss but that, as will be explained shortly, was not 
necessarily the case. 

If a res nullius,87 ownership of the abandoned property could be acquired by 
way of occupation by the finder of such property. There was an acquisition of owner
ship of an unowned corporeal thing by occupation when the thing in question was law
fully taken with the intention of becoming owner of it, even if. the finder was unaware 

84 There was a numerus clausus of ways in Which ownership could be acquired and parties could not by 
agreement between them create another way. Thus, a mere agreement to compensate another for a 
thing did not pass ownership in that thing (see again ch I § 4.1 supra for the differences between 
Insurance and sale). Thus, Van der Meme Sakereg 215 explains th.at where a person by an agreement 
compensated the owner for th~ loss of a thing (eg, because he had borrowed it or, equally, because he 
had insured it in return for a premium), ~he compensator would not have been able to argue, if the thing 
were found, that he had become owner of it by virtue of the compensation he h_ad paid its owner. 
Because a recognised way of acquiring ownership was lacking, the compensator could not have 
acquired ownership. He would, however, in appropriate cases have the right to recover the amount of the 
compensation from the owner or the latter may be under an obligation to abandon the thing in question 
to him. But ownership did not pass merely by virtue of their arrangement to pay a compensation. 

85 By contrast, tradition or delivery (traditlo) was a derived way of acquiring ownership. Tradition as a 
mode of acquiring ownership implied, as a rule, the physical transfer of possession of a thing from one 
person to another (traditio vera), but fictitious delivery (traditio ficta) was also recogn~ed as possible. 

Examples of fictitious delivery included the following. (I) Traditlo brevl manu where tradition 
preceded acquisition, le, where the transferee was already in possession of the thing When ownership 
was transferred to him by way of traditio. OQ Constitutum possessorium where acquisition preceded 
tradition, ie. where the transferee obtained ownership without possession. In this case ownership passed 
by a declaration of the will of the transferee and without any physical transfer of the thing itself. The 
transferor was the owner possessor and he retained possession but then no longer holding it in his own 
name but for the transferee. There further had to be a new legal basis (causa detentionis) for the 
transferee retaining possession (or, rather; for his obtaining new possession). Constitutum possessorium 

·.·as a form of delivery was received In Roman-Dutch law and in particular in the province of Holland, 
although in not in some other provinces where, in artier to prevent fraud, legislation required that the 
t_ransfer of ownership of movables with a reservation of· possession be published by registration. (Iii) 
Traditio longa manu where there was no actual physical handing-over - often because it was not possible, 
eg because of the size of the thing or because of its location or condition - but where the transferor 
allowed the transferee access to and enabled him to acquire physical possession of the identified thing. 
(iv) Traditio symbolica (clavium traditio) or delivery by symbol which enabled the transferee to exercise 
physical control over the thing). (v) Cess!o lu.ris vindication/$ (cession of ownership) or attomment See 
further generally Lee Introduction 144-146; Van der Merwe Sakereg 314-332. 

86 That was the case where there was no transfer nor any intention of transfer by the earlier owner who 
simply abandoned the property in question to ~e whole world, not caring who, by way of occupation, 
became the new owner of the property after hint 

87 As opposed to a re$ allcuius (a thing belonging to someone), a res null/us did not belong to anyone.It 
could have been a thing which had never yet been appropriated or had never yet belonged to. anyone, or 
a th.Ing which had ceased to belong to someone. such as abandoned property. 
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that the thing in question had been abandoned·. and ·was vacant property. as Apart from 
abandoned property (res derelicta), other examples of res nullius which could be 
acquired by occupation were enemy goods (res hostiles) and treasure.89 

Unlike an abandoned thing which was a res nullius, a lost thing remained the 
property of its owner and could therefore not be acquired by occupation.9o The 
occupation or taking of such a thing by the finder with the intention of acquiring owner
ship of it, therefore could amount to theft. The finder had to hand the thing over to the 

. authorities. The owner could recover lost property if he paid a finding fee ('vindloon') 
and compensated the finder's expenses. If after a reasonable enquiry and the expiry of 
a reasonable time, the owner of lost property could not- be found and did not turn up, 
there was a difference of opinion as regards the legal position. According to some, 
such property could be retained by the finder;91 according to the other view such prop
erty went, on payment of the finder's fee, to the fiscus as bona vacantia.92 

In this regard marine wreckage93 occupied a special position. By ancient 
privilege, wreckage was from time immemorial regarded as the private property of the 
Count or, later, the State, on whose land it was found. Later, by numerous enactments 
and laws, it was decreed in Roman-Dutch law that every owner might recover his ship
wrecked and lost property. 94 This shows that in the case of such wreckage there was 
no abandonment in the technical sense and that it was merely regarded as lost prop
erty. Some authors stressed the fact that the shipwrecked property in fact never 
ceased to belong to the original owner.9s It was also clear that the wreckage did not 

88 See eg Grotius lnleidinge 11.1.52; Van Leeuwen Rooms-Hollands regt 1.2.3.14; Voet Commentarlus 
XU.1.1 O; Van der Linden Koopmans handboek I. 7.2(d). 

89 Roman-Dutch law accepted the Roman-law rule that res hostiles were res nullius and could be 
acquired by occupation. The general rule was that immovable property belonged to the victorious state 
whfle movables belonged to the captor. However, numerous legislative provisions and restrictions 
existed, especially in respect of the division of prize. See eg Grotius lnleldinge 11.4.34: Voet 
Commentarius XU.1.2.8; Van Leeuwen Rooms-Hollands regt 1.2.3.3-4; Van der Keessel These se/ectae th 
191-192(ad11.4.34); and Van der Linden Koopmans handboek l.7.2(e). See again ch VI§§ 5.2.2 (as to the 
law of priZe) and 5.4.2 (as to enemy capture) supra. 

90 See eg Voet Commentarius XU.1.9; Van der Linden Koopmans handboek l.7.2(d). 

91 The thing was in such circumstances regarded as a treasure and divided according to the rules 
applicable in such a case. See eg Voet Commentarius XU.1.9; Van der Keessel Theses selectae th 189 
(ad 11.4.32). 

92 See eg Van Leeuwen Rooms-Hollands regt 1.2.3.16. 

93 That is, a ship or a cargo which was lost - as opposed to abandoned in the technical sense - at sea 
Such wreckage could either have sunk to the bottom of the sea, have washed up on land, or have 
remained floating on the sea. 

94 See eg Grotius /nleidinge 11.4.36; Van Leeuwen Rooms-Hollands regt 11.3.9; Van der Linden Koopmans 
handboek I. 7.2(d). 

95 See eg Voet CommentariiJS XU.1.9. 
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become the property of the finder or salver. 96 A claim had to be made by the owner 
within one year and six weeks and such owner had to bear the cost and the reward of 
salvage {'berg/oon').97 However, if the wreckage remained unclaimed after this period, 
it belonged to the fiscus, not to the finder or salver, but could still easily be redeemed 
by the owner against the payment of salvage. 98 

However, abandonment did not have to be a divesting abandonment, that is, 
one by which the owner gave up his ownership to the whole world. An abandoned 
thing (res derelicta) did not necessarily become a vacant thing (res nu/Hus). There also 
existed, at least in Roman law, another type of abandonment distinguishable in princi;. 
pie andin consequences from the type of abandonment just described. 

It was generally accepted in Roman law that abandonment resulted in the owner 
immediately being divested· of his ownership and in the thing abandoned becoming a 
res nullius. The owner simply gave up his ownership, and did not transfer or have any 
intention of transferring. that property to any particular person. He relinquished owner
ship to the whole world, not caring who became the owner of the property by occupa
tion after him. Ownership of the res nullius was then acquired independently by 
whoever found it first and took possession of it with the required. intention to 
appropriate it to himself (animo occupand1), irrespective of whether he knew or 
believed the thing to have been abandoned. In this case the acquisition of ownership 
over the abandoned property (res derelicta) was a question of a direct derelictio cum 
occupatione. 

That, however, was not the only possibility recognised in Roman law. There was 
also. an alternative construction to divesting abandonment or abandonment in the 
sense of a dereliction.99 An owner could namely have abandoned his property other
wise than to the whole world and not caring what would happen to the thing 
abandoned. He may have abandoned it only to one or more persons or a group ofper
sons100 and by his abandonment have 'offered' it to them for acquisition by occupation. 
Prior to their acceptance, however, the thing in question never became a res nullius (or 
at least not a res nullius to allcomers). It could not be acquired in ownership by way of 
occupation by simply anyone, but remained the property of the owner until 'accepted' 
by the specific person or persons to whom it had been abandoned. Should the offeree 
or any of theofferees have 'accepted' the owner's offer, something which would have 
occurred, for example, had such person or persons occupied the property, he or they 

~See eg Grotius lnleidinge 11.4.37; Voet Comme~us XU.1.9. 

97: See eg Van der Linden Koopmans handboek I. 7.2. 

98 See eg Van der Keessel Theses selectae th 197(ad11.4.36), The view of Lee that the finder or salver 
became the owner after the expiry of the period of prescription of 30 years has no support in the sources. 

99 On this, see in particular Van der Merwe 'Animus Occupandl' 331-332 and 334. 

100 WhDe the owner did not in this case abandon it to the whole world, he could but did not have to have 
had a particular successor in mind. It could, therefore, have been .an abandonment to uncertain persons 
(incertae personae). There was therefore some, although not necessanly precise, exclusivity attached to 

· this type of abandonment. 
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became the new owner or owners of the abandoned thing. In this case the acquisition 
of ownership over the abandoned thing may be construed as a form of traditio incertae 
personae, the transfer (traditio) occurring between the offering owner and the accept
ing offeree. 

If the offeree or offerees decided not to become the owner or owners of the 
abandoned property by occupation, the abandoning owner, it would seem, simply 
remained the owner, his offer possibly having to be regarded as having been with
drawn. It was then, of course, possible for the owner to have a change of mind and to 
abandon his property to the whole world so that it became a res nullius. Alternatively, 
the offeree may have been obliged, by virtue of a collateral contract between himself 
and the owner, to take over the ownership of the abandoned property. In such a case 
he, having become owner by occupation with the required intention, may in tum in 
appropriate cases immediately have abandoned the object in question, and then in the 
traditional and accepted sense of an abandonment resulting in the thing becoming a 
res nullius. 

In this alternative construction, therefore, the owner did not have the intention 
that his abandonment of the thing in question should result in it becoming res nullius. 
His intention was simply to abandon his ownership in the thing so that the specific per
son he had in mind could take possession of it. At the time the latter occupied it, there
fore, the abandoned thing was not a res nullius in the sense that anyone could have 
acquired ownership over it. 101 

Otherwise than in the case of a derelictio cum occupatione, the acquisition of 
ownership was, according to this constructipn, possible only if the offeree had the · 
knowledge or at least the belief that the •. thihg he occupied had been abandoned. 
Knowledge that the object was a res derelicta was accordingly required before the 
necessary intention for acquiring by occupation (animus occupand1) was present. · · 

This alternative construction of the acquisition of ownership of abandoned prop
erty, involving as it did in effect a different type of abandonment, had particular practical 
advantages. It permitted an owner to relinquish ownership unilaterally to a particular or 
closed circle of persons and to exclude others from obtaining ownership in it simply by 
being able and in a position to occupy it. Here the intention of the owner was not simply 
to abandon the thing and to relinquish his ownership over it, but to do so with a particu
lar purpose, namely to allow another to decide whether or not he wanted to become 
the new owner. Furthermore, at no stage did the property become ownerless, at least 
not in the sens~ that it. was available to be occupied by just any one. The abandoning 
owner could therefore have ensured that the ownership in the property either went to a 
specific person or group of persons, or that he otherwise remained the owner if none of 
those persons wanted it. 

This type of abandonment, which may also be termed transferring abandonment 
to distinguish it from the usual divesting abandonment described earlier, was therefore 
ideally suited to instances where the transfer of ownership had to take place between 

101 It seems conceptually incorrect. though, that in this instance the res was merely lost (deperdita) atthe 
time when it was taken into possession by the other person and only thereafter became abandoned (res 
derelicts) as Is suggested by Van der Merwe 'Acquisition' 334. · 
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the owner of property and a person with whom such owner had some collateral con
tractual relationship. As will be argued later, it was the type of abandonment which 
ideally explained what took place between the insured and the insurer when the former 
abandoned the insured property to the latter. Interestingly enough, the instances where 
an owner may be said to have had the intention that his abandoned thing should not 
become a res nullius occurred in ·Roman.,law texts dealing with losses occurring at 
sea.102 

Controversy existed in Roman law on which one of these constructions of the 
occupation of abandoned property was the correct one. The Sabinians favoured the 
view that it involved a direct derelictio cum occupationewhilethe·Proculians supported 

· the alternative construction of a traditio incertae personae. Ultimately the latter con
struction was not favoured by the majority of Roman jurists and ·may for that reason not 
have attracted any attention from Roman-Dutch lawyers who simply regarded 
occupatio as a direct detelictio cum occupatione. 

In English Common Law this controversy has even today not yet been settled 
and doubt still exists. 103 Initially the possibility of an abandonment of movables in the 
Roman-law sense of derelictio was accepted. by Bracton as a part of English law. Later, 
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the general possibility of the abandonment 
of chattels so as to make them res nullius and available to the first taker, was denied. 
Later, in the nineteenth century, Blackstone returned to the original view of Bracton and 
accepted the possibility in principle of a dereliction. English cases in the mid-nineteenth 
century held that an owner could cease to have possession and control of his ship, 
although she had not been transferred to another. Put differently, the original owner 
could abandon the ship and so put an end to his liabilities. This view was strengthened 
by various dicta in the twentieth century· that divesting abandonment was part of 
English law; 

2.1.2 Abandonment in the Law of Carriage 

Abandonment also featured promi.nently in the law relating to the carriage of 
goods by sea in connection with the payment of freight 

The owner of goods carried by sea, whether he was the consignor or con
signee, was liable in terms of the contract of carriage to pay the carrier freight for the 
conveyance of his goods. As a general principle, freight was payable upon the safe 
arrival and the commencement of the discharge of the goods at their destination. The 
carrier had a right of retention or lien over the cargo for his claim against the owner of 
the cargo for the payment of the freight. due to him. If, in the case of a shipwreck, the 
goods were totally lost in the course of the voyage and did not arrive safely at their 
destination, no freight was payable and due. However, 'safe; arrival did not mean 
'undamaged arrival' but rather 'non-delivery', so that even if the goods arrived in a 

102 See Van der Merwe 'Acquisition' 334. 

103 See generally Hudson 'Abandonment'.· 
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damaged state, freight was still due to the.,carrier. 104 Accordingly, if the shipwreck 
goods were saved and taken to their destination by the carrier, the full amount offreight 
was payable, even if the goods were damaged in the process, at least in so far as the 
carrier himself was not liable in terms of the contract of carriage to compensate the 
owner for such damage. 105 

The owner therefore had to pay freight for the carriage of his goods wher;i they 
arrived in a damaged state. More specifically, it could happen that the value of his 
goods in their damaged state was less than the amount of freight which had to be paid 
to the carrier, and therefore that the damage was so severe that for all practical pur
poses it amounted to a total loss of the goods. 

One solution to this predicament of the cargo owner was to make the freight 
payable proportionally. However, this gave rise to serious problems of calculation 
which, and this was important, delayed the speedy settlement of claims for freight. 

The law, and specifically the medieval maritime codes, accordingly came to the 
aid of the carrier and the cargo owner by giving the latter a choice whether to pay the 
freight in full or whether to abandon the damaged goods to the carrier in lieu of such 
freight. He would obviously seriously consider the latter option where the value of the 
damaged goods was less than the amount of freight he still had to pay the carrier. 

By abandoning his damaged goods to the carrier, the cargo owner in effect 
turned his partial loss into a total loss of those goods with the result that no freight was 
payable on them any longer. The abandonment in this connection was therefore merely 
a method by which the process of the settlement of freight claims was simplified by 
avoiding any calculation of pro rata freight. It is important to bear in mind also that the 
abandonment in this connection was a natur~tand simple process, seeing that the car
rier was already in possession of the cargo when it was abandoned to him. 

In the Netherlands, as elsewhere, 1os this principle was taken over from antece
dent maritime codes and was recognised from early on in local legislation. 107 

104 As to the payment of freight, see again ch V § 5.4 supra. 

105 In so far as the carrier was liable for that damage, the owner may have had a claim (or counterclaim) 
against the carrier. 

106 See eg Landwehr 'Hanseatischen Seerechte' 98. See further generally Schook De derelictione 100-
107. 

107 Provisions to this effect appeared as early as the fourteenth century in the maritime law of Kampen of 
1372 (see Goudsmit Zeerecht 304-305). In this law, the right to abandon goods damaged by vis maior in 
lieu of freight was given only to those who 'ghuet vervracht aan enighen Sciphern mijt enen 
godspenninghe', ie, the right of abandonment was restricted to the case where the consignor had paid 
an earnest (a godspenning or a"ha), for then at least the master had that amount in addition to the 
abandoned goods and did not san for nothing. The consignor had to exercise his choice within fourteen 
days after the arrival of the damaged goods and had to notify the master of his choice. 

The principle was also recognised in Antwerp customary law. Thus art 11 of title XXIX of the 
Antiquae of 1570 (see De Longe vol I at 602) provided that 'ende een coopman, wesende de 
coopmanschap in een schip geladen soo verargert, quaet oft van soo cleynen pryse, dat hem nyet 
proffytelyck en dunckt tselfde taenveerden, mach het selffde abandonneren ende den schipper laten 
voor die {den] vrachtloon, die hem daermede moet te vreden houden'. Likewise, in art 16 of title UV of 
the lmpressae of 1582 (see De Longe vol II at 406), whetj the merchandise conveyed by the master in his 
ship deteriorated or depreciated to such an extent rsoo '{erargert, quaedt oft van soo cleynen prijse is oft 
wordr) that the merchant 'niet proffijtelijck en dui:ict de selve t'aenveerden', he was entitled 
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Ins 44 of the shipping·p/accaat of 1551 it was provided that if goods were 
damaged1os without the fault of the master ('sonder schult des Schippers'), 109 such 
damage had to be borne by the merchant or owner of the goods himself, and on the 
arrival and discharge of the goods at their destination, the owner either had to pay the 
full freight in respect of those goods or abandon them to the earner in lieu of the freight 
('sa/ de Coopman ... de voile vracht daer af beta/en; ofte de selve den Schipper voor 
die vracht laten'). 110 

Likewise, in terms of s 9 of title II of the placcaat of 1563, if goods arrived 
damaged without the fault of the master or the crew ('sonder schult vanden Schipper 
ofte Schiplieden'), such loss was solely for the account of the owneF who had to pay 
the full freight in respect of those goods or abandon them to the carrier ('de we/eke 
Koopman ... sa/ ... de voile vracht daer af beta/en, ofte de se/ve den Schipper voor de 
vracht /aten').111 

Thereafter the principle appears to have fallen into disuse. Although still men
tioned by Grotius, 112 for example, it was no longer as a rule provided for in the maritime 
keuren.113 Van der Keesse1,114for one, considered it doubtful whether under the law of 
his time merchants could relinquish or cede any other goods also, apart from the 
goods packed in cases, to the mas.ter in lieu of freight. He pointed out that Verwer11s 

-;l; 

'•' 

't'abandonneren ende den schippere laeten voor den vracht-loon, die hem daer mede moet te vreden 
houden'. -

108 The section spoke of the goods being spilt, melted, destroyed, denigrated or otherwise depreciated or 
perished. 

109 The master. that is, of the carrying ship, ie, the carrier. 

110 See generally Goudsmit Zeerecht 222-224 and 227. Various other further possibilities existed. If the 
damage was due to the fault of the master or the crew, the carrier was liable to the owner for damages. If 
the damage was a general average loss, a contribution was recoverable from the other interests involved. 

111 See Goudsmit Zeerecht 232. 

112 /nleidinge 111.20.17 ('een bevrachter [mag] volstaen met afstand te doen van 't ingefadene goed, 
sander dat hy voort in de bedongen vracht is gehouden'). There it was mentioned by contrast to the 
master's right of retention over the goods for any unpaid freight (see 111.10.16). Elsewhere Grotius 
Qll.20.17) mentioned that the master who had sold cargo in an emergency could likewise 'volstaen met 
afstand van het schip [to the consignors)'. 

113 Thus, it was not mentioned in the Rotterdam keur of 1721. Interestingly enough, in s 152 of the 
Dordrecht keur of 1775, which was otherwise virtually identical to the Rotterdam ketir of 1721, the old 
usage was again provided for. It was stated, namely, t~t in respect of vats that ran or leaked completely 
dry, the consignee did not have to pay freight as long as he abandoned the packing or 'fustage' to the 
master. See Goudsmit Zeerecht 467. 

114 Theses selectae th 684(ad111.20.17). 

115 See-rechten ad s 9 title II of the placcaat of 1563. 
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already, as also a number of Amsterdam lawyers, 116 had thought it not or no longer 
possible. 111 

In the Wetboak van Koophandel the possibility of an abandonment of damaged 
goods in lieu of freight was retained in art 497-2, although with a much restricted.field of 
application. It was possible, namely, only in the case of a loss of fluids and not, as ear
lier, in the event of the partial loss of any goods whatsoever.11s 

In French law, too, there was no unanimity on the notion of an abandonment of 
damaged goods in lieu of freight, and on the scope of its application. 119 

In English law the notion of an abandonment of damaged goods by the owner of 
those goods to the carrier in exchange for being relieved of his· obligation to pay freight, 
was also not unknown. However, it was rejected from early on; 120 

The leading case· on this point, Dakin v Oxley, 121 is notable, further, for the 
civilian authority referred to, both in argument122 and by the Court itself. The Court held 

116 Adviesen over den Koophandel cons 8. 

111 Likewise, Van der Keessel pointed out, It was unsettled whether the master who had sold goods on 
board his ship in an emergency, could discharge himself by ceding the ship to the consignors as Grotius 
had stated. However, he noted, such a right was expressly granted bys 159 of the Rotterdam keur of 
1721 but not by the largely identical Dordrecht keur of 1 n5. . 

11s See GoudsmltZeerecht227. 

119 Thus, Pothier Louage 1.3.2.59 thought that it was consistent with the principles of the contract of 
letting and hiring that when the goods of a freighter arrived at the port of discharge, the whole freight was 
due, however much they may have been accidentally damaged, even if they were not worth the freight. 
The master had performed in terms of the contract and the accidental damage to the goods was none of 
his concern. The freighter could therefore not abandon them for the freight. He noted, though, that Valin 
held the opposite view, namely that severe damage to the goods was equivalent to their total loss so that 
no freight was due to the carrier as long as those goods were abandoned to him. The position was 
otherwise, though, when the goods were damaged by the fault of the master or the crew, and then an 
abandonment was in fact possible. 

120 Thus, in Shields v Davis (1815) 6 Taunt 65, 128 ER 957 It was held that It was no defence against a 
claim for freightthatthe goods had arrived damaged, even if the damage was caused by the master, and 
even if the damage exceeded the amount of the freight. The principle was clear: the carrier was not 
entitled to freight only in the case of the arrival and the delivery of the goods in a sound and undamaged 
condition. 

121 (1864) 15 CB (NS) 646, 143 ER 938. 

122 In the absence of any English case on the point, reference was made in arguendo (at 649-652, 940-
941) to French authority, including the Ordinance de la marine of 1681. It was observed that the rule was 
probably introduced in earlier times to prevent disputes and litigation. Elsewhere (at 653, 941) it was 
noted, with reference to Kent's Commentaries, that Valin was in favour and Pothier against the right of an 
owner to abandon deteriorated or damaged goods in discharge of freight. The latter opinion, Kent 
thought, was the better one and it also agreed with the law of Rotterdam. Nevertheless, where the 
damage was caused by the fault of the master, the owner had a counterclaim although he remained liable 
for the freight. 

On behalf of the defendant carrier, counsel sought to draw a distinction between damaged 
goods arriving in specie (in which case freight was due but a counterclaim arose· if the damage was 
caused by the fault of the master) and damaged goods being either utterly worthless or being in a 
commercial sense of no value, le, If the adventure had become worthless, such as where the value of the 
goods on their arrival was less than the freight due. In the latter case, if such damage was caused by the 
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that the cargo owner was not entitled to raise, as a valid defence against a claim by the 
carrier to recover freight due for the carriage of his cargo, the fact that that cargo, 
damaged by the fault of the master or crew, had been abandoned123 to the carrier in 
lieu of the freight due and in order to be discharged and excused from the payment of 
that freight. In this case the cargo was damaged to such an extent that upon its arrival 
at the port of discharge, it was worth less there than the amount of freight due on it, 
hence the owner's wish rather to abandon it than to pay the freight. According to the 
Court, the carrier had by his d.elivery of the cargo at the destination, substantially per
formed the contract124 and was therefore entitled to his freight.12!5 But while the owner of 
damaged but arrived cargo had no valid defence against a claim for freight, he was 
entitled to a right of cross-action or to counterclaim for damages, at least in those 
cases. where the master or crew were at fault and the carrier liable for the damage to 
the goods. 12s The Court pertinently rejected· the Continental view (which was in any 
case not held unanimously) that an abandonment was in satisfaction of freight, 121 and 
thought it 'unjust, arid almost absurd that, without regard to the comparative value of 

fault of the master, freight was not due if the goods in question were abandoned to the carrier. 

123 At 665, 946 the Court pointed out that 'abanqonment, in maritime law, involves a giving up of 
property'. 

124 This was essentiaJly a q1,Jestion of fact but one which depended also on usage and the terms of the 
particular contract. Thus, if goods were actually lost or damaged· to such an extent that no substantial 
part of it remained, it could possibly be argued that practically speaking no part of the cargo contracted 
to be carried, had arrived. Also distinguishable was the case where the goods (of the same quantity as 
shipped) arrived damaged (le, a change In quality, not a loss in quantity). In both these cases the 
entitlement to freight depended on the terms of the contract of carriage as construed by mercantile usage 
regarding the carriage of that for which the freight was to be paid, and also on the factual question of 
whether and how much of the goods substantially arrived (see at ~7. 946-947). 

125 At. 665, 946 the Court explained that in English law freight was as a rule earned by the carriage to and 
the arrival of the goods at their destination, even if they did atrive damaged. If the goods were not carried 
to their destination, no freight was earned; if a part but not all of the goods was carried to the destination, 
no freight was earned in respect of the part not carried but freight was earned in respect of the part 
carried, unless the contract of carriage made the carriage of the whol.e consignment a condition 
precedent to the earning of any freight, something which, the Court noted, had not yet occurred in 
practice. 

126 Unlike American law, the Court noted, in English law no set-off or deduction was possible of the. 
amount of damage trom the amount of freight Distinct proceedings had to be brought against the carrier, 

···seemingly to alJow for the speedy settlement of the liquidated demand for freight . 

. 127 See at 662-664, 945, This Continental view, It was explained, was based upon several notions. Firstly, 
that the cargo was the carrier's sole and exclusive security for freight and that, in the case of fortuitous 
d1:1mage, the owner ought to be allowed to free himself from any responsibDity by abandoning the cargo. 
SeconcUy. that in the case of culpable damage, the freight was forfeited, something which was not 
considered consistent with the English law of contracts. The court further noted that it was not a 

"condition In Continental laws that the ~o shoukf ·be worth less than the freight, although practically it 
~ Q1lly In such a case, or where he wished to get rid of a troublesome adventure, that the cargo owner 
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the freight and cargo when uninjured, 128 the ·risk· of a mercantile adventure should be 
thrown upon the ship-owner by the accident of the value of the cargo being a little more 
than the freight' .129 

The rejection in principle of an abandonment of damaged goods in lieu of frreight 
in Dakin v Oxley is entrenched in English law, at least in cases where there has been a 
substantial performance of the contract of carriage. 130 However, it has been held that 
the arrival of the goods in an unmerchantable condition was the equivalent of a total 
loss and of non-arrival of the goods, with the result that freight was not payable in 
respect of those goods.131 

2.1.3 Abandonment and the Limitation of Shipowner Liability 

A medieval principle of maritime law, introduced and justified in the public inter
est and for the advancement of trade, was that a shipowner could not lose more on an 
adventure than he had· entrusted to or ventured on it. Accordingly, the shipowner's 
liability towards third parties for debts incurred or damage caused by the master of his 
ship, acting within the scope of his duties, was limited to the value of that ship. Judg
ment against the shipowner could be levied only against the ship, which was arrested 
for that purpose. By relinquishing or 'abandoning' his ship for that purpose and not 
appearing to defend the action personally, the owner in effect limited his liability to the 
value of his ship. He would adopt this course of a9tion if the liability or the judgment in 
question was for an amount larger than what the ship was worth. If not he would, if he 
could, appear personally and pay the debt n~cessary to prevent his ship being sold in . 
execution and to obtain her release. '-· ·· • 

Thus, the limitation of the shipowner's liability was achieved by a personalisation 
of his ship. The ship was, as it were, considered liable for the actions of and the debts 
incurred by her master in the prosecution of her voyage. But because it was impossible 
to institute an action against the ship, the action was directed at the person or persons 
who would be affected by her execution, that is, her owner or owners. Such an owner 

would exercise the right to abandon. 

128 But, of course, freight is determined with reference, to, among other factors, the value of the cargo. 

129 At 667-668, 947. It pointed out further (ibid) that 'a trifling damage, much less than the freight, would 
reduce the value to less than the freight: whilst, if the cargo had been much more valuable and the 
damage greater, or the cargo worth a little less than the freight and the damage the same, so as to bear a 
greater proportion to the whole value, the freight would have been payable, and the merchant have been 
put to his cross-action'. 

130 See eg St John Shipping Corp v Joseph Rank Ltd [1957] 1 OB 267 (OBD) at 291 (the carrier Is entitled 
to receive freight without the deduction (but subject to a counterclaim) if the goods are delivered in 
substantially the same condition as when they were loaded); Henriksens Rederi A/S v THZ Rolimpex 
(The Brede) (1972) 2 Uoyd's Rep 511 (OBD). 

131 See Asfar & Co v Blundell &.Another [1896) 1 OB 123 (CA) at 132 where it was stated that in 
accordance with the principle in Dakin v Oxley, the total destruction of the goods was not necessary; the 
destruction of the merChantable character of the goods was sufficient to disallow a claim for freigttt. 
However, there was no mention in this case of any abandonment of such unmerchantable goods to the 
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was. given a choice. By abandoning the ship, or by simply not appearing in the pro
ceedings in which the ship was arrested, his personal and unlimited liability, to the 
extent of his estate, was terminated and a real limited liability, to the value of the ship in 
question only, was substituted. 

This principle was also recognised in Roman-Dutch law.132 Grotius, 133 for exam
ple, explained that shipowners (that is, those who enjoyed the freight of a ship) were 
liable to consignors for all the negligent acts and omissions of the master in the course 
of his duties. They were also liable to pay all bottomry and other debts or liabilities 
incurred by the master within his mandate. 134 But in all these CS$es, the owners could 
merely abandon their share in the shipowning ('In a/le de voorzeide ghevallen moghen 
de radars volstaen met afstand te doen van haer aendeel in de redinghe') and so be 
relieved of their personal liability.135 

Likewise, in the context of general average liability, Van der Keessel136 observed 
that the ma~ter (that is, the owners) of a ship as wen as the owners of saved goods 
could be relieved of (presumably any personal) liability to contribute in general-average 
by abandoning and relinquishing ('derelinquendo et cedendo') their ship or their 
goods.137 

In other instances, though, the point of departure was that there was an 
automatic, ex lege limited liability of a shipowner without any actual or formal abandon
ment being relevant or required. There was no need for and no need to mention any 
abandonment. Thus, the limitation of a shipowner's liability did not occur by way of an 
actual abandonment of the value of the ship but rather merely with reference to that 

carrier. 

132-See In particular S'Jacob passim for a full treatment of what he refers to as 'afstand' or 'abandon' in 
Roman-Dutch and Dutch law and which he distinguishes from 'abandonment' in insurance law. See also 
eg ~urger 24-30. 

133 fnleidinge Ill. 1.32. 

134 More about this aspect shortly when the role of abandonment in connection With the bottomry loan is 
described. See § 2.1.4 infra. 

135 See also eg Grotius De jure belli ac pacis 11.11.13; Scherer Aanteekeningen 410(ad111.1.32); Voet 
Cornmentarius XIV.1.S (It was possible for shipowners to free themselves, 'sf totam partem suam 
totumque jus quod in nave eiL}sque apparatu habent, dereliquere ac creditoribus cedere parati sinr); 
Van Leeuwen Rooms-Hollands regt IV.2.9; Groenewegen De legibus abrogatis XIV.11; Huber 
Heedendaegse rechtsge/eertheyt 111.25.20, Coren Observationes obs XL no 26; Bynkershoek 
Quaestiones juris public/ 1.19; idem Quaestlones juris pi'ivati IV.20. See too eg Fockema Andreae 
Asnteekeningen 247-248 {ad 111.1.32) who added that shipowners were also liable for a delict of their 
master _committed a~lnst persons other than consignors In so far as it Involved an act committed by the 

. master In the execution of his duties. 

136 Theses selectae.th 794(ad111.29.16); idem Ptaelectio.nes 1539(ad111.29.16). 

137 This was provided for ins 119 of the Rotterdam keur of 1721 in the following terms: '[d]og zal 
niemant, uyt hoofde van AVat}'e, verder aensprekelijk zi/n als voor het Schip ende Goed, dat daar in moet 
dragen, zulx dat een ygelijk, met afstant van het zelve, zaJ mogen volstaan'. See too Van der Unden 
Koopmat1$ handboel< IV.5.5, explaining that no owner was liable to contribute more In general average 
than the value of hiS ship ·or goods which were liable to contribute~. because of the principle that everyone 
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value and without the need fof any abandonment" Put differently, the actual abandon
ment of earlier times was replaced by a fictional abandonment. Thus, Grotius138 noted 
that shipowners were not liable to the master (under the contract of employment) fur
ther than their share in the ship (' [r]eeders ... sijn aen de schipper niet verder 
gehouden als tot haer dee/ des scheeps').139 This form of ex lege limited liability was 
also reflected, for example, in art 167 of the Rotterdam keur of 1721 where it was simply 
provided that shipowners would not be liable for the actions of their master any further 
than their share in the ship ('De Reeders zullen door geene daad van den Schipper 
buyten haar ordre geschied, verder konnen werden verbonden als tot haar aanpart 
Scheeps').140 

The link between the limitation of shipowner liability and the abandonment of the 
ship (or the share in the ship) as the means by which to achieve it, was retained in the 
Wetboek van Koophande/.141 In terms of art 321, the owner of a ship, and co-owners 
proportionally to the extent of their shares, are liable for the acts of and the obligations 
incurred by the master in respect of that ship. This liability ceases upon the abandon
ment ('afstand') of the ship together with the freight earned and still to be earned on the 
voyage to which the acts and obligations relate. This abandonment takes place, 
according to the article, by way of a declaration in a notarial deed. Therefore, by 
abandoning the ship and her freight, the owner is released of all further liability arising 
from the master's actions performed and obligations incurred in connection with the 
ship. Effectively his liability is thus limited to the value of the ship and the freight. The 
shipowner therefore has a choice: whether to pay in full or whether to abandon the ship 
and freight. 142 

was released from liabnity by abandoning such a ship or goods. 

138 Jnleidinge 111.20.48. 

139 See too Van der Keessel Theses selectae th 697 (ad 111.20.48). 

140 Surprisingly, Amsterdam maritime law in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries contained no 
provisions on the liability of the shipowner for the acts of the master and therefore also nothing on any 
possible abandonment in this connection. 

141 The system adopted by the Wetboek was one of an unlimited liability of the shipowner with a right of 
abandonment Some of the ear1ier drafts had adopted a system of limited liability per se without any 
formal abandonment being necessary. The choice was therefore between an exlege limited liabDity and 
an unlimited liability with a limitation only upon an abandonment There was clear1y a close link between 
the limitation of liability and abandonment, but abandonment was only relevant where the point of 
departure was one of an unlimited liability with a limitation of such liabUity, at the choice of the debtor, 
being achieved by way of abandonment No abandonment was considered necessary where the point of 
departure was a limited liability. 

142 The third-party creditor has no such choice. In a sense art 321 creates a facultative as opposed to an 
alternative obligation between the liable shipowner and the third party, and the drafting of a deed of 
abandonment is the formality required by law from the debtor to signify the facultative choice. For a 
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2.1.4 Abandonment in the Case of Bottomry 

The. application of the notion of abandonment in the case of the bottomry loan 
was but an illustration of the general principle of the limitation of shipowner liability just 
described. Because of the close relationship between bottomry and insurance, though, 
a few further remarks may be apposite. 

There was some uncertainty in Roman-Dutch law as to whether abandonment or 
at least a principle akin to it could apply in the case of a bottomry loan. In an opinion in 
1607143 the view was expressed that there was no evidence of a notorious and general 
custom that in the case of loss of the secured ship, the-owner or: master, who was 
relieved of the liability to repay the loan, had to abandon her or what remained of her 
and her equipment to the profit of the holder- of a bottomry bond over her so as to 
afford a preference to the latter. Two years later, in 1609, it was thought in another 
opinion144 that the lender on bottomry on a ship's hull and equ_ipment had no right to 
the remains of the Ship and her equipment or to the proceeds of a sale of such prop
erty. Therefore, a lender on bottomry had no right equivalent to the insurer's right to 
salvage, and there was no duty on the bottomry borrower to abandon secured prop
erty to the lender. 

However, in an opinion in 1663145 a contrary view was expressed, namely that 
the bottomry lender was in fact entitled to salvaged equipment belonging to the 
secured but lost ship ('een Schip komende te verongelukken, waar van eenige 
Scheepsgereedschap is gebergt, werd verstaan een Bodemer geregtigt te zyn op de 
afkomste van het Scheep-gereedschap, of ter concurrentie van het ze/ve zyne 
Bodemerye'). The reason for this view was that the lender bore the risk or perils of the 
sea and in exchange obtained the ship and her equipment as security, as a result of 
which anything recovered or salved of her had to accrue to his benefit ('orridat het 
Schip en Scheeps-gereetschap aan hem is verbonden, en dat dienvolgende al/es dat 
gebergt word, moet komen tot profijte van den Bodemer'). 

The latter view was the one endorsed by Bynkershoek146 who explained that the 
earlier opinions of 1607 and 1609147 had incorrectly assumed that the security provided 
by the ship was lost simply because a part of the ship was lost. The ship and any part 
of her secured the debt and was and remained available to the lender in the event of 
tne debt not having to be or not being repaid. 

detailed analysis of the meaning of the term 'afstand' in art 321, see Nljkerk. 

143 See Hollandse consultatien vol iv cons 124. 

144 See Hollandse consultatien vol IV cons 111. 

145 See Nederlands advysboek vol II adv 13. 

146 Quaestiones juris privati 111.16. 

147 Which had held that the bottotnry lelider was not entitled to the recovered or salved ship or any part 
of her or her equipment in the absence of an established custom that the shipowners were obliged to 
abandon the hull and equipment ('dat Reeders gehotiden waren h.et ·hot en gereedschap te 
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It also came to. be accepted that while the -shipowner was bound by a bottomry 
loan contracted by his master abroad within the scope of his authority, he could relieve 
himself of the obligation in terms of a bottomry loan by relinquishing his share in the 
ship to the bottomry lender.148 Presumably this occurred by way of abandonment by 
the owner to the lender. While the latter thus lost the right to claim a repayment of the 
loan plus interest, he could recoup his loss out of whatever could be recovered of the 
secured property. 

The same principle applied where in an emergency the master was unable to 
obtain a loan abroad, and where he sold some of the cargo there, as he was permitted 
to do as long as he recompensed the owner of the cargo in question for the amount 
that cargo would have obtained at its destination. It could happen that so much of the 
cargo was sold that its value exceeded the then current value of the ship which could, 
for example, have been damaged by a storm. The master could then abandon the ship 
to the owner or owners of the cargo concerned.149 

2.2 Abandonment by the Insured to the Insurer: Background 

The legislative provisions in Roman-Dutch law with regard to the insured's 
abandonment to his insurer are numerous and detailed. But while abandonment was 
known from early on in insurance practice, more precise details of its nature and qpera
tion only emerged and only came to be so exte.nsively regulated in the first round of 
municipal keuren at the end of the sixteenth and the beginning of the seventeenth 
centuries. The system established by that jnitial regulation remained in place until the 
end of the eighteenth century and was also; &y and large, taken over in the Wetboek 
van Koophandel. 

For a proper appreciation of the particulars of the doctrine of abandonment, it is 
important to understand something of the background against and the aim with which it 
was introduced in insurance law. 1so 

It was of the utmost importance to merchants who insured their ships and 
cargoes that, in the case of a loss, they should be paid out by the insurer as soon as 
possible so that the capital lost but reimbursed could be reemployed in their 

abandonneeren'). 

148 See eg Grotius lnleidinge 111.1.32; Van der Keessel Praelectiones 1029 (ad 111.1.32). Likewise, if the 
secured ship was stranded or otherwise lost on land (so that something of her remained), there was a 
total loss (which, of course, freed the borrower of his obligation to repay the loan) and the preservation 
and control of the ship fell to the bottomry lender and not to the borrower. See further Van der Keessel 
Prae/ectiones 1192 (ad 111.11.2). 

149 See eg Grotius lnleidinge 111.20.17. Van der Keessel (Praelectiones 1394 (ad 111.20.17) thought that 
there was no authority for any abandonment in this instance, but only eg where the ship had damaged 
another ship and when the owners could abandon her to the owners of other vessel involved (ie, only, it 
would appear, in the case of delictual liability and not in the case of contractual liability). However, the 
saved or salvaged ship could have been given up in Rotterdam where the abandonment of the ship was 
specifically sanctioned in such an instance by s 159 of the keur of 1721 which provided that '[d]en 
Schipper eenig Goed, ter nood, hebbbende verkogt. 'ZBI mogen volstaan met afs'tand van het schlp'. 

1so On the background to and details of insurance abandonment, see generally the significant 
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·businesses. Ordinarily that was quite possible. As soon as the loss and the extent of 
the loss could be esta.bUshed and the insurer notified, the insured could expect to be 
paid. However, situations did arise in practice where a speedy payment was not pos
sible because the conditions for such payment, namely-, more specifically, certainty 
about the occurrence and the extent of the loss, did· not yet exist and could in fact 
never even come to exist.1s1 The ·occurrence, nature· and extent of losses were not 
alWaysfinal and irreversible. They could, for the time being, be at most likely, possible 
or probable, or they could even be reversible, both as regards their occurrence and as 
regards their extent and nature. The prevalence of such circumstances was obviously 
enhanced when the insured and his lost or damaged goods were separated geographi
cally, a separation aggravated if anything by the lack of proper channels of communica
.tion to enable. him to ascertain the fact and the extent of his loss with speed and 
certainty.152 

It would have been unacceptable in practice if the insurer were to pay only for a 
real or actual total loss, about the occurrence and nature of which there was certainty, 
and if the insured had to wait until there was certainty. as to such occurrence and the 
extent of his loss and, importantly, until he could meet the burden of proof resting on 
him in this regard. This was especially !30 in view of the fact that in appropriate circum
stances such certainty could never be arrived at. For the insured, for example, to be 
deprived of the use and possession of insured property for an indefinite or 
indeterminate period of time while he was, in the meantime, also not able to obtain 
compensation from his insurer because he was unable to prove the occurrence and 
extent of his loss satisfactorily, was tantamount, in an economic sense, to a total loss of 
that property. The commercial disadvantages of the system and requirements of proof 
by the insured had to be alleviated. 

The merchant had to be enableo by his insurance to be placed in the position 
where he could, in one form or another, recover the capital he had invested in the mari
time venture in question as soon as was reasonably possible. If insurance could not 
achieve this, it would in many instances have had little if any benefit for and attraction to 
merchants. An undue delay in the settlement of losses could have defeated the pur
pose of insurance. Clearly the law tiad to provide a solution for insurance to retain its 
aim in such circumstances. An outcome was eventually· provided. by the adoption of the 
doctrine of abandonment.153 · 

An early solution to the problem just sketched, was to make payment by the 
insurer for a loss provisional. As soon as certainty as to the occurrence and/or extent 

cpntrlbutlpns of Aschenheim; Sewer; Helberg; Schook De derelict/one; and Smedjng. 

1s1 Smedmg 28-29 notes that abandonment was Intended, first. to bring certainty in specific cases where 
it was uncertain whether or not a loss or a total loss would in fact occur or had in fact occurred, and 

. secondly, to eliminate the need for the calculation of the precise extent of a loss in cases where, as hir as 
the insured was concerned, the loss was economically a total loss even if riot factually one. 

152 Thus. losses far from the port of departure or the place of insurance made the calculation and proof of 
the extent of the loss difficult if not impossible and at least unpractical, both as regards the cost and the 
time Involved. · 

153.see fllrther on the basis of Insurance abandonment eg Dorhout Mees Schadevetzekeringsrecht 
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of the loss then emerged, the insured had to make the necessary correction in the ear
lier assumption of the occurrence and nature of the loss by way of a repayment, in full 
or in part, of the amount he had provisionally received from the insurer. He also had to 
provide security to the insurer for such possible repayment. However; this solution was 
clearly not satisfactory. Until certainty could be established, the settlement of the claim 
between the parties could not be finalised, and it was possible that that could never 
happen. This solution was not acceptable because the insured merchant was not 
placed by the insurance payment in a position where he could commit the capital 
received from the insurer to a fresh maritime venture. This arrangement, clearly, could 
do no more that perpetuate, albeit in another form, the uncertainty which it was sought 
to avoid. The payment by the insurer had to be made final in some way or another. This 
was made possible by the abandonment of the insured property to the insurer in return 
for a final payment for a total loss. Put differently, at first the loss was only rebuttably 
presumed to have occurred and to have been a total loss. A subsequent change in the 
circumstances then reversed the parties' position fully or in part. Only when, through an 
abandonment, the loss could irrebuttably be regarded as having occurred and as being 
a total loss, was the· required finality obtained. If it subsequently appeared that there· 
had in fact been no loss, or that the loss which had occurred was not total, the insured 
did not have to return the insurance payment because in exchange for the payment of 
the full sum insured, the insurer had obtained the insured property by way of abandon
ment. In exchange for receiving a final payment from the insurer, the latter was entitled 
to the rights of the insured over the insured property. The insurer was entitled to owner
ship of the insured object in exchange for giving up the right to recover the sum insured . 
if it later appeared not to have been due at.all. or not in the amount paid out.154 In con
sequence, changed circumstances did not result in a breach of the indemnity principle 
which would have favoured the insured at the expense of the insurer. 

However, abandonment was only permitted to have this salutary effect upon the 
claims process in specific circumstances. Broadly speaking, the law accepted a total 
loss to have occurred, so that final payment was due in terms of the insurance contract, 
in circumstances where the occurrence of a loss was probable but not yet certain, or 
where it was probable but not yet certain that the loss which had occurred, would 
amount to a total loss. In such cases, although there may not yet have been an actual 
total loss; the probability of such a loss already sufficiently established a loss in an eco
nomic sense for the insured, and justified the law treating it in the same way as if a total 
loss had actually occurred. Therefore, even if there was no certainty yet as to the actual 
total loss of insured property, the fact that the commercial purpose of an in~ured 
voyage was frustrated, was in appropriate instances sufficient for the property to be 
regarded as having been totally lost. The degree of probability of the occurrence of the 

637-638. 

154 The law In appropriate cases therefore presumed a total loss even if, as it subsequently appeared. 
there was in fact no loss at all or at least no total loss. In the case of an insurance contract, therefore, a 
total loss occurred not only when the thing insured was absolutely lost and destroyed and nothing was 
left of It. A total loss also occurred in instances when the insured property was actually undamaged or 
only partly damaged. The word 'abandomnent' in fact conveys the notion that It was to apply where the 
insured property was not wholly lost, for It was impossible to abandon that which did not exist or which 
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loss, or of the loss being or becoming a total loss, in turn generally determined the time 
when the insured could obtain the provisional payment, or could abandon and obtain a 
final payment. Abandonment was possible either immediately or only after a specified 
period of time. In some cases. the probability was so strong that there was no need to 
wait for a change in the circumstances, while in other cases he insured was required to 
wait because some possibility still existed of there appearing not to have been any loss 
at all, or of it appearing only to have been a partial loss. 

While there is no doubt that abandonment was in an economic sense, a very 
hecessary doctrine to ensure the viability and efficacy of the insurance contract, it was 
also not only open to abuse, against which the law had to guard, but its scope also had 
to be kept within strict limits.155 For instance, the insured could not be permitted to 
abandon insured property to the insurer whenever his venture turned out· to be less 

· profitable than he had hoped. But the insurer had to be protected more generally too. 
Not being in the business bf shipowning and trading, 1ss the insurer was obviously more 
interested in paying the insured the precise amount of his actual loss rather than the full 
sum insured in exchange for an abandonment of the insured property. By such 
abandonment he would be burdened with the ownership of the property which he had 
insured and which, even had he wanted to own it, was probably of little practical use in 
the condition in which it was, if it were not in fact a financial liability. The law therefore 
had to ensure that insurers were not burdened with the ownership of insured property 
any more than was absolutely necessary to give effect to the aim of abandonment. 

For these reasons Roman-Dutch law, like other contemporary systems, pres
·cribed in precise detail the circumstances under which an abandonment by the insured 
was justified, the time within which it could occur, and the way in Which the insured had 
to abandon. 

no longer existed. As to the different types of total loss, see again ch XV § 3 supra. 

155 See eg Asser NBW 246; Voorduin vol X at 396-397. 

156 Although this may have been less the case in earlier times when Insurers were not specialist 
professionals but general merchants who also happened to insure. See again ch IX § 2.3.2 supra as to 
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2.3 Insurance Abandonment in Roman-Dutch Law 

2.3.1 Introduction 

In Roman-Dutch insurance law the question of abandonment arose in two types 
of situation. In the one situation there was no loss or at least no certainty that a loss had 
in fact occurred. After the expiry of specified period of time, a legal presumption arose 
that a loss had in fact occurred. By reason of the circumstances under which this 
presumption arose, namely the disappearance without trace of the insured ship and 
her cargo, the presumed loss was a total loss and the full sum insured had to be paid 
out. Before the insured could claim for that loss, though, he had to abandon the 
insured property to the insurer so that if the ship or the cargo subsequently reap
peared, she or it belonged to the insurer. This situation, where the insured ship or 
goods had gone missing ahd where a presumption of loss arose, has already been 
considered in detail eatlier1s1 and will be referred to in this chapter only in passing. 

In the second type of situation there was a loss. However, it was factually not a 
total loss but merely a total loss in an economic sense.1ss In this situation the insured 
was permitted to abandon and to claim for a total loss despite the absence of an actual 
total loss. He was permitted to do so, depending on the nature of the loss in question, 
either immediately (namely when the total loss was unavoidable or its eventual occur
rence certain), or after a specified period of time, it being regarded that if the situation 
had not been reversed during that time and the nature of the loss had not altered in the 
insured's favour, 159 the loss had to be regarded as a total loss in an economic sense. 

The two types of situation therefore have in common that the insured had to 
abandon the insured property before he could claim from the insurer. In both cases 
there was an uncertainty, either as to whether a. loss had occurred at all, or as to what 
type of loss had occurred. For the sake of legal certainty and the benefit of insurance 

the incidental part-time underwriter. 

157 See again ch~§ 6 supra. Mullens 70 is of the view that the problems arising in the case of such 
'tijdingloosheid' were the true origin of abandonment in the context of insurance. Van Asch van Wijck 18-
21 likewise remarks that abandonment was derived initially from the case where no news had been 
received of the insured ship and where a presumption of loss thus arose. This may well be correct. The 
need for abandonment to bring an end to the uncertainty was most pressing in that case. Where the 
insured property had simply disappeared without any trace, the alternative for the insured would have 
been to await the reappearance of the property in question, or the emergence of certainty as to its loss, 
something which would very possibly never happen. 

1ss In the course of time, cases were added in which the loss or damage of the insured ship or cargo had 
occurred but where the extent of such loss was uncertain and where it was legally presumed to have 
been a total loss. From the seventeenth century onwards, insurance laws as a ruie all provided for 
abandonment in such cases. 

159 The insured, it must be remembered, was under a duty and insurer was possibly even entitled to avert 
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practice generally, 1ao a legal presumption arose either as to the fact or occurrence of 
the loss or as to the nature of the loss~ On the basis of t_hat presumption, the insurer 
paid out and did do finally and without any obligation on the insured to return the pay
ment if the presumption later turned out to have been false. 

However, in another sense the two types of situation also differed fundamentally. 
In the first there was a presumption about the occurrence of the loss. In the latter there 
was a presumption about the nature of ttie loss which had occurred. 

In Roman-Dutch law the insured usually had to wait a specified period of time 
after the occurrence of the event or the circumstances justifyihg an abandonment, 
before he could actually abandon the insured property to the insurer and claim pay
ment on his policy as for a total loss. This period of time was allowed in order to see 
whether the circumstances1s1 which justified the abandonment did not change i_n such 
a way as either to exclude the claim on the policy totally, 1e2 or to permit only a claim for 
a partial loss, 153 or to render the claim one for an actual total loss.164 If upon the expiry 
of the period in question, the factual situation had not changed and there was no 
greater certainty about the nature of the loss, the insured had the option of regarding it 
as a total loss, to abandon the insured ship or goods to the insurer, and to claim on 
that basis for a total loss. 

The period of time which the insured had to wait was statutorily fixed in Roman
Dutch law with reference to the length (the location of the destination) of the voyage in 
question. It was no more than the period which the legislatures regarded as a 
reasonable period of time in the circumstances for the parties to wait for the situation to 
resolve itself, and before the law brought certainty and finality to their relationship if the 
situation did not resolve itself in one way or another. 

Only in certain cases did either the nature of the loss or the circumstances under 
which it had occurred, 1es or the nature of the insured property involved, 166 render a 
waiting period unpractical, and could the insured abandon and claim for a total loss 
immediately upon the occurrence of the: event or circumstances justifying the abandon
ment. 

There was no doubt in Roman-Dutch law that the abandonment of insured prop
erty transferred the ownership in that property to the insurer. The insured abandoned 

1eo The aim was to eliminate disputes about whether there was a loss, what type of loss it was, and when 
it had occurred; to finalise the claims procedure once and for all and in the process to ensure the 
payment of losses within a reasonable time so that the insured was enabled to continue his business, 

1s1 Such as an arrest of the insured property by the authorities. 

162 Such as when the arrested ship was released during that period of time. 

163 Such as when the arrested ship was releaseq in a damaged condition. 

164 Such as when the arrested ship was declared forfeited. 

165 For example, where a total loss was almost certainly to follow, as in the case of a capture of the 
insured property by pirates. 

166 For example, perishable goods. 
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the property not to the whole· world; so that it became res nul/ius and susceptible to 
occupation by any finder, but only to and for the benefit and profit of the insurer or 
insurers of that property. Possibly for this reason the abandonment was accompanied 
by some outward formality by which the insured's intention to abandon the property to 
the insurer and to the insurer only had to be manifested. But while there was no doubt 
on this point; Roman-Dutch authors did not venture any theoretical explanation as to 
how, by this abandonment, the transfer of ownership from the insured to the insurer 
could be explained and how that fitted into the received law of things. At any rate,. they 
did not investigate the earlier Roman law on this point to ascertain, for example, 
whether or not insurance abandonment could be construed as a form of traditio 
incertae personae. 157 

Before proceeding to an investigation of the particulars of insurance abandon
ment in Roman-Dutch law, it is necessary to stress one aspect often conceptually and 
terminologically confounded in the sources. The right of abandonment or, better, the 
right to abandon insured property, was a right - and not an obligation - accruing in 
appropriate circumstances to the insured, and not to insurer. It was the insured's right, 
in appropriate cases, by abandoning the insured property to the insurer, to claim from 
the latter as if a total loss had occurred. The insured had the choice of abandoning the 
insured property but did not have to abandon in such circumstances. The insurer him
self, therefore, had no right to demand an abandonment from the insured in those cir
cumstances. Where, however, the insurer had paid out for a total loss, whether or not 
in circumstances justifying an abandonment, whether or not there had been an 
abandonment, and whether or not there was in fact an actual total loss, and the insured 
had claimed and/or accepted such a payme-fit; the insurer was entitled, as against the 
insured, to whatever remained of the insured property which was or would later come 
into the latter's possession. This was the insurer's right to the remains of the property 
insured, also referred as his right to salvage. 1sa It was also on occasion referred to as 
his right to abandoned property which then, confusingly, became abbreviated to his 
right to abandonment.169 This right to salvage was a right which he had as against the 
insured, and the aim of which was to ensure that the principle of indemnity was not 
breached. The insurer's right to salvage served to maintain the indemnity principle in 

167 See again § 2.1.1 supra. 

168 As already explained (see ch XV § 3 supra), a total loss did not necessarily involve the total 
destruction of the Insured property so that nothing whatsoever of it remained. Apart from the case where 
the insured was irrevocably deprived of the property, such as in the case of a capture by the enemy, and 
in which case the ship may not have been damaged at all, there was also a total loss where, eg, a ship 
was reduced to nothing more than a wreck (a pile of planks) and could not be called a ship any more. 
Her remains, however, were often worth at least something and for this reason the insurer had a right to 
those remains or what could be salvaged of the insured property. 

169 Of course, the insurer's right to salvage may have been exercised or given effect to by the insured 
abandoning the property in question to the insurer and could in appropriate circumstances have been a 
right to abandoned property which, after it had been abandoned to the insurer, came into the hands of 
the insured, such as when captured insured property, abandoned to and paid for by the insurer, was 
returned to the insured. 
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insurance law and could, like the insurer's right of reeourse, 110 but unlike the insured's 
right of abandonment, not be excluded without affecting the nature of the contract as 
one of indemnity. 

The doctrine of abandonment in Roman-Dutch law will be discussed with 
reference to the various legislative provisions and, where possible, with reference to the 
mattel"S just mentioned, namely the circumstances under which. an abandonment was 
justified; the time when the insured was entitled to abandon; the method of abandon~ 
merit; and the effect of an abandonment 

2.3.2 Insurance Abandonment in Early Insurance Law 

It is possible that the origin and legal basis of the notion of abandonment in the · 
·insurance context may be sought in the close relationship between the early insurance 
contract and the contract· of sale and in the view that the insurance contract was in fact 
a form of sale. 111 · 

More specifically insurance was regarded as a form of simulated sale of:the 
insured property by the insured· to the insurer against the payment by the latter of the 
sum insured. This sale was regarded as being subject to the resolutive condition of a 
safe arrival of the property in question .. The sale was accordingly effective from its con
clusion, the property in question being at the risk of the insurer from that moment. Only 
if the property arrived safely at the destination, did the sale fall through. Otherwise the 
insurer remained owner of it, and he, and not the insured, was entitled to claim and 
retain the property in question. On the occurrence of a total loss, and ori the insured 
claiming the sum insured, the insured on his part had to transfer the actual property in 
question to the insurer~ The way in which this occurred was by an abandonment by the 
insured to the insurer of all his rights in the property, the insured himself usually not 
being in possession of the property at the time of its loss. Abandonment therefore fitted 
comfortably into this insurance-sale analogy, even more so at the time when insurance 
contracts were still disguised as sales. 112 

However, as already illustrated, the notion of abandonment was not peculiar to 
the insurance contract and to its law. It was not unknown in maritime law generally and 
in the law relating to the carriage of goods in particular, and may well have been 
adopted from there into the insurance law where it served the same purpose, natnely to 
simplify the settlement procedure.173 Just as the cargo-owner or consignor was legally 
.assisted and accommodated in the case where there was uncertainty as to the occur-

110 See again § t supra. 

171 See again ch I § 4.1 supra. 

172.See further on this point eg Holdsworth History vol VHI at 278; Nehlsen-Von Stryk Seeversicherung 
332-333; De Roover 'Ear1y Examples' 186; and Sanborn 247. 

173 See in particular the comments and arguments In this regard of Landwehr Review 420-422. The fact 
that the carrier was at times also the ir)Sllrer of the cargo he carried, may also have facilitated such an 
8"$1ogous application. 
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rence or extent of the loss, so too was the position of the insured enhanced in similar 
circumstances. The uncertainty was simply replaced by a presumed certainty on the 
basis of which the insured's claim was settled and the parties' relationship was 
terminated. Abandonment was employed to correct any imbalance between the 
insured and the insurer resulting from the presumption later turning out to have been 
false, in the same way as it was used for the same purpose between the cargo owner 
and the carrier. The application of abandonment in the law of carriage avoided the need 
to calculate proportional freight because, by the cargo owner's abandonment of the 
goods to the carrier, the loss, even if not actually a total loss, was turned into a total 
loss so that no freight at all was payable. Likewise,. in the .case of an insurance, 
abandonment avoided the need to calculate a proportional part of the sum insured. By 
the insured's abandonment of the insured property to the insurer, a total loss was 
presumed, irrespective of the fact that there may not have been any loss at all or that 
the loss which did occur, may have been merely a partial loss. As a result the settle
ment of the claim was straightforward: the full sum insured was payable. The only 
important difference between abandonment in the context of carriage and abandon
ment in the context of insurance, 114 was the fact that unlike the carrier, the insurer was 
ordinarily not in possession of the property abandoned to him, a difference which sub
sequently resulted in some considerable difficulty in satisfactorily explaining the 
ownership-transferring effect of an abandonment in the absence of any actual delivery 
of the property by the insured to the insurer. Nevertheless, the fact that abandonment 
found application only in certain circumstances and not whenever there was a loss, 
would tend to discountthe fact that it was derived from the nature of the insurance con- . 
tract itself, or that the ownership of the abandoned insured property passed solely by 
virtue of the nature of the insurance contract as one of an insurance-sale. 

It would appear, therefore, that abandonment was not in any way clearly linked 
to the sale or insurance-sale agreements of the fourteenth century. It was merely the 
method by which the process of the payment of sums of money, be it freight or an 
indemnification, was simplified in the maritime trade. It was an integral part of a process 
by which a loss which was uncertain as to either its occurrence or its extent, was by 
legal presumption converted into a total loss, so that a simplified settlement of the mari
time claim could take place on that basis without further delay. Abandonment in the 
insurance context is therefore no more than an analogous application of abandonment 
as it occurred in other areas of maritime trade. It was an ancient legal institution which 
was applied, at first only sparingly, to a newly evolved legal relationship to which the 
insurance contract gave rise. 

The reason why the role of abandonment in early insurance law was relatively 
moderate and its application relatively restricted, was because compulsory and cus
tomary under-insurance11s impeded the application of the notion of abandonment to 

174 Terminologically the instances are not always clearly distinguished. In English the term 
'abandonment' Is used for both. A little better is Dutch which distinguishes between insurance 
'abandonnemenf and carriage 'abandon'. Most clearly is French which employs the term 'delaissemenf 
for insurance abandonment whDe retaining the word 'abandon' for the carriage situation. 

175 See again ch XVIII § 5.1 supra. 
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achieve a simplified payment for a total loss. In the case of under-insurance, which was 
more otteh than not compulsory, the abandonment, if any, also had to be proportional. 
If that was to be the case, its application did not result in any simplification of the claims 
settlement, seeing that the calculation of the proportion in question involved the precise 
determination of the extent of insured's loss, something it was sought to avoid. Only 
When compulsory under-insurance gradually came to be ignored in practice from .the 
seventeenth century onwards, 176 could the doctrine of abandonment begin to have its 
full effect in insurance law and did its principles come to be established and worked out 
in more detail. 

As already alluded to earlier, abandonment was not applied to the insurance 
contract right from the start. At first, in circumstances where the occurrence or the 
extent of a loss was uncertain, the insured was paid out as for a total loss but had to 
return the insurance payment or part of it to the insurer if it subsequently appeared that 
there had been no loss or something less than a total loss. The payment was therefore 
merely provisional. 177 There was as yet no application of the notion of abandonment to 
terminate any uncertainty regarding the occurrence or extent of the loss. This appears 
to have been a fairly general position throughout Europe and to have been part of early 
customary insurance law.178 

In the course of time, the advantages of abandonment were no doubt realised 
and it came to be implemented in appropriate circumstances in the insurance context 
as in other instances of maritime losses. However, the development of the legal princi
ples relating to insurance abandonment was slow. 

The early authors on the insurance contract had not yet worked out all details of 
abandonment. Santerna, 179 for example, considered the qyestion to whom lost insured 
goods belonged if they were subsequently found or recovered: to the insured owner or 
to the liable insurer? He answered thafif insurer had not yet paid out on the policy, the 
goods belonged to the insured and the insurer was, by reason of the recovery of the 
goods, released frorn his liability to pay for them. The insurer's obligation on the policy 
was conditional on the goods being lost, and if they were atterwards1ao recovered, they 

176 See ch XVIII § 5.4 supra. 

177 See eg De Roever 'Early Examp!es' 189. 

178 Thus, Lopez & Raymond 261-263 provide a translation of an insurance claim settlement from 
Marseilles dated 1438. It appears from It that a consignment of wine was insured by a Genoese 
underwriter in the name of a Florentine merchant residing In Avignon on a voyage from Marseilles to 
Flanders. The ship and her cargo, including the wine, were captured and detained by the Portuguese. A 
claim was instituted on the policy, with the claimant promising and pledging that If he managed to 
recover tt1e wine afterwards, he would be liable to return to the insurer twice the amount claimed and 
received by him under the insurance. 

179 De assecurationibus IV.45. 

1ao That Is. presumably, after their loss. but b8fore payment for them had been made. 
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could not be said to be lost. 181 By contrast, he explained, 182 if the insured goods were 
recovered only after the insurer had paid their estimated value to the insured, the 
insurer could not, by returning the goods to the insured, demand a repayment of the 
sum paid out to the latter; and neither could the· insured refuse to pay the premium until 
the goods had been returned to him. The implication, therefore, was that the insured 
goods belonged to the insurer, no doubt by reason of their abandonment, although 
Santerna did not say so. 

The same distinction between the recovery of insured goods before and after 
payment by the insurer in terms of the policy was later also drawn by Roccus. 183 The 
insurer was liable to pay in terms of the policy for a total loss of goods which had been 
arrested by foreign authorities after the insured owner had given him a cession of · 
action to enable him (the insurer) to recover the goods or their value from the arresting 
powers Cfacta prius per dominos mercium cessione ad beneficium assecuratorum pro 
recuperandis ii/is mercibus ve/ pretio ipsorum').184 

The recognition of the application of abandonment in the context of the 
insurance contract occurred in Italy and elsewhere. Thus, Venetian law in the fifteenth 
century was familiar with the abandonment of the insured property or whatever 
remained of it in appropriate instances of loss, in exchange for the final payment of the 
full sum insured by the insurer. 1ss Abandonment was primarily the way in which the 
insured could be enabled to obtain a speedy payment on his policy. The rule applied in 
Venice that after the expiry of a period of two months from the receipt of news of a 
casualty, the insured could claim payment lri ·terms of the insurance contract. At that 
time this period was usually too short to determine the extent of the loss precisely, and 
only by the application of abandonment was it possible for the process to be finalised 
sooner than would otherwise have been possible. Abandonment was generally 
permitted only when a total loss was not yet certain while a partial saving of the goods 
was not excluded, or when a partial loss could not be ascertained accurately because 

181 He disagreed with the view that in such a case they belonged to the insurer on the basis that the 
insured, by the payment of the premium, had bought the estimated value of the goods from the insurer so 
that when the risk materialised, ownership in the goods immediately passed to the insurer. 

182 Jdem IV.47-48. See too Casaregis Discursus 1.151; and Gartner 339-340. 

183 De Assecurationibus note 50, where he explained that in the case of a recovery before payment, the 
insurer was entitled to be relieved of the obligation to pay and could compel the insured to accept the 
goods, subject to the insurer having to compensate the insured for any damage to (ie. partial loss of) 
those goods. In the case of a recovery after payment, the insured, according to Roccus, had a choice 
whether he wanted to receive the goods back against a repayment of the amount he had received from 
the insurer, or whether he wanted to retain the amount paid out to him in which case the insurer became 
or remained the owner of the goods. Presumably the insurer could not delay payment to the insured in 
anticipation of a possible recovery of the lost goods and in an attempt to avoid having to make any 
payment under the policy. 

184 /dem note 54. Feitama's comment on this later explained that this cession of action was in Holland 
referred to as 'abandonnemenf, and that it had to be notified property to the insurers. 

1ss See generally Nehlsen-Von Stryk Seeversicherung 297-343; and also Asser Review 484; Koch Review 
337; and Landwehr Review 420-422.. 
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the saved goods were in a foreign port and not in their port of departure or destination. 
In hull insurance the same principles applied and abandonment was also possible in 
the case of shipwreck or of enemy capture. In the case of under-insurance, which was 
the rule, any abandonment was proportional. The transfer of the right of ownership in 
the case of abandonment did not occur automatically but required a formal declaration 
by the insured, although no judicial or official intervention or order was deemed neces
sary. 

After the earlier insurance laws· Of Barcelona in the fifteenth century contained 
nothing on it, 18s abandonment in the sense of a relinquishment of lost or damaged 
insured property by the insured to the insurer against payment of.the sum insured by 
the latter, was legislatively recognised for the first time in the Burgos Ordinance of 1538 
under the name 'dexacion'. 187 Already in that measure the exercise of the-right of 
abandonment was linked to specified periods. (which depended on the destination of 
the voyage on which the accident had occurred) after the occurrence of a loss or a 
casualty within which the insured had to abandon the insured property or lose the right 
to do so. 188 Abandonment not only took place when the insured property was com
pletely lost to the insured, such as in the case of enemy capture or a shipwreck, but 
also in some cases where the goods were merely damaged. A partial abandonment, 

· possible in the case of earlier Burgos laws, was later abolished and then only the 
abandonment of a whole cargo was possible. It seems, though, that the principle of the 
indivisibility of the abandonment was not yet fully accepted, for later, again, a median 
solution was followed. If the cargo consisted of only one type of goods, only a com
plete abandonment was possible,' but if the consignment was made up of different 
species of good, the abandonment of (ill tne good$ of the satne sort only was possible. 
The insured's formal declaration of abandonment had to take place through the secre
tary of a merchants' guild in Burgos. 

2.3.3 The Position In the Low Countries in the Sixteenth Century 

At first, it would seem, the abandonment of insured property to the insurer in 
return for the payment of a total loss by the latter was not recognised, or at least not 
fully recognised, in the Low Countries, · · 

Thus, some sixteenth-century policies contained a stipulation for the repayment 
of the sum received in terms of the policy for a loss of the insured property should such 
property be recovered within a particularperiod of time. The insured may have had to 

186 It seems that abandonment played no role in the earty insurance law in Barcelona. In the case of loss 
or damage, ,the insured simply had to prove the occurrence and the extent of the loss, however difficult 
that may have been. There was no provision· even for a provisional payment on the (reversible) 
presumption of the occurrence and nature or extent of the loss. The same was true when the insured ship 
or goods went missing, even if for a prolonged period of time. 

187 See generally Sewer 393-396; Reatz Geschichte 263-265; and Smeding 12.,13, 

188 Reatz Is probably correct i_n the-view that the right of abandonment was known long before any fixed 
periods was determined for it by way of legislation. The prescription of such periods became necessary 
oraly when abuses occurring in connection with abandonment had to be countered~ 
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provide a guarantee of some· sdft' 'that he would :repay the sum insured if necessary. 
For this solution, reference was made to the customs on the London insurance 
market.189 

However, there are many instances of the early recognition in the Low Countries 
of the alternative solution offered by the doctrine. of abandonment. 100 A few may briefly 
be referred to. 

In a case before the Schepenen Court at Bruges in 1459, 191 the insurers of 
goods on board a ship captured by the enemy argued that, according to generally 
accepted custom, the insured had to transfer to them the rights he had in the insured 
goods. The Court held the insured entitled to recover on the policy on condition that he 
relinquish those rights to the insurers so that the latter could obtain possession of 
whatever could be recovered or salvaged of the insured goods. In another case; in 
1469, 192 the same Court accepted the principle that an insurer who had paid for the 
loss of an insured cargo, became the rightful owner of any goods subsequently sal
vaged. 

An Antwerp notarial deed from 1540, drafted on the instructions of an insured, 
gives an indication of the process of claim and abandonment as it then occurred in 
practice. A notary, accompanied by a representative of the insured, went to the house 
of the insurer and gave him notice of the loss on a particular voyage of a particular ship, 
on which the insured cargo was loaded. Apparently the ship had disappeared without 
any trace. The insured at the same time as claiming payment of the sum insured, com
pletely relinquished the cargo in favour of the insurer. In this case the insurer answered 
that he would reply to the notice of loss and of abandonment after he had received an 
authentic certification stating how· and when th~ ship had been lost. He requested that 
his answer be added to the notarial deed containing the insured's notice. 193 

189 Thus, a clause in the oldest Antwerp insurance policy, dating from 1531 (see Appendix 17 infra), made 
provision for such a repayment in the event of the recovery of the ship within one year after her departure 
('Ym valle, dat me warhafftige tydynge erfore, eyn Yar na der tydt, a/ss dyt vorgescgreeuen Schip van 
Lubeck gelopen ys, vnde veelfichte yn eyne ander Hauan gekamen, vnde sust mit den guderen noch 
geborgen weer, so schal ... [the insured] vnde de synen geholden syn, vns wedderumme tho geuen, 
was se van vns entfangen hebben, vnd dat na dem Seerechte, Vsantie vnde Costume der Stadt Lunden 
ijn Engelandr.) See further De Groote Zeeassurantie 112-113; Kiesselbach 6; and Mullens 70-71. On the 
position in London, see § 2.5.1 infra. 

This solution was applied in early Italian and Spanish insurance practices too. Thus, a similar 
clause appeared in a Florentine policy from 1397. See BensaAssicurazione 217. 

190 That is, where, in return for the payment for a total loss, the insured relinquished the insured property 
completely to the insurer so that there was no need for any repayment of the insurance payment to 
insurer (nor any need for the insured to guarantee such repayment) in the event of the insured property 
being recovered, the insurer being in such event entitled to the property. 

191 Marc Gentil [a Genoese merchant] v M Amulphi [from Lucca], C Lommelin [from Genoa) & A Tany 
[from Florence]. See De GrooteZeeassurantie 14-15; De Groote 'Zeeverzekering' 207; and Raynes (1 ed) 
12-13, (2 ed) 20-21. 

192 Jeroneme Vento v Jean Baptiste de Laignello. See generally GDliodts-van Severen Cartulaire vol II at 
181-182; De Roover 'Early Examples' 199. 

193 See De Groote Zeeassurantie 20; Mullens 70-71. 
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Finally, a judgment of the Bruges Schepenen Court in 1569 confirmed the ruling 
of an arbitrator, for which the advice of merchants had been obtained, that an insured 

·who had received payment under an insurance policy for the loss of the insured goods 
by enemy capture, did not have to return that payment to the insurer when the goods 
were eventually recovered. But while the insured did not have to repay the insurer, he 
did have to assist the latter by transferring to him his (the insured's) right against those 
who had recovered the goods ortheir value from the c~pturers. 194 

There was no regulation of the insured's right of abandonment in any of the 
provisions of the placcaat of 1563, 195 the first extensive regulation of insurance in the 
Low Countries, nor any mention of abandonment in the model policy it prescribed, 196 

.. despite the fact that abandonment was no doubt applied in practice. The topic was for 
the first time addressed in detail although not with absolute clarity in the placcaat of 
1571. 1e1 While the placcaat did not mention abandonment as such, a number of its 
provisions assumed its application. 

In terms of s 15, in the case where, apparently before proceeding on the 
voyage, any ship had been taken or arrested ('name') by any king, prince or potentate 
in his country, or in the case of her becoming incapable ('onnut oft onbequaem') of 
prosecuting her voyage, those who had consigned goods on her were obliged, in the 
case of valuable goods ('kostelijcke, precieuse ende dierbare Waren'), to wait six 
months before they could claim on the insurance policy for the loss of those goods ('al 
eer sy daer van vervolch sullen mogen doen'). During this time they had to look out for 
another ship on which to place those goods for the compl~tion of their voyage to their 
destination, and if they did not do so, the insurer himself could do so, in both cases 
such transshipment being for the account of the insurer. 19s In the case of perishable 
goods ('grove bederffelijcke Koopmanschappen'), such as wine, fruit, grain, and the 
like, the insured did not have to wait for six months but could, in terms of s 16 of the 
placcaat of 1571, bring his action as he .saw fit ('sal sijn actie ofte hantlichtinge mogen 

194 See De Groote Zeeassurantie 15-16. 

195 There was not even a mention of the principle in s 5 which d~t with the case where the insured ship 
. and goods had .gone missing. See again ch XV§ 6.2 supra. 

' 

196 There was equally no provision in that m()del policy form for the insured to return the Insurance 
payment he had received for the loss of the insured property, should It be recovered subsequently. It 

· would appear th.at Van Asch van Wijck 20 is mistaken in seeing an example of the principle of 
abandonment in the policy formula of 1563 In the stipulation which provided that the insurer placed 
himself In the position of the insured ('ende stellen henlieden inde eygen plaetse vande 
gheasseureerden'). As appears from the words Immediately following (le; 'om hem te garantieren van 
a/le verlies ende sc/Jade'), t_he Insurers merely lndieated by those words the extentto which they were to 
bear the insured's losses. There would not appear to be any specific connotation here with the Idea of an 

· aba!'.ldonment. ·See again § 1.4 1165 supra. 

197 See generally Goudsmit Zeerecht 266-267. 

198 This section, theref6re concerned transshipment See again ch XIII § 1.3 supra. 
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vervolgen soo hy 't se/ve bevifJ,den sa/ te behg.or~n~). therefore also immediately upon 
the occurrence of the eventualities foreseen ins .15.199 

Section 23 of the placcaat of 1571 provided that in the case of the arrest, cap
ture or detainment ('gearresteert, genomen oft op-ghehouden') of any ship on the 
orders of a king, prince or potentate,200 presumably during her voyage, when a chance 
existed that she could be recovered ('daer van men hoopen mach die te recouvreren 
oft weder te ghekrijgen'), the insured had to wait for six months ('een half Jaer patientie 
hebben') from the day of such capture or arrest before he could take any steps to claim 
a payment on his policy. The six-month period applied to an arrest, capture or detain
ment in Europe or Barbary. But if the insurance was on merchandise consigned for the 
Indies ('[m]aer indien dattet zy om Koopmanschappen op lndien verseekert'), and the 
eventuality had occurred outside the limits of Europe or Barbary, a period of one yea_r 
was allowed before a payment could be claimed, in order to allow a recovery of the 
goods to be attempted in the meantime ('om middeler-tijd daer van 't vervolch te 
mogen doen') by those who were interested in the goods ('by den geenen dien de 
saecke aengaen sa/'). During the period of waiting, the insured was not prohibited from 
obtaining security ('verseeckerheyt te nemen') from the insurers as he saw fit, whether 
by way of personal or real security or otherwise (''t zy by borch-tocht, panden oft ander
sints'). 

If read together, it appears that the effect of ss 5, 16 and 23 of the placcaat of 
1571 was as follows.201 Where the carrying ship was arrested or detained, or became 
incapable of completing her voyage, the insured cargo owner had to wait six months in 
the case of non-perishable goods before he could claim under his policy for a loss of . 
his goods in the case where such an arrest occurred within Europe, or twelve months 
in the case of an arrest outside Europe. During this period of waiting, the insured was 
entitled to claim security from the insurer for the fulfillment of the latter's obligation in 
terms of the insurance contract. The reason for the period which the insured had to 
wait, was to see whether or not the ship and the goods could not be released or 
repaired so that the insured voyage could be completed, that is, to see whether a loss 
was not averted by the passage of time. If, after that period of waiting, the ship and the 
goods on board were still arrested or the ship still incapable of completing her voyage 
and no transshipment could be effected, the insured goods had for practical and eco-. 

199 As toss 15 and 16, see also eg Van Zurek Codex Batavus sv 'Assurantie' par 20 (distinguishing 
between perishable and non-perishable goods). De Groote Zeeassurantie 41 notes that s 17 of the 
provisional placcaat of 1570 had drawn no distinction between valuables and perishables and had also 
prescribed no period of time during which the insured had to wait before he could claim on his policy. · 

200 Section 24- of the provisional placcaat of 1570 had not referred to the arrest by pri_nces but to ships 
which were captured or plundered. See De Groote Zeeassurantie 41. 

201 The overlap which existed may be explained by the fact that whereas ss 15 and 16 dealt with an arrest 
In the port of loading prior to the commencement of the voyage, s 23 was concerned with an arrest en 
route. See eg De Groote Zeeassurantie 41; Kracht 27. However, that is not readHy apparent from the 
provisions themselves. If compared to the provisions in the subsequent municipal keuren, it appears that 
the Legislature may in 1571 in fact have become horribly and confusingly entangled in the different 
possible situations which it sought to regulate. 
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nomic purposes to be taken to have. become lost, even if that was not actually the case. 
As a result the insured then became entitled to claim on his policy for such a loss. In the 
case of perishable goods, the nature of the goods did not permit any period of waiting. 
The insured could therefore claim immediately upon the arrest or incapacity of the car
rying ship and did not have to wait at all or even attempt to transship those goods. 

However, the placcaat of 1571 did not mention anywhere that the insured had to 
abandon the insured goods to the insurer once he had become entitled to claim pay
ment of the full sum insured on his poli.cy.202 It accordingly did not provide how such 
·abandonment had to take place. That, no doubt, continued to be governed by custom-
~~. . 

2.3.4 Insurance Abandonment in Antwerp Customary Law 

In the various compilations of Antwerp customary law, abandonment was more 
clearly and specifically by that name lin.ked to cases similar to those provided for in t_he 
placcaat of 1571.203 

In art 9204 of the Antiquae of 1570 it was provided that if the insured received 
news that the insured ship or cargo had been arrested, captured or detained, or was 
by accident lost or damaged ('gearresteert, aengenomen, aengehouden, oft door 
ongeval bedorven oft verargert is'), he could abandon the insured ship or cargo for the 
benefit of the insurer ('tot behoeff vanden asseureur'). If he had so abandoned and 
notified the insurer, the latter was liable to pay him the sum insured. Article 1 O made it 
clear that the insurer was not liable for, and that there was no possibility of any 
abandonment for the benefit of the insurer, in the case of any loss of or damage to the 
goods through an inherent vice. 205 

It was therefore made clear that In the case of certain losses, and (surprisingly 
and inexplicably) also in the case of accidental loss or damage generally, both the 
insured ship and goods could be abandoned to the insurer. No period of waiting was 
prescribed. The insurer had to be notified of the abandonment and it was also made 
clear that the abandonment of the insured property was for the benefit of the insurer. 

In the lmpressae of 1582, art 142os concerned cases where the insured had 
received news that the insured ship had·become unnavigable ('innavigabel'), or that 
the ship or goods had been detained or captured or taken ('aengehouden oft gerooft 

202 See Couvreur 'Zeeverzekeringspractijk' 199 who notes thatthere was no mention of 'overlating' of the 
insured goods in the placcaat. 

203 See generally eg Mullens 64-68 and 89-93. 

204 Of title XXIX (see De Longe vol I at 602). 

205 Article 11. interestingly and significantly enough, concerned the abandonment of damaged cargo in 
lieu of freight. See § 2; 1.2 supra. This would tend to confirm the close relationship between Insurance 
abandonment and abandonment in other areas .of maritime law referred to in § 2.3.2 supra. 

20s Of title LIV (see De Longe vol II at 404.,.406). See further Sewer 404-406; Couvreur 
'Zeeverzekeringspractijk' 199. 
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oft genomen') by the enemy or'by virtue of reprisals ('represalien'). It was provided that 
in those and in similar cases ('in dese ende gelijcke ghevallen') the insured was 
entitled, by notice to the insurer, to abandon the insured ship or goods for the benefit of 
that insurer ('tot behoef van den versekerer'). As a result the latter became liable to pay 
on the policy within the specified period after the notice of loss permitted for such pay
ment. 201 Article 15 excluded the insurer's liability in the case of loss or damage occur
ring through inherent vice but no longer referred to abandonment in that connection.208 

Abandonment was therefore no longer possible in the case of an ordinary loss 
of or damage to the ship or goods, but unnavigability of the ship was added as ground 
for such aba_ndonment while the possibility of abandoriment in analogous cases was 
also held out, including, therefore, arrest or detention by non-enemy authorities. Still no 
periods of waiting were prescribed nor was it made clear how the abandonment had to 
take place. 

The provisions on abandonment and related matters in the Antwerp Compilatae 
of 1609 were extremely detailed. The Compilatae in fact devoted a separate heading to 
this topic: 'Van verhael van schade bij abandonnement oft verlaetinge van de goeden'. 
The relevant measures can be referred to here only in broad outline. 

The Compilatae distinguished three different sets of circumstances under which 
an abandonment could be justified. These were what may be termed the unseaworthi
ness of the insured or carrying ship; the arrest of the insured ship and/or goods by 
authorities or their capture by the enemy or pirates; and the case where the insured 
ship or goods went missing. 

As far as the first set of circumstances was concerned, art 223209 provided that if 
the ship was stranded en route and in coris~quence or otherwise became incapable 
('onbequaem geworden is') of continuing her voyage or to be refloated and again be 
made navigable ('seijlbaer') within one month, the insured could abandon the insured 
ship or the insured goods210 in favour of the insurers ('ten behoeve van de ver
sekeraers') and claim from them for his loss as if it were a total loss ('bij manier van 
geheel verlies').211 This was known as 'perte entiere delaissee oft por via d'extairon•.212 

However, according to-art 225, if the ship could within the period of one month 
be made navigable and capable of completing her voyage ('seilbaer ende bequaem'), 
or if her master could obtain another ship within that time with which he was prepared 

207Astos14, see GroenewegenAanteekeningen n29(ad111.24.13). 

208 Article 16 concerned the abandonment of damaged goods by the cargo owner in lieu of freight, 
retaining the close systematic link between insurance abandonment and that other instance of 
abandonment. 

209 Of par 7, title 11, part IV (see De Longe vol IV at 292). 

210 It was pertinently stated that no distinction was drawn between perishable and other goods. 

211 As opposed to 'bij man/er van avarie'. 

212 Also referred to elsewhere in the Compilatae as 'por via dexa.caon' or 'por via de dejacion'. 
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to continue the voyage,213 the insured cargo-owner could not abandon ('abandonneren 
oft verlaeten') the goods on board, even if they were largely ('voor een groot dee/') 
spoilt, although, of course, in such a case214 the insured could recover for a partial loss 

.. ' 

('bij wegen van avarie'). 
When entitled to abandon in.this first case, the insured could in terms of art 226 

not retain the undamaged goods. and abandon only the damaged goods, even if such 
goods were for example packed separately.21s He had to abandon the insured property 
as a whole ('maer willende verlaetinge doen, moat die van al/es tot al/es doen').21s 

The second set of circumstances in which the insured could abandon and claim 
on his policy for a total loss was provided for in art 22s211 of the Compilatae. An 
abandonment was permitted if any ship or goods were captured or detained by pirates 
or by the enemy,218 and if the release of such a ship or goods could not by legal 
process, compromise or ransoming ('rechtelijck oft bij compositie oft rantsoen') be 
obtained within one mont_h.219 

The third set of circumstances justifying an abandonment and a claim for a total 
loss, despite the possible absence of an actual total destruction of the insured prop
erty, was in the case of the disappearance without· any news ('tijdingloosheid') of the 
insured ship or goods. This has already been treated in detail earlier.220 

. Even if circumstances were present which justified an abandonment, the insured 
did not have to abandon. Within six weeks after having notified the insurer of the occur
rence of an event justifying an abandonment, the insured, if so requested by the 
insurer, had to make a declaration and state whether he claimed compensation by way 

213 If he was not prepared to continue voyage with his ship, which was repairable ('hertnaeckelijck 
waere'), within the month, the insured could in terms of art 224 also still abandon and claim on the policy 
('sij abandonnement en verlaetinge doen, ende daerop S.ijn verhael neem') and the insured was also not 
obliged to hire another ship ('sander dat men hem can bedW/ngen ... andere schepen te hueren'). 

214 That is, if the insured goods were in any way damaged. 

215 Thus, a partial abandonment was not permissible, 

216 However, if separable, the insured was entitled in terms of art 227 to continue the voyage w~ the 
undamaged goods and to sell the damaged goods, claiming for a .. partial loss in respect of the latter 
('t'bedotven te vercoopen ende daerop sijn verhael te hebben by wegen van avarie'). 

211Ofpar7, title 11, part IV (see De Longe vol IV at 294). 

218 And presumably also if they were arrested or detained by authorities generally: see infra. 

219 No abandonment was possible if the ship and goods were arrested or detained in the port of loading, 
although the insured could in appropriate cases - ie, if insu.rer was already at risk: see again ch XII § 1 
supra for the duration of the risk - claim fora partial loss (see art 229). Likewise, if the ship and goods 
remained intact and the voyage was prosecuted (presumably within one month) or if t.he ship and goods 
had already arrived at the destination wh~.n arrested or detained,· the insured could also not abandon the 
insured goods in whole or in _part but could at most claim for a partial loss (art 230). See further Mullens 
64-65 for the system provided for in the Compilatae in the case of the arrest or detention of an insured 
ship and/or goods. 

220 See ch 'IN § 6.2 supra. 
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of abandonment or by way of average. And. jf within this prescribed time, having been · 
requested to do so, he had not made his declaration, the insurers themselves could 
choose ('souden de versekeraers selver den keuse hebben').221 It is clear, therefore, 
that the insured could always claim his actual loss or damage in the usual way (that is, 
by way of average), whether or not he had the right to abandon the insured property, 
and that he would then be indemnified depending upon whether, according to the 
usual prihciples, his loss was a total or a partial loss222 and on his proof of such loss. 223 

Article 186224 of the Compilatae made it clear, though, that if circumstances justi
fyihg an abandonment were not present, there was no possibility of the insured com
pletely or partially abandoning the insured ship or goods ('soo en mogen die int geheel 
oft in dee/ niet geabandonneert oft verlaet warden'), even if such ship or goods arrived 
damaged. He could then claim for a partial loss ('bij maniere van avarie') only. 

The period of waiting was clarified in a number of articles from which it appears 
that the one-month period referred to in arts 223 and 228 was part of the circumstances 
justifying an abandonment, not actually the period which had to pass before an 
abandonment would become effective. Thus, the ship had to be incapacitated and the 
ship or goods detained for a month before the insured was entitled to abandon and 
before such an abandonment was justified:225 In terms of art 232, if the insured received 
news of either the first or the second set of circumstances justifying an abandon
ment,226 six months had to pass before the insured could claim and recover in terms of 
his policy ('soo moeten sij evenwel sesse maenden verbreiden, als sij {aleer sij] ter 
saecken van dijen eenigen heijsch oft veNolch vermogen te doen'). That, at least, was 
the position in the case of a voyage in Europe or Barbary.227 Where, however, the 

;''l: 

221 See art 258. According to Mullens 93 the insured had to choose between two different possible 
'schaderegelingen', namely the 'averijregellng' and the 'abandonnementsregeling'. 

222 See again ch XV § 2 supra for the difference between a total and a partial loss. 

223 See again ch XVI § 3.2 supra. 

224 Of par 6. title 11, part IV (see De Longe vol IV at 278). 

225 See further Mullens 66-67. 

226 That is, that the ship was incapable of completing her voyage (and was not repairable within one 
month), or that the ship or goods had been captured, arrested or detained by the authorities or the 
enemy (and that a release could not be obtained within one month) ('dattet versekert schip onbequaem 
is geWorden om de aengenomen reijse te volvueren, oft dat het schip bij hooger hant oft vijanden 
gehouden, gerooft of genomen is'), and that the insured had declared such insured ship or goods 
abandoned ('ende dat de gene die tselve schip oft goet hebben doen versekeren, hebben verclaert 
daervan abandonnement. te doen'). 

2ZT In terms of art 142, where the insurer was liable in the case of the arrest or detention of a ship by a 
sovereign in a foreign port, the insured had to wait six months to see if he could obtain her release from 
arrest before he could abandon that ship. Even where the insurer was liable to compensate for a loss by 
arrest, the insured cargo-owner had to take steps to obtain the release of the goods and could not 
abandon or relinquish them (to the capturers, it would seem) until they had legally been declared forfeited 
to the capturers ('dies moet de versekerde sijn vervolch doen om de goeden /os te crijgen, sonder die 
te abandonneren oft verlaeten totdat bij justitie; oft wille van den prince, verclaert is dat die verbeurt 
sijn'). See again ch XVI § 1 supra for the lnsured's duty to avert and minimise loss. Alternatively the 
insured had to wait six months to see if he could transship the insured goods (where they were not 
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voyage was to a place further afield and the justifying circumstances arose outside 
· those limits ('ende dat de bederfenisse, beroovinge oft arrest buijten de selve paelen · 
waere geschiet'),228 the insured had in terms of art 233 to wait for a period of one year 
before he could claim and proceed on the policy ('ter saecken van dijen geenen 
heijsch oft veNOlg mogen doen dan ten eijnde ende naer den overstrijck van den 

. jaere'). These periods of six months or one year commenced to run as soon as those 
insurers resident in the place where the insurance had been concluded, were notified of 
the relevant circumstances by notaries or other lawful persons ('naerdien de verseck
eraers, hunne tegenwoordich vindende ter plaetsen daer de versekeringe is geschlet, 
door notarissen ende [otte] andere wettige persoonen, van-. de voorscreve bader
tenisse, aenhoudinge oft arrest sijn.gewaerschout').229 

In terms of art 240, however, the prescribed period of six months or one year 
which the insured had to wait in case the insured property should be released or in 
case it should arrive at the destination, applied only when there was still some hope left 
that the incapacitated or arrested and detained ship could again be released and only 
when the cargo was not perishable ('heeft a/teen plaetse soo wanneer datter alnoch 
eenige hope is, dat men de verdoNen, gerootde oft aengehoude schepen wederom 
bequaem oft vrij soude [mogen] maken, ende dat de goeden daerop geladen geen 
bederffelijcke, maer duerbaer, vaste goeden sijn, die hun connen bewaeren'). Accord
ing to art 241, if there was no hope of obtaining a release and the insured property 
would certainty be lost ('sekerlijck souden sijn beclorve..n oft verloren, sonder hope van 
te connen bevrijen oft bequaem maecken'), or if the· cargo was perishable ('soo wan
neer de bedorven oft verloren goeden, die sij hebben doen versekeren, bederffelijck 
waeren ende coopmanschappen sijn, als fruit, graen ende diergelijcke'), the insured 
did not have to wait for the prescribed period but could immediately abandon and claim 
on his policy ('soo en souden de versekerde cooplieden den voorschreven tijt van 
sesse ende twaelff maenden niet derven verwachten, maer soµden daerop terstont hun 
vervolch mogen doen naer behooren'). 

detained, but only the ship), unless the goods in question were perishables ('moet de versekerde toeven 
den tlft van sesse maenden tot affdoeninge van den arreste, ofte de coopmanschappen in andere 
schepen te herladen, ten waere dattet smfltbaere oft bedeffe/ijcke goederen waeren'). 

SimDarly, In the case of the arrest or detention of the goods themselves (with or without the 
. carrying ship), or where the insured was compelled to sell them, the insurer being liable for the shortage 
. (the difference between . the price obtained by such sale and tl'leir value) or the non-payment of the 
purchase price. In such a case the Insured, in terms of art 145, had·to wait six months before he could 
claim from the insurer, during which time he had to seek payment from the buyer ('moet de versekerde 
sesse maenden vervolch doen om totte betal.inge te commen'). If he then claimed from the insurer, he 
had to cede his action against the buyer to the Insurer (see again § 1 supra for the insurer's right of 
recourse). 

· 228 Therefore, it would appear that the justifying circumstances must also have occurred outside those 
limits. It is not certain what the position was in the case of a voyage to a place outside Europe where the 
ship was for example arrested Inside Europe. 

229 See art 234. 
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Also, in the case of an immediate abandonment, the insured had to notify the 
insurers notarially or formally after which the insurers had to pay his claim within the 
prescribed period after that notice.230 

It also appears from the- Compilatae that the parties could, by an agreement 
between them, agree on an immediate abandonment and so obviate the need for the 
insured to wait for the usual period of time before such abandonment would be effec
tive. The Antwerp customary law was in this regard adapted in the seventeenth century 
by way of an appropriate (handwritten) clause which was appended to insurance 
policies. 231 

In the case of the third set of circumstances justifying an abandonment, the wait
ing periods of six months and one year did, for obvious reasons, not apply. Because it 
was not known what, if anything, had happened to the insured property, a longer wait
ing period of between one and three years, depending again on the length of the 
voyage involved, was required before a total loss would be presumed and before the 
insured could abandon and claim on that ground.232 

Further as to the method of abandonment, art 245 added that if the insured 
declared that he abandoned the insured property, he had to authorise or give a 
procuration to the majority of insurers and hand over to them all the documentation 
necessary for them to obtain or recover the property and to deal with it as they saw fit 
('ende met eenen leveren alien behoorlijck bescheet [documentation] om tselve goet te 
moghen aenveerden, te vervolgen, te beneticieren, oft ter behoorelijcker plaetse te 
brengen, soo tselve hun best geraeden ende oirboorelijck sal duncken'). Provision was 
made also for the position of several co-insurehs in the case of an abandonment and for 
the appointment of a mandatary to act on their collective behalf. 233 

230 See art 243, which further required a notification to the insurers who were resident at the place where 
the insurance was concluded, of the loss or the arrest 'door de notarissen oft andere publiecque 
persoonen'. As to the notice of loss, see again ch XVI § 2.2 supra. 

231 This clause stipulated that 'in cas van verlies, arrest, aanhouden oft eenighe detentie sal den 
bovenscr. geassureerden tallen tijden nae sijn geliven moghen abandonneeren in we/ck cas wij geloven 
onse geteeckende somme te beta/en oock in contant wisselgeldt'. See Couvreur 
'Zeeverzekeringspractljk' 199. 

232 See again ch XV § 6.2 supra. 

233 It was possible, in order not to incur any further expense ('om geenen voorderen cost te doen'), that 
some insurers would refuse to accept the abandonment and then the insured was obliged to authorise 
and give a power of attorney to one or more of those (or a nominee) who did want the property to be 
abandoned to them (see art 250). Such insurers, to ensure that they would retain any benefit which could 
be derived from the abandoned property, had to request from the other insurers whether or not they were 
willing to share in any cost incurred In connection with that property ('om hun te versekeren dat 
naederhant huil de penningen, die hun daeraff souden mogen commen, sullen blijven, de andere 
versekeraers bij proteste aensoecken, oft sij daer mede cost ende vervolch begeiren te doene, oft niet') 
(see art 251).'Those Insurers who accepted the obligation 'om t'verlaeten goet te vetvolgen;, could 
appoint a factor or mandatary In their place 'te gemeijnen caste', to attempt to recover the property (see 
art 252). Provision was also made for the position of the factor and for his powers where there was 
disagreement among those involved as to how the abandoned property had to be deaJt with (see art 
254). 
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Provision was further made for the insurer to provide the insured With security 
during this period of waiting.234 

During the period of waiting, the insurers themselves were entitled to transship 
insured goods from an incapacitated or arrested and detained ship,235 and if, in con
sequence of such attempts - or, indeed of any attempts the insured was himself com• 
pelled to make - the goods arrived at their destination within the prescribed time, the 
insured had .to accept the goods, despite the earlier abandonment ('sijn de versekerde 
gehouden de selve goeden wederom naer hen te.nemen ende [te] aenveerden, niet
tegenstaende d'abandonnement dar sij daervan hebben gedaen');236 and the insurers 
were llable for no more than any damage to the goods and the, cost of such transship
ment.2ZT 

Once property had been validly abandoned (' naerdijen de goeden eens tot 
henna behoeve sijn gea_bandonneert dftverlaeten, '), the insurers were in terms of art 
238 not obliged to transfer the insured property back to the insured for the latter's 
profit, even if they had not publicly ~r expressly accepted the abandonment ('die 
wederom aen de versekerde over te geven, om daermede gewin oft proffijt te doen, 
alwaert dat sij het abandonnement niet openlijck en hadden aenveert oft geaccep
teert'). Nevertheless, such abandoned property remained available to the insured to 
ensure payment in terms of the insurance contract ('verbant ende verbonden tot 
voldoeninge van de versekeringe') and remained so available until such payment had in 
fact effectively and satisfactorily been made to the insured. By the same token, as pro
vided by art 248, if after their abandonment, the ship or goods nevertheless again 
appeared ('te voorschijn quame'), such ship or goods, as well as any profit made on it, 
belonged to the insurers and the insured had no claim to it except to the extent that he 
was under-insured ('soo soude tselve, ende t'gewin dwelck daerop soude mogen val
/en, sijn tot behoeve van de versekeraers, sander dat de versekerde daertoe voorder 
soude mogen pretenderen, dan a/teen voor sijn thienste oft andere gedeelte, d'welck 
niet versekert en is'). · · 

Just as the insurer was not obliged to return abandoned property to the insured, 
so too was the insured in terms of art 239 not obl_iged, if he did not want to, to take the 
property back should it arrive at the destination after six months or one year, as the 
case may have been. He could claim under the policy as if the lost or detained property 

234 If the Insured had any reasonable grounds of suspicion regardi_ng the (financial) position or the abDity 
of ttJe insurers during this time, the latter had to provide him With 'borchtochte, pant oft andere 
versekeringe, geli/ck si/ dat best geraede_n sul/13n vinden, ten goetduncken van den rechter' (see art 
235). - -

235 The insured himself was obliged to transship if possible. See again ch Xlll § 1.3 supra. 

236 See art 236. 

237 See art 237. Likewise, in terms of art 244, when Insured perishables (of which an immediate 
abandonment was of course possible) arrived at the destination in the season or during the time when 
they were usually sold there ('duerende het saisoen oft [de] gewoonelijcke gelegenheyt ende tijt van de. 
aldaer te vercoopen'), the insured had to aecept them on condition that he was paid for-the-damage to 
and expense Incurred in respect of such goods.; -
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had not arrived and had not beerl"te6overed Ciil·oft·'het al verloren nijet wederomme ter 
hant gecommen waeren'). 

Antwerp customary law therefore recognised the same circumstances justifying 
an abandonment as did the placcaat of 1571. It equally prescribed a waiting period of 
six months or one year before the insured could claim on his policy. It also recognised 
that an abandonment was justified in the case of the disappearance of the insured 
property. The Compilatae also stressed the insured's duty (and the insurer's right) to 
try, during those periods of waiting, to avert or minimise the eventual loss of the insured 
ship or goods. 

However, a number of other matters which had not been mentioned before were 
now made clear in the Antwerp customs. These included the fact that the insured was 
not compelled to abandon if he did not want to do so but that he could claim for a par
tial loss, obviously running the risk that it could be some time before the extent of tha:t 
loss could be established. It was further made clear that if the circumstances justifying 
the abandonment were reversed within the period of waiting, the insured could only 
claim for a partial loss, if any, while a reversal after that period was irrelevant and did 
not nullify the abandonment and the insured's claim for a total loss. In the case of a 
valid abandonment, and despite any such subsequent reversal, the insured was not 
entitled nor the insurer obliged to take and .give back the abandoned property, and nei
ther did the insured have a right to the abandoned property in such a case. In effect, 
the only way in which the consequences of the abandonment could be cancelled was 
by way of an agreement between the parties. It was clear, furthermore, that the 
abandonment of insured property was one in favour of the insurers and not of anybody 
else. The abandonment had to be notified and made formally. Finally, the insured had, 
by the delivery of the appropriate documentation, to place the insurers, as new owners 
of the abandoned property, in a position to exercise their control and rights of owner
ship over the property and any profits, such as freight in the case of an insured ship or 
profit in the case of an insured cargo, arising or derived from it. 

2.3.5 Provisions on Abandonment in the First Keuren Early in the Seventeenth 
Century 

Given the extensive practical regulation of the doctrine of abandonment in the 
Antwerp customary law, it is not surprising that when the legislatures in the northern 
part of the Netherlands came to regulate the insurance contract by way of municipal 
keuren at the end of the sixteenth century, their approach was both more detailed than 
that of that the earlier placcaaten and also largely identical to the way in which 
abandonment was regulated in customary law. · 

The Amsterdam keur of 1598 contained several provisions on the topic.238 In 
terms of its s 25,239 in the event of the insured ship becoming unnavigable 
('innavigabel'), or in the case of the insured ship or goods being captured or taken by 

238 See generally Enschede 137; Goudsmlt Zeerecht 327-332; Smeding 15-16; and Vergouwen 44-45. 

239 And also ttie Identical s 26 of the Mlddeiburg keur of 1600. 
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the enemy, or where otherwise circumstances were such that the insured ship or 
goods would certainly have perish or been lost without any hope of recovery ('oft 
sonder hope van de se/fde recouvreren'), the insured was ehtitled to abandon such 
ship· and goods in favour of the insurers ('tot behoeve van de verseeckeraars') and to 
claim payment on his policy. The implication was that the insured could in these cases 
abandon immediately. If the insured had notified the loss and had abandoned properly 1 

the section continued, the insurers haci the specified period. of three months to pay the 
sums for which they had insured, that is, they had to pay for a total loss. 

Section 8 of the Amsterdam keur of ·1598240 concerned the case where a ship 
engaged on any voyage was captured; detained or arrested by any king, prince, 
potentate or government in his country,241 irrespective of whether there existed any 
hope of recovering the same ship again (' 't zy datter hope ware om 't selfde Schip 
wader te krijgen ofte niet'),?42 or where a sh_ip became incapable of completihg the 
intended voyage ('onnut ende onbequaem werde om de ghedestineerde reyse te 
doen'). In such cases the insured shipowner or the owners of insured cargo on board, 
irrespective of whether the cargo was ~rrested with the ship-or not (''t zy dat de se/fde 
Waren mede bekommert zijn- ofte niet'), were obliged to wait six months before they 
could abandon such ship or goods. This six-month period commenced from the time 
when, through brokers or other public persons, the majority of insurers at the place 
where the insurance was concluded, were advised and notified of the occurrence of 
those circumstances. The period of six months was further applicable only where the 
capture, detention or arrest took place in Europe or Barbary. If it occurred Outside 
those limits, such arrested ship or goods could not be abandoned except after the 
expiry of one year, such period to commence after the giving of the notice as in the 
case of the shorter period. · 

In the meantime, the insured was not prevented from demanding security from 
his insurers ('verseeckerheyt te nemen vande asseureurs, met borch-tochten, panden 
ofte andersints'), as was proper in the circumstances. This was no doubt to protect the 
insured against insurer insolvency occurring during the period he had to wait before he 
could abandc;>n and claim for a total loss. · 

Section 8 also stressed the insured's duty and the insurers' right in the 
meantime to transship the insured goods.243 

240 And s 15 of the Middelburg keur of 1600. 

241 That Is, a capture, detel'ltlon or arrest abroad t>y a foreign authority. It seems that based on the Idea 
that the Imperilment of the insured property had to be sufficiently serious to justify an abandonment, the 
Amsterdam keur, like later keuren, did not permit a detention by the insured's own authorities as a 
ground for an immediate aban<fonment. 

242 Section 8 was therefore in this respect In direct contrast With s 25. 

243 See again ch XIII § 1.3 supra. 
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By contrast to the cases withwhich s 8;was'concerned, in the case of perishable 
goods, such as wine, fruit, grain and the others mentioned ins 15,244 the insured was, 
in terms of s 9,245 not bound to wait for a period of six months or one year, as the case 
may have been, but he could proceed with his claim and action as he saw fit (therefore, 
even immediately), although he remained obliged to notify the majority of the insurers 
of the location ('gelegenheyt') of the goods in question, no doubt so that they could 
attempt to recover it. 

Section 12 of the keur of 1598246 concerned the case where a ship or goods 
were arrested or detained by any king, prince, potentate or government within Europe, 
Barbary, the Canary Islands or other more closely situated.places ('andere naeder 
gelegen') under circumstances where there was in fact some hope of obtaining the 
release of the ship or goods in question ('sulcks datter eenige hope ware omme de 
salve te recouvreren'). In such a case the goods could not be abandoned otherwise 
than six months after the majority of insurers had been notified of that occurrence 
through a public person ('een pub/ijck Persoon'). If that arrest or detention took place 
outside Europe, Barbary or those islands, the insured had to wait one whole year after 
such notification ('insinuatie') before he could abandon. 

Again, in the meantime ('middelertijt'), the insured could demand security 
('cautie of Borch-tochte') from his insurers to ensure their payment in terms of the 
insurance contract ('waer mede sy van hunne Asseurantie mogen zijn verseekert'). And 
again, no such period of waiting was required. in the case of perishables and such 
perishables could, if arrested or detained as described, be abandoned immediately and 
in all respects treated as if they had been totally lost ('terstont geabandonneert sullen 
mogen warden, in alien schijn oft de selve in 'tgeheel veloren waren'). 

It is not immediately apparent what exactly the difference was between the provi
sions contained in ss 8 and 9 of the keur of 1598 on the one hand, and those in s 12 on 
the other hand. One difference appears to be the fact that the former sections referred 
to arrests by foreign authorities abroad and permitted an abandonment irrespective of 
whether there was any hope of recovery, while the latter section referred to an arrest by 
more locally situated authorities when there was some hope of recovery. Additionally 
the former sections mentioned the incapability of the ship to complete her voyage as a 
ground justifying an abandonment, something s 12 did not do. 

Section 5 of the Amsterdam keur of 1598247 also recognised the possibility of the 
insured ship or goods having gone missing, and permitted the insured in such a case 
to claim on his policy and, presumably, although this was not stated in so many words, 
to abandon and thus to claim for a total loss,248 after one or two years, depending on 

244 As to which goods were considered perishables and therefore had to be specified in the policy in 
terms of s 15, see again ch VIII § 4.2.2 supra. 

245 And s 16 of the Middelburg keur of 1600. 

246 And Its equivalents 17 in the Middelburg keur of 1600. 

247 And its equivalent, s 12 of the Middelburg keur of 1600. 

248 Contra Bewer 409-41 O. 
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the length or destination of the voyage on which the ship had disappeared, if no news 
had been received of the ship or her cargo during that period.249 

The Amsterdam keur of 1598 therefore disiinguished between three broad 
categories where an abandonment Vt(as jus.tified. In the case of the ship becoming 
(perrnanently) unnavigable or of the ship and goods being arrested by the enemy, or 
generally where the circumstances were such that the loss was certain or where at 
least there was no hope of any recovery, the insured could abandon immediately. In 
the case of a ship and/or her cargo merely being arrested or detained by the author
ities, irrespective of any hope of recovery,250 or where the ship was merely incapable of 
completing her current voyage, the insured had to wait six months or a year before·he 
could abandon, although he could in· the meantime demand security from the insurers. 
The only exception in this. latter case Vt(as where the goods. insured were of perishable 
·nature, in which case an immediate abandonment was also possible, The third instance 
was where the insured ship or goods had disappeared without trace, and then the 
insured had to wait one or two years before he could. abandon and claim. 

The Rotterdam keur of 1604 closely followed the Amsterdam example in its 
regulation of abandonment and, if anything, contrasted the variou.s possibilities even 
more sharply ,251 

First, s 12 of the keur of 1604, lil<e s 25 of the Amsterdam keur of 1598, provided 
for the immediate abandonment ('ters.tont a.bandonneren') of the insured property in 

. favour of the insurers ('ten behoeve vande Varseeckeraers') in cases where the insured 
ship became unnavigable ('innavigabeP), or where the insured ship or goods were cap
tured by the enemy or by pirates,2s2 or where the insured property was otherwise 
certainly lost or destroyed and where there was no hope Of recovery ('sonder hope 

. ' 

vande salve ta recouvreren'). .. 
Secondly, s 12 of the keur of 1604·, likes 12 of the one of 1598, provided for the 

case where the insured ship or goodS. were arrested or detained by the authorities in 
Europe, Barbary or the Canary Islands or at a place more closely situated, in such a 
. way that there was some hope of a· release ('sulcks datter eenige hope ware om me de 
selve te recouvreren'). In such cases ·the goods could not be abandoned otherwise 
than after six months from the time when the majority of the insurers at the place of 
conclusion of the contract had been ri9tified through a public person. And if the acci
dent occurred outside Europe, Barb~ry or those islands, the prescribed period for 
which the insured had to wait was one year. The insured was entitled to security from 
the insurers during these periods when he had to wait. Also, as in Amsterdam, an 

· exception was made in respect of perishables for which no such period of waiting 

·249 See again ch XV§ 6.2 supra. 

250 That Is, the law assumed that in the case of such an arrest there remained hope of a release and that 
a I~ could not Immediately be regarded as a finality. · 

. . . . 

251.Seegenerally Enschede 137; Goudsmttieerecht401-402; and Smeding 18-20. 

. 252 Pirates were not specifically mentioned in the Amsterdam rneasure although they were probably 
· · lnCIUded In the term 'enemy'. · 

' :::: .. - ~-
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would be applied ('dat 't voorsz 'dilay geen'plaets en sal hebben') and of which an 
immediate abandonment was possible as if such goods had been totally lost. 

The Rotterdam keur contained no provision equivalent to ss 8 and 9 of the 
Amsterdam keur of 1598. But in s 15, again, it contained a measure not found in the 
Amsterdam law. This section laid down that insured who were entitled and wished to 
abandon ('die hunnen goeden mogen ende willen abandonneren') in favour of their 
insurers, had to give written notice of such abandonment to their insurers through a 
public official ('door een publijcq Persoon'). 

In s 14 the Rotterdam Legislature also made provision for the case where the 
insured ship and goods had gone missing. Unlike s 5 of. the Amsterdam keur, though, it 
did specifically mention abandonment in this connection. The insured was permitted to 
abandon the missing ship or cargo for the benefit of the insurers ('de verseeckerde ... 
mogen abandonneren ten profijte vande Verseeckeraers') after one or two years, 
depending on the destination of the voyage on which such ship and cargo had gone 
missing.253 

2.3.6 The Explanation of and Amendments to the Early Legislative Provisions in 
the Course of the Seventeenth Century 

While the first round of municipal keuren were much clearer in both the system 
and in the content of their provisions on abandonment than the earlier placcaat of 
1571, there was no absolute clarity in all respects. This came to be reflected in the num
ber of amendments to the relevant provisions ~f the Amsterdam insurance keur of 1598 . 
in the course of the seventeenth century, and also in the extensive explanation required 
of the Roman-Dutch authors. 

The Amsterdam amending keur of 20 June 1606 concerned one of the grounds 
justifying an abandonment of an insured ship in s 25 of the keur of 1598, namely 
unnavigability. It provided that in view of the disputes concerning insured ships sailing 
from Amsterdam to the East Indies which at times became unnavigable ('innavigabel'), 
insurers would in future be liable for such unnavigability of East lndiamen on outward
bound and on homeward-bound voyages ('d' innavigabiliteit der voorsz Oost-lndische 
Schepen op de uytwaert ofte wederkomste overkomende staen sal tot laste van de 
Asseuradeurs'), except where the ship in question had not merely been employed on a 
voyage to and from the East Indies but also for trading from one place to another within 
the East Indies itself.254 The reason why the insurer's liability was excluded in that case, 
it would appear, was because of the increased likelihood of the ship becoming 
unnavigable should she be employed on a further trading venture. 

Section 4 of the Amsterdam amending keur of 26 January 1610 clarified s 25 of 
the keur of 1598.255 It provided that in accordance withs 25 no assessment of a total 

253 See again ch "IN § 6.2 supra. 

254 See again ch XIII § 2.2 supra where the seaworthiness of ships was considered in more detail. 

255 See Goudsmit Zeerecht 329; Smeding 16-17. 
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lo~s ('geene repartitie van totael ver/ies') could be made and granted before the expiry 
of three months after the abandonment Thus, although an immediate abandonment 
and claim was possible in the case of the justifying circumstances provided for in s 25, 
the insurer still had the usual period of three months after notification and claim within 
which to pay the insured. 256 Obviously some confusion had arisen between the period 
within which the insured could abandon and claim in terms of the policy, and the dif
ferent period within which the insurer had to pay such claim. · 

The method of abandonment, together with the notice of loss,~ was addressed 
in the Amsterdam amending keur of 25 January .1640.258 The well-known problem, the 
keur explained, was that many notaries and brokers, by reason oUheir inexperience in 
insurance matters, made serious mistakes and often committed abuses in the notifica
tion of an abandonment ('op 't instellen van Abandonnementen'). They contravened the 
applicable keur in this regard when giving the notice of abandonment. 259 Another prob
lem was that some of them, instructed by their principals to abandon and give notice to 
the insurers ('ge/ast sijnde van hare Meesters omme Abandonnementen ende 
/nsinuatien aen deVersekeraers te doen'); failed to do so at all·orto do so properly, for 
example, within the permitted time. It seerns that one of the reasons for this was that 
the notaries and brokers were afraid to; convey the bad news·of a loss to the insurers 
whorn they had but a short while earlier convinced to underwrite the policy in question. 
T1le result was that many insured merchants in many important cases, and without any 
fault on their part, were overdue with their notices of abandonment and loss and suf
fered large losses as a result. 

For these reasons the keur of 1640 prescribed a formal method in which the 
insured had to give his insurer a notice of abandonment. It provided that in future an 
abandonments, notifications and authorisa,tions in matters of insurance ('a/le Abandon
nement, lnsinuatien ende Authorisatien> rakende 't stuck van Asseurantie') had to be 
made, processed or executed ('gedaen,, gepasseert ofte geexploicteert') only through 
the Secretary and Messenger of the Insurance Chamber ('alleen by den Secretaris 
ende Bode van de Kamer van Asseurantie') whom the keur fully authorised in this 
regard. It then expressly prohibited all ni;>taries, brokers and other persons from permit
ting themselves to be employed in that regard, on penalty that all their deeds or con
tracts ('Acten') would be held null and void. 

The provisions of the keur of 1549 were repeated in 1701 by the amending keur 
of 24 January of that year. It noted that the measure of· 1640 was not observed as it 
should have been, and that it was for that reason prornulgated anew. In addition provi
sion was now made for a fine off 25 to be imposed on transgressors for every voyage 

256 see again ch XVI § 2 supra and ch XX § 2 infra as to the notice and payment of a loss respectively. 

251 This aspect was dealt with In ch XVI § 2.3 sup,_ .. 

258 See Ensched6 137 and 154; Goudsmit teerecht 328; and Vergouwen ~-

259 And also in gMng notice of loss and in obtaining authorisatiOn for the insured to take the necessary 
steps and to Incur expenses in th& aversion or~ of a loss. 
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or insurance in respect of wHlcrr'~ '·transgre·ssidn'loccurred ('by Contraventeurs, van 
dien t'elken reyse te verbeuren'). 

In Rotterdam the notice of abandonment continued to be given through public 
persons or officials (that is, notaries and brokers) and in Middelburg, as earlier in 
Amsterdam, notaries and other public persons too remained entrusted with this task.260 

The Roman-Dutch authors also provided a great deal of commentary on and 
explanation of the earlier provisions on the principle of abandonment. 

As far as the circumstances justifying an abandonment were concerned, they 
broadly distinguished between two cases, namely where an immediate abandonment 
was permissible and where an abandonment was permissible only after a specified 
period of time. 

An immediate abandonment of the insured property was permitted when the 
insured ship had become unnavigable ('onzeilbaar'), or if the insured ship or goods 
had been captured by the enemy or by pirates, as provided for in ss 25 of the Amster
dam keur of 1598, 26 of the Middelburg keur of 1600, and 12 of the Rotterdam keur of 
1604.261 The analogous but broader and open-ended category of circumstances pro
vided for in these sections and in fact already alluded to earlier in art 14 of the Antwerp 
lmpressae of 1582, namely the case where a total loss appeared unavoidable or 
certain, or where there was no hope of a reversal of the situation, was not mentioned 
by the authors. 

A delayed abandonment of the insured property was permitted in the event of 
the insured ship becoming incapable of completing her voyage, or if the insured ship or 
goods had been arrested and detained by .th~ authorities, as provided for in ss 8 and 
12 of the Amsterdam keur of 1598, 15 and 17 of the Middelburg keur of 1600, and 12 of 
the Rotterdam keur of 1604. 252 

Most of the authors also referred to the insured's duty (and the insurer's right) in 
the meantime to transship and to take the necessary steps to avert and minimise any 
loss.263 They also noted the exception created (in ss 9 and 12 of the Amsterdam keur, 
16 and 17 of the Middelburg -~eur, and 12 of the Rotterdam keur) 1604) with regard to 
perishable goods of which an immediate abandonment was permitted in circumstances 

260 See Scholten Makelaars 32. 

261 See eg Grotius lnleidlnge 111.24.13; Groenewegen Aanteekeningen n29 (ad 111.24.13) (referring 
incorrectly in this regard toss 36 of the Micldelburg and 15 of the Rotterdam keuren); Van Zurek Codex 
Batavus sv 'Assurantie' par 21; and Verwer See-rechten ads 4 of title VII of the placcaat of 1563 (who 
explained - at 134 - that in all cases of theft or robbery ('Dieverye, Rooverije, en verder gewelt van woeste 
Boosdoeners') for which an insurer was liable, the insured, 'van bewijs voorsien, vermag van stonden 
aen abandonnement te doen'; the same was true in the case of 'neming van den Turk, en van andere 
Barbaren; want dese gehooren onder Roovers'). 

262 See eg Grotius lnleidinge 111.24.12 (the insured had to wait a specified period of time 'voor ende aleer 
't voorsz schip ofte goederen te verlaten1; GroenewegenAanteekeningen n27 and n28(ad111.24.12); Van 
Zurek Codex Batavus sv 'Assurantie' par 20 (the insured had to wait a specified period of time 'na dat ... 
de weet is gedaen, voor en al eer 't voorschreve ship of goed te verlaten'); and Scheltinga Dicta.ta ad 
111.24.12 sv '[e]en schip, etc'. 

263 See again respectively ch XIII § 1.3 and ch XVI § 1.3 supra. 
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otherwise justifying only a delayed abandonment. Furthermore, the writers also com
mented on the insured's right, in the period during which he had to wait before he could 
abandon, to obtain security from the insurer.264· 

However, the distinction between the circumstances gMng rise to an immediate 
and to a delayed abandonment respectively was not always readily apparent and that 
attracted the attention of several comm~ntators~ 

So, for example, the difference was not clear between unnavigable ('onzeilbaar' 
or 'innavigabel') in s 25 of the Amsterdam l(eur, which made an immediate abandon
ment possible, and incapable ('onnut' or 'onbequaem') of completing the voyage in s 8, 
which only permitted an abandonment after a period of time .. Scheltinga,265 for one, 
thought there was not too much difference between the two notions ('zoo moet by 
gevolg de bewoording · onzeilbaar nich veal verschil/en van onnut om de reis te vol
brengen'). However, given their different consequerices, it appears that a difference 
had to be drawn in Roman-Dutch law, even if only on a theoretical level, between the 
unnavigability and the less serious incapability of a ship. The problem, however, was 
only properly addressed and satisfactorily explained by Van der Keessel266 at the end 
of the eighteenth century. 

Another issue addressed by the authors was the effect of an abandonment of 
insured property by the insured. 

Firstly, it was already apparent from the legislative provisions that at issue was 
an abandonment specifically to and for the benefit of the insurers only. The insured did 
not simply aim to be rid of the property by abandoning it to the whale world so that it 
became res nu/lius. He in fact abandoned it specifically to the insurer or insurers of the 
property in return for their payment of the sum insured, thal is, their payment of a total 

. loss. Voet,267 for example, referred to the insured relinquishing. and making the insured 
property over to the insurer ('derelinquerf3_ et Assecutanti cedere'). 

· Secondly, it was clear that bythis· abandonment the ownership in the 
abandoned property· was taken to have· been transferred to the insurer or insurers in 
question. On this point Bynkershoek, for example, made an illuminating remark in con
nection with the effect of an enemy captu_re (one of the grounds justifying an abandon
ment) of insured property. The remark concerned the objections he had against Dutch 
insurers being permitted to insure enemy property.268· His objection was that if captured 
by Dutch forces, such property could then lawfully be claimed from the Dutch capturers 
by the Dutch insurers to whom the prqperty had been abandoned, since they were 

264 Thus, Schorer Aanteekeningen 429 (ad 111.24.12) sv 'Borg of pand te stellen' noted that such surety or 
pledge for the payment of the Insurance money could be claimed by the insured ftom the Insurer not only 
in this instance of a delayed abandonment but also where, prior to payment, one or more of the insurers 
were suspected of not being solvent. See again ch IX § 2.9.2 supra as to underwriter Insolvency. 

265 Dlctata ad 111.24.13 sv 'onzeilbaar'. 

266 See further § 2.3.9 Infra. 

267 Observatlones ad 111.24.22 (n42). 

268 As to which see again ch VIII § 5.3 supra. 
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considered to be the owners .Qf.. the .abandoned insured property as far as third parties 
were concerned.269 This, Bynkershoek pointed out, would discourage Dutch privateers 
from capturing enemy property. 

Thirdly, having become the owners of the insured and abandoned property; 
insurers became entitled not only to the property itself but also to any fruits it may have 
produced, such as profit in the case of goods or freight in the case of a ship.210 

Finally, the authors considered a practical matter, namely the way in which the 
insured abandoned the insured property. It is clear from the provisions in the keuren, 
especially those of the Amsterdam keur of 1640, that an abandonment was made by 
the insured by way of a formal notification to the insurer. From early on this appears to 
have been a notarial notice or at least a notice given through a broker. Later, in Amster
dam, the intercession of the Insurance Chamber was ordered in an attempt to eliminate 
the problems which had arisen with the giving of notifications in the context of the 
insurance contract. In cases where an immediate abandonment was permissible, the 
notice of abandonment accompanied the notice of the occurrence of the event,211 and 
so too the insured's request for permission from the insurer to take steps and, if neces
sary, to incur expenses in averting or minimising the loss.212 Insurers could accept or 
reject the notice of abandonment, thus accepting the insured's claim for a total loss or 
rejecting his claim and denying liability, if not on the policy then at least for such a loss. 

Due to the formality required for notices of abandonment, there are many extant 
examples of such notices from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. A few may 
briefly be referred to. 

In the case of two Antwerp policies on goods concluded in 1594,273 goods were 
detained (and later declared forfeited)· by,·: the Spanish authorities. The insured 
appeared before an Antwerp notary to give notice of that detention to the insurers and 
to request from them if they wanted to send a representative to oppose the detention 
and attempt to obtain the release of the goods. Alternatively he offered to pursue the 
release of the goods for his own account and that of those who might have been inter
ested in the goods. The insurers unanimously declared that they were not interested in 
accepting the notice nor did they want to answer it ('de intimatie niet willen aanhoren, 
noch er op te antwoorden'). Some four months later the insured again appeared before 
the same notary and. declared that the insurers had failed to appoint a representative as 

269 Quaestiones juris publici 1.21 ('eorum enim quodammodo sunt, qui illorum securltatem 
spoponderunt, & quod ad naves mercesque, dominos eosque fidejussores pro iisdem esse habendos'). 

210 Thus, Pontanus Beschrijvinge 111.4 (at 298-299), in a work first published in 1614 in which he 
described commercial Amsterdam and also its insurance practices, explained that in the case of a loss, 
insurers had to pay the insured the amount of his loss in full, 'met die conditie nochtans dat den 
Coopman gehouden zy den Asseureerders teenemael over te laten het schip ende de plancken van de 
Schipbreucke, ende al het profijt dat tot de Asseureerders noch soude moghen comen'. 

211 See again ch XVI § 2 supra. 

272 See again ch XVI § 1 supra. 

273 See further Ce Groote 'Pollssen' 160-161. 
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he had requested and that the prosecution of the matter in Spain had not been 
undertaken. The insured therefore declared the insured goods abandoned to the 
insurers ('de vei'tekerde.goederen aan de asseuradeurs over te laten, zoals hij ze aan 
hen overlaat a tato van hun verzekering'). He also indicated that he would at the 
appropriate time claim the sum insured from them. The notary then notified the insurers 
of this. . 

An abandonment on the grounds of a total loss of a ship ('abandonnement 
wegens totaal verlies van een schip') and the insurers' acceptance of it were the sub-

. ject of a Rotterdam notarial protocol of1651.274 The protocol contained a statement by 
the notary that at the request of merchant P, the insured, he had gone to the 
residences of merchants VBV and B, the insurers ('coopluiden in compagnJe')~ and 
had given tnem notice ('geinsinueert') of the insured's unconditional abandonment of 
the ship insured by their policy. The protocol then also noted the insurers' response, 
namely that they accepted the abandonment in question.275 

Notices of abandonment also ·appear from the archives of the Amsterdam 
Chamber of Insurance, through which, after 1640, all such notices had to be given.21~ 
These notices were in effect declarations of abandonment to named insurers and they 
appear in· different forms. One example; dated 11 January 1701, 277 gives a brief exposi
tion of the background of the loss and then a note by the Messenger of the. Chamber 
that the insured had through him abandoned the insured property described in the 
notice to the insurers who had signed the policy on that property.21s Then follows a list 
of the persons to whom the notice had been given and in whose favour the abandon
ment had been made. Another example, from 25 February 1702, declares that the 
abandonment of the hull of the ship in question had been made in favour of named 

274 See Appendix 13 infra for a reproduction and transcription of this notice and acceptance of 
abandonment. 

275 The statement read 'dat den lnslnuant [ie, P] mitS desen verklaert absolutelijcken te abandonneren 
. · het schlp genaemt Ste Pieter daer schipper op :.was Pieter Jacobsz Nanninghs pro rato off voor soo veel 
de geinsfnueerde en compagnie hen insinuant daerop hebben geassureert over de voyagie van ... tot ... 
volgens de police daervan zQnde data 24en Martij lest/eden, waerQp den geinslnueerde mi] nota_ris tot 
antwoord gaH "tis we/ ick neme het abandonnement aen• '. 

276 The Archief van de Assurantiemeesteren iS taken up in the Amsterdam Gemeente Archie! (Archief 
5061 (RA)). The notices in question, dating from 1701-1810, are contairted In volumes entitled 

. Aut/Jorisatien van Assuradeuren benevens abandonment & insinuatien (iriv 2925-3050). 

277 tn inv 2925. 

278 '[O]ndergenoemde Asseuradeurs door mijn onderget Boode van de Kamer van Asseurantie deser 
Steede doet abandoneeren ... [the insured property described supra] metpresentatie (voot soo veel 
noot sij) van aen dlese/Ve Asseuradeur a dato van idere geteekende tegesen [tegen en?] Actionem 
Cessam'. . -

- , .... : 
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insurers in proportion to the amounts they had: underwritten on that ship, and that that 
abandonment was made because that ship had. become unnavigable. 279 

Finally, a notice of abandonment was also reproduced in the Amsterdamsche 
Secretary280 which first appeared at the beginning of the eighteenth century. The notice 
of the abandonment of the insured merchandise ('Abandonnement van verzekerde 
Koopmanschappen'), stated to have been drafted in- conformity with the keuren and 
signed by the Secretary of the Insurance Chamber, stipulated that the insured 
abandoned proportionally to the insurer ('A doet u B pro rato uwe signature abandon
neren de ... ') the ship or cargo described in the notice which the insurer had insured 
because that ship or cargo had been captured, or detained; as the case may have 
been. Also reproduced2a1 was the deed of abandonment ('Relatie of Acte van 
Abandonnement van Schip en Goed') which was drawn up after the abandonment had 
been made or notified to the respective insurers. It stipulated that on such and such a 
date, at the request of the insured, the specified ship or cargo had proportionally been 
abandoned to the named insurers, each according to the amount he had underwritten 
('[o]p ... is ten verzoeke van ... ten behoeve van de naargenoemde Verzekeraars, pro 
rato een yder zyne Signature, geabandonneert ... '), because that ship or goods had 
been lost in such and such circumstances, which abandonment had been done to the 
insurers then listed in the deed ('welk Abandonnement gedaan is aan ... &c. &c. '). 

2.3. 7 Decisions and Opinions on Abandonment in the Seventeenth Century 

Further explanation and illustration of the legal principles surrounding the doc- . 
trine of abandonment and its practieal ramifications in Roman-Dutch law in the course 
of the seventeenth and in the first quarter of the eighteenth centuries, appear from the 
opinions and decisions which dealt with the topic. There were quite a few of those. 
Apart from interpreting and illustrating the application of some of the legislative provi
sions referred to earlier, these opinions established and confirmed quite a number of 
points of importance. These included the view that an abandonment involved the trans
fer of the ownership in the insured property from the insured to the insurer; that this 
transfer of ownership occurred with the consent of the two parties (or sets of parties) 
involved; that a valid abandonment was not reversed by a subsequent change in the 
circumstances which justified it in the first place; that the insured was under a duty to 
take the necessary steps to avert and minimise a loss only in the case of a delayed 
abandonment and not in the case of an immediate abandonment; that in the case of 
under-insurance there was only a proportional abandonment to the insurers; and, 

279 • {T]en behoeve van de naergenoemde Verseeckeraers asso rato een ijder Sijne signaturlje 
geabandonneer 't Caske ofte Corpus van 't Schip ... waer op dat Sij aen haer geteekent ende Verseekert 
hebben, Vermogens de Police; alsoo 't voorsz. Schip ... innavigabel geworden is, we/eke 
abandonnement gedoen is aen ... '. 

280 At 383. See Appendix 9 infra tor a reproduction. 

281 At 384. See Appendix 10 infra for a reproduction. 
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finally, that an abandonment was also :justified if a ship could not be repaired or if her 
repairs would have cost more than she would have been worth in her repaired state. 

An opinion deliVered in 1602282 made two pertinent points about abandonment. 
The first was that in the event of a partial loss283 the insurers incurred no liabnity other 
than to make good that damage ('anders afs by somme van avarije'). As a result there 
was no ground for the insured abandoning the insured ship to the insurers and claim
ing for a total loss ('ende consequentelijk dat het abandonneren van 't selve schip ende 
goederen ... tot laste van da Versekeraars .geen fondament en heeft'). The second point 
was that in the case of an abandonment, the insured was required to give the insurers 
both a cession of action ('actionem cessam') ~gainst third parties284 and of necessity 
('per necessarium antecedens') also a description or specification of the abandoned 
goods, so as to enable the insurers to recover those goods through legal channels, by 
way of a letter of reprisal, or otherwise.285 · · 

fhe effect of an abandonment was again mentioned in an opinion delivered in 
.1674.286 The insured consignor of a cargo of salt on board a ship which had been cap
tured by the enemy, it was said, was.entitled to abandon that cargo to the insurers, in 
proportion to the amounts they had underwritten, for them to deal with it as they saw fit 
Cnaar advenant henlieder signature, om naar haar goedvinden daar mede te hand
elen'). After such abandonment the insurers had to pay the insured in full (that is, as for 
a total loss) according to their subscriptions. The effect of such an abandonment was 
that the insurers stood in the place of the insured consignor and had such rights 
agajnst the carrier of the cargo as the consignor himself would have had were it not for 
the abandonment ('de Assuradeurs ih 1 de plaatse van de bevragters komen, ende in 
sodanige regt tegens den Schipper hebben als den bevragtet buiten doen van 
abandonnement soude gehad hebben'). Therefore, it would seem, the insurers could, 
for example, claim delivery of the cargo from the carrier who had succeeded in recover
ing the cargo from the enemy.2B7 Furthermore, the opinion continued, it was irrelevant 

282 See Hollandse consultatien vol I cons 187. · 

283 In this case the Insured ship arrived at her qestination undamaged a~rt from her anchors and ropes 
having been cut. 

. 284 See again § 1.2 supra where this point was considered. · 

285 Possibly, In the case of insured cargo, the insured would have had to deliver the bHI of lading covering 
those goods to the insurers. 

286 See Nederlands advysboek vol Ill adv 248. See too La Leck Index sv 'ship'. 

2B7 The other question posed in this opinion, namely whether the a1rrier here had any right against the 
insurers, was, as far as could be ascertained from the published opinion, unfortunately not answered. It Is 
in any event not certain to which right of the carrier this referred. If it referred eg to the carrier's right in 
terms of the contract of carriage to claim freight from the insurers, it may well have been that the carrier 
would have been able to claim that from the in~µrers Q.S the new owners of the ~rgo, just as he would in 
appropriate cases have been able to claim it from the consignee of the cargo.to whom ownership in the 
cargo had passed by virtue of the delivery by the consignor of the bill of lading covering that cargo. But it 
seems that the question could rather have concerned whether the carrier, having recovered the gOods by 
buying it from the capturers. coulc:I compel the insured or the Insurer to·buy It from hlin. 
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that interms of s 8 of the Amsterdam keur of 1598, the insured had to wait six months 
or one year before he could abandon, for that section was concerned not with enemy 
capture ('van Vyanden genomen') but with an arrest by the authorities. In any event, s 9 
provided that perishables goods, such as the salt here, could be abandoned 
immediately. Surprisingly, the advocate here had overlooked and therefore failed to 
refer to s 25 of the keur of 1598 where there was mention of an immediate abandon
ment being permissible specifically when the insured ship or goods had been captured 
by the enemy ('by den Vyanden gerooft'). 

In an opinion dated 1678288 the question arose to what extent the general princi
ples of cargo insurance also applied to a ransom insurance policy.289 One of the princi
ples referred to in this regard was that of an immediate abandonment in the case of 
specific losses in terms of s 25 of the keur of 1598. That could not apply in this case, 
the opinion suggested, given that the ransom of the captured insured (or, for that mat
ter, the insured himself) could not be abandoned ('het Randzoen van een Slaaf die niet 
geabandonneert kan worden').290 In any event, s 25 specifically mentioned only an 
insured ship and goods in this connection. 

As already alluded to, a close relationship existed between abandonment and 
the insured's duty to prevent and minimise a loss. While the insured may have been 
entitled to abandon the insured property either immediately or after a specified period 
of time, as the case may have been, he was in the latter case at the same time under an 
obligation to take steps to avert and minimise c;J.ny loss of that property. In 1681 an 
opinion291 was requested on the legal position where an insured ship had become inca
pable of completing her voyage to Holland ('?OO onbequaam was geworden, dat het 
incapabel was om daar mede de reyse naar Holland te kunnen doen') in the Spanish 
province Of Galicia ('Gallicien'). The view was expressed in the opinion that the master 
was entitled to sell the ship there, presumably in an attempt to minimise the loss, just as 
he was entitled to abandon the ship to her insurers ('het zelve Schip, ten behoeve van 
de Assuradeurs te abandonneren'), as was expressly provided for in s 25 of the 

2es See Nedertands acfvysboek vol II adv 110. 

289 See again ch VII § 3.2 supra. 

290 Note though, that in the case of a policy on slaves, such slaves, being the equivalent of goods, could, 
at least in theory, have been abandoned. In practice, however, the parties may well have come to a 
different arrangement, as appears from a Rotterdam fire policy concluded in 1 no on property situated in 
Surinam, including the insured's slaves. See Kracht 71; Mees Gedenkschrift appendix 21. As far as the 
slaves were concerned, the insured owner was covered against a number of perils, including desertion 
{'afloopen') and revolt {'Revolteeren'). It was specifically agreed, though, that if a run-away slave was 
recaptured, the insured had to return the insurance payment to the insurer {'en in geval/e van 
onverhoopte Revolte of wegloopen van Negers of Slaaven deze/ve weder op de voorsch: Plantagien .•. 
quamen te retoumeeren zal de Geassureerden gehouden zijn die Schade die door ons dieswegens 
mogte betaald zijn, Weeder aan ons te vergoeden'). Quite possibly this arrangement was more suitable 
in the circumstances than abandoning such slaves in Surinam to the insurers who were in Rotterdam. As 
to the insurance of slaves, see again ch VII § 3.1 supra. 

291 See Nederlands advysboelc vol II adv 202. 
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Amsterqam keur of 1598.292 Presumably the master could do this on behalf of the 
insured shipowner. The insurers could not argue, the opinion thought, that the ship's 
master should have written for assistance ('adsistentie'). Not only was there no direct 
postal service between Galicia and Holland,293 but he was in any case not bound or 
compelled to do so. 294 

In an opinion from 1706295 the facts to be considered were that the insured had 
given a notarial notice of abandonment to his insurers when the carrying ship and her 
cargo of Wine, insured on a voyage from Bordeaux to Middelburg, were captured by 
the English and taken to Guernsey. The opinion advised that under these circum
stances the insured was entitled, immediately. on the capture and detention of the ship 
and the wine. at Guernsey, to abandon and to institute his action against the insurers 
without having to await the outcome of the matter, and that this was so irrespective of 
whether or not there was any hope of a recovery of the cargo. For this it referred to ss 
15 and 17 of the Middelburg keur of 1600, which were the equivalent of ss 8 and 12 of 
the Amsterdam keur of 1598 and which permitted such an immediate abandonment in 
the case of perishables, such as wine.296 Ironically, in this case, after having been 
detained for three months at Guernsey, the ship and her cargo were released and 
arrived in Middelburg. But having been lawfully abandoned, the released cargo of wine 
remained abandoned and belonged to the insurers ('aen dezelven Assuradeurs zouden 

292 This reference would appear to be incorrec~. though. Section 25 concerned the case where the ship 
had become unnavigable ('innavigabel') and where an Immediate abandonment was possible. Section 8 
of the keur of 1598, by contrast. concerned the case where the ship had become Incapable ('onnut ende 
onbequaem') of completing her voyage and where an abandonment was only permissible after a 
specified period of tjme. 

293 It would have taken some time, therefore,. before the news of the ship's condition ('van de desolate 
staat van het gemelte Schip') would have been received in Holland, and longer still before the master 
would have received a reply. In the meantime he would have had to buy victuals, and continue paying the 
sailors their wages, and that while no repair of tfle ship was fores~ble, while her condition continued to 
depreciate, and while the master was unable to obtain any bottomry loan there ('dat geen apparentie van 
herstelllnge van het Schip voor handen zoude zijn, en het Schip voorts renemaal geconsumeert, en 
opgegeten zoude werden, te meer, om dat de Schipper aldaar geen credit ... dat hy verklaart, wist te 
vinden, om eenige gelden op Bodemery te kunnen bekomen'). No doubt all these matters were factors 
indicating that the ship had become incapable C>f completing her voyage so that an abandonment was In 
this case considered permissible and justified. 

294 And, the opinion continued, even if the master had not complied With his duty property and had 
abandoned the ship - now apparently In the sense of leaving her behind as opposed to abandoning her to 
the insurers - in bad faith ('en het zelve Schlp malitieuselijk ve.rlaten en ge'Bbandonneert'), the Insurers 
would still have bee11 liable to pay in terms of the policy, given that by its terms they had taken over the 
risk of any negligent and intentional acts of the rnaster and crew as well. As to this risk, see again ch VI § 
4.3supra. 

295 See Bareis Advysen vol I adv 14. 

296 It rnay be thought that such an immediate abandonment was also permissible in terms of s 26 of the 
keur of 1600 (or s 25 of that of 1598), given that there had been a capture by the enemy, although then, it 
would appear, there had to be no hope or reasonable expectation of the ship and the cargo being 
recovered. 
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zyn en blyven in effecte geaoandbnneerd') "ih proportion to the amounts they had 
underwritten on the policy, as long only as the insured was paid the sum insured plus 
interest ('mits a/teen, dat de Geassureerde van zyne verzekerde somme zoude worden 
voldaen, met wat dies aenkleef). The release of the insured goods in this case did not 
change this position and the abandonment remained effective ('in welk regt van 
abandonnement, of afstand van den Geassureerden, de opgevolgde vrygeving niet 
heeft konnen maecken eenige veranderinge'). Therefore, once an insured had validly 
abandoned the insured property, any subsequent change in the circumstances affect
ing that property, such as when it became clear that there was either no loss at all or at 
least no total loss, was simply irrelevant, even if at that stage-the insurer had not yet 
paid o.ut on the policy or even if legal action on the policy had not yet been commenced 
at that time.297 Put differently, the validity of any abandonment was determined at the 
time it was made. 

In another opinion requested some years later on a similar matter,29s the point 
was stressed that a distinction had to be drawn between an arrest by the authorities 
and a capture by the enemy at sea ('de ... distinctie tusschen het Arrest van koningen 
en princen, en tusschen het aenhaelen en opbrengen in of uit de zee'), a distinction 
recognised in the Amsterdam keur of 1598299 and also by Grotius. In this case the 
insured ship and goods were not arrested by the King or government of Sweden ('niet 
een polityck Arrest of aenhouding door en Koning of Prins, in zyn Ryk gedaen') but had 
been captured at sea by Swedish privateers as enemy property ('in zee door 
Zweedsche schepen of Commissievaerders is gerecontreerd, opgebragt en, als 
gedestineerd na een vyandlyke haven, en tot onderstand van de vyand van Zweeden ... 
en alzo dan als een vyandlyk schip is gebradt ier judicatuure van de Rechter'). Accor
dingly, the insured in this case did not have to wait six months before he could 
abandon but he was entitled to do so immediately at the same time as he gave notice 
of the loss to the insurers. 

The effect of the insured's release of a third party upon the insurers' entitlement 
to abandoned property and upon the insured's right under the policy, was one of the 
issues considered in passing in an opinion in 1707.300 In this opinion the view was 
expressed that the insurer was not liable under the policy because the loss had 
occurred through the master's fault. However, the argument continued, even if the 

297 Of course, had the goods in this case not been perishable, and had it not been a case of an enemy 
capture with no hope of recovery (both factors justifying an immediate abandonment), any abandonment 
may well have been delayed for six months so that there would then have been no valid abandonment at 
all but at most a claim for a partial loss. 

298 See BarelsAmysen vol I adv 23 (1715). 

299 Although the advocate delivering the opinion referred to ss 7 and 8 of the keur of 1598 in this regard, 
that was incprrect. Enemy capture was treated in s 25 and arrest by the authorities in ss 8 and 12. This 
reference was in any event only in passing and by way of comparison, as It appears that the French 
Ordinance de la marine of 1681 was thought to have been applicable in this matter. 

300 See Bareis Amysen vol I adv 20. The opinion was also considered in more detail in § 1.2 supra In 
connection with the insurer's right of recourse against such third party. 
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insurer were liable, the insured could tt:ten not, as he had done in this case, effect any 
change in the liability of the third party by coming to a settlement with him to the detri
ment of the insurer. If he had, the insurer escaped liability under the policy to the extent 
that his position had been adversely affected as a result. The impermissibility for the 
insured to settle with a third party arose in the case of insurance in particular from the 
fact that, if he wanted to claim under his policy, the insured had to abandon the prop
erty insured and also transfer his tight of action against third.parties to the insurer ('dat 
men gehouden is al/es aen de assuradeurs na rato van hunne signature te abandon
neeren en at te staen').ao1 Importantly in the present context, furthermore, this 
impermissibility was not altered by either the insured's duty to take the necessary steps 

--to avert or minimise a loss nor by a clause in the policy permitting him do so. 
An opinion in 1113ao2 noted in passing that an in~ured remained under a duty to 

take the required steps to avert and minimise a loss for as long. as he did not abandon 
or had not abandoned the insured property, seeing that he remained owner and in con
trol of it ('als kennelyk zynde dat de GeEJ.,ssureerden zo fang hy niet abandonneerd, van 
al/es altoos meester is en meester blyft, en dat hy mitsdien blyvende in continue van 
beheeringe'). This had several implications. Firstly, itconfirmed:that.by validly abandon• 
ing insured property to the insurer, the insured relinquished his ownership in it. Sec
ondly, the insured was relieved of his duty to preserve the insured property by validly 
abandoning it to the insurer. And thirdly,· the duty to preserve was only relevant in the 
case of.a delayed abandonment,303 or where the insured did not abandon immediately 
although he was entitled to do so. · 

Another very important opinion on the topic of abandonment was delivered in 
1715.304 It concerned the effect of an abandonment and made a number of crucial 
points. In t_he first instance it confirmed the basic principle that in the case of a total loss 
of the insured ship and goods, such property could be abandoned and relinquished by 
the insured for the benefit of the insurers ('door de Verzekerde mogen warden 
geabandoneerd en gelaeten aen en voor rekening van de Verz.ekeraers'). SecondJy, in 

· the case of full-value insurance, the whole property had to be abandoned and the 
insurer in turn had to pay the full sum insured after having received a notice of loss and 
of abandonment ('en dat veNolgens ook door de Verzekeraers weder conform hunne 
signature moet worden gedaen voldoen cfe geassureerde sommen, na dat daer van 
alvoorens behoorlyke kondschap [notice] en van het geassureerde ook Abandonne-

301 Therefore; If the Insured had released or settl~ with a liable third party, the insurer could have been · 
·disadvantaged when he tried to enforce his right of recourse against the third party as cessionary of the 
.:1nsured's personal right against that third party,· or when he tried, as owner of the abandoned property, to 
enforce his real right over that property. Where the insured eg abandoned a captured ship to the 
capturers or an arrested ship to the arresting authoritles, or for thc:lt matter to whole world or to anyone 
other than the insurer, the latter's rights were prejudiced and his liability under the policy excluded or 
reduced accordingly. 

302 See Bareis Advysen vol I adV 21. 

303 As was also illustrated by the opinion in 1681 (see supra). 

304 See BarelsAl:Jvy$en vol I adv 16. 
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ment zal zyn gedaen').305 In t_he;case of under-insurance, whether voluntary or com
pulsory,3os again, the insured need only have abandoned proportionally ('de Geas
sureerde de voorsz atstand en verantwoordinge a//een proportionelyk na maete van de 
gedaene of gepermitteerde Assurantie zal hebben of behoeven te doen geschieden'). 
Thirdly, the opinion confirmed the point already made earlier in the opinion of 1706, 
namely that any subsequent release of the insured ship and cargo could not make any 
difference to and could not reverse an earlier valid abandonment by the insured to the 
insurer ('in het Abandonnement en den afstand ... aen en ten behoeven van zyn 
Assuradeur'). The reason for this was simply because the insurer had already by such 
abandonment obtained ownership of the property in question ('overmits door middel 
van dat Abandonnement en van dien afstand {zyn] Assuradeur en ontwyffelbaer regt 
van eigendom heeft verkreegen'). After the valid abandonment, the insured property 
belonged to the insurer ('zullen de geassureerde goederen toebehooren aen den 
Assuradeur') and he remained owner of it ('eigenaer blyft van 't geen hem door en mits 
het voorsz Abandonnement in eigendom is verkregen'). He could not be relieved of his 
liability to pay the sum insured under the pretext that the property had in the meantime 
been recovered. If the property remained lost; the insurer bore that loss, but if it was 
recovered or released, it accrued to his benefit and profit. 

Abandonment was therefore a way in which the insured transferred and the 
insurer acquired ownership in the insured property, and the opinion stressed that, as 
with all other transactions by which ownership. was transferred, the intention of the 
parties involved had to agree.301 

Finally, reference must be made to a case coming before the Hooge Raad in . 
1728. 308 The case is important for in it the, Raad, if not acknowledging a new circum
stance justifying an abandonment, at least formulated a different test - and quite pos
sibly one applied in practice - to determine whether an existing statutorily recognised 
ground for abandonment was present, namely whether the ship was unnavigable. 

Here the owner-master of a ship had insured her for f1 300 on a particular 
voyage. The ship with her equipment had been acquired by the insured for f 2 600. The 
ship was stranded on her voyage. After having sold some of her equipment at the place 

305 Reference was made in this regard toss 8 of the Amsterdam keur of 1598, 15 of the Middelburg keur 
of 1600, 12 and 13 of the Rotterdam keur of 1604, arts 42-44 of the Ordinance de la marine of 1681, and 
Grotius lnleidinge 111.22[?].27-28. 

306 See again ch XVIII § 5 supra. 

307 The way in which the insurer acquired ownership was accordingly not by way of an original method of 
acquiring ownership (as it would have been had the property been res nullius, which it clear1y was not). It 
may be thought that the insured's notice of abandonment could be regarded as an offer and the insurer's 
acceptance of the notice of abandonment as an acceptance of that offer. However, that was not apparent 
from this opinion. Further, it would appear that the insurer was in any case not entitled to reject a valid 
'offer' of abandonment. Possibly the insurer's consent had to be implied from the insurance contract 
Itself, le, an anticipatory consent to accept any valid abandonment of the insured property. Such consent 
had to be implied unless it was expressly excluded by the parties to that contract 

308 See Bynkershoek Observationes tumultuariae obs 2449; idem Quaestiones juris privatl IV.14. See 
also Van der Keessel Theses se/ectae th 746(ad111.24.7). 
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where the shipwreck occurred, the insured owner abandoned the wreck and claimed 
compensation from the insurers for the balance of his loss ('voor de ovefige schade'). 
The Amsterdam Insurance Chamber allowed his claim in the amount of /1 040, arrived 
at by deducting the proceeds of the sale of the equipment from the sum insured. This 
judgment was ·confirmed by the Schepenen Court and by the Hot van Holland. On· 
appeal to the Hooge Raad; the insurer argued that after the ship had been stranded, 
the owner had failed to repair her and that she was in fact repairable and could have 
been taken to sea again. The insured denied this and the Raad accepted his evidence 
that the ship was in fact not repairable. Furthermore, the insured argued that even if the 
ship could have been repaired, the cost of such a repair would by far have exceeded 
value of the whole (that is, of the repaired) ship. Although it does not appear from 
Bynkershoek's account what the Hooge Raad thought of this argument, it held in 
favour ofthe insured. 

It would appear that the case :supports the view3o9 that in this instance the 
abandonment was justified and valid either because the ship was not repairable or 
because, even if repairable, the cost of repairing her would have exceeded her repaired 
value. Whether this constituted a new ground justifying an abandonment, or whether it 
was but an instance where it could be said that the ship had become unnavigable so 
that an immediate abandonment was permissible, is not clear, and it probably matters 
little from a practical point of view. 

2.3.8 Legislative Measures on Abandonment In the Eighteenth Century 

As far as abandonment was concerned, the Rotterdam Legislature retained the . . 

earlier system in 1721. If anything, though, its regulation was more comprehensive than 
before.310 

Section 60 of the keur of 1721 stated the broad principle, namely that in the 
event of the insured ship or goods being destroyed, captured, perished or arrested 
('Vergaan, genomen, bedorven, of gearresteert), the insured was obliged, before being 
entitled to claim any compensation ('alvoren$ vergoedinge te eysschen'), to abandon 
that ship or goods in favour of the insljters '(het Goed of Schip te abandonneren ten 
l:Jehoeven van de Asseuradeurs} 311 Section 61 added that for it to be effective, such an 
abandonment had to take place through the Messenger of the Chamber of Maritime 
Affairs ('den Bode van het tee-regt'), and py way of a written notification ('schrittelijcke 
lntJmatie'). In this Rotterdam therefore followed the example of the Amsterdam keuren 
of 1640 and of 1701. 

309 Van der Keessel Praelectiones 1456 (ad 111.24. 7) observed with reference to this decision and in 
respect of insurance against the negligence of the master, that it was not negligent of a master to 
abandon a ship which had been stranded on a coast and was so damaged that she could not be repaired 
without a greater expense than the value of the ship. Such an abandonment was therefore justffied. 

310 See generally Enschede 137; Goudsmit Zeerecht 401-402; and Kracht 39. 

311 See Van der Keessel Praelectiones 1470(ad111.24.13); Van der Linden Koopmans handboek IV.6.a 
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The Rotterdam keur of .1721 then distinguished between the traditional two types 
of abandonment. 

In terms of s 62, where a ship had been lost or had become unnavigable 
('vergaan, of innavigabel geworden'), or where goods had been lost, had become 
perished or had been captured ('vergaan, bedorven, ofte genomen'), or were'otherwise 
certainly lost without hope of any recovery ('of andersints zekerlijk verloren, zonder 
hoop van te konnen werden weder bekomen'), an immediate abandonment was pos
sible. 312 The position was the same, in terms of s 63, in the case of an arrest of perish
able goods by the authorities ('wanneer Goederen, die haast bederven of verspillen, 
van hoogere Hand zullen zijn gearresteert'). Therefore, abandonment was now also 
specifically permitted in the case of a factual total loss of the insured ship or goods, as 
well as in the usual cases of unnavigability, enemy arrest, and, generally, in cases 
where the total loss was a certainty. An immediate abandonment was also possible in 
the case of perishables, but now seemingly only in the case of their arrest.313 

lhe instances where only a delayed abandonment was permitted were provided 
for in s 64. This section laid down that where there was still hope of obtaining the 
release of an arrested ship or goods ('a/s 'er nog hoop zal zijn van het gearresteerde 
Schip of Goed vry te bekommen'), the insured had to wait for some time after he had 
formally notified the insurer of the arrest before he could abandon. In the event of an 
arrest in Europe and further in Barbary and the Canary Islands and thereabouts ('ende 
andere daar ontrent incluys, ende ontrent op die Limiten'), the period he had to wait 
was six months, and in the case of an occurrence further afield, one whole year.314 In 
the meantime, though, in terms of s 65, the. insurer was obliged to provide sufficient 
security ('sufficiente Cautie') at the request of the insured.315 In terms of s 66 the 
insured on his part was obliged, at the request and with the authorisation of the insurer, 
to attempt with letters and correspondence to facilitate the release of the arrested ship 
or goods as far as was possible ('de relaxatie zoo veel mogelijk te bevorderen').316 

Section 67 of the Rotterdam keur of 1721 concerned a missing ship or goods. 311 
After one year and six weeks, or two years, depending on the destination of the 
voyage, a total loss was presumed and the insured became entitled to abandon ('en 
zullen de Geassureerdens bevoegt zijn het abandonnement te doen'). 

3 12 See Van der Keessel Theses selectae th 755 (ad 111.24.12); idem Praelectiones 1470(ad111.24.13); 
Van der Unden Koopmans handboek IV.6.8. 

313 See Van der Keessel Theses se/ectae th 754(ad111.24.12). 

314 See Van der Keessel Theses se/ectae th 754 (ad 111.24.12); idem Praelectiones 1465-1466 (ad 
111.24.12); and Van der Linden Koopmans handboek IV.6.8. 

315 See Van der Keessel Theses se/ectae th 756 (ad 111.24.13); idem Praelectiones 1465-1466 (ad 
111.24.12); and Van der Linden Koopmans handboek IV.6.8. 

316 See Van der Keessel Theses se/ectae th 7?6 (ad 111.24.13); idem Praelectiones 1465-1466 (ad 
111.24.12); and Van der Linden Koopmans handboek IV.6.8. 

317 See again ch "XY § 6.2 supra. 
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Therefore, although the circumstances justifying an immediate and a delayed 
abandonment respectively were not identical with those recognised in the earlier Rot
terdam keur, it clearly emerged from these provisions that the underlying principle was 
that an immediate abandonment could occur where there was no reasonable expecta
tion or hope of the insured recovering the insured property or of it not being a total loss, 
while if, despite some uncertainty, there was such an expectation, the abandonment 
was delayed for a specified period of time. Of-course, whether or not there was such an 
expectation depended upon the facts of every case. 

Not surprisingly, the Amsterdam Legislature did not deviate from the established 
pattern in 1744.318 

Provision was made for an immediate abandonment in s 28. In the case of the· 
insured ship becoming unnavigable ('innavigabel'), or in the case of the insured ship or 
goods being captured by the enemy ('by Vyanden gerooft, genoomen'), or being other
wise certainly lost or perished without hope of recovery ('of andersints sekerlyk sullen 
zyn bedoNen, verlooren, of sonder hoope van deselve te recouvreeren'), the.insured 
could abandon such ships or goods in favour of the insurers ('ten behoeve van den 
Verseekeraars'). If this had been done properly, the insurers had three months after 
such notice of loss and abandonment in which to pay the sum insured for.319 

Section 26 concerned a delayed abandonment. 320 Such an abandonment was 
permitted in the event of the arrest or detention of the insured ship by authorities 
abroad, if it was uncertain whether or not the property could be recovered ('met 
onteekerheyt, of het zelve weder zouda. zyn te krygen ofte niet'). It was also permitted 
when the insured ship had become incapable of performing her intended voyage 
('buyten staat souden kunnen geraaken omme de gedestineerde reyse te doen'). In 
such circumstances insured shipowners and consignors were obliged to wait six 
months before they could abandon the arrested ships or cargo~ irrespective of whether 
or not such cargo was also under arre~t ('het zy deselve [goods] mede belemmers zyn 
of nief) or whether only the ship was affected. This period of six months commenced 
from the time when notice of the relevant circumstances was given through the Mes
senger of the Insurance Chamber to t_~e majority of the insurers resident in the place 
where the contract had been concluded ('door den· Bode van de Assurantie Kamer, die 
het exploit sal doen, het meerendeer van de Assuradeurs, die in loco zyn~ van clan 
toestand sullen hebben geadverteert'). : 

This period of six months applied where the casualty Ooss) had occurred within 
Europe and the range provided for in. s 29 ('binnen Europa; en de Limiten').321 If it 
occurred outside those limits, the abandonment could take place only after the expiry 
of twelve months, commencing on the day of the notice. In the meantime, an insured 

' ' -

318 See eg Enschede 139; GoudsmitZeerecht 355-356; and Smeding 17-18. 

319 See Van der Keessel Praelectiones 1470 (ad IU.24.13). 

320 See Van der Keessel Theses selectae th 754 (ad 111.24. 12) and th 756 . (ad m .24. 13); idem 
Prae/ectiones 1465-1466 (ad 111.24.12); and Van der L,lnden Koopmans handboek IV.6.8. 

321 See infra. 
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was not prohibited from obtaining security~,Jrqm his insurers in a form the Com
missioners saw fit ('eenige verseekertheyt te neemen van de Asseuradeurs met Borg
togten, Panden, als andersints na het goedvinden van Commissarissen'). However, in 
that meantime the insured nevertheless remained liable to take the necessary steps to 
avert and minimise any loss at the cost of his insurers. 322 

Section 27 of the keur of 17 44 repeated the exception in the case of perishables 
('de grove en bederffelijke Waaren en Koopmanschappen') of which there was no 
delayed abandonment. The insured did not have to wait six months or one year but 
could act with the goods in his own interest as he saw fit in the circumstances ('maar 
zullen haar belang mogen veNolgen naar occurentie van saaken en gelegentheyt van 
haare goederen') and he could thus also abandon and press his claim immediately, 
although he still had to give the majority of the insurers a notice of such an abandon
ment.323 

The case of the missing ship or goods was provided for in s 29 but no mention 
was made there of any abandonment.324 There was only a reference to the period of 
one or two years, depending on the destination, the insured had to wait before he 
could claim although, presumably, he had to abandon if he wanted to claim.325 

Therefore, as far as the statutory regulation of abandonment was concerned, ss 
26, 27, 28 and 29 of the Amsterdam keur of 17 44 were for an practical purposes identi
cal to the equivalent ss 8, 9, 25 and 5 of its keur of 1598, as amended by the keur 1640. 
However, the keur of 17 44 did contain some innovation. 

The fire policy in the measure of 17 44 provided for payment by the insurers of 
the amount they had underwritten (in the event of a total loss) or a proportion of that 
amount On the case of a partial loss), on condition though that in the case where there 
was no actual total loss, whatever was saved and salvaged had to be credited to the 
insurer after the deduction of the expenses of such saving and salvage. In this regard 
the insured had to be believed, probably as to the value of such remains, on his oath 
('mits dat in cas van geene totale Schaade tot afslag zal aftrekken a/le het geene naar 
aftrek van onkosten tot beredderinge en berginge gedaan, sat bevonden werden, gesa/
veerd en geborgen te zyn, en waar omtrent den Geassureerde geloofd zaJ werden op 
zyne eed, zonder iets teegen te zeggen'). So, it appears that the insured was not 
entitled in a given case to abandon whatever remained- of the insured property to his 
insurer and to claim for a total loss. 326 

322 As to this duty, see again ch XVI § 1.3 supra. There was no reference to this duty in s 8 of the eartier 
Amsterd~m keur of 1598. By contrast, there was no mention here in s 26 of the insurer's right to 
transship .. These differences between the provisions of the Amsterdam keuren of 1598 and 1744 were the 
result of the influence of the Rotterdam keur of 1721. 

323 See Van der Keessel Praelectiones 1465-1466(ad111.24.12). 

324 Nor was any mention made of abandonment In the amendment of s 29 in the amending keur of 1756. 

325 See again ch XV § 6.2 supra. 

326 See Goudsmit Zeerecht 346. 
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The fire policy in the amending keur of 1775 made the position even more patent 
by specifically excluding any abandonment in the case of fire insurance ('zullende in 
deeze Verzekeringen geen ... Abandonnement plaats hebben'). Presumably the nature 
of the insured property and of the risks involved made an abandonment in this case 
unnecessary. There was hardly likely to be uncertainty as to whether or not an insured 
house had burnt down or what the nature of the loss and extent of the damage were. 
The insurer was not prohibited, though; in appropriate circumstances from payihg the 
insured out as for a total loss, in which case he would no doubt have been entitled to 
any salvage. 

Finally, in the amendment in 1756 of s 35 of the keur of 1744, it was thought 
. necessary to repeat the earlier provisions of the keuren of 1640 and 1701, the essence 
but not the detail of which had been provided for, as far as abandonment specifically 
.was concerned, ins 26 of the keur of 1744. In Mure all abandonments, insinuations 
and authorisations in respect of matters of insurance had to be made, signed or 
executed only by the Secretary and the Messenger of the Chamber of Insurance and 

; . by no one else. All notaries, brokers and other persons were again expressly prohibited 
from allowing themselves to be employed for this purpose.a21 

2.3.9 The Views of the Authors in the Eighteenth Century 

Van der Keessel commented extensively on the doctrine of abandonment.328 In 
addition to setting out the relevant legislative provisions,329 he also provided some fur
ther explanations on the nature and effect of insurance abandonment. These may 
briefly be recounted here. 

First of all Van der Keessel paid attention to the different sets of circumstances 
justifying an abandonment and, more Particularly, to the difference between them. 

As far as arrest and capture were concerned,33o an arrest by t.he authorities 
('hooger hand'), such as a king, prin¢e of other lawful ruler, merely gave rise to a 
delayed abandonment seeing that there was usually hope that the release of the 
arrested ship or goods could be obtain~d; for example by the payment of the fine levied 
by such an authority. In the case of an eriemy capture, by contrast, the chance of 
obtaining a release was much smaller, if it existed at all, hence the entitlement to an 
immediate abandonment. This was especially so given the fact that negotiations with 
the enemy were frowned upon if not prohibited outright. 331 It did not matter when such 
arrest" or capture took place, that is, in the port of departure, during the voyage, or 

327 See \fan der Keessel Praelectiones 1472 (ad 111.24.14). 

328 Theses selectae th 754-755 (ad 111.24. 12) and th 756 . (ad 111.24.13); Praelectiones 1465-1470 (ad 
111.24.12) and 1470-1472(ad111.24.13). 

329 T~ese have already been noted in the preceding sections. 

330 See Van der Keessel Praelectiones 1466(ad111.24.12). 

· 331 See again ch VI § 5.4.6 supra. 
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upon arrival at the destination1 as long as the Jnsurer was at risk at the time. In this 
regard Van der Keessel332 did on one point disagree with the earlier view333 that when 
the ship was captured by an enemy privateer ('praediatoria'), as opposed to a pirate, 
she and her cargo could be abandoned immediately~ He thought it reasonable for the 
insured to await the outcome of the decision of a prize court to see whether or not the 
ship and her cargo were in fact declared forfeited. It could well be, he noted, that the 
privateer had taken the ship unlawfully and that she and her cargo were subsequently 
released. He therefore did not consider a capture by enemy privateers as justifying an 
immediate abandonment simply because it was not a case where there was no hope of 
recovering the ship and cargo, but rather as one where there was a substantial pros-
pect of that occurring~ · 

More difficult was the distinction between the two different cases where the ship 
was damaged and could be abandoned for that reason, namely where the ship was 
unnavigable and where she was merely incapable of completing her voyage. 334 He con
sidered it somewhat problematic to reconcile the various statutory provisions permitting 
an abandonment, either immediate or delayed, on these grounds. It appeared to him 
that despite the different and confusing terminology used in this connection, in both 
cases the ship was required to have become unfit to sail ('navis inepta fit ad 
navigandum'). The difference, he pointed out, could be thought to lie between a major 
and a minor degree of unfitness to sail, the respective terms used in this regard by 
Grotius being unnavigable ('onzeilbaar') and incapable ('onnut'). However, both terms, 
as employed in the various laws, indicated a serious problem which could justify an 
abandonment3as _and there was probably no real difference between them.336 After a 
lengthy argument about how to interpret and ;reconcile the various provisions, an argu
ment based on the fact that the problems started when the Amsterdam and Rotterdam 
legislatures sought to treat in one section matters treated separately in the placcaat of 
1571, Van der Keessel came to the conclusion that whenever a ship was seriously and 
irreparably damaged, such as when she was unnavigable or unable to complete her 
voyage, she could, in both cases, be abandoned immediately. If her damage was less 
serious, and she could be repaired at a small cost, she could not be abandoned at all 

332 Praelectiones 1470-1471 (ad 111.24.13). 

333 Or, rather, he drew a sharper distinction than had been done earlier. 

334 See Van der Keessel Praelectiones 1466-1467(ad111.24.12). 

335 That Is, 'totally' unnavigable and 'totally' incapable of completing her voyage. 

336 See too the earlier view of Scheltinga In this regard (§ 2.3.6 at n265 supra). The alternative suggestion 
by Goudsmit Zeerecht 328 that the incapability referred to the frustration of the adventure by reason of 
the incapabDity of the ship of performing her intended voyage as a result of the fact that she had been 
arrested (le, that incapability was not a separate ground but merely an example of the possible 
consequence of an arrest in the course of that voyage), would appear a little ingenious and is not 
supported by the clear differentiation drawn In the sources between the two sets of circumstances. 
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but had to be repaired. In no case could there be a delayed abandonment in the case 
of a damaged ship. 337 

In the second place Van der Keessel summarised the different types of 
abandonment. He noted at the outset33s that Grotius dealt with two situations,339 
namely where -a measure of hope still existed that the insured property would not be a 
total loss, and where all such hope was lost. In the first instance, an immediate 
abandonment was not permitted but the insured had to wait for a period of time laid 
down by law before he could abandon and claim for a total loss. In the latter case an 
immediate abandonment and claim were possible. 

Then he referred to the various circumstances justifyihg an-abandonment of 
each of these types, 340 observing, though, that in all these cases an abandonment was 
necessary before the insured could claim the sum insured from the insurer.341 

An immediate abandonment ('statim derelinqui') to the insurer was permitted in 
the case of a ship being rendered totaJly unfit for navigation ('ad navigandum prorsus 
inepta') by reason of some serious accident. Where, however, the damage was not_ 
serious enough to justify an immediate abandonment and the ship was capable of 
being repaired (presumably within a re~sonable t_irne) ata small cost (and, presumably, 
not at a cost which would exceed th~ value of the ship when repaired), the insured 
should repair her and claim for a partial loss. Presumably, if the ship could not be 
repaired or only at an excessive cost, the insured could abandon and claim for a total 
loss. 

Likewise, an immediate abandonment was permissible if the insured ship was 
captured by the enemy or by pirates, the owner not being obliged to wait for an 
opportunity of ransoming them or recovering them by legal proceedings, though he 
ought to render assistance for this purpose. When the captured property was 
eventually redeemed, the insured was not obliged to take it back and return the 
insurance payment to the insurer.342 

However, if the insured ship was merely detained under arrest by the authorities, 
the insured could abandon after six months or one year, as the case may have been. 

As far as insured cargo on board the ship was concerned, such cargo had to be 
transshipped where the ship was unfit for her voyage and could not be repaired within 
a reasonable time.343 The same applied when the ship but not the cargo itself was cap-

337 Only, therefore, in the case of an arrested ship. 

338 Praelectiones 1465-1466(ad111.24.12). 

339 lnleidinge Hl.24.12 and Hl.24.13 respectively. 

340This Is most conveniently set out in Theses selectae th 754-755(ad111.24.12) and th 756(ad111.24.13)~ 
See also idem Praelectiones 1469-1470(t1,d111.24.12) and 1470-1471 (ad 111.24.13). 

341 See Praelectiones 1470(ad111.24.13). 

342 Reference was made in this regard to the earlier opinions of 1706 and 1715 (see again§ 2.3.7 supra). 

343 If she could be so repaired, the goods coulcl remain on board, unless they were perishable. See again 
ch XIII§ 1.3 supra as to transshipment 
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tured or arrested. But if the c~irgo was captured or arrested as well, or if transshipment 
was not possible, the insured owner could abandon immediately (in the case of a cap
ture, or in the case of perishables) or after the specified period of time (in the case of an 
arrest, or if no transshipment was possible) as the case may have been. 

The third aspect Van der Keessel addressed was the method of abandonment. 
He observed344 that an abandonment had to take place formally ('sollemniter') and that 
a written notice of abandonment had to be given in Rotterdam through a public per
son, 345 in Amsterdam through the Messenger of the Insurance Chamber, and in Mid
delburg through a notary or like public person. The notice of abandonment, it would 
appear, had to be given in all cases where the insured was entitled and wished to 
abandon and claim for a total loss. 

Fourthly, Van der Keessel observed346 that in the case of a delayed abandon
ment, the insurer could be requested to provide real or personal security for the pay
ment of the loss. This was justifiable in this instance, he thought, 347 because of the fact 
that the position of the insured was in this case analogous to that of a buyer in the case 
of a sale. The insured was threatened with the total loss of the insured property, the risk 
of which was borne by the insurers; a buyer, when faced with a threatening eviction of 
the merx by a third party, could refuse to pay the purchase price until the seller, who 
bore the risk of that eventuality, had provided security against its occurrence. He 
pointed out that the various laws were not unanimous as to what form this security had 
to take and how it had to be provided. 348 Also, in this interim period, the insured had to 
take steps to avert or minimise any loss. 

Van der Linden too commented briefly.on abandonment and added a few further 
angles. He stated, firstly,349 that' In all cases:~here the insured ship or goods were 
totally lost ('geheel en al vergaan'), or where they were lost or damaged to such an 
extent that the insurer was liable for the payment of the full sum insured ('geheele 
geteekende somme'), the insured was compelled, before he could claim that amount, 
to abandon the insured ship and goods, and to relinquish it, in favour of the insurer 
('schip en goed te abandonneeren, en daar van afstand te doen, ten behoeve van den 

344 Praelectiones 1468 (ad 111.24.12) and 1470 (ad 111.24.13). 

·345 This was not correct. In Rotterdam the notice had to be given through the Messenger of the Chamber 
of Maritime Affairs. 

346 Theses selectae th 756(ad111.24.13). 

347 Praelectiones 1469 (ad 111.24.12). 

348 Ins 26 of the Amsterdam keur of 1744 and s 15 of the Middelburg keur of 1600 real or personal 
security was foreseen, although In the fonner city the Commissioners had an unfettered discretion In this 
regard. Section 65 of the Rotterdam keur of 1721 merely required appropriate security. 

349 Koopmans handboek IV.6.8. 
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assuradeur'). 350 It would seem, therefore, that there was an abandonment not only in 
those cases where the circu:mstances justified an abandonment and a claim as if there 
were a total loss, but also where there was in fact a destruction of the property either 
totally or in its nature, the insured in that case having to abandon any remains to the 
insurer.351 Elsewhere352 Van der Linden made this point even more clearly when he 
stated that where goods were totally lost, or could be regarded as lost ('geheel verloren 
is, of als verloren beschouwd kan warden'), the insurer was bound, as against an 
abandonment of those goods, to pay the sum he had underwritten on the policy. 

Secondly, he distinguished between the two well,.known types of abandon,. 
ment. 353 On the one hand an immediate abandonment was permitted when the ship 
had been destroyed or had become unnavigable ('vergaan of onzeilbaar') or when 
goods were destroyed, or had become spoilt or been captured ('vergaan, bedorven of 
genomen'), or were otherwise certainty· lost without any expectation of being recovered 
('of anderzins met zekerheid ver/oren zijnde, zonder. hoop van weder bekomen te kt.1n
nen worden'). On the other hand the abandonment was delayed for at least354 a 
specified period of time if there was stiJI a_n expectation of recovering the property ('as 
'er nog hoop {is], om het gearresteerde schip of goed weder vrij te bekomen'), during 
which time the insurer was bounc:t to provide proper security at the request of the 
insured. 

If the insured failed to abandon within the proper time ('het abandonnement niet 
binnen den behoorlijken tijd is gedaan'),355 the insurer had a lawful defence against the 
insured's ctaim.356 

350 It would appear from this that the suggestion was that the property should not only be physically 
abandoned (ie, possession of it given up), but also that the rights in it be renounced ~e. ownership given 
up), both In favour of the insurer. 

351 In this regard Van der Linden referred to s 6'.) of the Rotterdam keur of 1721 where mention was made 
of the ihsuted property being destroyed (actually totally lost) or captured, perished or arrested ('vergaan, 
genomen, bedorven, of gearresteert'). Reference was made in this regard to Pothier. 

352 Koopmans handboek IV.6.9, again with reference toPothier. 

353 Koopmans handboek IV.6.8. See too Enschede 140. 

354 That is, for a minimum period of such ti_me. 
- . 

355 That is, too early, or too late in that the insurer's obligation had alre.ady become prescribed (see ch XX 
§ 3 infra). 

356 Koopmans handboek IV.6.10. 
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2.4 Insurance Abandonment in the Wettioekvan Koophandel 

The Roman-Dutch system of abandonment in the context of insurance was 
taken over in broad detail by the Dutch Legislature in 1838 although other influences 
are also recognisable. The topic is treated in great detail in arts 663 to 680 of the Wet
boek van Koophandel. 357 

As a point of departure the Wetboek lists the circumstances under which an 
abandonment of the insured ship or goods by the insured to his insurer is justified. This 
list, in art 633, differs somewhat from the circumstances recognised in Roman-Dutch 
law,358 and not only because the old terminology was now no longer employed. Subject 
to the provisions of the Wetboek, and, it would appear, subject to an agreement to the 
contrary, the following occurrences permit, but do not oblige, 359 the insured to 
abandon: a shipwreck; a stranding with the ship breaking up ('stranding met verbrijzel
ing'); the unserviceability of the ship due to marine damage ('onbruikbaarheid door 
zeeschade') unlessaeo the damaged or stranded ship can again be floated, repaired or 
put in a condition to prosecute her voyage to the destination and if that can be done at 
a cost not exceeding three-quarters of her value at the time of the conclusion of the 
contract;ae1 decay or deterioration due to a marine casualty ('vergaan of bederf door 
zeeramp'), as long as362 the loss or damage exceeds three-quarters of the insured 
value of the ship; the arrest or detention by a foreign power ('opbrenging of aanhoud-

357 See generally eg Dorhout Mees Schadeverzekeringsrecht 638-649; Ten Kate 38-41; Lipman 243; 
Prinsen Geerligs 164-165; Schook De derelictione passim; Smeding 36-46; and Voorduin vol X at 396-
397 and 406-409. 

358 The instances recognised by the Wetboek are roughly the same as those recognised by art 369 of the 
French Code de commerce. Earlier drafts may also to an undetermined and undeterminable extent have 
been influenced by English law (see eg Van Nievelt XXXVll-XXXVlll as to the possible influence of English 
law by way of Park's System, the 4th edition of which was translated by Van der Linden into Dutch in 
1814). 

359 Despite the presence of these circumstances entitling him to abandon and to claim for a total loss, the 
insured may still decide rather to claim for a partial loss, even though he may in consequence receive 
payment from the insurer only much later because of the need to determine the precise extent of his loss. 
He would do that, eg, in the case of an Insured cargo which Is increasing in price at the place of loss or at 
the destination, given that the sum insured was determined with reference to the value at the place of 
departure. See further Smeding 45-46. 

360 By virtue of art 664. 

361 Not, it should be noted, her value after she had been repaired. In terms of art 717, should the cost of 
her repairs be more than three-quarters of her value, the ship must, as far as the insurer is concerned, be 
regarded as condemned ('afgekeurd') and, in so far as no abandonment has taken place, the insurer is . 
then obliged to pay the sum insured to the insured, less the value of the damaged ship or wreck. 
Therefore, akin to Roman-Dutch law, when the cost of repairs amounts to more than three-quarters of the 
value of the ship, such repairs are no longer regarded as worthwhile and the damaged ship is considered 
as totally lost with the insured being entitled to abandon her and the insurer obliged to pay for her total 
loss. See eg Star Busmann 11 referring to a 'wettelijk' total loss in this regard. 

362 In terms of art 666. 
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ing door eene vreemde mogenheid'); ~nd the detention by the Dutch government after 
the commencement of the voyage ('aanhouding door de Nederlandsche regeering na 
het begin der reis').363 

In the absence of circumstances justifying an abandonment, 364 the insured is not 
entitled to abandon the insured property to the insurer and to cla_irn for a total loss. The 
parties are free, though, by agreement between them, to permit the insured to abandon 
in circumstances not provided for in the Wetboek. Contrariwise, while the Wetboek 
recognises several sets of circumstances justifying an abandonment by the insured, it 
would appear that the parties are also free to cut down on the scope of the insured's 
right to abandon and that in practice they often do so, limiting it to cases where there is 
little or no doubt about the occurrence of a total loss or where there is no reasonable 
hope of a recovery of the insured property. 365 

An immediate abandonment is permitted in two instances. Firstly, where the ship 
or goods are stranded, arrested or detained, as soon as the insurer refuses or fails to 
advance to the insured a sufficient sum to cover the cost of salvaging or recovering that 
property. 366 And secondly, where the arrested or detained ship or goods are declared 
forfeited ('verbeurtverklaring').367 Specific provision is no longer made for an immediate 
abandonment in the case of a casualty befalling perishable goods, as was the case in 
Roman-Dutch law. 

A delayed abandonment is allowed within specified periods of time, depenc:ting 
on the nature of the just_ifying circumstances involved,368 in three instances. Firstly, if in 
the case of an arrest or detention, the arrested or detained property is not returned or 
released within specified periods of time, which depend on the place of the arrest or 
detention and on-the day on which the insured receives information of it.369 Secondly, in 
the case of the absence of any news ~f the ship for a period of six, twelve or eighteen 
months after her departure or the last news, depending on the destination of the 

I . 

!' .. ' 

363 Presumably, in the cai;e of such a detention before the commencement of tne voyage (but after the 
insurer has come on risk), there is no abandonment but merely a claim for a partial loss, if any. 

ss4 The insured has to prove the presence of one of those circumstances. See Dorhout Mees 
Schadeverzekeringsrecht 331. · 

365 See Dorhout Mees Schadeverzekeringsrecht 644; Lipman 243. 

366 Article 665-1. 

367 Article 668-2. 

368 Voorduin vol X at 408 quite correctly poitjts out that with the improvement in communication and 
navigation, these periOds wm probably have to l;>~me shorter. It may be thought, furthermore, that there 
is in fact no need at all to determine fixed perioos for these cases as it may have been left to the Court in 
every case to determine what is reasonable on the facts of that case. Then again, the legal certainty 
brought about by the arbitrary determination of specified periOds may Well be preferable. 

369 Article 668-1. Voorduin vol X at 409 notes that earlier drafts had, after the Roman-Dutch example in s 
62 of the keur of 1721ands28 of the keur of 1744, allowed an immediate abandonment in cases where 
the arrested ship was declared forfeited so that all reasonable hope of her being recovered had 
disappeared. · -
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voyage on which the ship wentmissing.37o Thirdly~ in the case of perished goods or a 
condemned ship having been sold en route ('[b}edorvene goederen of atgekeurde 
schepen onderweg zijnde verkocht'), if despite the insured's attempts, the purchase 
price has not been paid to him within six, twelve or eighteen months, depending on the 
place of the sale, and reckoned from the day on which the insured has received news 
of that sale.371 

The Wetboek van Koophandel now also lays down periods within which the 
insured has to abandon the insured property to the insurer. Accordingly, the insured 
has to decide within a specified period of time, well within the period of prescription 
which would otherwise govern his action, whether or not he wants to claim for a total 
loss by abandoning the insured property in cases where he is entitled to do so. One 
should therefore distinguish between the periods after the expiry of which a total loss 
must be presumed to have occurred and after which an abandonment is permissible, 
and the periods after the expiry of which such abandonment cannot be permitted any 
more. 312 In the cases of a delayed abandonment (that is, where abandonment is only 
permitted after the expiry of a specified period), a notice of abandonment has to be 
served on the insurer within three months after the expiry of that period.373 In all other 
cases, the service of the notice must take place within six, twelve or eighteen months 
from the day on which the insured received news of the occurrence of the casualty, 
depending on where it has occurred.374 Outside these periods the insured is no longer 
entitled to abandon. 31s 

The Wetboek no longer specifically prescribes the form which the notice of 
abandonment has to take, but by stating that it has to be served ('beteken') on the 
insurer, it is clear that a written notice of abandonment is required and that a formal 
notarial notice will also be in order. Thus, even if no formality is pertinently prescribed 
for the notice of abandonment, a written notice at least may well be required by implica
tion. 376 

370 Article 667-1. See again ch ~ § 6.3 supra as to the presumption of loss for more details. 

371 Article 669. In this case the insured abandoned not the property but his rights ('zijne rechten'). On this 
point, see further§ 1.4 supra on the insurer's right of recourse. 

372 That is, a distinction exists between, on the one hand, the period after the last news, in the case of a 
missing ship, or after the first news of the occurrence, in the case of a detained or captured ship, which 
must expire before the probability of a loss or of a total loss is such that an abandonment is justified, and, 
on the other hand, the period within which the insured, after his right of abandonment has arisen, must 
exercise that right. 

373 Article 670. The periods in question are those mentioned in.arts 667, 668 and 669. 

374 Article 671. 

375 Article 672. 

376 See Asser NBW 248-9 ('eene geregtelijke akte' is required for the 'beteekening); Dorhout Mees 
Schadeverzekeringsrecht 641 (noting that the Wetboek requires a 'betekening' of the abandonment to 
the insurer, ie, a 'aanzegging bij deurwaardersexploif or summons, although in practice that is usually 
done informally without any summons). In Van der Linden's Ontwerp 111.11.1.82, abandonment was 
described as occurring when the insured relinquishes au his right and interest in lost, perished or 
damaged goods to the insurer, and gives notice of It to the insurer together with a delivery of a copy of 
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During the period while the insured is not yet entitled to abandon, or, if he is so 
entitled, during the period while he has not yet abandoned, the insured is under a duty 
to take steps to avert and minimise the loss. 377 

In those cases where the insured is entitled to abandon, he is obliged to notify 
the insurer of all news received by him Within five days of such receipt, on penalty of 
having to compensate the insurer's cost, damages and interest.378 On abandoning his 
property, the insured not only has to advise the insurer of any other insurances or bot
tomry loans existing on that property,379 but also has to indicate to him the details of 
what he has done to save or to obtain the release of the. insured property.38<> 

An abandonment is validly made by a unilateral declaration of t_he insured only, 
and an acceptance by the insurer or the approval of a court is not required to give 
effect to it. 

An abandonment cannot be either partial ('gedeeltelijk')381 or conditional 
('vootwaardelijk'),382 but in the case of under-insurance there is only an abandonment 
in the same proportion as that between the insured and the uninsured part of the prop
erty ('tot het beloop van het verzekerde in evenredigheid van het niet verzekerde 
gedeelte'). 383 Co-insurers, including an under-insured insured, become co-owners of 
the abandoned property. 

The effect of an abandonment is set out in art 678 which provides that in the 
case of a valid abandonment, the insured property belongs to the insurer, subject to 
any share of the insured in the case of a.n under-insurance, as from the day when the 
notice of the abandonment is served on him. 

the notarial deed of abandonment ('overlevering van Kopij der Acte). ,. 

3n Article 655. If the insured does not advance the expenses involved to the insured, an immediate 
abandonment becomes possible, as already i.ndi.cated ear1ier. This instance of abandonment was not 
recognised in either Roman-Dutch law or in the Code de commerce. As to the insured's duty in this 
regard, see ch XVI § 1.6 supra. · .· · 

378 Article 673. 

379 Article 675-1. A failure to do so results In the insurer's duty to pay within a specified period of time 
after abandonment being suspended until the insured so advises him, but without the period Within Which 
the insured has to abandon being extended. The reason for thl_s notification Is that, in terms of art 601 
(repealed in 1924), property, part of which secures a bottomry loan and the remainder of which Is 
Insured, is In the case of an abandonment to t_he insurer shared proportionally ('in verhot,Jding van hun 
wederzijdsch belang') between the insurer and bottomry lender. However, in the case of a bottotnry 
concluded in an emergency, the bottomry lender has precedence over the insurer ('gaat de bodemerij 
v66r de verzekering'). ·· .· · 

380 Article 676. 

381 Thus, when different objects are covered by s~me insurance, all the insured property has to be 
abandoned and not only the damaged parts. · 

382 Article 677 -1. 

383 Article 677-2. As to under.:insurance, see again ch XVIII § 5.7 supra. 
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The irreversibility of a valid abandonmept_is . .recognised in art 679, according to 
which the insurer is not permitted, under the pretext that the insured ship has or the 
insured goods have been released after their abandonment, to be relieved of his 
obligation to pay the sum insured.384 Thus, the validity of an abandonment is 
determined according to the circumstances existing at the time it is made, and while a 
change in those circumstances prior to the declaration of abandonment may affect its 
validity, any subsequent alteration in those circumstances is irrelevant, even if the 
insurer has at that time not yet paid the insured.385 An abandonment can only be 
annulled retrospectively when it is subsequently established that the presumed loss in 
the case of a missing Ship in fact occurred after the period for which the ship or goods 
were insured. 386 

In terms of art 680, the insurer is liable for the payment of the sum insured as 
well as the cost of the abandonment, and has to make that payment within the 
specified period of time after the notice of loss and the notice of abandonment, which 
may be contained in the same notice.387 The abandoned property serves as security for 
this payment. 

Finally, art 694 provides that the measures laid down in respect of abandonment 
are also applicable to an insurance against the perils of transportation over land or on 
internal waters. After some of its earlier drafts had provided for abandonment in the 
case of fire insurance, sss the Wetboek van Koophandel contains no indication whether 
abandonment also applies in the case of non-marine insurance, for example in th~ c~se 
of fire insurance. Presumably the fact that abandonment was considered an excep
tional measure (ultimum remedium), carried the day. It was realised that an abandon
ment can be justified and is in fact necessitated only by the unique circumstances aris
ing in the course of a marine voyage which result in a loss in a foreign port. Abandon
ment was simply not considered appropriate in respect of property situated, at least for 
the duration of the insurance, in one place on land and the value of which (as also the 
extent of damage to it) is easily determinable. Further, to apply abandonment in the 
case of immovables would be highly inconvenient. Put simply, the same economic 

384 However, the parties can come to some alternative arrangement in this regard. 

385 Thus, if an arrested ship is released before abandonment, no abandonment is possible any more; but 
If an arrested and abandoned ship is released, the abandonment is not nullified. A similar position 
pertains in French law in terms of art 385 of the Code de commerce, and the same is true of German law 
(see Helberg 39-40). As will be shown shortly, the position in English law is different. 

386 See art 67 4-2. 

387 For the notice of loss, see again ch XVI § 2.5 supra, and as to when the insurer must pay, see ch XX § 
2.2 infra. 

388 Thus, the drafts of 1815 and 1822 had provided that in the case of a fire loss, an abandonment was 
possible in the case of immovable property when the damage exceeded a half, ~nd in the case of 
movable goods or merchandise when the damage was two-thirds or more of the insured value. As to 
abandonment in the case of non-marine insurance, see generally Dammers 70-72; Dorhout Mees 
Schadeverzekeringsrecht 643; Nolst Trenite Brandverzekering 244; and Voorduin vol IX at 253-254 and 
vol Xat396. 
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reasons do not apply in the case of .fire insurance as apply in the case of marine 
insurance so as to justify the application of the doctrine of abandonment outside the 
sphere of marine insurances. 389 

But while the fire insured is not entitled to abandon the insured property, the 
parties to a fire insurance contract are presumably free to agree on the application of 
that doctrine in their contract and to confer such a right upon the insured in specified 
circumstances.390 However, in practice Dutch fire policies expressly exclude the appli
cation of abandonment. 391 

Among Dutch commentators there is broad agreement with regard to the fact 
that by the insured's abandonment of insured property, the insurer becomes the owner 
of it and obtains a real right in that property.392 One of the consequences of abandon
ment393 is the total, unconditional and irrevocable transfer of ownership in the insured 
and abandoned property from the insured to the insurer, without the need for any 
delivery to the latter, acceptance by hir:n, or any formality other than the declaration or 
notice Of abandonment itself. 394 

Some commentators, however; also regard abandonment as transferring the 
insured's personal rights in respect of the insured and abandoned property to the 
insurer, so that in this sense the insurer obtains a right of recourse against third parties 
in respect of the property in question. 395 This would appear to confuse the insurer's 
right to the insured property or its remains (his right to salvage) with his right of 
recourse against third parties. The former is a right which accrues to the insurer only in 
the case of a payment for a total loss and possibly, but not necessarily, through the 
insured abandoning the property to him; the latter is a right sometimes but not always 
respecting the insured property, and accrues to the insurer whenever he has paid out 
on the policy, even if not for· a total loss.396 However, this confusion397 is not unique to 
Dutch law and occurs also in other systems. 398 

389 See too art 663, where there is reference to the circumstances arising from marine damage or a 
marine casualty. 

390 See Asser NBW 125. 

391 See Enschede 155, noting that this occurs also in some marine policies. 

392 See eg Dorhol.it Mees Schadeverzekeringsrecht 641 who regards insurance abandonment ~s an 
independent method of transferring ownership ('een zelfstandige wijze van eigendomsoverdrachf) for 
which delivery is, as a rule, not required. · 

393 Another is that the insurer rnust pay the sum insured to the insured. 

394 See eg Srneding 101.,108. 

395 See eg Voorduin vol X at 396-397, stating that the insurer 'treed in al de rechten, welke de 
verzekerde, ter zake van die schade, hebben mogf. 

I 

396 See further eg Van Asch van Wijck 25-28 for a discussion of the question whether. if abandonment is 
the way in which ownership passes, the insurer i.n addition to such ownership also obtains, by way of the 
abandonment, the rights in respect of the property in question, such rights being accessoria of 
ownership, or whether he is subrogated to such rights independently of any abandonment. As to the 
difference between abandonment and sub~on, see also eg Ledeboer 143; Smeding 110~ 
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Of course, from the insurer's ownership. i_n the abandoned property may also 
flow other personal rights accruing in respect of that property after such abandonment. 
Prime examples of this are the fruits of such property materialising or becoming 
claimable after the abandonment, or the right to claim the payment of freight earned by 
the insured ship after her abandonment. 399 

By the same token, though, and despite having paid the full amount 
underwritten on the policy, the insurer may as owner also incur and have to bear 
certain liabilities already incurred or incurred subsequent to the abandonment by the 
owner of that abandoned property. For example, he may incur liability for damage 
caused by the insured and abandoned ship, or liability for the removal of her wreck, or 
liability to pay freight on abandoned cargo should it arrive at the destination. 400 The 
insurer cannot avoid such liabilities by refusing to accept a valid abandonment by the 
insured, or simply by in turn abandoning401 the property himself. 

Unfortunately Dutch commentators do not provide any detailed theoretical 
explanation for the transfer of ownership by way of abandonment. The reason for this, it 
would appear, is because of the statutory regulation of insurance abandonment in 
Dutch law. Accordingly, they do not consider in any depth how ownership passes from 
the insured to the insurer in the absence of any actual delivery of the insured goods, or 
the registration of the insured ship, which is ordinarily required for the transfer of such 
ownership. The only justification of and explanation for the passing of ownership in the 
case of an insurance abandonment is that a statutory exception has been created, spe
cifically in art 678, to the common-law requireme.nts for the transfer of ownership. There 
is simply no need for the precise nature and effect of an insurance abandonment in the 
codified Dutch system to be analysed in ahy detail. Consequently a number of ques
tions, which would otherwise arise in an uncodified system, remain unconsidered and 
unanswered. These include whether and how the notice or declaration of abandonment 
serves to transfer real rights from the insured to the insurer; how it is possible that the 
insurer can become owner against his will and whether abandonment in effect involves 
the compulsory transfer of ownership; whether the insured's abandonment of the 
insured property ever directly renders the insured property res nu/lius (that is, whether 

397 A trace of which is also apparent in art 669 (see supra) where there is reference to the abandonment 
of the insured's rights to the insurer in the case of property already sold en route. But even there it seems 
that the insurer's capacity to enforce the insured's rights is based on the latter's previous ownership and 
that this abandonment of rights is nothing but an instance of the insurer's right of recourse (subrogation) 
in another guise. See further Noyon 74. 

398 Notably also in the English Marine Insurance Act, as will be illustrated shortly. 

399 The insured retains the right to any freight earned prior to the abandonment and may in fact abandon 
that to the insurer on freight. An apportionment of prior and subsequent freight pro rata itineris is also 
possible. See further eg Aschenheim 33. 

400 In which case the insurer may of course in appropriate circumstances 'abandon' such cargo to the 
carrier to be relieved of the obligation to pay that freight. See Aschenheim 41 and again § 2.1.2 supra. 

401 In the sense, that is, of a divesting abandonment 
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the insured's abandonment is a dereliction) - so that a finder could in the interim 
become the owner of that property - or whether that could only be the result of a 
notionally distinguishable and subsequent act of abandonment on the part of the 
insurer. 

In terms of the Wetboek van Koophandel, the transfer of ownership in the 
abandoned property is the consequenc;:e following upon the service of a valid notice of 
abandonment, that is, of a mere declaration of abandonment to the insurer without any 
delivery or other act being required frorn the insured. In this sense insurance abandon
ment is unique and therefore somewhat controversial. 402 Otherwise than usual, the 
notice or declaration of abandonment r~sults in the passing of ownership over insured 
property ipso iure, without any delivery, cession or any other formality except such 
declaration being required. Possibly the declaration of abandonment may be con
sidered as a form of delivery unique to and recognised as sufficient by the commercial 
law, 403 but otherwise delivery in the ordinary sense is not required. 404 Also, the insurer's 
acceptance of the abandonment is not necessary for ownership to pass. Insurance 
abandonment therefore does not involve the passing of ownership by reason of an 
agreement4os but it is a unilateral juristic act of transfer. The insurer is incapable of 
preventing a valid abandonment and the consequential passing of ownership. A valid 
declaration of abandonment is further not an offer which can or has to be accepted by 
the insurer; it is not a declaration by the insured that he wishes to abandon bvt one that 
he has in fact abandoned. Consequently, abandonment and the declaration of 
abandonment are identical concepts in Dutch law and an abandonment already 
becomes irrevocable with its unilateral declaration by the insured. 

It is possible, of course, that th.e fact or effect of an abandonment may be nul
lified by an agreement between the parties. Thus, the insured may take the abandoned 

. property back if the insurer does not .want it, but in the absence of an agreement or 
understanding to that effect, the insurer is not entitled to insist on returning the property 
to the insured if the abandonment is. valid, a_nd neither is the insured obliged to take 
abandoned property back if he does not wish to do so. 406 

An insurance abandonment ('a,bandonnement') is distinguished in Dutch law 
from the more general abandonment ('abandon') occurring in the law of carriage and 

402 Thus, Aschenheitn 5 notes that the institution of an insurance abandonment is unique, if controversial, 
because of the fact that one of its consequences is the compulsory transfer of ownership of the insured 
property to the insurer. 

403 That is, the ·formality of a notice of abandonment serves as the 'formality; for the passing of 
ownership. 

404 See eg Van Asch van Wijck 24 who notes turther that there seems to be agreement that abandonment 
is a method by which ownership is acquired ('eene w.ijze van eigendomsverkrijging') and not merely a 
method by which ownership is transferred ('een techtstitel van e_igendomsovergang'). 

405 Unless the undertying insurance contract is regarded as such an agreement, something which would 
at first blush appear fanciful. 

406 See further as to the legal nature of abandonment, eg Helberg 17-25 and 130-142 (setting out the 
position in German law). · 
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elsewhere in the maritime law . 1 It involves that the owner of maritime property may be 
relieved of his liability in respect of that property by abandoning it to a creditor. Such 
maritime abandonment is made by a debtor to his creditor and involves the transfer of 
ownership from the former to the latter and also the termination of the personal obliga
tion between them. 407 An insurance abandonment, by contrast, is made by a creditor 
(the insured) to his debtor (the insurer) and in itself such an abandonment does not (at 
least not directly) result in the termination of the obligation between them. That is the 
result of the insurer's payment of the sum insured for a total loss. A maritime abandon
ment is not possible after an earlier insurance abandonment (the abandoned property 
no tonger being in the estate of the insured owner) but the reverse is possible, although 
in that case the insurance abandonment revokes the earlier maritime abandonment. 408 

2.5 Insurance Abandonment in English Law 

2.5.1 The Early Position 

Indications are that English insurance practice in the sixteenth century was famil
iar with the notion of an abandonment of the insured property by the insured to his 
insurer. 

In the oldest known insurance case in England, Broke v Maynard, which con
cerned an insurance policy dated 1547, the underwriter refused to pay the insured 
more than £1 O although he had insured the cargo for £25, the reason being that he had 
not received any notice of the abandonment of that part of the insured cargo which had 
been salvaged. 409 . ·, · · 

In 1548 the Admiralty Court decided in Cava/chant v Maynard that if the insured 
wanted to claim for a total loss of the insured goods (that is, if he wanted to claim the 

407 See again §§ 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 supra. 

4os See further on these matters Dorhout Mees Schadeverzekerlngsrecht 644; S'Jacob 48-49; and 
Smeding 120-127. 

A further distinction may be drawn between an abandonment of insured property by the insured 
and what is referred to in German law as an abandonment by the Insurer of the insurance contract 
('Abandon des Versicheret'S'). The latter involves the right of the insurer, by paying the sum insured, to be 
free of any further liability on the policy. In German law, eg, but seemingly not in Dutch law (see again ch 
XVII § 2 supra as to the sum insured, and also ch XVI § 1.4 n89 supra as regards the avoidance and 
mininmisatlon of loss), an insurer wishing to relieve himself of the potential liability of paying more than 
the sum insured for (which is possible should the insured incur expenses to avert and minimise a loss, or 
should several successive losses occur during the currency of policy), can simply pay the sum insured 
and declare that he resiles from the insurance contract. As a result of this 'abandonment', the insurer is 
relieved of any further liability under that contract. It is necessary for such an abandonment by the insurer 
that an accident or damage should have occurred and that he exercises his right (by a unilateral 
declaration to that effect) within five days of such occurrence. The insurer cannot escape liability for 
expenses incurred prior to his declaration of the abandonment or for losses in excess of the sum insured 
which had occurred prior to it. Although the insurer pays the full sum insured, the insured object is not as 
a result transferred to him, which is a further basic difference between the insurer's abandonment and 
that of the insured. See further Helberg 147-149 for this 'abandonment' by the insurer. 

409 See Blackstock 16-17. 
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full sum insured), such goods had to be made over to - in the pleadings the terms used 
were 'certified unto' - the insurers, so that where a part of those goods was sub
sequently saved, it belonged to the insurers concerned in the proportion in which they 
had underwritten the policy in question. 410 In 1573 _the Admiralty Court held that an 
insurer who had paid the insured for a total loss was entitled to whatever may be saved, 
recovered, or recaptured of the insured property, after he had paid a salvage reward to 
the salver or recapturer in respect of those goods. this, of course, was a recognition of 
the insurer's right to salvage, a right based on the fact that the insurance contract was 
regarded as one of indemnity.411 M,other case in the same year concerned an action 
for freight on wine brought to London by the insurers after the carrying ship had been 
wrecked, and from which it appears that the insurers claimed such freight as owners of 
the ship they had insured and which had been abandoned to them.41 2 

Abandonment of the insured property by the insured to his insurer when claim
ing a (final) payment for a total loss in circumstances where such loss was not a 
certainty, may well at that time have been a relatively new practice in London. Earlier in 
the sixteenth century a. provision in insurance policies was apparently in use on the 
London market that where the insured .. ship had gone rnissihg and the insurer had paid 
out, such payment had to be returned if the ship and her cargo arrived safely at their 
destination within the next year. The insurance payment was therefore merely 
provisional in such a case and ownership ih the ship was not abandoned to the 
insurer.413 

More details about the insured's right of abandonment in English law appear 
from discussions of the topic in textbooks of the seventeent_h century. 

Thus Malynes, writing in 1629, explained414 that where an embargo was placed 
on a carrying ship at her port of departure or elsewhere in the course of her voyage, 
and the owner of the insured cargo thought that his goods would perish or become 
spoilt if left on board for two or three months (which was especially the case with 
perishables), he could 'renounce thes.e goods or wares to the assurers, and thereby 
bring a great Iossa upon them'. Presumably, having 'renounced' them, the insured was 
entitled to claim the sum for which the insurers had insured those goods. Contrarily, in 
the event of an arrest of the ship or her cargo in a legal action at the behest of a particu-

410 In this case the suit was defended on the ground t~t in the case of the recovery or salvage of the 
insured goods 'that parte or porcion of the saved goods, wares, and merchandises, which shulde be so 
saved and rescued shulde and oughte to b~ devyded equallye betwene the thassurers of the same 
rateably accordinge to every assurers proporcion, or at the leastwyse accountyde for and by summe 
meance certified u_nto the assurers before any assurance can be demanded of them'. See Blackstock 20; 
,and also Holdsworth History vol VIII at 290. 

411 See Marsden vol II at 149; Holdsworth History vol VIII at 290. 

41~ See Marsden vol II at lxx; Holdsworth History vol VIII at 290. 

413 See Den Dooren de Jong 'Lombard Street'. 13. See too§ 2.3.4 supra for the comparable position at 
the time in Antwerp. 

414 Consuetudo 1.25. 
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lar individual (presumably as.opposed to an arrest by authorities), the insured could 
'make no renunciation to charge the Assurers with any losse either in the totall or part', 
because by giving security, the immediate release of ship could be obtained. Elsewhere 
Malynes41s observed that in the event of a loss, when there was still some hope of the 
insured property being recovered, the insured could, if he so wished,416 'make renun
ciation of all the goods to the assurers; and this renunciation [like the intimation of loss] 
is also recorded in the Office of Assurance'. Furthermore, if the goods so abandoned to 
and paid for by the insurers were subsequently found or recovered, the insurers were 
not entitled to restore the goods to the insured and to claim a repayment of the 
insurance money. 411 The insured was entitled to abandon even if he had, at the 
expense of the insurers, taken steps to avert or minimise the loss. Further, there was a 
proportionate abandonment in the case of an under-insurance, for the merchant, relin
quishing the goods to the insurer, 'reserveth always his part therein which he hath not 
assured, which he detains in nature of an insurer'. 

However, the practice of abandoning the insured property to the insurer in 
exchange for the payment of a total loss may even then not have been general. It 
appears from claims records of the London Assurance Corporation in the first half of 
the eighteenth century that in cases where an insured ship went missing and did not 
return from her insured voyage, claims were paid with a warranty that should the ship 
come safely to port after all, a restitution would be made by the insured to the Corpo
ration.418 

2.5.2 Further Developments in the Eighteenth Century 
'-.· ... 

A number of further developments occurred in the eighteenth century by which 
the doctrine of insurance abandonment was further expanded. 

The Marine Insurance Act of 17 46 in s 1 rendered void all insurances on British 
ships or goods which were concluded 'interest or no interest', or by way of gaming or 
wagering, or 'without benefit of salvage'.41 9 This meant that the insurer was not entitled 
to waive, at least not beforehand, the right, accruing to him on the payment of the sum 
insured as for a total loss, to whatever remained of the irisured property. 

415 Consuetudo 1.28. See too Molloy De jure maritimo II. 7.15 who referred to Loccenius for the statement 
that the insured could in appropriate cases 'make a Renunciation of the Lading to the Assurers'. 

416 That is, 'if the assured doth think it convenient, either for that hee hath almost assured all the value of 
his goods, or that hee would haue the assistance of the assurers, when there Is hope of recoverie of any 
part thereof, or any other cause which may mooue him'. 

417 It was a different proposition, though, Malynes noted, if in such a case the insured wanted to buy the 
goods from the irysurer. 

418 See Drew 40. 

419 Section 5 provided that money lent on bottomry on ships trading to the East Indies could be lent only 
on ships or cargo; that the lender was to have the 'benefit of salvage'; and that he alone was allowed to 
insure the money he had lent. See further Holdsworth History vol XI at 448 and again ch XVII § 6.4 supra 
as to insurance 'interest or no Interest' in English law. 
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In 1748, when an attempt was made to codify the law of marine insurance, the 
Committee (lppoihtec;:I by the House of Commons to make proposals in this regard, 
suggested420 that in the case of a partial loss of the insured ship or goods the insured 
should be prohibited from abandoning his interests to the insurer and should be 
permitted to claim only for his actual loss. 421 Quite possibly the practice of abandon
ment had given rise to abuses, and ~hat in turn may well have been because, as 
appeared from Malynes, for example, its application was seemingly not confined to nar
rowly circumscribed circumstances. 

Abandonment was not contractually regulated or even mentioned, and the 
Lloyd's SG policy of 1779 made no r~ference to it. Only in 1874 was the so-called 
Waiver Clause added in which it was 'especially declared and agreed that no acts of 
the insurer or insured in recovering, saving, or preserving the property insured shall be 
considered as a waiver, or acceptance of abandonment'. 

The main developments in respect of abandonment iri the eighteenth century 
occurred by way of a series of judicial decisions, especially in the latter half of that 
century. 422 

In Randal v Cockran423 the Court of Chancery held that it was 'the plainest 
equity' that after he had paid the insured in terms of the policy, an insurer was entitled, 
as against the insured and in the proportion which his payment bore to the insured's 
loss, to whatever the insured received by way of a return of the goods, a salvage of 
them, or a compensation paid for their loss.424 It is clear from this that the insurer's right 

· to salvage was considered on a par with what later emerged as his right to subroga-
tion. 425 · 

The insured's right of abandonl'Tlent was considered extensively by Lord Mans
field in Goss& Another v Withers. 426 Here the insured ship and her cargo of fish were 
captured by the enemy and remained in their hands for eight days. Thereafter she was 
recaptured by a British privateer and ·taken to a British port. Part of her perishable 
cargo was lost in a storm at sea and ttie rest became spoilt while the ship was lying in 
the safe port. The insured gave notice to the insurers, offering 'to abandon the ship and 

420 In resolution 10. 

421 See Raynes (1 ed) 167, (2 ed) 162; Wright & Fayle Lloyd's 162-163. 

422 See Holdsworth History vol XII at 537; Pafk System 8 ed ch IX at 332-402; Rodgers 174-176; and 
Weskett Digest 1-7 sv 'abandonment'. · 

423 (1748) 1 Ves Sen 98, 27 ER 916. 

424 The Court pointed out that as soon as the insurer had paid, 'as to the goods themselves, if restored in 
.· specie, or compensation made for them, the assured stands as trustee for the insurer, in proportion for 

What he paid'. · 

425 See again § 1.5 supra. 

426 (1758) 2 Burr 683, 97 ER 511. 
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the cargo to the insurers, for them. to make wh.at ~dvantage of salvage they could'. 421 

The questions for decision was, first, whether there was a loss in this case which 
rendered the insurers liable, and secondly, whether the insured was entitled to 
abandon the insured property in these circumstances. Extensive reference to civilian 
authorities was made by counsel in their arguments. 428 

As to the first question, Lord Mansfield held that an enemy capture - and also 
capture by a pirate or by a privateer - was a loss covered by the policy for which the 
insurer had to compensate, even if the ship was at that time, or at any subsequent time 
ever, not condemned as a prize.429 

On the second question, his Lordship pointed out that at the time when the loss 
occurred (and for eight days thereafter), the insured's loss was a total loss and that he 
was entitled to be paid by the insurer on that basis, and that in the case of any recovery 
or recapture, 'the insurer would have stood in his place'. Her subsequent recapture did 
not alter the fact that, as far as the adventure was concerned, the insured had suffered 
the equivalent of a total loss: half of her value had to be paid by way of salvage to the 
British privateer who had recaptured her, and no freight could be earned on that 
voyage. It was clear that it was not worth the expense it would require to save the 
adventure, something which obviously resulted in the insured's decision to abandon 
her despite her recovery. The general principle, Lord Mansfield pointed out, was clear. 
In the case of an enemy capture the insured was entitled to abandon and claim for a 
total loss, something he could do even in the case of a mere arrest by friendly author
ities. 430 

Precisely the same applied in this case to the insured cargo which was perish
able. The possibility of recovering the capturep (or arrested) property, which always 
existed, did not alter this principle: '[t]his chance does not suspend the demand, for a 
total loss, upon the insurer: but justice is done, by putting him in the place of the 
insured in case of a recapture'.431 In any case, the insured could in all cases choose 
not to abandon. 

427 At 693, 517. 

428 In particular to Bynkershoek Quaestiones juris publici. 

429 See at 694, 518: 'The ship is lost, by the capture; though she be never condemned at all, nor carried 
Into any port of fleet of the enemy; and the insurer must pay the value.' It was irrelevant as between the 
insured and the insurer, his Lordship held further, whether or not the enemy capturer had acquired 
ownership in the insured property by reason of the capture. 

430 His Lordship explained as follows (at 696, 519): 'I cannot find a single book, ancient or modem, which 
does not say, "that in case of the ship being taken, the insured may demand as for a total loss, and 
abandon: And what proves the proposition most strongly, is, that by the general law, he may abandon in 
the case merely of an arrest, on an embargo, by a prince not an enemy. Positive regulations In different 
countries have fixed a precise time before the insured should be at liberty to abandon in that case. The 
focing a precise time proves the general principle'. 

431 At697, 519. Lord Mansfield referred with apparent approval to the description of abandonment in the 
French code of customary maritime law, the Guidon de la mer Vll.1, as the right of the insured to 
abandon upon a capture 'or any other such disturbance as defeats the voyage, or makes it not worth 
whDe, or worth the freight, to pursue it'. 
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Lastly, his Lordship noted out that 'in late times, the privilege of abandoning has 
been restrained for fear of letting in frauds'.432 A merchant could not elect to turn a par
tial loss into a total loss by abandoning. But if, on the facts, the loss was total at the time 
when it happened (as it was in this case by reason of the capture), and continued to be 
a total loss 'as to the destruction of the voyage' (which could be saved only by an 
exorbitant expense) and not merely a temporary obstruction in completing the voyage, 
there was no chance of such fraud. 

Shortly after his decision in Goss v Withers, another opportunity arose for Lord 
Mansfield to consider abandonment and to elaborate on and more clearly qualify the 
principles laid down in that case. In Hamilton v Mendes433 a ship and her cargo, insured 
on a voyage from Virginia to London, was captured by a French privateer. Seventeen 
days later, while en route to France, she was recaptured by an English man-of-war and 
taken to Plymouth where she arrived in safety and without any damage to her or her 
cargo. On hearing wha:t had happened to his ship, the insured then abandoned her a.nd 
her cargo to the insurer. The latter refused to accept the abandonment and offered to 
pay the insured any loss and expense, such as salvage, he might have incurred by 
reason of the capture. 

The question which arose here was whether the insured had a right to abandon 
and to claim for a total loss. In the course of argument, counsel again referred 
extensively to authors on the civil law. 

Lord Mansfield held that the insured who abandons can only recover for the 
actual loss existing at the time of his abandonment. He again confirmed that it was 
irrelevant for purposes of an insurance claim whether the capturer had become the 
owner of the insured property: the mere capture itself was a loss for purposes of the 
insurance. In this case, though, the loss was merely temporary. As soon as she was 
recaptured, the ship and her cargo were safe and the voyage no~ at all lost. The cap
ture was no more than 'a short temporary obstruction'. In effect, by the time of her 
abandonment, the loss had ceased to be total and the only reason why the insured 
might still have wanted to claim for a total loss in this case, his Lordship thought, was 
because of a falling market or because he had over-insured the ship and her cargo. 

The principle laid down ih this case, was, it would appear, even more strict, 
namely that the validity of the insured's abandonment had to be determined not at the 
time it was made, nor at the time of the occurrence of the loss or casualty upon which it 
was predicated, but at the time the insured brought the action against his insurer. The 
reason for this was sought in the appli~ation of the indemnity principle to the insurance 
contract.434 Lord Mansfield found support for this view in a note on the matter by 

432 At 697, 520. 

433 (1761) 2Burr1198, 97 ER 787. 

434 'The plaintiff's demand is for an indemnity. His action then, must be founded upon the nature of his 
damnlfication, as it really Is, at the time the action is brought. It is repugnant; upon a contract of 
indemnity, to recover for a total loss, When the finC:J,I event has decided that the damnification, in truth, Is 
average, or perhaps no loss at all' (at 1210, 793)~ This statement is incorrect, though. By reason of an 
abandonment to ttie insurer, the indemnity principle was not breached even if t)ythe time the action was 
brought there was no or no longer any loss. 
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Roccus.435 ,. .. ·, , ·; ·. ,· 

The principle laid down in Goss v Withers, namely that 'in case of the ship being 
taken, the insured may demand as for a total loss, and abandon', therefore had to be 
qualified by adding that this was so 'provided the capture, or the total loss occasioned 
thereby, continue to the time of abandoning and bringing the action'.436 Although it may 
appear from this that the cut-off time Lord Mansfield opted for to determine the validity 
of the abandonment was, therefore, not the time when it was made, but a later stage 
when the action was brought, remarks he made later on in his judgment437 cast some 
doubt on this. He stressed, namely, that he was not concerned here with the case 
where the insured property was safely restored between the offer to abandon and the 
time when the action was brought, or between the commencement of the action and 
the verdict. Hamilton v Mendes may therefore equally be taken to be authority for the 
view that the validity of an abandonment had to be determined at the time when it was 
made. It did not establish, though, as his Lordship also pointed out, that if the property 
was returned after the insurer had paid out for a total loss, he could compel the insured 
to take it back and to refund the insurance money. 

A last decision on the topic by Lord Mansfield which may be referred to, was that 
in Milles v Fletcher. 438 Here his Lordship stressed the importance of the factual dif
ference between Goss v Withers and Hamilton v Mendes, two cases from which, he 
opined, 'the whole law between insurers and insured as to the consequences of cap
ture and recapture may be collected'.439 In the first case, he pointed out, the capture 
had, despite the recapture, 'occasioned a total ·obstruction of the voyage', while in the 
latter case it had caused 'only a partial stoppage'. 440 Both cases stressed the situation 
of the insured property at the time whert the 'lhsured had notice of the capture, at the 
time of the offer to abandon, and at the time when the action was brought In the pre-

435 De assecurationibus note 50. However, Roccus' views should be understood against the background 
of the Continental notion of abandonment, which was not necessarily immediate as it apparently was In 
English law at t.he t_ime. The cut-off point referred to there was one to determine whether or not the insurer 
could compel the insured to take the abandoned property back and for him thus to be relieved of the 
obligation to pay the insurance morey (ie, whether the abandonment could be undone), notto determine 
whether the abandonment was valid. Also, the cut-off there was not the time when the insured brought his 
action for payment, but the time when the insurer paid or should have paid after a valid abandonment. 

436 At 1212, 794. Therefore, had the insured in Hamilton v Mendes abandoned and brought his action at 
the time when the insured property was still captured, the abandonment would have been valid. And 
Goss v Withers was different because there, although the ship had been released at the time of the 
abandonment (and thus also at the later time when the action was brought), the voyage was (and 
remained) economically lost as a result of the earlier capture and was not merely temporanly obstructed 
as was the case here. 

437 See at 1214, 795-796. 

438 (1779) 1 Dougl 231, 99 ER 151. 

439 At 232, 152. 

440 At 233, 152. 
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sent case, the total loss occasioned by the capture remained so from the time when the 
insured first received news of the capture until the action was brought.441 

While these cases dealt only with the possibility of an abandonment in the case 
of an enemy capture of the insured property, it appears that English law did recognise 
the possibility of an abandonment in other cases as well. Thus Weskett442 explained in 
1781 that apart from the instance of a total loss where the insured property was entirely 
and irrevocably gone or perished, an insured could also claim for a total loss where, by 
reason of perils insured against such as capture, shipwreck, stranding, and detention, 
the property 'had fallen in such a situation' as to permit the insured to give up or 
abandon his right or interest in the property to the insurer and to recover the full value 
insured for, as for a total loss. In such a case, the insured was then under an obligation 
towards the insurer to give up to the latter the. property he had abandohed, or anything 
saved of it at the fruits flowing from it, should such thereafter come into his posses
sion. 443 It appears further from Wesketr44 that the effec:t of an abandonment, at least if 
accepted by the insurer, was that the insurer took the place of the insured and became 
the owner of the abandoned property. 

The correspondence, in broad terms, between the notion underlying abandon
ment in Roman-Dutch law and in· English law is readily apparent. However, despite the 
fact that Lord Mansfield equally clearly relied heavily on the Continental (and especially 
the French) application of abandonment in the insurance context, there were by the 
end of the eighteenth century already some cardinal differences. 445 

The most evident Of these was that there was no indication that English law drew 
any distinction between an immediate and a delayed abandonment. Whether the 
insured could abandon was determined upon the occurrence of the loss and the 
insured did not, in certain circumstances, have to wait for a period of time before he 
could abandon. But, possibly in orde'r to ·compensate for the fact that abandonment 
was in all instances allowed immediately upon the occurrence of the loss, the validity of 
an insured's abandonment was determined at the time he brought his action against 
the insurer. Thus, in Roman-Dutch laW and in Dutch law the insured could in certain 
instances abandon immediately446 While in others he had to wait for a period of time 

441 The case therefore does not clarify the unc~rtainty in Hamilton v Mendes. 

442 Digest 545-548 sv 'total loss' at 545 par 1. · 

443 This nicely illustrated the relationship between the insured's right of abandonment and the Insurer's 
right to salv~ge. ·See too Walford Cyclopaedia vol I at 446 sv 'capture' who explains that the insured 
owner of captured property may abandon it to the insurer and claim for a total loss, and if the 
abandonment is accepted by the insurer, the insured is entitled to a full indemnity from him while all the 
rights to salvage again pass to the latter. 

444 Digest 296 sv 'insurer' par 8, referring to the French author Valin. 

445 See further Raynes (1 ed) 173-175, (2 ed) 168-169. 

446 In Roman-Dutch law, circumstances such. as those in Goss v Withers and Hamilton v Mendes, ie, 
enemy capture, would have justified an immediate abandonment and any subsequent recapture, at 
whatever stage and whether or not the voyage· itself was frustrated as a result of the capture, would have · 
been irreleValll · 
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before he could abandon, and,could,in fact then abandon only if the circumstances jus,. 
tifying the abandonment remained unchanged447 during that period of time, that is, until 
such abandonment. In English law, by contrast, the insured was always entitled to 
abandon immediately. However, the validity of the abandonment was determined not 
with reference to the time when he became entitled to abandon or even448 when he in 
fact abandoned, but with reference to a later point in time, namely when he brought his 
action, any positive change in the meantime affecting his right to do so. 

Further differences included the fact that it appears that English law did not 
require the insured to abandon within a specified period after the occurrence (or after 
the receipt of news of the occurrence) of the loss, but at most required his abandon
ment to be made within a reasonable time.449 Further, it was apparently not recognised 
in English law that the insured could abandon and claim for a total loss if his partial loss 
exceeded a particular percentage of the value of the property in question. Additionally, 
it seems that abandonment, which may in earlier times have been required to be given 
through the Office of Assurance, could later be given without any formality. Lastly, it 
appears that because the insured made the insurer an offer of abandonment, the 
underlying assumption may have been that the insurer had a choice whether or not to 
accept the (otherwise valid)· abandonment. 

The difference between the right to abandonment and the right to salvage also 
became apparent in the case of fire insurance. While in the course of the nineteenth 
century abandonment was taken not to apply to fire insurances, the latter right, as first 
clearly set out in the marine insurance decision.in Randal v Cockran,450 most certainly 
did. 451 Thus, even in the absence of a term to that effect, when an owner, insured to the 
full value of his property, had his claim admitteCI as a total loss, any salvage or remains 
of that property belonged to the insurer. This was so even if the salvage turned out to 
be worth more than the amount paid out. 452 In the case of an under-insurance, and if 
there was a pro rata condition of average in the policy, 453 the insured and the insurer 
shared proportionally in any salvage as would co-insurers. If in such a case there was 
no average clause in the policy, the insured retained the salvage to the extent that, 

447 Or, more precisely, did not change for the better. 

448 If this was the effect of Hamilton v Mendes. 

449 See eg Weskett Digest 1-7 sv 'abandonment' par 20, noting that in England there was no fixed time 
limit for the making of an abandonment. 

450 See again n423 supra. 

451 See generally Walford Cyclopaedia vol I at 17 sv 'abandonment' and vol Ill at 595 sv 'salvage in fire 
insurance'. 

452 For example, the damaged property may on a sale afterwards have realised more than the 
undamaged property was worth earlier. 

453 See again ch XVIII § 5. 7 supra. 
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when its value was added to the amount paid out, he was not in a better position than 
before the fire. · 

2.5.3 Abandonment in the Marine ln.surilnce Act 

The main development and refinement of the English law relating to insurance 
abandonment occurred ih the nineteenth century .. By the time of the Marine Insurance 
Act of 1906, an intricate set of principles had evolved. In the process, though, the 
English position had grown even further apart from that in civil-law systems. 454 

Generally speaking, as far as the CC?nsequences of abandonment are concerned, 
English law favours the insurer to a much greater extent than does civil-law systems 
such as Dutch law. In the latter systems the insurer can achieve the same measure of 
protection only by the insertion of appropriate clauses in the insurance contract 

It has already been noted that apart from the traditional difference between. a 
total and a partial loss, the Marine Insurance Act also came to distinguish between an 
actual total loss and a constructive total loss. 4ss 

In the case of an actual total loss,456 in terms of s 57(2) no notice of abandon
ment need be given to the insurer. However, in practice such a notice is invariable 
given whenever the insured intends to claim for a total loss, even if only to prevent any 
objections being raised by the insurer when t_he loss turns out not to have been an 
actual total loss as the insured had thought but rather a constructive total loss. Further, 
while there may be no abandonment at no need for one in the case of an actual total 
loss, the insurer still has his right to salvage. 457 If a policy is concluded 'without benefit 
of salvage to the insurer', it will, except where there is no possibility of any salvage, be 
deemed to be a contract of gaming and wagering4ss and will as a result be void. 459 

iherefore, the insurer's right to salvage may not be excluded while, as will appear 
shortly, the insured's right to abandonment may be excluded. 460 

A constructive total loss occurs, generally and subject to any express provision 
in the policy, where the subject-matter insured is reasonably abandoned because its 
actual total loss appears to be unavoidable, or because it cannot be saved from an 

454 See generally as to the differences Buys 103-105; Dorhout Mees Schadeverzekeringsrech.t 647-649. 

455 See ch XV § 5 supra. 

456 Described in s 57(1) as occurring where the subject"'.matter insured is destroyed, or so damaged as to 
cease to be a thing of the kind Insured, or where the Insured is irretrievably deprived of it 

457 See further infra as to s 79. 

458 Section 4(2)(b). There will be no possibliity of salvage in the case where the total loss in question 
Involves the complete destruction of the subject-matter insured, Where there is no physical subject-matter 
capable of being salvaged, or where the insured is not the owner of the subject-matter insured. 

459 Section 4(1). 

460 See further at n470 infra. 
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actual total loss without an expenditure which wqyld exceed its value after the expendi-
ture had been incurred.461 · '· · · 

There are also specific statutory examples of what will constitute a constructive 
total loss. Thus, there is such a total loss where the insured is, by a peril insured 
against, deprived of the possession of his ship or goods and it is either unlikely that he 
can recover it, or the cost of recovering it would exceed its value when recovered. 462 
There is such a loss, furthermore, in the case of damage to a ship where she is so 
damaged by a peril insured against that the cost of repairing the damage would exceed 
her value when repaired.463 Finally, there is also a constructive total loss in the case of 
damage to goods where the cost of repairing the damage and forwarding the goods to 
their destination would exceed their value upon arrival. 464 

Thus, as opposed to the rather rigid Dutch system where the seven types of cir
cumstance or occurrence justifying an abandonment are specified, the English 
approach is more flexible. A general rule is laid down which may be applied in every 
instance. English law, furthermore, does not distinguish between an immediate and a 
delayed abandonment and therefore does not have to distinguish between the time 
after which the right to abandon accrues to the insured, something which is unknown in 
English law,46s and the time within which that right has to be exercised, which is known, 
as will be shown shortly. 466 

In English law a missing ship does not constitute a constructive total loss but 
rather a (or an irrebuttably) presumed actual total loss.467 Accordingly, otherwise than 
in civil-law systems, including Dutch law, there is no abandonment in this case. If the 

461 Section 60(1 ). 

462Section 60(2)(i). 

.• . .. . 

463 Section 60(2)(ii) which also adds how the cost of repairs is to be estimated. The actual repaired value 
is relevant here and not the insured or the agreed value nor the value immediately before the loss. 
Further, the cost of repairs must exceed that value and not merely exceed, as in most other systems, a 
stated proportion of that value. 

464 Section 60(2)(iii). 

465 No such period of time is known because abandonment in English law is always immediate. 

466 Likewise the two distinctions drawn, in Dutch law, between an immediate and a delayed 
abandonment, and, in English law, between an actual and a constructive total loss are on different levels, 
are drawn for different purposes, and should not be not regarded as comparable. In Dutch law the 
distinction is, as it were, between two different types of constructive total loss, an irreversible one which 
permits an immediate abandonment, and a potentially reversible one which permits only a delayed 
abandonment. In English law the distinction is between a total loss in fact, in which case no notice of 
abandonment is necessary, and a total loss in an economic sense, in which case a notice of 
abandonment is required. The distinctions are drawn for different purposes: in Dutch law to determine the 
time when the right to abandon accrues and becomes enforceable; in English law to determine whether 
or not the formalities of an abandonment are required. But despite the generally incomparable 
distinctions between the different types of total loss, it would appear that, broadly speaking, a total loss in 
Roman-Dutch and Dutch law corresponds with a total loss (in all its forms) in English law. 

467 Section 58. See again ch XV § 6.3 supra. 
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ship is subsequently recovered and returned to the insured, the insurer has a right to 
salvage in respect of the ship or her remains. Also, in English. law there are no fixed 
periods of disappearance before the insured can claim in this instance but merely a 
reasonable time.which will depend on the circumstances of each case. 

Yet another difference lies in the application in English law in this regard. of a 
doctrine already referred to earlier in connection with the decision in Hamilton v 
Mendes, namely the doctrine of the ademption or reversal of loss. It is a notion peculiar 
to English law and is unknown to civifian systems as well as to Scots and American 
law.468 Although the Marine Insurance Act itself is silent on this matter, several earlier 
cases had decided that a constructive total loss would be adeemed or reversed in the 
event of an appropriate change in the eircumstances which justify the abandonment. It 
is required in English law that circumstances justifying the abandonment must exist not 
only at the time of the loss or when the notice of abandonment is given, as is the· case 
in most other systems, but that it must still exist also at the moment when the claim is 
instituted against the insurer for the payment of the sum insured on the basis of that 
abandonment, that is, at the date of the writ or at the date which the parties. agree can 
be taken as the date of the writ. Therefore, if during the period of time between the 
notice of abandonment and the commencement of legal proceedings (the issue of the 
writ) matters change to such an extent that the loss may be regarded as having been 
reduced from a constructive total loss to a partial loss, the insured can merely claim for 
the latter. The return of a captured ship, for exampJe, would ordinarily preclude a 
recovery for a total loss as such a loss would be adeemed. In practice, where insurers 
invariably refuse to accept the notice of abandonment, they nevertheless, in order to 
counter the effect of the doctrine of the ademption of loss, undertake to place the 
insured in· the same position as if he had issued the writ. This they do by agreeing that 
the date of the notice of abandonment will be deemed. to be the date of the writ. As a 
result the validity of the abandonment is determined with reference to the time when it 
was made and not when the writ is in reality subsequently issued. 

In the case of a constructive total loss, the insured has a choice. He may either 
treat the loss as a partial loss (retaining ownership of the subject-matter and claiming 
only for a partial loss), or he may abandon the subject-matter insured to the insurer, 
treat the loss as if it were an actual total loss, and claim the full sum insured. 469 There
fore, as in Dutch law, the insured has, in appropriate circumstances, a right but not an 
obligation to abandon. This right of abandonment and the election it entails may be 
excluded by agreement, such as Where the policy specifically only covers an actual 
total loss. 470 

468 See generally eg Barry 354-355; Chalmers:98 (referring to this difference as a negligible difference in 
practice); Cohen ·em· 381: and idem 'Law' 30-31. · 

469 Section 61. See also eg Buys 101. 

470 Otherwise an insurance against a total toss includes a constructive as well as an actual total loss. See 
s 58(3) and Chalmers 95. · · · 
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While there is no definition of abandonment-in the Marine Insurance Act,471 the 
way in which an abandonment is made receives full treatment in s 62. 

An insured electing to abandon the subject-matter insured to the insurer and to 
treat the constructive total loss as an actual total loss, must give the insurer a notice of 
abandonment. If he fails to do so (and, by implication, thus fails to abandon), the loss 
can only be treated as a partial loss.472 A notice of abandonment may be given in writ
ing or orally, or partly in writing and partly orally, in any terms which indicate the inten
tion of the insured to abandon his insured interest in the subject-matter insured 
unconditionally to the insurer.473 It must be given, not as in Dutch law within fixed peri
ods, but with reasonable diligence after the receipt of reliable information regarding a 
loss, but where that information is of a doubtful character, the insured is allowed a 
reasonable time to make the necessary enquiries. 474 

Apart from the case where the loss is an actual total loss or where the parties 
have so agreed, a notice of abandonment is unnecessary where, at the time when the 
insured receives information of the loss, there is no possibility of any benefit to the 
insurer if notice were given to him,475 where it has been waived by the insurer,476 and in 
the case of a reinsurance contract. 411 

In English law a notice of abandonment is regarded as an offer or tender, which 
may be accepted or rejected by the insurer, and which remains revocable until 
accepted. Such acceptance of an abandonment may be either express or implied from 
the conduct of the insurer, but mere silence of the insurer after a notice is not an 
acceptance. 41a Where the notice is accepted, the abandonment is irrevocable and by 
accepting it, the insurer conclusively admits liability for the loss and the sufficiency of 

'. -~ 

471 Chalmers 95 notes the various meanings of the word 'abandonment'. First and strictly, in the case of a 
constructive total loss, it means the voluntary cession by the insured to the insurer of the subject-matter 
insured or whatever may remain of it, together with all the proprietary rights and remedies in respect of it 
This is the meaning in which the word is employed in the Act. Secondly and incorrectly, it is used as the 
equivalent of the notice (or offer or tender) of abandonment which, however, is no more that the act by 
which the insured makes known to the insurer his election to abandon and to treat the constructive total 
loss as an actual total loss. Thirdly, the word is also used as a corollary of the doctrine of subrogation, to 
indicate the cession or transfer of the remains, if any, of the subject-matter insured which takes place, by 
operation of law, when the insurer pays for a total loss, that is, the insurer's right to salvage. 

412 Section 62(1). 

473 Section 62(2). Thus, a conditional notice suggesting a compromise is insufficient. See Chalmers 99n2. 

474 Section 62(3). 

475 Section 62(7). 

476 Section 62(8). 

477 Section 62(9). 

478 Section 62(5). Presumably, the mere payment for a total loss is also not an acceptance of the 
abandonment. There is therefore no requirement, as in Dutch law, for a formal declaration of 
abandonment, the reason being that the notice itself has no proprietary effect in English law as it has in 
Dutch law. 
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the notice. 479 Where the insurer refuses to accept the abandonment, the rights of the 
insured4Bo are not prejudiced by such a refusal, as long as the notice was given 
properly. 481 Thus, while the giving of a proper notice of abandonment is a requirement 
for a valid abandonment, the acceptance of such a notice is not. If the abandonment is 
valid, the usual effect of a valid abandonment follows, even if the notice is not 
accepted. 482 

The effect of a valid abandonment (and notice of abandonment), in terms of s 
63, is that, generally, the insurer is entitled to take over the interest of the insured in 
whatever may remain of the subject-matter insured, and an proprietary rights incidental 
to it. 483 Additionally, on the abandonment of a ship, the insurer of the ship is entitled to 
any freight in the course of being earned and which is earned after the event or 
casualty causing the loss, less the expense of earning it incurred after the casualty. 484 If 
the insurer does take over the insured's interests in the subject-matter or its remains, 
he also acqu_ires any liabilities attaching to the subject-matter, such as the obligation to 
pay the wages of a ship's crew, or to remove the ship or her wreck causing an obstruc
tion. 

A valid abandonment in turn entitles the insured to claim for a total loss. 
• I • ' • • 

Section 79, which deals with the insurer's right of subrogation,4ss also makes 
reference to his analogous right to salvage. Where an insurer pays for a total loss of the 
subject-matter insured, 'he thereupon becomes entitled to take over the interest of the 
assured in whatever may remain of the subject-matter so paid for', and he is thereby 
also subrogated to all the rights and remedies of the insured in and in respect of the 
subject-matter as from the time of the casualty causing the loss.486 There is no similar 
right to salvage where the insurer pays only for a partial loss, although there is a right of 

479 Section 62(6). 

480 Presumably as against the insurer, but it is uncertain whether also in respect of the insured property. 

481 Section 62(4). Also, presumably, as tong as the notice is not revoked. Seemingly the insurer need not 
either accept or reject within a reasonable time. Silence is not acceptance but could it amount to a 
rejection? 

482 See Chalmers 97-98. 

483 Section 63(1 ). 

484 Section 63(2). Where the ship is carrying her owner's goods, the insurer is entitled to a reasonable 
remuneration for their carriage subsequent to the casualty. This righ~ to freight is not a proprietary right, 
hence t.he need for this additional provision. Other (personal) tights against third parties are dealt with in s 
79 in terms of the doctrine of subrogation, as is the insurer's right. to salvage upon payment for a.total 
loss. 

485 See again § 1.5 supra. 

486 Section 79(1). 
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subrogation. 487 Subrogation inJ;nglish law i~ there.fore wider than in Dutch law since it 
incorporates, at least in s 79, the insurer's right to salvage, a very necessary right in 
English law given the fact that there is no abandonment in the case of an actual total 
loss.488 

Section 63, it would appear, changed the previous legal position. Prior to the 
Marine Insurance Act the prevailing rule in English law was that a valid abandonment 
automatically transferred to the insurer the insured property or whatever of it remained, 
as well as all rights, and not only proprietary rights (that is, rights to salvage), incidental 
to it, from the time of the accident.489 Nows 63(1) merely entitles the insurer to take 
over the insured's rights. The change in favour of the insurer was probably to enable 
him not to become involved as an owner in cases where onerous liabilities would be 
incurred in respect of abandoned property. 490 In practice hull insurers usually do not 
accept an insured's notice of abandonment because of the possibility that the hull may 
be of little value and could involve extensive liabilities. It is otherwise in. the case of the 
abandonment of valuable cargo. It seems further that insurers need not specifically 
decline to take over the proprietary rights offered to them, mere silence after the notice 
of abandonment not being regarded as an acceptance of such abandonment 

Thus, in English law an abandonment or notice of abandonment does not pass 
the ownership in the abandoned property to the insurer. The insurer is merely entitled 
to take over the ownership of and the proprietary rights in that property. Apparently this 
is so even if the insurer pays the insured for a total loss.491 By contrast, in Dutch law, in 
the case of a proper abandonment, the property belongs to the insurer from the day of 
the unilateral declaration by the insured, with the insurer having no choice in the matter 

487 Section 79(2). Thus, in the case of a payment for a partial loss, the insurer 'acquires no title to the 
subject-matter insured, or such part of it as may remain', but he is, to the extent of his payment, still 
subrogated to all rights and remedies of the insured In and in respect of the subject-matter insured. 

488 See on this point Dorhout Mees Schadeverzekerlngsrecht 670. 

489 See eg Simpson & Company v Thompson, Burrell (1 Sn) 3 App Cas 279 (HL). 

490 This approach.would appear overfy protective of the insurer. Apart from the fact that he may in any 
event protect himself with an appropriate clause in this regard as he does in so many other areas of the 
law of marine insurance, it would appear that the risk of the abandoned property in its 'lost' state being 
more onerous than the insurer had anticipated or may have wished, is but part of the risk he had taken 
over in terms of the insurance contract, no different from the risk thatthe property may become lost in the 
first place. It seems difficult to justify the rule that the same factors, such as the onerous liabilities 
attached to the insured property, which factually and legally justify the insured's abandonment, should at 
the same time justify the insurer's not accepting liabDity in respect of such property. Just as the insurer is 
entitled to the fruits of the abandoned property, so should he bear the liabilities attached to it. Further, as 
the owner, the insurer may well be entitled in tum to abandon the insured property so as to limit his 
personal liability. And finally, it would not be without precedent if the insurer incurred a liability in respect 
of the insured property in excess of the sum insured which had already been paid out to the insured. 

491 As to the effect of abandonment in English law, see eg Chalmers 101-102; Gauchi 106-111; Hudson 
· 'Constructive Total Loss' 4-6: and Sarlls 94-96 and 111. 
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and not having to accept or reject the abandonment. In the one system abandonment 
is a bilateral juristic act, in the other a unilateral one. 492 

If the insurer takes over the abandoned property by accepting the notice of 
abandonment, there is little difficulty. He becomes the owner of and acquires legal title 
to the property,493 acquiring all the proprietary rights in and in respect of it and also 
incurring all liabilities attaching to it. The insurer can, in tum, Of course abandon it with 
the aim of limiting his liability494 and so cause it to become res nullius. Then, obviously, 
it becomes res nullius as a result of the insurer's divesting abandonment and not as 
result of insured's transferring abandonment to the insurer.495 

It remains uncertain in English law, though; what the position of abandoned 
property is where there has been a valid abandonment but where, as usually happens, 
the insurer has refused to accept or has simply not reacted. The precise effect of the 
insurer's refusal to accept a notice of abandonment has not been resolved.496 There 
are divergent views. The one view holds that the property becomes res nullius,497 on 

492 See on this difference Buys 107-108; Helberg 17-25. The position is the same in German law where 
abandonment is also 'ein einseitiges Rechtsgeschatr (see Helberg 130-142). 

493 See eg The Lusitania [1986] 1 Uoyd's Rep 132 (QBD) at 133. However, despite this dictum, the Court 
then decided (at 135) that the ship had become a derelict (res nulfius) because she had been abandoned 
by her owners Without any intention of returning to her. Surely it was the intention of the new owners, the 
insurers, not or no longer that of the previous owners, which was relevant here. 

494 This option, which also exists in [)utch law, therefore largely eliminates the apparent disadvantages 
for the Insurer of the automatic transfer of ownership by an insurance abandonment in the latter system. 
See in general as to the utility of abandonment, Lanier, who explains t_hat an owner (and therefore also 
the insurer who has become the owner) could abandon his vessel, even if sunken, and isolate himself 
from any personal liability for the removal of the wreck, the vessel itself (to the extent of its value) 
remaining liable in rem for the cost of such removal. 

495 In The Egypt (1932) 44 U LR 21 (Adm) the view was expressed (at 31) that in the case of insured and 
st,Jnken goods having been abandoned by the insured to the underwriters, such goods did not become 
res nullius but remained their property so long as they had not abandoned it. This recognises that 
property may become res nullius if the underwriters manifestly abandon It. 

496 See eg Dromgoole & Gaskell 366-375; Hudson 'Abandonment'. 

497 In The Arrow Shipping Company, Limited v The Tyne Improvement Commissioners (The Ctystal) 
(1894] AC 508 (HL) a ship was wrecked in th_e open sea and notice of abandonment was given to the 
underwriters (who presumably did not accept the abandonment although they did pay for a total loss). 
The House-of Lords thought that by abandoning the ship as a derelict at sea without the intention of 
returning to her, the insured owners had ceased to be the 'owners' statutorily liable for the cost of wreck 
removal or destruction. Although some of the Law Lords stressed that no pertinent view was expressed 
on whether the underwriters had become the owners (see at 519, 532), the majority seems to have 
accepted that there had been a divesting abandonment and that the property had become derelict. 

Further support for this view is to be found in Mayor and Corporation of Boston v France, 
Fenwick 8r Co, Ltd (1923) 15 UL Rep 85 (KBD) where the insured ship had validly peen aba.ndoned to the 
underwriters who declined to accept It. The Court refrained from expressing an opinion on whether a 
valid notice of abandonment not accepted by underwriters, whDst divesting the owner of his property in 
the wreck, at the same time automatically tra.nsferred the property to the underwriters (see at 91 ). The 
Court merely noted that there was a great deal to be said in favour of the wreck in such circumstances 
becoming res nullius. It seems the influencing factors here may have been views expres~ in the 
decision in The Crystal, and s 63(1 ), which gives underwriters a choice in the matter which did not exist 
prior to the Act 
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the basis that either the insured or the insurer has relinquished his rights to the whole 
world. 498 The other view holds that ownership in such a case remains with the 
insured, 499 both because the notice of abandonment is not an abandonment to the 
whole world with the result that, if it is not accepted, it remains but an executory offer 
which does not deprive the insured owner of his rights, arid also because in this casesoo 
the possibility is excluded of the insurer on his part accepting and then abandoning the 
property to the whole world. 

r •• >:,:: 

498 It would seem difficult to ascribe such an intention to the insured on the basis merely of an offer of 
abandonment directed to the insurer. It would seem further, though, that where property has been 
abandoned by the insured to the insurer, the latter may in turn abandon it to the whole world so that it 
does become res nullius. But such an abandonment by the insurer is obviously not possible in the case 
where he had not accepted the insured's abandonment to him in the first place. 

499 In Pesquerias y Secaderos de Bacalao de Espana, SA v Beer (1946) 79 LI LR 417 (KBD) the insured 
had given notice of abandonmentto the insurers which was not accepted. The Court pointed out {at 433-
434) that the notice of abandonment was merely an offer which remained executory and revocable unless 
and umilaccepted, and that until itwas accepted, the insured remained entitled to change his election 
and merely to claim for a partial loss. The implication of this is that ownership in the insured property 
remained with the insured. 

In Oceanic Steam Navigation Company, Ltd v Evans (1934) 50 LI LR 1 (CA) notice of 
abandonment of the insured sunken vessel was given to the underwriters but not accepted by them. The 
Court thought {at 3) that the abandonment by the insured to the insurer was not also an abandonment 'to 
all the world' so that the property in question became res nullius. It rejected the argument that there had 
been a divesting abandonment by the owners by noting that because a notice of abandonmem had been 
given to the insurers, it did not follow that the vessel was abandoned to the whole world so that it became 
res nullius. There was no abandonment in that sense in this instance. 

In Blane Steamships, Limited v Minister of Transport (1951) 2 LI LR 155 {CA), where the notice of 
abandonment was also not accepted by the insurers although they did pay for a total loss, doubt was 
expressed (at 163) about the correctness of the view in France, Fenwick that in the case of an 
unaccepted abandonment, the property becomes res nullius. That view was thought difficult to reconcile 
both with the insured's option in terms of s 61 to treat the constructive total loss as a partial loss, and wtth 
the doctrine of ademption. The Court expressed a preference for the view in Evans. 

500 Where the insurer did not accept the abandonment. 
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t General Introduction 

As was the case with other contracts, the insurance contract, or rather the obliga
tions arising from it, could be terminated in various ways. Some of these have already 
been considered in other contexts. 1 Other ways were not specifically considered by the 
sources in the context of the insuranc~ contract, very often because in practice they 
either seldom arose in connection with that contract or gave rise to no discernibly dif.;. 
ferent principles.2 Those remaining to be dealt with here are discharge, which in the 
context of the insurance contract mean~ payment l:ly the insurer, and prescription. 

1 For settlement, see ch IV § 2.2 supra; for novatlon and delegation, see ch X § 5 supra; for set-off, see ch 
X § 2.4.4 supra; for termination upon the effluxion of time, see ch XII § 1 supra for the duration of the risk; 
and for insurer insolvency, see ch VII § 4.1 and ch IX § 2.9 supra. 

2 These include merger, the impossibility of perfoni'lance, judgment, breach of contract (rescission) or 
agreement (eg release, cancellation clauses): It may be thought that there may have been a frequent 
need for the cancellation of insurance contracts. Thus, the facts in Casus positien vol II cas 32 (treated in 
detail in ch X § 2.4.1 n34 and ch "IN § 7.2 n135 supra) show that because the instructions and requests for 
instructions between principals and their representatives crossed in lengthy postal delays, it resulted in 
unnecessary insurance cover frequently having to be cancelled later. Cancellation clauses in insurance 
contracts:; though, were only commonly inserted in time policies which were conclucle<:l less frequently in 
Rornan-DlJl:ch law than were voyage pOlicies. $~ again ch XII § 1.4 supra. 

1488 
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2 Discharge of the Insurance Contract: Payment 

2.1 The Nature of the Insurer's Liability to Pay on the Insurance Policy 

It has already been explained3 that according to Roman-Dutch law the bilateral 
insurance contract gave rise to two actions, a direct action (actio directa) for the 
insured against the insurer to recover compensation for his loss, and a reverse action 
(actio contraria) for the insurer against the insured to enforce the payment of the 
agreed premium. More specifically, the insured's action involved a right to claim com
pensation from the insurer for a loss or damage as undertaken by the insurer in 
exchange for the payment of the premium, as well as interest on such compensation, 
or the furnishing of security for the payment of such compensation and interest. 4 

lh the insurance policies prescribed by or appended to the different insurance 
laws, insurers' liability was variously described. Thus, in the Ancona policy of 15675 the 
insurers solemnly promised under oath and bound themselves and all their heirs and 
movable and immovable goods, present and future, in all the ways in which they could 
be held liable ('se ipsos & omnes suos haeredes & bona mobilia & immobilia, 
praesentia & futura omni meliori modo quo se ·obligare possent'). Antwerp policies in 
the sixteenth century also contained undertakings by the insurers to pay compensation 
in which they bound themselves personally together with all their present and future 
assets.a 

The policies contained in the various insurance laws in the Low Countries likewise 
generally declared the insurer to be personally liable on the insurance contract for its 
performance; together with all his assets, present and future. The policy in terms of s 35 
of the placcaat of 1571 contained a declaration of liability by the insurer 'onder ver
bintenisse van a/le sijne goederen'. The hull and cargo policies in terms of the Amster
dam keur of 1598 referred to 'ende verbinden hier voor onse Persoonen ende 

3 See ch XI § 5.1 supra where the nature of the insurer's claim for the premium was considered. 

4 See eg Scherer Aantekeningen 412 ad 111.24.1 sv 'het onzeker gevaar'; Decker Aanteekenlngen ad 
IV.9.10 n(4)/(d) (the insured's action is for the compensation of the loss suffered, or tor the furnishing of 
security, or tor the restitution of the premium); Van der Keessel Praelectiones 1478 (ad 111.24.18) (the 
actio directa is granted to the insured to have his loss compensated (or sometimes for the recovery of the 
premium) and for everything which was ex bona et aequo due on the insurance contract); Van Ghesel De 
assecuratione 1.3.24 (the actio directa is the action by the insured or his heir against the insurer or his 
heir to obtain an indemnity with interest). 

s Discussed by Straccha De assecurationibus XXXV. 

6 Thus, an Antwerp policy of 1531 provided 'Vns vorbyndende mit Jyue vnde gude, yeegenwardich vnde 
tokamende, and one of 1591: 'Ende dartoe vorbinden wie a/le vnse goedenn'. See De Groote 
Zeeassurantie 114-118; idem 'Zeeverzekering' 212 (insurers put themselves 'met lijf en goederen' in the 
position of the insured). 
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goederen, present ende toekomende', 7 while the hull, cargo and fire policies in terms of 
the Amsterdam keuren of 1744 and 1775 included the clause '{o}nder verband en sub-
missie van onze Persoonen en Goederen, presente en toekomende'. a · 

Wordings of this nature made it apparent and also underlined the fact that the 
insurer's liability was personal and that the insured could take the appropriate action 
against the insurer's whole estate9 to enforce his personal right and to obtain payment 
in terms of the policy. Such action included, in the event of the insurer's insolvency, the 
steps necessary to have his assets liquidated. Further, the insured's action was not 
extinguished by the death of the insurer and could be brought against his estate. 10 

However, reference to the insurer's property did not mean that the insured had a real 
right upon all or any of the assets in the insurer's estate. 

A similar wording occurred in the Lloyd's SG policy as it was fixed in 1779. It pro
vided as follows: 'And so we, the assurers, are contented, and do hereby promise, and 
bind ourselves, each one for his own part, our heirs, executors, and goods to the 
assured, their executors, administrators, a.nd assign.s, for the true performance of the 
promises'. 

2.2 The Time for Payment: Provisional Payment and Interest 

2.2.1 Introduction 

Apart from the issue of fraud, maihly on the part of the insured, 11 one of the more 
problematic aspects of insurance law, and one not surprisingly addressed right from 
the start in insurance legislation in the tow Countries, was the issue of the reluctance if 
not the blatant refusal on the part of insurers to meet their undertakings in terms of 
insurance contracts. For this insurers have, not surprisingly, elicited some acerbic com
ments from the writers on insurance law.12 

7 Subseq1Jent policies there followed this example, such as the hull and cargo p6llcies in terms of the 
Amsterdam amending keur of 1688 ('onder verband en submissie van onse Persoonen en Goederen, 
present en toekomencf); and the ransom policy in terms of the Amsterdam amending keur of 1693 ('[t]ot 
naarkominge van het gene voorschreven is, verbinden wy onse Persoonen en Goederen, present en 
toekomen~ die stellende ten bedwank van alie Regten en Regteren'). 

a Likewise the ransom policy in. terms of the Amsterdam keur of 1744 ('[t]ot naarkominge van 't gene 
voorsz. is, verbinden wy onze Persoonen en Goederen, presente en toekomende') and the fire policy in 
terms of the Amsterdam keur of 1775 ('[v]erbindende voor de naarkoominge deezes onzes Persoonen 
en Goederen, praesente en toekomende'). 

9 See Mullens 40. 

10 As to insurer death and insolvency, see again ch IX § 2.9 supra. 

11 As to which see again ch XIV supra; 

12 Thus, Malynes Consuetudo 1.24 noted the very wide range of risks which could be insured but 
remarked that 'herein must be noted, that Assurors are verie fitly compared unto Orphanes, because they 
may endure much wrong, but cannot commit any. Bynkershoek Quaestiones juris privati IV.3 observed 
that 'de Assura(Jeurs [zyn] veel gretiger om premie te oi1tlangen, dan om schade te beta/en, en [zyn] om 
dit te vermyden doorgaans zeer vemuftig'. And even a modem author like Van Barneveld lnleiding tot de 
Algemene Assurantiekennis (1978) 25 sti_ll makes the now rather sexist comment that '[d]e 
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Insurers regularly resortecho'Various devices, if not to avoid actual payment on 
insurance policies completely, then at least to postpone such payment for as long as 
they possibly could. A common pretext was that they required time to investigate the 
occurrence, nature, and extent of the loss or damage and thus the validity of insured's 
claim, and to formulate their defences to such a claim if necessary. They further abused 
existing civil procedures by firstly simply refusing to pay voluntarily, and if judicially con
demned to pay, by repeatedly appealing against or requesting a further review of such 
decisions until all legal remedies and avenues had been exhausted. In so doing they 
delayed payment for as long as possible, in the meantime holding on to and drawing 
interest on the amount in question. 

the insured's position was exacerbated by the fact that, as with civil claims 
generally, there were extremely long delays in the prosecution of insurance claims from 
the local Chamber of Insurance, to the Schepenen Court, to the Hof van Holland, and 
finally to the Hooge Raad. Apart from the fact that the insured was for a period of time 
unreasonably deprived of the money to which he was entitled, his risk of not being able 
to recover anything at all due to the insurer becoming insolvent was greatly increased 
by such stalling tactics on the part of insurers and by the delays inherent in the judicial 
process generally. 

The compromise generally adopted in insurance laws from early on between the 
insurer's need for time to investigate the insured's claim on the insurance contract, and 
the insured's need for a prompt settlement of ryis claim, was the device of provisional 
sentence. As will appear, a complex body of rules of civil procedure developed in this 
regard as this device came to be applied ~ather extensively to claims on and pro
ceedings concerning insurance contracts. "·.:·::' 

2.2.2 The Position in the Sixteenth Century 

The problem of delayed insurance payments was already addressed in a placcaat 
· of duke Philip the Good of Burgundy of 15 February 1459 (1458 os), a piece of legisla
tion concerned with the speedier and more informal adjudication of mercantile and 
maritime disputes generally. In the first legislative reference to insurance in the Low 
Countries, the placcaat included in the ambit of its regulation also disputes arising from 
'des asseurances que Jes marchands font Jes ungs aux autres avantures et perilz de la 
mer'. It confirmed the application to such insurances of an existing practice in commer
cial disputes.13 In terms of this practice a defendant, found liable in a summary (and 
therefore in a simplified, less dilatory, and more expeditious) procedure, had to make 
an immediate provisional payment against the provision of security by the claimant. No 

· appeal was permitted against such a provisional sentence unless the appellant's posi-

verz.ekeringsmaatschappijen zijn als de vrouwen; zij ontvangen in vreugde en baren metsmarf. 

13 See further§ 2.2.3 infra. 
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tion was such that any detriment he might suffer could not be ma.de good by an award 
of interest in the final sentence.14 : 

The next legislative measure dealing with insurance in the Low Countries was 
promulgated only almost eight decades after the first, but it too prominently addressed 
and sought better to resolve the problem of compliance by insurers with their insurance 
contracts. In aplaccaat of Charles Vof 25 May 1537, which was concerned with bills of 
exchange and insurance policies ('c/e wissel-brieven ende brieven van asseurantie 
ende versekerheyt'). 15 An obligation was imposed on the insurers of any ship or goods 
on water or on land ('eenighe ship oft Coopmanschap te water oft te Janda') to pay the 
insured in terms of the policy within two months of the occurrence of the loss of or 
damage to such insured ship or goods. Failing a payment within that time, during which 
the insurer was ostensibly allowed to investigate the nature and validity of the insured's 
claim, the insured could institute an ~ction by way of a summary process against the 
insurer. The placcaat provided further.that on evidence of the fact of the insurance and 
of the loss of or damage to the insured ship or goods appearing from the face of the 
policy and from prima facie proof presented by the insured, 1s the insurer was obliged 
to make an immediate provisional payment ('schuldich zijn te nantiseren'). He was not 
entitled at that stage to raise any defences or to produce any evidence to the contrary 
('al ear hy eenighe exceptien ten principalen sal moghen proponeren oft alleheren'). 
The insured could obtain such payment if he provided security for the repayment of the 
amount in question, should the insurer be successful in establishing a proper defence 
in subsequent proceedings ('de we/eke ghenantiseerde somme den heyschere sal 
mogen lichten ende ontvangen onder goede deuchdelijck borghtochte ende·cautie om 
dan 't voors. recht ten principalen ghedaen worden a/st behooren saJ').17 

Elsewhere similar practices were also known in the form of contractual stipula
tions by which insurers accepted the possibility of a provisional sentence.1s Legislative 

14 As to the placcaat of 1459, see Dorhout Mees Schadeverzeker;ngsrecht 13; Goudsmit Zeerecht 204-
205; De Groote Zeeassurantie 33; Hammacher 40-41; Kracht 9-1 O; and Mullens 1EM7. 

15 Theplaccaat referred to the 'vele quaede betaelders daghelijckx huh vervoorderen vele manie_ren van 
processen te sustineren om eenighe dilaije~ ende yutstellen die goede Cooplieden heuren goeden 
schuldich voor te gaene ende frustrerende tot grooten achterdeele vanden selve Coopmanschappen 
ende negotiatie'. 1 

16 '[S]oo verre den rechter sommerlijck blijckt vander voorsz. btieven van versekertheyt oft asseurantie 
ende by deugdelijcke certificatie oft depositje. van 2 wettighe ghetuyghen dat schip Coopmanschap oft 
goet inde voorsz. brieven begrepen geperickliteert oft bedorven is.' 

17 See further Couvreur 'Zeeverzekeringspractijk' 199-200; Goudsmit Zeerecht 204-205; De Groote 
Zeeassurantie 33; Hammacher 41-42; Kracht 9:-10; Mullens 23; and Plass 2t3-29. 

18 Thus, the eartiest Italian insurance contracts, such as the Florentine policy of 1523, stipulated that the 
insurer had to pay the sum insured within two months of the notice of loss. See De Roever 'Early 
Examples' 189. Ear1y Italian notarially executed insurance contracts - and also later Spanish insurance 
contracts - conforming to the legislatively prescribed policy form, were considered liquid documents, so 
that if the insured could establish the occurrence of the event insured against by a policy conforming with 
the applicable legislation, the insurer with an illiquid defence was not heard but had to make a provisional 
payment of the amount claimed, as long as the insured provided him with security for its repayment See 
eg Rothbart 13 (referring to the 'Eksekutivkratr of insurance policies); Sanborn 258. 

The sixteenth century Ancona policy of 1567, discussed by Straccha De assecurationlbus XXVlll, 
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provisions containing measures 'for provisional.,sentence on insurance contracts also 
existed in other jurisdictions.19 The legislative measures in the Low Countries appear 
merely to have confirmed existing customs and practices in respect of insurances 
there.20 

The basic position just described was retained in the provisions on insurance in 
title VII of the placcaat of 1563. Thus, in the model policy form contained in the plac
caat, insurers undertook to pay within two months of having been notified of the loss or 
damage (' binnen twee Maenden eerst vo/gende, nae dat sy behoorlijck gheadverteert 
sullen wesen van't verlies oft schade'). That the practice of a provisional payment on 
insurance policies was still recognised, appears from s 5 of the placcaat. It referred to 
the customs of the Antwerp Bourse which required that in the circumstances dealt with 
in that section,21 the insurer had to make a provisional or a final payment of the sum 
insured to the insured ('dat die Asseureur den gheasseureerden moet namptiseren, ofte 
beta/en de penningen by hem inde police onderschreven').22 Section 18 of the plac-

stipulated that the Insurers were liable to pay the insured within two months from the day on which a 
proper notice of loss had been received in Ancona ('intra duos menses ex eo die, quo Anconae istius rei 
vera nova habebuntur'). This policy was further exceptional in that It in fact stipulated that the insurer first 
had to make a provisional payment before he could raise any defence against the insured's claim in a 
court of law. In this regard the policy read: 'et si praeteriderent ratione aliqua contradicere, non possint 
audirl ab aliquo Judice, aut ullo Magistratu, nlsi pr/us te ipsa persolverint numeratam ii/am pecuniarrJ'. 
The insertion of such a clause was common, Strac.cha .. explained (XXIX), because insurers often, for the 
sake of delaying payment, raised particular unfounded dMences. In terms of this clause insurers were not 
heard before they had made a provisional payment (XXIX. 1 ). Only defences apparent from the face of the 
document (ie, the policy) Itself could be raised by an insurer in such provisional proceedings for payment 
(XXIX.3, 8 and 1 O). . 

19 For example, in terms of ss 19-24 of the Barcelona Insurance Ordinance of 1484, insurers had to pay 
within specified periods of the time after the notice of a loss, and thereafter provisionally had to pay 
claims upon demand, regardless of any defences, well-founded or not, which they may have wished to 
raise. If such defences were proved by the insurers to be valid before the date on which they had to make 
the provisional payment, no such payment was required. The insured had to provide security for the 
repayment of the sums provisionally paid by the insurers. If the insured was unable to obtain a final 
judgment against the Insurer, he was obliged to repay the amount provisionally paid by insurers together 
with interest If the insured failed to provide security, the insurers were not obliged to make a provisional 
payment but if the insurers were then held liable in the final proceedings, they had to pay interest on the 
amount due. Finally, if the insurers' defences turned out to be unfounded, they had to pay the insured his 
expenses incurred in order to obtain judgment and also any damage he had suffered, for, as it was put, it 
was not permissible for anyone who had concluded an insurance and who had paid his premium, 
thinking that he would be paid the amount of the insurance he had purchased without any additional 
expense, to have to suffer due to some unfounded accusations made by the underwriters. 

Similar if less extensive provisions were contained in the earlier versions of the Barcelona 
insurance laws. See further Reatz Geschichte 137-140 and 165-169. As to the position in terms of the 
Burgos Insurance Ordinance of 1538, see Reatz Geschichte 258-260; and Verlinden 'Zeeverzekeringen' 
198. See generally Dorhout Mees Schadeverzekeringsrecht 16. 

20 See further § 2.2.3 lnfra for the Antwerp customary law in this regard. 

21 Namely where an insured ship or goods had gone missing. See again ch XV § 6.2 supra. 

22 See further De Groote Zeeassurantie 34-35. 
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caat referred to the period of two months after which an insured was permitted to claim 
payment ('[d]en tijdt van twee Maenden den gheasseureerden gegeven, omme naer 
teneur van dese jegenwoordige Ordonnantie, ende achtervolgende die voorseyde 
Police sijne asseurantie te mogen eysschen'). The two-month period now commenced 
from the time when the notice of loss was given to the insurer and no longer, as earlier 
in terms of the placcaat of 1537, as from the occurrence of the loss. Section 18 further 
referred to the fact that unless properly notified of the loss or damage, the insurer was 
not liable to make any provisional or final payment ('sa/ den Asseureurs niet loopen te 
effecte, omme tot eenige namptisatie ofte betalinge ghehouden te zijn').23 

The placc;Jat of 1571 did not alter this position in any significant way. Again the 
model forms of the policies addeq to the placcaat stipulated that the insurers 
undertook to pay within the now slightly longer period of three months after the notice 
of loss or damage ('te beta/en ende op brengen binnen drie maenden achter een vol
gende, nae dien hy vande schade oft ver/ies behoorlijk geadverteert sa/ zijn'). The 
obligation to pay within three months of notification was also provided for in s 23 ('die 
Asseureurs oft verseeckeraers sullen hebben drie maenden, tot turnissemente vande 
beta//nge').24 

The question of provisional sentence and payment was dealt with in s 33 of the 
placcaat of 1571. It appeared to seek to redress the balance in favour of insurers by 
reducing the instances of insured being overly litigious and abusing the provisional 
sentence procedure. The section not~d that provisional sentence on some insurance 
policies was too readily obtained ('op eenige instrumenten van asseurantien, 
llchte/ijcken verkrijgen namptissement by provisie'), as a result of which the plaintiff had 
to provide security ('daer van- sy mainlevee oft hantllchtinge hebben op cautie ende 
borch-tocht') without proper consideration of the defences and exceptions of the other 
party which were often legal and valid ('sonder aenschouw te nemen, op de defensien 
ende exceptien van de tegenpartye, .die dickmae/ wettich ende rechtveerdich zijn'). 
Furthermore, even the provisional procedure on occasion required a protracted 
enquiry and proceedings. Accordingly, the section continued, if in the case of 
insurance someone obtained a provisional sentence against the other party ('indien 
yemandt in dese saecken ende materien van asseurantien sijn parthye doet namp
tiseren') and he then failed to succeed in the main action ('ende hy in 't principael suc
cumbeert ende vervalt'), he would, because of his reckless and inconsiderate litigation 
('temeraire ende lichtveerdich vervolg') and as a punishment for the calumny ('voor 
pene van calumnie'), be condemned to pay the other party interest at twelve per cent 

23 As to s 18, see Groenewegen Aanteekeningen n42ad111.24.22. And also Enschede 117; Goudsmit 
Zeerecht 248; De Groote Zeeassu_rantie 36; Jolles 69; Kracht 20-21; and Mullens 94. It should be noted 
that the insurer had to pay within two months of notification of the loss and that such notification in turn 
had (in terms of s 17) to be given within a specified period after the conclusion of the contract. See again 
ch XVI § 2.2 supra. 

24 As to s 23, see Van Zurek Codex Batavus sv 'Assurantie' par 17; and also De Groote Zeeassurantie 41 
(s 24 of the provisional placcaat of 1570 was identical) and 111-112; De Groote 'Zeeverzekerlng' 212; 
Jolles 69 (who states that payment had to be made within three months, unless the policy provided 
otherwise provided, although nothing of the latter option appears from s 23 itself); and Mullens 94. 
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2.2.3 The Position in Antwerp Customary Law 

It appears from various sources that the position as set out in the insurance laws 
in the latter part of the sixteenth century as regards payment by the insurer and the 
possibility of the insured obtaining a provisional sentence against him,26 was in accord
ance with existing and earlier insurance practices in the Low Countries. 27 

In 1457, and thus two years before the first legislative measure on the topic in the 
Low Countries, the Schepenen Court of Bruges condemned an insurer on the prima 
tacie evidence of the insured to make a provisional payment to the latter in terms of an 
insurance contract. This payment was subject to the insured providing security for the 
repayment of the amount involved, in the event of his failure in the principal case should 
his evidence be refuted there by the insurer.28 · 

A number of other decisions from this period suggest that the practice of 
provisional payment against security ('namptiseren tegen borgstelling') was com
monplace. From a judgment of 1459 it appears that if the insured was eventually held to 
be entitled to payment on the policy, the sum provisionally paid to him, remained in his 
hands and the security he had put up, fell away.29 And in case in 1478 case the 

25 Presumably this interestwas on the amount of the ·J~dLlrity the plaintiff had to put up for the provisional 
sentence. Section 34 of the provisional placcaat of 1570 was identical, except that there the 
determination of the amount of interest was left to the discretion of the Court. 

As to s 33, see Van Zurek Codex Batavus sv 'Assurantie' par 26; See further Dorhout Mees 
Schadeverzekeringsrecht 16; Enschede 117 (who refers to the interest on the security as a 'poena 
temere litigantium'); Goudsmit Zeerecht 268; and Kracht 28. 

26 As Mullens 94 explains, the period within which the insurer had to pay and the period after which the 
insured could obtain a provisional sentence were identical and.in practice no great distinction was drawn 
between a voluntary final payment and a compulsory provisional payment by the insurer. 

zr See generally Plass 28-29; Trenerry 270 and 272. 

28 See Gilliodts van Severen Cartulaire vol II at 62-63; De Groote Zeeassurantie 13. Raynes (1 ed) 13 
refers to the case of Gerard Plouvier [of Bruges] & Saldonne Ferrier [a Catalan merchant] v 'la 
Compagnie de George Spingle' which came before the Schepenen Court of Bruges in 1456. The latter 
was ordered to pay on condition that the insured plaintiffs should provide security, but had the right to 
prove within a year and a day that the master of the insured had committed a barratry on the voyage as 
was alleged, in which case (the insurers not being liable on policy) the sums paid out had to be returned 
to them. 

29 See De Groote Zeeassurantie 13. Raynes (1 ed) 12-13, (2 ed) 20-21 refers to the case before the 
Schepenen at Bruges in 1459 of Marc Gentil [a Genoese merchant] v M Arnulphi [of Lucca), C Lamme/in 
[of Genoa) & A Tany [of Florence). After the loss of the ship on which his goods had been loaded, the 
plaintiff claimed· the sums underwritten by the defendants on those goods. Although the defendants 
admitted having underwritten the sums claimed, they argued that according to custom the insured should 
first transfer to them the rights he had in the goods in case they should be recovered or salvaged. The 
insured argued that an immediate payment should be made and that the insurers could raise their 
defence at a later stage. It was held that the occurrence of the loss having been proved, no delay In the 
payment by the insurers of the sums they had underwritten could be permitted. 
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prMleges of Flanders were relied upon by the insured to obtain a provisional payment 
before the insurer could rely on his defence. 30 

There is also later evidence of this practice being followed in Antwerp. Thus, in a 
judgment delivered there in 1540, the written declaration of witnesses confirming the 
loss of the insured goods in an accident at sea was sufficient to permit the immediate 
payment in terms of the insurance contract. 31 From an Antwerp notarial deed of 1592 it 
is clear that in the event of a loss of the insured sh_ip or goods, if the insured had three · 
months before given a notice of such loss, a provisional sentence was granted subject 
to the provision of security ('namptisatie onder borg'). 32 

The practice of provisional payment was also confirmed- by the various compila
tions of Antwerp customary law, the r~levant provisions of which also provide further 
ctarification on the application of provisional sentence procedure in claims on insurance 
contracts. 33 

In the Antiquae of 1570 it was first determined in art 934 that the insurer was liable 
to pay the sum he had underwritten within two months after the notification of the loss 
or of an abandonment to him. Then art 2 provided further that if it appeared35 that the 
claimant was insured against a particular peril and if it appeared that he had given the 
required notice of the loss, a provisional sentence was possible on the basis of his 
policy as it was possible in the case of any other liquid document ('policien van 
assurantien ... staen tot namptisatie, gelyck ander liquide obligatien'). Consequently, 
the party liable in terms of the policy had to make a provisional payment of the sum he 
had insured ('moet de somme by hem geassureert namptiseren'). 

The two topics of the period for payment by the insurer and the possibility of a 
provisional sentence in the case of: a non-payment were again regulated in the 
lmpressae of 1582. 

30 See De Groote Zeeassurantie 18. Raynes (1 ed) 13 refers to the case of Jean Vasques v Jacques Dorie 
c$ Partners In 1468. A cargo of sugar had been Insured. The ship carrying the cargo was wrecked on the 
coast and the insured claimed the sum Insured. The Bruges Schepenen Court ordered the payment of 
that sum. It also ordered that security be provided for the repayment of the whole or a part of that sum In 
the event of the insurers proving within six: months that the cargo or a part of It had in fact been salvaged 
or sold by the master of ship, the barratry by the master not being covered by the insurers in this 
instance. 

31 See De Groote 'Zeeverzekering' io1-2oa. 

32 See De Groote Zeeassurantie 24-25. 

33 See generally Mullens 94,.95 and 95, 

34 Of title XXIX (see De Longe vol I at 602). 

35 Presumably in the proceedings which followed on a non-payment by the insurer when the insured 
insti.tUted a claim against the Insurer. · 
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In terms of art 14, 36 the insurer was liable to. pay within three months after a valid 
notification of loss or abandonment. By art 4, 37 if it appeared36 that the policy had been 
signed ('onderteeckenen'), that the claimant was insured against the perils concerned 
in respect of ships or merchandise, 39 and that the insurer had been notified of the loss 
at least three months earlier, a provisional sentence subject to the provision of security 
was possible on the basis of that policy ('policen van asseurantien ... staen tot nam
tizatie onder cautie'). 40 Article 5 stated that in cases of provisional sentence in 
insurances, notarial certificates of the loss of or damage to the insured ship or goods 
were customarily permitted in law as a sufficient basis for such a sentence. 41 

The most extensive treatment of the insured's right to obtain a provisional 
sentence and to demand a provisional payment in terms of his insurance contract 
appeared in the Antwerp Compilatae of 1609.42 

It was made clear that all insurance claims were susceptible of provisional 
sentence ('a/le saecken van versekeringe staen tot namptisatie oft handvullinge') so 
that the insured could obtain a provisional payment as soon as there was proof of a 
properly underwritten policy and the relevant bill of lading, consignment note or invoice 
('cognossement, cargasoen or priseringe'), and if the loss, damage or depreciation of 
the insured ship or goods was readily apparent ('promptelijck blijck van den ver/iese, 
schade oft verminderinge van de schepen oft goeden daerop vervolch wort gedaen').43 

36 Of title UV (see De Longe vol II at 402). 

37 From the 1621 Antwerp case of JA Balbi v Goyvaertszoon vanden Graeff it appears thats 33 of the 
placcaat of 1571 was no longer followed on all points but that reference was instead made to the more 
detailed art 4 of the lmpressae of 1582. See Couvreur 'Zeeverzekeringspractijk' 189. 

36 Presumably in proceedings following on a non-payment by the insurer. 

39 As to which the bill of lading and the consignment note had to be produced ('met oock d'exhibitie van 
t'cognoscement ende cargazon'). 

40 On the first day of the provisional hearing the insurer was provided with a copy of all documents and 
given a day in which he could reply, without prejudice to the provisional sentence ('des wort den 
verweerder ten eersten daghe van regte copie van als ghegunt ende dach om daerom t'antwoorden, 
sander prejudicie vande provisie'). 

41 '[l]n we/eke saecke van namtizatien in materie van asseurantien, sijn certificatien van het verlies oft 
periclitatie van t'geasseureert schip oft goeden, voor Notaris ende getuyghen gepasseert, van alien 
ouden tijden alhier in rechte gheadmitteert, ende is recht daerop ghedaen gheweest.' As to arts 4 and 5, 
see Groenewegen Aanteekeningen n42 ad 111.24.22. 

42 The topics were treated in arts 274-282 of par 8, title 11, part IV (see De Longe vol IV at 312-316). 

43 Article 274. In terms of art 275, the defendant was at his request to be provided with copies of this 
documentation and given a day to prepare himself to reply to the claim, without such a reply prejudicing 
the award of a provisional payment though ('sander prejudicie oft achterdeel van de selve provisie'). 
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Prima facie proof was sufficient to establish grounds for a provisional sentence, 44 

but such proof could be tested and ~ountered by the ihsurer in subsequent principal 
proceedings. 4s Less strict proof of the value and thus of the amount claimed was 
required in provisional proceedings in that the value or the cost price of insured goods, 
as reflected in their consignment notes or invoices, was accepted as the basis of com
pensation, 46 on the understanding, though, that either party could bring further proof of 
and thus contest such value in the principal case. 47 

If, after a provisional sentence and payment, it was found that the insured's claim 
was unfounded and if he therefore failed in his claim in the principal case ('ende dat sij 
oversulcx ten principaalan bij eijndelijcken vonnissa de nederlage crijgen'), the insured 
had to return the provisional payment ('de genamptisaetda panningan waderkeeren') 
with interest at twelve per cent per annum as a penalty for his frivolous litigation 
('lichtveerdich vervolch').48 

2.2.4 Developments in the Sev~nteenth Century 

The practice of obtaining a provisional condemnation to the payment of the 
insurance money by the insurer, failing his voluntary payment within the period legally 
permitted, continued to be a topic which attracted the attention of the municipal legisla
tures in the seventeenth century. 

In the Amsterdam keur of 1598 both the model cargo and hull policies stipulated 
that the insurers undertook to make payment within three months after having been 
notified of the loss or damage ('binnen drie eerstvolgenda Maenden, naer dat wy 
behoorlick geadverteart sullen zijn van 't verlies ofte schade'). This was confirmed by s 

44 Article 276, which stated that the insureq was 'to be believed on the submission of legally valid 
documentation ('op wettelijcke certificatie') wt:iich was not tested ('a/ ist dat de partije daerop niet eh is 
gedacht'), even If such proof would be insuJticient in the principal proceedings ('soude t'selve niet 
genoech sljn als men commen ten principaele'.)· 

I 

45 By art 277, the proof offered in the provisional proceedings was of necessity tested in the principal 
proceedings ('ten ptincipaele soude van noode sijn dat partije daerop worde gedaecht, de we/eke 
alsdan oock intendit mach overgeven van de feijten ende puncten daerop hij begeirt getuijgen 
ondervraecht ende gehoort te warden'). Provision was also made for evidence on commission (art 278), 
which evidence too could be tested and contradicted in the principal proceedings (art 279). 

46 See art 280 ('de hantvullinge wort altijts gf3nomen naer advenant van de weerde van de goeden, 
gelijck die bij den eersten incoop ih contanten gelde, mitsgaders in packen, vrachten ende a:nderssints 
hebben gecost, volgende tcargasoen oft factuere;). As to the insured's burden of proof of the insurable 
value of insured property, see again ch XVII § 4:2 supra. 

47 Art 281 (the insured and the insurer both remained entitled, notwithstanding the provisional sentence, 
'ten principaele te bewijsen dat ten tijde van .de ladings de weerde sesse oft seven ten hondert naer 
meer oft min heeft bedragen dan die bij c:Je factuere is begroot', but had to produce sufficient 
documentary evidence of this, failing which ~soude de hantvullinge voor betaelinge oft vo/doeninge 
strecken'). 

48 See art 282. 
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5, which dealt with the presump~ipn of loss i": th~ pase of a missing ship or goods, 4s 
and from which it appears that the insured was entitled to claim payment from his 
insurers three months after having given them notice of the presumed loss.so Likewise, 
in terms of s 25, which dealt with the abandonment of the insured ship and goods, 51 the 
insurer had three months after the notice of abandonment to pay the sum for which he 
had insured.52 

The possibility of a provisional sentence in the insurance context was addressed 
in s 33 of the Amsterdam keur of 1598. 53 Such a procedure was permissible, in terms of 
this section, if by presentation of the relevant policies, bills of lading, consignment 
notes, proper certificates or other reliable affidavits or documentation ('deuchdelijck 
bescheyt'), it appeared to the Commissioners of the Chamber of Insurance that the 
policies in question had been underwritten, that the ship had been lost or that the 
goods had perished, 54 and that at least three months earlier the insurers had been 
notified of that loss. Once those conditions had been met, the Commissioners could 
order that the amount claimed be deposited provisionally in full or in part ('dat de 
geeyschte penningen in 't geheel otte dee/ by provisie genamptiseert werden'), the 
insured being permitted to take up the sum in question on his providing security for its 
repayment together with interest at twelve per cent should it subsequently appear that 
the sum, or a part of it, in fact had to be repaid ('met toelatinge vande genamptiseerde 
penningen te mogen lichten onder suffisante Borch-tochte, van de selve penningen te 
restitueren metten interesse van dien tegens twaelf ten hondert: indien naemaels ver
staen wort sulcks te behooren'). Such an order for provisional payment was permissible 
on condition that the defendant-insurer had always first been provided with copies of 
the relevant documentation and been granted a day in which to respond before the 

49 See again ch 'X)J § 6.2 supra. 

50 '[E]nde mach men daer at doen ihthimatien den Asseureurs, ende drie Maenden daer nae betalinge 
eysschen'. Section 12 of the Middelburg keur of 1600 was in identical terms. 

51 See again ch XIX § 2.3.5 supra. 

52 'Ende ... sullen d'Asseureurs nae de inthimatie van dien [ie, the abandonment] hebben dtie Maenden 
tot furnissement vande beta/inge der somme by hun verseeckert.' Section 26 of the Middelburg keur of 
1600 was identical. 

As to the period within which the insurer had to pay, see eg Grotius /nleidinge 111.24.13; Van 
Zurek Codex Batavus sv 'Assurantie' par 17 (as to s 5) and par 21 (as to s 25); Van der Keessel 
Prae/ectiones 1471 (ad 111.24.13); and also Vergouwen 44. 

53 See too s 34 of the Middelburg keur of 1600. 

54 From this it would appear that only a claim for a total loss (ie, a claim for the full sum insured) could be 
dealt with by way of provisional proceedings. 
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Commissioners decided on the provisional payment ('voor dat by de Commissarissen 
op de provisie van namptissement gedisponeert werde'). 55 

A closer explanation of how a provisional sentence was granted, was offered by 
Van Zurck.56 He noted that provisional payment was everywhere granted if it was 
established that the insurance in question had been concluded ('a/s de assurantie 
gedaen is'), if no exception appeared' from the face of the policy on which the action 
was based ('en geene exceptie uit de police, daer uit de actie geboren word, gemaekt 
word'), and if it appeared that the poticy had been complied with ('en als de police blykt 
voldaen te zyn') and that the ship or goods had been lost or damaged ('a/s 't gevaer, 
en scha op schepen, of op goederen komen'). He referred for authority on this matter 
to Roccus57 who had made numerous references to the application of the provisional 
sentence procedure ('in iudicio exequitivo') in the context of the insurance contract.SS 

55 As to s 33, see eg Grotius lnleidinge 111.24.22 (on receipt of the required proof of the insurance and of 
the loss or damage, the Insurer was requir~ to make a provisional payment, with an undertaking of 
repayment by the insured ('onder belofte van,weder-gheving'), to which the Lund edition added 'ende 
voor de winninge twaelff ten hondert'); Groenewegen Aanteekeningen n42 ad 111.24.22; Van Leeuwen 
Rooms-Hollands regt IV.9.10 (confusing voluntary payment within three months with a condemnation to 
provisional payment against the provision of security which was compulsory in terms of an appropriate 
sentence or order of a court); Voet Observationes ad 111.24.22 (n 42) (noting that the high rate of interest 
of twelve per cent deterred insured from frivolously claiming such provisional payment); Van Zurek Codex 
Batavus sv 'Assuran.tie' par 26 ('de ten principa/en gecondemneerde gehou.den is de genamptiseerde, 
en by provis/e toegewezen som, te restitueren met 12%'); Van der Keessel Praelectiones 1485 (ad 
111.24.22) (the Court may condemn the lnsurerto provisional payment ('iudex ad fiduciariam solutionem 
eum dam_nare potesf), but the insured had to provide a suitable security ('idoneis fldeiusseribu!i) for the 
repayment of that amount plus interest on losing the principal case ('causa principa/1). See also Dorhout 
Mees Schadeverzekeringsrecht 16; Goudsmit Zeerecht 330. 

56 Codex Batavus sv 'Assurantie' par 29 n1. 

ST De asseci.Jrationibus. 

58 The following brief exposition will have to suffice. 
In note 57, Roccus made mention of the Insured, having claimed that his loss be paid 

provisionally, being ordered in the pnncipal action to repay the provisional payment because the loss had 
occurred prior to the conclusion of the insurance. lgersoll In his translation of this note thought it worthy 
of comment that a short and summary mode of proceeding in insurance matters and other mercantile 
contracts apparently existed In Italy in which judgment was given 'veto levato et sine figura judicii"'. This is 
a somewhat surprising comment, given Roccus's note 100 (see infra), 

Note 58 concerned the burden of proof ·i_n provisional and .principal proceedings. The prlma facie 
proof adduced by the Insured In a provisional hearing was Insufficient and merited no value in the 
principal proceedings, in which the insured had to prove anaw that the loss had occurred. · 

In note 85 reference was made to the Insurer's obligation to make a provisio~I payment In 
N~ples where, at the time, the Barcelona Insurance Ordinance was ~pplicable. In note 86 it was stated 
that the contract of insurance ('scriptura assecurationis') permitted a summary execution against 
insurers ('exequtionem paratam contra assecutatores1. and that this could not be prevented by whatever 
exception was raised after the expiry of the period within which the insurer had to pay the insured. Also, a 
summary judgment was not appealable. 

Note 87 explained that the principle set OlJt in note 86 was subject to an exception (Feitama in his 
comment on this note explained that this referred to a defence which the insurer could lawfully raise) 
appearing from the face of the policy. Such an exception would prevent a summary execution, 
notwithstanding the stipulation usually inserted iri insurance policies that the insurer renounced all 
defences or would not be permitted to raise any defences unto he had made the provisional payment In 
cash. 

Note -97: gave a· practical example of one of the requirements for ~ provisional sentence, namely 
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He also referred to two Italian decisions on the matter~s9 
Also helpful was Scheltinga's exposition of the position in Amsterdam in the 

seventeenth century. eo Firstly he pointed out that no absolute proof but merely a proba
ble or prima facie proof ('geen volkomen zeeker maar een probabel bewys') was 
required for a provisional sentence. Then he explained that the principle involved had to 
be understood as follows. An insurer could be condemned to a provisional payment 
only if the existence of the insurance and the occurrence of the loss appeared from 
prima facie proof ('probabiel bewyzen'), and further if at least three months had expired 
since a proper notification of the loss. Furthermore, the insured was only entitled to lift 
or obtain the sum insured ('het lichten der geassureerde penningen dan eerst 
gepraesteerd worden') after he had provided sufficient security for its repayment 
together with interest at twelve per cent ('sufficient borge de restitilendo cum usuris') 
should the decision eventually go against him ('indien hy naderhand in ongelyk gesteld 
mogt worden'). If the insured could not provide such security, the money remained in 
court ('geconsigneerd'). 

In an opinion delivered in 167561 the advice was offered that a provisional 
sentence could not prejudice the principal case, but when the case was heard and 
adjudged finally, it had to be done as if there had been no earlier proceedings ('a/s of 
'er in de sake te voren noyt enige provisionele sententie gedecerneert ware geweesr). 

Rotterdam by and large followed the Amsterdam example. Section 15 of its keur 
of 1604 provided that insurers had to pay within three months of having been given 
notice of an abandonment, after which (but not before) the insured could claim the 

proof of the loading of the insured goods. 
Note 100 explained that insurances made abroad were also provisionally executable in Naples 

because it was a principle of general maritime law that one could proceed against insurers by way of 
summary proceedings. 

59 The first decision, Odoardus & Gulielmus Micco [Englishmen] v Emanuel Vaez (1643) (see 
Roccus/Feitama Decisien decis 6), held that In provisional proceedings against him on the insurance 
policy, the insurer could raise the exceptio non numeratae pecuniae if the insured had not paid the 
premium. The insurer had argued here that this exception was integral to the existence and 
acknowledgement of the debt and that, if raised, it prevented the policy from being liquid. He also argued 
that non-payment of the premium in any event resulted in the nullity of the insurance contract. 

The other decision, Joan Baptista Ghirardlni & Other Insured v Stephanus Thier/ & Galeatius 
Nale & Other Insurers (1646) (see Roccus/Feitama Decisien decis 11), held Insurers liable to deposit the 
money in court The insurers raised the defence of barratry and although it was true that that exception 
appeared from the face of the policy, the fact that the ship was here lost through a barratrous act of her 
master did not so appear and had to be proved by additional evidence. Accordingly, provisional 
execution of policy could not be prevented by the insurers. Examples of exceptions appearing from the 
face of the contract or in respect of which no further evidence was required so that the Court could give 
an immediate sentence, included a minor contracting without the assistance of his parent; the exception 
of usury; the exceptio non adimpleti contractus; the exceptio cedendarum actionum in the case of a 
suretyship; a woman surety's exception based on the Senatusconsultum Velleianum; and the exception 
of prescription. 

60 Dictata ad 111.24.22 sv 'eenighen toon, etc'. 

61 See Nederlands advysboek vol Ill adv 17. 
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amount they had underwritten on the property from the insurers. Section 16 provided 
the same in the event of damage to (as opposed to a loss of) the insured property.62 
Unlike its Amsterdam counterpart, though,. the Rotterdam keur appears not to have 
made any express provision allowing an insured to obtain a provisional sentence 
against an insurer who had not voluntarily paid within the three months allowed. 
However, as Van der Keessel explained,63. because a provisional payment 
('namptissement') could be requested in most causes where an action was instituted 
on a liquid document ('ex liquidis instri.Jmentis'), and because the Legislature had ear
lier in 1563 and 1571 recognised that this common-law procedure also applied to 
insurance contracts, there was little doubt that such a provisional sentence ('provisie 
van namptissement') could also be requested in Rotterdam. 

Although it appears that the provisional sentence procedure was a familiar one in 
insurance cases,64 the Amsterdam provisions concerning the insurers' payment in 
terms of their contracts were not in all respects acceptable, They were amended on 
several occasions in the course of the seventeenth century. 

Firstly, s 3 of the Amsterdam amending keur of 26 January 161 o added a new 
dimension to the insurer's obligation by compelling him to pay interest to the insured in 
the event of a late payment of any amount due on an insurance contract. The keur 
noted that because of the great irregularity encountered in the payment of losses on 
insurance contracts ('de groote ongeregeltheyt bevonden wort ... inde betalinge vande 
schade daerop vallende'), it provided that insurers were bound, when the Chamber of 
Insurance had made and issued any assessment of loss ('eenige repartitie van schade 
sullen zijn gemaeckt ende uyt gegeven'), to make good and pay such a loss 
immediately ('terstont'). Failing such immediate payment, the insurer had to pay the 
insured interest on that amount at twelve per cent annually from the time that this 
assessment had been made and issued .. ('de repartitien sullen zijn gedepescheert ende 
uyt gegeven') until the actual payment of the amount to which the insurer may have 
been condemned by the Chamber.65 

Thus, as Van Zurek made clear,ss in terms of this s 3, interest was levied on an 
insurer who failed to pay after the assessment of a loss ('na gemaekte verdeeling van 
scha, in gebreke van betaling blyVendeJ, just·as the insured himself was liable in terms 

62 See Van Zurek Codex Batavus sv 'Assurantie' par 17 and par 21; Van cjer Keessel Praelectiones 1471 
(ad 111.24.13). 

63 Praelectiones 1485 (ad 111.24.22). 

64 Thus, in an opinion delivered in 1666. (see Nederlands advysboek vol I adv 135) the point was made 
tha:t at law and in practice it w1:1.s certain and notorious 'dat de Assuradeur moet beta/en ofte by provisie 
namptiseren de waarde van de geledene sch~de, soo wanneer maar bfijkt van de onderteykeninge der 
Police van Asseurantie, mitsgadets van het verlies ofte bederf der Schepen off Goederen'. 

65 See Grotius lnleidinge 111.~4.19 (the insurer is liable to the insured for mora interest ('winst-derving') at 
a rate of 12 per cent for failing to PEl.Y 'nae dat de verdeelinge van de schade is ghemaeckr); 
Groenewegen Aanteekeningen li37 ad 111.24.19; Scharer Aantekeningen 431 (ad 111.24.19) n37; and Van 
der Keessel Praelectiones 1479 (ad llL24.19). 

66 Codex Batavus sv 'Assurantie' par 26. 
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of s 2 of this amending keur for i,nterest for failing tq pay the premium, OT and just as the 
insured was also liable, in terms of s 33 of the Amsterdam keur of 1598, to pay the 
insurer interest if the amount provisionally paid by the latter had to be repaid ('den prin
cipalen gecondemneerde gehouden is de genamptiseerde, en by provisie toegeweze 
som, te restitueren met 12%'). 

In the Amsterdamsche Secretary, published early in the eighteenth centur}i, 
appearedea an example of a judgment ('despache') condemning the insurer to pay the 
sum underwritten plus the expenses of the Chambers9 and also10 one of a judgment 
absolving the insurer from any liability. 

In the second place, however, s 4 of the Amsterdam amending keur of 161 O 
clarified that the Chamber would not make and issue any assessment of a total loss 
('geene repartitie-van totael verlies') before the expiry of three months after the notice 
of abandonment had been given, in accordance with s 25 of the keur of 1598. 11 

Thirdly, in terms of the hull policy appended to the Amsterdam amending ketir of 
29 January 1688, insurers undertook to pay within one month after the notice of the 
loss or damage ('binnen een Maant, na dat wy behoorlijck geadverteert sullen zijn van 
't verlies of schade'), and in the cargo policy they likewise undertook payment within 
one month ('binnen een maend precijs, na dat wy behoorlijk geadverteert sullen zijn 
van 't verlies of schade'). In the ransom policy prescribed by the keur of 1693, the 
insurers undertook to pay promptly as soon as they were notified and as it appeared to 
them that the insured had been released from captivity or that a bill for such release 
had been accepted ('be/ooven wy ... prompt ... te beta/en, en dat soo haast als hier 
Advijs gekomen, en ons gebleken sat zyn, dat hy gelost is, of wet dat de Penningen tot 
dien einde getrokken, en de Wissel-brieven g~~ccepteert sullen zijn').12 

Fourthly, because s 33 of the keur of 1598 was not in all respects observed in 
practice, to the noticeable detriment of commerce; the Amsterdam Legislature ('Heeren 
van den Gerechte') decided and announced in the amending keur of 18 January 1697 
that that section was in future to be enforced in all respects and that no appeal would 
be permitted against any provisional sentence or any assessment of the Chamber ('het 
voorsz 33. Artikul ... in a/le sijn dee/en na desen te doen opvolgen, sonder te gedogen, 

OT See again ch XI § 3.2.2.1 supra. See too Wassenaer Praktyk notariae/ VJll.12; Vergouwen 47. 

68 At 373-374. It is reproduced in Appendix 2 infra. 

s9 In a footnote there was mention of the possibility that the judgment could be made subject to the 
swearing of an oath by the insured as regards his ignorance of any loss or damage having occurred prior 
to the insurance, and also of the possibility of costs being awarded against the one or the other of the 
parties involved. 

70 At 374-375. It is reproduced in Appendix 3 infra. 

71 See again ch XIX§ 2.3.5 supra. See generally as to the keur of 1610, Goudsmit Zeerecht329. 

72 In the ransom policy considered in an opinion in 1678 (see Nederlands advysboek vol II adv 170), the 
insurers undertook 'promptelijk te beta/en, een maand precijs naar dat het haar geinsinueert of bekent 
gemaakt zoude zijn'. 
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dat van eenige provisionele vonnissen of despaches ter Kamer voorsz gewesen, sat 
warden geappe//eert'). 13 

2.2.5 Provisional Sentence in Roman-Dutch Law: Some General Remarks 

At this stage it may be opportune to describe generally the procedure known as 
provisional sentence74 in Roman-Dutch law so as to provide some background against 
which its appl_ication in the context of the insurance contract may be seen. 15 

As has already been intimated, provisional sentence was an extraordinary judi
cial procedure by which, in appropriate circumstances, a defendant was provisionally 
condemned by an interlocutory judgment to the payment of an amount of money to the 
plaintiff, subject to the provision of security by the latter for the repayment of the 
amount in question or part of it. 

The reason for the introduction of the procedure in the Netherlands, as else
where, was to prevent the reliance by debtors on and their abuse of the judicial 
processes in preventing and postponing the payment of lawful claims as long as pos
sible by forcing them to make an early provisional payment of those claims.ts In con
sequence the plaintiff could obtain the amount of the claim apparently due to him 
immediately and was not out of pocket .for a disastrously long period of time. 

Roman-Dutch law had adopted the provisional sentence procedure from French 
law which had in tum received it from- an earlier Romano-Canonical executory proce
dure known in Italian law. This procedure was unknown to Roman law. By the early part 
of the sixteenth century, it was already widely applied under the guise of usage and 
custom and as a well-known feature of Roman-Dutch procedural law, it was extensively 
commented upon by a number of Dutch legal authors, n and was also the subject of 

73 See Dorhout Mees Schadeverzekeringsrech't 16; Goudsmit Zeerecht 330. 

74 Various terms were used in this regard, such as 'namptissemenr and 'nainptiseren' (from the French 
'nantir' and the Latin 'na_mtire'); and 'handlii.Jllirig' and 'handvul/ing doen' (from the French 'garnissement 
de main'). The phrase 'narnp~iseren tegen borgstelling' referred to the provision of security by the 
claimant against a provisional payment by the defendant for the repayment of that amount should it be 
found In subsequent proceedings not to ttave been due. Later the technical terms 'namptissemenr or 
'handliulling' were dropped in favour of 'pNivisie' or 'provisle van namptissemenr. 

75 See generally Asser NBW 109-110; Van Zyl Judicial Practice 65-68; and (1828) 1 Menzies Reports 5-9 
('Prefatory Remarks on Provisional Sentence').· -

76 As it was aptly put by Lybreghts Redenerend vertoog 11.42.1, 'een quaadaardige schuldenaar [word] 
daar door beteugelt van de deugdelyke pretentie zyner tegenpattye, door onordent/yke proceduren, tot 
den einde toe te quellen, en de penningen oncJer zich te behouden'. 

n See eg Grotius lnleidinge 111.13.6 and 111.45.1 O; Van Leeuwen Censura forensis 1.4.14.6 and 1.4.18.4; 
Lybreghts Redenerend vertoog 11.42.1-9; La Leck Reg/stet sv 'namptiss~menf; Van der Keessel Theses 
selectae th 526-527 (ad 111.6.7}; and Van der uriden Judlcieele practijcq 11.6.13""14. 
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early legislative enactment. 18 t;." 

Provisional sentence was granted on liquid documents. These were written 
instruments from which it appeared that the debtor had unconditionally undertaken by 
his signature to pay to the plaintiff a specified sum of money, 79 or had unconditionally 
acknowledged a particular debt to the plaintiff. 80 In short, a liquid document was one 
which could, by its terms alone and without the need for any extrinsic evidence, prima 
facie and for the time being satisfy the Court that the plaintiff would succeed in a princi
pal action, apparently even if there was no absolute certainty yet as to the exact 
amount to which he was entitled. If the document in question did not display a cause of 
action, no provisional sentence would be granted.81 No distinction in principle was 

78 Legislation on the topic included the following. 
Section 119 of the /nstructie vanden Hove van Hollant, Zee/an~ &c. of 20 August 1531 (GPB vol II 

at 730), which concerned the procedure 'in saecken daer yemant gedachvaert wort om te kennen of te 
ontkennen sijn hant-teycken, gheschrift ofte Zegel, voor't profjijt van d'eerste deffault, sal dat hant
teycken, geschrift of zegel ghehouden worden voor bekent, ende de dessaillant ghecondemneert de 
penningen te namptisseren, ende verleent een ander Mandament, by den welcken de voorsz dessaillant 
gheroepen sal zijn tegens den voorsz /mpetrant, om hem te sien delivreren 't nampt op cautie: ende 
indien de dessalllant niet en compareert, sal voor 't profijt van 't tweede deffault den lmpetrant 't nampt 
ghedelivreert warden op sussifante cautie'. 

Sections 7, 10 and 11 of the Ordonnantie ende lnstructie, gemaeckt op de vordernisse van de 
Justitie, voor den Hove van Hollandt, in kleyne saecken of 21 December 1579 (GPB vol II at 761-764), 
and also ss 8 and 11 of the Nieuwe Ordonnanti.e oft Ampliatie, vande lnstructie vanden Hove van 
Hollandt of the same date (GPB vol II at 767-nO). ·· · 

The Ordonnantie, vande lustitie, binnen den Steden ende ten platten Lande van Hollandt of 1 
April 1580 (GPB vol I at 695), which ins 3 provided for provisional sentence in the case of a claim on 
particular documents when 'default de geeyschte penninghen ... te namptisseren, in handen vanden 
Eysscher onder cautie restituendo', and which in s 1 O provided that 'provisie van namptissement' could 
be claimed in· particular instances. 

79 That is, a fixed, ascertained, or determinate sum of money. The sum insured by an insurance policy 
was considered in Roman-Dutch law to qualify in this regard. 

80 See eg Lybreghts Redenerend vertoog 11.42.2 (provisional sentence may be given 'op a/le /iquide 
obligatoire Handschriften, mitsgaders Contracten, of andere lnstrumenten, waar van de handtekeninge 
word erkend, of mits zyn default voor bekend word gehouden'. In an opinion delivered in 1629 (see 
Hollandse consultatien vol I cons 237) it was noted that a 'provisie van Namptissement' was regularly 
obtained 'op het kennen van parthifen, die de publijcque lnstrumenten ofte Obligatien onder de hand 
ende andere documenten daar uyt geageert werd, gepasseert hebben'). And an opinion in 1630 (see 
Hollandse consultatien vol I cons 236) explained that a 'provisie by Namptissement' was not granted 
otherwise 'dan op publijcque ofte prive lnstrumenten ende andere Geschriften, by den Verweerder in 
Rechte gerecognosceert ende bekent, ofte mits sijn default voor bekent gehouden'. In addition to such 
acknowledgement, 'soo moet ook de schult in de lioorsz lnstrumenten ende Geschriften begrepen, 
t'eenemaal liquide wesen', and such that the liquidity could be seen 'ad oculum' on the inspection of 
those instruments. Accordingly, in the case of an undertaking to pay any costs, damages or something 
else which had to be taxed ('dat getaxeert moet werden'), no provisional sentence was possible but the 
matter had to be decided 'ten principale by sententie definitive'. 

81 See eg the opinion delivered in 1615 (see Hollandse consu/tatien vol I cons 303 where it was explained 
that no provisional sentence would be granted 'a/soo de voorschreve Obligatie egeene oorsaake van 
schu/d inhoudende is ... ; in materie van Rekeninge, [werd] nimmermeer by provisie Namptissement 
gedecerneert, so fang niet liquide bevonden is'. 
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recognised in Roman-Dutch law,s2 as was in French law, between private and public 
documents as involving distinct procedural features. Examples of liquid documents 
included bills of exchange; the account books or ledgers of merchants (koopmans,. 
registers) which were regarded as sufficiently liquid if they showed the debt due with 
the debtor's signature; deeds of suretyship; bottomry bonds; bills of lading; and also 
insurance policies. The rather extensive range of documents earlier regarded as liquid 
gradually shrunk as time went by and a~ the requirements for liquidity were tightened. 

After a plaintiff had applied to the Court for a provisional sentence ('verzoek van 
Provisie'), 83 the defendant was duly summoned and provided with a copy of the liquid 
document in question. If he did not appear on the return day, or if he appeared but did 
not deny his signature on the relevant document or the existence of the debt, the 
plaintiff's prayer for-a provisional sentence generally succeeded. In the case where the 
defendant appeared and denied the validity of the signature or of the document itself, 
there was a difference of opinion in Roman-Dutch law as to the weight of evidence 
required from him before the Court would deny the plaintiff's application for a 
provisional sentence. 84 But penalties were imposed for a bad faith denial by the defend
ant In his application, the plaintiff had to produce the original of the document on which 
he relied in court, as and such an original was presumed to be genuine and legally valid 
and to provide sufficient prima tacie evidence of the debt in question. Accordingly, no 
further evidence of his entitlement was required or in fact permitted from the plaintiff 
before the Court would grant a provisional sentence. 

82 Although the ear1ier authors still nominally referred to It. 

83 According to Van der Linden Judicieele practijcq 11.6.14, the prayer for a provisional sentence, usually 
added at end of the claim, was in the following fonn: 'En dat elndeleijk de Gedaagde zal warden 
gecondemneert de voorsz somme van f ... bij provisle te namptisseren', or, 'En dat de Gedaagde bij 
provisie zal warden gecondemneert aan de lmpetrant te leveren den /nventaris en Rekening, hier vooren 
gemelr. See too idem Koopmans handboel< 111.1 .2 generally as to the civD procedure in first Instance. 

84 See generally Van der Linden Judlcieele practijcq 11.6.13. 
On the one side sorne required proof equally liquid from the defendant (eg, a receipt as against 

the plaintiff's signed liquid document) and regarded any extraneous evidence at this stage as 
Inadmissible. See eg Van Leeuwen Censura forensis 1.4.14.6 (provisional sentence was only prevented by 
an exception which was probable on the face of ii); Lybreghts Rederierend vertoog 11.42.9 (for a 
provisional sentence to be denied the defendant must "t Instrument van dezelve liquiditeit en klaarheid 
wezen, a/s waBI' uit de provisie geeischt word; of we/ dat d' exceptie pf!3remptoir is'). According to this 
view a provisional sentence was therefore easily granted. 

On the other side there was the opinion that any (even a trivial) allegation made by the defendant 
which challenged and cast doubt over the liquidity of the document on which the plaintiff relied, was 
sufficient for a provisional sentence to be refusect. Therefore, it was relatively easily denied. 

A third and intermediary view (advanced by eg Van der Linden Judicieele practijcq 11.6.13 (see 
also idem Koopmans handboek 111.1.2.11) rejected both these views as respectively too strict and too 
arbitrary and admitting of the possibility of chicanes. It thought that wh_ile the plaintiff had to have liquid 
proof of the defendant's indebtedness, the l_atter, if he wished to oppose the application for a provisional 
sentence, had to furnish counterproof of Whatever nature but of such a weight as to convince the Court 
that the probabilities of success in the principal case were against the plaintiff. Depending on the weight 
of proof, a defence of exceptio doli or exceptio non numeratae pecuniae could be sufficient 

85 Thus, provisional sentence could not be obtained on copies or extracts of lost documents. 
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If either the document was not liquid or..if .the defendant had satisfactorily estab
lished that the probability of success was not in the plaintiff's favour, the latter had no 
other option but to proceed with the principal case if he wanted to obtain payment from 
the defendant 86 

The defendant only needed to comply with a provisional sentence87 if the plaintiff 
provided adequate security that he would repay the amount in question (cautio de 
restituenda; Borgtochte), either fully or in part, together with interest, if in the principal 
proceedings it was determined on the merits of the case that the debt was in fact not 
legally due. The defendant could waive the need for such security, and could also con
sent to a provisional sentence. 

2.2.6 Interest in Roman-Dutch Law: Some General Remarks 

To appreciate the significance of the imposition of an interest rate of twelve per 
cent per annum on late payments on or in connection with insurance contracts, some 
general comments on interest in Roman-Dutch law may be apposite. The legal rate of 
interest on debts in Roman-Dutch law was a matter of some complexity, not least 
because the position varied from time to time, from place to place, and between dif
ferent groups of persons. The position may briefly be summarised as follows, as 

As a rule, interest was not due except in terms of an agreement or after litis con
testatio on the ground of a failure to pay a debt as agreed by the parties or as ordered 
by a court, that is, damage interest. 89 

Initially the legal rate of interest varied, but later a rate of between four and six 
per cent per annum was generally permitted .. PJ1 the capital amount due. Slightly higher 
rates may have applied to unsecured debts than to secured debts. oo However, there 
was no general law in Holland or indeed any principle of Roman law which fixed a maxi
mum or a minimum percentage rate of interest and at most a customary rate applied. 
Nevertheless, as a rule, no interest higher than the usual and current rate, as 

86 See eg the opinion of 1613 {see Hollandse consultatien vol II cons 137) which concerned a request by 
the plaintiff that the defendant be 'gecondemneert de somme, in de obligatie geroert, te namptiseren'. 
The opinion was that 'nademaal de zake ... tegenwoordig is in state van bewijzen', the plaintiff could not 
proceed otherwise than for a final judgment. 

87 Or, as it alternatively appears from some sources, the plaintiff would only have been able to obtain the 
defendant's provisional payment into court. 

88 See further Grotius lnleidinge 111.10.10; Loenius-Boel Decisien casus 21 (note); Voet Observationes ad 
111.10.9 (n29 & n30); idem Commentarius ad XXll.1.3; Scharer Aantekeningen ad 111.10.10; Van der 
Keessel Theses se/ectae th 547 (ad 111.10.9 & 10); idem Praelectiones 1171-1178 (ad 111.10.9 & 10); and 
Lee Introduction 242-243. 

89 As to interest on loans, see ch I § 4.2.2 supra. 

90 Thus, the ordinary interest on a debt unsupported by a pledge went up to 7 or 8 per cent per annum. 
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determined by the law of the place where the contract had to be performed, was 
permitted in the case of malperformance, 91 except if the parties had otherwise agreed. 

From early on dealings between merchants Qnitially primarily bankers or money
changers) were treated differently anq were not subject to or limited by the customary 
rate of interest. Section 8 of the placcaat of Charles V of 4 October 1540, 92 for example, 
expressly permitted merchants to stipulate a rate of twelve per cent on short-term 
loans, while s 9 expressly prohibited non-merchants from levying any interest. 
However, it appears that these provisions had fallen into disuse by the end of the six
teenth century and in a decision by the Hof van Holland in 1590, merchants, like 
ordinary citizens, were permitted only the then customary rate of_ six and a quarter per 
cent interest. In a merchants' opinion of 1658, evidence was presented that the cus
tomary rate of interest was five or even as low as four per cent. 

Nevertheless, exceptions to the customary rate as it was from time to time con
tinued to be recognised. One of these concerned, as has been noted, claims on 
insurance contracts. A higher rate of interest was legislatively recognised in Amster
dam; for example, in three instances. Firstly, where the insurer was late with his pay
ment to the insured on the insurance: contract; secondly, where the insured was late 
with his payment of the insurance premium;93 and thirdly, where the insured had to 
repay a provisional payment which the insurers were condemned to make in terms of 
the insurance contract. The latter happened when the insured lost the principal case 
and the insurer obtained an absolution from the instance. It was therefore not a case of 
interest being levied for a late payment at all but merely because the insured had had 
the use of the provisionally paid amount in question. 94 In all these three instances, the 
rate of interest levied on the amounts in question was twelve per cent, a rate later 
reduced to eight per cent but still higher than the customary interest rate. 

Details about the application in practice of this legislatively recognised exception 
in the case of insurance contracts, appear from numerous decisions and opinions. 

At the beginning of the eighteenth century, it would appear, the Hooge Raad did 
notconsider itself bound by the prescribed rate of interest. In a case before it in 1707,95 
judgment was given against the insurer who was condemned to pay interest at the rate 
of four per cent from the commencement of the proceedings ('in vier per cent interest, 
sedert den aanvang van het process'). · 

In a contentious decision the very next year, in 1708,96 judgment was again 
given against the insurers and they were condemned to pay the sum insured with inter-

91 See eg Stockmans Decisionum decis nn4. . 

92 GPB vol I at 317. 

93 As to the late payment of the premium and the interest then due, see again ch XI § 5.3 supra. 

94 Of course, if the insured was late with his repayment of the amount provisionally p~.id out by the 
insurer, further interest could be levied on such' late repayment. 

95 See Bynkershoek Observationes tumulti.iatiae obs 296; idem Quaestiones juris privati IV.3. 

96 See Bynkershoek Observationes tumultuaria.e obs 380; idem Quaestiones juris privati IV.3. 
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est on it from the due date ('met.:de lnteresten if,f!J.nf1~t verzuim af). The Raad noted that 
the Hof van Holland had merely awarded interest, not specifying what type or rate of 
interest. Apparently the insured had understood the interest to be at a rate of one per 
cent per month (that is, twelve per cent per annum), and that, in accordance with s 3 of 
the Amsterdam keur of 1610, the insurers had to pay the judgment of the Chamber of 
Insurance immediately, failing which interest had to be levied at that rate until payment. 
However, in view of the onerous imposition of interest at a greater than normal rate, the 
Raad preferred a restrictive interpretation of the keur and held it not applicable in this 
case. Here the Chamber of Insurance and also the Schepenen Court had held in favour 
of the insurers. This was only overturned by the Hof on appeal. It was therefore not a 
case of a judgment of the Chamber against the insurer, as the keur of 1610 appeared 
to have required. Therefore, in accordance with the usual practice ('ordinaire gebruik'), 
the Raad awarded interest only at the then customary rate of four per cent and 
specified so in its judgment to avoid any problems. 

As to the question from when that interest should run, 97 the insurers in this case 
argued that they were in mora only after the judgment against them by the Hof, and that 
the keur of 1610 only levied interest if the insurer did not immediately pay a judgment 
against it. However, because the judgment a quo in favour of the insurers was over-

-- turned on appeal by the Hof, the Hooge Raad held on this point that the failure or mora 
had to be reckoned back,98 but not, as was usually the case, back to the commence
ment of the process but (and on this point it therefore disapproved of its earlier _decision 
in 1707, which Bynkershoek explained as an oversight) back to the expiry of the period 
of three months after the notification of the loss or abandonment to the insurers, for it 
was then that payment on an insurance contract was due in terms of s 25 of the 25 
Amsterdam keur of 1598. 

Thus, in deviating from the keur of 1610, the decision favoured the insurers as 
regards the rate of interest and the insured as regards the time from when such interest 
had to run. 99 

Subsequent decisions of the Hooge Raad in insurance cases generally followed 
this approach, and then apparently not only in cases where the Chamber of Insurance 
had held for the insurers and where judgment was only given against them on 
appeal.100 

97 It ran, of course, until actual payment by the insurers. 

98 The judgment of the Hof on appeal was in effect considered to have had a retrospective effect, 
confirming the debt in question. 

99 See further as to this decision, eg Scheltinga Dictata ad 111.24.19 sv 'nae dat de verdeelinge, etc' who 
observed that according to Bynkershoek the rate of interest permitted by the keur of 1610 was 'zeer 
hard', and that it was for that reason that the Raad did not wish to apply it in the case where the insurer 
was not condemned by a court a quo but only on appeal. 

100 See eg its decision in 1711 (see Bynkershoek Observationes tumultuariae obs 779; idem Quaestiones 
·Juris privati IV.4), where the Raad unanimously awarded ordinary interest at four per cent; its decision In 

1712 (see Bynkershoek Observationes tumultuariae obs 883; idem Quaestiones juris privati IV.4), where 
usual Interest was awarded against the insurers, calculated from three months after the insured had 
abandoned the ship); and its decision in 1720 (see Bynkershoek Observationes tumultuariae obs 1641; 
idem Quaestiones juris privati IV.10), where Interest was awarded at four per cent. calculated from three 
months after the notice of abandonment. 
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The Hooge Raad's deviation from the keur of 1610 was not generally accepted 
as correct and as justified by the Roman-Dutch authors, 101 nor by the Amsterdam 
Legislature, which in s 50 of the Amsterdam keur of 17 44 retained interest at a higher 
than normal rate of eight per cent and also specified that it was to run no earlier than 

' . . . 

from the date of the Chamber's judgment aga_inst the insurer. 
Even the Hooge Raad itself apRears subsequently to have handed down judg

ments which were distinguishable from, or in apparent conflict with, or at least expan
sions on its earlier decision of 1708. It is possible, though, that the intricacies of civil 
procedure rnay have played a role in this regard, something which is not readily 
apparent from Bynkershoek's bare reports of those cases. 

Conflicting decisions concerned both the rate of jnterest102 and the time from 
when it ran. In respect of the latter is!?ue, some cases involved instances where the 
insured had claimed interest not from t_he start but only on a subsequent appeal, often 
after requesting special permission to do so. 103 In this regard Van der Keessel104 

101 Thus, Van der Keessel Theses selectae th 767(ad111.24.19) thought Bynkershoek's contrary opinion 
was refutable and that an insurer was liable for 'the exceptional rate of interest, if the insured had claimed 
it, and if he had been held liable on appeal, . even if earlier he had been absolved by a court a quo. 
Elsewhere Van der Keessel Praelectiones 147Q-1481 (ad 111.24.19) refuted the Raad's decision of 1708 at 
great length. He pointed out that the result of a· successful appeal was that the overturned decision a quo 
no longer had any legal force and that the court of appeal took over the function of the court of first 
Instance. The implication of this was that the judgment against the insurer on appeal was in effect a 
judgment against him a quo. For that reason the provision for a higher rate of interest in the keur of 161 O 
should find application in such a case too. Furtli\er, as to the time from when interest had to be calculated, 
it was unclear to Van der Keessel how the Raad could have calculated the Interest not from the time of 
the judgment of the Hof but from the expiry of the three-month period. This approach was in any event 
contradicted by the first point, namely tt1at the !nsurers were not in mora since they had been absolved a 
quo. The retrospectivity had to be applied in th_e same way, Van der Keessel argued, whether one had to 
determine from when interest had to run or what rate of interest had to apply. At any rate, the mention in 
the keur of the rate to which insurers may be condemned by the Chamber did not indicate by implication 
that that rate of interest could not be claimed if they were condemned· only by a higher court. It merely 
served as an indication and to stress that the interest levied was not on the whole amount claimed by the 
insured but only on the amount to which the insurers had been condemned bywhatever court. 

102 In a decision in 1725 (see Bynkershoek Observationes tumulttiariae obs 2191; idem Quaestiones furls 
privati IV.13) the majority of the Raad thought that the insurer which it Oike all the courts a quo, including 
the Chamber of Insurance) held liable, had to pay interest at one per cent per month, seeing that the 
Amsterdam keur of 161 o provided for interest at that rate in t_he event of the insurer faUing to comply with 
the Chamber's judgment immediately. It was a different matter, Bynkershoek pointed .out, if the insurer 
had not been condemned by the Chamber but only on appeal. Thus, the earlier decision of 1708 was 
distinguished and In this case there was no deviation from the keur of 1610. 

·' 

103 In a case in 1712 (see Bynkershoek Observationes tumtiltuariae obs 883; idem Quaestiones Juris 
privati IV.4) interest had riot been claimed by the·insured as from the start of proceedings, but by a 
'Request Civif the consent of the Raad was obtained to add a claim for the interest at a later stage. 

In a decision in 1717 (see Bynkershoek Observationes tu.multuariae obs 1374; idem Quaestiones 
furls privati IV.8) the Insurer was held liable and condemned to interest at four per cent calculated from 
the day that proceedings had commenced ·before the Chamber of Insurance (not, it should be noted, 
from the expiry of the three-month period), for In this case the insured had only claimed such interest 'by 
een nieuW Requesf before the Raad after he had obtained permission to do so. 

In 1719 the Hoage Raad heard a case (see Bynkershoek Observationes tumultuariae obs 1542; 
idem Quaestiones juris privati IV.9) in which the insured's claim had been refused by the Chamber and 
the Schepenen (in 1706 and 1708 respedively), but allowed by the Hof (in 1712). On appeal by the Insurer 
to the Raad, the insur8Q, fearing protracted :proceedings and having obtained the necessary leave 
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explained that interest commenced,to run from tbe day when the period within which 
the insurer was permitted to pay, had expired, but only if the insured had claimed the 
interest in his summons from that time. If the insured did not rely on his right and 
claimed interest simply from litis contestatio, it was trite that interest could not be 
awarded to him from an earlier moment. 

2.2. 7 The Position in the Eighteenth Century 

The continuous legislative attention paid to the topic in the course of the eight
eenth century, attests to the fact that the provisional sentence procedure, even if widely 
employed, remained contentious in Roman-Dutch insurance law. 

In the Rotterdam keur of 1721, the cargo and hull policies provided for payment 
by the insurers within precisely one month after having been given notice of the loss 
('binnen een maand precys, na dat wy behoor/yk geadverteert zullen zyn van het verlies 
of schade'). Section 68 of that keur confirmed that compensation for the loss could not 
be claimed from the insurers before the expiry of that month, and that this period had to 
be calculated from the notification of the abandonment ('de lnsinuatie van het abandon
nement'). 

Not only was the period allowed for payment by the insurer in Rotterdam 
reduced from three months to one month, 10s but the Rotterdam insurance keur made 

therefor, for the first time ('door een nieuwen Eisch') also claimed interest on the sum insured as from the 
expiry of the period of three months after he had originally given not_ice of loss. (Thus, the insured 
increased his claim with the interest) The Raad confirmed the decision of the Hof and awarded interest 
from the time when the claim was originally Instituted. Bynkershoek though the decision incorrect, seeing 
that s 25 of the Amsterdam keur of 1598 determined that the insurer had three months after the institution 
of the claim In which to pay. 

In another case in 1719 (see Bynkershoek Observationes tumultuariae obs 1579; idem 
Quaestiones juris privati IV.9), the Hot had given judgment for the insured with interest from the time the 
proceedings were first commenced before the Chamber, even though interest was not claimed in those 
early proceedings before the Chamber but only on appeal in proceedings before the Schepenen. On 
appeal the Hooge Raad confirmed the judgment and the award of interest. The reason for doing so was 
that, because proceedings before the Chamber were not 'by geschrifte', it was practice for an insured 
appealing to the Schepenen to claim his interest there without any s-pecial request to that effect ('zonder 
eens Request Civil ingelevert te hebben'). Bynkershoek thought this decision of the Raad correct if the 
three-month period had expired before the proceedings were commenced ('indien 'er voor dat het 
process gemoveert was, toen drie maanden verlopen waren, sedert dat de geassureerde de goederen 
voor geabandonneert had gehouden'). 

104 Praelectiones 1481 (ad 111.24.19). 

105 It remained three months in Amsterdam and Middelburg, although Dordrecht followed the example of 
Rotterdam. See Van der Keessel Theses selectae th 757 (ad 111.24.13); idem Praelectiones 1471 (ad 
111.24.13); Van der Linden Koopmans handboek IV.6.11; and Kracht 38. 
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no mention of any interest to be paid by the insurer.1os It also still made no express 
provision for any provisional payment by the insurer in terms of an insurance contract, 
although that procedure was no doubt available there as it had always been.107 

In Hamburg, too, the insurance policy was in a judicial insu~ance process 
regarded as an 'instrumentum liquidum' with 'Eksekutivkraft', so that a defendant could 
raise a defence (other than one immediately provable) against a claim on such a policy 
only after he had paid the amount claimed into court. 10s Although the Hamburg 
Assecuranz-Ordnung of 1731 made provision for the period within which the insurer 
had to pay a claim on the policy, 109 it apparently made no specific provision for 
provisional sentence in insurance litigation. It may have been that that procedure had 
fallen into disuse and had come to.be replaced by alternative practices there.110 

The Amsterdam keur of 17 44 and its amendments made extensive provision 
both for the period within which the insurer had to pay, as well as forthe possibility of a 
provisional payment by the insurer. These matters may conveniently be considered 
separately. 

As far as the time was concerned within which the insurer had to pay, the hull 
policy iri the keuren of 17 44 and 1775 provided for payment by the insurers within three 
months of the notification of the loss or damage ('binnen drie Maanden, na dat wy 
behoor/yk geadverteert zullen zyn van 't verlies of schaade'). The cargo policy in terms 
of those keuren stipulated that the insurers should pay with_in three months exactly of 
that notification ('binnen drie maandenprecys, na dat wy behoorlyk geadverteert zullen 
zyn, van 't verlies of schade'). In the ra.nsom policy in the keuren of 1744 and 1775, the 

106 In a case before the Hooge Raad in 1729 1(see Bynkershoek Observationes turht1/tuatiae obs 2492; 
idem Quaestiones juris privati IV.14), the que~tion of interest in a Rotterdam insurance was mentioned. 
The Rotterdam Chamber had rejected the insurE!rs' defence of prescription and had condemned them to 
pay the sum insured within one month (apparently not the same month as that after the notice of loss and 
Institution of the action) with the customary interest if payment was postponed beyond that month. The 
insurers then appealed directly to the Hof. There the insured argued that the Chamber had not awarded 
him interest from the expiry of the one month from when the notice of abandonment had been given, but 
rather from one month after its judgment The Hof confirmed the decision a quo against the insurers and 
awarded the insured the interest from the expiry of one month after the notification of abandonment On 
further appeal, the Hooge Raad confirmed that the Hof had judged correctly on the question of Interest, 
liot only according to the contract but also according to s 68 of the .Rotterdam keur of 1721. 

Later Van der Keessel Praelectiones 1481 (ad 111.24.19) noted that there was no provision in the 
Rotterdam keur of 1721 for the amount of lnt~rest payable by the insurer. It appeared to him that the 
current ordinary rate of interest, ie, four per cent, was ap-plicable. 

107 See again § 2.2.4 supra. 

108 See generally Frelitz 'Seerechtsprechung' 145-146; idem Admiralita.tsgericht 89-91; and Hammacher 
1~~~ . 

109 A period of two months after the notification of loss was permitted. See s XVl-1 and Dreyer 170-171. 

110 Thus. in the case of Boue v Stenglin, which ~me before the Hamburg Admiralty Court in 1760, the 
plaintiff claimed the sum insured in the form of a 'caµtion de nantissement'. His alternative claim was for 
the provision of security cind not an actual payment but a payment into court in terms of earlier Hamburg 
legislation of 1603. The Court held the plaintiff entitled only to the alternative relief sought See Frentz 
Admiralitatsgericht 134. 
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insurers undertook prompt paymenfas soon as': hews of the release of the insured from 
captivity or of the acceptance of the bill drawn to obtain such release, had been 
received, or on the insured's earlier arrival in a Christian country ('soo haast als hier 
advijs gekomen, en ons gebleeken zal zyn, dat hy gelost is, ofte we/, dat de Penningen 
ten dien einde getrokken en de Wisselbrieven geaccepteert zullen zyn, of eerder, zo het 
blykt dat de geloste Persoon vroeger in Christen lande zal zyn aangekom'). Finally, the 
fire policy in terms of the Amsterdam keur of 17 44 provided for the insurers to pay 
within the period of three months after the occurrence of the fire and a proper notice to 
that effect ('binnen den tyd van drie maanden, naar dat de Brand sat zyn voorgeval/en, 
en ons behoorlyk zal zyn geadverteerd'), but in the fire policy appended to the amend
ing keur of 1775 this was reduced to one month after notification of the accident 
('binnen een maand na dat aan ons advertentie van het ongeluk zal zyn gegeven'). 

Section 28 of the keur of 17 44 provided that where an abandonment had been 
properly made, 111 the insurers would have three months after the notification of it to 
provide the payment of the sum they had insured ('zullen de Assuradeurs na de 
/ntimatie van dien, hebben drie maanden tot tournissement van de betaalinge der 
somme by hun verseekerd').112 

By s 29, the loss of a missing insured ship or goods was presumed after a 
period of one or two years from the ship's departure or the last news of her, depending 
on the duration of the voyage in question. 113 The insured could then give notice of the 
presumed loss and three months later claim p~yment from the insurers ('ende drie 
maanden daar na betalinge eyschen'). 

As far as a provisional sentence against an insurer was concerned, s 47 of the 
Amsterdam keur of 17 44, which differed but vefy little from s 33 of the keur of 1598, laid 
down that a provisional payment was possible if three matters appeared to the Com
missioners from a presentation by the insured of the relevant policies, bills of lading, 
consignment notes, proper certificates or other acceptable affidavits ('by Exhibitie van 
Policen, Cognossementen, Cargasoenen, behoorlijke Certificatien, ofte ander deug
delijk bescheyt'). These matters were, firstly, the subscription of the policies ('de 
onderteekeninge der Policen'); secondly, the loss of the ships or the goods 
('Periclitatien van de Scheepen otte verderffenissen der Goederen'); and thirdly, that 
the insured had three months before given a notification of the loss. If these matters 
were apparent, the Commissioners could order that the amount claimed by the insured 
had to be paid in full or in part in advance ('by provisie Genamptiseert werden'). The 
amount in question could be paid out if sufficient security was provided for its restitution 
('met toelatinge van de Genamptiseerde Penningen te mogen ligten onder suffisante 
borgtogten van de zelve te restitueeren'), with interest on it at eight (and no longer 
twelve) per cent should it afterwards appear that such restitution was proper. 
Presumably, if the insured did not provide the required security, the Court retained the 

111 An abandonment could be made either immediately or after a particular period of time from the 
occurrence of the loss, depending on the type of loss involved. See again ch XIX § 2.3.8 supra. 

112 See Van der Keessel Praelectiones 1471 (ad 111.24.13); Van der Linden Koopmans handboek IV.6.11. 

113 See again ch XV § 6.2 supra. 
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amount paid over by the insurer.114 Again, before such a provisional payment could be 
ordered by the Commissioners, it was necessary that the defendant insurer who so 
requested, first had to be provided with a copy of an the relevant documentation and be 
granted a day in which to answer the claim. 11s 

Section 50 of the keur of 1744 followed the Amsterdam amending keur of 1610 
and provided that an insurers were obliged, when the local Commissioners of the 
Insurance Chamber had calculated and issued any adjustment of loss ('gemaakt ende 
uytgegeeven eenige Repartitien van Schaden'),116 to make good and pay such loss 
immediately ('terstond'), failing which such insurer had to pay the insured interest at 
eight (and no longer twelve) per cent per annum from the time that the adjudgment was 
fixed and issued ('repartitien zyn Gedepescheerd end Uytgegeeven') until the actual 

114 This appears from the archive of the. Amsterdam Insurance Chamber (Archief van de 
Assurantiemeesteren) in the Gemeeente-Archief in that city. The archive (Archief 5061 (RA)) contains a 
Register of provisionally paid amounts ('namptissementen') received by the Chamber in terms of 
provisional sentences handed down by it betwe~n 6July1n3 and 23September1811 (inv no 2790). The 
volume contains infrequent inscriptions (eg 2 for 1173, 3for1n4, 3for1n5, 7 for 1n6, 10 for 1781, and 
7 for 1782). It reflects, on the left-hand page, the payments into court by the insurer after a provisional 
sentence (and more specifically the relevant d~tes, amounts paid, and from whom and in whose favour 
they were paid), and on the right-hand.page details of the withdrawal of the amount in question by the 
insured either on the provision of secL1rity before the final judgment, or after such final judgment. 

Three examples from page 2 of the Register may be referred to: 
(Q On 6 July 1 n3 there was 'Ontvangen van Traber d' Anjoh ... ingevolgen 't vonnis van Namptissement 
in dato 29 Juny 1n3 ten behoeven van Everhardus Tegenus de Somma van f44-'. On the opposite page 
there was .noted on 29 March 1774 that 'Geligt door Everhardus Tegenus in gevolgen 't Vonnis in dato ... 
de Somma van f44-'. ' 
00 On 6 July 'Onrvangen van Pietr ... ingevolgen 't vonnis Van namptissement in dato van 29 July 1n3 
ten behoeven van Drisen Cramer de Somma van f184-4', and on the opposite page it was in:scribed that 
on 7 September 'Geligt door Drise Cramer onc:Jer Borgtogt van Willem van Wyk & Jan van der Wey de 
Somma van f1844'. · 
Oli) On 14 July 'Ontf. van Paulus Blandam ingevolgen 't vonnis van Namptissement in dato 13 July 1n3 

·ten behoeven van Anthony Johannes Knobhout de Somma van /310-16', and cm t)'le opposite page it was 
noted on 26 October that 'Deese neevenstaande pennlngen gellgt doot AJ Knobbhout tegens 
gefou_meerde borgtogrequest no 2 f310-16'. 

On occasion the insured may have signed an acknowledgement of receipt from the Chamber of 
the sum in question. The Register in the back contains some separate acknowledgements ot the receipt 
of such provisional payments dating from 1811. For example, in one dated 23 September 1811, the 
undersigned 'bekenne ontvangen te hebben van den Heer TC Helder Grittier van de Recht bank ter 
eerster lnstantie, zitting houcJende te Amsterdam, waarnemende de zaken van den Regtbank van 
Koophandel en geauthoriseerd tot de Administratie der zaken van de gesupprimeerde Regtbank van 
Assurantie, Avaryen & leezaken de Somma van Vyf hondert Een en vyftig Gulden leventien stuivers, 
welke Somma Johannes van Hemert & loon kooplieden , .. ingevolge Provisloneel Vonnis van 
Namptissement van voorn. Commissarissen van Assurantie, Avaryen & leezaken in dato van ... 1811 ten 
begoeve van ... genamptiseerd is, ... , fynde deze zaEJ.k door de Pattqen met wederzl/ds goedviriden 
getermineerd en ingevolge daar van deze Ge/den met Consent van de gen. J van Hemert & loon aan my 
om:Jergetekende qq afgegeven'. 

115 As to s 47, see Boey Woorden-tolk sv 'Despache'; Van der Keessel Praelectio.nes 1485(ad111.24.22); 
Van der Linden Koopmans handboek IV.6.11; and also Dorhout Mees Schadeverzekeringsrecht 16; 
Enschede 125; and Goudsmit Zeerecht 331 and 357. 

116 That is, had given judgment against them. 
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payment of the sum to which, t~e insurer~ .h.ad been condemned by the Com-
missioners. 111 · ' 

The amendment in 1756 of s 29 of the keur of 17 44 made provision for a 
provisional payment by the insurer in the case of the presumed loss of a missing 
insured ship or goods. It added to the original s 29 that after an insured ship or goods 

· had been missing for six months or one year, depending on the duration of the voyage 
in question, the insured could request that the insurers deposit with the Chamber the 
sums for which they had insured ('van de Assuradeurs te vraagen Consignatie van de 
geteekende sommen ter Assurantie Kamer'). The deposited amount ('geconsigneerde 
penningen') had to be returned to them on news being received of the safe arrival of 
the ship or the goods.118 In such event, the insured was obliged to pay the insurer inter
est on the deposited sum atfour per cent per annum, which interest was to commence 
on the day of the payment into court and to continue up to the time when the deposited 
amount was paid out to the insurers or could have been requested to be paid out by 
them. However, should the ship or goods happen to have arrived after the expiry of the 
period after which a presumption of loss arose (that is, one· or two years, as the case 
may have been), the interest would cease on the expiry of that period and the further 
three-month period provided for in s 29 ('nevens de drie Maanden by dit Artikul 
gemeld'). The cost of the payment into court was in all cases (that is, whether or not it 
was repaid) for the account of the insured, but it could not amount to more than a 
quarter per cent. 119 

2.2.8 Payment on the Insurance Contract in the Wetboek van Koophandel and in 
English Law · :·"":•:'" 

The question of the payment by an insurer in terms of an insurance contract is 
also regulated in the Dutch Wetboek van Koophandel. In art 680-1 it is provided that if a 
time for such payment has not been determined by the agreement itself (as it usually 
is), the insurer must pay the sum insured within six weeks after the notification of an 
abandonment. According to art 680-2, after this time the insurer is liable for legal inter
est. A similar provision is made in art 721 in respect of the payment of general and par
ticular average, the insurer being liable to pay the amount due within six weeks after the 
adjustment ('de schaderekening'), and for legal interest ('moratore rente') on that 
amount for a late payment. 120 

· 117 See Van der Keessel Theses selectae th 767 (ad 111.24.19); idem Praelectiones 1479 (ad 111.24.19) 
(noting that although the rate of interest was changed by s 50, the time from when the interest 
commenced to run remained unchanged); Van der Linden Koopmans handboek IV.6.11; and Goudsmit 
Zeerecht 356. 

118 That is, if such news was received before the presumption of loss arose, which happened after the 
expiry of one or two years from the departure. Once the presumption had validly arisen, the safe arrival 
na longer entitled the insurer to a repayment. See further § 2.3 infra. 

119 See generally Van der Keessel Praelectiones 1461 (ad 111.24.1 O). 

120 See generally Dorhout Mees Schadeverzekeringsrecht 365 and 662. 
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· The Wetboek does not contain any specific provision on the question of a 
provisional sentence procedure in. insurance disputes. Provisional sentence 
('provisionele vordeting') was upon codification regulated only generally in a number of 
provisions of the Dutch Wetboek van Burgerlijke Rechtsvordering and in the Burgerlijk 
Wetboek.121 It would appear that it is no longer possible to obtain a provisional 
sentence on an insurance policy. Possibly 'this is because stricter requirements regard
ing the liquidity of the document on which such a sentence could be granted, were no 
longer met by insurance policies in their, usual form. 122 

English sources are remarkably !reticent on the various aspects of the insurer's 
performance, at least compared to Roman-Dutch law. 

In the early part of the seventeenth century, Malynes123 explained that the 
insurer, having been condemned to pay by the Court of Assurance and failing to do so, 
would be committed to prison, upon ,a certificate made of his refusal by the Com
missioners involved to the Lord Mayor. The insurer was to be detained in prison until 
the judgment was paid, something, Malynes thought, which no man of ~my credit would 
endure, '[a]nd thus is this laudable custome established in England'. 

It appears that by the beginning of the next century, the prospect of insurers 
attempti_ng to avoid or postpone payment was still enough of a reality to result in legisla
tive enactment. In the Bubble Act of 1720, 124 s 4 provided thatif the two monopoly cor
porations it established wrongfully refused to pay any 'just Demands upon their Policies 
of Assurance' for the payment of compensation for a loss to the insured, the latter 
could institute a claim against the corporation in question and could recover from it 
'double Damages' in addition to the cost of the litigation. However, this liability for a 
form of punitive damages was very shortly afterwards removed. 125 

In the mid-eighteenth century Magens noted that the time within which the 
insurer had to pay, was expressed in most policies, and that the custom in London was 
for insurance companies to pay within eight days of the adjustment of the loss end for 

121 See further eg Star Busmann Rechtsvordering pars 161-162 and 309. 

122 Marine and other indemnity policies. for instance, do not contain an acknowledgment of indebtedness 
by the Insurer in a specific amount but merely an undertaking to be liable up to a specific maximum. In 
this sense the indemnity policy can be regarded as a liq1,1id document only in the case of the total loss of 
property fully insured by a valued policy, for only then is the amount recoverable from the insurer 
determined or determinable ex facie the policy itself. The position may be different in the case of non
indemnity policies, where the insurer undertakes payment of a specific amount on the occurrence of a 
particular event. · 

123 Consuetudo 1.28. 

124 6 Geo I c 8. This Act created the two monopoly marine insurance companies, the Royal Exchange 
and London Assurance Corporation. See again ch IX § 2.11.4 supra. 

125 By s 25 of Act 8 Geo I c 15 (1721 ). See furt~er Holdsworth History vol XI at 447: 
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private insurers to pay within ai:.rnonth.12e How~ver, the Lloyd's policy of 1779 merely 
contained an undertaking by the insurers to pay (rather, they promised and bound 
themselves 'for the true Performance of the Promises') without any stipulation as to 
when exactly such payment would be made. 

Not surprisingly the Marine Insurance Act of 1906 contains nothing on the 
insurer's obligation to pay and the time within which that has to occur. Unlike Dutch 
policies, therefore, which contain an express promise to pay within a specified number 
of days after the notice of loss, the English insurer's promise to pay for a loss and to do 
so within a reasonable time is merely implied.121 

Prior to 1833, no interest could be recovered in English law on a principal sum 
claimed under an insurance policy.128 

In line with contemporary Italian insurance policies, 129 the earliest policies in use 
in London too contained a stipulation providing for the provisional payment of the com
pensation even before the exact amount had been determined, with a proviso for the 
restitution of the whole or a part of the amount if necessary .1ao However, it appears that 
the provisional sentence procedure, if at all applied in English law, had fallen into disuse 
and was at least never generally applicable, if at all, in respect of claims on insurance 
policies. 131 Currently an action on a marine insurance policy is accepted to be one for 
unliquidated damages. 132 

126 Essay vol I at 89-90, noting that in terms of the Amsterdam policy form of 1744 the period was three 
months from notification. See too Weskett Digest 344-345 sv 'loss' par 4. 

Early fire claims were paid once a quarter and in 1782 the Phoenix Fire Office's conditions of 
insurance provided that when any loss or damage was proved as required, the insured was to receive 
satisfaction immediately. See Cato Carter 21 and 36. 

127 See Chalmers 2n3. 

128 Section 29 of Act 3 & 4 Wm IV c 42 permitted the jury in their discretion to add interest a:tter the time 
stipulated In the policy for payment, had passed. See Walford Cyclopaedia vol I at 18 sv 'actions'. 

129 See§ 2.2.2 supra. 

130 See eg Blackstock 16-17, referring to the policy dated 1547 on which the oldest insurance suit in the 
Admiralty Court, that in Broke v Maynard, was brought 

131 Thus Mees Gedenkschrift 16 notes that the provisional payment by insurers in terms of Roman-Dutch 
law was exceptional and surprising to English merchants. Lowndes 6 explains that one of the methods 
introduced to ensure prompt and certain payment was the provision in older legislation (presumably 
Continental and not English, of which there appears to have been none) Which obliged underwriters, 
before raising any objection to the claim, to pay first and to go to law only afterwards, the insured 
providing security to refund the amount in case the underwriter's objections should be sustained in cou-rt. 
He mentions that this had long fallen into disuse, but that merchants may well wish for its return. 

132 See Chalmers 37. 
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2.3 Recovery of the Amount Paid on the Insurance Contract 

Just as insurers were tardy and reluctant to pay out on their policies, so too; no 
doubt, were they quick to recover any payment from the insured if that was at an pos
sible.133 Apart from the recovery of a provisional payment on the policy, it could happen 
that a final payment made by an insur~r on a policy was in fact not due, or not due in 
full, and that the insurer was entitled to 1 recover it or a part of it from the insured or the 
other person to whom payment had been made.134 

The circumstances under which .such an erroneous payment could occur, were 
manifold. Most commonly, though, it happened that the insurer only after payment dis
covered the existence, at the time of such payment, of a fact or facts which would have 
permitted him, had he known of it, successfully to resist the claim on the contract. 

fhe remedy available to the insurer under such circumstances was the condictio 
indebiti. With this condictio, an undue performance, such as a payment of money, 
made to a creditor could be recovered. The payment had to be one which the debtor 
had erroneously but reasonably thought was in fact owing and due and which he there
fore paid, while in fact no such debt existed and nothing was due at the time of the pay
ment.135 

The same applied where a greater amount was paid out than was owing and 
due, in which case a part of the amount paid over could be recovered. Thus, an opinion 
in 1104136 concerned a claim before the Chamber of Insurance in Flushing1a1 for the 
return of an amount of money erroneously overpaid in terms of an insurance contract 
('by erreur, ter cause van assurantie te veel betaald') . 

• 1 

133 Obviously payments by insurers for losses for which they were not liable were not a common 
occurrence in Roman-Dutch law. Probably not insignificantly the first recorded evidence of an ex gratia 
payment by a Dutch insurer involved a corporate insurer, the Rotterdam Insurance Company of 1720, the 
oldest insurance company in the Netherlands (see ch IX § 2.10.3 supra). In 1735 It paid a percentage of 
the amount it would have had to pay had it been liable, in order to protect the Company's good name. 
The case involved insurances on two ships bound from Middelburg to Batavia. The Company's 
Middelburg correspondent notified it on 2 February 1735 of the application for the two Insurances. His 
letter was received in Rotterdam on 6 February and the Company's secretary Immediately prepared the 
policies for signature by the directors and for forwarding to Mlddelburg. Before the policies could be 
signed, though, the. secretary received another letter from the correspondent, dated 5 February, in which 
he was notified that one of ships in question had sunk. As a result only the pOilcy on the other ship was 
signed. When the correspondent expressed displeasure about this, the directors decided to pay 65 per 
cent of the amount for Which they would have insured but did in fact not insure on the lost ship. See Van 
Rljn48-49. 

134 See ch X § 4 supra as to order and bearer p~licies. 

135 Thus, a payment per e"orem facti and even, according to some but not all Roman-Dutch authors, per 
errorem iuris, as long as it was an e"or iustus. , 

136 See Nieuw Nederlands adi/ysboe~ vol II ~(iv ~8. 

137 This is one of very few indications in the published legal sources of the existence of such a chamber 
there. : 
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The same would also have applied where the insurer had erroneously author
ised the insured to incur expenses to avert and minimise a loss. Thus, in the case on 
which an opinion was delivered by Grotius in 1632, 138 notice was given to the insurer of 
the loss of insured goods. Under the impression that he was liable on the policy, the 
insurer authorised the insured to attempt to recover the goods. It subsequently 
appeared that the goods in question were contraband so that the insurer was not in 
fact liable for their loss or damage. 139 Grotius advised the insurer to seek relief from the 
Court, relying on the fact that at the time of the· notification of the loss he had authorised 
the insured in ignorance of the true cause of the loss. 

Although, according to Van der Keessel, 140 the recovery of the premium by the 
insured, or of the amount paid out on the insurance contract by the insurer, were both 
known in the keuren as 'restorno', that is not borne out by the sources and such usage 
appears not to have been inveterate. Only the recovery of the premium was generally 
referred to by that term.141 

The recovery of a payment from the insured occurred not only in the case of a 
final payment on the insurance contract but also and especially in the case of a 
provisional payment to which the insurer was compelled and which the insured had to 
repay if it subsequently appeared that his claim was in fact unfounded. 142 However, in 
this case the appropriate condictio was not the condictio indebiti, seeing that there in 
fact existed a debt, confirmed by the provisional judgment, at the time of payment. 
Such payment was therefore not made indebite and thus also not per errorem. 
However, the payment subsequently became undue and was for that reason 
recoverable from the insured on the ground of unjust enrichment, more specifically with 
the condictio sine causa specialis (also known as the condictio ob tinitam causam). 
This condictio found application where property was transferred or money paid on the 
ground of an existing causa which thereafter fell away. Of course, the amount of inter
est which the insurer could claim in such case on the amount recoverable, was pro
vided for legislatively.143 

Many examples of the recovery of the amount paid on an insurance contract 
appear from the Roman-Dutch sources. Most fertile for legislative references to the 

138 See Hollandse consultatien vol 111/2 cons 175. 

139 See again ch VIII § 5.4 supra. 

140 Praelectiones 1473 (ad 111.24.16). 

141 As to the recovery of the premium, see again ch XI § 6 supra. 

142 See again § 2.2 supra. 

143 Where the provisional payment had merely been paid into court and had not been taken up, against 
the provision of security, by the insured, the insurer's claim for a repayment was of course not directed 
against the insured himself. That would therefore strictly speaking not appear to have been an instance of 
the application of either the condictio indebiti or the condictio sine causa, no transfer of ownership or 
payment of money to the insured having occurred or having been made and accordingly no question 
arising of any enrichment on the part of the latter by reason of such payment being or becoming indebite. 
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insurer'$ right to a repayment of the insurance money by the insured was the Amster
dam keur of 17 44 and it amendments. 

Thus, in the 1775 amendment of s 3 of the keur, it was provided that in the event 
of an insured concluding an insurance after the departure of a ship or goods of which 
he was aware, there was no action against the insurers on the policy.144 If they had 
already paid, it was specifically provided, a restitution had to take place ('en indien de 
schade reets mogt zyn betaalt, zal die geen, door wie dezelve van de Assuradeurs is 
ontfangen, de betaalde schade aan de Assuradeurs moeten restitueeren').145 The same 
would have applied where in the case of an insurance concluded after the loss had 
occurred, the insurer had paid out to, the insured thinking that he was liable for that 
loss.146 

Ins 11 of the Amsterdam keur of 1744 it was laid down that in the case of 
ransom ihsurance147 the insurers had to pay the sums respectively insured by them, on 
the understanding that the full sum insured would be spent on ransoming the captured 
person. Accordingly, if that person was in fact ransomed for less, the balance had to be 
returned ('het overige gerestorneert sa/worden').148 

In terms of s 23 of the Amsterdam keur of 17 44, if it was established that prop
erty had been over-insured, 149 the insurer was not liable further or for more than the 
real or the agreed value of the property, a_ny excess having to be returned by the 
insured ('en het meerdet verseekerde gerestorneert werden').150 

Where the insurer had paid out in the case of an insured ship or insured goods 
which had gone missing and which were lost or were later presumed to have been 
lost, 1s1 the insured did not have to return such payment with interest if the ship or 

144 See again ch XII§ 2.2.7 supra. 

145 See Van der Keessel Praelectiones 1445 (ad 111.24.5). 

146 See tJie example mentioned by Roccus De assecurationibus note 57. Of course, that was only the 
case where the insurance was not concluded 'o_n good and bad tidings'. See again ch XII§ 2 supra. 

147 See again ch VII § 3.2 supra. 

148 The ransom policies in terms of the Amsterdam keuren of 1744 and 1775 both stipulated the 
circumstances under and the way in whicJ'l Insurers were to pay the sums they had underwritten, but both 
contained following proviso: 'edog tnet dien verstande, dat het gene de rantzoenering minder mogte 
hebben gekost, aan de A$suradeurs gerestomeerd za/ worden; des [dus] dat de Penningen van onze 
tekening alieen zu/len dienen tot zyne Rantsoef1eringe, en Vrykopinge, en a/le dependentien van dien, 
en verder niet'. See further eg Van der Keessel Praelectiones 1437 (ad 111.24,4). In ~n opinion on a 
ransom policy in 1678 (see Nederlands advysboek vol II adv 170), the view was expressed that the 
Insurers were liable but reference was made of t_he need to ensure that if the sum paid out by them was 
not expended on the ransom, it had to be returned ('de sarge die daar gedragen werden, dat indien het 
uytgeschote geld tot waar Randzoen niet besteed kan werden, het gerestitueert werde'). 

149 See ch XVIII § 4.5 supra. 

150 See eg Van der Keessel Praelectiones 1473'(ad111.24.16). 

151 As to this presumption of loss, see again ch XV § 6 supra. 
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goods in question subsequently.reappeared. $uch a return had to be made only in the 
case where, unbeknown to the parties, at the time when the presumption of loss arose, 
the ship or goods had in fact arrived at a safe port and were therefore not lost as was 
supposed, or where it was subsequently established that the loss had in fact occurred 
on a voyage not covered by the policy in question or after the expiry of that policy. 152 
Thus, whereas the presumption of loss, once it had arisen, was not reversible by sub
sequent events so that the insurer could become entitled to a return of the insurance 
payment, it was a different matter altogether if it subsequently appeared that the pay
ment had been made on the incorrect assumption that a presumption of loss had in 
fact arisen. 

The fact that these and other legislative measures specifically provided for the 
return of the insurance payment in particular cases, Was seemingly neither here nor 
there. They do not indicate that a repayment was recognised and permitted only in 
those cases. These provisions, it would appear, do not detract from the fact that a 
recovery by the insurer was in principle possible in all cases where he was not liable on 
the policy but where payment was nevertheless made, or where more was paid out 
than he was liable for, as long as the general requirements for such a recovery were 
met. 

2.4 Reinstatement 

There is no evidence in the Roman-Dutch sources of the recognition of the prac
tice and the possibility of the insurer rendering performance in terms of the insurance 
contract not by way of payment of a sum of money to the insured, but by repairing or 
reinstating the lost or damaged property insured or by having such property repaired 
or reinstated.153 

By the time of the Wetboek van Koophandel, though, this had come to be recog
nised in respect of fire insurances. 154 In terms of art 288-1 it is permissible, in the case 
of a fire insurance of buildings ('gebouwde eigendommen'), for the insurer to stipulate 
either that the damage occurring to the premises will be compensated, or that it will be 
rebuilt or repaired up to the maximum of the sum insured. 155 In the latter case, the 
insured is in terms of art 288-3 obliged to rebuild or repair, and the insurer has the right 
to ensure that the money he has paid or has to pay, is, within a period to be 
determined, if necessary by a court, actually spent to that end. Where grounds exist, . 

152 This is most clearly provided for in art 674-2 of the Wetboek van Koophandel. See ch 'x:.I § 6.3 supra. 

153 See Elink Schuurman Brandschade 35. 

154 See generally Dammers 5, 53 and 75. A distinction should be drawn between performance of the 
insurance contract by way of reinstatement, and payment in terms of an insurance contract on the basis 
of reinstatement value or cost, something which is not pertinently recognised in the Wetboek. 

155 In the case of fire insurance, payment in cash remains the most common form of indemnification. In 
the case of marine hull insurance, repair is usual but not compulsory, but even if not repaired, the 
damage to be indemnified by the insurer is calculated as if the ship had been repaired. See Dammers 53-
56 and again ch XVII § 3.3 supra as to the insurable value of ships. 
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the Court may even instruct the insured, when he claims from the insurer, to provide 
sufficient security in this rega.rd.156 · 

It seems that this alternative method of performance in fire insurances may first 
have become practice in England at the end of the seventeenth century.157 In the eight
eenth century, fire insurance claims could commonly either be paid in cash or by the 
reinstatement or rebuilding of the insured property.1ss Shortly after the middle of that 
century, London fire insurers acquired :a statutory right to compel the insured to apply 
the money he had received to rebuilding his property.159 

156 In terms of art 289-2, in the case of a rei~statement provision ('beding van weder-opbouing'), the 
Insurer stipulates that he win compensate the cost required for reinstatement or rebullding. By art 289-3, 
the Insurance may in such a case never exceed three,.quarters of such costs. Thus (see Asser NBW 120 
for examples), the insured can recover the sum insured, if such is not more than three-quarters of the 
cost of reinstatement, or, alternatively, he can recover three-quarters of that cost but no more than the 
sum insured. The reason for the three-quarters limit is to prevent the insured from making a profit by the 
replacement of new for old. An arbitrary quarter of the cost of reinstatement is therefore deducted for the 
betterment See Dammers 76: 

157 From Barbon's original proposal for fire insurances in 1680's (see again ch VII§ 2.2 supra), it appears 
that the primary undertaking was In fact to ~ebulld properties damaged or destroyed by fire at the 
expense of the Fire Office, the payment of a mpnetary satisfaction mereiy being a secondary alternative. 
This should probably not surprise, given that Barben was a builder by profession. This way of performing 
the fire insurance.contract sought to avoid disputes about the extent of the damage where a building was 
not totally destroyed. Originally Barben undertpok that if the insured house was not repaired within two 
months after the occurrence of the fire, the insured would be entitled to the su·m insured as if the house 
had In fact been totally destroyed. 

However, it appears that by the end of the seventeenth century, a payment in money had already 
proved to be a necessary a_lt~rnative to repair by the Fire Office. By 1682. In Barbon's 'Instrument or 
Polley of Insurance', the alternative undertakings had become reversed. The primary undertaking then 
was to pay the sum insured within two months if the insured house, or any new house built in its place, 
was during a term of 31 years 'Burnt down, Demolished or Damnified by or by Reason or Means of Fire'. 
If the house was only 'damnified', it had to be repaired and put In so good a condition as before at the 
expense of Barben and his partners. 

158 See eg Dickson 80 (referring to claims against the Sun Fire Office); Jenkins 29. 

159 See 4 Geo Ill c 14 (1763). The aim of this Act was to prevent fraud, cash-strapped insured being 
tempted to set fire to their own buildings to obtain a cash payment of the insurance money. In terms of 
the Act, insurers settled losses subject to their being provided with sufficient security that the sum paid 
out would be expended in reinstating the premises according to the Act. The Act of 1763 was 
subsequently repealed in this respect by the Fires Prevention (Metropolis) Act of 1n4 (14 Geo Ill c 78). 
Section 83 of the latter Act makes (It is still in force in England) provision for the way in which the rnoney 
insured on houses destroyed or damaged by fire, has to be applied. Insurers are authorised to cause the 
insurance money to be laid out and expended, as far as it wil_I go, towards rebuilding, reinstating or 
repairing such house or buUding, !Jnless the party claiming the insurance money gives security to the 
Insurer that the money Will be spent in that way. They are also required to do so upon the request of any 
person inte_rested In any house or building which may bum down or be damaged by fire, or upon any 
grounds of suspicion that the owner, occupier or other person who has insured house or building, has 
been guilty of fraud or of wilfully setting the house or buDding on fire, 
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3 Prescription of Actions on Insurance Contracts 

3.1 Introduction 

The last remaining way in which insurance contracts could be. terminated and 
which was specifically dealt with in the sources, was prescription. It may be considered 
in some detail. 

After the occurrence of a loss, the notice of that loss and, if appropriate, the 
notice of abandonment, all of which had to occur within particular (different) periods of 
time; the insurer had to pay the insured's claim on the insurance contract. Failure to do 
so, or to do so within the applicable period of time, could result in the insured instituting 
an action on his policy to obtain judgment against the insurer. 

However, for legal-political considerations, an action on an insurance contract, 
like all other actions generally, including actions on other types of contract, had to be 
brought within a specific time, failing which the action became prescribed and the 
obligations created by the insurance contract were extinguished.160 

Otherwise than may be expected, the period or rather periods of extinctive pres
cription for actions on insurance contracts were specifically regulated in various 
insurance laws and were not governed by the periods applicable to contractual actions 
generally. In fact, the periods fixed by Roman-Dutch law for the prescription ('verjaring') 
of actions varied greatly from time to time, from place to place, and from one type of 
action to another. 161 The periods of prescrip~ic;>n of actions on insurance contracts were 
generally shorter than the periods which were generally applicable. 152 This may have 
been because of the nature of the insured's claim and the proof required, because of 
the possibility of a change in the financial position of the parties, and also because of 
the potential of fraud being concealed by the passage of time. Shorter periods of pres
cription served to protect the insurer. 

As a general principle, the period of prescription of contractual actions in 
Roman-Dutch law commenced from the time when the debt became due. That was, at 
least eventually, also the position in the case of the insurance contract where prescrip
tion ran from the time when the loss or damage occurred for which the insurer could be 
held liable. 

3.2 The Early Position 

In terms of s 17 of title Vil of the p/accaat of 1563, the insured was obliged to 
bring a legal action ('eysschen ... rechtelick te doen') within four years from the sub-

1so Thus, a distinction must be drawn between the period within which the insured had to give notice and 
Institute a claim for payment, the period within which the insurer had to pay, and the period within which 
the insured had to institute an action to enforce such payment 

1s1 See generally Grotius lnleidinge 111.46; Voet Commentarius XUV.3.6; and Krause. 

162 See Van der Keessel Praelectiones 1676(ad11.46.8). 
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scription ('subscriptie') or signing of the insurance policy, 153 this on penalty of his not 
being able to claim anything afterwards. No distinction was yet drawn as to the location 
or type of loss; or the type of insurance involved. 154 This regulation was clearly 
unsatisfactory both for the insurer, in the case where the insurance was concluded 
after the departure of the ship or goods, and for the insured, in the case where the 
property was only exposed to risk long after the conclusion of the insurance contract 
Furthermore, it may have been irnpractical in the case of longer return voyages to and 
from the East Indies where a large part of the period of four years may have expired 
before the ship returned and where the insured may have been left with relatively little 
time to bring his action. It may also have been in conflict with existing custom at the 
time.165 

By the time of the placcaat of 1571, the topic came to be regulated in greater 
detail. In terms of s 24, in the event of damage to or a reduction in the value of mer
chandise, referred to as average ('schade oft verminderinge van Koopmanschap, die 
geheeten wort avarye'), 166 the action had to be instituted ('geintenteert') within one-and
a-half years in the case of the damage, occurring within Europe or Barbary, and other
wise161 within three years, after the arrival of the ship in her port of destination.1ss In the 
case of all other insurance actions generally, 169 s 26 provided that in order to put an 
end to the uncertainty surrounding the insolvency of merchants ('om een eynae te 
maecken van twijffelen der insolventien vande Kooplieden'), such actions had to be 
instituted ('intenteert') within one-and-a'-half years after the completion of the voyage, or 

·the capture, perishing or loss of the merchandise, where such loss had occurred inside 
Europe or Barbary. In the event of the loss occurring elsewhere; the period was three 
years.110 

', 
i' 

163 In fixing the commencement of prescription thus, the placcaat followed earlier Spanish legislation. 
See eg Reatz Geschichte 265-268 as to the po~ition in terms of the Burgos Ordinance of 1538. 

164 See Groenewegen Aanteekeningen n41 (a_~ llL24.21); Kersteman Academie part XVIII (at 276). See 
too Dorhout Mees Schadevertekerlngsrecht 575 and 663; ~nschede 117; Goudsmit Zeerecht 248; Jolles 
68; Kracht 21; and Mullens 96-97. ' ' 

165 As appears from Kersteman Academia part XVIII (at276); see also idem Woorden-boek at 29-30. 

166 That is, in the case of a partial loss, including, presumably, a general average loss. 

167That is, in the case of damage on voyagesfur1herafield. The section spoke of 'ende op lndien'. 

168 In terms of s 25 of the provisional placca~t of 1570, the periods were one and two years respectively. 

169 Thus, presumably, in the case of a total loss ofthe insured property. 

110 In terms of s 27 of the provisional placcaat of 1570, the periods were one and two years respectively. 
As to sS 24 and 26, see Van Zurek Codex [3atavus sv 'Assurantie' par 28; Scheltinga Dictata ad 

111.24.21. See generally Dorhout Mees Schadeverzekeringsrecht .575 and 663; Enschede 117 (Incorrectly 
stating that prescription ran from the signing otthe policy); Goudsmit Zeerecht 267-268 (noting that the 
periods depended on where the loss or damage had occurred, and that they ran either from the date of 
the loss or from the arrival of tt1e insured property in port); Joltes 68; and Kracht 28, 
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The period of prescription therefore no. longer ran from the time when the 
insurance was underwritten but commenced running at a later stage, namely, in the 
case of a partial loss, from the arrival at the destination (when the partial loss could 
presumably first be discovered by the insured) or, in the case of a total loss, from the 
arrival at the destination or from the (earlier) loss, although it was not specifically stated 
that the insured should have been aware of the (earlier) loss for the period of prescrip
tion to commence running. Different periods were also now prescribed depending on 
where the loss occurred.111 Although the placcaat only mentioned cargo insurance in 
this regard, the principles possibly applied equally to hull insurances. 

3.3 Prescription in the Seventeenth Century 

In the Amsterdam keur of 1598, the earlier differentiations of 1571 as regards the 
prescription of actions on insurance contracts were maintained. 

In s 12, 112 in the case of damage to or a reduction in the value of the insured 
ships or goods, the action had to be instituted within at most173 one-and-a-half years 
where the damage occurred within the limits of Europe or Barbary, 174 and if outside 
those limits, within a period of three years, the respective periods to commence after 
the ships had been discharged completely. 

In the case of the loss, capture, spoiling or destruction of the insured ship or 
goods in another way ('otte andersints beschadiching'), 175 the insured was bound in 
terms of s 13 of the Amsterdam keur of 1598176 to' institute the action for compensation 
('actie van schade') against insurers at most within one-and-a-half years (in the case of 
a loss in Europe or Barbary) or three years (iii the case of a loss further afield) after 
such loss had occurred ('nae dat alsulcke schade geschiet sal wesen').111 

111 In terms of s 26 (total losses) clearly so, less clearly so in terms of s 24 (partial losses). Commentators 
often thought or stated that the period depended on the destination and thus on the duration of the 
voyage for which the property in question was insured, but that was not expressly so provided. 
Obviously, in the case of a voyage to an intra-European port, no question could arise of the longer period 
applying. But in the case of a voyage to a further destination, it is uncertain whether the longer period 
applied even if the loss occurred inside Europe. 

172 And also in s 17 of the Middelburg keur of 1600. 

173 That is, no later than, so that the insured could have instituted his action earlier. 

174 Referred to by Van der Keessel Praelectiones 1484 (ad 111.24.21) as i~ Europe or along the coasts of 
the Turkish territory (in the Mediterranean). 

175 This should probably be taken to refer to a total loss as opposed to a partial loss of which there was 
mention in s 12. 

176 And also in terms of s 19 of the Middelburg keur of 1600. 

177 See Grotius lnleidinge 111.24.21 (noting the different times of commencement, depending on whether 
the loss was total or partial); Groenewegen Aanteekeningen n39 and n40 (ad 111.24.21); Van Zurek Codex 
Batavus sv 'Assurantie' par 28; Van der Keessel Praelectiones 1484-1485 (ad 111.24.21) (also noting the 
different times from when prescription ran). See further Dorhout Mees Schadeverzekeringsrecht 575 and 
663; Enschede 119; and Goudsmit Zeerecht 329. 
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The Amsterdam keur therefore now also mentioned hull insurance; made it clear 
that the length of the prescriptive period depended on where the toss had occurred 
although it remained uncertain what th.e position was· if that fact was not known; and 
provided that the running of prescription in the case of a partial loss no longer com
menced after the arrival but after the complete discharge of the ship, and that in the 
case of a total loss it no longer commenced either on arrival or on the occurrence of 
the toss but only at the earlier stage, namely on the occurrence of the loss. 

The keur of 1598 added another innovation by providing for the prescription of 
actions on land,,.transit polities. In terms of s 16, 178 where goods were carried by land 
or on inland waters, the actioh for the compensation of damage to it ('actie vande 
averye daer op gevallen') had to be instituted at most within one year after such 
damage, while a similar action for 0th.er losses ('d'actie vanden anderen schaden') 
likewise had to be brought at most within one year after the occurrence of such loss. 
The same period of prescription therefore applied, irrespective of the duration of 
voyage, and it ran from the same moment, irrespective of the type of loss.179 

The issue of prescription in terms of s 12 of the Amsterdam keur of 1598 arose 
but was not pertinently decided in a case before the Hooge Raad in 1726.180 A claim 
was instituted against the insured's Amsterdam correspondent, who had effected the 
insurance policy and who had stood surety ('de/ credere') for the insurers, 181 for com
pensation in respect of a contribution due by the insured cargo in respect of general 
average loss suffered when the carrying ship was delayed. The insurers had refused to 
pay for the contribution because the lqss in question had been adjusted abroad, as a 
result of which the action was brought against the correspondent The Hooge Raad 
rejected the claim. One of the grounds for doing so was the fact that the Raad doubted 
whether one could lawfully claim against a surety (the correspondent) while the action 
against the principal debtors (the insurers) may have become prescribed in terms of s 
12. That section required that the action against the insurer in respect of an average 
('de Actie over Avarye') had to be institµted within one-and-a-half years, and in this 
instance many years had passed before. the action was instituted. However, this point 
was not finally decided, for in this case the failure to institute the action against the 
insurer could be ascribed to the correspondent himself. 182 

178 And in terms of s 27 of the Middelbul'g keur of 1600. 

179 See Grotius lnleiding 111.24.21; GroenewegenAanteekening n41 ad 111.24.21 (incorrectly referring to s 
15); Van Zurek Codex Batavus sv 'Assurantie' par 28; Scheltinga Dlctata ad 111.24.21 sv 'binnen een jaar' 
(explaining how the provisions of the Ar'nsterdamkeur of 1598 had to be Interpreted if the provisions on 
this topic of the placcaat of 1563 could not be regarded as having been rep~ed or abrogated by disuse 
but as still being generally applicable ('een generaele landswet gebleeven was')); and Van der Keessel 
Praelectiones 1485 (ad 111.24.21 ). See also Goudsmit Zeerecht 329. 

180 See Bynkershoek Observationes tumultuari~e obs 2242; idem Quaestiones juris privati IV.13. 

181 See again ch IX § 2.9.2.2 supra. 

182 therefore, the correspondent, as surety, could not raise the prescription of the action against the 
insurer as principal debtor if it was due to him that no action had been instituted against the insurer in the 
first place. · 
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The Antwerp Compilatae of· 1609 reflected the periods of prescription laid down 
in the placcaat of 1571 and in the Amsterdam keur of 1598, that is, one-and-a-half or 
three years, depending on where the loss occurred. Rather than having the period run 
from the occurrence of loss, or the arrival or discharge of the ship, the Compilatae 
more equitably determined that for all claims on the insurance contract, whether for a 
total, a partial or a general average loss, prescription was to commence from the 
moment when the insured received news of the loss, or from the moment when he 
could be presumed to have known of the loss, or from the moment when the insured 
could have known of a presumed loss.18a It was also specifically provided that no 
excuse, reason or innocence would be permitted to condone any prescription in this 
regard. 184 

In an opinion delivered in 1678, 185 the main issue was whether or not the general 
principles applicable to established forms of insurance, could also be extended to 
newly emerging forms, in this case to ransom insurance. 186 One of the aspects specifi
cally addressed in this regard was whether the period of three years permitted for the 
institution of an action against an insurer, which s 13 of the Amsterdam keur of 1598 
laid down for actions on contracts insuring ship or goods, was also applicable to 

. actions on ransom policies. The opinion was that this was not the case. There was no 
weighty reason, as there was in the case of hull and cargo insurances, the explanation 
went, why such an action should be brought before a court as soon as possible. On 
the contrary, the longer the insured waited, the better the chance that the captured per
son might in the meantime be released from or die in captivity so that the insurer might 
be absolved of his obligation of having to pay the ransom. 187 

In an opinion in 1713188 the view was '.expressed that the insurer in the case 
under consideration there, was not liable because no legal claim had been instituted 
('gerechtelyk niet is geeischt geworden') on the contract for a period in excess of six 
years, with the result that the action, otherwise well-founded and effective, had through 

183 See arts 283-284 of par 8, title 11, part IV (see De Longe vol IV at 316), providing respectively for the 
action to be brought 'binnen ander ha/ff jaer naer dat men tgeweten heeft, oft bij verloop van tijde 
gehouden heeft {wordt] datter schade geva/len oft goet verloren isf, and 'binnen den tijt van drije jaeren 
naer dat men tverlies oft schade geweten heeft, oft dat men, bij verloop van tijde, tschip voor verloren 
hout, als vore'. See also Mullens 96-97. As to the distinction between a presumed loss and a presumption 
of knowledge of a loss, see again ch XV § 6. 1 supra. 

184 See art 285. 

185 See Nederlands ac:Jvysboek vol II adv 170. 

186 See ch VII§ 3.2.2 supra. 

187 '[G]elijk daar ook geen reden te bedenken is ten regarde van het Randzoen die de aangaande 
Schepen en Waren we/ wigtiger zijn datter een Assuradeur aan gelegen kan zijn, dat de actie juyst in het 
korte voor den Rechter w_erde geinstitueert, integendeel hoe lange daar mede gewacht werde, hoe 
meerder kans voor hem 1s dat de Slaaf ondertusschen sterven mogte, en hy zoo ontlast zijn van te 
beta/en het geen hy tot des zelfs Randzoen hadde belooft.' 

188 See BarelsAdvysen vol I adv 21. 
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the effluxion of that period of time expired ('door dat ver/oop van tyd zoude wezen 
geperimeerd') and had become an action rendered ineffective in that way ('door den 
laps van tyd ... gesteld geworden buiten a/le effect'). 189 

The Rotterdam keur of 1604, while broadly following the existing model, added 
innovations of its own. Section 16 provided that the insured had to institute 
('institueren') action against the insurers, whether in respect of average or damage 
('aval}'e of schade'), 190 or in respect of1 goods totally lost or spoilt, 191 within one-and-a
half years ('anderhalf Jaer') after such average had been adjusted or such loss had 
taken place ('na dat de voorsz. ave;ye ende verlies respective ... sal zijn gemaekt ende 
gevallen'), if the loss occurred within Europe, Barbary, the Canary Islands or their sur
rounds. But where the adjustment or 9ccurrence took plac~ outside those limits, the 
insured had to institute action within three years. If he failed to do so, the action was 
lost ('actien verstreecken'), on the understanding, nevertheless, that such expiration 
could be condoned on lawful grounds ('dat sy va_n 't selve versteck om wettige redenen 
gereleveert sullen mogen worden').192 

Therefore, all losses in terms of .an insurance policy, including clearly now gen
eral average losses, were treated on a par. Action had to be brought within specified 
periods after the adjustment or occurrence of the loss and no longer either after the 
arrival or after discharge, as was the case earlier and also in Amsterdam. But, as in 
Amsterdam, the periods of prescription depended on where the adjustment had been 
made or where the loss had occurred. Also, provision was now specifically made that 
the running of prescription could be su$pended or interrupted for lawful reasons, such 
as193 minority, absence from the country, or any other factor which prevented the 
insured from instituting the action including, presumably, his being unaware of the loss 
under circumstances where he could not reasonably have been expected to have 
known of the loss.194 ' 

189 This was so, the advocate explained, whatever period of prescription was applicable in this case, four 
years In terms of s 17 of the pl~ccaat of 1563, or the period in terms of s 26 of the placcaat of 1571, or the 
shorter period of merely onEr8nd-a-half years in terms of the general customs of the mercantile cities in 
Zeeland and Holland (as appeared from s_s 17 of the Middelburg, 13 of the Amsterdam, and 16 of the 
Rotterdam keuren). · 

190 That Is, a general average or a particular average losS. 

191 That is, a total loss. 

192 See Groenewegen Ail.nteelceningen n39 an~ n40(ad111.24;21); Scheltinga Dictata ad 111.24.21 (noting 
that in Rotterdam it was provided that after the expiry of the specified period of time, relief could still be 
. obtained for ~gewichtige redenen'). See also. Dorhout Mees Schadeverzekeringsrecht 575 and 663; 
Enschede 119; Goudsmit Zeerecht 402; and Jolles 68. · 

193 See eg Grotius lnleidinge 111.46.4. 

194 A presumption of loss arose, in the case of a missing ship or goods, after specified periods of time 
(see ch XY § 6 supra), and presumably in such a case prescription ran only from the time when the 
presumption arose, not earlier. · 

~· . . - ..... ·'--- - -- - -- --
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3.4 Prescription in the Eighteenth Century 

Section 69 of the Rotterdam keur of 1721 repeated the earlier measure con
tained in s 16 of the keur of 1604. An action against insurers had to be instituted within 
one-and-a-half or three years after the occurrence of the loss or damage, depending 
on where it had occurred, on the penalty of forfeiture ('al/es op poene van verstek'). 
Provision was again made for the possibility that, for lawful reasons, relief from such 
forfeiture could be granted. 195 There was nothing on the prescription of actions on non
marine insurances in any of the Rotterdam keuren .. 

The question of the suspension or interruption of prescription came up for con
sideration in a decision of the Hooge Raad in 1729 which showed that relief was not 
readily granted to the insured. 196 Here Rotterdam insurers argued on appeal to the 
Raad that the action instituted against them by the insured owner of goods taken cap
ture by a Spanish privateer and condemned as prize in May 1720, a condemnation 
confirmed by the King of Spain in July of that year, had become prescribed since the 
action against them was only instituted in October 1723 ('dat de Actie van weeromeis
ching van schade reeds Jang verjaart was'). In this case both ss 16 of the keur of 1604 
and s 69 of the keur of 1121197 provided that an action for the compensation of damage 
had to be instituted within eighteen months after such damage was suffered within 
Europe, failing which it became prescribed. Here many more months had passed 
before the action was instituted, not only from the' time the loss had occurred but even 
after the first condemnation ('Vonnis van Confiscatie'). The Raad took note of its earlier 
decision in 1725 to the effect that the periods of prescription in these matters had to be 
observed strictly. While both sections did allow relief against a prescription, that was 
only to be granted where sufficient reason existed. In this instance the insured claimed 
relief for no other reason than that he had often demanded payment from the insurers 
and that the latter had under various pretexts postponed such payment. However, the 
Raad noted, there was no evidence of any such demands and it was in any case 
doubtful if such demands ('maanen')198 were enough to interrupt and prevent prescrip
tion, for, as the two sections stated, the action itself had to be instituted within the 

195 Van der Keessel Theses selectae th 769 (ad 111.24.21) noted that no reliefwas granted from the 
running of prescription to anyone (other than a minor) except at Rotterdam (and Dordrecht), where it was 
permitted on a just cause being shown. See too idem Praelectiones 1484-1485 (ad 111.24.21) (no 
distinction in the Rotterdam keuren of 1604 and 1721 between a total and a partial loss as regards the 
time from when prescription ran); Van der Linden Koopmans handboek IV.6.11. See too Goudsmit 
Zeerecht 402; Kracht 38. 

196 See Bynkershoek Observationes tumultuariae obs 2492; idem Quaestiones juris privati IV.14. See too 
Van der Keessel Theses selectae th 769 (ad 111.24.21); idem Praelectiones 1484 (ad 111.24.21); and Van 
der Linden Koopmans handboek IV.6.11. 

197 Fortunately both provided the same, and it was therefore not necessary for the Raad to make out 
which of the two governed this particular case. 

198 Presumably as opposed to the issue of service by which an action was instituted. 
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required period.199 If, in addition to the insured's demands, the insurers had requested 
time to consult with one another, or had claimed that the documentation in respect of 
the claim be supplied; or had suggested that in the meantime an offer of settlement was 
being prepared; relief may have been permissible, but there was no evidence of any of 
these factors in this instance. Accordingly the Hooge Raad held that if the insurers were 
prepared to confirm that none of this had occurred, the insured's claim would be 
rejected on the grounds of prescription, but if t_hey did not want to swear such an oath, 
the judgment a qt.Jo in favour of the insured would be affirmed.200 

In terms of s 30 of the Amsterdam keur of 17 44, the shorter periods of prescrip
tion for actions on insurance contracts remained.201 All actions for the compensation of 
damage and general average ('a/le Actien van Schaaden en Avaryen Grosse') to or in 
respect of ships and goods had to be instituted ('geintenteert') at the latest within a 
period of one-and-a-half years ('een en een half Jaar') from the time when the casualty 
and damage had occurred within the limits of E;urope, Barbary, the Canary islands, the 
whole of the Mediterranean, the Levant and the Aegean Sea ('d'Archipel') or surround
ing places.202 If it had occurred outside_ those limits and further afield, the action had to 
be instituted within three years and judicially prosecuted and continued ('en geregtiglyk 
vervolgt en voortgeset'), on penalty of it being barred.203 

Ins 31, the Amsterdam keur of 1744 made provision for the prescription of 
actions on non-marine insurance contracts. Also on penalty of forfeiture, the actions for 

_ damage and general average in respect of insured goods coming or going over land or 
internal waters, had to be brought, instituted and continued ('geinsinueerd, geintenteert 

199 Thus, the suggestion was that only the lnstlt_ution of the action, not merely an extrajudicial demand or 
interpellation for payment, could interrupt or prevent the running of prescription. 

200 Bynkershoek later heard that the insurers did not in fact swear the oath but that the parties had 
reached a settlement on the matter. 

201 In terms of s XVll-2 of the Hamburg Assecuranz-Ordnung of 1731, by contrast, insurance claims had 
to be Instituted and the action brought within ten years after the notification of loss (which, in tum had to 
be given within a specified period after its occurrence), the insurer being relieved of liability after that 
period. The period In question was taken over from Roman law and was not, as In other systems, linked 
to the usual duration of- voyages. See further Dreyer 171-173. 

202 As provided in s 29 of the keur in respect of the presumption of loss. See ch XV § 6.2 supra. 

203 See Van der Keessel Theses selectae th 769(ad111.24.21); idem Praelectiones 1484 (ad m.~4.21) ('op 
poene van verstek') and 1484-1485 (ad 111.24.21) (noting that the earlier distinction between a total and a 
partial loss as regards the time from when prescription ran, was no longer observed but thats 30 at the 
same time also did not pertinently identify the moment from when prescription ran, so that that distinction 
may Inadvertently have been maintained); and Vail der Linden Koopmans handboek IV.6.11 (who, with 
reference to s 69 of the Rotterdam keur of 1121 and s 30 of the Amsterdam keu_r of 17 44, simply declared 
that the period was calculated from the day that the accident occurred). See also Dorhout Mees 
Schadeverzekeringsrecht 563, 569, 571 . (noting that s 30 was the first to mention general average 
pertinently), and 575; and Goudsmlt Zeerecht 356. 

---1 -- ,._ -
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en voortgeset')204 against the insurers within half the periods mentioned in s 30, that is, 
within nine months or eighteen months, as the case may have been.205 

One final point, made by Van der Keessel, 206 merits specific attention. He 
thought that the. legislative measures considered above concerned actions on 
insurance contracts against insurers for the payment of compensation for loss or 
damage (average), which included, most clearly ins 30 of the keur of 1744, a general 
average loss. However, actions for a general average contribution against the other 
interests involved in a particular adventure were not included in the scope of these 
measures. The prescription of such actions was governed by general principles and 
was not subject to the shorter periods of prescription applicable to insurance claims. 207 

Probably because premiums were in principle payable immediate1y2os and 
because of the procedural measures provided to facilitate the insurer's speedy enforce
ment of his right to the payment of the premium, there is no authority with regards to 
the period after which the insurer's action for the payment of the premium became 
prescribed. Nevertheless, the insurer's right to claim the premium arose from the 
insurance contract and was correlative to the insured's right to claim payment from the 
insurer in terms of that contract, they giving rise, respectively, to the indirect and direct 
actions on that contract.209 Although not made clear in the sources, the assumption 
must therefore. be that both actions in terms of the insurance contract became pres
cribed after the same periods of time, namely one-and-a-half or three years, depending 
on the nature of the voyage insured against. Presumably prescription of the insurer's 
action commenced to run from the time when the premium was due, that is, either 
immediately upon conclusion of the contract or on expiration of the period for which the 
insured was granted credit. · 

3.5 The Position in the Wetboek van Koophandel 

The relatively short periods of prescription for actions on the insurance contract 
were not acceptable to the Dutch Legislature at the beginning of the nineteenth 
century. Neither was the moment from when prescription ran in Roman-Dutch law, 

204 It is uncertain whether but unlikely that this meant that the action not only had to be instituted in that 
period but also finally prosecuted. It probably meant no more than that the action had to have been 
instituted with a serious view to its actual prosecution. 

205 See Van der Keessel Praelectiones 1485 (ad 111.24.21); Goudsmit Zeerecht 356. 

206 Theses selectae th 795(ad111.29.16). 

201 Thus, Voet Commentarius XIV.2.11 in fin was incorrect in this respect. But see Van der Linden 
Koopmans handboek IV.5.5 who appears to have sided with Voet on this point. · 

208 See again ch XI § 3.2 supra. 

209 See ch XI § 5.1 supra. 
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because part of the period of prescription may already have expired before the insured 
had even reGeived news of the loss or ~amage.210 

Upon codification, insu-rance contracts generally came, even if apparently 
accidentally and not designedly so, to be governed by the general principles of pres
cription in the Burgerlijk Wetboek. Actions on insurance contracts become prescribed 
after 30 years. Only in the case of marine insurance and the insurance of goods on 
inland waters, was this period specifically reduced to five years by arts 7 43 and 687 of 
the Wetboek van Koophandel. Prescription runs, however, from the conclusion of the 
contract~ a return, under the influence of the French Code- de commerce, to the 
unacceptable position in terms of the placcaat of 1563. This was only remedied in 
1927, after which prescription runs, in terms of art 744, from the ti_me that the claim 
becomes enforceable and the debt du~.211 

210 See Van Nievelt XXXV. 

211 See Dorhout Mees Scha.deverzekeringsrec~ 366 and ~. 



APPENDICES 

General Note 

The following appendices contain reproductions of a selection of the documentary and other 

materials consulted for this thesis. Of necessity the selection had to be small. There exists a veritable mul

titude of documents pertaining to insurance law and practice in the Netherlands in the period from 1500 

to 1800, both in a published and in an unpublished (and largely archival) form. The selection was guided 

by various factors, the most important of which was what I regarded as the representative and the illustra

tive capability of the document in question. Obviously other factors such as accessibility in other pub

lications, legibility, and ease of reproduction also played a role. 

The documents reproduced fall into two main groups. First, some general documents and forms 

pertaining to insurance practice and secondly, insurance policies. I have arranged the reproductions thus 

rather than according to the order in which they are either discussed or referred to in the text. References 

in the text to the relevant appendix will, where relevant, link the various topics treated in the thesis to the 

reproductions taken up in these appendices. 

In the following Table of Appendices I have, by way of footnotes, identified the sources from 

which the relevant documents were obtained and reproduced. 

Table of Appendices 

1 Floorplan of the Amsterdam Bourse (Platte Grond van de Beurs te 
Amsterdam) (1801)1 ., .•...........•.•..•.••.....•••••• : ................... , •..•..•................••.••••••.•.•..•..•...••...••...• 1539 

2 Judgment condemning insurers to pay the sum they had insured (Despache, 

of Vonnis ... waar by de Assuradeurs gecondemneerd worden hunne geteekende 

somme te betalen)2 ......................................................................................... :······················· 1540 

3 Judgment absolving the insurer from liability for not having run any risk 

(Vonnis ... waar by den Verzekeraar geabsolveert word, als geen risico 
gelopen hebbende)3 ................................................................................................................. 1541 

4 Judgment condemning the insured to the payment of the 

premium (Vonnis ... wegens Premie)4 ................................................................................... 1542 

1 Reproduced from Asaert et al MGN vol II at 113. A slightly different version is reproduced in Spooner at 
20. The original is in the Gemeente Archief, Amsterdam. 

2 Reproduced from the Amsterdamsche Secretary at 373-374. This and the following judgments and 
notices were those in use by and before the Amsterdam Chamber of Insurance in the mid-eighteenth 
century. I have retained the annotations to the judments and forms by the compiler of the Secretary. 

3 Idem at 37 4-375. 

4 Idem at 375-376. 
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5 Judgment condemning the insured to the provisional payment 

of the premium (Vonnis ... van Namptissemehtvan Ptemie)5 ............................................. 1543 

6 Judgment in another form condemning the llisured to the provisional payment 

of the premium (Vonnis ... van Namptissement van Premie, op een ander manier)6 ......•.•. 1544 

7 Judgments for the return ofthe premium by the insurer (Vonnisse van Restomo)1 .......... 1545 

8 General average adjustment (Vonni~ over Avatye grosse)8 ................................................ 1546 

9 Notice of abandonment (Abandonnement van verzekerde Kooprnanschappen)9 ............ 1547 

1 O Deed of abandonment (Relatie of Acte van Abandonnement van Sch_ip en Goed) 10 .•....•. 1548 

11 Notice by the insured of the canceU~tion of his inslJ~nce to the curator of the] 

insolvent estate of an insurer (lnsinuatie, of Opzegginge van de Verzekerde aan des 

Verzekeraars Curateur) 
11 

··········•·······.···•····•··•·•·•·······•····················•······•••••··••••·•···•••••••••·•·•··•·•· 1549 

12 Summonses in use in the Amsterdam Chamber of Insurance (Citatien ter 
Assurantie-Kamer in gebruik)12 .•.•• ; ••••••••••••••••.••.•..••••••..•••..•.••••.•....•••...••.•••••••...••••••••••••...•..• 1550 

13 Rotterdam notarial notice of abandonment (1651)13 ......•.......•............................................. 1551 

5 /dem at 376-377. 

6 Idem at 377-378. 

1 Idem at 378-379. 

s Idem at 379-382. 

9 Idem at 383. 

10 Idem at 384. 

11 Idem at 384-385. 

12 /dem at 386-387. The summonses reproduced are of the insurer by the insured, of the insured by the 
insurer, and of the consignor of goods on board a ship by the master of that ship in connection with a 
general average adjustment 

13 Reprodued from Witkop at 1 o. The original is from the protocol of the Rotterdam notary Vitus Mustelius 
Woutersz and is housed in the Gemeente-~chief (Oud Notarieel Archief, prot 502 reg no 5 p 667), 
Rotterdam. 
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14 Accord of Rotterdam underwriters of 1719 .: ...................................................................... 1552 

15 First page of the underwriting register of the Rotterdam 

I n.surance Company of 172015 ............................................................... ..........................•..... 1553 

16 Agreement of Amsterdam underwriters and brokers on commission of 174516 ........ 1554-1555 

17 Antwerp hull policy of 153117 ..••.....•...•.•.........•....•.....................•.•.•.••...•....•...••.•••••.•••••.. 1556-1558 

18 English translation ofthe cargo policy contained in the placcaat of 156318 .................•..... 1559 

19 Amsterdam policy on ship ('den Zeehondr) and goods of 1592 ('Van der Meulen' 

policy)19 ...............................................................•... , ............. , ........................................... 1560-1562 

20 Amsterdam cargo policy of 164420 ....•..•••••••••..•.•••.• ...••••..•.•.••••...•.•..•••••..•..•.••.•. .••......•.••••.•••• 1563 

21 Amsterdam cargo policy of 164521 .................... .................. ............ .... ............................. ...• 1564 

14 Reproduced from the original in the Gemeente-Archief (Bibi XIV E 67), Rotterdam. The document is 
contained with various others in a folder with the printed title Roterodamiana XII Handel to which had 
been added in handwriting 'Assurantie'. 

15 Reproduced from the original register (Joernaal van Assurantie, boek A) which is housed in the 
Gemeente-Archief (Mpij v Assur, prot 209 pp 1-4), Rotterdam. The first four pages reproduced here show 
the policies concluded by the Company during the first three weeks of Its existence in September 1720. 
Interestingly the third policy It concluded, on 3 September, was a ransom policy. 

16 Reproduced from the original which is taken up in the Gemeente-Archief (arch 336 (Gilden Archieven) 
inv no 1296 fol 40 & appendix) in Amsterdam. 

17 Reproduction of a transcription of the oldest extant policy concluded in the Nethertands on a ship ('de 
Swaen' of Hamburg merchant Godschalck Remlynckraden), taken from Ebel 'Remlinckrade' at 152-153 
which was the best copy available. The policy was first transcribed by Hofmeister at 111-1n and his 
transcription also appears in other sources, eg in Schuddebeurs 'Oudste polissen' at 198-203. The 
original policy is in the Library of the University of Rostock. 

18 Reproduced from Magens Essay vol II at 23-25. The Dutch original is reproduced in Van Niekerk 
Sources 105-106. 

19 Reproduced from IJzerman & Den Dooren de Jong at 222-225 (their transcription of the policy is at 
222-224 and their reproduction of the original is interteaved between 224 and 225). The original policy is 
in the Gemeente-Archief (Archief van de Wees- en Boedelkamer) in Leiden 

20 Reproduced from the original in the Nederlandsch Economisch-Historisch Archief (EHA 7688) in 
Amsterdam. The NEHA has a holding of 123 original Dutch policies from the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries (see further (1927) 13 Economisch-Historisch Jaarboek xxxvi atxlix-lviii for a complete list). 

21 Reproduced from the original in the Nederlandsch Economisch-Historisch Archief (EHA 7687) in 
Amsterdam. 
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22 Amsterdam cargo policy (short form) of 155522 .................................................................. 1565 

23 Amsterdam huil policy of 166223 ..•. : ............................... ~ ............................ _ ..•....• _ .. : .. •·············· 1566 

24 Amsterdam policy on the ship ('de Witte Haes') of 167224 ......................................... 1567-1568 

25 Antwerp hull policy of 168125 ................................................................................................ 1569 

26 Amsterdam notarial policy on money of 168726 .......................................................... 1570-1575 

27 Amsterdam hull policy of 169127 .... ; ...................................................................................... 1576 

28 Amsterdam ransom policy of 1692~ .................................................................................... 1577 

29 Amsterdam hull policy of 169429 .... ;...................................................................................... 1578 

30 Rotterdam cargo policy of 170630 .......................................................................................... 1579 

31 London (Sun Fire Office) fire policy of 111g31 ...................................................................... 1580 

22 Reproduced from the original in the Nede_rlandsch Economisch-Historisch Archief (EHA 7675) in 
Am&erdam. · 

23 Reproduced from the original in the Nederlandsch Economisch-Historisch Archief (EHA 7691) in 
Am&erdam. 

24 Reproduced from the transcription of this policy by Den Dooren de Jong 'Practijk' at 21-22. The 
original is in the Archives of the firm Bicker Caai'ten & Obreen, Rotterdam. 

25 Reproduced from the original in the Nededandsch Economisch-Historisch Archief (EHA 7768) In 
Amsterdam. · 

26 Reproduced from Gehlen at 145, 149 (transcription) and 144, 146-148 (reproduction of original). The 
original policy is in the Gemeente-Archief (Notarieel Archief, inv no 4708-4750) in Amsterdam. 

21 Reproduced from the original in the Nederlandsch Economisch-Historisch Archief (EHA 7694) in 
Amsterdam. 

28 Reproduced from the original in the Nederlandsch Economisch-Historisch Archief (EHA 7347) in 
Am&erdam. 

29 Reproduced from the original in the Nederlandsch Economisch-Historisch Archief (EHA 7689) in 
Amsterdam. 

30 Reproduced from the original in the Nederla_ndsch Economisch-Historisch Archief (EHA 7792) in 
Amsterdam. 

31 Reprc>cluced from the originaj in the collection of old policies held by the Ubrary of the Chartered 
Insurance Institute in London. 
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32 Rotterdam Insurance Company fire policy cit i 72032 ........................................................... 1581 

33 London marine insurance policy of 172033 .......... ................................................................. 1582 

34 London (Sun Fire Office) fire policy of 172734 .. , ................................................................... 1583 

35 Rotterdam cargo policy of 113035 ......................................................................................... 1584 

36 London policy on ship and/or goods of 173336 ........................................................... 1585-1586 

37 Amsterdam cargo policy of 174237 ....................................................................................... 1587 

38 English translation of the hull policy appended to the Amsterdam keur of 17 4438 ............. 1588 

39 English translation of the cargo policy appended to the Amsterdam keur of 17 4439 .. 1589-1590. 

40 English translation of the ransom policy appended to the Amsterdam keur of 174440 ...... 1591 

41 English translation of the fire policy appended to the Amsterdam keur of 17 4441 ........... ••• 1592 

32 Reproduced from Witkop 12. The policy was issued by the Rotterdam Insurance Company established 
in that year and the original is in that company's archives. It is also reproduced in the Gedenkboek 200-
jarig Bestaan van de Maatschappij van Assurantie, Discbntering en Beleening der Stad Rotterdam 1720 
at4. 

33 Reproduced from Drew opposite p 34. The original is in the archives of the London Assurance 
Corporation. 

34 Reproduced from the original in the collection of old policies held by the Library of the Chartered 
Insurance Institute in London. 

35 Reproduced from Mees Gedenkschrift opposite 16 (it is also reproduced in Witkop 11. The original is 
in private possession. 

36 Reproduced from the original in the collection of old policies held by the Library of the Chartered 
Insurance Institute in London. 

37 Reproduced from the original in the Nederlandsch Economisch-Historisch Archief (EHA 7690) in 
Amsterdam. 

38 Reproduced from Magens Essay vol II at 147-148. The Dutch original is reproduced in Van Niekerk 
·· Sources 187-188. 

39 Reproduced from Magens Essay vol II at 149-150. The Dutch original is reproduced in Van Niekerk 
Sources 188. 

40 Reproduced from Magens Essay vol II at 150-151. The Dutch original is reproduced in Van Niekerk 
Sources 188-189. 

41 Reproduced from Magens Essay vol II at 151-153. The Dutch original is reproduced in Van Niekerk 
Sources 189. 
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43 Amsterdam cargo policy of 175243 ·······················:········· .. ··········.···········.······································ 1594 

44 Rotterdam cargo policy of 175744 .......................................................................................... 1595 

45 Amsterdam cargo policy of 1760
4
5 .-·························································•······:···•···········:·····:·· 1596 

46 English translation of an Amsterdam policy on a ship Oate-eighteenth century)46 ............ 1597 

47 Uoyd's SG policy as adopted in 17~g47 ..............................................................•....... 1598-1599 

48 Uoyd's SG policy on hull of 1780
48 

,······················································································· 1600 

49 English translation of an Amsterdam fire policy {late-eighteenth century)49 ....................... 1601 

50 London {Royal Exchange Assurance) fire policy of 178250 ....•.......•....•• , .................... , ........ 1602 

51 Rotterdam fire policy of 179g51 .••••• , •• : ••••••••••••••..••••••••••••••....•••••..•.•••.••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••..•••• 1603 

42 Reproduced from the original in the Nederlandsch Economisch-Historisch Archie! {EHA 7806) in 
Amsterdam. 

43 Reproduced from the original in the Nederlandsch Economisch-Historisch Archief (EHA 7789) in 
Amsterdam. 

44 Reproduced from the original in the Nederlandsch Economisch-Historisch Archie! {EHA 7793) in 
Amsterdam. 

45 Reproduced from the original in the Nederlandsch Economisch-Histonsch Archief {EHA 8776) In 
Amsterdam. , 

46 Reproduced from Weskett Digest sv 'Amsterdam' at 18-19. 

47 Reproduced from a transcription in Martin 158-159. 

48 Reproduced from R Flower & M Wynn-Jon~s Lloyd's of London. An lliustrated History 2 ed {1981) at 
61. 

49 ReprOduced from Weskett Digest sv 'fire' at 218-219. 

50 Reproduced from the original in the collection of old policies held by the Library· of the Chartered 
lm~urance Institute in London. , · 

s1 Reproduction of a transcription taken from Mees Geden~schrift appendix 19. The original is in the 
archives Of the broking firm R Mees & Zoonen, Rotterdam. · · 
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Appendix 2 Judgment condemning insurers to pay the sum insured 

Defpache, of Yonnij/e, 'tvaat hy de A.f!nrade11rs 
gecondemneert worden hunne gelekende fam-: 
me te be1a/e11,11e·vens a'OnkojlenvandeKa
mer. 

C OmmilfarHfcn van de Kamer van Affi.1ranrie 
en Avaryen binnen Amltc:rdam, gezien heh-· 

bendc een Police ~ gedaan teekenen door A. hcrn 
of iemand anders aangaa"ude , van I.... tot M. • . 
op 't Caske van :•t Schip, genaamt &c. Schipp~r 
B. jegens &c. pr. Cto. Vc:rzekert den &c. ter fom-
rne van • . • • . • • • • f . 

Mitsgaders alle.de yotdcre gecxhiberrde muni
menten, uit krachte van de wc:Ike de Goilfureer
dc van C. over 't verzckeren van/ •.. D. f &c. 
1.yne verzekeraars in dez.eo voor f chadc eiftht de! 
fomma van f . ... volgeFlS hare tekeninge. 

Zo is •t: dat. Commi!farilfen, panyen geci
teert en gehoort, 't geproduceerde ge~xamincerr, 
en op allc:s ter materic dienendc: gelet , de voor
noemde Verzekeraars gccondc:mnecrt hebben, 
gelyk zy condemneren by d~zen , :ian de voor
nocmdc Eif ch er te becalen de voorgeeif chte f . . 
pro rato yders tekeninge ; miugaders ele Ontos. 
ten van de Kam~r, bier onder gcdcCiarcert •. 

des komt by den Eilfcher te tvetfchieten, aver 
't recht van de Commi.IIUiffen • • • f 
Voor ~e Bode v~n de Kamer • . • f 
Voor t Zegel ·: • . • • . • • • f 
V oor de Aal~!reniers Armen • • • f 

f 
.AElum /,y Jm 'L'.oorn. Commiff4riffm, 

am ere. 
• Z&mtyds wordcn c!c: Vctzcla:nt.tts gfeettdcmnatt 

ender Ecde v.:in dtn • G~~1furttrdcn; cc: wcccn, :ik ·, 'Sth.ip 
voor :d:tt}> v~m detekcrimg ofVt"m:~ring,oftyd by.de Or
cltJnn~uc gdh:lt, vcrongdukt of gcnomcn is. en de Va-
2.Ckcra.ngc .op gocdc en· quade tydJ.ngt is gc~; en J.in 
rn~t er d1t vo~cnde bygcvctcgd warden : m111 '"' 1r1 
(a(chcr)~.:r»et7" ,a11t~jttn rytleiln- 'fltrulc.tringt gttn /c.ta
~11ff.t van •1 'Vtrong,eluJc..Jc..tn of ntmtn -uan •1 Scbipgtb11tl 
beeft: En , by ref"~' van Jen tttl, on1::.egtm tltn E.ifcher 
~)nm eifch met Je 't.ofttn. 

t \Vct"dcn ook ~. Atfondcuts wd,gccondcn:incorr llllh
rrc gctckcntic Comme ~ bc:uJcn , under rle kolkn , 'Of 
d.u vah de koftm g"efprt>~ wcr4 : 

J\lr d~a luit .ohtt Vonais :#u *.,unt '1J in1-Ejfd:'t'f lt~t~ 
tsiltn, &c. · 
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Appendix 3 Judgment absolving the·insurer from liability 

E·en trtttler, waar by den Yerzei:.eraar ger,bfol
'Vterl word, alsgeen rijico gt/open heb/Jend-e. 

Commiffarilren van de Kamer van Affura11-
tien en A varyen. binnen Am!lerdam • .gez.oo 
hebbende een · Pohce , gedaan tck<mcm doQr A. 
hem af iemand aangaande van L. tot M. en van 
daar wederom tot . L. · op goederen , .gcladen· in 
't Schip, genaamt &c. Schipper B. jegcn1 &c. pr. 
Cto. venCkert den &c~ Ao. &c. ter fomme van / ••• 

Midsgaders al de verdere g~xhibeerde muni· 
mcnten, .uit krachte van dewelke de Geaffureerdc 
van C. zyne Verzekeraar in dczen voor f chade 
eif cht de foaune van f . . . . volgens zyne te .. 
keninge. 

Zo 1s •c, Oat Comrniffari!ren, partye~ gccitcert 
en gehoort , 't geproduceerde gc:!xamineert , en 
op allcs ter materle diencnde gelet , de voor· 
noemde Verzekcraar geabfolvecrt hebben, gelyk 
"l.y abfolveren by dczen , van den Eifch en Con
clufie, h}er voren jegens hem gedaan en _geno
men : m1ts dat de Verzekeraar gc:houden 1s aan 
de GeaCfureerde te • refiituercn zyne Premie, in
gevalle die by hem ont&ngen is, mits daar aa.n 
kortende een half pr. Cto. voor fignature. 

Des komt by den E.i!I"cber te bctalcn &c . 

.Jtaam f,} at .. .:oorn. (;ommiffAriJTtn, 
Jm (9'c. A•· (:fr. 

• Ab &: Affiir.adcun gabrw YCcrt Worckn uit hoofdc v:in 
q~.1dc: trouwc, of Yano~r 'ilf rifico gelopco hrobai, 't 7.y 
Ult c~n gcic~ltc nn bcgonncrc11c.,0Td:it twcclcdigvcrzc
kc:rt 16: a:it is, ab by .Excmpcl, wt 4c Oothec op hkr tc 
wrtrdckcn met COnvov uit .de Zand , 'Welk batilc dtn 
Schipper nict doct &c. J:io WQ:d.~t T~n ..Ut de r.cdi-
tutie v.in Prc1Uic pluuhcJ~ · . ' 
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Appendix 4 Judgmen~ condemning.the insured to pay the premium 

Een antler weg1ns Premie. 

Commiirarifi"eo van de Kamer van A!runntie 
en Ayaryeo binnen Amrterdam, gezi~ hebbende 
een Reekenioge , van ~- waar by gceifch t word 
van B. de fomme van f . . . . voor prqmie 
van f .. a &c;. pr. Cto· verzekert den &c. op 
't C~ske. van 't: SChip &t. ~an L. na M. 

Hier op de v<;>orn. B. geateert en gehoort, be ... 
kende de voomoemde ·Premie f chuldig te · zyn • 
. Zo is 't, dat Comtni!fari!fen de voornoemde 

B. gecondemncert hebben, gelyk zy condemne~ 
ren by dezen, aan de voornoemde Eircher te. be
tfllen de voorge~ifchte f. " . mitsgaders d.e on..; 
kofien van de Kamer, hier onder · gedeclareett. · 

Des komt by. den Eifcber te • verfchieten &c~ 

· .A8um !Jy tie 11oorn. Comlfliffariffm; 
. Jen (!fc. · · · · · · 

• ~~ bet d~t de~ Gcd.ugdcn gccondcmneert wcrJ in Jc 
bcuhngc dcr .J>rc1111e, zonCicr d:it v.in de koftca gc~dd 
word• ·zo. Ju1dc:n de woordcn; 

Dts toin1 by d'm Eifcher te bttAltn &c, 



·;' . . . ,, ·~ ''.,' ·' 
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Appendix s Judgment condemning the insured to pay the premium provisionally 

Een ande~ van Na_11fp1iffement 'Ua~ :PreT(t_Je~ 

CommiCfari!fen van de Kamer van A(furantie 
en A varyeri birinen · A.mCl:erdam, · · gezien heh· 
bende ef:u Reekeninge van A. waar by geeifcht 
werdvan B.de:fomme van/ •• · ~ voor premie van 
f ... a &c. pr. Cto. verzekert den &c.op&c. van 
bier tot N. 

Hier op de voorn. B. tot twee verfcheide malen 
geciteert, en egter niet gecompareert is. 

Zo is •t, dat CommHfari{fen den voorn. B. ge
condem.neert hebben, gelyk zy condemneren by 
dezen , ten behoeve van ·den voorn. Eifcher, te 
namptiferen de voorgeeif chte f . . . 

Des komt by den Eifcher te betalen &c• 
Welke f. . de voorn. Eifcher zal mogen ligten, 

onde.r Camie tit Rtflitmndo, indien namaals vcr
ltaan mogce warden te behooren. 

Aflum by de voorn. Commiffari.ffen, 
den &c. 
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Appendix 6 Judgment condemning the insured to pay the premium provisionally 

Een dito 1·a~ P,-emie, op cen and er manier. 

Commi!fai-i!fen van de Kamer van Alfurantie 
en Avaryen bfonen Amlterdam, gl!zien hc:b
bende een Reekeninge van A. waar by gt:cifcht 
wcrd van B. de: f omme van f . . . voor Premie 
van / .•• a &c. :pr. Cto verzcekert den &c. op 'c 
Schi_p &c. Schipper C. van L. na dezer Stedc. 

Hier beneffe1is de gewooolyke ondertekcnin
ge van D. gefwoore Makelaar dczer Stedc, daar 
by de gedane verzekcringe , als opregt g1.:daan, 
door hem is geconfirmeert. . 

Hier op de vooro. B. gecitecrt en gehoort zyn
de, bekende de voorfraande gecifchte Prcmic wel 
fchuldig te zyn, by zo vetre zyn Vt:n.ckernar 
by cede wil vetklaren, dat hv niet gewcten hccfc 
•c arrivement van 't vootfL. Schi p van L. in de- · 
ze Landen. 
· Zo is 't dat de CommiCfari!ren den voorn B ge
condemneert h~bben, gclyk zy condcmneren by 
dezen, aan de vborfz. Eifcher te betalen de voor
geeifchte f· . . . : 

Des komt by: den Eifcher te betalen &c. 
Des is A. Eif ch er gehoudcn met Eede te ver

klaren, dat ·by ten tydc van zyne gcdane tekc
ninge in 'c min~lc gccn tydinge geweten, of ge• 
boort heeft van 1t voorfz Schip, ~c~ daar Schip
per op is C. van zyn ·arriverhent van L. in dczc 
Landen. En by refuus van den Eed, ontzeggen den 
Eifoher zyn cif ch. 

, .A8ll1n by tie t•oorn. Commiff•tilft11,· 
Jm (!Jc. 



Appendix 7 Judgments for°the return of the premium by the insurer 

Yonnif!e van RejJarno. 

Commiffariffen van de Kamer van Ait'urantie 
en Avaryen binnen AmHerdam, gei.ien hebbende 
c:en Police, gedaan tckencn door A. hem, of ie .. 
mand anders aangaande, van L. tot M~ op 't Cas
ke van 't Schip genaamd &c. Schipper B. jcgens 
&c. pr. Ceo. verzekcrt den &c. ter fomme van 
f.. . waar van de Gealfureerde van C. en D. zyne 
Vcrzckeraars in dezeo over 'c verzckeren van/ ••• 
·ltenorno cifcht. 

Hier op de voarnoemde C. en D. geciteat en 
N. N. uy t baare .name geboort. 

Zo is 't dat Commiffari!rcn de voorn. C. en D. 
gecondemneert hebben, gelyk zy condemneren by 
dei.en, aan de voornoemde Eifcher te reClitueren 
hare Premie, ingevalle die by haar omfangen is, 
mi ts daar aan kortende een half pr Cto. voor ha
re fignature. 

Des komt by de Eif cher te betalen &c . 

.AElum by t•oom; Commiffarif!cn, 
tltn a-,. 
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Appendix 8 General average adjustment 

Yomzis D'Ver Jf'IJarJt grtJj[e. : van Avarye grofi"e over 't Schip en ingeladen Goe
deren zouden mogen worden verdeclt. 

Gezien by CommiCfariCfen van de Kamer van Exhiberende tot dien einde verfcheidene cedul· 
Afi"urantie en Avaryen binnen Amlterdam, een Jen, innehoudende de qualiteit, quantiteir, en 
~ueltatie gcpafi"eert voor den Notaris N. N. in de \~dye. van de ingeladene Goederen, mitsga
dato den &c. en ten zelven dagc gcl>racbt onder ders de e1timatie van 't Schip als volgt: 
't z~l dezer Stede, daar inne Oj> 't ven~k van N. N. ~iver(e go~eren by hCill op • f 
Schq>per A. by eede depofercn, B. Stuurman , . en. Comm1£rarifi"en • • • • • f 
en C. Hoogbootsman, dat z.y in de voorh. bedie- N. N~ &c. .. • • • • . • • • f 
ningc met den voom· Schipper, en op zyn S~bip ,/_ 't &hip word gefi~t op f . . . f 
genaamd ~c. van . ~· zyn vertrokkep ,. en geko- • En de • Vragt u • . . . . . • _! __ _ 
men tot bmnen 't Vhe, alwaar zy ly1den.genood.. . I 
zaakt wierden '· om v,an ~en ysgang bevryd te we. Omme nu te komen tl')t het afmaken V3n deze 
zen, haar Sch1p op t P1ervelt te halen,·daar _zy voorn. Avarye Grofi"e, hebben Commitrarifi"en de 
hebben gelegen ~ot ,den_ &c. als wai:ii:ieer zy cm. pollen in de Rekeninge van de fcbade en onkoHen 
dely~ . van daar m t d1ep geraakten, deden ~ geexamincctt; en'daar van geapprobeert .de fomme 
devo1r om ~aar dagelykS anker en t?UW (dat 1n van • • • • • • • • • I 
zee Hood ) rn te halen , em h~ re1ze V?Ort te V oegeede bier by voor 't recht van de 
zetten; doch konden bet zelve. met macht1g wer- CommifTarifi"en • • • • • • f 
den, waa~ door zy genoodzaakt waren, ~ot beHe Voor de Bode van de Kamer • • f 
van ,t fclup en goedere[), het tou te kappen (we- Voor 't Zegel • • • • • • • f 
zende . het gekapte touw zo goed als half gefle.. Voot de Aeh:noefi"eniers Armen • f 
ten, en bet anker omtrent ach! hondert pond Tot liquidatie voor den Armen • f 
fwaar)_ vei:voigeude tocm hare re1ze met een ~x.. · · I 
trao1·d1nans Lootsman, waar me<le zy hare re1ze . . . 
hebben volbracht. · De "!1001:1· f . . . verdeelt over f . . . bevmdeo 

Hier beHdfens een Rekeninge by de voorn. Comm1fi"ari!fen , dat yder hondert daar mne komt 
Schipper ondcrtekent, vervattende alle de fchaden te. d~gen f . . . . 
en ot1koften tcr zakc voorf z. gedaan en geleden, Dien volgende condemAeren Comm1fi"arifTen , 

bedragende als volgt: dat de voorn. f~ade door ~ n~rgenoemde ~~la-= 
Aan Lootsmans geld betaalt • . • f ders, en den Schip~ voor t foh1p betaalt en vol ... 
Voor fchade van bet gekapte Touw f 03.an z:al worden als volgt: 
\Toor ,t dagelyks Anker . • • . f N. N. met. • • • • ., • I betult f 
Voor cie lJot:-yreep en Anker.frok • f N. ~· . • • . , • ·. • • • I · · · f 
Voor c;xtra Lootsµian geld • • • f De!)clupp._yoc:>r t fchip(ofvragt)f • . • f 
Voor de Verklaaring • • • . • f f betalen f 
\'oor bet nalopcn van deze Avarye f .nBum by Je TJoorn. Caminij[Ariffcn, 

f Jm (!J'c. 

~ Welke f cha den en onko1len de voorn. 
Schipper en lnlader venochten, dat J:>y formf,: 

• Commi{['ariilCn nemc:n de Vrachtc:n, voor en in 
h J_ d 1 lad pbctfc van hct Schip f. · 

• Dczc ~ode wt"rd gebruikt. al is ct Oo"lt • 0 Cf! NB. Men nccmt tcr A[urantil-lCamcr, dat bet hoogftc 
s,·hipptt. of Alfur.idcurs tcgens de prcfcntc ~ya.rye Gro~- .. in prys is, of Schip, of Vragt. 
Ii: docn diiputercn. 
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Appendix 9 Notice of abandonment 

.Llbandonnement 'CJ&n 'Verzek.ertle Koopman-
. (chappan. 

A doet u B. pro rato uwe fignature abandon
neren de: t Koopmanfchap~n. geladen in ,c Schip, 
genaamt de &c. Schipper C .. komende van L. na 
M. wnr op gy aan hem Terzekert hebt, vermogens 
de Police;, al.zo 't voorfz. Scbip, in 't pro(equcrcn 
van de voyagie , met de ingelackne- goeda"cn, is 
:I= gebleveo en verongelukt. 

t In •c .A111lnJ011mment 'f!An ttn Sc1'ip-, mo~t, 'in pla.it
·k van Koopm:infcb:ippcn, gcfrcl~ wordcn: bet C1t1le 
of Corp111 'UAn 't Sm1p mtt %/Jn g~[cb111, J.f1111itie, Ge· 
rttJfc1Mpptn , m A11nt}rt1tn "'"" Jun. * Of anders: YA11 tt11 l{f/tr is gen~men tu vtrovtrl, 
"' te /l. 'fleVr"l'· <?f aMui: Y'."" dt T•rfr.tn ge,;0111:11. 
En zoo TOOtt 11111tt1r11 '111Nf J111411. 
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Appe11dilc 10 Deed of abandonme11t 

Reltllie of Acte van Ab1111t!£1nneme11t •z.1an 
S chip e 11 G oi.•d. 

Op den &c. i\o. &c. is ten vcrz.ockc van Sr. A. 
ten bd1ocve van de naaq;<..':10cmdc Vcrzekcra;1f"!, 
pro 1;1io ccn yder z.yne Sl~muure, gcabandurrnterc 
t l~e Gocdcrcn :, e~ 't Ca~ke, of ·Corpus Y•!11 't 
ticlup, gcnaamd de &c. Scluppcr B. gaande van L. 
naar.l\'I. en van daar wederom cot L. waar op dat2y 
aan hem ( of haar) gctckcnt en verzekert hebben 
vcrmogens de Police, alzo 't voorn. Schip. in 't 
prof equeren van de voyagie, met de ingeladene 
Goederen is gebleven en verongelukt: welk Aban-
tlonnemeilt gedaan is aan · N. &c. &c • 

.ARum in.Amfl,rJam, Jen &c. 

t Ingc:v;i.llc ltct Sc hip, d;i.t vc:rzc:kcrt was, allccn gcJ· 
b1nclonncc:c:c is, moc:t'cr fi.un: GeabAntlonnerr her Ct$s/r..,.e 
e'! Corp111 't!An 'i ,Schip: Ma:ir indic:n allccn de Gocdcrc:n, 
d~ vc:rz.ckc:tt w.:ircn , gc:abandonnc:'crt wordcn: moc:t men 
fldlcn: GtabAntlonneerJe Go1Jeren ·in /:et C"1le &c. 
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Appendix 11 Notice of cancellation of insurance to insolvent insurer 

lnfinuatie, of Opzegginge 'Van de Perzekerde 
aan des PerzeJ:.eraars Curateur. . 

Op den &c. is, ten verzoeke van Sr.A. ten hui-
1.e ''an Sr. B. * als Curareur over den Boedel ·van 
c. fchl'ifrelijk geinfinueerc, en voons geprotelleerc 
't .gc:nc: vol~t: &c. & c. 

Allo t Sr. C. ~ecekenc en ver1.ekert heefc aan Sr. 
A. &~. &c · All~s vcrmogens tk Police; en ge;.. 
mcrkt hy Geafrurl'erde ( overmics :f: uwc infolven
tic) mcc u w..: · tekt!ning ~n vcrzekc:rin~ nice is vc:r
zckerc, of bcwaarc; zo do.!t hy GcatTureerde u 
mitsdczen. § infinueren, dat hr dezelvc vcrLt:kcring 
aan hem b::hd!..!d ; en u daar vah ·omlatt ; en een aa~ 
dcr in uw plaats z.al nemen; of andcrlins daar inne 
doen, z.o 'c hem bell geradcn en goed dunken zal; 
protelterenpe derhalven toe nulliteir van dczclve 
cekening en verLekering, by u aan hem gedaan: 
en voorcs van alle kolten; fchaden; en lntreffen, die 
hy Infinuant in · tijdc:n en wijlen daar door zoude 
komen te lydc:n. Allum in Amlterdam; den &c.; 

. •· De Verzeker.ur abfenterende, of IJ.titcrcnde , en z-x11 
Boedel"ni~t aan de Defolatc rocdels-klmer zynde, meet in 
pl.utfe, 1111 C1'rAteHrcnz.gdklt warden, ~ijn Verul\_cra.tr. 

t In 'r voorfz. gcval, moec dit :ildus vcrandcrc worc.le"n; 
Alu gy Sr .. c. verui<Jrr h1b1, . . . 

t Ii~ 't zdvc ,geval, ~oet in: pl.utfc Vlll Jc: ~·oordc:n; 
overmus llT!.lt 1nfo/vent1e, gc:fielt w~rden, overm11.1 lllP' 

1ibfa11tcrtn , of IAti~trt11. · . . 
§ . Defc: Infinuatie is tc vcr{ban :tis de. gc:lic:clt rcifc op~ 

gefcgc w~rtl. :· .. · . 

,;_··.-
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Appendix 12 Summonses in use In the Amsterdam Chamber of Insurance 

De Citatien, ter Affurantie-~amer in ge
bruik, zijn v~n de volgende 1nhoud. 
Cillltit tms .Alf ~11Jturs, gtJ11grut~rJ 1!'.trtlrntlt 1>1tn 

tltn Gt11ffururtltn, ~o tL'annttr Jtt ~11n jlukkm tn 

btfchtidn1 ttr JJffurantit-K~mtr gefou~nttr.·1 ht~('· 
Memorie voor de .Aff uradeurs, die verzeKert 

:hebben aan Sr. A· op 't Schip &c. Schipper B. om 
1e ·vifiteren de Police, en "or.dere DocUmeoten ter. 
K11mcr van A=ifurantie, by 4em voorfz. Geaffu.
Teerde aldaar over ~leid .of g~x·hibecrt, ten fi
ne dezelve Afi"urad.eurs baar conflderatie en 00.. 
lang daar over · mogen i~~rengen. Sr. C. tegen 
morgen ten 1 o uuren preojs, zynde den &c. voor 
eifcb van &c. op pene van &c. defaut. 

Citdlit als tie Affi1r4Jeurs Jm Gt11ffe1rttrtltn 1·otptn 
awr Prtmit , ef '1t'tr Rtftorno. 

A. \Vord ter K.amer van Atfurantie geciteert te
gen mo~en ten ~egen uurcn, zijnde den &c. van 
wegen B. over e1fCh van &c. . · 

I 

Cit4tie, ll'annttr ltn ln.laJ1r gtrotpm wort/, om t~ 
:\it11 ma~tn :A'iJaryt groffe, 1:oorgtval/m binntn 

tit helftt Jer 'Voy11git. 
Sr. A. word tcr K!lffier van Affurantie gfcit~ert, 

tegens mogen ten t1en unren precys, 7.lJndc den 
&c. van wegen B. Schipper op 't Schip, genaamt 
&c. om te. maken A va11e grolfe, mits opftellende, 
en mcde brengende de qQantiteit, qualiteit, en 
regte waal"dye van uw goederen, zo die ter Scbo
pinge tot ann hoord tQe gekoit hcbbcn, op pcnc 
van de &c. defaut. 
Dito, 1111 Jt lnl11Jcr g1rotptn wara om tt ~Jen ma~en 
.Avaryt Groffe, vo~rgro4//t~ owr tit he/ftt tltr voy.1g/t. 

Sr. A. word ter ~a.mer van A~urantic gecireert1 
tegen morgen ten uen uuren, lJJtJde den &c. va• 
wegen B. Schipper op 't Schip genaa~t &c. om ~e 
maken Avarye grolTe, mits opfiellende en medc 
8rcagende de quantiteit, qualitclt, fiuks, gewlcht, 
en recbrc wurd~ van uw goederen &c. ontfen. 
g~n uit de voorfz. ~hiP.pcr iijn Sthip, zoo die; 
fi1et tcr ficc:dc waardis 2JJ.niafcrckk.cnd~ de V(atht. 
<;onvoy, Veilgctd, en andere klci~e ongeldcn, fP.c
~1ficere11dc in 't : brzonder de wai\rdye van y~cr 
X.oopmanfchappon apa!~1 op l*lO v.n do&c. defaut. 
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Appendbc 13 Rotterdam notarial notice of abandonment (1651) 

... .. : ... . .. 

, .:J • 

·I >r: :".. -·. 

Op huyJcn Jen Jen Juny :mno 16H hebbc i·~k Vitw 

MusLclius nouris publ)•cy bij den Hove v:m Hollanc ge
admittccrt rcsidercndc binncn Rutterdam mij ten vcrsouckc 

van Sr. ls;iacq Pauwcls coopman alhicr gctr:msportcert ter 

woonpl:ac:ts vai1 Srs. lsaacq van Buircn c:n Pic:tc:r llisschop 

coopluijdc:n in compagnic bij den anJc:rcn wonenJc: binnc:n 
dcscr stcdc voornocmt code mits dcnsclvcn Sr. v"n Duircn 
nict thuis W'1S hcbbc ick notaris ·Van wcgcn "Is bovcn 

·Sr. Pi~ter llisschop voor11ocn1t geinsinuc:ert en aengc:Jient 

dat den insinu:mt mits dc:Sen vcrcl:aert :absolutclijckcn tc 
abandonnercn het schip gcn'1cmt Ste. Pieter daer schippcr 

·.9f> was Pieter Jacobsz. Nanninglu pro rato off voor soo vccl 

. ~ .... 
; . . ~ ·.·.· 

Jc gc:iwinuc:erdc: en compagnic: hc:m insinuant Jaerop hebbc:n 

gc:aessurccrt over Jc voy:1gic: van Hc:nnebon in Bret:angie tot 
Havel de Grace volgc:ns de police daervan z.ijnJc: dato den 

Hen Martij lcstlcden, wac:rop den gcinsinuec:rde mij notario 
tot :intwoorJ gaff· 

tis wcl ick nen1e het :ib:1ndo11ncmcnt acn. 

Aldus gc:daen en geinsinuc:ert bij mij not:iris voornocmt 
ten dagc, maendc enJc j:irc als boven. 

(Get.) V. MUSTELIUS 

Nots; pub. 

1651 5-G 
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Appendix 14 Accord of Rotterdam underwriters of 1719 

Op huyd~n de~ 22 February I 7 19 , hebben de 
. . ondergCfchrcci'en Koopl~cden;, en ~e gel yk Aliundcurs , met_ ~en ande .. 

· rcn, tqn gemecnen nutce goedgcvondcn en bc!loocen, ~s vol gt: en wcl 
' 

1r:' Erlklyk: Geen_ v_ cncekcbn_ • g te "Z.ullen '1. oen, of P_· olicen te. tekeneil ) by wclkc di .. 
JC., verfc prcmien werden gecondicloncett ~ :ilsmet bet ontfangen dcr boogfi~ Cours in de 
rdpeftlve Policen bedongen, en z.ulks by de ondertcckening uyc te drukl:>en, z.ondcr tc 
konnen volfurcn met de fimpele e."Preffie van de Prc:cmie ontfangen ofvoldaen. 

Ten 't'wccden: ]):ic indc Policen; alw:icr.hetplacts k:in.h~bbcn, 7.:11 inoetcn w~r· 
den gdlclt, vry \'an Legdagen, ~n Av:iryc,; ·cnfch:idc ondcr .dne ten ho!'ldcrd ; doch als 
de tifico wcrd gcloopen op \\' olle, Hcruup , en Vt:is., in pl:iets v:m dr1c ten honderd > 
vry v-:.n befch:idigtheyd nice tc OO\'cng.1cndc ticn tcnhondcrd. 

Ten Derden: Z1l mcrtv~r alfu RCJ7:Cri·i die nice recd hccn ~ \vcdcr wetdcn ·vcr• 
2.eekcrt, nice mcetdcr als cen cnkcldc ~ourtagc acn de .M~kclacrs ''?"tw:Sogcn·:tt·vol"' 
cocn, alwaer bee d:it 'ct twccderley , of rpecrder Prcm1cn m de .Pohccn f~ondcn uyr
gcdrukt, als by voorbceld, v:irt fa. Obes lucra + pcrccnro, en v:m hicr voorc zcylendc 
6 ·i pcrccnco: Ja zclfs :ii wacrcil 'er noch foo vccl conditicn van acli7..cylingcn , vcr1.cylin
gen ; en !!cnloopingcn , en ontic:f chcy~ ~:m Pr~icn , wannccr 7.ul.ks gccn recclc hcc:n en 
·weer Voyages 7.yn , mlts dat ccn icdcr1.lgm Casvan Calangc '.t.t:lf 7..1l 1Iloctcn purgcercn of 
by 2.Ulks gedaen hecft of nice. 

Ten Vicrdcn: Vcrbindcn "'Y t>ns voort.1en gcen Policen tc z.ullcn ccckcncn \'an 
Voyages hct.'h eil weer, of \\'cl met ondcrfch~ydcnc Prcmicn, :ils dacrYoor ontfangcnde 
de gehede Premlc, fowclvoordcuye; t'huys, als tuffchen-reys, excmp~ Grocnl:md 
alleen d:1cr nice ondc:r bcgrccpen. · 

Ten Vyfdcn~ Dae wy allcSch~pc~'~-Hambutgn:iSp:mjcnofPortUgalgacndc; tot 
bet Nacuwvan de Stract mcluys, rue:: nundcr~ullcn tcckcncn a1s f pcrctnto, 'c zy komcndc 
ofg:icnde. 

Ten Scfden: Verbinden \Vy onsmetdc Makchlcrsofrcdic m~e Policc11omgacnvan 
·uric i'vfacnden tot dric Macnden af te rckcncn , en in de vicrdc l'vlacnd tcccl van hacr 
\"oidacri en betaclt tc 7.yn, bclovcndc \Vyals Luydcn v:lrt Ecrc by fautc van dien nict 
wcdcr :icn h:icr te z.ullcn vcneckcren tot de tyd dat zy bet zclvc i'iagekomcn hcbbcl) , 
begin g~noomcn hcbbende Primo January deacs Jacrs. · 

En Eyndelyk; Geen Conditicn of Claiulcn tc 11'.logen ondcrtcckcncn , wj.cr door 
ccn of meer der voorg~mclde pointcn kr.i.gtclqos zoudcn kohmm wcrdcn gcmackt, bc
loovcndc \\1·dcrs den :ll1dercnondcrling, :ll.h_et hicrter necdcrgefl:elde re 'Z.ullcn n;il~o
mcn , en gcfinnd tc llocn , . qf by contr:lvl:ntie v:m hct cen of hct :indcr., \'Oor icdcr 
rC}'7.C :Us z.ull:>s kotnt te gebeurcn , ten gcmccnc voordccle , tc 7..ullcn opfchicten cc11 
fomnti Yan ticn guldens, gelyk wy alle en een iederinhet·byzondcracnnccmencnpro
mittccrcn, fo\v.:mnccr ons a:n.ofmcergepl:-egdemi~l:iF, .doordccs of gee_ nc, in ccn 
dcr b.ovcn ;cngeroerde Condmcn bes:!en, rµogten ter ACnIUffc komen , daer van ~~n • 
ilonds, z.ondc:r ecnigc \'cnchoon!n~ of dlllµpulntie, potific:itie cc gccvcn aen den Heer 
Pa1LIPPt:S SE.n.n.ua.n:R., die oy dez.enge:mthorifeertwcrd totdcnontf:mgdcrvcr
beurdegeldcn, en zal indcz.en gcen aceptieofvoorwcndingevan Errcut, pfoctshcb
·bcn , :iho wy ondcrgcu:ckcndc dacr v:m wcl c:q>rdfclyk rcnunciccrcn , en bcloovcn , dric 
dagc:rna orrLc gcd:inc m1Sgrccpcn, t'clkcnsome vcrbcurdc boctcns aen \vclgcmcldc Heer 
1c1.ullcn opfczbiet¢il, of by ~11:1tigheyd van dic:n, in plam van ticn guldcn.s , ic~ct re} .. LC ~c 
:iullen vcrbcuren ''Yf en twmug guldens. En ~ cas ( buytcn vermocdcn) cemgc \•ctfoh1l
len , deezcn acng;aende , mogten oncibcn; fo werden toe befiiffingc denclvcn by dccz.cn 
ge:iuthorifeert, ae Heeren GEo R.CE B r ... u:~N } HtNl\I K v ER. R. y~' \V [LL F.lt 

, • .AN L .:\ ER. , en N 1 c o L A us B L .u u r o T , :ien W!!lkcrs dccific en uycf pr.:ck wy on
C!.crgd'chrce\·en , :i.Js 111yden \'an ccren, wndcr cenige exceptic , ons 'l.Clfs bcloo\"cn ~~ 
ondenvcrpcn ; 7.ullende van de vetbeurde geldcn by meerdcrbcyd van ficmincn gccll- . 
ponccrc werdcn ; en al bet voor en ommc iliiende z.yn begin necn:cn van primo lVfacrc 
~' en provifionccl ge'i:ontinueert wctdentoeprimoiY.bcrc 17i.o. Aldus gcd.ien binnc11 
Amficld:un , in d:ito 3ls bovel). · 
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Appendix 17 Antwerp hull policy of 1531 

In Gades namen, Amen. ·wv Koeplude, Assurors, hyr undergcschrcvcn, bl!
kennen unde bes tan, d6rch dessc yegcnwardyge schrift, dat wy cntf angcn 
hcbben so vele geldes unde gudes van Godschalck Rcmlynckraden, Kopman yn 
Oestlant; dar v6r wy em assutere11 efft vorwissen de Summe van geldc hyr 
under gcschreven mit 1msen egenen handen, up de guder kopenjJ unde Schip, 
gen6met de Swaen, mit aller tobehoringc und geschutle, bynnen undc buten, 
nichtes uthgeslaten, dem genomden Godschalck offtc yemande anders tobe
horende, ydt sy dennc watterle11c wdr ef]te guder ydt syn, dorch cm. effte 
eynen anderen up dat vorgcschrevcn Schip (nu tho Lt°lbeck yn Ostlandt vor
schreven lyggende) geschcpet, up wclckcrc Schip Mathias Kuntze van Lubeck 
effte eyn ander de Schipper vs, vein der tydt an; dat dyt Schyp mit den vorgc
sehreven gud€rn und kopenschop begunt afftholopertde, cffte aflopt uth der 
Haven van Ltibeck, und yn de Haven tho Armuye yn Zelandt gckamcn ys. 
So neme wy up uns de m6ye, last, sorgc ttnd cvcnt11r dusses v6rgcschrcven 
Schepes undc glider, beth tho dcr vorgeschrcvcn Haven tho Arm1iye, dar van 
wy ydt eventur St(ln so wol der See, des waters, alse des Furs, Frundc, 
Vyende, breve edder breven, van kopcrtschcp unde incrcken, ock van allcr 
thosage KeyjJer, Koningen, Princcn unde hcren, Ock vor gewalt undc dcvcric 
edder sujJ yenniges schaden unde ynvalf3 halven, Welck men bedencken mide 
nicht bedenckcn kan undc mach, dat dem Schcpe unde gudern mach schcdclick 
syn und tokamen, nichtcs buten beschcden, beth so Zange, dat dyt vorgc
schreven Schip mit den gudern yn de v6tgeschrcvcn have gekame11 ys, dar 
vor dem Ancker licht, unde de v6rgeschrevcn kopenschop unde glider up gc
schepet unde an Zandt gebracht unde altosamende yn gudem beh.oldc gcborgcn 
sin, unde ym valle, dat ydt sick na dem willen Gades begcve (welck nicht ge
schen m6te), dat hyr yennich gebreck ynvelle, anders dan gudt, So belavcn, 
obligeren unde vorb11nden wy uns deme v6rgeschreven Gotschalcke, cf]te 
brynger dusser yegenwardigen Zedulen, cffte lave Zedulen, crliken undc 
vullenkameliken, bynnen twe Mdnte dar na (aljJ uns efftc den unf]en s1ilckens 
vorwytliket ys) wol tho betalen, So v~le unde all dat wy mit unjJen egen 
handen hyr under geschreven unde vorwilk6rt hehben, s1i.nder alle wedder
seggent, uprii.ckelse edder vortoch. Dem geliken gelaven unde vorbynden wy 
uns ock, all den schaden, de uns mdchte ·tokamcn effte dar van entstan, ock 
tvoL tho bctalen. 

Uncle. ym valle, dat me warhafftige tydinge erf6rc, eyn Yar na der tydt, alf] 
dyt vorgeschreven Schip van ~ubeck gelopen ys, unde vellichte yn ey.ne ander 
Haven gekamen, unde sust mit den gtideren noch gebotgen weer, so schal 
Godtschalck unde de synen geholden syn, uns wedderumtne tho geven, wes se 
van uns cntfangen hcbben, und dat na dem Seerechte, Usantie unde Costume 
dcr Stadt Lunden yn Erigelandt. Nichte myn so consenteren unde beleven wy, 
vn · dem vorgcschreven valle, dat Godtschalck effte eyn ander van syncnt 
tvcgcn de handt up sodane Schip unde gudcr mach leggen, unde de antasten, 
vnc unse vorl6ff unde consent, unde se bTVngen vn de vorgeschreven Haven, 
yodoch up unse unkost undc t~rynge der assurantien unsch~delick, so dat de 
gclikewol blyve vn erer vullenkamen macht, uns vorbyndende mit lyve unde 
oude, y«!genwardich unde tokamende, Renunciercnde und vorsakende alle be
he~pc unde exempticn der Rechte, der dddt, unde alle des yennen, dat uns 
mochtc hyr entycgen behulplick unde bdthlick syn, sunder alle bedroch, arge
lust unde quadc funde. 

Tl1or ttkhnisse der warhevt hebbe wv dysse tosage unde belevinge laten 
schriven d6rch evnen andcrn, vn sulcker krafft, so alPe offte se evn yder van 
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uns mit syner egen handt sulven geschreven hadde, ock thor tydt, dat eyn 
yder mit syner egen handt hyr under geschreven hefft, unde up de sulvesten 
tydt gegeven tho Antwe-rpen, XIII. Julij. Yn dem yare unde geborth unses 
Heren, vorgeschreven 1531. Godt de Here wylt ynt ende wol bewaren, aldufJ 
under geschreven, 

.. 1hcsus, Wy Paschael Pawel de Negro unde de geselschop, synt tho freden, 
vor Vofftkh Pundt grate Flam/3, huten am XXVIII. dage Juli 1531 tho Ant
werpe, Godt wylt bewaren. 

Ick Jurgen van Barros segge, dat ick tho freden byn, de vaer und eventU.r 
tho stande up dat Schip, welck Godt beware, de Summa van Vertich pundt 
yrote, am XXVIII. Juiij MDXXXI. Ick segge ydt Schip unde gudt, darynne 
befrachtet. 

lck Juergen Lopes scggc, dat ick tho lrccden byn, vnde de vacr 
ydl ccuenlucr tho stacl1dc, van xvy. Pundt i;rolc Flaem:;z:, VJ> dat 
voergeschrcucn Schyp vnde 1;ueder Jar ynne r,cladc.n, a.lie tuhocrcnd 
dem vocri:cschreucn Godlschakkc, wckk GoJl bchocJe, denXXVII. 
July. Anno M.D.XXXI. 

lck Ruys Fernandes sc&1;~. dat ick tho frccJr. byn yn 1!yt Sd1yp, 
welck Ciodt bchoede, vor de Summa van Vodltici1 l'unJt Fl.~m>z, 
tho Antwcrpe, A1\1 XXVlll. July. Anno M.D.:·o:;.:1. 

lck Juha.n Sy1non byn tho !rccdc, ynt vuer1:•»d1rcuc11 Schni, wdck 
Godl beware, vor Vii!!tich Pundt 1:rulc l'l~insz, lck ~ci:i:c V 01flid1 
pundt, gcschcn tho Antwcrpc,.~.l!.I XXVlll.July. Ym yar" M.D.:·:XXI. 

Wy Ucnah.;uJinu:a· ..;cn~afii, J1~ho1._n Boillt.1ni Yll'I•: \o"U~•c 1;csclschop, 

syn tho frccdc van dys:;ce vorwys.in;;c, voe de ~111111u:i van Volltic.h 
Pundt i;eolc l'la.msz, Des xxviij July. A11110 M.D.XXXI. Tho Ant
wcrpe, Ci odt wylt bcwarcn. 

\Vy Franciscus vnde Steffen llourlamachij, vndc vnsc r,csclschop, 
syn tho frccJc mil J}"sscr olisumnticn, voe Jc Summ.1 \'all Hundcrt 
Pundt i;rotc Flamsz, Jes xxix. July. An nu M.D.X:<XI. Thu Antwcrpc, 
Wckk Godl bcschcrauc. 

Wy Jaspar Ducey, \0 11dc vn~c gcsdschot>, \"orwy~'"' lhu llunJcrt 
Pundt i;rotc Flam::z, ha.IC! ~or my vndc de i:c>clschup, vndc half! 
vor Hin.rick van Rccsz, Je~ xxix, July. Anno M.O.XX:-tl. \Vdck 
Godt bc~an:. 

lck J uhan Carli Dclialiailadi, bya thu ln:cdc, mil ducsscr Vurwys
suncc, vor de Suuuu:i v;111 twc llundert PuuJl r.rult: fl;unsz, lluctcn 
am lcstcn dagc Ju.ly. Anuu M.D.XXXI. "fho Anlwcrpr, Gudt wylt 
bc\varcn. 

Wy llonaucnlura Mi.chelst., Jceunimus Arnolphini vndc \"llSC cc
sclschup, syn lho frccJc n.•.il lluesscr '\o"Or\.'\o")'"S.Suni:~. vorJcSuuun:i van 
Tachcnlich Pundt i:rotc Fl.1111s.z Des xxx. July .. Anno M.D.XXXI~ 
Tho Antwcrpc. 

!ck Jcroni.lnus Spinula q. d. St~Iiani, lirn tho lrl..:Jr., des rcnncn 
<lat vocri;cschrcncu ys, anr,.wmlc de Sunun:i van VocHtcyn Pundt 
r.rotc Flamsz, Jlucdcn am andcrn Jai;•: Aui;u:;li. Anno 111.D.:-(XXI 
Tho Anlwcrpc. Godt will ;iu,·e :ill bcwar\"11. 

lck Scholl Kucncyszcl, ymmc n.1111c11 Joh:ins ,•1111., Jacolls \Vclzcr, 
b/11 tho frccde, van dy.osc-r \·ori;c~chrcu•·a v•11·\,·' ''"'t:"• mil Docrlich 

Pundt i;rote l'l;unsz, Amme drueddci1 Aui:usli. Anno M.D.XXXI. 
Tho Antwrrpc. Codi wil ydt tho der bcholdy(ngc vocren ?) . 

Wy Frnncisi:us de Grimaldi vndc Aui:u~lin de Aurea, syn tho 
frccde, dy~s(c vocr~chruen) :i11;;a11dcs, D.e Summa van Voe.Ulich 
Pundt gr<•lc: Flan\sz, Huelc:n ammc drueddcn Augusl.i. Anno 
M.D.XXXI. Tho Al1twcrpc. Ciodl wylt all (bew)arcn. 

Wy Symon l'ccory, vndc de i;csclschop, syn tho frccde vor de 
Summ:i, van llund.crt Pundt grolc Flamsz, Ammc Ill!. Augusti. 
Anno M.D.XXXI. thu J\ntwerpe. 

!ck FcmanJus Daza, byn tho frccde yn dyt Schyp, welck Godt 
bc:hocdc:, vur de Summa v:in Vocfflich Pundt i;rolc, tho Antwcrpe 
III!. Aui;u~1i:· Annu M.D.XXXI. 

lck Symon >pinula '1· d. Uenedicti, byn t.110 frccde des vocr
i:cschrcucn, a11gaendc de Sumana van 18. Pundt grotc Flamsz. 
III!'. _J\ui;u:;li. Anno M.D.XXXI. Tho Antwcrpc. Godt wyl ydt bc
W.irCsl.': ·.· 

\Vy Arnull de Plano vnJc Johan Sadorme; syn up gcwisse reckcn
schop apcnbar tho frccJc:, vp dyt Schyp tho 20. Pundt grotc. Dc,s 
IX. Aui;usti. Anno M.D.XXXI. 

lck Diego de .sanclo Dominico, byn the. !rc:ede yn dyss·em Schcpc, 
thu Voefflich Pundt grolc l'lamsz. ammc V. Aui;usti. Anno 
M.D.XXXI. Tho Antwerpc. 

Ick Johan llaplisla Gwycc:irdini, byn thu frcc:dc, yn de vocr
schrcucn A~sur:inlic, vor de Summa \"an Voclftich Pundt i;rotc: 
Flamsz, des V. Augusli. Anno M.D.XXXI. Tho Antwerpe, WcJcl.t 
Godt aucrnl bcschcrme. 

W)· Johan P:iulct vndc J olia.11 Dccolodi, syn yn dysscr Assilranl.ien 
tho frccdc, vor de Summa van XXX. Pundt i;rotc Flamsz, Welk 
Ciodl bcw:irc, am V. Augusti, Anno M.D.XXXI .• Tho Antwerpc. 

lck Alonsc de sanclo Viclorc malucnda, byn tho frccdc ynl vocrgc
i.chrcm:nc Schip, 'l"idck Godt bchocdc, vor Hundcrt \"Ude Vocf{tich 
J>uudl i;rote I'lamsz, lhu Antwerpc de:; V. Aui;usti. Anno M.D.XXXI. 

!ck de vocq;cschrcucn alon:.c de sancto Victorc malucnda, byn 
tho fr,.cdc yul vocrg<:schrcuenc Schip, noch \"Or X. punt i;rolc, VJ> 
de rd;c11>;Chop Juli:ini clc: mcdin.i. lo antwcrpc. V. Austi. 

lck Circc;oriu:; Cattancus, byi1 tho lreede, \•or achlendocrtich 
l'unJt 1:rotc Flam~z. 

!ck Frederick de Mulyn, byn tho frccdc mil duc.~scr yccgeiiwardi
ccn vorwfa~ungr "'or Vocffll'yn Pundt tr.,lc Fl.am:;z, des 17.Augusli 
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Anno 1531. rho Antwerpc. Godt late ydt kamen,yn beboldenc laende. 
Ick Alonse Fernandes de spi11osa, byn tho freede yn dyt Schip, 

wclck Godt beware, vor Vocfflcyn Pundt grote, Tho Antwcrpe. Vil. 
Augusti. Anno M.D.XXXI. 

Ick Andreas Mauriques byn tho !rede yn dyssem schepe; welck 
Codt bcbocde, vor Twynlkh Pundt i:rotc Flamsz, aJnmc Vil Aucusti 
Anno M.D.XXXI. . 

Ick Aluarus de Maluenda, byn tho frcde yn dyt schyp. Weick 
Godt bcschermen moele, vo>r Hundcrt Pundt grole Flamsz. ammc 
14. Augusti. Anno 1531. 

Ick FranciscU!i de Gaona, byn lho frcede vp dyssem Schcpe, 
Weick Codt bchocdc:n mr>c:le, vor Oucrlich Pundt 11rotc Flaemsz. 
amme 14. Augusli. Anm> M.D.XXXI. 

Ick Jeronimus de Cariun, byn thu lrecde yn dyssem Schepe, 
Weick Godt .bchoede, vur VyU vndc tachcnlich Purnlt i;rotc. Thu· 
Drucgge, anune 14. Augusti. Anno 1531. 

Ick Johan de Mendieta, byn tho lrcdc yl1 dyli!>cui Schepe, Weick 
G.odt bchocdcn moct.,, vur VoHtcyn Pundt grulc. ammc 14. Aui:ust 
Anno M.D.XXXI. 

Iclc Fern.:indus de Moi;ica, byn lho fredc yn dyssem Schc1>c, Weick 
Godt beware, vor VocHtid1 Pundt grutc. ammc 14. Aui:usti. Anno 
M.D.XXXI. 

Ick Peter de Ma.rquina, fmmc n;unen m:;·ns MeslCrs her Joliai1 
de P,;iredcs byn tho lrcde yn dysscm :ochcpe, welck G.odt bc:icherme, 
iror xxv. pundt i;rote. 14. August. i531. 

lck Fr.;inciscus de Sisucros, byn tho lreede vor T..-yn Pundt grole, 
yn dys.aem schep.:, Huetcn 14. Aui;usti. Anno M.D.XXXI. 

lck Alonseus de Ona, byn tho !retie, in Jrssem sdu:pc, Weick 
Gudt saluerci1 \vi.I, vur x. Pu·i1dt &rule, de Fr.lnciscus de !~lo, vnde 
ick lopcn •·I· Augusti. Anno 15.31. 

lck Diego de sanclo Dominico, b711 tho fn:dc yn d)·;;scm Scl1cpe, 
Weick vnse Herc bc=.clu:rmcn wil, Vocfftyn Pundt grok. Tho Urueg
cc. des l·I· Augusti. Anno 1531. 

kk Diego Ortcg;i van Uou·rgos, b;n tho !rcdc, yn d)·ssc1i1 Schccpc, 
Wc:kk vnse licrc: be\varc, vor Twynlich Punill grolc Des 14. Augusti. 
Anno M.D.XXXI. 

lck l'>farten de salinas retcs, byn tho frc<!c yn dyssem Schcepc, 
Weick Goilt bewar, vor Vodfccyn Pundt grolc. Tho Urucggc, ammc 
14. Augusti. Anno M.D.XXXI. 

lck Diego de .;iuila, byn tho frcde yn dysse~ Scllcpe, Weick Godt 
bewar, vor Vod!teyn Pundt grotc Ffamsz. Th.o Drueggc, des 14 • 
.t\ugusti. Anno 1531. 

Ick Lodcwych de Cuel.;ir, byn t.ho frcede yn dysscm Schepc, welck 
Godt bew;u-, vor Tcyn Pundt grotc. Amme 14. Augusti • .Ar>no 
M.D.XXXI. 

lck Fr1111ci:ocus de fa tcrre, byn tho vrede yn dyssem schepe, 
Weick Godt bcschcrme, vor Voeffle;n Pundt grote, des 14. Augusti,. 
An110 M.D.JQCXI. 

Id: Grei;uriu~ de s.;incto Vii1cc11tc, b}·n tho vredc yn c!yssem sche
pc, Weick vn~c He.re salucrcn \vyl, vor Tcyn Pundt grote, de Vyue 
vor Laurens de spinos_a, va(d.c de Andcrn Vyue vor my. Des 14. 
1\ui;u:;li. Anno M.D.X~I. 

lck Anlhunius de Cu.el.;ir, byn \hu vredc yn dyssem Sehepe, Weick 
Godt bc:;chcrmc, vo.r Te)'i1 Pundt grote. Des 14. Aui;usti. Auun 
M.D.XXXI. 

Ick M,;ir\cn :..·ms de Thona, byn tho vrcde )"n dyssem Schepe, 
\Vclck Godt bchocdc:n moete, vor Vyf( "rnde twyntich Pun.dt grote, 
an11i1..- l.J. Aucusti. J'.nno 1531. 

lck Johan de C,;is\ro, byn \ho vredc }'II dyssem schepe, \'lclck 
Godt bcw.ucn wy, vor XXV. l'undt grote, Tho Druci;;;e airuilc 14. 
Anhu~li. Anno M.D.JQOcI. 
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NicoLAS VAN EEMEREN, dwelling in Ant'tJJtrp, caufes him-
felf to be fofured, according to the Ufage and Cuftom of the 

Exchange jlt Anl'tDtrp, and the Ordinance of the King's Ma
jefty, upon Merchandize or Goods Diipped or to be £hipped by 
him, or others for .him and in his Name, Upon the Ship called 
the St. Ja,a/J, whereof Pit/tr Hurinck, of Am}Jtrt1tzm, is 
Maller, or any other, from the P-0rt, Harbour, or Road of 
Sroill, till and unto the aforeraid City of Antw1rp, agai11ft all 
Rifks,_ Dangers, or Actidents, that may happe!11 wliich Jball 
run at the Rifle of the · Alfurcrs here underwntten, from the 
Hour and Date that the faid·Goods and Merchandize 1hall be 
brought to ~~ ·a~vemcntioned ~ort, Harbour, or Road! in 
order to be fhappcd on board th~ ~aid 'Y c:trel, _or !o pu~ them into 
Boats, Lighters, or. Hoys, to be tamed to this Ship, and be 
laden on board of ·the fame, to make· the Voyage aforcfaid. 
And this abovementloned Afi"urance is to contin~e until the {aid 
Goods ihall be arrived· at ..Antwtrp, and, be there brought 
alhore in goocl Condition, without any Lofs or Damage : 
and it. is agreed that .the lafi: as well ~ the .firft Underwriters 
Di,all take Part in this Alfurance, and tliat the faid Ship.may fail 
backwuds or forwards, to the right or left hand, and on every 
Side, and to !leer any Courfe or Degree, and there to abide and 
remain, whether by Force, Neceffity, or.Choice, aS the Com
mander of the {aid Ship 1hall think proper. And the faid M
furers infure the Afi"ured from the . Sea, Fire, Wmds, Friends, 
Enemies, Letters of Marque, and Countc~-marque, from Arrells 
and Detainments of Kings, Princes, and Lords, whoever they 
be, and from all Perils and Accidents whatever that may happen, 
lctit be'in what :Manner it will, or one could imagine it might 
be, and they infure the Afi"ured from every Thing, and put them
fdves in his Place, to fccure him from all Lofs and Damage,; 
and in Cafe any Misfortune lbould l>cfall the faid Goods or Mer
chanditc (which God prevent) the laid Afrurcrs oblige them• 
{elves to pay to the laid Mured, or the Bearer of thefe Prcfents, 
the full Sum which everyone has underwrote, or the Lo{s '!'hich 
the laid Afi"ured ~y have {uff"ered, each in Proportion to their 
Pbligation, within two Months next cnfuing, after they awJ be 
duly advertifed of the Lofs and Damage. And in Cafe of fuch un
fortunate Accident as aforciaid, the Atrurcrs bcforcmcnrioned have 
given and do give to the faid Nicolas 'Van &mtrm, the Affured 
and his Agents, Power to ufe the necefi"ary Means for prcferving 
the wd Goods and Mcrchandize, for the Benefit or Lo(s of the 
Wd Afi"urcrs, promifing to pay all the Charges that 1hall accrue 
for the Prcfervation thereof, whether any thing be recovered or 
not, and to give entire Credit to the Accounts of fuch Charges 
as made up by the Pcrfons who dllburfed them, and made Oath 
to them. And the (aid Afi"urers acknowledge to have been paid 
for the Confidcration and Price of this Afrurance, by the Hands 
of John Enri1:1ts, :it the Ra.te of Seven pa- Ctn/. and the faid 
Murcrs agree and confent, that this Policy of Afl"Jrance lhall be 
of as mufh Fon::e as if the fame had been made or pafi"cd before 
my Magiftrate, Publick Notary, or othcrwife; all without Fraud 
or Deceit. . · 
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Hans de Weertt, coopman, residerende bL'lilen dcser stede van 
Amstelredam, doett hem versekeren volghende d'usantien ende 
coustumen van der straten van Lannen ende der borsen van Ant-. 
werpen, te weten op ghoede .ende quade tydinghe ende datt op al
sulcken rogghe als bier by hem ofte yema.nclt anders gheladen is, 
toecomende den vors. Hans de Weertt ofte yemandt anders, in een 
schip ofte · boott, datt Godt beware, ghenaempt den Zeehondt, 
groott ontrent hondertt last, daer schipper op is eenen Piter 
Pitersz. van Monnickendam ofte yemandt anders, zoo wie daer vor 
schipper ofte schippers souden moghen varen, uytgheseyldt. we
sende uyt Zeelant naer Genua ofte Liomo. 

Welcke voorsz. resycque, pericule ende avontuere wy, onder
ges. verseeckeraers, hebben ghenomen ende nemen midts desen 
tot onsen laste te Ioopen van der eerster uyr ende dach aff dat de 
voorsz. coopmanschappen sijn ofte sullen gescheyden wesen uyt 
handen van u, Hans de W ertt, oft uwen com.Iilis, om met schuy
ten, schepen ofte lichters geconduceert ende gevoert te werden 
aen het boort van 't voorsz. schip ende daerin geladen sullen sijn. 

Ende sal ghedueren ter tijt toe de voor5chreven goeden sonder 
eenighe schaede ofte verlies aenghecomen sullen wesen ter plaetsen 
voornoemt, ende aldaer op 't landt vredelycken ende vryelycken 
ontladen in 't vermoghen van u, Hans de Weerlt voorsz. ofte 
yemandt anders, commissie daervan hebbende. Ende zijn tevre
den, dat in dese verseeckeringhe participere ende deelachtich sy 
soowel d'eerste als de laetste verseecker.l:~ pro rata eens yegelijck 
onderteyckeninghe: sullende 't voorsz.-:schlp moghen vaeren voor
waerts, achterwaerts, wenden ende keeren ter rechter, ter slincker 
ende aen allen zyden ende door noot ofte met \ville aennemen hoe
danighe havens ende reen als den schipper oft schipperen believen 
sal. l\faer oft door noot ofte met wille de voorsz. goeden ontladen 
werden ende herladen in eenige andere schip oft schepen, cleyn 
ofte groot, 't selve sy doen sullen moghen uyt haer selfs autoriteyt 
sander ons consent ofte toedracht te verwachten. Ende sullen loo
pen de voorsz. resycke ende avontuere als oft die voorsz. goeden 
noyt ontladen en waren geweest, u oock verseeckerende van der 
zee, onweder. vier ende windt, voor vrienden. vyanden, van arres
ten cnde detentien van coninghen, coninginnen, princen, heeren 
ende ghemeenten, van brieven van marquen ende contremarquen, 
sc~ichn1::1-y t: cn<lt: onachtsaemheyt van schippers, bootsgesellen en de 
alle andere periculen ende avontueren, die de voorsz. goeden eenicl1-
sins souden moghen aencomen, bedacht ofte onbedacht, gheenen 
uytghesondert. Wy verseeckeren u van alles ende stellen ons in u 
plaetse om u te guarenteren van a1Ien verlies ende schade, ende 
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de voorsz. goeden yet anders overcommende, als wel ('t welck 
Godt vcrhocden wil) verbinden wy ODS by desen te betalcll alien 
'tghene dat een yegelijck van oxµ; onderteyckent sa1 hcbbcn. bin
nen twee eer5tvolgende maenden, naerdat wy behoorlycken ghe
adverteert sullen sijn van 't veriies ofte schadc. Ende in alsulcke 
geval geven wy u, Hans de Weatt, ende alien anderen volcomen · 
macht by descn die h~t tc mogen reyckcn in 't salvcrcn van de 
voorsz. goeden ende deselfde te vercoopen .ende distribueren, in
dien 't van noode is, sondet ODS consent ofte oorloff te vraghen. 
Ende sullen betaelen 't principael ende d'oncosten, die daeromme . 
gedaen sullen wesen, 'tsy datter yes gesa1veert wert oft Iliet. Ende 
op d'oncostcn van dien sal men ghelooff ghcvcn denghenen, die 
dit sal ghedaen heb~ op synen eedt, sonder yet daerjeghens te 
segghen, wel verstaende soo eenighe questie tet sake van desen 
S<>ude moghen comen, sijn partyen hinc inde tevreden deselfde te 
5Ubmitteren aen ghoede mannen, hen dies ver5taende. Ende hou
dcn ons betaelt te wesen van den prijs desex: assuerancie by han
den vanBerllwlomeus] acqu,tsz. jeghens zestliicn ten hondert. Ende 
omme alle prolixiteyt t'eviteren, wy mainteneren dese politic van 
assuerantie van alsoo grooter waerden als oft daerinile gheince- • 
rcert waren alle die clausulen, die men soude moghe_n ymag:ineren 
t'uwcn profyte ende tot onsen schade ofte nadeel, ende oft dit 
gheniaeckt ende ghepasseert ware voor schepenen ende openbaer 
notarisscn. Ald~ ghedaeri binnen deser vorsz. stcde van Amstclre
dam dcscn zo] anuarius anno ~s9z. 
£zoo.- Ick, Isaac le Maire, ben tevrctlen in dcse asscurantie, die 

Godt beuJ.aere, voor de somme van twcelwndcrt l) ponden 
Vlems, te we#cn ho1iderl vifltic/J ponden voor 1nijn rekeninge 
ende vi/ftich pondt voor rekeninge van F. v. P., desen zoen 
J anuario z59z in Anisterda~ • .,...,.. 

£ z50.- le, ReynierdeLoeker & Compangie, bcntevredcn in deese 
assu,;an,tie, de Godt beware, voor de somme ~an cet1 hondert 
cni,c vij/tich. ponden VZatns. Actu111 dim ZI I QIJUariO a0

• 

z59z Amsterdam. 
£ zoo.~ Ick, Emert Pe/J,icor~ic, beu tevrede iti dcsc assorrantie, die 

Godt beware, de som;ne van hander pont Vl. z59z, den zo 
GC?inaio in Amsterdam. -

* *· * 
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Appendix 24 Amsterdam policy on the ship ('de Witte Haes') of 1672 

WY 011clcr~cschrcvcn, bclovcn cndc vcrbin~h·n ons tc VNsccckcrc:i1 mils 
dcscn acn U ]<111 Bapta t•cm Remclacr Coopmcm alhil:r nf jcmcl antlcrs int gehed 
of dee/ acngac11Jc nil!md cxcmc tc wcten ckk ern voor ~c sommc ~.¥ hem h.icr · 
ondcrgctcyckcnt van clcscr Stc<fc Amsterdam cm.le de circmns.tantu:n van d1en ; 
af tot ac11t caster/ d' Elmincz op de fUSI va11 Africa grlegc11 cne, acJir,•r Sc/wt/and 
en Jcrla11c nm re =cyh:11. Mies 11ict allfr11 ae11cle vr"ir11nmcle cmt van Africa, maer 
oock ondcrwl't;cn over ill en alommc op allc pl11ctscn end<: I.~ndcn tc mo~cn cs
calcrcn, aenlo~pcn, zcyle11, vcrzcylcn, Jccgcn, losscn, laden, hc:rladcn cndc 
handclcn, allcs tot Schippers belicvcn, 't zy met oftc sander wclcn van de gc-
a.'>scurccrdc ·oflc Conunis, c11Je dat •••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

op •.•. caske ofte corpus van 't Schip cl.it Godt beware .•.• m<:t syn Gcschut, 
Muni tic, gcrcctsch:ippcn en acnklcven van dien, den voorsz. gec1sse11rccr<lc oftc: 
yemant anders toclJehoorendc gen:iemt De Wille llc:ics groot omlrcnt •••• 
L<lsten, daer Schipper op is JV/i111ie f unsz of wie in syn plnclse voor Schipper of 
Schippc:rs soudc mo gen varcn oock op 'l consumabcl meclc goccfrrc11 c11 conprnnn
schappen bcdcrf clyck.e of 011bcclcr/elyclce grcnc cxcmt. 

By paclo cxprcx en met bclicvcn van ons Asscuradcurs get11>:cert, en 
gcpriseert op •. ~ . met welkc taxntic en prisiltic wy ons volkomcn vcrnocght 
en le vreden houden, 't zy of 't sclvc minder of mecrdcr waerdigh souc!e 
mogcn wcscn, of gekosl hcbbeu, en sal de geasseurcerde zich ten vollcn 
en lot <lcn leslen stuyvcr toe, van dczc laxatie en prisatic vermor.en le do<:n 
vcrsclu:ren, sander gchouden te zyn cen darde, thiende of andcrsins in 't 
minstc ycts selfs le resiqueren,_ rcnunticrende tot dicn cyndc d'onlre van 
de Asseuranlickamcr descr stccle, en voorls alle ~.1dl·re Orc!onnantic, Plac
caten en Obsc:rvantic, voor soo vccl dcselve lcgcn den inhoudt deses, 
ecnighsins zyn slrytlcndc : Bdoovendc als h1ydcl1 met ecrcn, ons daer mcde 
in contrarie descs nict tc sullen bchelpcn, noch docn behclpcn in rcchtcn, 
noch dacr buytcn, in geen~crlcy manicren, macr in cas van schade (des 
Godt vcrhocden) clck ons voile gctceckcndc son1me J>romptclyck "" rcalyck 
sondcr cenigc kortinge ccn macnt niler 't abandonncmcnt prccijs tc vol-. 
doen en bctalcn, aen den gcassureerc!e synen Commis of lhooncler <lcses, 
en op dat des selfs simpele en sincere v.erHJaringc, alsoo de voorsz. t:ixalic 
voor rceckcningh, en desc Po!ice voor' vol bewys acnnl'mcn, sondcr op 
cenigh andcr of nac'er bcwys te cxcipicrcn, cndc in cas Viln diffcrcntic of 
havcryc, submittcn.·n ons in d'uytsprnkc van gocdc Manncn, by den gcas
surccrdc of Commjs dat'r over le vcrkiesr.n, mel hC'loftc v;in de sclve uyt
sprakc promplclyck nat'r te komC'n en voldoen; alles lcr gocder trouwcn, 
en op ;die coedc en quac!,~ tydint~C', 11c111cricle tnt onsc I.as tr a/le pcriculr11 c11 
Swarighl11h·11 i11 clcn clrucli ch•sl'S rerlwi:lt 11wdr. in c1111for111ir<: t•<lll orJinari.s 
gcclrudc le 11ulfr1! ·op goccfrTl'll. 

Wucr van wy de Rc:;icque, pcrijckd, cnde avont11c1 c:n mils dcse tot onsc·n 
laslc ncmcn tc loopen, van de urc c:n tlagh nf <!:it 't Schip vmi Jc Stuclt is gc
zey/t c11 :al clucn•11 tcr tydt loc dal hct voorschrcvcn schip Met Gcschut, Muni
lic, &crcctsrh.1p en de lod>ehoor<'n van dicn !;Cko1ll<:n sal wescn lot cz/s bove1z. 
en gclosl lOl', sullcndc 't voorsz. schip mogcn varc•n voonv.icrts, achlcrw.acrts,. 
wc:,.ndcn rndc kccrcn, tcr rcd11c·r, lcr sHnckl·r, cndc ncn nllc zydcn, cndc door 
nc111t, ofl mrt will<:, :t<'nncmcn :1lsulcl:c Havens en Rcden als den Schipper en 
Schi1>pcrl'n IJclicvc•n oftc r.od dunckcn sal. U oock vcrsc<'C'kcre11 van allc 
pcrijckclt:n kt Zee, onwc•dC'r, vyer cnde wint, voor VriC'ndc•n, Vyandcn van 
..\rrcstcn endc Dctcntic•n v:111 Koninr.rn, Conin1~inncn, Princen Heeren enc.le 
Gcmcc·nlc·n, van Uricvcn .vm1 MarquC'n enc.le Cont rcmarcruc·n, schclmcryc cmlc: 
onachls.l<'mheyl v;m Sch1ppc·rs C'n<!c Iloots-gcscllcn, c·ndc alle 11ndcrc pcrijtkl"-
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len ende a\•ontuerl."n die dit voorsz~ Schip ••.• cenigsints souden rnogen acn
komen, bcdacht ofte onbedacht, gewoon oftc ongewoon, geen uytgesondert, 
ste-llende ons in alien sulcke gevalle, in u plaetse, om U te guaranderen \"an 
alle verlies en schade, oock 't voorsz. Sc hip •••. yet ilnders overko:nende als 
v:el ('t welck Godt verhoeden wil) verbindcn wy ons by desen te betalen acn 
u geassl!. ofte uwen Comm is, alle de schade (lie ghy suit gel eden hcbben,te weten : 
elck een naer advenant van de somme die hy ondergelekent sal hebben, so wel 
<!e eerste als de leste versekera.er, en de dat binnen drie cerst volgende Maenden : 
nae dat \VY behoorlyck geadverteert sullen zyn van 't verlies ofte schade, endc 
in al sulcken gevalle geven wy u geasst. ende alle anderen volkomcn macht, 
om soo tot onsen schade als t'onsen profijt, de handt te mogen reycken in 't 
salver en en benificeren van 't voorsz. schip •••• en de. den aenkleven van di en, 
om 't selve te gaan helpcn wat het van noode soude mogen hebben, oocl' te 
verkoopen en de de Pcnningen te di.stribueren so de sake sukx vereyscht, sonder 
ons consent of oorlof te vragen, sullen oock bctalen de onkosten dacrommc gc
daen: Mitsgaders de schade daer op gc:vallen, 't zy datter ycts gesalveert \vert 
ofte niet, en op de kosten van dien salmen gelooC geven den genen die de selve 
gedaen sal hebben op synen Eer, sonder yet daer tegen te seggen : zyn mede te 
vreden, dat 'de gcasse. (gelyck hy belooft by dese) ons betalen sal den prys descr 
Asseurantie in gereden gclde, jcgens 15 ten hondert. Ende om alle prolixiteyt te 
eviteren, Wy maintineren dcse Police van Asseurantje van also grooter wecr
den, als of dit gen1aeckt ende gepasseert ware voor Schepcnen, ende soo bon
digh, als of alle de Clauselen in desen verhaelt, soo w~erc; g~stelt ii.lsmense 
soude konnen imaginere~, t'u\Ven profijte ende tot onsen schade. Alles sonder 
argelist, ende volgens d'Ordonanntie van de Kamer van Asseurantie der Stadt 
Amsterdam. Submitterende ons ten weder-zyden onder 't Recht gebruyck, 
ende Judicature der sclver Kamere. Ende verbinden bier voor onse Persoonen 
ende goedcren, present ende tockomen<le, renuncierendc als luydcn van eeren 
alien cavilaticn endc exccptien, die desen souden mogen contrarieren. 

Aldus gedaen in Amsterd. Ady 20 April 1672. 

frooo.- Paulus en Frans Verrijn zyn te vrecden in dese assur. die godt beu:qere 
voor etn duysent gl. verr. · . . · 

/ 500.- ]an van Vrcclandt is tc vreeden irr Jecse assurantic iloor riyfh6ndert guld 
ady dito. . . 

/ 800.- /ck Jacques Thierry bcn te vrecden in dcese assurantie die godt betvare 
voor acl1t hondert gl. Ay 21 April 1672 A1>ril Amsterdam~· 

/ 700.- ]o~ec Gonsplvo DozevciJ.o, san1Js contcntcs, **** : 
(Verso) : /. B. Rcnsclacr A~ 1672. · · 

_ 20 April opt schip de witte liacs schippcr Minne ]ansz. uytgc:iemle: na de Kuse 
van Africa tot aent Casteel El min a mij versecclcert door 
Paulus en Frans Verrijn • • • • • • 
]an van Vreelant • • • • 
Jaques Thierry • • • • • • •. 
Josef gonsalves dussevedo . . . . . 

.· . J 1000 

•. ·. . . J soo 
·. . / Boo 

. . · .. I 700 
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Appendix 26 Amsterdam notarial pollcy on money of 1687 

[Op huyden den 23 en 24 april 1687] comparccrdcn voor mij,Jacob Lansman, 
openbaer not[ariu]s etc., seigneur Joseph Mendes D'Acosta, Manuel ~fon
des Flores, Diego Ximenes, Manuel Davcga, allc kooplieden van de joodsche 
natie, wonende binnen dcse stadt. 
Ende \•etklaerde haer te verbinden, gelijck sij hacr verbindcn mi.ts dt·sen, tc 
versceckcrcn, elcke ecn voor de sotnma bij hem hicrondct gctecckcnt, acn de 
heer Mr. Bernardus Muykens, advocaat, mecle wonende hin11en de.voorsz. 
stadt, als last c11 procui·atic hebbcndc va.n Cornclis van Quaclbergcn. cxtra
ordinaris racdt "an Indicn, ,rcsiderende op Batavia, en dic'nvolgencle voor des 
voorn. Quaelbcrgens reeckcnifi'gc'; elf sachJcs metducatons, sijndc den -;ommc 
van scsduysdlt negenhon~ertendartigh gulden::;. die de voorn. Bernardus 
Muykcns hecft gebtacht op'ii-~t'O'b~tindische huys alhier, ommc di.or de hce
ren bewinthcbberen van de Oostindische compaghnie ter ~arnere alhil'i· of 
door dcrsclvcr bcdicnden ingescheept te werden int schip, genacnit De Leck, 
ofte in de andre schepen, genaemt 't Waterlant off 't Radt van avonturen, of 
anderen hoeclanigh deselve mochten sijn gcnacmt als die maer de voom. com
paghnic mochten toekomen of van dcsclve gehuyrt sijn, int gehl'cl of ten decle 
hocdanigh 't sclve alhiet ofte onclerwcgcn mochtc11 komen Lt' geschicdcn, sukx 
<lat <l1· voom. assuradeurs in gecn andcr gcv:1l !{clibei·cert sulk11 wcsc11 als 
wanm·cr de voorn. penningcn int gehecl aen dt' voorn. Quadlxrge11 sullen 
sijn b··handicht en bij hem ontfangen, en dat van hier na Ba1avia. 
Vcrcl:1en·ndc mcdc de voorn. assuradcurs acn t<· nemen, dat de resicquc en 
avontuyren van de gemcltc penningen tot hare lastcn sal !open v:m der uyre 
en d~araf aen dat de voorn. penningen van hier ~ullen wetclcn af gcscheept en 
uyt voorn. schip De Leck ofte de andrc voorn. scl1cpen i.1ytgeschct'pt totter tijt 
toe dat desclve bij voorn. Quaelb¢rgen o~tfangl'n sullen sijn. 
Sul.lendc 't voorsz. schip of schepen dactinne 't \•oorn. gclt mochtc gdadci1 
wesen mogen \"arcn voorwaerts, achtcrwaerts, wenden en kenc11 ter rechter 
tcr slinckcr en aen alle zijden, en door noot ofte met wille aennen.en al sulcke 
havens en reclcn nls de schippcr off schippcrcn ofte andere bcdicnclens van de. 
\'UUn1. compaghnie bcJic'.(Cn of gueddmicken sullen. 
V crclaerdcn vetders de voorri·. Bcrnardus }~.foykens le vcrseeckl'rcn van allc 
peryckclen ter zec, onwcder, vuyr en wint, voor vricndcn, vijanden, van 
arrcsten en detcnticn, van koningen, koninginnen, hceren en g-e111cen1en, van 
hricven van marck1:n en cnntramarcken, schclnwrijcn en onacl1sa1:mlwyd van 
schippcr, bcdicmh:rs en bootgcscllcn en alle andrc pcryckclen en avontuyrcn 
die 't voorn. gclt cenighsints mogen aenkomen. bcdacht ofte onhedacht, gc
woon ofte ongewoon, geen uytgesondcrt. 
Stcllendc hicrin alien sukkcn gcvallen i11 de plat'tsc \'an de voorn. Bcrnardus 
Muykcns om te guaranderen van alle verlics en schacle. 
Vcrbindl'mk de voorsz, comparantcnhaer sclvcn aen de voorn. Muykl·ns of 
Quaclbcrgcl1 te bctalcn alle de schaden die sij sullen gclcdcn h1·bbcn aen 't 
voor!'7.. gelt. te wetcn clck een naer advenant van de somm<' die hij ondcr
tccckl"nt sal hcbhcn, soowcl de l'Crslc als de lacstc vcrseecker:1er. dat soo ras 
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alsser eenige tijdinge aen de gemclte compaghnic of de voorsz. Muykcns ge
komcn mochtcn wcscn dat hct voorsz. gclt oftc ccnigh gcdcclte vandicn acn 
de voorn. Quaclbcrgcn niet en mochte sijn behandicht en ontfangcn, gclijck 
mec.lc <le voorsz. Muykens belooffbij desen aen de voorn. assuradeurs tc beta
lcn de prijs en premie descr assurantie in gereden gelde jcgcns vier en ccn half 
ten hondert, te ontfangcn naer de ondcrteyckcningh descs. 
Is mede bij de voorsz. Muykens wcl expressclijck bedongen, dat hij sich ten 
vollen en tot den lcstcn stuyver toe sal vermogen bij de comparanten tc clocn 
vcrsceckeren sander gehoudcn te sijn een derde, tiende of andersints int min
stc icts selfs van de voorsz. penningcn tc risicquccrcn, rcnuncicrcndc <le 
\'Oorn. comparanten als assuradeurs desnoots tot dien cyndc de ore.Ire van de 
assurantie-kamer descr stadt enc.le voorts allc and re ordonnanticn, placatcn en 
observantien voorsoovecl desclvc tcgen den inhout dcscs eenighsints sij11 strij
dcnde, bclox_ende als luyden met ecre hacr dacrmcdc in contraric dcscs niet 
te sullen behclpen noch doen bchclpen in rechten noch daerbuytcn in gccnder
lyc maniercn, macr in cas van schade (des Godl bchoede) clck haer volte ge
teeckendc somme promptclijck en realijck, sonder cenige kortinge in 11.aniere 
voorsz. te voldoen en betalen acn de voor•n. Muykcns, Quaclbergen of toon
der deses. 
Ende om allc prolixitcyt te evitcrcn vcrclaerden sij, comparantcn, eyndclijck 
le sullen mainctincrcn den police van assurantic van alsoo grootcr wacrde als 
of die gcmaeckt en gcpasseert ware voor de hecren sthcpcnen en soo b1111digh 
alsof allc clausulen in descn verhaclt soo waren gestelt als men sc soudc konncn 
magineren ten prolijte van de voorn. Muykens en schadc van haar comp;iran-
tcn, alles sonder arg of list. · 
Verbinden hiervoor de voorn. comparanten hare personen en gocdcrc11. pre
sent ~n tockomcnde, die submittereilde ten bcdwangh en cxccutie van alle en 
sodanigc rechten en rechteren, geene uytgcsoildcrt, als den houdct of thoon
dcr dcses sal gclicven, renuncierende als luyden van eeren alle cavillai ii:n en 
exccptien, die desen souden mogen contrarieren. 
Aldus gcdaen in Amsterdam ter presentie van Herman Lijnslagcr en Jacob 
J ansz. als gctuygen 
f. 1700 Eu Diego Ximenes par florins mill y settc<:entos, Amsterda111 a 23 

april 1687. 
f. 1700 Ick Joseph Mendes Da Costa ben t'vrede in dcscn assuran1ic die 

goodt bewart voor scventhicnhondert guldens, Amsterdam, 2'.) april 
1687. 

f.. 1700 Eu Manocl l'vlcnclcs Flores per florins mil c sctc ccntos, Amstndam, 
ditto dio. 

fls. 1830 Yo Manuel de Vega aseguro en nombre de Dios por encima de 
fls. mil y ocho sientos y trenta. Amsterdam, y 24 abril 1687. 

(Was gctekend:~J. Lansman, notfariu]s. 
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Appendix 27 Amsterdam hull policy of 1691 
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• • • ~ · 11 a· . _... <.1 ... • 1, 61 . ~ (/ . -
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. mia O'Yent mdC aloO"'lme de ~tfc~~ R~e gedurende·, 011 atlc plietfen ende I.a11aen re: mop acn-li>opm ~- zcylen er.de vcrzeylen' \'OOf\'.'ll!'flS ofie· 

Lijhan :Jj ftJ.\ '(11,ite;r._'{..~t..Mr __ <.· ~~e . '9armde voor loo~ _,_ . . . op her Schip (du Godr lxwue)· 
gcnianr" e.ftCS.....:JIJilf1~L: · · dacr Schipper ep.is .'J..~iJ,i~.c.. 5!/ru~<!.. - enJie.i11Jin1 Im fcl've-Q) 
achrcnraew•.Jf.CkAiP• Jo(J"~:.la t~bippcn bclievca, 'c iy mccofte fonder wcren van de Gcdf-:urmdc ofrcCommis, c:ndc ,fa up Jlct 

S<loip ~~I'. c"i'!'!!gdbs\.,~..,.r. ~;., m ,.,,,m1..i~ JOo r.u.o wy dm ~ tJr, ... 1.,.. op~foll« .m1 .. s<1dp ofio Xb•J'O'• d"'.d"' ''."''· 
fchmm y.-t /ttJ . Y'Vit~~tr..11 licb an foude mogcn cir,b.vkcrm, om de bovcn-gcnoemde rcyfe te volvocrcn, cndc fu11'1n wy Jrn R1Cico aaken 

~~ ~": !~ voO-: J:.,:_t_~~n a.l[~.'cke nltie ab bet foude mogca wcfm, bet z.y Turckfchc, Moorrchc, of anJc:rc R.oovcn; Wm dnor 1lcn fclvm 
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Bockrnl~· Jicc ~en (oode ruascn wcfcn.. Ende ·~Jim fulcks t:c!:e-Jrde (dat G.id vcrhocd~) belovcn wy clck onfe Volle gmt.:lcende rom'!'c ''!' -~Jnc .'·:rJoliini;c oftC'· 
"' Je V7~ bctocn-£dr-;.:>101 lon.!cr cm age aCt'ytlC ofic: u 71Cld xn den gcalfcurccrdc Gftc rhaor.du Jd~ cc bct•len' cndc J .. , ruu L.icil alb1cr au VIJ• gCKomcu en Jc o~ 
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ilaa. &eblccclim 61 zijn hy gcloll is, ohc wcl dnJc Pmn!:ir,aJ rocdicncyndc gctmclm\full-:n -..·den, docb fullcn de Ptnnini::cn van onfc tccckcningc ~Ileen dicnen tnt:i 
fijnc vr7koopingc cndc aJJc de dcpcnJm1ie \·an dicn aide \'Crder nicf,. Ende a!foo gcfuflinecn word 1 d,U dcfc verfccckcring is flrijdcndc IC(:l'f'·I dcorJunllJll tie 
•Jn de IU111C1' wan Allcurantie • li>o rmunricrm wy voorbccbchrdijclr van dcfdvc OrdC1nn:nric, cndc allc Wellen end( Plica1cn die den ln~ooJ Jcfes lou1do-
ITIOf:tn cocuuricrcn·: Bclo\·cndc ~11 LuyJ~ met cc-m ons chcr mcde nice :c lxhclf-Cll nochtc Jocn bchelpcn, ror naerkomingc vln htr f!m>C VOflrli.hn::wrn iis. • . . · -:: 
"ClbinJcn wy onlc pcrfoonm mdc pjcrm, die htllcndc ten bcdwanck v:n alle R.c.:h1m cnde R.tcb1crc11, :tics rot kni c ..Sc <>f••ie v ~11 Jen i;c ~o.·urccr-.fo; • 
orccdca rhooaderdna. ~"~er trouwe, roadtt argofre lilt: ~dohebbcn .. 1 voorernnic bcJu,,~tn L~· . ~i< rt-.:i.t J~ rr.d6~') 'fk,-,ec.1ii.,;._~ 
,"' Amn~. ad7 I'( JYn,(,l!kY .::.."' (~ l _~ . . ---~; 

i{J~~- .;~~~r,J • ...(_L._cL~. ff:.~~J:.~· (),/l In . n..., .. r.-1- A~ . "JL...l../ 
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Appendix 31 London (Sun Fire Office) fire policy of 1719 
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Appendix 32 Rotterdam Insurance Company fire policy of 1720 
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Appendix 34 London (Sun Are Office)>fire policy of 1727 
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Appendix 35 Rotterdam cargo policy of 1730 
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Appendix 36 London policy on ship and/or goods of 1733 
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Appendix 38 Hull policy in the Amsterdam k.eur of 1744 (Eilglish translation) 

WE underwritten do infure you · ·· · · · · - · 
or whom it elfe may concern, wholly, or putty, l"riend, 

or Yci.e, r.one excepted, .,,;z. each for~ Smn liere by us un-
derwciaen, from · . ·. on 
the Hull, or Bod1 of the Ship, which God prd"erve, with all 
her Guns, Ammunition, UtertJils, and Appurtenances of the 
fame, belonging to the laid or.any Body clfc, 
~ed · . · whereof the Manet Is 
• or who in his Stead as Maller, or Mafters, may na:-

v1gate of whiclt 
we hereby take the Rllks, Perils, and. Adventures to run for 
our Account, from the Hour and Day that the faid Ship has 
made a Beginning to Jade M erchandizc, or 1hall have taken ori 
board her Ballaft for the faid V ~e, and end Twenty-One 
Days after thefaid Ship lha1l be arrived at the laft deftined Place of 
unlading, or fo much fooner as Jhe 1hall be i11tircly unladed. The 
faia Ship 1hall be permitted to fail forwards, and backwards, td 
tqrn and wind to tile Right, .Lett. and to all Sides, as the Maller. or 
Mafters lhall pleafe, and think proper for the Service and Bene~ 
fit of thefaidVoyagc: The aforementioned Dangersconfiffing of 
all Perils at Sea, Strcfs of Weather, Fire, and Wincf, Arreib 
by Friends and Enemies, Detentions by Kings, and ~ccns, 
Princes, Lords, ·and Rcpublic~s, Utters of Mart and Contra
Mart, Cardefnc& of Maficn and Sailors, Vil_Jainics of the f.ud 
Sailors, and all other Perils and Adventures which any wife may 
happen to the Shio without means of the Inf un:d, thought of, 
or not thought- of; putting ounelves, in all fuch Cafcs, in your 
Place, to pay ta you the Infurcd, er your Fatlor, all the Da
mage whiCh you 1hall have fuft'cred, 'Uiz. each in proportion 
to the Sum which he lhall have underwrote, the firft as well as 
the laft Infurcr, within three Months after we lhall have Notice 

. given us of the LotS, or Damage. And in f uch Cafe we do 
grant you the Jnfured, and all others, full Power to lend an 
Hand, as well to our LotS, as to our Benefit, in the {aving and 
benefiting of the (aid Ship · and the 
Appurtenances of the fame, alfo to fell the fame, and to diftri
butc the Money, in cafc the Matter doth require it, without. 
afking our Confcnt, or Leave : and we {hall alfo pay the C!w'ges 
attending the fame, befidcs the Damages fallen thereon, whether 
any thing be favcd, or not: and Fai.th Jhall be given to the Ac
count of Ch;r~s on the Oath of him who has taken the fame, 
without alledging any thing againft it ;_ provided in r~y Calh 
be paid us for the Confidc:ration of the Infurance 

ptr Hur.Jrd, under ObliK-ltion and Submif-
1ion of our Perfo11s and Goods prcfent and to come ; renoun
cing, a_s Pctfons of Honour, all Cavils and Exceptions that may 
be coi1~ to thefc Prefents; reciprocally fubmitting all Dlife
rcnccs which may arife concerning Damages and Premiums, to 
the Dccifion of the Chamber of ln(urancc; chuJing in cafe of 
our dwelling beyond their Jurisdiflion, for Damicilium titan.Ji 
and t:ttCtJtantG, _the !loufe of the Secretary of the faid Cham-• 
bcr for the Tame being. Done at Jlmjlutlam, &c. 
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Appendix 39 Cargo policy iri the Amsterdam-keur of 1744 (English translation) 

WE underwritten do infurc you 
or.whom dfc it m:iy concern. wholly, or partly, Friend, 

or Foe, 'll1.z. each for the Sum here underwritten by us, from 
on Goods, W arcs, and Mcrcha:ndizcs, of 

wha~ Sort or Sorts they may be, peri'!iable, or not perithable. 
nothang excepted, laden, or to be laden in the Ship (which God 
prcfcrve) called whereof the Maller is 

or who in· his Stead as Maller, or 
Mafi:ers, n;iay be appointed or write his Name 

. · of which we hereby take the Ritlcs, 
Perils, and Adventures, to run for our Account from the Hour 
and Day that the faid Merchandizes thall by you, or)'<?ur Fa&r, be 
brought on the Key, or Shore, to be laden from thence in the 
{aid Ship, or in Boats, Barks, or Lighters, to be conveyed on 
board of the {aid Ship ; and 1hall continue, till the {aid Goods 
and Merchandizes ihall be arrived, and there unloaded, with
out any Damage, or Lots, freely, and peaceably, and brought on 
Shore in the Pofi"effion of r,ou the Infured aforefaid, or of any 
body elfe having a Comnuffion for it ; provided that the faid 
Unlading be made within Fifteen Days after the Arrivd of the 
Ship at the dcftined Place, except by lawful Hindrance, or Ob
fiacles, the Unhding could not have been made within that 
Space ; which, in -.:-Uc of Difafi:ers, or Damage, r..1uft be pro·i
ed. The .Wd Ship ihall be permitted to fail forwards, baclt
w:ma .Js, tum and wind to the Right, Left, and to all Sides ; 
and in care of Diftrets, or of Choice, make all f uch Havens 
and Ports as the Mafter or Mafter.s.Jball plcafe, or think proper 
for the Benefit and Advanceme~t of die faid V oyagc. And though 
by Diftrets the {aid Goods ihould be unladed, and reladed in any 
other Ship, or Sh}ps, fmall or l~ge (which they ihall have Li
berty to do by their own Authonty, without fiaysngforour Con
fent and Approbation,) we 1hall run the {aid Rilks and Advcn. 
tures, as if the faid Goods had never been unladed: The afore
faid RHks confifting further of all Perils at Sea, Stre{s of 
Weather, Fire, and Wind, Arrefts by Friends, and Enemies, 
D~tentions by Kiiigs and ~ens, Princes, ~n!s· and Rep~
bhcs, Letters of Mart, and Contra.Mart, V.allauucs, and Care-
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leCnefs of Maftcrs, or Sailon, · and all other Pe~ils :.nd Adventures which any Ways m~y h~ppm to the {aid Goods, thought 
of and unthought of, . w'ual and unu(ual, none cxc~pted ; put
ting us, in all filch Cues, in your Phce, to indemnify you for 
alt Lofs and Damage,· and to pay you the lnfured, or your 
Fador, all the Damage which you fhll}l have fuff'ered, -:Jiz. 
each in Proportion to the Sum which he lhall have underwrote, 
the .firll as well a.s the Iafi: Jn{urct, without Dcdudion, within 
three Months }ltccirely-after.we-.-ihall-have had-proper Notice 
given us of the Lofs, or Damage : and in fuch Cafcs we do give 
you the ln(ured, and aU othen, full Power to lend a Hand, as 
wdl to our J..o(s, llS to our Benefit, in the f~ving and benefitirlg 
of the afo1 cfaid Goods ; and to fell the fame, ar:id to difuibute 
the Money, in ca!e of Need, without alking our Confent; or 
Leave; we ihall al(o pay the Charges at~nding the fame, and 
the Damage &lien thereon, whether any thing be faved,. or not ; 
and Credit ihall .b~ given to the Account of Cliargcs on tl1e <>a.th 
of hh:n who has taken the fame, without alledging any thing 
againft it, provided in ready Ca1h be paid us for the Confidcra
don of this · Jnf urance . }tr J'fundrtd, 
under Obligation and Submitlion of our Ped'ons and Goods pre
{ent and to come; renouncing as Perfons of Hono1Jt all Cavils 
and Exceptions that might be contrary to the('e Pre(ents, recipro
cally (ubmitting all Differences concerning Damagc5 and Preini:.. 
ums to the Deci(10n of the Chamber of Infurance and Averages of 
this City:; chufing, in cafe of our dwelling beyond their Jurisdi;. 
aion, for Domicilium citanJi and txtcu/andi, the Habitation of 
the Secretary of the {aid Chamber for the T~e being. Done at 
Amj/d'4m, &c. ·. . . 
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Appendix 40 Ransom policy in the Amsterdiiiri"keur of 1744 (English translation) 

W E the underwritten do iofurc you 
or whom it elfc may concern, 'Uiz. each 

for the Sum by us· here · u;ulerwritten, from 
. to touch every· where, and all round, and at 

all Places and Lands, during the whole -Voyage, to fail and rc:
Cail, forwards and backwards, alfo ·ro lie, lade, and reladc, at 
the Maftcr"s and Fallor's Plcafure. either with, or without, 
the Knowledge of the lnfurcd, or Faltor, on. the Body of the 
Pcr(on c•f. . · navigating as 

on the Ship (which God ·prcfcrvc) called 
whereof the Maftcds . and if the 

{aid Ship happen to be !oft, or lhall not proceed on the Voyage, 
then we: lhall continue to run the Rific. on fuch other Ship, or 
Ships, as the faid . lhall be embark on 
to accomplilh the aforefaid Voy.ige, either by Water, or by 
Land; and we lhall-run the Rilk of being-taken by any Nation 
whatfoever, either 'Iurkijh, Moorijh, BtZr/Jarian, orothcr infidel 
Pira!es by which the !aid 
may be taken, made Captive, carried away, or ranfomed ; that 
in cafe this happen .we will pay, each punt"tually, our full un
derwritten Sum for bis Redemption, or Ranfom Money, with 
the furtherCharges accrued thereon, to the lnfored, or the Bearer 
of thefe Prcfents, : without any Dedullion, as foon as Advice is 
come here, .and to us it th.ill have appeared that he is redeemed, 
or that the Money to· th;lt~End are drawn, and the Bills of Ex
change thall be accepted; or fooner, in cafe it Jhall appear that 
the redeemed Pcrfon is arrived on Chrinian Ground; provided 
neverthelefs. tha: what the Ranfom might have coft lefs, lhall 
be return~d to the lnfurers; {o that the Money of our Under
writing fhall only ferve for his Ranfom, and Redemption, and all 
Dependencies of the fame, and no farther. For the accom
plllhing of what is aforef~id, we bind ~u~ Perfons ~nd Goods, 
prefcnt and to come ; reciprocally fobm1ttmg all D1tferences as 
well concerning Dainages, as Premiums, ta the Deci1ion of the 
Chamber of Infuranccs and Averages of this City; chufing, in 
cafe of our dwdling oat of the Jurisdiaion of the fame, for Do
micilium citandi and txtt:ultZndi, the Habitation of the Secretary 
of the {aid Chamber for the Time being: all in good Faith with
~ut Fraud, or Deceit. and we have received for the Premium 

. Done at .Amjl1rJam, &c. 
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Appendix 41 Fire policy in the AIT\sterdam keur of 1744 (English translation) 

W E the underwritten do infurc you . 
. . or whom clfc it may concern, wholly, or 

partly Friend or Foe, 'Uiz. each for the Sum here by us un~ 
derwrittcn, on' the Strudurc, Building, &c. callci. the 

fianding and 1ituatcd 
with the Hourc and Utenfils, moreover cbc Hou(hold Furniture, 
Goods Wares, and M"crchandi:zcs, of wbatroever <l!!!lity or Nature 
they ~y be, none excepted, _as already arc in, o~ on the afor~faid 

· or dur~g the whole Space of this Infurance thall 
be brought therein (~d the_ laJfurcd .aiau-1!C at Liberty at a~y 
Time to houfc fo many GoOds, and to debvcr them out again 
as he thall plcafe) againft Fir~, a11d ·all D~nger of Fire; more· 
over againft all DJmage which on Account of Fire may happen, 
either by Tempcft, Fire, Wind, own Fire, Negligence and 
Fault of own Servants; or -of Neighbours, whe~her tho{e nearcll, 
or further cff; all external 'Accidents and Misfortunes, thought 
of and not thought of, in what Manner focver the Damage by 
F'U"e might happen; for the Space of Twelve lvionths, com-
mencing with the . and ending the . 

both ar Twelve of the Clock atNoon: ·valuing fpccially 
and voluntarily the faid Struflur~, Building, iHoufe, &c. with 
all its Uteo1ils, and Hou.illold Furniture, at the Sum of 

and the Goods, Wares, and Mcrchandizcs, at the 
Sum of and thus together at the Sum 
of and it fball not ·prejudice wheth~r all this 
be wonh, or b.:LS coft more, or le(s. Ana the ln(utcd, or whom 
clfc h may conccm, in cafc of Damage, Qr Hurt, tbaJl need to 
give no Proof nor A~ount of the Value, as we kno\v it is impof-
6b!e co be done 1 but the producing this Policy lhaU (office. And 
in-c:al'e it fhould happen that the (aid Struaure, Building, Houfe, 
UccnJil" •nd Hou1hold Furriit1Jre, and the. Goods, Wares, .and 
Mm:handizca. the ~bole, or pirr, arc burnt, or fuff'cr Damage, 
on tha& Accounr, we do hereby promifc punflually to pay and 
'41iaf7, wirhout any Ex"ption, within the Space· of Three 
Montbt after the Firi: th.all have happened, due Notice having 
bcca giTtn co ua, ach hi1 whole Sum underwritten, or elfe in 
proportion co 1hc D.amagcs fuftcred, without Dedudion : pro
yidcJ th&I in ca(c o( a ~ial Lofs all that Dlall be found to 
be u"t:d and ptcfcncd fhall be deda6ed, after the Deduc
tion oi the CMrp paid for the 6"ing, and prcferving ; and 
coocaning which chc Jnrurcd filJll be believed on his O:.di with· 
out ou! allcJging any thing againft it, provided . there be paid 
to u•, an rnd7 Ca1h, for the Confidcr.ilt1on of this Inrurance 

• · /tr HunbtJ, under Obligation and 
~~mi!f.on CA.f ()ut ~crton an4 Goods prcfcnt and to come; rc
nouncmg;, a~ P~fon~·of ~onour, all c;a_ ~j~·anct ExC:eptions con
ttary to: ~cfc; P~ents ';:.reciprocally f~bmitting all Di6erenecs, as 
~ concem.mg.the.J:?asmgcr;·a Premiums, to the Dccifion of tho
~Qp-:;OI:Inf&iran<:?; and :Averages ofthis Cit1; and chu·r
jn• :m ~~fe 6f:. o~~ dw~~lin~. without ~e Ju~isdidion of the (aid 
.City, ·.fOr ·D011)1t111ullf :atdll!J1 · d txtc11tanJ1, the Habitation of 
th~ Secretary: of the .tiid ~ber !or the T1Dle being. Done . 
at bjltrtlam;..~ .. ·. , ·, ... .: · 
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Appendix 42 Amsterdam cargo poiicy of 1750 
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Appendix 43 Amsterdam cargo policy of 1752 
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Appendix 45 Amsterdam cargo policy of 1760 
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Appendix 46 Amsterdam policy on a ship (English translation) 

PoL1cv; on Ship*, . . at Amfierdam. 

W E underwritten do •affurc you -or whom it clfc may concern, 
wholly, or partly, friend~ or foe, none excepted, viz. each ·for Lhe fom· here by 

u~ underwritten,. from · on the hull, or bucly of the Chip, 
which God prcfcr\'e, with all lier gun.s, ammunition, utenfils, ancl appurtenances of the· 
fame, belonging to the faid or any "body clfc, called 

whereof the tnaficr is or who in his ftead as maftcr, -~-
mafkrs, rgav navigate of which WC hereby take the rilques, perils, ·anti 
adn·nrurcs to run for our accouut, from tbc hour and <hly that the faid Chip h:u made~a 
/1,;~·in11ing to lt1dr the ~erchan<lizC', pr. fl1all have t.al:.en on board h" balla.fl (or the faid vqyage, 
011111 rnJ tr1Jcn9•.onc days ofter the fai<l {hip {hall be arrived at the laft. .dcllincd plaa: .. of 
uulading, or fo much fonncr as fhe fhall be entirely unladed. . The ~id fhip fhaU be 
permitted to fail forwards, an<l hackwar?.s, to turn and wind .to the right, left, and to all 
tides. a.s the mafia .. or maHcrs fhall plcafe, an<l think proper for the fcrvicc and benctlt 
of ihe faid voya~c : lh~ afore-mentioned dangers confifiing of all _perils at,fea. firefs ~of 
Wl.;llhcr, fire, and wind, arrcfis by fricncls and enemies, dctcn~iom hy Rings, .and quccns, 
pri11ces, lmds, and rcpuhlicks. lctrors' of mart and contra-mart, careltfnrfs ef mgflers and 

f.1:"/(I,._(, villainies of the faid failors, and all other perils and ad\'Cnturcs which.any wire 
may hi!pptn to 1hc fl1 ip wicholll means of the .iHftircd, thought of, or nor thought of: 
purting ourlclvcs, in all fuch cares, in your place to rpay ro you--t~e fofurcti, or·yoar 
fa Hor. all the damage which you· 01al1 ·have fulfcred, viz. each in proportion"to ~tbe:fum 

which he fhall have undcrn·rnte. the firfl as well as the lafl infurcr, within thrtb mottJlis 
1:/1rr u;c jltiilt have notice givm u.s of llu l1fs, or damage. And. in fuch cafc w_e ~o ;grant ypu 

Lhc. inlUrcd, and all othcr'i, full power to lcud an hand, as well to our ~qf~, as to .. our 
benefit, in the fil\·ing an<l benefiting of the faid fhip and the· appurtenances 
of the fame ; alfo to fdl the fame. and to difiribute the money, in cafe . the matt.er doth 
require it, without alking our confcnt, or. leave : and we· lh~ll alfo .pay the charge~ 

aucnding the fame, hcfic;ks the damages fallen thereon, wh,thcr any tMng he fantd, or 
not : and faith. fhall be gi\;cn to the· account of charges on the oath of h~m who has taken 
the fame, without alleging .any thing againft it: P.~ovidcd. in ready cafl1 be paid us .for the 
con!l<kration of the i11furance · per hundred, under gbl~ation and_ 

fuhmiff10n of our pcrfons and good~ prcfent and to come ; renouncing, ~as perfons .of . 
honour; all C3\clis and exceplions "tnat may be contrary to ;thefe prefents; . T.ttip-ocaJ~ 
fubm,illing aU dijfa1·mct.s . wliich mf!V arj.fa oon~erning damage· and. p~cmium~, !a, f/.,.e .l,ajion 
~f tlz.r clunnbcr <f I~f'.lrance; chufing in cafc of our dwelling beyond thc.ir jurifdiElion, for 
d(lmicilium cita11di and rxrrntnndi. the hou(e of rhc fccretar}· of the faid chamber for the 
time being. Done at Amllcrdam, &c. 

•· Th•t on Coqas is nearly fimilar. 
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Appendix 47 L_loyd's SG policy as adopted in 1779 

S. G. 
IN THE NAME OF Goo, A1izen. 

Printed according to the 
Form rnUed and con• 
finned at New l.loyd's, on 
the ·•or January, •m 

as well in own N amc, as 
forand in the Name and :N"ames 
of all and every other Person 
or Persons to whom the same 
doth; may, or shall appertain, 
in Part or in AJl, doth make 
Assurance and cause 
and them and every of them 
to be Insured, lost or not lost, 
at and from 

Upon any Kind of Goods and Merchandises, and also upon 
the Body, Tackle, Apparel, Ordnance, Munition, Artillery, 
Boat and other F umiture, of and in the good Ship or Vessel 
called the 

·whereof is Master, under God for this present Voyage, 
or whosoever else shall go for Master 

in the said Ship, or by whatsoever other Name or Names 
the same ShJp or the Master. thereof, is or shall be named or 
called, beginning the Adventure upon the said Goods and 
Merchandises from the loading thereof aboard the said 
Ship 

·upon the said Ship, &c. 
and shall so continue and 

endure, during her Abode there, upon the said Ship, &c. 
And further, until the said Ship, \vith all her Ordnance, 
Tackle, Apparel, &c., and Goods and Merchandises whatso
ever, shall be arrived at 

upon the said Ship, &c., until she hath moored at Anchor 
T\vcnty-four Hours in good Safety, and upon the Goods 
and Merchandises, until the same be. there discharged and 
safely landed. And it shall be lawful for the said Ship, &c .• 
in this Voyage to proceed and sail to and touch and stay 
at any Ports or Places whatsoever 

without Prejudice to this Insurance~ The said Ship, &c., 
Goods and Merchandises, &c., for so much as co(l.cems the 
Assured, by Agrce[llent between the Assured and Assurers 
i~ this Policy, are and shall be valued at 



Touching the Adventures and Perils which we the As
surers arc contented to bear and do take upon us in this 
Voyage, they are, of the Seas, Men-of-War, Fire, Enemies, 
Pirates, Rovers, Thieves, Jettisons, Letters of Mart and 
Countermart, Surprisals, Takings at Sea, Arrests, Restraints 
and Detainments of all Kings, Princes, and People, of what 
Nation, Condition, or Quality soever, Barretry of the 
Master and Mariners, and of all other Perils, Losses, and 
Misfortune~ that have or shall come to the Hurt, Detriment, 
or Damage of the said Goods and Merchandises and .Ship, 
&c., or any Part thereof. And in case of any Loss or Mis
fortune it shall be lawful to the Assured, their Factors, 
Servants, and Assigns, to sue, labour, and travel for, in, 
and about the :Oefencc, Safeguard, and Recovery of the 
said Goods and Merchandises and Ship, &c., or any Part 
thereof, without Prejudice to this Insurance ; to the Charges 
whereof we, the Assurers, will contribute each one accord
ing to the Rate and Quantity of his Sum herein assured. 
And it is agreed by us, the Insurers, that this Writing or: 
Policy of Assurance shall be of as much Force and Effect. 
as the surest Writing or Policy of Assurance heretofore 
made in Lombard Street, or in the Royal Exchange, or 
elsewhere in London. And so we the Assurers arc con
tented, and do hereby promise and bind ourselves, each 
one for his own Part, our Heirs, Executors, and Goods, to 
the Assured, their Executors, Administrators, and Assigns, 
for the true Pcrf ormance of the Premises, confessing our
selves paid the Consideration due unto us for this Assurance 
by the ~ured at and after the Rate 
of per cent 

IN WITNESS whereof, we the Assurers have subscribed 
our Names and Sums assured in London. 

N.B.-Com, Fish, Salt, Fruit, Flour, and Seed arc war
ranted free from Average, unless General, or the Ship be 
stranded,; Sugar, Tobacco, Hemp, Flax, Hides, and Skins 
are warranted free from Average under Five Pounds per 
Cent ; and all other Goods, also the Ship and Freight, arc 
warranted free from Average under Three Pounds per Cent., 
unless general, or the Ship be stranded. 
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Appendix 48 Lloyd;s SG policy on hull of 1780 
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Appendix 49 Amsterdam fire policy (English translation) 

PoucY, on Fire, at Auifierdam. 

Appendices 1601 

W E the underv:riltcn do infure you or whom clfc it may concern, 
wholly, or partly·~ friend, or foe, viz. each for the liun here by us underwritten, 

on the firuElurc, buil<ling, &c. called the £lauding ancl limatc<l 
with the houfc and utenfils, moreover the houfholcl furnit0rc1 goods, ware&, and mer• 
d1andifcs, of whatfocver quality or nature they !nay he, 110ric excepted, as aln:01dy are 
in, or on the aforefaid or during the whole fpacc of this infuraucc fl1al1 
be brought therein (and the infured fl1all be at liberty at any time lo houfc as many goods, 
and to dcli\'er them out a~ain, as he n1all plcafc) againfi fire, and all clangt.•rs of fire; 
moreover againfl a]l damage· which on account" of fire may ha11pcn, cir her uy lempdl. 
lire, wind, own fire, negligence and fault of own fervants, or of neighbours, whether 
thofc ncareft or further off; all external accidents and misfortun~s. thought of and not 
thought of, in what manner foe\'cr the damage by flrc might happen ; for the fpace of 
twelve rnonths, commencing with the and ending the 

both al twelve of the clock at noon: vahiing fpccially .and Yolumarily .the f..iid firutlurc. 
building, houfc, &c. with all it's utcnfils, an<l houfhold f umitun:, al the fum of 
and the goods, wares, and mcrchanclife.s. at the fom of awl thus togcrhcr 

at the fom of · and i' flail not prtjudice wlulhcr a/J this 6t ®rlh, w has coft 
tn0rt or /ifs._ And the infurcd; ·or wh9J!1 clfc ·if·:'rnay concern. in care of damage. or 
hurt,· mall need to give no p~of nor ac~rf I.lie val11t, as we know .it iaJmpoffibl~~tO.be 
done; but tlic producing this policv fhall fdffice. And in cafc "il rhould happen tnll th~ 
faid nruaurc, building, houfe, utcnfils, and houlhold furniture,. and. the good•. ware•.r. 
ancl mcrchandifcs, the whole, or part, arc burnt and _ fuffcr damage,. on that accow1l, 
we do hereby promifc punRually to -pay ·and fati.5fy,. without any exception, withm lh~ 
fp:icc of thr_ce mnnths after the- Jir~ lhal.I lw~e happcccd, .due notice liaYiaEt .been given ·t0 
us, cad1 his whole fum underwritten, or clfc in proportion to the damages 'fulfered,, 
wirhont dcduflion: provided that in care of a ptrrtial lefs all that fiiall be found to .be fzvCd 
and prcfcn·cd lball be dcduacd, after the dcdufling of the charges paid for the .faving, and 
prcfcrving; and concerning which the. infured fhall be believed. on his oarh without~ 
alleging any thing againft it, provided· there be -paid to UJ~ in ready cafh, for the eon
fidcration of this info ranee per hundred, under obligation and fubtnimon 
of our pcrfon and goods prcfcnt and to come, renouncing, a,, pcrfona bf honour, all 
cavib and exceptions contrary to thcfc prefenls; reclprocaliy lubmiUih_g alt differ~ .u 
wcll c0 nrcrniAg4e demttges-, :rs pmnia,ns-, lO the 4teji10n o( the chamkr of infaran«J tncl 
3\"Cragcs of this ci(y ; and chufing, in cafe of OUT dwcllin~ '\\ithout Jic jun'tdiaio~ ,or fhe 
faid city, for domicilium citandi ct exccutand1, tlic habitation of the fccrctary ·of. the faid 
charnher fuF ~ time~ .DORe at Aml1'1rdrm; ~. 
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Appendix so London (Royal Exchange Assurance) fire policy of 1782 



nalic aya I& bckomcA 
, by Ca. Rd. Vcnryk. 
·op de Leavcba- IA 

'I Hollucbcli KlcJa 
z.i. 
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Appendix 51 Rotterdam fire policy of 1799 

Wij ondergeschreven verzekeren aan n· heeren Corne/is van der Hocven {; 
Zoon of die bet anders in bet geheel of ten deele zoude mogen aangaan, V riend 
of Vijand, voor de somme bij ons bier ondergetekend op graanen liggende op 
diverse plaauen binne deeze stad hieromme breeder omschreer:en :ullendc het aan 

<1e1J de geassureerdens vry staan, indien de partijcn graanen door a/levering verminderen . 
R.MCES&Z.OONl!N anderc graanen uan wat natuur die ook zoude moogen zijn in derzelver plaau 

Mak. 
op tc leggen, u:aar op tilij de risico op dezelvdc conditie zullen loopen miu uan :oo-
danige verwisseling opgaave gedaan werden aan de eer.st ondergetekende a.s.suradeur. 

En zulks voor brand, en alle periculen van brand, mitsgaders voor de schade, 
die uit hoofdc van brand zoude · kunnen- ontstaan,"· het· zy door Onweer, Vuur. -
Wind, eigen Vuur, Onagtzaambeid, Schuld van cigen Bedienden, van Btiuren en 
Belendenen. van Vyanden, Roovers, en alle anderen. hoe genaamd, op wat wyze 
de brand zoude mogen zyn ontstaan, en de schade aan bet verzekerde wezen 
veroor:aakt, mitsgaders voor de scbade, welke als een gevolg van den brand 
moet worden genomen. aangemerkt, of gehouden als bederf of vermindering van 
bet verzekerde, zoo door het water, ter brandblussching, of ter beveiliging van 
het · verzek-erde, gebruikt, als door bet geene ve;der tot conservatie van het zelve 
zal worden aangewend, en _voorts voor alle uiterlijke toevallen en ongevallen. 
bedagt of onbedagt, gewoon of ongewoon, geene uitgezonderd, door brand ontstaande. 

En zulks voor den tijd van ze.s maanden 
aanvang neemende met den twee 6 twintigsten Mey 1799 
en zullende eindigen den twee 6 twintigsten November 1799 
beide des namiddags ten twee uuren 
wordende de voorsz: graanen by deeze met wedcrzyts goedvinden 
getauxeert op een somma als voor ydere party a{zondedyk is gcstelt. 
Waar mede wy genoegen neemen: . en · zal, in cas van ongeval, niets anders 
mogen worden geeischt dan alleen deze Police, nevens eene tauxalie der schade 
van twee neutraale Persoonen, te committeeren bij den Rechter, ter plaatse daar 
bet verzekerde is gelegen, 't geen voor voldoende zal worden gehouden, en de 
gevallene schadc door ons, zonder eenige exceptie, worden voldaan, nevens alle 
kosten op de beredding gevallen, eenc maand na dat aan ons advertentie van bet ongeluk 
:al zijn gegeven. zondcr eenige korting, mits dat ons in gereeden gelde betaald worde, 

· voor den prys van deze verzekcring f 3/ 16 per Cto. V ry van schade onder drie per Cent. · 
Aldus ter goeder trouwe, onder verband en bcdwang als naar Rechten. 
Getekend binnen Rotterdam 22 Mey 1799. 

De voorenstaande assurantie gesc11ied yder afzonderlijk voor 
{ 17100.-.- op 11Last13 zak Rogge op den Zolder Braband •• N. 41 S 
.. 15100.-.- .. 36 do. 2 do. do. .. •• do. . N. 6} cheepmakershar:en. 

7500.-.- .. 17 do. 23 do. do. .. .. .. Bak ••.• BN. 1 Leuvehaven. 
.. 14700.-.- .. 35 do. do. ,. .. .. Pott .•.•• N. 1 i . 
.. 13600.-.- .. 32 do. 13 do . . do. .. .. do . •.•.. N. 2 ~ Scheepmakershavcn • 
.. 29100.-.- .. 70 do. do. Termons . AN. 3 Boompjes. 

81fJO . ..,...- ,, 20 do. do. .. Compagnic. N. 7 de Punt . 
.. H700.-.- .. 31 do. 21 do. do. .. .. Suykerbrood N. 1 Boompjes. 
{ 120800.-.-
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vationibus Simonis A 'Leewen. & Matthaei de Vicq in: 

· Caseregis Dlscursus 
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·TABL;EOF LEGISLATIVE MEASURES 

The following is a list of the leglslatiVe measures referred to In this thesis which concern insurance directly 

. in some way or another. I have ari'anged them chronologically according to country or city and have indi

cated, where· necessary, where reproductions Qf the relevant measures may be found. Most of th.e legisla

tiVe materials not directly concerned with insurance (but, for example, with matters such as bottomry, 

gaming·and wagering, lotteries, maritime and shipping law, stamp duties, brokers, the manning and 

equipment of ships, interest, and provisional sentence and other procedyral matters) which were referred 

. .. to in thus study, have not been included in this table but are referenced in the footnotes where they were 

mentioned. 

The Netherlands 

Placcaat of 1459 

Placcaat of 1537 

·· Placcaatof 1550 

Placcaat of 1551 

Placcaat of 1563 

· Placcaat of 1569 

15 February 1459 (os 1458); reproduced in Vlaenderen Placaet-Bouck 

vol I at 72-74, Gilliodts van Severen Cartu/aire vol II at 88-90 

'Nopende de Wissel-brieven ende Asseurantien' 25 May 1537; 

reproduced in Placcaeten van Brabandt vol I at 511-512, Pardessus vol 

1Vat37-38 

'Ordonnantie, Statut en Edict, op 't faict der Zeevaert, Equipagie en 

toerustlnge van Schepen, .,.' 29 January 1550 (os 1549); reproduced in 

Van Niekerk Sources appendix A at 101 (ss 20-24), GPB vol IV at 1219-

1224, Vlae.nderen Placaet-Bouck vol I at 360, Pardessus vol IV at 38-39 

'Ordonnantie, Statut en Nieuw Edict, op het faict der Zee-vaert ... ' 19 

July 1551; Vlaenderen Placaet-Bouck vol I at 375-396; GPB vol I at 782-

795 (incomplete); Placcaeten van Brabandt vol Ill at 216; the French ver

sion with notes appears in Verswyvel 'Placards' 5-10 

'Ordonnantie, Statuyt ende eeuwich Edict 's Conincks ... op 't faict 

vander Zee-vaert ... Midtsgaders vande Zee-Rechten, alsoo wel ondet 

de Schippers als den Kooplieden. Ende de Ordonnantie op 't fa/ct 

vander verseeckeringe oft Asseurahtie, Met meer andere saecken der 

Zee-vaert aengaehde' 31 October 1563; reproduced in GPB vol I at 796-

829; V/aenderen Placaet-Bouck vol II at 307-334, Pardessus vol IV at 64-

102; title VII ('Ordonnantie op de Verseeckeringe oft Asseurantie'). only 

Is reproduced in Van Niekerk Sources appendix B at 104•108; an 

English translation of portions of the placcaat of 1563 ['Extract from the 

Ordinance of K'mg Philip the Second ... at Antwerp, concerning Naviga

tion'] appears in Magens Essay vol II at 14-30; the French version is 

reproduced in Verswyvel 'Placards' 37-40 

31 March 1569 (os 1568); the French text is reproduced in Reatz 

'Ordonnances' 81-89, Goudsmit Zeerecnt 273.,.200 . 
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Placcaat of 1570 

Placcaat of 1571 

Resolution of the 

Estates of Holland 1736 

Amsterdam 

Amsterdam keur of 1598 

Amsterdam amending 

keurof 1598 

Amsterdam turbe of 

1599 

Amsterdam amending 

keuren of 1600 and 1601 

Amsterdam keur of 

1601 on wagers 

Amsterdam amending 

keurof 1606 

Amsterdam amending 

keurof 1607 

Amsterdam amending 

Table of Legislation 1697 

27 October 1570; the Dutch text is reproduced in Reatz 'Ordonnances' 

89-105 

'Ordonnantie, Statuyt ende Policie ... op 't feyt vande Contracten vande 

Asseurantien ende verseeckeringen in dese Nederlanden' 20 January 

1571 (os 1570); reproduced in Van Niekerk Sources appendix Cat 112-

118, GPB vol I at 828-841, Vlaenderen Placaet-Bouck vol II at 335-343, 

Pardessus vol IV at 103-119, Reatz 'Ordonnances' 106-118 (French text) 

'Placaaet ... interpreterende 't Placaet van Asseurantien vanden selve 

date .. .' 20 January 1571(os1570); reproduced in GPB vol II at 2115-

2116, Van Niekerk Sources appendix Cat 121 ;] 

'Extract uit de Resolutien van de Heeren Staten van Holland en West

Vriesland ... [op de Propositie van ... der Stad Amsterdam]' 12 July 

1736; reproduced in Van Niekerk Sources appendix E(25) at 166, 

Amsterdam handvesten vol II at 662; GPB vol VI at 643-644 (better copy) 

'Ordonnantie ... der Stadt Amstelredamme gemaeckt op 't stuck vande 

Asseurantie' 31 January 1598; reproduced in Van Niekerk Sources 

appendix D(1) at 122-129; G.PB vol I at 846-859; Amsterdam handvesten 

vol II at 653-656; Amsterdam recueil cap XXX at 131-144 

4December1598; reproduced in Van Niekerk Sources appendix-E(1) at 

137, Amsterdam handvesten vol II at 656 

21 October 1599; reproduced in Van Niekerk Sources appendix E(2) at 

138, Amsterdam handvesten vol II at541-542 

February 1600 and June 1601; reproduced in Van Niekerk Sources 

. appendix E(3) at 139, Amsterdam handvesten vol II at 656; GPB vol I at 

852-853 

8 December 1601; reproduced in Van Niekerk Sources appendix E(4) at 

140, Amsterdain handvesten vol II at 507 

20 June 1606; reproduced in Van Niekerk Sources appendix E(5) at 141, 

Amsterdam handvesten vol II at 656-657, Pardessus. vol IV at 136 

14 June 1607; reproduced in Van Niekerk Sources appendix E(6) at 142, 

Amsterdam handvesten vol II at 657, Pardessus vol IV at 137 

26 January 1610; reproduced in Van Niekerk Sources appendix E(7) at 
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keur of 1610 

Amsterdam keur of 1612 
on brokers 

Amsterdam charter 
of 1612 

Amsterdam amending 
keur of 1613 on brokers 

Amsterdam amending 
keurot 1614 

Reply to Amsterdam 
query in 1614 

·Amsterdam amending 
keurof 1620 

Amsterdam amending 
keurof 1621 

Amsterdam amending 
keurof 1626 

Amsterdam amending 
keurof 1640 

First Amsterdam 
amending keur of 1688 

Seeond Amsterdam 
amending keur ot 1688 

Amsterdam amending 
keurot 1693 

143, Amsterdam handvesten vol II at 657, GPB vol I at 857, Pardessus 
vol IV at 139 

'Ordonnantie van de Makelaers' 27 January 1612; s 6 reprc>duced in 
reproduced in Van Niekerk Sources appendix E(8) at 144, Scholten 
Makelaars (bijlage A), Amsterdam handvesten vol IV at 1060-1061 

'Octroy voor die van Amsterciarn, tot oprechtinge vande Kamere van 
Asseurantie , . .' 17 July 1612; reproduced in Van Niekerk Sources 
appendix 0(2) at 133-135, GPB vol I at 842:.847;-Amsterdam handvesten 
vol II at 652-653 

17 January 1613; reprc>duced in Van Niekerk Sources appendix E(9) at 
145, Amstei"dam handvesten ~ol IV at 106?-1063 

9 May 1614; reprc>duced in Van Niekerk Sources appendix E(10) at 146, 

Amsterdam nandvesten vol II at 657, GPB vol I at 850-851, Pardessus 
vol IV at 40-141 

9 May 1614; reprc>duced in Van Niekerk Sources appendix E(11) at 
147-148, Amsterdam handvesten vol II at 657-658 

5 December 1620; reprc>duced in Van Niekerk Sources appendix E(12) 
at 149, Amsterdam handvesten vol.II at 658, GPB vol I at 858, Scholten 
Makelaars (bijlage A), Pardessus Vol IV at 141 

September 1621; reproduced in Van Niekerk Sources appendix E(13) at 
150, Amsterdam handvesten vol II at 658, Pardessus vol IV at 143 

30 January 1626; reproduced in Van Niekerk Sources appendix E(14) at 
151, Amsterdam handvesten vol II at 658, Pardessus vol IV at 144 

25 January 1640; reproduced in Van Niekerk Sources appendiX E(15) at 
152, Amsterdam handvesten vol II at 658-659 

29 January 1688; reprc>duced in Van Niekerk Sources ~ppendix E(16) at 

153, Amsterdam handvesten vol II at 659 

29 January 1688; n~prc>dugec:t in Van Niekerk.Sources appendix E(17) at 
154-155, Amsterdam handvesten vol II at 659-660, Pardessus vol IV at 
146 

26January 1693; reproducedinVanNiekerkSources appendix E(18) at 
156-157, Amsterdam handvesten vol II ·at 660-661, Pardessus ·vol IV at 
147 



Amsterdam amending 

keurof 1697 

Amsterdam amending 

keurof 1699 

Amsterdam amending 

keurof 1701 

Amsterdam amending 

ketir of 1707 

Amsterdam amending 

keurof 1721 

Amsterdam amending 

keur of 1733 

Amsterdam keur of 17 44 

Amsterdam amending 

keurof 1745 

Amsterdam amending 

keurof 1756 

Amsterdam amending 

keurof 1n5 

·Antwerp 

Antwerp Antiquae 1570 

Antwerp lmpressae 1582 

Antwerp Compiiatae 1609 

'·,. Table of Legislation 1699 

18 January 1697; reproduced in Van Niekerk Sources appendix E(19) at 

158, Amsterdam handvesten vol II at 661 

23 January 1699; reproduced in Van Niekerk Sources appendix E(20) at 

159-160, Amsterdam handvesten vol II at 661, Pardessus vol IV at 148 

24 January 1701; reproduced in Van Niekerk Sources appendix E(21) at 

161, Amsterdam handvesten vol II at 661 

25 January 1707; reproduced in Van Niekerk Sources appendix E(22) at 

.162, Amsterdam handvesten vol II at 661 

27 January 1721 ; reproduced in Van Niekerk Sources appendix E(23) at 

163-164, Amsterdam handvesten vol II at 661-662 

27 January 1733; reproduced in Van Niekerk Sources appendix E(24) at 

165, Amsterdam handvesten vol II at 662 

'Nieuwe Ordonnantie van Assurantie, en Avaryen' 10 March 1744; 

reproduced in Van Niekerk Sources appendix F at 169-190, Amsterdam 

handvesten vol II at 662-671 ; an English translation ['Ordinance of 

Insurance and Averages of the City of Amsterdam'] appears In Magens 

Essay vol II at 128-154 . 

27 April 1745; reproduced in Van Niekerk Sources appendix G(1) at 

196-197, Amsterdam handvesten aanhangzel vol II at 1666, Scholten 

Makelaars (bijlage 8); an English translation appears in Magens Essay 

vol II at 155-156 

30 January 1756; reproduced in Van Niekerk Sources appendix G(2) at 

198-203, Amsterdam handvesten 2e vervolg at 89-91 

31 January 1775; reproduced in Van Niekerk Sources appendix G(3) at 

204-210, Amsterdam handvesten 2e vervolg at 91-95 

Title XXIX ('Contracten van Asseurantien') reproduced in De Longe vol I 

at598-604 

Title UV ('Van Contracten van Asseurantien, van Weddinghe ende Sper) 

reproduced in Antwerp Costumen 75-76, De Longe vol II at 400-407, 

Pardessus vol II at 182 

Part 4 ('Van Contracten ende Verbintenissen ende des daeraen cleeff) 

Title XI ('van Versekeringe oft Asseurantie') reproduced in De Longe vol 

IV at 198-334 
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Middelburg 

Middelburg keur of 1600 

Middelburg amending 

keurof 1719 

Rotterdam 

Rotterdam keur of 1604 

Rotterdam keur of 1721 

Spain 

Barcelona Insurance 

Ordinances 

Burgos Insurance 

-Ordinance of 1538 

'Ordonnantie op 't [Asseurantie] van Middelburgh' 30 September 1600; 
reproduced In Van Niekerk Sources appendix J at 251-256, GPB vol I at 

866-875, Pardessus vol IV at 167; . an English translation of a later 

promulgation of this keur ['Ordinance in Regard to Assurances in the 

City of Middelburg in Zealand, the 10th of December 1689'] appears in 

Magens Essay vol II at 68-79 

'Ampliatie op de Kaarner van Assurantie blnneh deese-Stadt Middel
burgh in Zeelandt' 4 February 1719; reproduced in Van Nlekerk Sources 
appendix Kat 260-261, GPB vol Vat 1287; an ~nglish tnmslation of the 

keur ['Explanation concerning the Chamber of Assurances, in this· City 

of Middelburg in Zealand'] appears in Magens Essay vol II at 79-80 

'Ordohnantie opte Asseurantien van Rotterdam' 12 March 1604; 
repraduced in Van Niekerk Sources appendix H at212-216, GPB vol I at 

858-865, Patdessus vol IV at 52 

'Ordonnantie op het stuk van Asseurantie ende van Avarye: mitsgaders 
Zee-zaken' 28 January 1721; ss 1 and 23-82 reproduced in Van Niekerk 

Sources appendix I at 219-246 (from a separate reprint of the keur pub

lished in Rotterdam in 1748), Fiotterdam keure vol II at 126; an English 

translation of the whole keur ['Ordinance concerning Assurances and 

· Averages for the City of Rotterdam'] appears In Magetis Essay vol II at 

81-126 

of 2 November 1435: reproduced with a French translation in Pardessus 

vol Vat 493-502; 

of 14 Augusn 436: reproduced with a French translation in Pardessus 

vol V at 502-506; 

of 17 Novenber 1458: reproduced with a French translation in Pardessus 

vol V at 507-523; 

of 31 October 1461: reproduced with a French translation in Pardessus 

vol Vat 521-523; and of 3 June 1484: reproduced with a French transla

tion In Pardessus vol Vat523-543, English translation In Jados 287-302 

reproduced with a French translation in Pardessus vol VI at 135-194 



France 

Gu_idon de la mer 

Ordinance de la 
marine 1861 

Hamburg 

Hamburg Assecuranz
Ordnung 1731 

England 

Table of Legislation 1701 

reproduced in Pardessus vol II at 377-432; an English translation 

appears in Lowndes 50-56 

reproduced in Pardessus vol IV at 370; an English translation [of the 

Marine Ordinances of Louis XIV] appears in 30 Federal Cases 1203-

1216 (1897); and also [as the 'Ordinances of France Made In 1681'] in 

Magens Essay vol II at 157-186 

'Assecuranz- und Haverey-Ordnung der Stadt Hamburg', 1 O S~ptember 

1731; reproduced in Dreyer 267-343; a Dutch translation is appended to 

Feitama's translation of Roccus De assecurationibus; an English transla

tion [of the 'Order of the City of Hamburg concerning Insurance and 

Average, 1731 '] appears in Magens Essay vol II at 210-252 

British statutes are reprinted in several collections. Most useful for the older measures, are three multi

volumed series entitled Statutes of the Realm (covering the period 1225-1713), Statutes at Large (cover

ing 1225-1806), and Statutes of the United Kingdom (covering 1807-1869). Earlier statutory measures 

were, as a rule, not provided with a short title, that being done either l:>Y the editors of the collection in 

which the statute was taken up or, in some cases, by way of legislative enactment (eg the Short Titles Act 

of 1896). Many of the older laws were repealed by a series of Statute Law Revision Acts (SLRA) passed in 

the latter part of the nineteenth century. 

43ElizIIc12 

14Carll c23 

16Carll c6 

16 Car II c 7 

4 Gui & Marc 15 

7Annec16 

'An Act concerriing Matters of Assurance amongst Merchants' [An Act 

establishing the Court of Arbitration or Assurances] 1601; amended 

1662; repealed by the SLRA 1863; reproduced with a French translation 

in Pardessus vol IV at 210-214 

'An Addiconal Act concerning matters of Assurance used amongst Mer

chants' 1662; repealed by the SLRA 1863 

'An Act to prevent the delivering up of Merchant Ships' 1664; 

reproduced with a French translation in Pardessus vol IV at 214-216 

'An Act against deceitful, disorderly, and excessive Gaming' 1664 

'An Act for continuing certain Acts therein mentioned [including a 

prohibition on the insurance of enemy property], and for charging 

several Joint Stocks' 1692 

'An Act. to prevent the laying of Wagers relating to the Publick' 1708 
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9Annec6 

9Annec14 

12Annec18 

4Geol c12 

6Geol c 18 

8Geo I c 15 

11GeoIc29 

6 Geo II c35 

7Geo II c8 

12 Geo II c 28 

18 Geo II c34 

19 Geo II c32 

19 Geo ll·C 37 

'An Act prohibiting insurances oil marriages, births, christenings, etc' 

1710 

'An Act for the better preventing of excessive and deceitful Gaming' 

1710 

'An Act for the preserving all such Ships and Goods thereof, which shall 

happen to be forced oil Shore or stranded, upon the Coasts of the King

dom, or any other of Her Majesty's Dominions' 1713 

'An Act for inforcing and making perpetual [12 Anne II c 18) ... and for 

Inflicting the Punishment of death on such as shall wilfully burn or 

destroy Ships' 1717; explained 1724; repealed 1803 

'An Act for better securing certain Powers and Privileges intended to be 
granted by His MajeSty by Two Charters for Assurance of Ships and 

Merchandizes at Sea; and for lending Money upon Bottomry; and for 

restraining several extravagant and unwarrantable practices therein 

mentioned [the Monopoly Act; the Bubble Act] 1720; also reproduced In 

Magens Essay vol I I at 367-371 ; repealed in 1824 

'An Act ... tha:t the Two Corporations of Assu.rance on any Suits brought 

on their Policies, shall be liable only to single Damages and Costs of 

Suit' 1721 

'An Act ... for explaining and amending [4GeoIc12) 1724 

'An Act ... for enforcing the Laws made against foreign Lotteries .. .' 1733 

'An Act to prevent the infamous Practice of Stock-jobbing' 1734 

'An Act for the more effectual preventing of excessive and deceitful 

Gaming' 1739 

'An Act to explain, amend and make more effectual the Laws in being, to 

prevent excessive and deceitful-Gaming; and to restrain and prevent the 

excessive Increase of Horse Races' 1745 

'An Act for amending the Laws relating to Bankrupts' 1746 (see too 

Magens Essay vol II at 352-353) 

'An Act to regulate Insurance on Ships .belonging to the Subjects of 

Great Britain, and on Merchandizes or Effects laden thereon [the Marine 

Insurance Act; the Gambling Act] 1746 (see too Magens EsstiY vol II at 

341-345); repealed by the Marine Insurance Act, 1906 



21GeoIIc4 

25 Geo II c26 

31GeoIIc27 

14 Geo Ill c 48 

14 Geo Ill c 78 

22 Geo Ill c 48 

25 Geo Ill c 44 

28 Geo Ill c 56 

33 Geo Ill c 27 

35 Geo Ill c 63 

43 Geo Ill c 113 

47 Geo Ill c 36 

Table of Legislation 1703 

'An Act to prohibit Assurance on Ships belonging to France, and on 

Merchandizes or Effects laden thereon, during the present War with 

France' 1748; repealed by the SLRA 1867 

'An Act to restrain the making Insurances on foreign Ships bound to or 

from the East Indies 1752 (see Magens Essay vol II at 345-347); repealed 

1758 

'An Act for repealing [25 Geo II c 26]'· 175S- ·· 

'An Act for regulating Insurances upon Lives, and for prohibiting all such 

Insurances, except in Cases Where the Persons insuring shall have an 

Interest in the Life or Death of the Persons insured' [the Life Assurance 

Act, the Gambling Act] 1774 

'An Act ... for the more effectually preventing Mischiefs by Fire within the 

Cities of London and Westminster ... • [the Fires Prevention (Metropolis) 

Act] 1774 

'An Act for charging a Duty on Persons whose Property shall be insured 

against Loss by Fire' 1782 

'An Act for Regulating Insurances on Ships, and on Goods, Mer

chandizes, or Effects [the Insurance on Ships Act] 1785; repealed in 

1788 

'An Act to repeal [25 Geo Ill c 44]; and for substituting other Provisions, 

for the like Purpose, in lieu thereof [the Marine Insurance Act] 1788; 

repealed in respect of marine insurance by the Marine Insurance Act of 

1906 

'An Act more effectually to prevent, during the present War between 

Great Britain and France, all Traitorous Correspondence with, or Aid or 

Assistance being given to His Majesty's Enemies 1793; repealed by the 

SLRA 1871 

'An Act for granting to His Majesty certain Stamp Duties on Sea 

Insurances' 1795; repealed 1867 

'An Act for the more effectually providing for the Punishment of Offences 

in wilfully casting away, burning, or Destroying Ships and vessels; .. .' 

1803; repealed by the SLRA 1861 

'An Act for the Abolition of the Slave Trade' 1806 
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5Geo1Vc64 

9 Geo IV c 13 

8 & 9 Viet c 109 

30 & 31Vietc144 

31 &32Victc86 

39Victc6 

55&56Victc9 

6 EdwVll c 41 

9EdwVllc12 

'An Act to repeal so much of (6 Geo I c 18] as restrains any other Corpo

rations than those in the Act named, and any Societies or Partnerships, 

from effecting Marine Assurances, and lending Money on Bottomry' [the 

Marine Insurance (Amendment) Act] 1824; repealed by the SlRA 1873 

'An Act for further regulating the Payment of Duties under the Manage

ment of the Commissioners of Stamps on Insurances from loss or 

Damage by Fire' [Stamps on Fire Insurances Act] 1828 

The Gaming Act 1845 

The Policies of (life] Assurance Act 1867 

Policies of Marine Insurance Act 1868; repealed by the Marine Insurance 

Act1906 

Sea Insurances (Stamping of Policies) Amendment Act 1876 

The Gaming Act 1892 

The Marine Insurance Act 1906 

The Marine Insurance (Gambling Policies) Act 1909 
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